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COMMENTARY

THE GOSPELS.

§ 7. The Healing of a Dumb Man. The Discourses of

Jesus thereupon.

(Luke xi. 14-28.)

What is contained in this paragraph has already been considered

in detail at Matth. xii. 22-30, and 43-45. We simply observe here,

in regard to the arrangement, that the position in the history as-

signed to the occurrence by Luke, [if there were such,] would un-

doubtedly deserve the preference. The fearful outbreak of hatred

on the part of the Pharisees and lawyers in the accusation that

Jesus cast out spirits by the power of the prince of darkness, seems
to belong to the end of his ministry. The reference also (Luke xi.

24^26) to the return of the evil spirit, stands immediately after the

cure in a connexion more appropriate than in Matthew, who inserts

before it the subsequent discourse (Luke xi. 29, seq.) on the sign

of Jonah. Everything, finally, from the account of this cure, down
to Luke xiii. 9, stands in close internal connexion. The only thing

in this section peculiar to Luke is the account (ver. 27, 28) of the

woman whp blesses the mother of Jesus for her son's sake. This
little narrative distinguishes itself so remarkably for naivete and
originality, that it furnishes no slight evidence for the correctness

of Luke's history. The invention or inappropriate insertion of it is

hardly conceivable. Without doubt we owe to some eye-witness

the account of this conversation conducted by Jesus on the occasion

of his healing the dumb man. As respects, finally, the substance

of the narrative, it is not unimportant on account of the striking

answer of Jesus in which the practical aim of all the Saviour's efibrts

is made apparent—that he cared not to excite wondering astonish-

ment, but to bring about a saving change of the whole life. The
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/voman was assuredly, as lier exclamation shews, struck with tlie

power and wisdom of Jesus, but, without taking the words home to

herself and applying them to her own salvation, she is lost in con-

templating his glory, and extols his blessedness through his mother,

to whom she is led as a woman first to refer. This want of practical

interest the answer of Jesus reproves, in so delicate a way that the

woman, who had meant well in her remarks, could not feel ofiended,

while yet both she and the others present must have been led to

consider the essential purposes of his mission. (In the word ^evovvye,

there is on the one hand an implied acknowledgment of what was

true in the woman's exclamation, but on the other an intimation

that the man who heard and kept the word of God stood still higher.

The passage might be translated thus :—he who lets the word of

God operate spiritually within him, and is thereby born again,

stands higher than the earthly mother of the Messiah. But this

spiritual blessing is open to you aU—appropriate it to yourselves.)

§ 8. Continuation of the Discourses of Jesus.

(Luke xi. 29-36.)

What was needful for the understanding of ver. 29-32 has been

given already at Matth. xii. 38, seq. In regard to its position, how-

ever, the narrative of Luke deserves the preference, as was already

observed in our exposition of Matthew (tit supra); partly because

we find in Luke greater originality, especially in arranging Christ's

discourses, and next because in this very section the exactness of his

narrative is clearly manifest. According to Luke, the Saviour

directed his rebuke expressly to the mass of the assembled people,

and the allusion to the people of Nineveh agrees well with this. In

the closing verses of this section, two thoughts are subjoined by

Luke to the discourse of Jesus, which at Matth. v. 15 ; vi. 22, 23,

are already explained in the Sermon on 'the Mount. It is of itself

very possible that such sententious statements may have been uttered

by Christ on many occasions, just as the former of them occurs in

another connexion in Luke viii. 16. Still the connexion, especially

of the latter idea, is in Matthew not so simple as to give it the

appearance of being there in its proper and original place. Here,

on the other hand, the admonition to care for the purity of the in-

ward sight, so connects itself with the preceding ideas, that its very

peculiarity seems to mark it as original. The general train of

thought, however (from ver. 33-36), requires careful development,

for it is not at first obvious. To those who asked signs from heaven

the Lord had held forth the example of the Ninevites and the queen
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of the East, who were prepared to aclmowledge Divinity in far less

glorious manifestations of it, namely, in Jonah and Solomon. From
this thought Jesus makes a transition to the object of all revelations

of the Divine among mankind, namely, that those who are entering

(the dwelling of God) may see the light (Iva ol elam\pev6iJ.evot (elg

rov oiKov Tov Geov) rb (piyyog jSAcTrwat). The perfect revelation of

God in Christ himself is so constituted that its glory radiates far

and wide, striking every eye. The eye itself certainly must be

sound and clear if it is to take in purely the impressions of the

truth. Hence the admonition to bring the eye into a right condi-

tion. It might surprise us here that at ver. 33, Xvx'i^og, lamp, being

that which gives light, denotes the Saviour himself as the light of

the world, while again in ver. 34 it means the ability to take in the

light—to see. Already, however, at Matth. vi. 22, 23, it was remarked

that light itself was needful for the reception of the light (as a

negative pole for the positive), and the darkness here is not to be

considered as simply the absence of light, but as that which resists

every reception of the light, and consequently as the moral impu-

rity which flies every discovery of itself by the power of light. In

order to receive the light of Christ, therefore, the eye must be

single, and then it works with an influence so quickening and

light-giving, that the light in man completely and entirely per-

vades the man. The figure here is only distinguished from that at

Matth. vi. 22 (where the particulars may be compared) by the

additional clause ver. 36. There seems, however a tautology im-

plied in this additional statement, el ovv to GcJfid gov oXov (^(OTeivdv—
earai (pureLvbv bX^v, if therefore thy ivhole body he luminous—it will

he all luminous. The " as" which follows, however, indicates very

naturally a silently implied "so," by which the following sense would

arise :
" The enlightenment of man—(owing to the likeness having

been taken from the outward eye, the hody stands for man's inner

being)—by the reception of the Divine light through means of a

single and clear eye, illuminates him so entirely (amidst the sur-

rounding darkness), that he shines (inwardly, spiritually) as when
outwardly (in the night) a light irradiates one with its beams." It

is not, therefore, a merely ideal knowledge of God and Divine things

that is here spoken of, but the communication of a higher life-

principle, which has the power of forming in him to whom it is im-

parted a fountain of similar life (John iv. 14). The whole passage,

therefore, pourtrays believers as men transformed by the influence

of Christ (of the (pCjg rov koojj.ov') into (ficocjTTipeg iv Koaj-Hx) (Phil. ii. 15),

enlightening what lies around them.* (In ver. 35 oKonelv, as else-

where fiAeneiv, is used in the sense of to take care, to guard oneself.

* Compare also Dan. xil 3 ;
(Matth. xiiL 43 ;) 1 Cor. xr. 41, 42.
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In the New Testament this meaning occurs only here—^ver. 36,

doTpanrj is = ^eyyog, the shining, gleamingfiash)

§ 9. Eebuke to the Phaeisees and Lawyers.

(Luke xi. 3'7-54)

In the following discourse against the Pharisees and lawyers,

Matthew, according to his custom, has wrought into one whole, the

thoughts contained in Luke, with others which are not found in

him. In this form the separate ideas will be found more fuUy ex-

plained on Matth. xxiii. We merely consider here the entire dis-

course of Luke. Its form leaves no doubt that here again we have

in Luke the account of an eye-witness, while the discourse in Mat-

thew (ch, xxiii), manifestly combines the elements of kindred dis-

courses which might have been spoken by Jesus on very different

occasions. For, in the first place, Luke's account starts from a

definite historic occasion. During the Saviour's discourse which

followed the cure of the dumb man (xi. 14), a Pharisee came up
and invited him to dine (in explaining dpiarav, ver. 37, there is no

ground for deviating from the common meaning prandere). As he

observed that Jesus ate without having washed his hands, and

loudly expressed his astonishment at this after the meal was finished,

Christ at once commenced a conversation on the relation of inward

and outward purity. Owing to this observation of the Pharisee, the

discourse was directed immediately against them—but for reasons

stated V. 45, it was also extended to the lawyers. One of the lawyers,

namely, applied the words to himself, and therefore the Lord turned

to that party and rebuked their errors. In the second place, the

discourse concludes (ver, 53, 54) with a general remark by the

writer, that such a public declaration had brought the opponents of

Jesus to the firm determination to overthrow him as the destroyer

of their whole power over the peoj)le. Matthew wants all the points

which in Luke shew that the account was drawn from the life. He,

on the contrary, gives an address which unites all the antipharisaic

elements to be found in the discourses of Jesus ; these he has

arranged with skill and discernment, into a new and entire whole.

(In the closing verses of this section at Luke xi. 54, there occur

some unusual expressions. As resj^ects first the htxeiv dsLvCyg^ it

means, as at Mark vi. 19, insidiari. In the LXX. it occurs at

Gen. xlix. 23. Only at this passage in the New Testament does

dnooToiiaTt^eLv occur. According to Timseus, in the Platonic Lexi-

con, when intransitive it is = dnb i^ivTJ[i7]g X^ysiVj to recount from
memory. Transitively, however, it means to cause one to tell some-
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thing, drawing it as it were out of his mouth. Suidas says, diroaTo-

fiari^eiv (paal rov ScddoKaXov orav KeXevet rbv Tzalda Xeyeiv drra dnb

aronaTog. With this meaning agrees the subsequent hedgeveiv, lie

in wait, [which does not again occur save at Acts xxiii. 21,] as also

dripevaai, hunt, which describes the ensnaring nature of the questions

put by Christ's enemies, examples of which we have at Matth. xxii,

15, seq. 'EvedpeiJffi', from tvedpa^ corresponds also in etymology with

the Latin insidiari.)

§ 10. Various Discourses of Jesus.
\

(

• (Luke xii. 1-59.)

To the contents of the following paragraphs we may apply the

game remarks as to the foregoing. The thoughts, for the most part,

recur also in Matthew, who arranges them in various connexions,

according to his mode of combining portions of different discourses.

Granting even that particular terse and sententious maxims may
have been uttered by the Saviour on different occasions, we can

scarcely conceive that more lengthened portions of discourse, agreeing

word for word, should have been repeatedly uttered. And in ex-

amining the originality of this section, everything again here speaks

in favour of Luke. For again at the very beginning of the chapter,

he connects the discourse that follows with a definite historic occur-

rence. As soon as Jesus left the house of the Pharisee, and stepped

out amidst the numerous masses of the assembled people, he con-

tinued to the disciples his discourse respecting the Pharisees, pointing

out the danger which threatened them from these self-seeking men,

and referring them to that higher aid which stood ready for them.

This discourse, which the Lord carried on with his disciples amidst

a wide circle of surrounding people, was suddenly interrupted by an

individual from amidst the crowd, with a request so strangely out

of place, that the very contrast between this incident and the

discourse of Jesus goes to prove the original character of the

account used by Luke in this section. This man, full of his petty

domestic affairs, asks that the Saviour would settle a quarrel about

an inheritance in his family. The gentle Son of man deems it not

beneath his dignity to lead even this erring one into another path.

He takes the trouble to shew to him by a parable the nothingness

of earthly possessions (ver. 16-21). And then he resumes the ad-

dress to his disciples, taking up in such a way the thread which had

been let fall, that the intervening words are woven into the connexion.

The Father's care for those who seek spiritual blessings, forms again

the subject of his discourse, with an intimation that spiritual are
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infinitely exalted above eartMy treasures. After the possession of

the former, therefore, the Lord exhorts his people to strive and not

to slacken in their zeal, but to persevere like servants awaiting their

Lord. Here Peter again breaks in on the discourse of Jesus (ver.

40), and asks to whom he meant to apply these words, to them alone

or to all. This question leads Jesus to go still farther into the para-

ble he had chosen, of servants who await their lord's return, and so

to develope it as to convey to him the answer sought, and bring the

apostles to the conclusion that he spake of his own departure and

return. This brings the Lord finally (ver. 54-59) to address a

reproof to the crowd, in which he charges them with that very

hypocrisy against which he had at the commencement warned them.

He reminds them of the visible signs of his presence, and earnestly

exhorts them not to mistake these signs. Thus the whole is so

connected, and shews itself by the intermediate questioning to be

so plainly the original account of an eye-witness, that it cannot be

dissevered. Its connexion with what precedes reveals it plainly as

a portion of that great journal of travel which Luke used in writing

his work. The separate thoughts, here given in their original con-

nexion, Matthew, according to his custom, re-arranged under certain

general points of view.

Ver. 1.—The account of Luke begins with a well-marked his-

torical connexion in point of time with the foregoing narrative (ev

olg scil. xp^'^oig in the sense of meanwhile, during which period,

synonymous with Iv w Mark ii. 19 ; Luke v. 34). While he was at

meat (Luke xi. 37), the people assembled before the house of the

Pharisee, in order to obtain a sight of the prophet. (The nvpiddeg

denotes, like the n-a:?"), great, but indefinite numbers.) Here then

the Lord begins an address of warning against the Pharisees, directed,

in the first instance, certainly to his disciples, but plainly uttered in

the presence of the people (ver. 13, 54), whose ears many of his words

may have reached. The exposition of the words has been given at

Matth. xvi. 6. As the explanation of leaven, there is here expressly

added "which is hypocrisy." The prominent reference to this

springs from the fact that all the Lord's preceding rebuke, as also

the whole blameworthy peculiarities of the sect, centred in their

hypocrisy. To the spirit of the Gospel, indeed, nothing is more

opposed than hypocrisy, for, whether in its grosser or more refined

^orm, whether consciously or unconsciously cherished, it ever implies

a. contradiction between the inner man and the outer form. This

contradiction is removed by Christianity, which establishes sim-

plicity of soul, and attaches value to the outward appearance

only so far as it is the genuine expression of the inner life. (The

term rrpwrov, therefore, is to be taken as meaning, first of all, above

all, as at Matth. vi. 33.)
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Yer. 2-12.—The words which follow have been already ex-

plained, namely, ver. 2-9, at Mattb. x. 26, seq. (compare Luke viii.

17), ver. 10, at Mattb. xii. 31 ; Mark iii. 28, ver. 11, 12 ; at Mattb.

X. 19, 20. The connexion of the words with the admonition to

beware of the Pharisees is also so simple as to be self-evident.

Yet in ver. 2 and 3 there is some obscurity in the connexion of

what precedes and follows. The conjoining of the disclosure of what

is concealed with the warning against hypocrisy, in the sense that
" the secrets of the hypocrite shall one day be laid open," is out of

the question, because at ver. 3 the revealing agency is ascribed to

the apostles themselves. We must rather supply, therefore, at this

passage, the words/ear not, as is expressly done at Mattb. x. 26.

On the one hand this open revelation of the inner man forms

the contrast to hypocrisy, and on the other the display, in its full

glory, of that Divine truth which the apostles were called to ad-

vocate, necessarily consummates their triumph. Hence, even if

opponents arise against them, the powerful protection of God will

shield the champions of the truth. The declaration of ver. 10, on

the sin against the Holy Ghost, was, it is true, uttered in a fuller

form on an entirely different occasion. (Compare on Mattb. xii.

31.) Yet it is not improbable that the Saviour in this connexion

referred? again to the main idea. For, the warning against apostacy

led him very naturally to speak of the lowest stage of declension.

In contrast, however, with the sin against the Holy Ghost there is

brought forward at the conclusion (ver. 12), the aid proceeding

from the Holy Ghost, to those who in faith cleave to the Kedeemer.

Ver. 13-16.—The narrative which follows is peculiar to Luke,

which presents some one from among the crowd as requesting Jesus

to support him in a lawsuit. This little episode is instructive as

showing the way in which Jesus conducted himself in affairs per-

taining to the external relations of political and civil life. He
wholly refrained from such interference, and confined his labours

entirely to the sphere of moral and*spiritual truth. From this no
doubt arose an entire reformation of all political and civil rela-

tions, produced by his labours, but at first be left the exter-

nals unassailed, seeking only to establish the new life within. An
important hint for all who are called to the work of the ministry!

Interference with exterior relations characterises sectarian effort,

which has to do not with men's hearts but with dominion over them
and their money. (AucaaT/]g occurs again at Acts vii. 27, 35, in the

sense of arbiter, freely chosen umpire. MepioTjjg, met with only here

in the New Testament, means, according to Grotius, on.the passage,

qui familifB herciscundae, communi dividundo, aut finibus regundis

arbiter sumitur.) To make the man who had so awkwardly inter-

rupted his discourse, aware of his spiritual state, Jesus gives him in
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the following verses a warning against avarice (rrXeove^La). We may
conceive of a wish being entertained for the division of an inheritance

without avarice, but in the case of this man, the very moment he

chose for making his application to Christ shews that wordliness

had repressed all sympathy with things spiritual, and even this en-

tanglement is the root of avarice, a subjugation of our life to things

earthly. On the construction of the latter half of verse 15, it must

be observed, first, that undoubtedly avrov is the right reading, and

that in this entirely Hebraizing passage the pronouns must be

explained after the usage of the Hebrew language. The idea

would be clear if the words lie twv vnapxovrojv avrov were want-

ing. By this additional clause some expositors (for example

Paulus) have been induced erroneously to supply a n before the

^K Twv K. T. X. so as to bring out this meaning—though one has

many possessions, yet physical life is no part of his property, {. e.,

he has no control over his life. This explanation seems to agree

with the following parable, according to which even the rich man
suddenly loses his bodily life. But verse 21 opens at once to our

view, by the words, "being rich toward God" (txXovtCjv elg Qeov)

another conception of " life." Only relatively is death a loss ; for

him who is rich toward God it is a gain. Life (^w?/) then is more
correctly taken as denoting true life, in so far as it implies salvation.

The true construction then is this : the thought is in substance

completely expressed by the words on ovic h tg3 neptaaeveiv nvl 7) ^w^

avrov 8(jriv, a man's life consists not in abundance; the added in

Tc5v vTTapx6vro)v avrov,from Ms possessions, however, brings forward

from the preceding Trepiaaevetv this additional idea, that no spiritual

power can be ascribed to earthly possessions. Two doctrines then

are combined in one—" Life consists not in superabundance," and
" from earthly possessions nothing spiritual can flow." The follow-

ing parable, therefore, teaches alike that earthly blessings may be

lost, and the necessity of gathering imperishable treasures, posses-

sion of which brings true life, and which death is so far from taking

away that it rather introduces us to their full enjoyment.

Ver. 16-21,—Here follows a parable, whose object by no means
is to warn against the abuse of riches, but against riches themselves,

that is, against the soul's placing its dependence on any transi-

tory possession. This dependence may exist alike in him who has

mucJi and in him who has little, although in the case of the for-

mer the temptation is greater. In the same way, however, can

true poverty of spirit (Matth. v. 3), exist amidst great possessions.

According to the views of the world and the decisions of the law,

the man whom Jesus brings forward in the parable does nothing

unrighteous ; rather does he act wisely
;
just as the man who from

amidst the crowd wished to force his brother to a division of the in-
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heritance does nothing unlawful. But in both, cases that natural

life bore sway which cleaves to the creature, devoting to it its whole
affections

; and in this condition man is dead, and transitory as the

transitory objects of his love. With this state of soul the Saviour

contrasts another, in which man sets his affections on things eternal,

and holds and uses all his perishable possessions not for thsir own
sake, but for the everlasting welfare of himself and others. This
being his state he is nrux^?} « heggar (in spirit) even though he may
have great possessions, but still as a beggar he is rich toioard God.
This expression is in the highest degree significant, when contrasted

with the gathering treasuresfor oneself (drjaavpL^eiv tavT(f). For in
human effort everything depends on the final object towards which it

is directed. In the ordinary strivings of sense, seJf is the object of all

exertion
; and this miserable self, with its perishable joy and peace,

falls during this veiy effort a prey to corruption ; in genuine effort,,

however, God the eternal, unchangeable, immortal (1 Tim. vi. 16),,

becomes the object, and while man therefore is laying up treasure

for God (etf is not to be confounded with iv or Ttpd^), he is at the

same time laying up for himself, for where his treasure is, there also^

is his real self (Matth. vi. 21.) Compare the beautiful treatise of

Clemens Alex, t'k; 6 aw^oiievo^ nXovaiog, which contains a Commen-
tary on the history at Mark x. 17, seq., full of rich and profound

thoughts. In the Pauline epistles compare 1 Cor. vii. 29, seq., where'

we are taught to possess as though we possessed not. (Ver. 16
ei'fpopcUj means to bear abundantly, fruitfullj^f In the New Testa-

ment it is found only here—ver. 19, I will sUf r^ i^'^XV /"^f = avrog^

self; it is, however, to be noted that the words cro3jt/a, \pvxri, and
-nvEvf.ia are not used indifferently for the person who is the subject

of discourse, but discriminatingly, according as certain relations be-

come particularly prominent. In this case, for example, neither

aoJpLa nor Trvevfia could have been employed. According to the Divine
ordinance nourishment is required by the body, but the S2nrit

(nvevua) has relation to nobler than sensuous blessings and food.

The sold (i^vxv)) ^^ being capable of education and development,

can be alike lowered to flesh {odp^) and elevated to the spirit [Trvevna).

In this very thing consequently lies the point of the thought, that

he gave up to the fleshly objects that soul which he should have con-

secrated to spiritual.)

Ver. 22-31.—In his subsequent discourse our Lord comes back
to his disciples, alike resuming his discourse from ver. 12, and havino-
reference to the contents of the parable. Warning them against

anxious care for the world, he points his disciples to our heavenly

Father as their true helper in every strait, and remarks that, while

trusting in his aid, there was no necessity for such an anxious

gathering together of the means of bodily support as is exhibited in

Vol. II.—

2
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clie case of the rich man. The whole discourse, it may be added, is

fouoded on the supposition, that circumstances might well give

occasion and temjotation enough for cherishing such anxieties.

The particulars have already been more fully explained at Matth.

vi. 25-32.

Ver. 32.—With the jj^rj (pof^ov, fear not, the discourse obviously

returns to the subject of ver. 4, where the Redeemer, styling

the disciples his friends, exhorts them j^?) (pofirjOqre,fear ye not. The
confidential address, however, "little flock" {jMKpbv ttoluvlov)^ with

which the foregoing (ptAoi [j.ov (ver. 4), may be set down as parallel,

seems unsuited to the idea of a conversation before the multitude

(ver, 1). At least, in John xv. 14, 15, where the Lord also calls his

disciples Ms friends, it is restricted to his own most immediate

circle. But in what follows, there immediately (ver. 33) occurs the

most definite reference to ver. 21, which words again were addressed

to one amidst the crowd (ver. 13), so that it is not possible to divide

this discourse into separate elements, as spoken (before the people

and before the disciples) at different times. It is impossible, espe-

cially because of ver. 41. We can only therefore suppose, that the

disciples immediately surrounded Jesus, and partly his words were

not at all designed for the multitude ; while as to another part, he

perhaps even intended that to some his words should be completely

audible, and all should receive at least their general impression.

Thus the conclusion of his address (ver. 54, seq.), which addresses

the multitude itself, charges them with hypocrisy, with a warning

against which the discourse opened. (Compare ver. 1 with ver. 56.)

Even the marked, and at first sight strange separation of the " little

flock" from the great multitude (retained under the entanglements

of Pharisaic influence), was perhaps designed on this account by the

Saviour, and although many of the particular allusions were unin-

telligible to the crowd (as, for instance, the account which follows

of watching for his own return, must certainly have been unintelli-

gible), yet far less stress is laid on these than on the impress of

rebuke and reproof borne by the whole discourse. This must have

driven men to a decision for or against him ; the better disposed

would attach themselves to the little flock, the rest went over en-

tirely to his enemies. And this circumstance itself shews that the

discourse is rightly placed in the account of the last journey to

Jerusalem, for, only towards the close of the ministry of Jesus would

such a demand for a decisive choice have been appropriate.

The idea of the focJc, however, implies a reference not merely to

their connexion with Jesus as the shepherd (John x. 12), but also,

as the jUiKpov, little, indicates, to the relation of the disciples to the

world. The expression reminds us of the relation of sheep to

wolves (Matth. x. 16). To comfort them, as it were, amidst the suf-
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ferings and persecutions of the world, the Saviour promises that the

Father shall bestow on them the kingdom, which as the opposite of

Koofiog (ver. 30) in its widest application, inwardly as well as out-

wardly, denotes here a state of things, in which God's will is

supreme, and in its supremacy insures the welfare of the good.

Most appropriately, however, does the giving (dovvai) here corre-

spond with the seeldng (^Tjretv)^ ver. 31. For it was only with this,

that the promise of outward aid and support was primarily associ-

ated, and now the Saviour adds that the exalted object of their striv-

ing was already their own. The preterite* here is to be retained in

its literal sense, for this reason, that the Saviour views the disciples

as the first bearers of that new life which he was called to bring

into the world, and looks on them in the election of grace. If Jesus

speaks here quite generally, without mentioning the son of perdi-

tion (as in the similar passage, John xvii. 12), this was doubtless

done, partly because he spoke in presence of the multitude, partly

because the time of Judas was not yet past, and so there still

remained the hope of winning him, and finally it might yet be said

that even Judas was chosen, but made not his election sure (2

Peter i. 10), and so fell through liis unfaithfulness.

Ver. 38.—In the following verses (down to verse 36) the

Redeemer subjoins admonitions to the effect that they should walk

as children of the kingdom, and members of the little flock. The
picture is carried out in contrast with the preceding representation

of the worldling anxious for the interests of the body and of self

The latter amasses for himself possessions and goods, the former

sells them ; the latter seeks ease and pleasure (ver. 19), the former

stands amidst struggles and conflicts (ver. 35). It may be a ques-

tion, however, in what sense the exhortation expressed in general

terms, nuXrjaare rd vndpxovra Vjuwv, sell your possessions, is to be

understood. In the first j)lace, we are not to suppose here any gen-

eral admonition to Christians, otherwise 1 Cor. vii. 29, seq. would

contradict it. Spiritual freedom from all earthly possessions, is

assuredly to be considered as the highest aim of every member of

the kingdom ; by it alone can the outward act acquire real signifi-

cance. A second question, however, certainly arises, whether the

Lord means here to give his disciples a special precept ; and this

accordiug to Matth. xix. 27, appears by no means improbable.f

According to Matth. xix. 21 also, Jesus, in certain cases where a too

strong attachment to worldly possessions was manifested, appears to

* EiSoKTjaEv, was pleased.—[K.

f Luke xxii. 36, however, shews that even on the part of the disciples themselves the

expression Trclvra u<p7jKa^aev is to bo taken with limitations. Compare also en John xxi.

.*{. In the parallel passage at Matth. vi. 19, only the negative side is brought forward to

view, /i) Oriaavpi^ere vfclv Oijaavpovg im r'/c yi]^.
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liave required the entire giving up of these goods, and to have

meant his injunction to be understood in good earnest, and in a

literal sense. Yet, in any case, the necessity for such external

renunciation must be of subordinate importance, for all outward

blessings being as Clemens Alex, (in the treatise above referred

to) says, KTijfiaraj possessions, and therefore to be held possession

of, so may they lawfully be thus held, provided they do not

acquire the mastery. In the case of the disciples, however, it

might be of importance that in this respect as in others they

should be seen resembling their Lord, The remaining words of

ver. 33 (as also ver. 34) agree entirely with the verses, Matth.

vi. 20, 21, already explained. Instead of the transitory, the im-

perishable is enjoined on us as the sole object of our endeavours,

inasmuch as the heart (along with the soul which centres in the

heart), identifies itself, as it were, with the objects sought after.

The only thing peculiar to Luke is the added clause, " make to

yourselves purses that wax not old" (Troiriaare. tavrolg paXavna fxrj

TTaXaioviieva), in which the purse (see Luke x. 4) is put for its con-

tents. The treasures which grow not old, therefore, are equivalent

to the Eternal. (The word dveKXeinrog, inexhaustible, is in the

New Testament found only here.)

Ver. 35, 36.—In regard to what foUows in the account of Luke,

there occur kindred elements at Matth xxiv. 42, seq. The two pas-

sages are so closely akin, that we cannot well suppose Christ to

have twice spoken the same words at different periods, and in differ-

ent circumstances. It thus becomes a question, which of the two

Evangelists has preserved them in their original connexion. To
me it seems again in this case probable, that (as was remarked

generally on Luke xii. 1) Luke's narrative is the more exact. For

his whole account is so peculiar, that it evidently reports to us

an actual conversation, with its various turns and interruptions,

while it is equally obvious that Matthew (ch. xxiv.) combines por-

tions of discourses which all refer to the same topic, namely,

the second coming of the Lord, The only indication that Luke,

or the author whose account he used, has introduced any for-

eign matter, is the obscurity of the connexion, and the fact that

a reference is made in what follows to the second coming, without

its having been previously alluded to. But the connecting thread

which runs through the whole, though subtle, is by no means v/ant-

ing. For, all that is said from ver. 4 and onwards of the persecu-

tions awaiting the disciples, and from ver. 22 of their entire separa-

tion from worldly possessions, and striving after eternal blessings,

was based upon the idea that the Lord's protecting presence was to

cease, so that the term " little flock" (ver. 32) must be so explained

that the flock is viewed as bereft of their shepherd, and hence
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exposed to all the assaults of the enemy. With this leading idea

is closely connected the following exhortation to the disciples to

continue faithful through their coming season of abandonment, and

the assurance that their faithfulness would he rewarded by the

Lord at his return. Granting then, that in the preceding context,

no express reference is made to his return, yet the abandonment of

the disciples presupposes the departure of their Lord, and this

departure presupposes necessarily that one day he shall return, and

these two ideas form the supports on which the whole connexion of

the passage rests. The multitude, who equally heard this address,

must indeed have failed to understand the idea of his return, which

was difficult even to the disciples, but it was not for them that the

discourse was primarily intended, and then, figurative though it was,

it bore a meaning intelligible to all, as admonishing them faithfully

to adhere to the true Lord. This exhortation formed at the same

time a warning against hypocrisy (ver. 56), which was greatly

needed by the multitude, who listened indeed eagerly to Jesus, but

from fear of the Pharisees shrank from a decision in his favour.

(Compare on Matth. xxiv, 51, where instead of the dmaroi, faithless,

in Luke there stands the more exact vnonQcrai, hypocrites) The
principal thoughts in the following verses, in so far as they relate to

the Parousia, will be found explained more fully at Matth. xxiv., to

which passage we now refer. Verses 35 and 36, like ver. 33, retain

primarily the preceptive form. Their ideas Luke has modified in a

peculiar way. The general comparison of servants who wait for

their Lord, is more nearly defined by the circumstance, that he is

represented as returning from the feast (dvaXvaec en rddv ydjj-ojv).

We cannot therefore view this passage as parallel to Matth, xxv. 1,

seq., for, in that chapter, the bridegroom is represented as coming to

the marriage feast, and the virgins as waiting for him. The simili-

tude of the marriage feast points assuredly to the relation of Christ

to his church (compare Matth. ix. 15). To the church in its wider

acceptation, belong indeed all the members of Christ's body, and

among them of course the apostles. But the individual mem-
bers may be conceived as sustaining various relations, according to

their various predominant traits of character. Now they are con-

ceived as active (dovXot), now as receptive, or contemplative (rrap-

Oivot), and the figurative modes of expression are modified accord-

ingly. (Compare more detailed remarks on Matth. xxv. 1, seq. ; 14,

seq.) Here the apostles are represented as men of activity, and

hence they appear as the stewards of God's house, in the absence

of the Lord at the heavenly banquet, that is, at his union with the

church above, analogous to which is his union with the church of the

saints on earth at his return—his coming to the marriage-feast

(^'Oa(pveg -neQiE^c^aii^vai, loins girded about, and Xvxvot icaLonevoi^ lamps
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hurning, are the usual figurative expressions denoting to heprepared

and ready, troifwg yiveodai^ ver. 40. Comjiare Jer. i. 17 ; 1 Pet. i.

13 ; Matth. xxv. 1).

Ver. 37, 38.—To this exhortation to a faithful decision in

favour of the Lord (the opposite of vnoKpioig, ver. 46, compared

with Matth. xxiv. 51), is subjoined the thanks and the bless-

ing bestowed on such faithfulness. First of all, the return of the

Lord is represented as wholly uncertain, to be looked for in every

watch of the night, and the reward of faithfulness as equally great,

whatever the period of time over which it is extended. (This re-

minds us of the jjarable, Matth. xx. 1, seq., in which the labourers,

though called at different periods, yet receive equal recompense.

For details consult the passage itself) Naturally the later coming

of the Lord, and the longer waiting which it involves, seem the

more difficult. (It is intentionally that no mention is made of the

first night-watch, for the marriage feast itself falls within it. As,

however, allusion is made only to the second and third, Jesus seems

here to have made use of the old division of the night amongst the

Jews into three night-watches. Compare on Matth. xiv. 25.)—The
description of the faithful servants is altogether peculiar ; these

ideas are found only in Luke. The Lord reverses their relative posi-

tions ; he becomes the servant, they the masters. In a passage,

which also is peculiar to himself (chap. xvii. 7-10), Luke has

described the usual practice, that when a servant returns from

labour, his master first requires him to attend to his personal com-

fort, and then permits him to take his own food, without thanking

him for these exertions, inasmuch as he has only done what he was

bound to do. The contrast of the two passages may be exjilained

in this way, that the aim of Luke xvii. 7, seq., is to bring forward

the humble, unassuming state ofmind of those truly fiiithful servants

of the Lord who say " we are unprofitable servants" (6ovXoi dxpEloi

icfxev). The passage before us, on the other hand, brings to view

the self-humbling nature of the Son of man, so rich in grace, who
not only places his servants on a level with himself, but sets himself

beneath them. Thus, while the former passage gives expression to

justice, that before us expresses grace, in regard to the relation of

the servants to their Lord. The form, however, under which our

Lord's self-sacrificing love for his servants is here set forth, is bor-

rowed from that promise which runs through all Scripture, of a

great feast which, at the establishment of God's kingdom, our Lord

shall hold with his people. (Compare on Matth. viii. 11.) This

delTTvov rov ydfiov tov dpviov (Rev. xix. 9) has its type in that last

meal of Jesus when he instituted the sacrament of the Supper,

and according to John xiii. 1, seq., the Saviour acted on that occa-

sion altogether in harmony with wdiat is here promised ; he
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conducted himself like tlie servant, and considered Ms disciples as

the masters. What then took place, was an outward type of what

in the end of the day, the Lord shall yet do to his own people, who
until death remain true to his commandments. (For further details

see on Matth. xxvi. 29.) With this the Saturnalia of the ancients

may not inappropriately he compared, which also in symholic form

gave expression to the idea that mankind should one day form a

family of brethren. Thus even the Lord of heaven is not ashamed

to present himself as the first-horn among many brethren (Rom.

viii. 29 ; Heb. ii. 11).

Ver. 39, 40.—The Saviour, however, adds (modifying the pre-

viously used comparison of the servant waiting for his Lord) as a

warning, that the time of the master's return is altogether uncer-

tain ; it must therefore be expected at any moment (ver. 35, 40, as

parallel to ver. 38), and he may appear at that instant, when, least

of all, men anticipate his return. (On this thought, so important to

our understanding the doctrine of the second coming, compare the

more detailed remarks at Matth. xxiv. 43, 44.) Here, however, the

comparison of a master at a distance, whose return is waited for by

his servants, whom he had left to manage the household affairs

(compare ver. 42, seq.), is conjoined with another, which serves more

fully to bring out the unexpected nature of his coming—the figure,

namely, of the householder, who guarding against the assault of a

thief, and not knowing the hour of his approach, must be continually

on the watch. That this comparison has absolutely no meaning,

beyond expressing the idea of suddenness, is certainly not probable.

It is in the first place, used in the New Testament so commonly
with reference to the return of Christ (Matth. xxiv. 43 ; 2 Peter

iii. 10 ; Eev. iii. 3 ; xvi 15), that we cannot fail to suppose some

special reference to be implied in the expression. Nor, to express

the mere idea of suddenness, could we fail to inquire why some nobler

comparison—of which so many must have presented themselves

—

Avas not selected. And, finally, the exact carrying out of the figure

in some passages (for example here and at Matth. xxiv. 43), wliich

place the master of the house in opposition to the thief, and def)ict

the breaking in of the latter, is not calculated to support the

opinion which refuses to lay any stress on the features of the figure

itself. Rather does the remark made on Matth. ix. 16, apply here,

that our Lord frequently uses figurative expressions taken from his

enemies' point of view. In this case, the figure of the thief is taken

from the feelings of those who, amidst the life and movements of

earth, view themselves as in their own proper home. These take

fright at the coming of the Son of man, as at the inbreaking of a

thief ; through him they believe it is all over with their (supposed)

possessions. Here, then, the feeling of all worldly-minded men, ia
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conceived, as it were concentrated in tlie householder, under whom we
can (according to Matth, xii. 29 ; Luke xi. 21) understand no other

than the prince of this world (ap^wv rov Koofiov rovrov). Thus

understood, the figure acquires, on the one hand, its own definite

meaning, w^hile on the other, there is also assigned a ground for the

uncertainty of our Lord's return, which will be more fully remarked

upon at Matth. xxiv. 43. ft^s difficult, however, to see how this

comparison of the tJiief can he fiaterwoven with that of the servants,

as is done in this passage, and at Matth. xxiv. 43. The ground of

it is probably this. The Apostles themselves, although on the one

side they are the representatives of the kingdom of God (ver. 32),

appear on the other, as by no means removed from the region of

the world—they still bear the worldly element within them (1 John

ii. 16), and require for this reason very earnest admonitions to

fidelity, and warnings against unfaithfulness (ver. 9, 10, 47, 48). In

so far, however, as the disciples themselves still belong to the do-

minion of the world, in so far do they also share its character, in

looking with dread to the manifestation of divinity ; and for

this reason could the Lord here conjoin two things apparently

foreign to each other.* Like the disciples, every believer bears a

double character ; as a member of the kingdom of God, he is a

servant of God ; in so far, however, as the old man and consequently

the world lives within him, he carries in himself that which is enmity

against God, and in this position, he must partly long for, and

partly dread the coming of the Lord, as that which shall reveal the

hidden secrets of men. From the Saviour's exalted point of con-

templationj therefore, he viewed each individual in his entire rela-

tions, and found the key of heaven and hell, of bliss and anguish,

in the heart of each.

Ver. 41.—It is easy to explain how Peter should here have put

the question, whether this was spoken to them alone, or to all (even

to the oxkoq^ ver. 1). For the discourse had in fact acquired a gen-

eral character, inasmuch as tliat part of the disciples' nature had

been brought into view, through which they were stiU connected

with the world. Peter's question, therefore, in this connexion, is a

plain testimony to the direct originality of the whole narrative.

Ver, 42-4f).—The Saviour withheld a definite reply to the ques-

tion of Peter, as the circumstances required. He spake in presence

of a great multitude of people, and his intention was that a diifereut

impression should be produced by his words on his disciples, and on

the crowd ; he could not therefore answer with absolute precision to

the somewhat indiscreet question of Peter. Add to this, that an

* Schhiermacher (on Luke, p. 189) seems to me altogether groundlessly to doubt the

authenticity of the connexion here. It is wholly improbable that this verse alone should

be an interpolation in a discourse which hangs so closely together.
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absolutely definite decision would not have been founded on trutb.

For, however certain it is, that in the church of Christ every mem-
ber should not be a master (James iii. 1), yet, on the other hand, it

is no less established that in a certain resjiect every believer is a

servant of God, and must watch for the coming of the Lord. Ac-

cordingly, Jesus so answers the question, that in a full and literal

sense he applies what was said to the disciples as the representatives

of those called to be instructors in the church.* In the next place,

however, he transfers it to all, ver. 48, in so far as they can be con-

sidered as servants, even granting that their intelligence is developed

in a lower measure. In the following verses, the sentiment of ver.

36 is further carried out, and in such a way as to delineate those

servants who, holding sway over the other servants, regulate the

whole household economy. In this, the reference to the Apostles

cannot be mistaken. First, the fidelity, and then the unfaithfulness

of such servants is depicted with their consequences : but as to

these we reserve the particulars till we come to the exposition of

Matth. xxiv. 45-51, which verses closely agree with those before us.

Although, as was remarked above, we in this instance again give

the preference to the position of these words assigned them by Luke,

as the original one ; yet, in ver. 46, tlie reading /terd rC)v dmaruv

must yield to that of Matthew, who has liera rcjv vnoicpiTaJv. In

this reading the original expression seems to be preserved, and in the

text of Luke the more general idea seems falsely to have crept in.

The slight critical authorities which favour v-oKptruv in the text of

Luke can claim meanwhile no regard. The reference to the hypo-

crites accords strikingly with ver. 1, as compared with verse 5Q. In

this expression, moreover, preserved by Matthew, we may find an

indication that the words in Matthew are borrowed from the very

connexion, as given here, a connexion which points so naturally to

hypocrisy.

Ver. 47, 48.—These verses also, in which the contrast between

two classes of servants is set prominently forth, belong exclusively

to Luke. They are most intimately connected with the rest of the

discourse, and plainly go to prove that its several parts form one

compact whole. There is especially an entire correspondence be-

tween them and verses 9 and 10. As the admonition to confess

Christ is there combined with the warning against denying him,

and the degree of guilt is represented as determined by the degree

of knowledge, so it is in this passage. (To the adjectives noXXdg

and dXiyag, we must supply nXrjydg.) The contrast, however,

seems remarkable, and one is tempted to interpret the /i/) jvovq^

one having no comjjlete and sufficient hnoioledge; for, accord-

* It is remarkabb what weighty warning may bo cbawn from v. 45, 4G, for those who
claim to sit in the chair of Peter.—[B.
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ing to the principle here laid down, a man who knew nothing

could not be punished in any degree. But it is better to leave

the contrast between knowing and not knowing in its full force,

and to lay the emphasis, instead, upon dovXog, servant. The very

idea of a servant implies dependence on his Lord's will, and an

obligation to make exertions for the sake of that will. Even in

ignorance itself there is involved the guilt of him who knows not

the will of his Lord, only, it is naturally less than his who knowingly

transgresses the Lord's will. These words reach equally, in this

way, the disciples, who were acquainted with the will of our Lord,

and those persons who stood farther off, though well inclined towards

him, who took delight indeed in his beautiful parables and discourses

full of wisdom, but hypocritically refused to enquire after the will of

Christ. The general maxim which concludes ver. 48 is found also

at Matth. xxv. 29, but certainly with such a modification of the

thought as to make it probable that in that passage of Matthew it

stands also in its original connexion. The words, in their entire

nature, also easily admit of various applications. The idea that the

final judgment of men depends, as its condition, on the extent of

their powers and their light (comp. on Matth. xxv. 14, seq.), is, by

way of parallelism, repeated in both members of the sentence. No
new trait is added in the second half, so that the repetition has no

object except to make the thought more impressive. Compared,

however, with the foregoing " servant that knew," and " did not

know," the maxim forms a step in advance ; for the servant that

knew is not, as such, one to whom much is given ; he may have only

a single small talent entrusted to him. Besides knowing his Lord's

will, therefore, is added still another point as determining the judg-

ment pronounced, namely, a man's being furnished with greater or

lesser powers, and having a wider or narrower sphere of action

allotted to him.

Ver. 49, 50.—At first sight it might seem to the reader that the

thread of connexion had here wholly escaped him. The Saviour

comes to speak of himself personally, his destiny, his sufferings,

and the effect of his appearance as destroying false peace. These

ideas seem, however, in no way to belong to the subjects here

treated of. But on carefully weighing the leading thoughts of the

passage, the following train of ideas presents itself, making it in the

highest degree probable that this portion forms also an integral part

of the whole. The last section of the discourse of Jesus conveys a

very weighty, we might say, alarming truth. The consciousness that

our responsibility increases with the talents entrusted to us, might

awaken anxiety on the part of the disciples. This anxiety the Lord

alleviates by placing himself at their side with the view of imj)art-

ing to entire humanity a higher life, but with the prospect of
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encountering for this very reason tlie greatest labours. Before each

of his disciples, therefore, the Saviour places as inevitable, the

necessity of entering into a severe struggle, for this is involved in

his own appearance. The very thing indeed rebuked by him in his

final address to the multitude, which included the conflict-fearing

adherents of Jesus, is this, that they stood still in a state of hypo-

critical indecision ; he counsels therefore that they should in season

become reconciled to their adversary. According to this explanation,

some connecting ideas may have been omitted, but everything in

the discourse stands essentially connected. Luke alone has the

words I came to castjire^ etc., of ver. 49 ; they contain a reference

to passages of the Old Testament, such as Is. iv. 4. The fire

(comp. Matth. iii. 11), denotes here the higher spiritual element of

life which Jesus came to introduce into this earth, with reference to

its mighty efiects in quickening all that is akin to it, and destroying

all that is opposed. To cause this element of life to take up its

abode on earth, and wholly to pervade human hearts with its

warmth, was the exalted destination of the Eedeemer, (The ex-

pression Ti diXo), el is best explained, as Kuincil has done, from the

Hebrew. As this use of el corresponds with csn, so does rt Avith r:».

Comp. Song of Solomon viii. 4.) The true human sensibility, fiir

removed from all stoical indifierence, with which Christ shrank in

dread from that hard path of suffering which lay before him, finds

expression in the wish that his work were already accomplished, that

the fire might be kindled without this sufiering.* (Comp. on

Matth. xxvi. 39.) The suffering itself is denoted by baptism {ISdrr-

Ti.ofia), on which word compare the details at the parallel passages,

Matth. XX. 22 ; Mark x. 38. (The term owex^aOai, constringi,

straitened, distressed, is used with reference to bodily sufferings

[Matth. iv. 24 ; Luke iv. 38] ; but is also applied to mental dis-

tress and agony [Luke viii. 37]. Comp. as to the pain of Jesus'

soul, and terror in prospect of his sufferings, on Matth. xxvi.

37, seq.)

Ver. 51-53, depict further the strife-awakening tendency of the

Messiah's ministry, entirely in accordance with Matth. x. 34, seq.,

which passage should here be compared. The Jews had been ac-

customed to associate with their conceptions of the Messiah, the

idea of everlasting peace to themselves (d'lV'i'Ta; Is. ix. 5); at most

they thought of him contending as a warrior, only against the

heathen. Instead of this, Jesus led them into conflict against the

sin which they found within and around them. Their admission of

this separating element was the condition necessary to their re-

ceiving his peace.

* Or perhaps " Eow would I that it were already kindled !" i. e., that the agony

which its kindling must occasion were over-—[K.
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Ver. 54, 55.—There comes in here, most appropriately, the

transition in which Jesus addresses himself to the people. This

stirring up of confusion and strife in the moral world through the

Saviour's ministry, might well serve as an indication to men of its

nature. Physical events are here used by the Lord as figures to

illustrate those mighty spiritual movements, to effect and conduct

which was the great design of his coming. The connexion of the

verses with what goes before is so close, that we cannot doubt the

words stand in their original place ; but at Matth. xvi. 2, 3, the

same thought is also found most appropriately, though in a some-

what altered form. This comparison, obviously presenting itself,

and full of profound meaning, may have been more than once em-
ployed by Jesus. (Instead of vecpiXi] and vfippoc, Matth. speaks of

voTog and Kavoojv [that is the glowing heat which the south wind is

wont to occasion in Palestine, for which reason in the LXX., Kavaiov

is used as equivalent to C'^p^. Hos. xii. 2]—of evdla and %e</twv, bad

and good weather, which may usually be known from the state of

the heavens a,*- morning and evening. He employs also the expres-

sion nvppd^eiv to describe the colour and form of the clouds which

the rising or setting sun irradiates. The parallel word orvyvd^G),

lower, from crruyvdf, austerus, denotes that dark, lowering aspect of

the sky, out of which the storm (^x^in^v) arises. This expression

stands opposed to the evSia, a pure, clear, cloudless state of the at-

mosphere. Suidas, ?/ dvEv dveftuv rjnipa. It is found in the New
Testament only at Matth. xvi. 2.)

Ver. 56, 57.—The address vnoicpcrat, hypocrites, points markedly

back to the commencement of the discourse at ver. 1. The hypo-

crisy of the Pharisees is here charged on the whole people, in so far

as they suffered themselves to be prevailed on by that sect to refuse

following out the impressions made on their souls and give honour

to the truth. The expression implies thus the possibility of their

attaining true insight and a right decision, a possibility, however,

not reahzed from their cowardice and dread of conflict. (With the

TTpoawTTOv rTjg yijg is contrasted in Matth. the armela ruiv KaipCJv, a

characteristic expression, which ascribes to the spiritual world a

physiognomy similar to what might be traced in the external. The
great coming events of the spiritual world announce themselves to

the eye of the soul just as the physical processes of the visible

world do to the meteorologist.) That v. 57 introduces another

thought, is shewn at once by the expression rl 6e koL d(p' lavriov ov

Kptvere, and why do ye not of yourselves judge ? etc. This, how-

ever, conveys the same idea formerly treated of, only under another

figure. Every act of judging {icpiveiv, separating), presupposes a

higher nature from which the discriminating act (requiring at once

intelligence and power) proceeds, and a lower from which must be
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removed that intermixture wliicli demands the discriminating effort.

The separation may be effected by the man himself (through the

help of the Spirit received by him), and in that case he is delivered

from the future judgment. (1 Cor. xi. 31.) But this veiy carrying

out of a judgment originating with the man himself, and on his

own behalf, is a pure determination in favour of what is good ; it

is the opposite of hypocrisy, the guilt of which Jesus charged upon
the multitude, just for this reason, that they could not in his minis-

try recognise the entrance of an unknown spiritual power, inasmuch

as they did not ivisJi to acknowledge it, for they had not admitted it

freely and deeply enough into their own souls, to enable it there to

carry out its work. Thus the word dUaiov, right, in so far as it

forms the transition to the following parable, may denote in one

respect the truth in a matter of legal dispute, but in another

respect, in the highest and objective sense, it means that which is

righteous, as it was perfectly manifested in Christ. Kpiveiv, how-
ever, here, is equivalent to SiaKpivecv (Matth. xvi. 3), or doiujid^eiv

(Luke xii. 56), as every putting to the proof presupposes a partition,

a separation into the original component parts, and the value thus

assigned to them.

Ver. 68, 59.—The following parabolic discourse had been in-

corporated by Matth. v. 25, 26, into the Sermon on the Mount. It

would not in itself be at all improbable that such a form of expres-

sion should be repeated, but the general character of the Sermon
on the Mount, and the connexion of this passage in particular, may
well make it somewhat unlikely that the words in Matthew are in

their jjroper place. [?'] Here indeed the course of thought at first

sight is not easily traced, but it aj)pears all the more close when we
penetrate into the heart of the discourse. That an idea so rich, how-
ever, and manifold in its relations, should in Matthew assume a

modification of its precise original scope as here given, is in no

respect surprising ; for one special advantage of the parabolic and
figurative style lies in this very adaptation to different relations.

As respects the connexion in the present passage, the preceding

d(jy tavToJv Kpivere, Judge of yourselves, conducts obviously to the

idea expressed in the following verses. " Suffer not yourselves to

be judged by any other, but judge ye yourselves." The man who
agrees with his opponent, judges himself in so far that he does his

enemy right as against himself, and satisfies him in his demands.

Tlie Saviour thus manifestly admonishes his hearers to take account

of all moral claims on them (the avrtdiiiog, adversary, represents the

law), and to bring themselves into harmony with them in their

earthly life, that they may not stand a sterner ordeal before the holy

representative of these in eternity. If, however, the law appears

here in the light of the enemy from whom man is to free himself
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{dnaXXdrTSGdaL ctt' avrov), it is viewed in that relation in which it

ministers to the accusing principle generally. The accusation loses

its power, when the sinful man abandons the defence of his evil case,

with self-accusations recognises the truth, and appeals from the

righteousness to the grace of God. If he fail, however, here in

delivering himself by true repentance* from the trammels of the

accusation, the judgment strikes him when it is too late. The
magistrate (apx(^v) and judge (jiptrri^) are clearly so related to each

other in the parable, that the former denotes the inferior magistracy

of the city, the latter the judge in a court of higher jurisdiction.f

In resolving the figure accordingly, icpiri^g, judge, means the Su-

preme Judge, God himself, dpx<^v, magistrate, an earthly power

representing the unseen righteousness of God, for example, the

apostles in their spiritual authority. It is next mentioned as a

termination of the affair fitted to inspire terror, that the guilty

one is cast into prison. (The rpa/crcjp of Luke corresponds to

the v-KTipirrjg of Matthew. The expression occurs only here in the

sense of exactor, 'ioib, from TrpdoGeiv^ Luke iii. 13. Instead of nod-

pdvTTjg = quadrans, which occurs in Matthew, Luke has Xertrov scil.

voiuofia. Mark xii. 42 reckons two lepta to one quadrans.) As to

the meaning of the prison, and the period assigned for his being

delivered from it, comp. on Matth. v. 26, xviii. 344 Here the

whole is meant to enforce the earnest use of present privileges, and

make apparent the danger to which those exposed themselves who
heard Jesus, expressed pleasure in his words, but under the rebukes

of their own conscience, refused, from dread of the contest, with

their whole hearts to devote themselves to him and his cause.

§ 11. Continuation of the Conference. Exhortation to

Repentance.

(Luke xiii. 1-9.)

The connexion of what follows with the preceding, is again very

intimate, and the account bears the same traces of originality. For,

as Jesus was thus speaking (tv avrio roi KaipCi), some individuals

from amongst the crowd came up and reported an act of violence

* For this reason there follows immediately at Luke xiii. 3, 5, the command, ,Hera-

vrelTE.

f Compare on Matth. v. 21.

X The subtle distinctions by which Olshausen attempts (Matth. xviii. 34) to disprove

the endlessness of the punishment here implied, cannot weigh against the direct and ob-

vious import of the passages. The language, " thou shalt not come out till tliou hast

paid the uttermost farthing," implies in its spirit a hopeless state. It is as much as to say,

•' thou shalt never come out—not till the last particle of satisfaction is rendered to eternal

justice."—[K.
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of which Pilate had been guilty. They understood Jesus in his

speech quite correctly thus far, that he spoke of the unfaithfulness

of men, and the punishments which in this way they brought on

themselves. But, according to the usual evil practice of the human
heart, they did not, with penitential feelings, take home that un-

faithfulness to themselves, but applied it to others, and in the

murder of these Galileans discovered the infliction of a judgment

from God. The view which holds sufferings of every kind to be the

punishment of sin, is certainly by no means Mse, for without sin

there would be no suffering amongst men. *The error lies in this,

that sin and punishment are not so distributed below that each

instance of suffering on the part of an individual must be the con-

sequence of his oiun sin. Hence we cannot from such suffering infer

the antecedent sin of the sufferer, but rather the sin of the loJioIe

body to which he belongs. Hence, the Saviour is at pains to awaken
171 all an equal consciousness of guilt, and prevent them from regard-

ing those on whom some special suffering was inflicted as more guilty

than themselves, or than the rest of the community. By this mode
of explanation, sympathy for all suffering is awakened, and true

repentance called forth for sin, not only our own, but that of the

human race, with which the Saviour specially had to do. For that

sympathy is the consciousness of our need of an atonement, and
hence the indispensable condition of our receiving those higher

powers of life for the overthrow of sin, which Jesus came to bring

into the world. From the course, however, which the conversation

thus took, it is clear that chapter xiii, is a discourse on repentance,

addressed to the people, and an admonition to entire decision on the

part of the disciples
;
yet the discourse is peculiarly stern and strict

in its character, as it was the Saviour's last, and his public ministry

was now drawing to a close.

Ver. 1-3.—Of the fact here mentioned there is historically no-

thing known. Amidst the numberless cruelties which the Romans
permitted themselves to inflict on the Jews, the massacre of a few
nameless Galileans disappeared like a drop in the sea. (The ex-

pression Eju^e TO aljia avriov iierd rwv -^vmcov, mixed their blood, etc.,

is frightful. It would seem that the sacred moment of sacrifice

must exclude every injury to the ofierer. But that God should

permit the very death of the ofi'erers appears to betoken frightful

guilt on their part. Still, the expression suggests the idea that

those put to death fell, as it were, like victims offered up, as, ac-

cording to a general feeling prevalent among all nations, ihe foun-

dations of which lie deep, the malefactor about to be executed is

viewed as a sacer, a man devoted, offered up for the general sin

which in him came out into glaring manifestation.) That these

slain men were sinners (a/mprojAo/) Jesus does not deny, only, they
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were not more so tlian others (napa Travrag). It may liave been that

those put to death had committed some criminal act, but that would

not alter the matter. The germ of such acts lay dormant in all

hearts, and of this the Saviour wished to make them aware. The

only way to escape such punishments here or elsewhere, is through

repentance, which must bear reference not only to actual sins, but

above all, to the Jiahit of sinning.

Ver. 4, 6.—A similar example of sudden destruction which had

overtaken certain Jews is farther adduced by Jesus himself. Eigh-

teen persons had been crushed by the fall of a building. As to this

incident also, history gives no farther information. Such an accident

the Saviour also teaches us here, should not be used as an occasion for

harsh judgments on the subjects of the calamity, but as an induce-

ment to individual repentance. Thus the Saviour would by no

means have such occurrences as accidental, physical transactions,

carefully kept apart from all connexion with the moral world. Qn
the contrary, he teaches here, and all Scripture teaches, that sin and

suffering stand closely associated ; but this connexion must not be

viewed as individual, but general, for thus viewed, each affliction

brings a blessing. (Uvpyog = V^att means any large high, isolated

edifice [Matth. xxi. 33]. As the building here is described as

situated on the brook Siloah—comp, on John ix. 7—it may have

been the garden-house of some distinguished man.)

Ver. 6-9.—The discourse of Jesus, thus stern in its reproof, is

closed by a parable, in which the benevolent Son of Man again ren-

ders prominent the gracious aspect of his mission. He appears as

the advocate of men before the righteousness of our heavenly Father,

and procures for them space for repentance. The idea of a delay

of Grod's avenging judgment, that time maybe left men to turn, runs

thi-oughout Scripture. Before the Flood there was appointed a

space of 120 years (Gen. vi. 3) ; Abraham prays in behalf of Sodom

(Gen. xviii. 24, seq.) ; the destruction of Jerusalem did not follow till

forty years after the ascension of Jesus ; and the coming of Christ

is delayed through the long-suffering of God (2 Peter iii. 9). This

view brings out clearly as well Divine, as human freedom, and rescues

the course of things in the world from an inflexible and cold neces-;

sity. The fig-tree (gvkT]) is here primarily a figure of the Jewish

people, as at Hosea ix. 10. Amidst other nations they appear as

especially noble and destined to worlc out great results ; but their

abuse of privileges, granted them by the free grace of God, caused

them to fail of producing spiritual fruit ; they fell from their voca-

tion and lost their talent. Yet, for them also did the Saviour go to

death, and time must yet be given to disclose the effect of preach-

ing his sufferings and death. But since even the fire of this preach-

ing did not melt their hearts, the people fell under the awful judg-
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ment of God. The history of Israel, however, is a type of mankind
generally, who are called to spiritual life, and in so far the parable

is to he referred to the great community of the church and its final

judgment. Nay, according to the design of our Lord, the whole

may be tiaced in each individual case, and we may therefore say

that this parabolic mode of speaking on the part of Jesus admits of

applications endlessly diversified. If we interpret the period of

time mentioned (rpia trrf) of the era of Jesus' public ministry, then

the following tovto to trog, this year, must be taken in a more

general sense, namely, as denoting the period between Christ's

ascension and the destruction of Jerusalem, during which the means

of spiritual quickening and strength were afforded to the peo23le, in

the right use of which they both could and should have escaped

destruction. (The circumstance that the fig-tree grew in a vine-

yard [tv roj djUTreAwvi] is not to be viewed as contradictory to Deut.

xxii. 9, inasmuch as this Mosaic command merely forbids the min-

gling of different sorts of plants. The fig-tree, however, may have

had a separate place in the garden to itself Karapyew is found only

in this passage of the New Testament, except in the writings of

Paul, where it is of frequent occurrence. It is=dpy6v, i. e., depybv

noieiv, to rende7' useless 07' fruitless. Paul employs the word in a

more comprehensive sense for to aholish. iKd-nreiv and Ko-npia /3dA-

Xeiv stand for all the means at the disposal of a gardener for advanc-

ing the growth of a tree. The authority of Manuscripts favours the

reading KOTvpia rather than the more common Konptav. It is from

Koirpiov.—In the final and if it hearfruit—hut if not {kuv [lev jroirjoy

—el 61 ixriye) there is an Anantapodoton, the apodosis, or answering

clause of the supposition, being left to be suj)plied.

§ 12. The Cure of a Sick Woman.

(Luke xiii. 10-21.)

The close connexion of the different paragraphs observed by us

in the last chapters, here in a measure disappears. Without any

particular note of the time, Jesus appears teaching in a synagogue.

Yet an intimation seems to meet us in what follows, which points

back to the preceding context. For the narrative which here fol-

lows is, as it were, an example of that Pharisaic hypocrisy, whicn

the Saviour rebuked in Chapter xii. Hence Jesus at once addresses

the ruler of the synagogue as (ver. 15) hypocrite. The writer then

must have recorded the occurrence not for its own sake (at Luke vi.

6, a narrative of the same kind had beenalready given), but, for the

purpose of shewing how the priests (Pharisees for the most part in

Vol. II.—

3
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sentiment) comported themselves. Quite in accordance with this

view, we see once more at ver. 17 the weU-inclined multitude rejoic-

ing it is true in Jesus, without deciding on throwing off for his sake

the spiritual yoke of the Pharisees. The two parables of the mustard

seed and the leaven, which Matth. xiii. 31, seq., has incorporated

with his large collection of parables, harmonize most appropriately

with this position which Jesus and his little flock occupy betwixt

the priests and the people. The mainly invisible nature of the new

spiritual element, its losing itself in the old, and the triumph

which it gains through its indwelling power ; all this forms the point

of comparison between these parables and their immediate subjects.

We may then with the utmost probability regard them as placed

here in their original connection."-''"—The narrative itself of the cure

presents no particular difficulties. The expression nvevim dodeveia^^

which is more nearly defined by ver. 16, denotes not a merely-

physical disorganization, but one accompanied by such psychological

phenomena as seem to indicate pernicious influences. A disease is

never as such attributed to the evil spirit ; there must always be

suspicious symptoms conjoined with it. 'LvyKv-nrnv, hoived together,

the opposite of dvaKv-n-exv. The former is here intransitive. The
latter is equivalent to the following dvopOovaOai, made straight,

which denotes, however, at the same time, the removal of this

organic defect. The hypocritical priest does not venture to cast

blame on Jesus, but inveighs against the poor blind peoj)le, and

pretends that his wretched outward service surpassed in value the

service of love. The Lord lays open this hypocrisy, by shewing that

the healed ivoman had done nothing in the way of labour, that he

had loosed a chain which held her bound, and done a thing the like

of which they did themselves every Sabbath. The use of Xveiv and

dteLv here is peculiar—the meaning of the words being transferred

from physical to spiritual relations. Again, however, the Saviour,

without any immediate occasion for it, traces back the disease to

Satan. Wherefore such accommodations if no truth lay at the

foundation of the idea ? (Comp. finally the parallel narrative at

Matth. xii. 10, seq. ; Luke vi. 6, seq.)

§ 13. Conversations of Jesus by the Wat.

(Luke xiii. 22-35.)

We have here again clearly to do "with a journey to Jerusalem

(ver. 22), which Jesus was making in company with his disciples

—

* The parable of the mustard seed with the expression l[ialev etc ktjtvov eavrov (var.

19) points back not obscurely to the foregoing similitude of the flg-tree (ver. 6).
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a journey manifestly near the close of his high earthly mission, as

the expressions they shall not he able (ovk iaxvaovoiv), and the fol-

lowing shutting the door (a-rtoKXeiev tt^v dvpav), plainly indicate (ver.

24, 25). Moreover, the entire sketch bears the marks of being

drawn directly and vividly from the life. We have here not a doc-

trinal discourse of Jesus, but conversations as they arose from the

occurrences of the moment, and recorded with great truthfulness

(ver, 23, 31). As Mark shews himself exact in describing the ex-

ternal features of actions, especially in the cures wrought by Jesus,

so does Luke (and particularly in the account of this journey), in

setting forth the conversations of Christ, their occasions, conse-

quences, course of development, and issues (comp. Introd. §6).

Ver. 22.—A perfectly similar form of expression, serving merely

to carry forward the narrative of the journey, we have already met

with at Luke x. 38. (Uopeca occurs only here in the sense of udog.

It is used figuratively at James i. 11.)

Ver. 23, 24.—The first conversation here recounted by Luke
begins with a question put by an individual as to the number of the

saved (ocj^onevoi). This question takes for granted at the outset

that character of solemnity which the discourses of Jesus bear, and

which must naturally have become stronger towards the end of his

public labours. With the idea that the number is small, the pas-

sage also associates the difficulty of uniting one's self to it. The
Saviour in reply, does not say exactly that there were but few wdio

should partake of salvation (acjTT^pia, the opposite of auwAem)
; for

looked at simply in itself, the number of the saved is great (Rev.

vii. 9) ; it is only relatively, and as compared with the lost, that it

is small (Matth. vii. 14). Rather does he at once give such a turn

to the answer, as to lead the attention of the inquirer, and of all

those whose minds were in the same state, back to themselves. The
enquiry as to the number presupposes a certain disposition to look

without. This false position, which proceeds in all cases from self-

security, our Lord here rebukes, so that his words may be para-

phrased thus :
" Look not to others, but to yourselves." To sharpen

the thought, it is, however, added further, that not only are those

lost who strive not at all for things Divine, but many also who do

care for them. As thus seeking the enquirers held themselves

secure, but this security Jesus unsettles for them, by remarking

that mere striving is not sufficient to attain the end. (The com-

parison of the oTevrj Ovpa—other authorities have inserted ttvXt]^ tak-

ing it from Matth.—was already explained at Matth. vii. 13, 14. It

is of such a kind that Jesus may frequently have used it, and in

both evangelists, therefore, it may occupy its original place.) This

thought is obscure and difficult, especially when we compare such

passages as Matth. vi. 33, Luke xii. 31, in which the very seeking
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the kingdom of God is lield forth as the only thing required for its

attainment. The following words, however, which are peculiar to

Luke, clear away the obscurity.

Ver. 25.—In parabolic language, then, there is here set before

us the master of a house expecting at evening the members of his

family, and at a fixed hour shutting the doors. (The word eyei-

peadat = dsp denotes merely the transition from a state of rest to

one of progressive acti-vity.) The members of the fiimily, then, who

have been negligent, remain inexorably shut out. They attempt to

establish their close connexion with the master of the house ; but

they can appeal only to things extertial. The want of real love and

true obedience to the master, shewed that they were no genuine

members of the household. Allusions to this parable are found at

Matth. XXV. 10, seq.; Matth. vii. 21, seq.; viii. 11, seq. But as a

whole it is peculiar to Luke. As regards the exposition of it, it

cannot possibly prove satisfactory to say that the seeking is to be

viewed as an imperfect, undecided seeking, for the emphasis here is

obviously laid on the ovii loxvoovot, they shall not be able, to which

corresponds in the parable the expression diroKXeiav ttjv Ovpav^ shut

the door. Nay, in the very Lord, Lord, open unto us, the effort is

represented as a very lively and earnest one, but not the less as in-

effectual and rejected. It is not the weakness of the endeavour

which is blamed, but its being out of season, the right time having

been squandered away. This is represented as no less culpable,

and highly dangerous in its consequences, than the want of all

effort. We are thus led to the idea, that for the thriving of the

Divine seed, all different seasons are no more alike than for the

growth of the seed-corn in the field. He who has not sowed in

spring, must expect no success how earnestly soever he labours in

harvest. The Saviour himself marks these seasons by the contrast

between day and night (John xi. 9, seq.), the hour when darkness

(or light) bears sway (Luke xxii. 53); the former must be employed

for developing the course of life, the latter allows of nothing being

done. There was such a period of power and development in

the kingdom of God (when it suffered violence on the part of those

who longed after it, Matth. xi. 12), at the time when John the

Baptist and Christ arose ; but as the death of Jesus approached.

the quickening power of the Spirit was withdrawn, and dark night

overshadowed men's hearts. Of this Jesus warns the well-inclined

but undecided, who comforted themselves with their seeking, and
reminds them that it must come to a real entrance being made into

the kingdom of God—they must give up all in order to gain all.

The alternation of such seasons, favourable and less favourable for

the growth of what is good, which may be traced in all relations,

nations, and individuals, involves nothing difficult to be reconciled
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with the righteousness of God, unless the same rule of judgment

were applied to those living in the unfavourable periods as to those

who experienced the stimulating influences of more favoured

times. Taking for granted a separate rule of judgment, however,

this idea of a difference in diflerent times, is as certainly based upon

experience as it is in accordance with the great designs of God
towards mankind ; for, just as little as a tree can bring forth blos-

soms and nothing more—as it is necessary rather that the blossoms

fall off that fruit may be produced, just so little can man be carried

to perfection in the joyous influx of heavenly powers. If his life

has become in some degree strengthened, there follow conflicts

through which his nature is still further developed. The seasons ot

stirring life, however, must be employed in order to escape from the

old state ; then comes the hour when darkness bears sway, when
the tardy and negligent can no more be brought to the birth, though

even these dark seasons may bring a rich blessing for the man
awakened to newness of life—as, for example, is shewn by the his-

tory of Peter at the time of our Lord's sufferings. Accordingly (as

was already remarked at Matth. vii. 21, seq.), the words " I know
not whence ye are," are in the highest degree significant. They
correspond to the " I never knew you" in Matth., and describe the

severance, in point of nature, between the Lord and these pretended

members of the household, their living in the old natural state,

their unregenerate condition.

Ver. 26, 27.—Instead of that affinity of the whole inner man to

our Lord, which alone can bring us into his kingdom, these men
who wished, like the Pharisees, to be held for something which they

were not, depended on merely outward relations. But as these had

not brought them into a state of righteousness, they remained in

the old condition of unrighteousness, and consequently were shut

out from the kingdom of God. We are not here by any means to

think of actions peculiarly wicked ; the sin of these men consisted

in their disobedience to the light of truth, which shone upon them

from the word of Christ, and through which they might have become

new and different men. They had acquired too much knowledge to

be unprejudiced, and too little to admit of the life from above gain-

ing the ascendancy over them. This intermediate position was the

cause of their misery, and their exclusion from the kingdom of God.

(Comp. on the passage Matth. vii. 21, seq.) Very significantly does

Luke subjoin the mention of what was taking place even while he

was speaking—a circumstance peculiarly fitted to bring to decisive

resolution the men whom he addressed, " thou hast taught in our

streets" (tv ralg TrXardaig jJjuwv tdida^aq). It was not our Lord's

teaching, however, which brought salvation (his teaching might
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quite as readily serve for their condemnation), but their receiving

his words and doing them.

Ver. 28, 29.—In its closing verses this discourse of our Lord

receives further a peculiar application, in that it exhibits the Jews

as mainly members of the householder's family, who, because of

their unfaithfulness (as to the great majority of their number) were

excluded from the kingdom of God, in order that in their stead the

heathen, who received the word with willingness, might be invited

to partake its eternal joys. (As to the words see more at length on

Matth. viii. 11, 12.) In itself, however, the parable goes further,

and may be understood of the heathen as a body as well as individ-

ually, inasmuch as its fundamental idea is universally true and

universally applicable. Here, at the close of our Lord's labours

among his own people, the restriction of the parable to them is per-

fectly in accordance with the circumstances.

Ver. 30.—The aphoristic expressions, " there are last, etc," seem

to refer in their connexion to the relation in which the Jews stood to

the heathen. They were spoken unquestionably more than once, and
stand therefore in different relations. (See more ^particularly as to

the aphorism on Matth. xix. 30 ; xx. 16.) Though we may perhaps

observe that the aphorism is expressed in a form different from

that in which it occurs at Matth. xx. 16, taovrai ol toxa-Toi

npcoToi, KOI ol npoJToi, taxaroc. This form of it, however, would be

best adapted clearly to mark the distinction between Jews and

heathen. But since many Jews also took their place in the kingdom
of God, and since not all lost it by unfaithfulness, while their room
was filled up by Gentiles, the Saviour on this account rather chose

the form of expression which here occurs—" there are soine, less

favoured in their vocation, who are exalted by faithfulness ; and

many who have an exalted vocation, but through their unfaithful-

ness have rendered themselves unworthy of it." The form of the

aphorism is thus modified in each case according to the connexion.

Finally, we have already remarked (Matth. viii. 11), that in this

exclusion of those seeking from the kingdom of God, we are not to

understand the loss on their part of eternal salvation. The king-

dom of God set forth here, is obviously the blessed communion of

the saints at the return of the Lord (comp. on Matth. xxv. 12.) The
representation given (Luke xiii. 25) shews plainly that it is not

intended to represent the love of what is good, and delight in it,

as absolutely wanting (comp. on Matth, xxv. 45), but only as weak

and undecided, by which means, certainly, an entrance into the

kingdom is rendered impossible—but not by any means is salvation

thereby necessarily prevented. Thus the kingdom of God in this

passage also (as Matth. viii. 11) denotes not eternity as the per-

fected development of creation, but the dominion of the good madf
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\'isible on earth, wliich shall 2)resent itself as the living communion
of all the saints of all times.

Ver. 31.—To the reading riiJ'ipa we ought almost to prefer that of

il)pa^ which is preserved by A. D. L. and several other MSS. The
remark of the Pharisees comes on in that case, more suddenly, and
the narrative becomes more fuU of life. The orio-in of the reading

7/ut'pa can also be more easily accounted for than that of wpa. For
precisely because what follows appeared altogether foreign to what
immediately precedes, it was deemed desirable to separate them in

time. If we suppose the question asked above (ver. 23) also put by
a Pharisee, its contrast with what follows stands forth so much the

more strongly. The keen sarcasm which they traced in the reply

of Jesus, made them wish probably as soon as possible to be freed

from his presence. Thus the reply of Jesus, in which he declares

that he intended yet to remain for a few days, has a clear reference

to the Pharisees who wished to be rid of him—a view to which ver.

35 also points. It deserves remark, finally, that here the scene again

shifts back to Galilee or Perosa, the region of Herod Antipas. The
general remarks made above at Luke ix. 51, to the effect that Luke
does not seem accurately to have observed relations of time and
place, find in this their confirmation.

Ver. 32, 33.—That this insinuation expresses the views, not of

the Pharisees but of Herod, is in the highest degree improbable,

especially as Luke afterwards relates (xxiii. 8) that Herod eagerly

desired to see Jesus. Besides, it is obvious that he had the means
readily within his reach of banishing Jesus, if he had wished to be
rid of him. It is far more natural to suppose that the Pharisees,

to serve their own wicked ends, made use of a report as to the evil

intentions of Herod, which may easily have arisen after the murder
of John. The opinion in question derives much less apparent sup-
port from the fact that Jesus calls Herod a fox, than from his

charging them to report it to Herod. This circumstance admits,

indeed, of being understood in this way, " Behold I see through your
plan

;
you act as if you would give me good advice, and you are the

mere delegates of my cunning enemy." The words, however, have
a sarcastic bearing, even if the Pharisees are in no way regarded as

express delegates of Herod. Those who hypocritically pressed

themselves on him as good friends and counsellors, he refers to the
man whom they denounced as his enemy—he places them conse-

quently on the same footing, so that what strikes him reaches 1 hem
also, nay, in reality, under the name of Herod, it is they alone who
are aimed at. This should be held the more probable as it can
.hardly be believed that Jesus, who was so dehcate in observing de-

corum towards all in authority, should have given to his own ruler
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tlie opprobrious name of fox (aAtoTr?/^).* If, however, his words were

directed against the Pharisees, who had either for their own ends

made use of a mere report, or had even fabricated it, his reply ac-

quires the striking meaning, that this fox (an expression in which

not merely cunning, but weakness, and with this qualities that are

contemptible, form the point of resemblance), of whom they pre-

tended to give an account, existed nowhere else than in their own
hearts ; and that while acting the part of his counsellors, they

cherished real enmity witliin. This led very naturally (ver. 38) to

the mention of Jerusalem, where they laid the scene of their intrigues.

This view of the occurrence agrees also with that reproof directed

against the Pharisees which runs through all these chapters (from

chap. xi. onwards), and which is carried still farther forward in

chap. xiv. The words which follow also, heliold I cast out, etc., are

rendered sharp and pointed if they are applied to the Pharisees,

" Ye who are set for the salvation of the people ought to know that

my labours are not merely not pernicious, but in the highest degree

beneficial, but your wickedness does not cease to persecute me."

(TeXeiovfiai is to be taken transitively, sc. ravra ra £pya—I fulfil

these and all my works.) There is obscurity in the mode of stating

the time, " to-day, to-morrow, and the third day" {arniepov, avpiov

Kol ry rpir'o). It is wholly incredible and incapable of proof, that

this expression can indicate an entirely indefinite period. Least of all

can Hosea vi. 2 (•'ttj-^Vti-n d'.-i? ti':'?"^), the exposition of which is itself

difficult, be adduced in support of this view, and other instances

are wholly wanting. It follows, however, from the general laws of

thought, that to-day, to-morrow, and the day after, is the assigning

of a period perfectly definite.f Yet what can be meant by this exact

announcement, " for three days I still perform cures here," can hardly

be determined. The obscurity is increased by what follows, for in-

stead of rpirxi there stands as the parallel expression Exofievrj. ("E;^e(T-

6ai in the sense of hold one's self to, fasten upon, adjoin, 'lifxepa

ixop-^vT] occurs at Acts xxi. 26. Compare also Mark i. 38.) The ttA^v

del forms here a contrast with the foregoing, yet not with perfect

strictness, since for Dr. Paulus' rendering, " See I still require about

three days to heal the sick, but (should Herod command it) I will

take my departure earlier;" the context gives no ground, not to

mention thaL the idea is tame, and accords ill with the sarcastic and
spirited style of the discourse. For the understanding of the pas-

sage it should be specially borne in mind, that the whole discourse

which the Pharisees were to report to Herod, is a feigned one ; that

* Compare, however, on Luke xxiii., seq- according to which it appears Jesus did

not beUeve himself bound to acknowledge Herod as his governor.

f The assigning of an indefinite period of time can be effected only by the use of tj

as is shewn in the example quoted by Wetstein on tliis passage, from Arrian Epict. iv.

10, 6ti avptov rj f'c t?)v Tplrtjv del ?} avrov uKodaveiv i] iKElvot).
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it sustains only a formal connexion with their remark. In its senti-

ment, it is directed against the Pharisees and their wickedness.

Consequently the meaning of the words may be taken thus :
" I

have to exercise my blessed office for a certain time ; for this time,

however, I must walk and work, and no power can touch me (mine

hour is not yet come) ; but in Jerusalem it will come, and there

will ye gain power over me. Your victory, however, will be your

ruin, and him whom ye shall have rejected, ye shall never more

behold, till the time of his final return." The expression to-day,

to-morrow, and the day after, is therefore a symbolic description of

the whole public ministry of Jesus, which is in point of time ex-

actly measured off, and which no earthly power can shorten.*—The
closing idea of ver. 33 is also remarkable, on ovk hdex^rai rrpocprirriv

dnoA^odat t'^w 'lepovtjaXfjjj., for it is not permitted, etc. From ver.

35 it is clear that Jerusalem is viewed as the seat of the theocracy,

and centre of Pharisaic intrigue, so that the sense of the words is,

" not in Galilee, no ! in your chief city must I die." The Saviour,

however, proceeds to extend the idea, so as to include the prophets

generally, and explains that it was necessary they should die in

Jerusalem. ('Evd^erai used impersonally = dvevdsnTov tan, Luke
xvii. 1. It means, it is alloivahle, it is possible. Ta hdexoiieva =
dvvard.) In this there is one thing remarkable. John the Baptist,

who, as the latest instance of a slain prophet, must have stood be-

fore every one's view, had been put to death, not in Jerusalem, but

in this very territory of Herod. The expression therefore uttered

in this general form seems neither correct nor suited to the circum-

stances. We might be tempted to read " the prophet," rov npocpijrrjv,

so that the Messiah should be alone denoted, but there is no manu-
script which has the article, and we must remain true to our j)rin-

* The difiScuIty of the passage here referred to, arises solely from the pregnant brevity

which is so characteristic of the Saviour's language. To assume with De Wette, inac-

curacy in the report of the Evangelist, is wholly gratuitous. "To-day," and "to-mor-

row," etc., are put rhetorically, a definite for an indefinite period. The passage then may
be thus paraphrased :

" Go and tell that fox that I continue my wonted course of mira-

culous healing during the appointed time, and at the time appointed, I complete it. I

have nothing therefore to fear from his machinations. Nevertheless {Tz/.f/t) there is a

reason why I should speedily be on my way. The time soon comes when by Divine ap-

pointment I shall be delivered over to my enemies, and then I ought to be at Jerusalem,

for she has vindicated to herself the exclusive right of shedding the blood of the prophets.

Hence, I must proceed on (TropeveaOat) to-day, and to-morrow, and the third day, i. e.,

immediately and contimiously—for it cannot be that a prophet perish out of Jerusalem."

This explanation gives its full contrastive force to 7r?i7}v cJs;, and its natural meaning to

KopEveadai. It defies tlie malice of Herod, and yet assigns a cause for his leaving, which,

in its bitter sarcasm against Jerusalem, is in keeping with the general severity of the

preceding discourse. It also presents a beautiful contrast with the touching verses which

follow. At the bare name of Jerusalem the Saviour's heart melts ; his tone of sarcasm

is laid aside, and his spirit gushes forth in the yearning tenderness of the following

beautiful apostrophe.—[K.
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ciple of admitting no conjecture into the text of the New Testament.

Besides, in ver. 34 the idea is immediately extended to include the

prophets generally. Hence, we can only say that the Saviour here

attributes to the class of prophets, not including himself in it, but

standing as its representative (see ver. 34), what is true of the

majority of its members. In any case, however, a certain obscurity

attaches to the expression in the existing circumstances. It is

easier finding something satisfactory to say on the fact of its being

necessary that prophets should die (and especially the prophet) in

Jerusalem, Jerusalem was the centre of the national, and espe-

cially the religious life of Israel (for which reason at ver. 34 the

prophets are described as sent to Jerusalem, in so far as this city

represented the land and the people), the altar as it were of the

whole nation, since no sacrifice was to be offered except in the tem-

ple at Jerusalem. In it therefore must the ministry of the prophets

concentrate itself, and their last great work also, their death of

martyrdom, must be completed there. As the offering of Isaac was

of old presented on Mount Moriah (Gen. xxii, 2), so the reality of

which it was the type, could reveal itself only in Jerusalem, The
sovereign sway of Jehovah everywhere attaches itself to time and

place, and without subverting or restricting the freedom of man's

actions, must yet fulfil the eternal arrangements of God. Freedom
and necessity mutually pervade, but do not subvert each other in

Bible history. To the Pharisees, moreover, as those who had as-

sumed the defence of the theocracy, nothing stronger could be said

than this, your chief city with its temple and altar is the murderess

of all God's servants, a great altar as it were on which the saints

have fallen as victims. (Corap. Lament, iv. 13.)

Ver. 34, 35.—The concluding verses have been incorporated by

Matth. xxiii. 37-39, into his weighty discourse in reproof of the

Pharisees. Here, in Luke, they hold undoubtedly their original

place. The mention of Jerusalem awakens the deepest sadness in

the heart of Jesus for the unbelief of the city. The murderess of

the prophets was in her children to be gathered to the flock of God,

but they loould not. But as by the abuse of their freedom, they

frus trated, as it were, the one of God's plans, they against their own
will fulfilled the other. What they would not take from the living

Prophet, they must receive from the dying. The words "How
often would I," etc., describe not merely the endeavours of Jesus

personally for the salvation of the people, as represented by Jerusa-

lem, but the whole collective ministry of the prophets. This leads

the Saviour back wholly to himself, as in his Divine and eternal

nature the Prophet of prophets. (Comp. Luke xi. 49 with Matth.

xxiii. 34, where Christ is represented as sending forth all the proph-

ets.) This idea throws back a light which determines the meaning
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of the expression ovk Ivdexe'^at 7Tpo<j)7]T7]v dnoXeaOai e^cj 'lepovoaX'qn,

ver. 33.—(The beautiful figure of the fowl which gathers its young

under its wings is after Ps. xvii. 8 ; Is. xxxi. 5. The comparison

strikes every mind of deep thought as a tender expression of mater-

nal love in natural life. Thus we read in Euripides Hercul. fur. v.

71, ol 0' 'llpdixXeLot naXdeg, ovg vTroirrsgovg (Tgj^o) veoaaovg, opvig ojg vcpei-

liEVT] vcpteoOaij a peculiar expression for placing the young beneath

the mother,) After this apostrophe to Jerusalem, the discourse again

turns to the Pharisees, and the Saviour adds reprovingly, " Your
house is left unto you" (dcpk-ai vfilv 6 olKog vficov). (The addition

hTjiiog is taken from the parallel passage in Matth. xxiii. 38.) Okof,

house (in its more extended meaning like rca), is certainly selected

here in accordance with Psalm Ixix. 25 (Comp. Acts i. 20), in which

passage the house's being left desolate is enumerated along with

other imprecations. The house, however, has at any rate a special

reference to the Temple as the central point of theocratic life, which,

in so far as it was the house of God, might also be appropriately

termed the house of the priests. The desolation of the Temple,

however, and the departing from it of the gracious presence of God,

was identical with that overthrow of the entire worldly dominion of

the j)riesthood, which was of necessity to be associated with the en-

trance of Christ's spiritual and heavenly kingdom. The two could

not co-exist. Inasmuch as the Pharisees, therefore, seemingly tri-

umphant, put Jesus to death, they in this very act laid the founda-

tions for ever of his kingdom, and destroyed their oivn. The con-

cluding words, Aeyo) 6e viuv k. t. A. are difficult. The declaration

that they should not see the Saviour, attaches itself as an ex-

pression of rebuke closely to the preceding ; but in the first

place, there is an obscurity as to what period the toyg dv i'l^rj, until

it shall come, etc., denotes,* and next, it seems to contradict the

punitive character of the sentiment, that the Pharisees themselves

are exhibited as greeting the Lord. For, that the words evXoyrjuevog

K. T. A. are to be understood as an act of homage, admits (according

to Matth. xxi. 9, compared with Ps. cxviii. 26) of no doubt. The
first of these difficulties can be removed only after we have cleared

up the second. This would be solved, however, if we were to read

something like ore ecTTcoai, so as to make the meaning of the dis-

course this, " Ye unbelievers shall see me no more (as the gentle Son
of Man), till they welcome me (the pious, namely) at my return as

the righteous judge of the world." In other words, '' Ye shall see

me again only as your Judge." But this reading is wholly without

* Compare what was remarked upon the kindred an.l striking passage Matth. xxvL
64, (Itt' lipri o'tpeaBs tuv vlov tov dvdpuirov k. t. 1. Matth. xxiii. 39, in the passage paral-

lel to that before us, has the words ov
fj.?'/ fie 16i]te uk^ apTi k. t. 1.—The fi^t] is best tak*^

mperaonally, "it comes." Some MSS. have supplied Cipa or viiEpa.
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support from any critical authority, and can therefore have no claim

on our approval. The second person leads to an entirely different

meaning, which, more closely considered, is remarkably appropriate,

and suited, in the highest degree to the character of the Lord, who
walked even amidst his enemies as one full of grace. The passage

then prordises them a change even of their feelings, and, as flowing

from this, an acknowledgment of the Messianic dignity of Jesus.

That which here they could not comprehend—the ministry of Jesus,

peculiar in itself, and opposed to their whole nature and disposition

of mind, was, according to this promise, to be made clear to them
afterwards, and they would raise their voices in unison with the

jubilant tones of those who, waiting for their Lord, would meet him
with the cry n;n;i coa Nsn tj^ia . The passage expresses then the final

victory of the Saviour over all his enemies, whom he punishes in

such a manner that he wins them for himself It is impossible,

however, to determine, whether this victory and the coming of

Christ was to take place at some point of time near at hand, such

as the pouring out of the Spirit on the day of Pentecost, and the

conversion of many priests tlierewith connected (Acts vi. 7), or the

destruction of Jerusalem, or whether it be the return of Jesus to his

kingdom or to the judgment of the world. For, in the first place,

as was already remarked on Matth. x. 23, the idea of the speedy

coming of our Lord runs through the whole New Testament in such

a way, that each of these several periods falls quite within the time

of his anticipated coming, and again, the idea itself embraces such

a variety of relations that in passages like this we can find no
necessary ground for deciding in favour of the one or the other. It

is best, therefore, to take the expression in the entire comprehen-
siveness which it will admit of, and consider the meaning of the

Saviour to be this, that at each coming of the Lord, at one or other

of those preliminary appearances in which the Good is exhibited to

view as triumphant, but most completely at that which is final and
decisive, the enemies of the Saviour should ever lay themselves down
as a footstool beneath his feet. (Comp. on Matth. x. 23, but espe-

cially on Matth. xxiv. 1, seq., where everything relating to the

Return of Christ is treated of connectedly.)

§ 14. Jesus Dines with a Pharisee.

(Luke xiv. 1-24.)

This new section harmonizes well with a journal of Travel (comp.

ver. 1 with ix. 17), and partakes that style of narrative which we
have already traced in it. The healing of one afflicted with dropsy

in the house of a Pharisee on the Sabbath gives rise to a conversa-
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ion in which Jesus gives instruction by parabolic narratives.*

With unwonted liveliness, Luke represents the discourse as directed

first to the guest, and then to the host (ver. 7 and 12), and, finally,

the exclamation of one of the guests (ver. 15) calls forth a particular

parable applicable to him and those like minded. The peculiar

connexion of the whole is again the best voucher for the originality

of the narrative.

Ver. 1-6—The cure of the man afflicted with dropsy, which may
be conceived as completed before the repast, contains notliing in

itself worthy of remark. It is merely a point of connexion for the

following conversation. As the Pharisees had already frequently

blamed the cures wrought by Christ on the Sabbath, he himself

starts the question whether such acts of healing could be contrary

to the law. As at Matth. xii. 11, Luke xiii. 15, he leads those

present back to their own experience, and ihakes them feel the

sharp self-contradiction into which they were plunged by casting

blame on Christ's free labours of love, inasmuch as they, where their

own earthly advantage was involved, did the same things which

they objected to in him. It is not to be overlooked, however, that

even in this last period in which the hatred of the Pharisees against

him was most distinctly expressed, the Saviour does not abandon

them. He obviously hoped, by the power of the truth, to gain

over for himself and the cause of God the better disposed, at least,

among them. (As to the (payeiv aprov ver. 1, see the particulars on

ver. 15.—On -naparTjpdv see at Luke vi. 7.)

Ver. 7.—Throughout the following three comparisons, then, there

runs the one special exhortation to humility, which, was above all

things, necessary for the proud Pharisees. In the first (ver. 7-11),

with reference to the obvious and manifest strife for precedence

among those present, it teaches self-humiliation ; in the second

(ver. 12-14), looking to the brilliant company which the Pharisee

had invited together, it shews the duty of lifting up to ourselves the

poor and miserable ; and, in the last (ver. 16-24), with regard to

the eager hope cherished by the Pharisee for the kingdom of God
(ver. 15), it holds forth the conduct of God in calling men to his

kingdom, at once excluding from it the satiated rich, and inviting

into it the hungry poor, as an imperative rule of conduct to us.

Even though there were, therefore, special causes in each case for

the modification of the fundamental idea, yet the occasion which
gave at first this turn to the conversation of Jesus was probably the

cure of the man with the dropsy. Although the Pharisees and
Lawyers were silent (ver. 4, 6) at the question of Jesus, yet un-

* The Pharisee is styled tic rfSv upxovruv tuv ^apiaaluv = upx^owdyuyor. We are

not to suppose that those upxovrec are here meant who are sometimes spoken of as op-

posed to the Pharisees, ex. gr. John xiL 42.
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doubtedly their look sufficiently expressed contempt for tlie unfor-

tunate man, and this at once led the Saviour (ver. 5) to bring

forward despised animals (ovog,^' and Pov^) in the similitude—'* Ifye

at once hasten, on the Sabbath, to draw an ass out of the pit, it

well becomes me to bring help to a man who will be suffocated by

water." In what way the bodily assistance is a type of the spiritual

call of those who were healed, is particularly shewn by ver. 21, seq.,

where it is precisely the miserable (such as the cured man in this

instance) who appear as the invited ones, while the proper guests

(the Pharisees, as representatives of the Old Testament economy)

remain shut out from the feast. And now, as the guests at the

commencement of the repast eagerly strove for the highest places

(jTpoTOKXioLag l^ekiyovro) , which conduct arose from the same self-

sufficiency that originated their contempt for the dropsical man,

Jesus immediately rebukes this. (^'En^x^iv soil, vovv animum ad-

vertere. Acts iii. 5.)

Ver. 8-11.—Without veiling his design, the Lord reproves quite

openly the vanity of the Pharisees. In the following parable the

reference is entirely unconcealed. (As to napajSoXrj comp. on Matth.

xiii. 1. The parabolic form here is not completely carried out.) As
respects, however, the meaning of the narrative, it is very strange

that so subordinate a motive should be brought forward to induce

self-abasement. For it seems false humility, and consequently con-

cealed pride, to take a seat low down to gain the honour of being

elevated. Christ appears to give here rather a refined prudential

rule than a pure ethical precept, and it would seem the more correct

course to take just that seat which properly belongs to one. But the

apothegm (ver. 11) which gives finally the fundamental idea of the

parable, makes obvious the reason why this form of presenting it

was adopted. In that single display of self-sufficient vanity our

Lord fathomed those depths of character which led to similar dis-

plays they made in spiritual things. He has to do with the purify-

ing of these depths, and his representations, therefore, take such a

form as to involve a warning against spiritual pride. Over against

self-exaltation must be placed the act most strongly contrasted with

it, and that is not merely to refrain from self-exaltation, but posi-

tively to humble ourselves (ja-neLvovv iavTov). To bring tliis con-

trast clearly out in the parable, the expression, reclining in the lowest

* The reading vlog has, in point of weighty critical authorities (the MS3. A. B. E. C.

H. M. S. give it), much support. The connexion, however, is most in favour of bvog.

The whole passage contains a conclusion drawn a minori ad majus, and with this it is

obvious that vl6^ does not agree. The reading vlo^ may easily have originated with per-

sons who overlooked this form in which the inference is drawn in ?.ie passage, and sup-

posed that the necessity of healing on the Sabbath would be rendered far more clear by

selecting the case of a child, love to whom, would inevitably constrain his parents to save

him on the Sabbath.
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place [dva-ntaat elg rbv taxirov tottov^ is set over against reclining in

the Jirst seat {KaraKXiveodai elg t7jv TrpoyroKXiolav). But that whicli

in the affairs of earth would prove only a half rule (inasmuch as the

sitting low down of set purpose must be held as only another form

of displaying vanity), is, in spiritual things, true and right in its

fullest sense ; for there is demanded in fact not the mere absence

of the positive manifestations of pride, but an attack upon the

hidden evil which exists even where it does not shew itself. These

positive sanctifying efforts* carried on in the power of the Holy

Spirit are denoted by the humbling oneself. This expression also

presupposes an antecedent higher position (w?iich is, however, to be

carefully distinguished from the vxpovv kavrov)^ inasmuch as the

lowly cannot be humbled any more. (Comp. on the apothegm at

ver. 10, what is said on Matth. xxiii. 12.)

Ver. 12-14.—The statements of our Lord in what follows are

not different in substance from the preceding discourse to the guests

(sAeys K.al ru) iceKXrjKori avrov). For, the following parable is only a

continuation of the foregoing. As the guests ought to humble
themselves by selecting the lowest place, so should the host humble
himself by inviting the poorest. But, according to the different

relations of guest and host there stands out in the first similitude

more proininently an unassuming disposition ; in the second, con-

descending, humble love. Hence we may regard the two parables as

adapted to persons of different positions in the kingdom of God.

It is by no means to be supposed that we have here an entertain-

ment furnished at the j)ublic expense, as Dr. Paulus has inferred,

from the prohibition to invite relations. This prohibition is rather

to be held parallel with Luke xiv. 26, " He who hateth not father

and mother is not worthy of me." It is only intended to shew the

necessity of being delivered from what is merely sensitive and na-

tural in our love ; that higher love imparted in regeneration enno-

bles all the natural ties of affection, ('Avdnrjpog, maimed, one who
wants a member, = rrrjpog, from Trrjpoco, to mutilate. It is found again

in the N. T. only at Luke xiv. 21.—Comp. as to the idea of a re-

compense, in passages which take for granted the evangelical prin-

ciple, on Matth. v. 12 ; x. 42.) The mention of the resurrection of

the just (dvdaramg iC)v diicaicov)^ without any occasion to call it forth,

is an evident indication that the distinction made by the Jews be-

tween the first and second resurrection was acknowledged by our

Lord as correct. Such passages as Rev. xx. 5 (where the expression

dvdoTamq r/ Trpwr-q occurs) ; 1 Cor. xv. 22, 23 ; 1 Thess. iv. 16, shew
also that the apostles themselves had embraced the distinction

within the circle of their ideas. In the book of Revelation the whole

conclusion of the work would be entirely unintelligible without it.

" Comp. on this the remarks on Matth. xJiL 2.
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The rationalistic expositors were unprejudiced enough to acknow-

ledge that this doctrine was supported by the New Testament, but

they employed it to prove that the apostles (and in part the

Saviour himself) were entangled in Jewish prejudice, or accom-

modated themselves to such errors. (On the opinions of the Jews,

comp. Bertholdt in the Christ, Jud. § 35, p. 176, seq.) We shall

afterwards take pains to shew (in a preliminary way, indeed, on

Matth. xxiv. "••") that the distinction drawn between the two resurrec-

tions stands in closest unison with the whole circle of doctrines as

to the final issue of all things, and that only when we adopt it do

many passages of Scripture acquire their true meaning.

Ver. 15.—One of the guests understood quite correctly the ex-

pression used by the Saviour as to the resurrection of the just. He
places in connexion with it, not eternal salvation, which properly

is associated with the general resurrection, but life in the kingdom

of God. Hence the kingdom of God here is, as the context shews,

that state in which the will of God shall have dominion on earth

—

the restoration of earth to its original condition. In this state did

the Jews hope to live in peace under the sway of Messiah, along

with the risen saints of the Old Testament, whose representatives,

the progenitors of their race, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, are men-

tioned by name (Matth. viii. 11 ; Luke xiii. 28). The joyful hope

of Messiah's speedy appearance was usually associated with the

blessed anticipation of life in the Messianic kingdom. In substance,

this series of ideas was entirely correct, and corresponded as well

with the predictions of the Old Testament as with the representa-

tions of the New, except as the Jews in general formed grossly

material conceptions of the Messiah's kingdom, and forgot the inter-

nal conditions of admittance into it. As part of the peoj)le of God,

they beheved that they must in any event be incorporated into

God's kingdom. From this position of security and self-complacency

seems to have proceeded the exclamation uttered by one of the

guests. When Jesus mentioned recompense in the kingdom of the

Messiah at the resurrection of the just, he called out in a transport

of joy, including himself as a sharer in the scene of blessedness,

" happy he who shall eat bread in the kingdom of God" {fiandpiog bg

(pdyeraL dprov h r^ (iaaiXda tov 0£oi5).-j- Nothing like malice, deceit,

scorn, or intentional hypocrisy is to be traced in these words ; the

following parable exposes merely the worldly feeling of those who
are invited into the kingdom of God, but through their worldliness

forfeit their invitation. This comes home to the individual in com-

* As to the distinction also between the uviiaTaaLg Ik tCjv vsKpuv and dvd-'Taacg tuv

veKpQv, comp. the observations on Matth. xxii. 31.

f Compare Rev. xx. 6, where in like terms it is said /iaKupiog kcI uyiog 6 ix^^v fiipan

h ry -IvaaTacEi ry npun^.
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mon with the whole party of Pharisees and lawyers to whom he

belonged, but not himself personally and alone. The peculiar ex-

clamation,however, and the close connexion of the following parable

with it, and with all that goes before, favour again most decidedly

the originality of this whole account. (The reading aptaroVj instead

of aQTov (payelVj is merely an explanation of the Hebrew mode of

speaking for the sake of Greeks, fashioned after the style of ver. 12.)

The dprov (payelVj eat bread, stands undoubtedly for taking a meal

(see ver. 1), and corresponds to br-k Vsn, Gen. xliii. 16, 32. Here

the context points once more to the great Messianic feast (comp.

Matth. viii. 11 ; Luke xiii. 28), which, according to the passages in

the prophets (for example Is. xxv. 6), is viewed as the opening scene

of the kingdom of God. (Comp. Bertholdt in the Christ. Jud. § 39^

p. 196. Eisenmenger, in his Entd. Judenth. ii. 872, seq., gives the

tasteless fables of the later Kabbins as to this feast. The phrase

eadteiv Koi ixivav, eating and drinlcing/-' is to be distinguished from

dprov (payelv, eating bread, the former denoting continued fellowship,

a life of abundance [in the kingdom of God]. Comp. on Luke
xxii. 30.)

Ver. 16.—With great wisdom does our Lord in the following

parable guide the Pharisee, who had praised so loudly the joys of

the kingdom of God, back from externals to that which is internal.

For, he teaches that the mere invitation is not enough, but every-

thing depends on whether a man avails himself of it. The first

half of it represents the manifold ways in which worldly men (es-

pecially the Jews) abuse the Divine call ; the second half explains

the conduct of God, and shews that others instead of those called

are invited into the kingdom of God. ' At Matth. xxii. 1, seq., there

is a parable recorded which is closely allied to that before us, but it

is carried out in a way too independent and distinct to allow of our

believing it to be the same with that of Luke. Undoubtedly, Jesus

has availed himself at different times and in different ways of the

same fundamental ideas.f If, then, the parable starts with the

idea of the great supper, this has obviously a retrospective reference

to ver. 15, and it stands as the Messianic feast for the kingdom of

God generally, to which God causes men to be invited (and the

Jews certainly first) by his enlightened ministers and servants.

(The KaXelv here denotes therefore, in a dogmatic sense, the vocatio,

and involves both the announcement that such a kingdom exists,

and the inward impulse to enter into it. Yet this impulse, given

by the Spirit according to the will of God, is no compulsory one
;

it only facilitates the determination of the will. Compare details at

Matth. XX. 16.)

* ''EadieLv and niveiv Prea. luf. marking continued action ; (^aydv, Aor. momentary,

—[K. I Compare as to this the details at Matth. xxiL 1.

Vol. n.—

4
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Ver. 17-20.—That peculiar form of the narrative, which repre-

sents that at the commencement of the feast those previously in-

vited were again put in mind of it (wpa tov delnvov), was evidently

selected in order to express the more exactly and impressively the

form under which the Divine invitation had come to the Jews. Not
only had the invitation to God's kingdom come to them generally

through the prophets, but when it did arrive, they were by the

Baptist again specially warned that all things were ready which

pertained to life and salvation {jrdvra elvai sroina to, rrjg ^wtJ^- kol

GG)Tr]pLag). The following excuses are therefore so much the

guiltier, the more pressing had been the invitation, (llapairetodai,

to make excuse, is used for recusare and excusare. The former

meaning is found at Acts xxv. 11 ; the latter is obviously implied

at ver. 19, in the expression fc%e fte -napxiriqiiivoVj which corresponds

to habeas me excusaticm. To the dnb fxidg it is best to supply yvdo-

fi7]g or 0^1'?/^, for it is intended to bring out the common key-note of

them all.) As the invitation, however, was given only to many
(ver, 16, comp. remarks on Matth. xx. 16), this determines the

meaning of the aU (ver. 18)—they are all that had been invited.

It would be carrying the expression too far, however, to hold that

the first invited were the Jews, and that those afterwards (ver. 21)

called are the heathen, inasmuch as the apostles, and all those be-

lievers who attached themselves to Jesus himself, were Jews.

According to the immediate import 'of the passage, therefore, we
must understand those first invited to be the representatives of the

Old Testament Theocracy, and among the poor {rrruxotg, ver. 21),

that company of private individuals (among whom also the vSpu-

rrtKog must be included, ver. 2), whom Jesus honoured with his fel-

lowship and prepared for the kingdom of God. In that case the

words ijp^avro d-rrb judg naQaLreiaOai ndvregj all loitli one consent, etc.,

retain their literal meaning, for in fact we do not see a single indi-

vidual among the advocates of the Theocracy openly and decisively

attach himself to the Lord. We are not, however, to think for this

reason all reference of the parable to Jews and heathen is excluded,

only this is not its primary and proper application. The various

forms of excuse put forward by those invited, denote in general their

bondage to the world. The two first set forth its grosser manifesta-

tions of worldliness ; the third is a subtler one, but is a mere pre-

text. The taking of a wife ouo;lit not to have withdrawn him from

God, but should have aided his advancement in the Divine life.

This quality of their respective excuses, determines the form of

their several refusals. The former, who suffer themselves to be

entangled by gross worldliness, feel conscious of their sin, and give

a more refined turn to their excuse—" I pray thee, have me ex-

cused ;" the latter, however, considered the bond which kept Mm
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back as sufficient to exonerate him, and simply declares " therefore

I cannot come." Essentially, however, all are alike.

Ver. 21-24.—With this account of the way in which the un-

worthy guests conducted themselves, there is connected the carrying

out of the invitation given to others, and especially to the miserable

and the poor, who are represented as without shelter or dwelling.

(JlXarela and pv|U?/ stand together as in the LXX., at Is. xv. 3. The
former expression denotes rather streets and open places ; the latter

alleys, angiportus) From the poor dwellers in the city, the parable

passes over to the still more despised inhabitants of the country.

This inviting of new guests in two sections, with the design " that my
house may be full," sets forth the grace of God, which embraces all,

even the most distant and lowly. The selection of the expressions

eladyaye code, bring in here, and the still stronger dvdjKaaov elaeXddv,

compel to come in, marks most appropriately the position of the

poor relatively to the feast of the exalted householder. Kegarding

themselves as unworthy, they requu-e the most urgent assurances of

the gracious disposition of the Lord, that they are to have a share

in the feast despised by the satiated rich men. Traits which thus

fall in, unforced, with the aim and tendency of the parable, are not

to be overlooked. Finally, the determination of God as to excluding

from the feast is also (ver, 24) brought forward. The words Aeyw

vjuZv, I say unto you, do not establish the position that Jesus is in

this verse addressing the Pharisees, for although in ver. 23 the dis-

course of the master is directed merely to a single servant, yet is

this individual the representative of several. The words " none of

these men who were invited," (ov6eig rCjv dvSp&v eKeivcov rcov KSKXrme-

v(.)v)j absolutely require that we view them as the conclusion of the

parable. It is certain at the same time that the reference to the

Pharisees might by look and voice have been made sufficiently obvi-

ous to all. (The exclusion from the feast is moreover to be under-

stood here in the same way as at Matth. 10, seq., which passage

may be compared,)

§ 15. The Demands of Jesus on His Disciples.

(Luke xiv. 25-35.)

The new formula of commencement here {owenopevovro avrCi

SxXoL noXXot) again shews us Christ as on a journey. It needed no
particular remark to inform us that Jesus had left the house of the

Pharisee (ver. 1), for that is self-evident. Similar circumstances,

however, again lead our Lord to express the same ideas he had
uttered at Luke xii. Crowds followed after him with unde'fined
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sentiments in his favour, yet irresolute and wavering. To them he

turns with an earnest address, and summons them to a decision.

As, however, his last hour was now approaching, he exhibits so

openly the severer aspect of his character, that the uncalled must be

made to withdraw. And this was better than that the wavering

should be drawn into an unequal contest (ver. 31, seq). Finally,

there begins here a new and continuous discourse, which extends

down to chap. xvii. 10. It differs from the preceding collective dis-

courses (chap, xi., xii.) in this, that the Saviour appears here as the

only speaker (except Luke xvii. 5), while there, by means of the

remarks of interlocutors, we have a formal conversation. Yet our

Lord's continued discourse receives modifications in so far, that his

remarks are addressed now to the Pharisees, now to them with the

disciples, now to the latter alone, (Comp, Luke xv, 2 ; xvi. 1

;

xvii. 1,)

Ver, 25-27.—The opening words in which the Saviour states to the

people the necessity of entire decision, we have already had at Matth.

x, 37, seq,, in the instructions addressed to the apostles. It is very

possible certainly that Jesus repeatedly expressed the same thought,

especially where he had as we have already remarked on Matth. {ui

supra), an Old Testament foundation to proceed upon. (Deut. xxxiii.

9, 10.) Again, also, at John xii. 25, the same idea recurs only in

an altered form. Yet the instructions (Matth, x,) are of such a

nature, as plainly to bear the character of a compilation, and we have

here therefore the passage in its original connexion, especially as the

thought is less in harmony with the circumstances under which the

apostles were first sent out. As to its exposition, however, all that

is needful has already been given in our remarks on Matth. x. 37,

seq,, and we need here consider that only which is peculiar to Luke.

To him belongs the expression fiiaeXv, hate, and the extension of the

hatred to the life {'ipvx'r}). This is treated of, however, in a similar

way, only under different expressions, at Matth, x. 39, for between

the losing (a-noXiaai) his life and iiating it, there is no essential dif-

ference. Instead of hating (juoelv)^ however, Matth, x, 37, has not

loving father, etc., more than me (ft?) (piXelv—vn^p t/ze). It must

seem a thing of doubtful propriety simply to reduce the positive

hate to the more negative |U?/ (pLXelv v-nep, not love, etc. The ex-

pression is too cutting not to have been chosen intentionally ; and

in this case we have no title to deprive it of its point. And we
should feel the less scruple in leaving the idea unsoftened, from the

fact that the Son of love can have enjoined no hatred save that

which is holy. How such a topic could in the then existing circum-

stances form the subject of discourse, may be rendered obvious from

the following considerations,

M-atthew's rej)resentation is so conceived as to exhibit Divine
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things, in their relation to the created, as superior, and hence a

quantitative exjDression is chosen to describe our love of the one or

of the other. Luke, however, views—as is equally allowable—the

Divine and the created as standing in simple and direct opposition

each other, an attitude which they always assume whensoever the

latter strives to cease being what it really is—a transitory thing

—

and begins to make itself esteemed eternal and imjDcrishable. From.

this opposition, then, there springs up of necessity the hatred of the

creature as well as the love of the Divine, according to the principle,

" no man can serve two masters, he must hate the one and love

the other." (Luke xvi. 13.) The pure love of the Divine, therefore,

involves necessarily the pure hatred of the sinful, which things created

become, in so far as they will make themselves pass for what is eternal.

The idea, therefore, retains its simple truth when taken with all its

point, if it be thus paraphrased, " He who cometh to me (not out-

wardly, but with the inward turning of Lis whole being) must love

nothing ajpartfrom me (but all things in me) ; rather he must be

able to pass on the tenderest ties of this present life, a judgment so

discriminating and enlightened by the Spirit (and consequently to

free himself so far from all the attachment and dependence of feel-

ing and its implied partialities) as to be capable ofpurely hating what

is sinful in them." Tmis does the Saviour in these words demand of

his followers an exalted point of view, looking down from which they

may be able clearly to distinguish the Divine from the ungodly, even

in the nearest of those objects presented to them (and therefore tlie

most difficult to be judged of). From this elevation it is possible

to unite both love and hatred towards the same object, as, for ex-

ample, our Lord, in regard to Mary his mother, and his disciples,

hated what was sinful in them as purely as he loved what was

godly, and hence the command here given does not abrogate the

precept to " honour father and mother." In the unrenewed man,

on the contrary, neither love nor hatred is pure ; in loving the ob-

jects of his affection, he loves also their sin ; in hating the objects

of his dislike, he hates their godliness as well ; it is only the jturity

and discrimination of the Divine Spirit that can teach man to judge

aright, and to love God and the things of God as decidedly as he

hates what is ungodly. Thus, it is obvious that we have here no

command which a natural man standing under the law should

attempt to put in practice ; for should he make the endeavour, then,

as the spiritual gift of discrimination is wanting to him, every thing

must naturally be thrown into confusion, and that which is most

sacred be perverted into that which is most unholy, (On ver. 27,

see fuller details at Matth. x. 38.)

Ver. 28-30.—The way in which the powers of man must bear

a certain proportion to the magnitude of his undertakings, is ex-
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plained by the Saviour in certain parables, which, are peculiar to

Luke. The first is taken from a building, for the completing of

which the necessary sums of money must be provided. The selec-

tion of this particular similitude arises perhaps from the frequent

comparison of internal spiritual effort and labour to an edifice

(oIko6o[j,7j)j and especially to a temple (1 Cor. iii. 10, seq.) The
TTvpyog, toiver, is to be understood of a great palace-like edifice ; for

the object of the parable requires something extraordinary which

cannot be reached by common means. (The Kadtoag 'iprjcpi^eLv sets

forth exact painstaking care in the reckoning.—The substantive

d-rrapTioixog, from dnapri^eLv= ^KTsXeiv, is found only here.)

Ver. 31-33.—The second and also very graphic similitude is

taken from a conflict, which a man undertakes only when he be-

lieves himself possessed of powers at least in some measure adequate.

Two princes are represented as at war, and if one of them feel him-

self weak, he sues for peace. {EvjiiSaXXeiv elg iroXeiiov, iidxriv is a pure

Greek form of expression.) The application, however, of these two

comparisons to the followers of Christ (ver. 33) is not altogether so

clear. Christ requires, in connexion with ver. 2^ and 27, the re-

nouncing all one's own possessions {dnordoGeodat irdoi rolg iavrov

vTTapxovai), inasmuch as he wishes to engross alone the love of man.

The forsaking, however, appears merely negative, while in the para-

bles there is demanded a positive quality, namely, potver. But

even the renunciation of one's possessions requires spiritual power

also ; for these should not be viewed as isolated, but as conjoined

with the whole world, and this again as in connexion with the prince

of this world (ap;^(ov rov Koofiov tovtov). The comparison repre-

sents the struggle to be undertaken as so great for the reason, that

it must be entered into against a mighty kingdom and its prince,

and can therefore be successful only if man bear within him a

stronger power. This explanation also clears up the obscure point,

how the Saviour should in these parables seemingly attribute to

man the power of accomplishing a work so difficult (as represented

in ver. 26, 27). The scope of the parable is obviously to show that

a rigorous impartial examination brings man to the conviction that

he is as incapable in his own strength of overcoming the dominion

of earth and sense, as a king with ten thousand men would be to

conquer twenty thousand.'-'' The consciousness, however, of our own
inability should lead us to seek a higher power, to attach ourselves

to the great kingdom of light and its prince, which, under all cir-

cumstances, overthrows the kingdom of darkness. In connexion

* Hence Augustine (Confess, viii. 6) says with great truth of some persons who had

begun in faith the conflict with the old man, " aedificabani, turrim sumptu idoneo, relin-

quendi omnia sua et sequendi te." The giving up of one's own is identical wit)i the lay-

ing hold of Christ.
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with what precedes (ver. 26, 27), the parables thus virtually declare :

" In wishing to follow me, ye undertake a contest which ye are un-

able to carry through ; attain first to the conviction of your own
weakness, and seek the higher power of the Spirit ; then shall ye

be qualified for the kingdom of God."

Ver. 34, 35.—Here follow most appropriately the concluding

words which Matthew has embodied in the Sermon on the Mount
(v. 13), and which Mark (ix. 29) has arranged in another connexion.

They are in themselves of such a kind that we can suppose them
spoken by the Saviour on various occasions, like the " he that hath

ears," etc., at the close of this section. At all events, they stand in

Luke in a very appropriate connexion. For the subject spoken of

(ver. 26, 27) had been admission into the company of disciples, and

the needful qualifications. Very appropriate, therefore, is the

remark, that great and noble as was the call, like the salt of the

earth, to act with quickening and strengthening power on the mass,

so great also would be the danger if a man did not fulfil that voca-

tion, for in that case he would not only accomplish nothing for the

body, but bring injury upon himself Thus these words repeat the

earnest admonition contained in the first verses of the section,

rather to abandon the purpose of following Jesus than enter on it

with divided hearts. (On the explanation, compare the details at

Matth. V. 13, and at Mark ix. 49.)

§ 16. Parables Eelating to the Compassionate Love of God.

(Luke XV. 1-32.)

In the words of transition 7joav de iyyi^ovTeg, and drew near, etc.,

there is no distinct statement of the relation between the preced-

ing and following portions. We might suppose that a space of time

intervened. But the contrast between the preceding and the fol-

lowing parables, makes it in the highest degree probable that they

are closely connected. [?] For, while at xiv, 28, seq. there was set

forth the stern severity of purpose required in order to confess

Christ and follow him, as the opposite and supplementary side of

the picture, that compassionate love is now brought forward which
is displayed by the Saviour in calling to himself the poor and
miserable. The same demand is made of these as of those to whom
the parables of building the tower and the conflict were addressed

;

but to these miserable ones the demand is not as it was to the un
decided and the irresolute, something burdensome, but it is to them
a gain and a pleasure to be j^ermitted to forsake aU and serve him
alone whom their soul loves. The compassionate love of God which
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fonns the contrast to the hard-hearted Pharisees, is met by the

complete self-surrender of the lost one (ver. 21), which stands op-

posed to the calculating adherence of the wavering (xiv. 26, seq.),

inasmuch as he pleads for that service of God as an act of grace,

which to the others is a burdensome duty. In the first two parables

the former reference predominates ; in opposition to the Pharisees

with their cold condemnations of men, God appears as the compas-

sionate Being who lovingly receives the lost to himself ; the third,

in addition carries out carefully the second point of contrast, viz.,

the glad 7'eception of the Gospel by the miserable.

Ver. 1, 2.—As J^sus finished the preceding discourses, spoken

doubtless after the day's journey had been completed, there gather-

ed around him a company of men really in need of aid, not with the

view of insidiously listening to him, but of receiving from him life

and spirit {aKovetv avrov). Among these were publicans (reAwvat)

(see on Matth. v. 46), and other persons, who more or less grossly

had transgressed the law. For, in every case where the diiapri^Xog^

sinner, and the ditcaiog, Just (ver. 7), are set in contrast, we are to

trace in the former the outward and visible transgression of the law,

as in the latter the idea of the outward observance of the law.

Gross forms of transgression are not excluded here, as is shewn ob-

viously by the parable of the lost son, who is intentionally described

as one who had devoured his living with harlots (ver. 30). On this

contrast depends the whole point of these three parables. The
Pharisees, in the consciousness (not merely hypocritical) of their

righteousness, despised the sinners {diiapToXovg) to whom righteous-

ness according to the law was in fact wanting. But, the relation

in which the righteousness of the law and the righteousness of faith

stand to each other, is the very point on which the following para-

bles are intended to cast light. (Atayoyy^vw is =^ to the more com-

mon yoyyv^w, to murmur, to be averse. Upoad^x^odai and avvecdiuv

denote every kind of contact, closer or more remote ; Trpoadexeodai

is= to the frequently occurring dexeodai [comp. Matth. x. 40], in

the sense of to render the services of love, which presupposes an in-

clination of mind. The term oweadteiv points to closer contact in

continuous intercourse.) There is truth in the Pharisaic principle

of abstaining from intercourse with sinful and defiled men, if it pro-

ceed from anxiety to avoid being tempted by their sins. In them,

however, it was the result of haughty feeling which kept them at a

distance from such unfortunate men, even when their minds shewed

a susceptibility for something better.

Ver. 3-7.—The first parable recounted to the Pharisees by Jesus,

(elne npog avrovg ver. 3 compared with xvi. 1), is drawn from a figure

already frequent in the Old Testament, which compares the relation

between God and the people of Israel to that between a shepherd
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»nd his flock. Even for tlie very form of viewing the comparison

wiiich is here carried out, the Okl Testament furnishes analogies

(Jerem. 1. 6 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 11, 12, 16). The main reference of the

parable then it is quite impossible to mistake, inasmuch as the lost

sheep which the shepherd seeks after, is the same with the sinners

whom the Saviour receives in love, while the Pharisees despise them.

But the separate references call for closer examination. For, frsf,

it is a question how the seeking and finding of the lost sheep on the

part of the shepherd stands connected with the repentance which

at ver. 7 and 10 is attributed to the sinner, for, the parable men-
tions nothing of a change of state on the part of the lost one. Ac-
cording to the meaning of the parable, however, the labour of the

shepherd in seeking and finding the sheep must be understood of

God's operations on the sinner's heart, through which he awakens

in him repentance. This parable, therefore, forms in this respect

a contrast to the following one of the lost son, which represents not

what God does, but what man does in the work of conversion. In

a similar way (as was remarked on Matth. xiii. 44, seq.) do the

parables of the treasure in the field, and the merchant seeking pearls,

stand mutually related to each other. In the second place, there is

set before us, not merely the seeking of the lost sheep, but also the

leaving (ver. 4) of the ninety and nine. To this refers, on the one

hand, the contrast between ^prj^og, desert, and ohog, house, and on

the other, the circumstance that at ver. 7 the returning sinner is

elevated more highly than those who never were lost. (This idea is

more fully carried out in the parable of the lost son, ver. 22, seq.)

This certainly seems strange when we consider that those who are

not lost are described as "just persons, who need no repentance"

(dtKaioi, oLTLveg ov xp^i^'^'^ txovat j-ieravoiag), and as they had in fact

never wandered from the close fellowship of the flock, they thus

deserved praise for their faithfulness. But in the mutual relations

of the law and Gospel, we find a solution of this difficulty, while

we yet retain the proper import of the parable. For the law cer-

tainly carries with it this design, to incite man to keep it, and if he
do keep it he acquires the righteousness of the law, and needs no re-

pentance in regard to its positive transgression. This righteousness,

however, is incapable of leading to that higher life which the Gospel

demands, but which it also bestows where there is a susceptibility

for it. There are only two ways in which this can arise, either

through such rigour in the observances of the law, that a man can-

not satisfy himself with an exterior legality (as the Pharisees did),

but must strive also after an inivard conformity to that law ; or

when, left to himself, he falls into sin. In the first case, he soon ex-

periences his inability to subjugate the hidden world within him,

and thus the law works the tTriyvioaig rrjg duapriag, knowledge of sin
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(Rom. iii. 20), and suclia just man (see on Luke i. 5) may then pos-

sess at the same time true longing and susceptibility for the atone-

ment. In the second case, however (which is that here intended),

the striking and marked transgression of the law palpably brings his

sin home to a man, and he is brought also to repentance, inasmuch

as, where sin was powerful, there grace often shews itself the more

powerfully (Rom. v. 20). In both cases, however, repentance estab-

lishes the possibility of a transition into a state of spiritual life, that

of regeneration, more perfect than mere legal righteousness can

reach ; whither this latter leads is shewn by the righteous brother

(ver. 25, seq.) in the third parable. Thus what the Saviour means

to shew the Pharisees is this, that these sinners whom they despised

could, through the mercy of God, be elevated to a higher state of

spiritual life than it was possible for tJiem to reach in their present

condition. That they also could come to repentance, however, if

they would lay aside their coldness and hardness of heart, is inti-

mated at ver. 31. Finally, we must not in the parable overlook the

X^'PO' tv Tw oi'pavcOj Joy in heaven (ver. 7), ivcjinov rojv dyjeXcov tov

Qeov, before the angels of God (ver. 10), with which ver. 22 seq.

should be compared. The joy of these Divinely compassionate

beings forms a most strongly marked contrast to the vexation of

the Pharisees because sinners were received (ver. 2, 25, seq.) The
kingdom of God thus appears standing in mutual connexion and

living unity ; if one member rejoices, all members rejoice with it.

Heaven and earth are joined together by the bond of perfectness

—

love. Consequently, the absence of love must be seen by the Phari-

sees as implying ungodliness and exclusion from the lively fellow-

ship of heaven. (The comparison is, finally, found at Matth. xviii.

12, seq., and incorporated with the context there. It needs no

proof, however, that here in Luke it holds its original position.)

Ver. 8-10.—The second parable of the lost drachma is obscure.

For, I cannot persuade myself that it contributes no new feature to

the general picture which the three similitudes hold forth, and that

consequently the contrast between the woman and the man (ver. 4)

and the ten and hundred, is merely accidental. The woman denotes

probably the church in its ideal character, as caring with a mother's

faithfulness for her children. In the gradually diminishing num-
(100, 10, 2) there is implied, perhaps, an anti-climax which indi-

cates a possibility of falling away from wider or narrower spheres of

spiritual life, but that for all these relations, grace is revealed to

aid us.

Ver. 11-19.—It is much easier to trace what is peculiar in the

third parable, of the lost Son. It sets forth accurately the gradual

process of his going astray, and his return to repentance and faith,

while in the first parable they are merely intimated, and prominence
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given, instead, to the efforts of the Father. Here these are por-

trayed only as manifested at the moment of the Son's return, and

then, in parallelism with the Father's love, there is the severity of

the other [the still more lost] son, towards whom, however, the love

of the Father still continues the same. With regard to the Phari-

sees (ver. 1), the first half of the parable is an apology for the pub-

licans and sinners whom they despised, inasmuch as it partly shews

that they are capable of nobler impulses to repentance and faith,

and partly, that God prizes and willingly receives them. In the

strongest manner, then, are these sinners admonished and encou-

raged, in the first half of the parable, freely and joyfully to embrace

the ofiered grace. The second half places their own likeness before

the eyes of the Pharisees, and contains a reproof to them. The
commencement of the parable—" A certain man had two sons"

—

purposely places the two parties (the dUaioi and the dfiapruXoc) on a

similar footing in relation to God. The description of the sons

themselves, however, by the terms younger, and older (ver. 11, 25)

may apply ajipropriately to the heathen and the Jews, although

primarily the connexion does not lead us to this contrast. A para-

ble which, like that of the lost son, represents the relation of man
to God in its essential points, naturally finds, everywhere, its fitting

application wherever these points are developed. The abandoning

of his father's house on the part of the son points at once to man's

falling away from God, out of which all his subsequent backsliding

gradually developes itself. (In rb incfidXXov ixepog rijg ovaiag, inifidX-

Xetv is used intransitively. In a similar way, Tob. vi. 13, ool imf^dX-

XeL rj KXogovoiua av77~jg.—Biog as frequently = ovoia, vTcdpxovraj Luke
viii. 43 ; xxi. 4.) In describing the living in sin, the strong expres-

sion ^cov dod)TU)g is designedly chosen, and, according to ver. 30, wo
must retain it in all its force, for to this the argumentation of

Christ refers, to represent one who is unquestionably a sinner as

capable of returning to God. ("Aawrof from o6^m, like perditus, pri-

marily abandoned, ruined, then dissipated, profligate.) Without,

then, any express mention of it, there is in this parable also a
reference to the repentance-awakening grace of God which follows

the lost son. Outward distress, poverty, hunger, the felt conse-

quences of his sin, first awaken in him, according to the Divine dis-

pensation, the consciousness of guilt, and that this consciousness

may, in the mind of the sinner, combine with faith in the love of

God, presupposes the revelation of that love whose consummation is

exhibited in the oftering up of God's Son, John iii. 16. The aim of

the parable, however, leaves this in the background, whence, also,

it can only be supplied from the general doctrine of Scripture, and
is here silently understood. (Ver. 15, KoXXdodau = to the Hebrew
pa«.) He sank down to the lowest depth of earthly misery. (Ke-
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pdria, as applied to the tree which, is found under the name of Kepa-

Tovcaj Kepcjvia, denotes the fruit of the plant known under the name

of caroh-hean, which in the East is commonly used as fodder.) This

suffering, however, awoke life in the depth of his soul ; with sincere

self-condemnation and deep repentance, there was combined faith

in the Father. In this frame of mind, then, were given the ele-

ments of his salvation. (In the characteristic expression, coming to

himself (tpxeaOac elg mvrov), we find his previous state indicated as

that of one who had lost himself In ver. 17, dprog, bread, as being

human food, stands in contrast to Kepdrta, which are intended for

lower animals.—His repentance is proved to be genuine, by the ex-

press reference to the Divine will, implied in the words " against

heaven." He discerned sin in its root and essence as the transgres-

iou of the Divine will. The words iv6m6v gov are parallel to the

Hebrew 'tEV, which at 1 Sam. xx. 1, occurs in this very connexion

Ver. 20-24.—If the first movements of repentance are not in

the above account expressly traced to God, his Divine compassion

and paternal love in receiving the penitent are all the more care-

fully and touchingly depicted in what follows. (As to o-nlayxvi^^adai,

see on Luke i. 78.) Divine grace hastens to aid the returning sin-

ner, and overwhelms him with its benefits. Thus what the law in

its severity could not do—namely, awaken the love of holiness

within—is effected by grace. It fills the heart of the man who
sought happiness in sin and found only bitterness, with a peace and

sweetness which tell him that here is to be found what he had

erroneously sought in the creature. (The individual traits in ver.

22 are so clearly defined, that we cannot mistake them. The oToXr]

TTpcjrr], best robe, denotes the righteousness of God [Rev. iii. 18 ; vii.

13 ; xix. 8], the daicrOXiov, the signet-ring, denotes the seal of the

Spirit, the testimony that a man belongs to God, the vnodjjfiara,

shoes [Ephes. vi. 15] denote the power of walking in the ways of

God.—The entertainment made ready points to the SeXttvov to which

the kingdom of God is so often compared. ItrevrSg from olrog

mea,nsfed oyfattened ivith co7ii. The article indicates that it was

the single and therefore more valuable animal which the Father, in

the fulness of his joy, dedicated to the Son.)

Ver. 25-30.—^This account of the younger son's return is followed

by a portrayal of his elder brother's conduct. The latter was in truth

righteous according to the law ; he had neither left his father nor

transgressed his commandment, but this legal righteousness had

rendered his nature cold and unamiable, and induced him without

pity to condemn his brother. Amidst the general joy, his soul was

full of envy and jealousy. A most graphic picture of those Phari-

sees who despised the publicans, and even of the Jews in their con-
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tempt of tlie heatlieii world ! In marked contrast to the lowly

Bubmissiveness of the younger son, who bows unconditionally to the

will of the father (ver. 18, 19), there comes out the pride of the

elder, who even presumed in his rage to cast blame on the father's

appointments, censuring on the one hand, his mildness to the

brother who had gone astray ; and on the other, his (alleged)

severity towards himself. [We remark especially in the conduct of

the elder son the following traits. He is at the outset so estranged

from his father, that on hearing the sounds of rejoicing, he goes for

information, not to his father, but to a servant. The answer given

enrages him.; he feels that the newly returned is dearer to his

father than he himself ever was. On his father's condescending to

come out to him, he recounts to him his own services, and reckons

the deserved reward

—

hy kids ! which his father should have killed

for him. To have li\'ed in the house of his father he counts as no-

thing ! V. 30. The words " this thy son," are a rude and imperti-

nent designation of his brother. He does not vouchsafe to him the

name of brother, and wantonly insults his father, for the " this thy

son" is as much as to say, " he may be good enough to be thy son
;

he is not fit to be my brother." Finally, the words wlio hath de-

voured, etc., are a gross exaggeration of his brother's sins. For
" riotous living" does not necessarily imply nopveia. And how did

he know so accurately what had been the conduct of his younger

brother ? We have here a vivid picture of the honorable worldling,

who, when a sinner repents, exaggerates his former life of profligacy,

in the vain idea that the violence of the disease will reflect discredit

on. the physician who has healed it.]

Ver. 31, 32.—The concluding verses add an entirely new feature

to the picture. The compassion of the father who reproves sin with

tenderness, remains unchanf:red even when brousjht to bear on the
7 O

audacity of the elder son, who was bold enough to condemn his

proceedings, an intimation being thus given to the Pharisees that

for them, as well as others. Divine grace set open the way of rej)ent-

ance, but that in their case equally with that of the sinners, it was

the path to faith. For, what they were outwardly, and in a form

more gross, that the Pharisees also were inwardly, and in a way
more refined ; and it is just when assuming such forms that sin be-

comes most dangerous and ruinous, partly because its real nature is

detected with greater difficulty, and partly because, being more

spiritual in its nature, it takes a deeper hold at once on the soul

and on the outward life. (On this point see at Matth. xxi. 31, in

which jmssage this idea is set forth in express terms.) The father,

moreover, in his reproof brings forward certain things which were

wrong in the position of the elder son. In the true paternal feeling

he views the son as hisfelloiv-jpossessor (jravra rd i^d, od iariv), but
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tlie latter, in the spirit of a slave, draws shyly back, and does not

venture in his father's sense to view these possessions as belonging

to himself ; but stands there avariciously and eagerly demanding,

in the confidence of his own self-righteousness, that the father

should urge on his acceptance that which in a filial spirit he should

himself have asked for. Thus the perverse position in which the

Pharisees had placed themselves towards God and men, is in these

words made known to them, and a powerful exhortation to repent-

ance is brought home to their hearts. The account given by Paul

of the inability of the law to work out righteousness (as set forth in

Kom, iii. and Gal. iii.), and of the necessity for another way of sal-

vation through faith and grace, forms the best commentary on these

parables.

§ 17c Pakables Kelating to the Compassionate Love of

OUR Fellow-men.

(Luke xvi. 1-3L)

The contents of the following parable, belonging apparently to

an entirely different department, might at the first glance render it

doubtful whether or not there exists here any demonstrable link of

connexion. But inasmuch as nothing is indicated in the way of con-

clusion or the commencement of anything new, the reference of chap,

xvi. 1, 14, 15, to chap. xv. 1, makes it probable that a connexion

really does exist ; for Jesus, according to these passages, appears to

be continually speaking before the same hearers, only addressing

himself now more especially to one, now to another party of

them. Nor can one fail to see, on a closer examination, how the

subject-matter is connected with what goes before. The whole xvi.

chap, forms a parallel to the xv. What we were taught in the lat-

ter (the XV.) of God's compassionate love, is set forth in the xvi.

chap, as the object for man to aim at in his own sphere. This re-

ference to human affairs the Saviour was led very naturally to make,

by the position of the Pharisees and Publicans. The former, in

their unfeeling coldness, were avaricious (xvi. 14), for which reason

this tendency had already been exhibited at xv. 29 in the elder

brother, who was intended to represent the Pharisees. The Publi-

cans, on the contrary, though for the most part they had become

rich by unrighteous transactions, yet practised charity in their sin-

cere repentance—for example, Zacchseus, Luke xix. 8. Hence our

Lord in the following parables teaches the right use of earthly pos-

sessions. In the first, however, respecting the unjust steward, the

representation given of such a nature, that true charity, which, when
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einl)odied in outward acts, takes the form of an expendituie of one's

possessions (tlie proper contrast to the false expenditure of his goods

on the part of the lost son), is seen to be at the same time true

wisdom, while -the want of charity is folly. This view implied, in

the first place, a defence of the despised Publicans, who are to be

conceived of as belonging to the disciples (ver. 1), with an admoni-

tion urging them to continue the same use of their property, while

it involved, on the other hand, a rebuke to the Pharisees, who con-

sidered themselves as wise as they were righteous (ver. 15). Inas-

much as they wished half to serve God as representing the theocracy,

but at the same time half to serve mammon (ver. 13), they acted

unrighteously, and became fools in their false wisdom. The final

results of such false wisdom are delineated in the following parable

(ver. 19, seq.), by the remark which points out the important con-

sequences which true wisdom may produce in behalf of man. (With
an allusion to the 6t:x£o6ai elg rag alcoviovg oK7]vdgj ver. 9.) Should

we ask, however, on what grounds the Lord did not choose a com-
parison to shew the nature of true wisdom, which might at the same
time have exhibited righteousness, and consequently a liberal ap-

plication of Ms oivn means, and not those of another ; the cause of

it can have been no other than this, that it would have been impos-

sible in that way to bring clearly to view that twofold reference to

God and the world which to the Saviour was precisely the point of

greatest importance. In ver. 13 there lies the key to our under-

standing the peculiar form of the parable. For, both parties, the

Publicans as well as the Pharisees, stood as it were between two
poles. On the one side, they stood in connexion with the world and
earthly ties, on the other, with God and Divine things. The only

difierence lay in this, that the Publicans (those, namely, who were
here present whom Jesus kindly received [xv. 1], and who are now
to be reckoned among the disciples [xvi. 1]), were outwardly, indeed
deeply involved in the world, but their inner man burned with
earnest spiritual longing ; the Pharisees, on the otlier hand, were
outwardly chained to things Divine, as the born representatives of

the theocracy, but inwardly they were attached to the world, and
they even made use of their spiritual character for earthly ends. In
order to teach, therefore, the right course in their position betwixt
two such attracting forces, our Lord selects the precise representa-

tion here employed, which from two opposite points of view, and,

for the benefit as well of the Publicans as of the Pharisees, sets in

a clear light the idea contained in ver. 13, " No man can serve two
masters, he must despise the one in order to cleave to the other."

Man has not and never can have anything of Ms own (comp. on
Luke xiv. 33), he is for ever a mere steward {olnovofiog). The only

question is whose steward he considers himself, whether of the God
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of tender love (whom chap. xv. sets forth), or of the hard hearted

world and its prince. In reference to the Publicans^^ therefore, the

parable contains the exhortation entirely to renounv^e the master

with whom, by outward relations, they still stand associated. In

regard to the Pharisees, however, it involves the reproving declara-

tion that their half-heartedness could lead to no true service of God.

According to this view, the rich man (ver. 1) is nothing but the

world or its representative the prince of this world, to whose service

the Publicans in their external relations are supposed to belong.

To this master, according to ver. 13, God, as the other and real

master (the representative of the Sexoiisvoi elg rag aliovlovg oicrjvdg.

ver. 9) is to be conceived as contrasted. This true Lord has servic«

rendered to him in the right way, even by the prudent dissipater

of the possessions of the rich man (SiaaKopTri^cnv rd vndpxovTa rov

ttXovoiov), who despisaa the one in order to belong wholly to the

other, and with the possessions of the one labours for the objects of

the other. That man acts, however, in opposition to his ovm in-

terests (and is thus unwise) who, like the Pharisees, seeks to place

the service of the one on a level with that of the other. The figure

of unrighteousness could thus be employed here without causing

any misunderstanding, for this reason, that it so markedly expresses

the felt inward experience of the man who feels himself placed be-

tween two such opposite attracting forces. On the other hand,

however, to expend the things which belong to the world in behalf

of God and his objects can never be to act falsely, for the world and

its prince are not the true possessors. As God thus is in the last

instance the rightful Lord, such an overreaching of the world as

Jesus here teaches is the way truly to uphold what is right ; all is

rendered back to God to whom all belongs. There was no reason

to apprehend, however, such a perversion of his- words as that it was

permitted a man to deprive others of their property in order thus to

expend it, for this was already sufficiently prohibited by the com-

mandment, "thou shalt not steal." The very delineation of the

injustice in lines so vivid excludes all possibility of such a misun-

derstanding. According to this view, the parable though referring

primarily to temporal relations, possesses its everlasting truth ; in

things temporary are shadowed forth those which are abiding. For,

in the same light in which the Publicans are here exhibited, do men
stand at all times, in so far as they possess property. Possession in

itself, as a circumscribed and exclusive right to certain things, is the

product of sin in the loorld of which man knows nothing in the

kingdom of God."' While maintaining, therefore, such a possessory

* It is chiefly the difference of opinion in regard to the rights of property which

makes it so difficult for expositors to agree in their understanding of this parable. Ac-

cording to the prevailing opinion, it is only an immoderate possession which deserves
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riglit, man is steward of the prince of this world. If he prove true

to this master, he works in his interest, and so heaps up possessions

upon possessions ; but if he prove untrue to him, and pass over as

a member into the kingdom of God, into the service, consequently,

of another lord, then he labours in the interest of this new master,

and squanders the possessions of the first, expending them on spi-

ritual objects. This points again to xiv. 33, where the children of

the kingdom were exhorted to renounce all things (dnoTaoaeadai

nam), and by means of this explanation the connexion is seen to be

carried thus far back.

The capital mistake, as it seems to me, in the common exposi-

tion of the parable, is that under the rich man it understands, God.*

In this view of it we cannot conceive how two masters should be
spoken of at ver. 13, or how we should be taught to squander pos-

sessions belonging to the God of love. For if this referred to a

beneficent expenditure of one's means, the steward acting thus

would not have been displaced by God ; but if to a false, wasteful

prodigality of one's possessions, such as was condemned in the case

of the lost son, we cannot reconcile this with ver. 8-13, in which his

faithfulness in minor matters is praised. For, that a parable should

teach precisely the op2)osite of what the narrative itself mentions,

can never be maintained after the striking train of reasoning by
Schultz (on the parable of the unjust steward, p. 98). The rich man
can represent only the ivorld in whose service the Publicans stood.

To spend their wealth in such a way as to devote it to the interests

of their higher Lord, and at the same time to their own (real and
everlasting) benefit, is the only thing that could be enjoined on

these men for imitation.f The exposition of Schultz (ut supra), is,

blame, and from a legal point of view this is correct
;
just as perjury alone is held to deserve

punishment. But Christ looks on humanity in a point of view far higlier, and contem-

plates the original state of Paradise as restored. According to this view, no mention can

be made of any right of possession which excludes from others the use of the property

possessed, and it is in this way that our Lord here treats the relation in which man stands

to the things of this world.

* This explanation Jensen has even yet retained in his valuable Treatise (in the

Ftudien und Kritiken by Ullman, ii. vol., 4th part, p. 699, seq.), to the disadvantage of

his general view. On the other hand, there lies much truth in the polemical discussion

which the author carries out against Schleiermacher. In exactly the same way does

gchneckenburger (Contrib. p. 55) understand by the ttIovcloc God. Very arbitrarily,

therefore, must he hold ver. 13 to be a later interpolation.

f De "Wette's opinion that the rich man in the parable was intended to have no

meaning, might more readily satisfy us were it not that the arbitrary disjunction of par-

ticular features from the parable favours a superficial exposition of Scripture. Substan-

tially the exposition of the parable is entirely given up by De Wette, inasmuch as ver.

10-13, which can alone furnish the key to our understanding of it, are explained by him
as standing quite unconformably to the remaining portions. He thinks also that there is

in the narrative itself an internal improbability which the expositor must be satisfied to

take as he finds. The parable, in the opinion of this learned critic, contains something

Vol. II.—

5
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in my view, essentially the right one, only this learned critic ne-

glected clearly to refer the dydgoj-rrog -aXovaLot; to the world, and was

therefore, in his otherwise correct explanation, forced to have

recourse to this turn, " that it is not the man's whole corrupt na-

ture and conduct, nor his worldly point of view, nor his profligate

ungodly feeling and mean selfishness which is praised, but his well-

considered, effective mode of deahng with the possessions still stand-

ing at his disposal/' (Ut supra, p. 103.) It seems to me undeni-

able, that the meaning of the parable will fit still more closely into

the narrative which contains it, if we hold that the rich man stands

parallel to the world and its Prince. By Schulthess (Theol. Annals

Tubig., 1827, March, p. 213 seq.) this view of the reference has

been rightly brought forward. The explanation of Schleicrmacher

(on the writings of Luke, p. 202 seq.), which explains the Publicans

by the steward, and the Romans by the master, is not specifically

different from my own view,* inasmuch as the Romans form the

representatives of the world. I cannot, however, accord with

Schleicrmacher in attempting to soften the character of the unjust

steward. In the very aggravation of his injustice lies the whole

point of the narrative.f [Also Olshausen's explanation is artificial

and unsatisfactory. The parable (like that of the hard-hearted

judge), belongs to the class of parables in which we are not to trace

a correspondence in every individual feature, but find a contrasting

significancy in the whole. The master signifies neither God nor

Satan, but simply aTi earthly master, and merely serves to intro-

duce the narrative. The unjust steward is not so much an image,

as an examjile of a man who, in the sphere of unrightousness and

sin, exercises the virtue of prudence, and thus deserves praise even

from the very man whom he has deceived. From him the Christian

should learn prudence, bitt in the sphere of righteousness. He
should so manage with the earthly possessions acquired by unright-

eousness, as to acquire for himself friends in heaven—prudently and

justly (v. 9). His prudence is to consist in fidelity (v. 10), while

that of the worldling consists in faithlessness. The whole admoni-

tion is necessary, since (v. 8) the children of this world are wont to

be wiser in their sphere than the children of God in their sphere of

paradoxical, ar.d yet it gives us this idea, which is worthy of Christ, that men should ex-

pend their earthly means for the advancement of the kingdom of God.

* Schleierraacher rests satisfied with the contrarieties most near at hand without

ascending, as it seems to me we must do, to these opposite forces in their final and high-

est form.

f As to the many other (for the most part wholly untenable) expositions of the para-

ble, compare the well-known treatises by Schreiter and Keil. The following recent ex-

planations of this difficult passage are also worth reading, viz. by Grossman, Lips. 1823
;

Nicdner, Lips. 1826; Zyro Stud, und Kritik. Jahrg. 1831, h. 4; and Bahnmeyer (Bahn*

meyer in Kloiber's Stud. vol. i., part 1, p. 27 seq.)
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righteousness, as in fact it is far more difficult to unite prudence

with fidelity than with unfaithfulness.]

Ver. 1.—The expression, " he said also to his disciples," points

back to XV. 3, where the discourse was directly addressed to the

Pharisees. Now, in addition to them, the Saviour turns also to his

disciples in such a way that both parties, Pharisees and Publicans,

are addressed together, and thus in the parable there may be traced

a reference to both. The disciples, however, here embrace in the

widest sense all the adherents of Jesus, both the apostles (who are

specially mentioned in xvii, 5) and the well-inclined publicans to-

gether. The Apostles, it might be said, had indeed already prac-

tised the commandment to free themselves from Mammon (comp.

on Matth. xix. 27), but on the one hand, they were not as yet in

their hearts wholly delivered from the love of their possessions, so

that an admonition to continue in the renunciation of Mammon
cannot seem inappropriate even for them ; and, on the other, we
may remember that Judas was included among them, who was still

the slave of avarice, and the parable may be considered as a warn-

ing for him—as for the Pharisees. That the certain rich man {av-

BpuTTog Tig nXovaiog), then, cannot have been intended to denote Grod,

might be conjectured even from the word rig, certain, which gives a

certain vagueness to the idea, inconsistent with such an interpreta-

tion. The words might be translated " a certain rich man, of whom
there are so many." Thus such a relation as is common in the

sinful world, Avould seem to be intended. The common relations of

the present world (aluv ovrog) are intended to be delineated in the

parable, and therefore, as is the steiuard, such also is the master

(Comj). on ver. 8). There is implied, finally, in the idea of the

steward (as Schulz, ut supra, p. 44, shews) that he is more than a

mere servant (dovXog). He is to be viewed as the administrator and

curator (of the master who for a season is perhaps absent), and as one,

therefore, who could the more freely act without control in regard

to the possessions of his Lord. The steward is thus all the more ap-

propriately the representative of man, in so far as he has to a certain

extent the independent management of his possessions. Kespecting

this steward (olicovojiog) then, the report went abroad, and there

were willing informers who carried it to his master, that he wasted

the property intrusted to him. (/liaaKopm^etv, as at Luke xv, 13.

^lapdV.etv^ which occurs in the New Testament only here, by no

means implies calumniating by false reports, but rather informing,

accusing, even when the accusation is well-founded.) In the case of

this steward, it is intended that this very injustice (ddiKla), should

stand forth as a leading feature of his character.

Ver. 2, 3.—The rich man calls the steward to account (dnodi^O'

vat Xoyov = didovai Xoyov^ Rom. xiv. 12), and announces to him hia
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approaching dismissal (ov Swrjar] tri olKovofietv) from office. The
period that had to elapse previous to his removal, the wise steward

seeks still to employ for his own advantage. The means of support

which happen to be mentioned {aKanretv and Eixaireiv^ which last is =
^N» [Ps. cix. 10], and bears the sense of stipem rogare), the deli-

cately educated steward finds unsuited to him, partly because he

was unaccustomed to hard labour, and partly as ho feared the

opinions of men. This representation refers primarily to the com-

mon mode of thinking of a man, who in a worldly-wise way knew
how to extricate himself from difficulties, and to cast off everything

burdensome.

Ver. 4-7.—Of the liberty still left him in the management of

the property, the steward makes this use, that he gives abatements

to the debtors, and by this kindness gains them over to himself.

(Mediordvat properly transfer, as at Coloss. i. 13, here a softer term

for depose. So also at Acts xiii. 22.) The debts are to be consid-

ered as contracted during the time of his stew^ardship, so that

these new acts of unfaithfulness entered into the same grand reck-

oning. (Barof = n3, according to Ezek. xlv. 14 for fluids. Kopof =
I's or 13 a measure for dry substances. It is equal to the ifcW.

[The debtors had received grain, oil, etc., from the estate, for which

they were still indebted. The steward returns to each one his bill

(de^ai, etc.), and bids him to make out another acknowledging his

indebtedness for a smaller amount. Thus he remits to each one a

part of his debt.]

Ver. 8.—When the Lord (that is the dvdpcjTzog -nXovoiog, ver, 1)

was informed of this new perfidy, he praised the loisdom with which

he had made himself safe for the future. For as the judge would

have taken from the steward what he possessed, in order to repay

his master in some measure for his losses, there remained nothing

for him to do but to make himself friends by such acts of Idndness.

No one could interfere to prevent them giving to him of their own.

It might be questionable whether t?/^- ddiKiag should be connected

"with olKov6[wg or with e-n'^veoev, Schleiermacher decides in favour of

the latter. But the immediately following expression ^ajuovag TTJg

ddidag of ver. 9, and the analogous phrase KpiTTjg rT]g dSidag (Luke

xviii. 6) are obviously in favour of the connexion with olKovojiog, not

to mention that the succeeding words on, (ppovlfiog tnolrjaev do not

well admit of our assuming the ddiKta as also an object of loraise.^

^\\e final luords of the parabolic narrative, on (pQ0VLi.L(j)g eTxolriaev, he-

cause he acted prudentJy , bring forward the lesson it was mainly in-

tended to teach, namely to inculcate loisdom (the opposite of i-icopia).

^govrjoig, prtcdence ("?"''), stands related to ovvsaig, understanding,

* Precisely in this lies the point that the prudence of the steward was so gre-at that

for its sake the very master himself praised the intrinsically iniquitious act I—[E.
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precisely as on(()ta, loisdom (nttsn) to vovc, reason. Prudence de-

notes that active exercise of the soul's powers, which shews itself

especially in duly making use of outward circumstances in attaining

(good as well as evil) objects. Wisdom denotes the susceptibility of

ihe soul to the influences of a higher world. Where the reason is

pre-eminently active, it is usually difficult to keep the understand-

ing equally in exercise, and this forms the subject of the Saviour's

rebuke in what follows. The admonition is thus analogous to that

given at Matth. x. 16, " Be ye wise as serpents." The parable con-

cludes with the words, " because he acted," etc., and at ver. 9, there

follows with " and I say to you" the express application of it for the

benefit of the disciples. The intervening words, therefore, belong

neither to the one portion nor the other, but form an intermedi-

ate remark intended to lead on the hearers to the comprehension of

the parable. For, the cliildren of this world {viol rod alm'og rovrov)

are so contrasted with the children of light (ylol tov (jxorSg), that the

steward is obviously included in the former, and is placed in oppo-

sition to the disciples (ver. 1) as the members of the kingdom of

God. (Comp. as to alcbv ovrog on Matth. xii. 31.) That which

connects the two is the (ppovrjaig^ prudence, in which the children of

the world surpass the children of light (Christians are often termed

the viol TOV (p(x)T6g, John xii. 36, 1 Thess. v. 5, as those who have

been illuminated by the true light, John i. 4) in all the relations of

life. (The somewhat obscure expression elg t?)v yevedv riiv mvrCov,

for their oicn generation, is to be referred to both parties in such a

way that to each class there is ascribed a yeved, in regard to which

they exercise prudence ((ppovrjatc). It is best to take yeved in the

common meaning of generation, those of one race living together.)

Worldly men labour in the spirit of the world and after the fashion

of the world, in amassing treasures for this earthly life. In this

respect they often display uncommon prudence. This is easy for

them, because they suffer the higher powers to slumber, and con-

centrate all their faculties on earthly things. It is entirely other-

wise with the members of the kingdom of God ; aiming at a higher

life they often forget what is prudent in regard to the things of

earth. The harmonious combination of the two is perfection. The
connection of this with what follows (ver. 13), however, would lead

to the inference that the children of this world (viol tov alojvog tov-

Tov) are not to be taken as precisely identical with the wicked

(TTovT]pot). For we must ever bear in mind that Jesus had the

Pharisees in his eye, who vacillated backwards and forwards between

God and the world. One who was properly toicJced, we must hold

to be as decided against God, as the child of light is for him.

Between the two stand the children of this ivorld, belonging, it

is true, through the general sinfulness of man, to the darkness, but
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not absolutely hostile to the light, striving rather to blend light and

darkness. In this position stood the Pharisees, and our Lord seeks

to convince them of the impurity of such a state, and at the same

time to prevail on the Publicans to decide unreservedly for God.

Ver. 9.—The words TTOirjaare rnvToig (piXovg k. t. X., make to youT"

selves friends, etc., are obviously to be completed thus—employ the

unrighteous mammon in making yourselves friends in the sphere of

light with as much prudence as did that steward in the sphere of

sin and darkness. There is thus presupposed as existing in their

case a mammon of unrighteousness. The sole question that can

arise is, how far the unrighteous mammon forms here the subject of

discourse. (Comp. as to ^aficovdg on Matth. vi. 24.) The mamnfon
is conceived as something necessarily as such connected with un-

righteousness ; it is as it were the bond by which every individual

is bound to the world and its prince. This bond must therefore be

severed, nay mammon must itself be used with prudence for spi-

ritual and holy ends. Keeping close to and carrying out the repre-

sentation of the parable, our Lord views the dex^aOai, receiving (ver.

4) as a consequence of the making of friends. Without such a

definite intimation by the Saviour himself, one might have been

tempted to regard this as a mere decoration. The primary difficulty

here is the orav iKXim]Te, ivJien ye fail. For, not to mention the

reading snXeLTTTjre, there are good MSS. (such as A. D. L.) which

read ^kXItt-q. In that case na^Mvag or (3i.og would need to be supplied.

This reading does not betray itself as an alteration in conformity to

ver. 4, so as to bring out the meaning, " As the steward hopes that

his friends on his dismissal will receive him, so ought you also to

make yourselves friends who may receive you if you are reduced to

starvation." For, it is altogether inappropriate that a spiritual re-

ception should be placed in contrast to bodily starvation. Perhaps

it is a mere mistake of the transcriber, inasmuch as the 6s which

follows might give occasion for the omission of the re. 'EicXinrj-e is

the only reading which agrees with the connexion. It furnishes us

with the idea that by means of worldly things he may prepare for

himself assistance to meet his spiritual wants. ('E/cAet7re/v occurs in

the sense of to toant, to he destitute of, for example Luke xxii. 32
;

here it means to die. 'EKXeineiv -ov [3lov, originally classical, also

found in the Septuagint, comp. Gen. xxv. 8 ; xlix. 30. In the New
Testament it occurs only here in this sense. The reference to death

as the moment of reckoning, as well with a view to punishment as

reward, is in this passage exceedingly appropriate. Comp. in the

following parable, ver. 22.) AexeaOai elg rag alcovtovg aKr]vdg, receiving

into everlasting habitations, with reference to ver. 4, expresses spi-

ritual aid. There is nothing precisely analogous to it in the New
Testament, for passages like Heb. viii. 2, Kev. xiii. 6, refer to the
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Tabernacle of the Covenant, of which there is no mention made
here. The nearest parallel is furnished by John xiv. 2, iv r%i oMa
rov TTurpog fiov fxoval TroXXac eiatv, in my father's house, etc. The
oKTjvai denote here the higher and permanent state of being, in op-

position to the earthly and transitory. There remains, however,

still a difficulty in the idea, as to how the friends {(plXoC) could re-

ceive others into everlasting habitations, and who they are whom
we are to conceive of as thus presented to us. Since the discourse

is addressed to the disciples, we cannot, as it seems to me, think of

the apostles, who were included among the disciples, and to them
as to all the other disciples—especially the rich Publicans—there is

addressed the exhortation to make friends with mammon. Should

it appear then improper that the privilege is to be conceded to all

and every one of receiving into the everlasting habitations, we might
refer the words to Jesus himself, in union, however, with the inha-

bitants of the heavenly world, who previously (xv. 10) and subse-

quently (xvi. 22) are introduced as actively employed. For, that

which belongs properly to Christ, may be ascribed also to his people,

especially to the apostles, in so far as Christ's strength is conceived

as purely working in them, and they have received power to bind

and to loose (Matth. xvi. 19). But as this power was as yet con-

ferred on them only in hope as it were, since they had not received

the Holy Ghost (whence also Peter could immediately at Matth.

xvi. 23 again give Satan access to himself), therefore also is the

commandment in part addressed to them to make friends with

mammon. For, were we disposed to consider the apostles alone as

those receiving into everlasting habitations (6exoiievol elg rag aloviovg

GK7]vdg), and the admonition to make friends with mammon as ad-

dressed solely to the Publicans, the representation given in the

parables furnishes positively no ground for thus separating into two
classes the disciples mentioned at ver. 1.

Ver. 10-12.—The following words are calculated to dispel any
doubts which have not yet been obviated as to the exposition of the

parable. For our Lord here first puts forward the general senti-

ment expressed in the form of a proverb—gives it a turn so as to

apply it to the parable, and then reverts again to the general prin-

ciple. It is obvious at a glance that the iXaxioTov^ least, and
aAAdrpiov, anothe7''s, correspond to the d^ucog fianCJvag, unrighteous

mammon, but the -noXv, much, to dXrjOtvSv, true, and the vficrepov,

your oion. In the use of the former, faithfulness is enjoined, that

a man may make himself worthy of the latter, deliverance from an-

other's is represented as the condition of a man's being intrusted

with his own, just as at xiv. 33. (The expressions d).X6rpiov and
viiirepov refer to the nobler nature in man which has been awakened
in the [ladvjai ; theirs is the eternal

—

dhjOivdv—that which is akin
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to them ; the earthly is the alien, aXXorpiov.) The conduct of a

child of light therefore, Avho, after the manner of the steward, scat-

ters the mammon, is designated fidelity, the keeping of it together

would be unfaithfulness. Only through such an application of

things less important for Divine objects can we make ourselves

worthy to receive higher blessings, i. e., to manage aright heavenly

powers of soul in humility and love. This then must the apostles

themselves thoroughly learn before receiving from above the fulness

of the Spirit. ("AdiKog, unrighteous, is here contrasted with TCLorog,

faithful, because of the foregoing use of the word. All unfaithful-

ness is also unrighteousness.)

Ver. 13.—The concluding words we have already met with at

Matth. vi. 24, in the Sermon on the Mount. That their position

here is an original one, and not merely that in which they occur in

Matth., does not need to be pointed out. Every word of the verse

fits here most closely into the whole parable. The servant (olatTrjg)

points back to the steward (olKovonog). The one master is the

rich man (dvOguTTog nXovoiog), the other is the possessor of the

dXrjdivov, true; the contrasted terms hate and love, as also receive

(avad^x^odai) and despise {Karacppovelv) refer to the application of the

possessions against the one and in favour of the other master. The
wavering inclinations of the Pharisees seem in this way to be wholly

excluded, but the Lord means to exhort his disciples to give up all,

and to be wholly for God. The verse completes the explanation

given by Jesus of the foregoing parable, and leaves no doubt as to

its connexion as one whole.

Ver. 14.—Although the parable (according to ver. 1) was ad-

dressed primarily to the disciples, yet was it not intended that the

Pharisees should be excluded. (Hence the words iJKovov ravra navra

Koi ol (^apiaaloi.) Their covetousness was to be rebuked by this

very parable of the wicked steward ; and in anger at this reproof

they gave expression to their ill-will in mockery of Jesus, not only

in looks but perhaps also in words. ('E/cfti^/c-T/pi^eiv, the compound,
occurs also at Luke xxiii. 35. The simple verb is found only at

Gral. vi. 7. In the LXX. it stands as = ith, to scoff, mock, turn up
the nose.) This incident leads the Saviour to address his discourse

again directly to the Pharisees (elnev avrolg), and in another para-

ble once more to hold before them the consequences of their avarice

((piXapyvpca.) We thus again find Luke very exact here in setting

before us the turns of the dialogue, and might at once infer from
this, that here also (vers. 15-18), we should not fail to find a close

connexion. True, the verses which follow are very obscure, and it

is possible that Luke has communicated them to us somewhat ab-

breviated. Perhaps, however, the Saviour spoke with intentional

obscurity, since he could hardly hope to win over the Pharisees to
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his side, aud hence not to make them so deeply responsible, may
have cliosen to touch but incidentally upon the relation in which

the Old Testament economy (to which the Pharisees belonged ex-

ternally, although they had no sympathy with its spirit) stood to

that New Testament economy which was now unfolding itself be-

fore them.

Ver. 15.—The very first verse of this dialogue is obscure in its

connexion. The Saviour blames the Pharisees for their hypocrisy; they

set themselves forth in the view of men as diKaioi, righteous (diKaiovv

^avToi'=pi-s.n used here, in the legal sense, to represent one's self as

a strict observer of the law), while in the view of God, who looks,

not like men, on the external, but the spiritual {icapdia= aV), they

are not so. In the concluding words the v-ip7]X6vj lofty, highly esteemed,

is mentioned as the ground of this displeasure on the part of God :

(BdiXvyjia from fidEG)^ to stink, the strongest expression for that which

is displeasing to God ; it stands for !^^?.'n, and is used especially of

idols. 'TijjTjXov also implies a reference to that which is idolatrous,

which robs God of his glory, and gives it to self.) In its connexion

with what precedes the discourse seems to relate to covetousness

or attachment to earthly possessions, but neither to hypocrisy nor to

pride. So even in ver. 15, there seems no connecting link between

the first and second ideas-—between hypocrisy and pride. The ex-

planation of this difficulty lies in the more profound conception of

avarice {(piXapyvpia) as the root of all evil (1 Tim. vi. 10. Avarice,

conceived generally as devotion to the perishable involves every evil.

Especially and primarily in the case of the Pharisees, who bore an out-

ward spiritual character, and therefore seemed to cherish love for God,

the Eternal, it involved hypocrisy. Over their love of gold they could

cast the garb of careful zeal for God, i. e., for the temple. Yet
with hypocrisy, was again necessarily connected a selfish pride, as

it was their semblance of righteousness on which they founded their

claims. Although, therefore, the expression to iv dvOpw-non; vip7]X6vj

that lohicli is exalted among men, is somewhat general, and denotes

any form which pride may assume, yet it points primarily to that

most dangerous manifestation of it, Pharisaic selfishness, as exhibited

in a fictitious serving of God, which, in his view, is idolatry. Hence
vipTjXuv is to be regarded as contrasted with ra-n-eivov : as the latter

alone pleases God, so the former offends Him (Luke xi\^ 11),

Ver. 16-18.—The connexion of the following verses is still more
difficult. Matthew, in the Sermon on the Mount (v. 18, 32), gives

verses 17, 18, in a very different connexion. At Matth. xi. 12, how-
ever, there occurs something like ver. 16, but also peculiarly con-

nected. Now, I cannot by any means bring myself to believe that

these three verses are reminiscences which the Evangelist was led to

write down, merely because one word led him to another. Hitherto
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we have found tlie closest connexion
; [?] and we cannot see wliy

it should be so interrupted, since the strictest connexion reappears

in what immediately follows. On the other side, however, it is also

improbable that Matthew would have taken these three sentences

out of this discourse, and interwoven them into a train of ideas so

entirely different as that in which his gospel places them. Rather

I believe that the expressions (uttered with intentional obscurity,

and perhaps abridged by the narrator) are here indeed in their

original position, but equally so in Matthew. They are of such a

kind that they may easily have been repeated. As to the exposition

of this difficult passage, I cannot in the first instance, agree with

Paulus and Schleiermacher, that the expression " highly esteemed

among men," refers to Herod Antipas, and the allusion to marriage

(ver. 18) points to his connexion with his brother's wife, which the

venal Pharisees had allowed. For it is difficult to conceive that a

fact so special should be referred to in this connexion, which neither

before nor after contains the slightest allusion to it. Besides, there

can hardly be an exposition more unfit than that which refers

^v dvdpcjTTOLg vxpTjAov to Herod Antipas.* Mere earthly greatness

cannot possibly as such be an abomination in the view of God ; the

king may be conceived as Ta-rreivog, humble, and the beggar, vxpij/iog,

lofty; the idea is correct only when taken spiritually. Still further,

ver. 18 does not accord with history, for Herod's brother had not

given to his wife her bill of divorce, but Herod had seduced her

from him. The clause, therefore, 6 dnoXvcov k. t. A,., he that divorces,

&c., by no means agrees with the circumstances supposed to be re-

ferred to. Scarcely any other explanation of the passage (ver. 18)

can suggest itself, except the following figurative one.f Verses 16

and 17 set, in the first instance, the Old Testament economy {vonog

KOi 7Tpo(l))'iTai) in its temporary and restricted duration (in which

respect, as an institute preparatory to the New Testament, it ter-

minates With John the Baptist), over against its everlasting character

(in which respect it is in a spiritual sense completed, and still sub-

sists in the New Testament).| The reference to it under the former

of these aspects announces to the Pharisees the approaching

overthrow of that visible theocratic kingdom, for the support of

which they wrought, and the issuing forth of a new and higher

order of things, into which were pressing all susceptible and tender

souls, especially the Publicans, whom the Pharisees despised. The
* The Iv dvOpuTTOic is not to be taken as meaning iv fieacf) tuv dvdpuKuv, but it is

equivalent to huTnov riov dvdpunuv fsee immediately before). In the same way we find

at 1 Tim. iv. 15, (pavepbv elvai iv nuac,

f This is very far-fetched. We escape the necessity, by assuming in this chapter simply

a collection of individual maxims and utterances of the Saviour, internally indeed, but

not strictly logically connected.—[E.

X Compare as to this the remarks on Matth. v. It.
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second aspect of it, which brings out into view the everlasting truth

wrapt up in the law, sets before them, on the one hand, the fact

that they themselves as well as the Publicans, might find entrance

into this new kingdom, whose future approach the Old Testament

had already foretold ; and calls their attention, on the other, to the

circumstance that this same economy on which, as on a sure foun-

dation, they were resting, pronounced on them a sentence of con-

demnation, inasmuch as the laws of recompense, on which it was

grounded (and which are of force also for the coming world), are

eternal laws of God, (This is referred to in the following parable,

at verses 29, 31, in which Moses and the prophets are described as a

full and satisfying divine revelation, which, leaves without excuse the

man who does not make use of the law, or who arbitrarily casts off

its authority.) The relation then in which men stand to the Divine

law, which is binding on them, is viewed as a marriage ; and our

Lord denies that there ought ever to be a wilful breaking up of such

bonds. The man who does this, and from his own choice enters

into another connexion, is guilty of spiritual adultery. Under this

comparison our Lord sets forth at once the unfaithfulness of the

Pharisees towards God, inasmuch as they loved mammon more than

him; and also their inability to enter into the new element of

gospel life, as they vainly imagined they could, being persuaded that

they were certainly members of the kingdom of God ; since such a

transition required a deliverance from the law, which in their case

did not exist. This figurative conception of the passage is assuredly

less objectionable on the ground of its uncommonness (inasmuch as

Paul at Rom, vii. 1, seq., describes under the same image the rela-

tion in which the soul stands to the law) than of the/orm in which

the figure is here applied. This certainly furnishes ground of

hesitation. For in that passage of Paul the law is viewed as the

husband and the soul as the wife ; here, however, the figure is re-

versed : the law would be the wife, and the man who is connected

with it, would be the husband. And yet we may perhaps perceive

why this mode of conceiving the figure is here adopted. For the

thing here spoken of was not so much the position of the soul under

the law, of which the Apostle speaks, and hence exhibits the law

as bearing authority, (as the husband), as the relation of the Phar-

isees to the whole theocratic institutions of the Old Testament. In

these the Pharisees were the ruling power (the Pharisees being taken

for the whole dominant priestly party), and hence the turn here

given to the figure was adjusted to this mode of conceiving the

relation. Adultery {[ioLxe.vuv) , used to denote spiritual unfaithful-

ness to God, is founded on a figure of speech so common that it

needed no special mention. The idea that he who leaves his true

wife and joins himself to another, b»-eaks his marriage vow, stands
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here parallel with the serving of two masters (ver. 13.) Conduct

of tliis kind is incompatible with that oneness of the whole course

of life which the true service of God demands. He who thus

attempts to hold with both sides, necessarily falls under the sentence

of the law, which in this respect has its everlasting retribution,

and still exhibits its power in the future world (ver. 29, 31). Another

objection, however, to the figurative exposition of this passage lies

in this, that while it gives meaning and force to the first half of the

verse, -rrdf b dnoXvojv rriv yvvaiKa avrov kcu yaficov irtpav iioLx^veLj he

that divorces, &c., the second half 6 d-noXeXvuEvrjv d-rrb dvdpbg ya/zwv

(loixeveij he that marrieth her, &c., seems superfluous. But this

second half also acquires relevancy, ifwe contemplate the Pharisees in

their twofold false position. For their sin consisted not merely in

their failing to hold the law in its abiding character and significancy

(ver. 17), inasmuch as they loved money and goods more than God,

but also in this, that the Old Testament economy in its perishable

features, and thus their visible theocracy which was to them a source

of wealth, 'they wished still to maintain when the time of its disso-

lution was at hand. That which God had loosed they wished still

to regard as maintaining its binding power ; that which God had
bound they wilfully unloosed ; and thus they were guilty of a

double spiritual adultery. Their right course would have been to

let themselves be set free by the Sj^irit of God from the ancient

covenant, and then, with upright purpose, enter into the new Gos-

pel covenant, in which are still preserved the permanent features

of the old economy. According to this view, the two halves of ver.

18 correspond closely with the two preceding verses, and the whole

idea is rendered complete. The following parable also thus acquires

a close reference to what precedes in the parts which affirm that

eternal validity of the law (ver. 29, 31), which the Pharisees over-

looked. (As to the details of the verses, compare the remarks on

the parallel passages at Matth. xi. 12, v. 18, 32.)

Ver. 19.—That ihe/olloiving parable contains reference to the

preceding one of the unjust steward is self-evident.* For, as in the

first an example was set before us shewing how man must employ

earthly possessions in the service of God, so is there here given the

example of a rich man who applies his possessions merely to his own
enjoyment. Intentionally he is represented not as vicious (novrjpog),

he is simply worldly-minded. In Lazarus, on the other hand, there

* De Wette's view of this parable is altogether perverted and v^holly misleading. He
thinks that the poor and the rich are, apart from all moral desert, set over against each

other, and that it is maintained that only the poor as such would be saved, while the

rich as such would be condemned. How can this gross error of the Ebionites be im-

puted to the Holy Scriptures, and especially to Luke, who belonged to the Gentile

Christians ? Von Meyer's exposition of this parable is heart-stirring as given in the

Bliitt. f. hoh. "Wahrh., vol. vi. page 88, seqq.
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is brought before us a person of whom the rich man might have

made use for the promotion of his heavenly interests (Luke xvi. 9).

Here also then is beneficence, warm-hearted love for the brethren

again enjoined. Another point referred to in the parable, though

less clearly brought out, is of great importance as a connecting link

with the preceding. In the conversation between the rich man and

Abraham, it is distinctly stated that the former, as being an Israel-

ite (for which reason he calls Abraham his father, ver. 24, 27), con-

siders the latter as his natural helj^er and protector. The parable is

designed to set forth the vanity of this confidence in their natural

descent, which all the Pharisees cherished. For Abraham refers

him to Moses and the prophets, (ver. 16, 17), and condemns him
through these. TheJus talionis—law of retribution—on which rests

the whole ancient economy, is brought forward by Abraham (ver. 25)

to convince him of the justice of his sufferings. Moses, on whom
the Pharisees rested their hopes, is thus brought forward to pro-

nounce their condemoation. (The parable is consequently a com-

mentary on John v. 45-47.) The parable, however, does not con-

clude at this point ; the rich man still, though abandoning himself

to his own fate, appeals from righteousness to mercy, and asks that

Lazarus should be sent to his brethren. Abraham, however, leaves

them also to Moses and the prophets. It is here to be remarked,

that what Abraham refuses, God in Christ has performed, so that

in this parable we have at once a representation of the essential na-

ture of the law, and also an intimation that something was required

which should go beyond it. In this respect we may see in Lazarus,

whose resurrection the rich man longs for, a type of Christ, in whose

resurrection his prayer was realized. That finally any special fact

should have served as the foundation for this parable is scarcely

probable; at least it is unnecessary to assume this, for there is no-

thing pecuhar in its outward aspect—poor men before the doors of

rich men may be found everywhere. Hence also the name Ad^apog

is probably symbolical = it? Vn, Eleazar, God-help, who finds help

only in God. As the rich man then represents worldly feeling (not

gross vice, for this man, who lived for pleasure, was obviously capa-

ble (ver. 27) of nobler emotions), so is Lazarus the type of pious

men who are divested of all temporal possessions. Hence, in so far

as Christ belonged to that number, or rather represented in its per-

fection this complete poverty, in so for is the parable applicable to

himself But the relation of Lazarus to Abraham, maintained in

the parable, allows only this general application to Christ, unless

we are inclined to view Abraham as symbolically representing God
the Father. While, therefore, in the first parable, a steward is ex-

hibited in connexion with the world and with those who are to re-

ceive him into everlasting habitations, the world, on the other hand,
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appears here in connexion with the needy pious themselves, in such

a way, however, as to show what was the right application of the

doctrine given in the preceding parable. It is thus clear how much
richer the sense of the narrative becomes when regarded as a

parable, than as history. As a parable, it expresses the universal

relation of the pleasure-seeking world to the pious who have not

where to lay their heads. (The account of the rich man contains

merely the features of a pleasure-seeliing worldling
—

'EvdifJiScr/cw oc-

curs only at Luke viii. 27—Bvacrof = yia, with which ^i> and "i? are

used as synonymous. It means fine cotton. Ilop^iSpa, like I's?':?,

denotes the colour, and that which is dyed with it.)

Ver. 20, 21,—In contrast with the rich man, Lazarus is described

as wanting the most common necessaries—he had not where to lay

his head. (IIvAcjz^, the range of pillars enclosing the court of the

palace through which the door opened into it. On V't^ta, comp.

Matth. XV. 29. Shut out from human society, he laid claim, along

with the lower animals, merely to the crumbs that remained.) Nay,

like Job, he was afflicted with disease, and covered with ulcers ("Ak?/).

But no man attended to him or bound up his wounds—the dogs

licked them. ('Auo/Lei^w is found only in this passage. It does not

appear that the expression can refer to the sympathy of the dogs, of

which there is no indication in the context. The words denote

rather the entire abandonment of him on the part of man : his

wounds stand open and instead of human help, the dogs surround

him. Their licking the Avounds may denote their eagerness and

greediness rather than their sympathy. Dogs bear in the Old and

New Testament a character exclusively evil ; they never appear as

the symbols of fidelity or even of kindliness.) That Lazarus repre-

sents at the same time a sjjiritual character of true piety and godly

fear, is not expressly stated, but the connexion necessarily leads us

to infer it. The parable also incidentally contradicts that Jev/ish

prejudice, which the Pharisees especially cherished (and which the

book of Job had formerly been written to refute), that the sufferings

of individuals are the consequence and punishment of their own in-

dividual sins, and consequently that a sufterer can never represent

one that fears Grod. All sufferings, even those of the pious, are

certainly an evidence of the sin of the wliole race. The saint does

not withdraw himself from the consequences of this general sinful-

ness, but accepts them with patience and childlike resignation, in

that form in which God, for the perfecting of the individual and of

the whole community, sees it right to lay them on him. Suflering

thus appears in the hand of God as an advantage, a means of moral

perfection ; and he whose eflbrts are directed to avoiding all suffering

here below, gives himself up wholly to self-seeking, hardens his

heart against the wretched, whose sufferings might have awakened
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hini to sympathy, and so deprives himself of the blessedness which

consists in love.

Ver. 22, 23.—Short, hut in the highest degrees significnnt, is the

delineation of the final issues in which these opposite courses in life

terminate. Death, that severs all earthly ties, overtook both, and

then was disclosed their essential characters. Lazarus, to whom no

mortals had ministered, was born upwards by heavenly powers ;

—

to the rich man they gave the last outward pomp of funeral obse-

quies, and deposited him in his grave. Thus, according to the prin-

ciple of retribution (ver. 25), their state appeared directly reversed,

and with the measure the rich man had meted, it was measured to

him again, (Matth. vii, 2.) As he had failed to comfort Lazarus,

there was none to comfort him in the hour of his sufferings. (Barr-

reiv is alst^, by classic writers, construed with the genitive, but only

in an intransitive sense. Here it is construed with vSarog in a trans-

itive sense.)

Ver. 24-26.—This exhibition of the entirely reversed relation of

the two men, forms the subject of the following dialogue : the rich

man who upon earth lived in daily- sumptuousness and splendour,

pleads now for an act of kindness to himself, which even Lazarus in

his poverty had not needed to ask. (YLaraxpyx^tv^to refresh^ to cool,

is not found elsewhere in the New Testament.) But, even this, ac-

cording to the inexorable law of retribution (eye for eye and tooth

for tooth) is refused him ; he has received his reward (Matth. vi. 2).

His earthly labours had brought him a rich earthly reward. But
with the whole foundation of his labours, the reward itself sank

down and perished. Besides this law of retaliation, there is also

here brought to his mind the existing separation of the elements of

good and evil which takes place at death. The KpiGtr, separation,

judgment, puts an end to the mixture of good and evil which exists

in this present world, and like gathers itself to like, and finds pain

or pleasure in the very presence of its kindred element. {Xdaixa, from

^atvw, to gape, to stand open, means gulf, abyss : it is found in the

New Testament only in this passage. 'EorjjguiTat, is fixed, implies

a reference to the fixed and unchangeable nature of this appoint-

ment. In the same way Hesiod calls the space tvOa Oeol Ti-Tiveg vnb

^6(p(i) ijepSevTC KeKpv<paTat., in his Theogony, v. 740, a x'^^l^'^ fit'ya.)

Here, however, arises the difficult question, how in that portion of

the parable which extends beyond this present life, the figurative

and the real stand connected with each other, a question all the

more uncertain, as purely didactic passages respecting the state of

souls between death and the resurrection are not to be found in

Soj'ipture. Holding to the general principle, that the most careful

use is to be made of every feature in a parable, it appears to me
that the foUowinjir are the true ideas to be deduced from the fi^ur-
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ative representation here given : 1st, That departed souls are assem-

bled together in one definite place. 2d, That they are separated

from each other according to their fundamental characters, into

good and evil, hut that they are mutually conscious of each other's

state. 3d, That after death a transition from the good to the evil,

or the reverse, is impossible. On the other hand we are to view, as

a parabolic representation, the dialogue which takes place, the por-

trayal of the suffering, and of the wished-for relief The former,

the dialogue, viz., is to be regarded as representing the living recip-

rocal action of our essential nature, the longing after deliverance on

the one side, and the voice of the law on the other : the latter, as

a sensible representation of analogous psychical experiences."*''

Kightly to understand, however, the whole delineation, we must
above all keep clearly in view that it is not everlasting salvation or

condemnation which is here described, but the middle state of de-

parted souls between death and the resurrection. The Bible knows
not either the expression immortality of the soul (God is 6 fiovog

EXij^v dOavaolaVj 1 Tim. vi. 16), or the modern doctrine of immortality.

It is the doctrine of the resurrection {dvdoTaaig) which gives its pe-

culiar colouring to the description of the state after death.f Down
to the resurrection, the soul, stripped of its organ, is in an interme-

diate state, in which the experience of pain or of joy is regulated

according to the moral condition of each individual, but that state

is still one merely of transition, and not till the resurrection, and

* Compare the treatise (well worth perusal) by Beckers, " Communications from the

most remarkable writings of past centuries, as to the state of the soul after death."

Augsburg, 1835.

\ The overwhelming importance of the New Testament doctrine of the resurrection,

and the new aspects under which it revealed a future life, may well have coloured the

scriptural representations of the future existence of the soul, and thrown into the back

ground the abstract truth of the soul's immortality. Tet the Scripture proofs that the

soul has a natural existence independently of the body, if not very numerous, are per-

fectly decisive. " Fear not them that kiU the body, but cannot kill the soul." " "While

at home in the body we are absent from the Lord ; we are willing rather to be absent

from the bodij, and to be present with the Lord." Again the parable before us, according

to Olshausen himself, is express and decisive in its testimony. It represents the essen-

tial man, the soul, as unaffected by the dissolution of the body, and entering immediately

into a state of happiness or misery. It matters not then that the Bible does not know
the phrase " immortality of the soul," when it so manifestly knows the thing ; and it is

difficult to see what Olshausen means by the declaration that the Bible knows nothing

of the modern doctrine of immortality. The modern advocates of immortality do not by

any means question, that in fact, under the Divine arrangement, the soul in its immortality

will be associated with the body ; they afifirm no more than lies on the face of Scripture,

that the soul is not dependent for its existence on the body; or rather, for this is the

real issue, that man has a spiritual nature, essentially different from his material. The

declaration that God alone hath immortality, seems to imply simply, that God, unlike all

created existences within our knowledge, is not subject to death. JiJan is not dddvaroc,

deathless ; he passes to immortality only through death (duvaroc). God is not only im-

mortal (immortalis), but deathless {dOdvaroc:).—[K.
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the Kpimg eaxdrr], does the final decision take effect. The dwelling

place of souls when unclothed from the body is termed in the lan-

guage of Scripture (W?/f* = Vix», and with special reference to the

sinful individuals who are found in this place, a(ivaaoq, yhwa, (pv-

Xaic/j, abyss, Gehenna or Hell, prison (Matth, xviii. 34 ; 1 Peter iil

18) ; while with reference to the pious it is styled KoX-rtog 'A(3padfi,-\

TTapddeiaog, hosojn of Abraham, paradise. (Luke xxiii, 43.) From
this TzapaSeiaoq, we must he careful to distinguish the upper Para-

dise, as the Kahhins term it, which is spoken of at 2 Cor. xii. 4

(Compare Eisenmenger's Etnd. Judenth., voL 2, p. 296, f. 318).

Although separated from each other (ver, 25), yet all departed souljs,

while awaiting the resurrection, are assembled together in this place,

only in a different state of felt joy or suffering according as they

have devoted themselves to good or evil, and in different gradations

of feeling, according to the degree of their spiritual development.

Even in the case of the pious, however, their stay in Sheol takes the

form of longing desire, inasmuch as union with the glorified body, is

a condition necessary to their perfection.^ Hence are explained

those expressions of the Old Testament, as to the residence in Sheol,

the misunderstanding of which has led to the mistake that the Old

Testament knows nothing of the soul's existence after death. It

only brings this forward less frequently, because of the low grade of

culture among the peoj^le, and, indeed, it could not, so long as the

Saviour had not yet appeared, lead forward to living with the Lord

in the heavenly world. For, fliith in the Saviour leads the regener-

ate at once into his heavenly fellowship (John iii. 17 ; v. 24 ; vi. 40,

47 ; xi. 25, 26 ; xii. 25 ; xiv. 2) in such a way, that the imperfec-

tion of their state in Sheol appears in the New Testament as over-

come. Those passages of Scripture (for example Matth. xii. 32 ; 1

Pet. iii. 18 ; iv. 6) whose contents the church, in her doctrine as to

the descensus Christi ad inferos, found occasion to embody in the

very heart of her doctrinal system, speak of a return from the (jtvXaKrj,

prison (=Sheol, Hades), and of the possibility therein implied of

sin being forgiven after death. This representation can be con-

strued only on the supposition of an intermediate state lasting till

* As to the distinction between Hades and Tartarus among the Greeks, see Plato's

RcpubHc (Edit. Steph. p. G14, seqq), In the narrative there given of the Armenian,

there is expressed the idea of the necessity tliat some one should return from the dead in

order to assure the living of the reality of the state after death.

f The expression ko'a-jtoc 'Ajipau^u is found only in this passage. It has a parallel in

John i. 18, where the Son is described as 6 di' dc; rhv koTi-kov tov narpoc. The expres-

sion (scil., Ko/.Tz. A^p.) is not drawn from the feast with Abraham, Isaac, and JacoO (Matth.

viii. 11), for this is not to be conceived as taking place in the joyful abode of Hades, but

in the kingdom of God. It is better to take the expression as denoting figuratively the

most intimate immediate union and fellowship.

X
" Bodiliness {Leihlichkeit) is the end of the work of God," says a Christian thinker

;

"without bodilinesa there is no blessedness," exclaims another.

Vol. II.—

6
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the resurrection, after which there follows the last judgment (Kptaig ia-

;^aT7/), which presupposes an antecedent judgment. By this last judg-

ment evil men are wholly given over to condemnation, which is locally

described by the terms Gehenna, or Abyss in a more restricted sense

(XiiivT] rov TTvpog^ Rev, xx. 14, 15). In our parable, therefore, there

is no possible reference to the everlasting condemnation of the rich

man, inasmuch as the germ of love, -and of faith in love, is clearly

expressed in his words, and obviously the whole picture turns on a

state of things antecedent to the resurrection, and the revelation

of the Risen One. Abraham thus appears merely as an inhabitant

of Paradise as it exists in Hades, and as the representative of the

law. According to it the rich man found himself in pain, but com-

passionate love might take pity on him, for its responding notes

were not wanting in his heart.

The distinction here drawn between Sheol and Gehenna* is

essential to the understanding of many obscure passages. The an-

cient church, which firmly maintained the doctrine of the resurrec-

tion of the body, acknowledged this distinction without qualifica-

tion. It lies also at the foundation of the Rabbinical writings,

(comp. Eisenmenger's Ent. Jud. vol. 2, sec 5, 6), And even in the

Roman and Grecian mythology there are found representations

»*losely allied to the Hades of the Old Testament (comp. Hesiod in

^he Theogony, v. 713, seqq. and Virgil in the ^neid, vi. ver. 540,

seqq.) The rationalistic interpreters, who are less biassed by dog-

matic views (see Paulus on the passage), willingly recognize in the

New Testament, also this mode of conception, drawing, it is true,

from this the false inference that the Saviour and his apostles

accommodated themselves to, or were entangled by, Jewish opinions.

If, however, without suffering ourselves to be influenced by philo-

sophic or dogmatic opinions, we closely compare the doctrine of the

New Testament as to the relation of the soul and the spirit, of the

resurrection and the judgment, not only will the explanation which

we have given of the soul's condition after death harmonize the vari-

ous modes of expression found in Scripture, but will solve many an

enigma which with any explanation remains unintelligible. Espe-

cially does it explain the difference of the state into which souls

depart at death, and more particularly in the case of those whose

minds were undeveloped, and who had not come to a decision in

favour either of good or evil, in their relation to blessedness or

miseiy,f better than is allowed by the common view. The biblical

* Compare John Frederick Von Meyer's treatise on Hades. (Frauf. 1810), and Blatt.

f. hoh. Walirh. part G, p. 222, seqq.

•j- This doctrine as to an intermediate state of the soul after death must not be con-

founded with the Roman Cathohc doctrine of Purgatory. According to Roman Catholic

principles, Purgatory refers only to believers who have not yet reached perfect holiness.

Of such a purifying fire for the perfecting of believers, Scripture knows absolutely nothing.
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doctrine of an intermediate state, in which departed souls remain

till the resurrection enables us to see united in their destiny the ex-

pressions of the law's severity with the tenderness of forgiving love.

Ver. 27-31.—In the concluding verses of this remarkable parable,

our Lord makes the rich man present a petition in behalf of his

brethren. In this prayer there is clearly expressed a loving remem-
brance of his brethren, as well as faith in the compassionate love of

God : both of which shew that in his soul there still remained

germs which rendered him capable of entering into the kingdom of

love. He merely had not cherished and developed it as he ought

to have done, and in the hour of his need became for the first time

conscious of the truth. Upon this prayer being presented, Abra-

ham, who here appears as the representative of the law,* sets be-

fore him the circumstance that they (the brethren) were in posses-

sion of the law, and that they might follow it. That which Abra-

ham left unfulfilled. Divine mercy, through Christ, canied into

efiect ; He returned from the dead that he might win men and
bring them to God. The prayer of this individual, therefore, may
be viewed as the general voice of longing desire which met with its

fulfilment in the resurrection of Christ. In reference to the Phari-

sees, the words taken in this way bear the following meaning :

" Thus shall ye also long after that which ye are now refusing."

The passage is closely related to Luke xiii. 35 ; Matth. xxiii. 39,

where the Pharisees are also exhibited as overcome by the Saviour.

Certainly, however, Luke xvi. 31, el Mwaewf ical ru)v TrpdxjyrjTcJv ovk

aKovovaiv, ov6e tdv rig t'/c veK.pu)v dvaary^ ixeLadfiaovrai^ If they hear not

Moses and the prophets, etc., involves also a prophecy that many
would refuse to believe in this miracle of love implied in his resur-

rection. Thus nothing could be more fitted to arrest the Pharisees

than this parable. A son of Abraham, who knew Moses and the

prophets, comes after death, not to the gathering place of the

fathers, but to the place of woe, where longings after aid manifest

themselves in him. The Pharisees must have seen in all this a pic-

ture of their own doom. Tlie despised Lazarus, on the other hand
(the representative of publicans and sinners), wliose sighs the rich

man had never listened to, reaches the place of joy, and his assist-

ance is begged by the sufierer. In the same way shall ye—such

is, as it were, the language of the parable—also seek help from those

(See on 1 Cor. iii. 13.) In the middle state of Hades are found only those who had pre-

viously been Christians and unbelievers. Inasmuch as many are, from no fault of their

own, destitute of faith, divine grace there opens up to them the possibility of their attain-

ing to it.

* As such a representative, Abraham might be described as speaking of Moses and

the prophets who lived after him. As a dweller in Paradise, into whose bosom all tho

Baints of the Old Testament were gathered, Abraham might well speak of those in whom
the Old Testament economy was most fully set forth.
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whom here ye despise ; but even according to Moses, on whom your

dependence is placed (John v. 45, seqq.), ye shall be refused. No-
thing can pity or aid you but grace, which repays evil, not with

evil, but with good.

§ 18. Conclusion of the Parabolic Discoukses.

(Luke xvii. 1-10.)

Yer. 1, 2.-—'The commencement of this section points obviously

back to xvi. 1, 14, and this at once makes it probable that a con-

nexion will not be wanting between what goes before and what fol-

lows. The opening sentences form most clearly a sequel to the

reproof which had been addressed to the Pharisees. It is they who
are represented as giving offence, and preventing many from entering

into the kingdom ofGod—against them is the woe denounced, and the

disciples are warned against them. The words are most appropriate

as a conclusion of the discourse, inasmuch as our Lord, seeing that

his earnest admonitions remained without effect, now gave up all

efforts in their behalf, and abandoned them to their own perverted

feelings. At Matth. xviii. 6, 7, the same ideas occur on the occa-

sion of Christ's placing a child in the midst of his disciples, only

the order of the two verses is inverted. The contents, however, of

both verses are such that we can easily suppose them to admit of

more than one application. (As to the relation in which the verses

stand to the connexion in Matthew, see the passage itself) As
respects the ideas expressed in the first verse (the detailed consider-

ation of which was not given in Matthew), there is indicated in an

interesting way the relation subsisting between that necessity which

regulates the progress of humanity as a whole, and the freedom

possessed by individuals. For, the ground of the occurrence of

offences {oKavdaXa) is to be sought, partly in the sin which exists,

and partly in the necessity for advancing the church, which must,

through this very opposition, be carried forward to perfection.

Notwithstanding, however, the necessity for these offences on the

one hand, yet this does not excuse the offender, inasmuch as evil

can take effect in an individual only through the consent of his own
will. The wondrous controlling providence of Grod which can bring

good out of evil, is thus the only thing which can make the insinu-

ation of that evil intelligible as a means of progress, while it takes

place without his active co-operation (^A.v£k6ekt6v = d6vvarov^ comp.

Matth. xviii. 7.)

Ver. 3, 4.—From the malicious temptation, however (of the

Pharisees), our Lord distinguishes the sins of brethren (the Publi-

cans), arising from their weakness. As the former demands severe
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punishment, the latter calls for gentle reproof and continued

forgiveness. While we must separate from the former that we may
not ourselves receive damage (jrpooixere tav-olg)^ the latter must be

kindly borne with. Kindred sentiments are found at Matth. xviii.

15, 22 (where see the exposition), but these words also are of such

a nature that there is nothing improbable in their frequent repeti-

tion. At both passages they may stand in their right connexion.

Ver. 5.—The connexion of what follows with the preceding con-

text seems more obscure. Schleiermacher (p. 213) thinks the

formula "the apostles said to the Lord" (elnov ol dnoaToXoc tw Kvpicii)

suspicious, as it does not occur elsewhere. But we can point out

distinct grounds for its being chosen here. The more general term
Qxad7]rai^ ver. 1) was here to give place to the more special, and the

apostles were to be separated from the general mass of the disciples;

consequently they must be expressly named. As to the term 6 Kvpiog,

the Lord, as a special name for the Saviour, Luke, of all the

Evangelists, most frequently employs it (see on Matth. xvii. 4.)

The only difficulty is the -npoadeg i)puv maTtv, increase ourfaith, with

which is connected (ver. 6) a representation of the j^ower of faith.

The Saviour's discourse is at all events abbreviated, but this beins:

assumed, the train of thought may perhaps be pointed out. The
foregoing admonitions to the apostles to set themselves right in

regard to the Pharisees and their weak brethren, naturally implied

a call on them to walk worthily of their high vocation. From the

feeling of difficulty then, there arose an earnest desire that they

might bear within themselves in the fullest measure the principle of

the Divine life, whose possession was their only security for lacing

able to fulfil those admonitions, and hence arose the prayer " in-

crease our faith."

Ver. 6.—Our Lord acknowledges the correctness and truth of

this desire, in that he sots forth the actings of faith, as that by
which even the impossible is rendered possible. This passage also

has its analogies at Matth. xvii. 20, and the frequent occurrence of

these parallel passages from Matthew, makes the belief that we
have here a union of elements of different discourses, such as

is found in the Sermon on the Mount, easily intelligible. But even

granting this, there must be here a species of connexion, for we
cannot admit in any careful writer an incoherent aggregate of pas-

sages ; and the whole character of Luke is against such a supposi-

tion, as clearly as that of Matthew is in favour of it. Especially in

the report of this journey is there to be seen a remarkable example
of the connected conversations (not discourses) of Jesus ; and hence

I believe that, everyiohcre, the original course of the dialogue has

been preserved, and the whole communicated in a form at most
only abbreviated by Luke. The figure, moreover (compared with
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Matth. xvii. 20), is somewhat modified. The act of planting in the

heaving sea, like the overturning of the mountain in that passage, is

the emblem of that which is impossible for human power, and
for the laws of earthly development. Again, therefore, faith is

viewed as a susceptibility for a higher principle of life. (IvKdj^ivog

= tjittj^Wj the well-known sycamore, which especially in Eygpt grows

abundantly, and the wood of which was manufactured into mummy
cases, comp. Gesenius in his Lex. sub. voc.) '

Ver. 7-10.—After this recommendation of faith, which naturally

includes the advice that they should earnestly care and strive for its

Advancement, there follows a paraboHc representation of the relation

of the disciples to their Lord, wliich obviously grows out of the

context in the following way. The prayer for faith indicates a certain

mournful sense of the difficulty of the struggle awaiting them, and

a longing after speedy rest and reward, forming the prevailing sen-

timent in the minds of the apostles. In reference to this, Jesus

reminds them of the relation which they sustain ; it is that of

servants (dovXot) to the master (Kvpiog), and the business of a

servant is to labour for the objects of his master, and in obedience

to his wiU. This their labour, however, yields no merit; it is merely

duty. True, it may seem that this view contradicts that given

by Luke xii. 37, where it is said that our Lord will seat the faithful

servants at table, and will himself serve them. The difference be-

tween these representations, however, is to be explained by the

difierent points of view from which the Saviour speaks. Previously

he spoke of the rewards of grace which blesses us more than we can

ask or think. Here he brings to view the strictly legal aspects of

the case, in order to call the attention of the disciples to their moral

impurity. The lowly Son of Man, therefore, here appears as the

ruler whom all must serve, and the parable brings home to the

apostles, and through them to all the members of the church, the

fact that man in the service of God can acquire no merit ; that his

highest faithfulness is nothing but duty, and that, hence, his only

ground of confidence is grace. ('Apo-prnv, ploughing, and -notnaiveiv^

tending sheep, figurative expressions for those spiritual labours to

which the apostles were called.) The Saviour intentionally makes
choice of the relations of ordinary life, in which the servant after

labouring must still wait upon his master. The firj xopi-v tx^iv, feel-

ing no gratitude, is also intended accurately to characterize the

servile relation. The closing sentiment assumes the form of a

proverb, yet it is manifestly the living utterance of the soul. ^Axp^io^

occurs at Matth. xxv. 30 in a positive sense, denoting cidpahle, use-

less. Here it is rather used negatively as applicable to him who
performs no (special) %pfia, service, but only does what is required of

him, and can receive a reward therefore only through grace. It
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involves so far tlie idea of the humble (raneivog), which, in Scripture

usage, implies the consciousness of our own want of merit in rela-

tion to the Divine Being,

§ 19. The Healing of Ten Lepers.

(Luke xvii. 11-19.)

While we have hitherto been able to trace a close thread of con-

nexion, a new break obviously occurs at ver. 11, Mention is again

made of the journey to Jerusalem (comp. ix. 51), with the incidental

remark, that the Saviour travelled through the midst of Samaria

and Galilee. In respect, finally, to the description or account of

the place of the leper's return, the expression in ver. 14, t:ytvsTo h
ru) vTrdyeiv avrovg EKadapiadriaav ^ it came to imss as they loent, they

were cleansed, leaves no room for doubt that the cure was a sudden

and remarkable one, that it caused instantly the return of the one

leper, which is to be conceived of as happening in the village itself.

(As to the narrative of the cure, see more detailed remarks on

Matth. viii. 2.) In the gospel of Luke, this narrative has a special

importance, for this reason, that the single grateful leper who forms

the contrast to the nine ungrateful, was an dAAoyev?/^, foreigner.

This occasion thus set forth the fact, that the heathen (to whom
the Samaritans were nearly allied) were not excluded by the Saviour

from the kingdom of God, but were called in some respects before

the Jews.

§ 20. The Coming of the Kingdom of God,

(Luke xvii. 20-37.)

The preceding narrative of a cure is again followed by a con-

versation which extends down to xviii. 14, and in which we again

trace a close connexion. It resembles the previous extended con-

versation (from xiv. 25 onward) in this, that here also the Pharisees

appear in contrast with the disciples (comp. xvii. 20, 22, 37 ; xviii.

1, 9). This section sustains an important relation to Matth, xxiv.,

many of the passages of which are parallel to it. The much more
close and marked connexion of the verses in the section before us,*

as well as the relation of this discourse of Christ to that given in

* See Schleiermacher oq Luke, page 217, seq. Only I cannot agree with him in

thinking that in Matth. xxiv. there is no connexion of any kind; it is only more loose,

and the whole more freely put together. (See as to this the exposition on Matth. xxiv.)

The sections stand related to each other in the same way as ia the Sermon on the Mount.
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Luke XXI. (which obviously corresponds to the discourse in Matth.,

xxiv.) in this respect that both, though treating of the same theme,

are yet entirely apart, and do not in a single passage repeat each

other ; and, finally, the general character of Matthew as a compiler,

and of Luke as an exact narrator [?']—all make it in the highest

degree probable, that we have also the elements at Matth. xxiv. of

various discourses, all relating to the manifestation of the kingdom

of Grod, while here in Luke we have a discourse exactly (though only

perhaps partially) recorded. The ideas themselves require to be

considered in connexion with the general doctrine, concerning the

final consummation of all things, which will be found at Matth.

xxiv. Here we confine ourselves to pointing out the connexion in

which the words stand in the narrative of Luke, and to the expla-

nation of such passages as are peculiar to this version of the dis-

course.

Ver. 20, 21.—Without particularly explaining the occasion, the

Evangelist opens his narrative with a remark that the Pharisees

had enquired of Jesus as to the time (nore, lohen), of the coming of

the kingdom. (Whether it was in the village itself, ver. 12, or in

what other place, is not said.) The Saviour first deals with the curious

and proud enquirers, and then subjoins (at ver. 22) instructions ad-

dressed to the disciples. Hence the brevity of Christ's remark (as

Schleiermacher rightly says, loc. cit.) has here its genuine significancy.

For the question " When cometh the kingdom of Grod ?" (ttots

tpx^rai 7j (SamXeia rov Qeov), obviously expresses not merely the

superficial views of the Pharisees, bat their self-complacent ignor-

ance (xviii. 9). Themselves they regarded as sufiiciently, by birth

and theocratic position, constituted the legitimate subjects of the

expected kingdom. And it therefore merely concerned them to

ascertain the opinion of Jesus as to the time of its appearance.

In opposition therefore to these materialistic views and hopes of the

Pharisees, was to be brought forward the spiritual aspect of the king-

dom of God. This our Lord does by annihilating, in the firstplace,

their expectations of a splendid manifestation. All of outward

glory which the Pharisees had conceived as combined in the rearing

of an earthly Messianic kingdom, is comprehensively expressed by
the term -nanaTrip'qaLq, observation. (The expression is in the New
Testament found only here ; it denotes literally the act of perceiv-

ing, of observing; and then, secondarily, every thing that excites

observation. At Exod. xii. 42, Aquila has rendered C3^"7^«i by
7:apaTT]p7]aEig.) In. the second place, the Saviour withdraws the king-

dom of God wholly from the local and phenomenal world,

—

ovde

epovoLv, Idov cjSe, i6ov Enei, nor shall they say, lo here, lo there, and
transfers it, finally, to the world of spirit {tvrog vfiCJv tanv, is ivithin

you.) The expression iv-bg vp,CJv does not make the Pharisees
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members of the kingdom of God, but only sets before them the possi-

bility of their being received into it, inasmuch as an internal and

spiritual manifestation is made its universal criterion. The ex-

planation of tvTog vi-iojv^ by " among you/' which has been adopted

not only by Paulus, Fleck, Bornemann, but also by De Wette,

must be utterly rejected for this reason, that the clause so understood

forms no contrast to the antecedent " lo here." The tarl^ is, is no

farther significant, than as indicating that the kingdom was at that

moment existing in some of them. It may seem, however, that this

ideal view of the kingdom of God is in contradiction to the following

discourse (addressed to the disciples), in which the ''day of the Son of

Man," is referred to in such terms as represent it as an outward fact

producing outward effects. These effects, it is true, in so far as

they wear an aspect of terror, form a counterpart to the " observa-

tion" anticipated by the Pharisees, and the coming of the Son
of Man is represented as an instantaneous and overwhelming

phenomenon, in contrast to the wcJe, here, and tKeT, there ^er. 21).

Still, however, it remains true that the kingdom is here represented

as external, while at ver. 21 it is styled within you. (Still more
definitely do Matth. xxiv. and Luke xxi. represent the appearance

of the kingdom as an external one.) Yet this twofold conception

and portraiture of the manifested kingdom of God (see on Matth. iii. 2),

present it under those two aspects which mutually complete each

other. The kingdom of God shews itself as purely spiritual in its

origin, and also external in its perfection. It appeared in its

spiritual form, while Christ was present in his humiliation. And
for this reason does the Saviour bring before the Pharisees that

aspect of it^ in regard to which they were wholly mistaken. In its

external manifestation shall the kingdom of God reveal itself, when
Christ comes in his glory, and in this form does the Saviour partic-

ularly set it forth at Matth. xxiv. and Luke xxi. Here he brings

forward the future revelation of the kingdom only in connexion with

the fact, that periods of suffering must precede it, and that the

appearance of the Son of God himself will bring dismay upon a

world entangled in the sensual jjursuits of life.

By this means would the disciples, on the one hand, be comforted

amidst their approaching struggles, and aroused to watchfulness,

that they might encounter them in faith ; while, on the other side,

the Pharisees would be impressed with the conviction that the

manifestation of the kingdom did not necessarily carry with it any
thing of a joyful nature to them ; but, on the contrary, would bring

upon them destruction (as happened to those living in the time of

Noah and Lot), unless they were enabled to acknowledge and em-
brace the kingdom of God in its spiritual and internal revelation, as

it presented itself in the appearance of the suffering Son of Man.
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Thus viewed, the following discourse has something so perfect and
complete in itself that one cannot doubt that the Saviour uttered it

as found here, and that Matthew, according to his custom, rewrought

its separate portions into that lengthened discourse, in which he

brings together the disclosures of Jesus in regard to his second

coming. Vers. 22-25 are all addressed in the first instance to the

disciples. The Saviour in these words takes it for granted that they

knew that the days of the Son of Man (the manifestation of the king-

dom of God taken in its ideal aspect) were already come, and merely

points them to that dark hour which had yet to overtake them before

the inward germ could reach its outward manifestation. Our Lord

at the same time warns them against the dangers arising from a

false worldly hope of the speedy appearance of the kingdom (l6ov

<L(Je, ISoii EKet), inasmuch as he represents this appearance not as

standing in connexion with individual persons, or classes of persons,

but as an act of Divine Omnipotence, universally traceable and

blending all that is akin to it into one great living unity. But pre-

vious to this revelation of divinity in its glory by the Son of Man,

his humiliation must take place (analogous passages to Luke xvii. 25

are to be found at Matth, xvi. 21 ; xvii. 22 ; the idea was certainly

expressed more than once by the Saviour in different forms), and in

this way the contrast between his exaltation and humiliation is im-

pressively set forth.

Ver. 26-30.—In the following verses Jesus draws a parallel be-

tween the last and highest revelation of divinity, which presents

itself as blessing the pious and punishing the godless, and two

earlier partial occurrences of the same kind, and with an obvious

reference to the Pharisees (who at ver. 20, are viewed as belonging

to the world), he represents the position of the unbelieving world in

relation to the former as the same which, according to the testi-

mony of history, took place in the latter instances. In their

carnal security the manifestation of God was to them a day of

destruction.

Ver. 31-36.—To make the followinsj admonition the more im-

pressive, the sudden breaking of that day,""'' and the difficulty of

standing its trial is, in the last verses delineated in sensible images,

which, in part, are given also at Matth. xxiv., where the particulars

may be compared. The reference to Lot's wife (ver. 32) implies the

admonition that we betimes set ourselves free from dependence on

* The mention of the night (ver. 34) forms no contradiction to the mention of the

day (ver. 31); the expression stands merely in general for the point of time. Nor are

we, with De "Wette, to thinlc of the comparison which represents the coming Messiah

as a thief in the night. The intention rather seems to be merely to bring forward,

vers. 34-36, different situations, in which various individuals find themselves similarly

placed, while the state of their souls is altogether diverse, and this diversity is shewn by

the decisive act which severs them.
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all earthly things, and this is strikingly followed up (ver. 33) by a

call to self-denial. (This passage we already met with at Matth. x.

39 ; it also is of such a kind that the very nature of the circumstances

might cause its repeated application. Its peculiar form as given

in Luke must therefore be considered as a free variation, such as the

author of a new characteristic saying constantly permits himself to

give to his words. Matthew instead of the i^cooyovijaeL of Luke, has

evpriaei avTTjv. The term ^woyoveZv, which is found again in the New
Testament only at Acts vii. 19, is the more characteristic word ; it

intimates that the self-denying effort which is naturally to be con-

ceived of as united to the creative spirit, which quickens and ani-

mates it, itself imparts the higher life. This mode of conception

which transfers the positive and the negative at once to the subject

himself, is elsewhere rare in Scripture. The explanation of ^c^oyoveXvj

by to keep alive, is to be rejected as an unworthy depreciation of a

profound thought.)

Ver. 37.—Luke, who constantly gives us conversations rather

than discourses, after this representation of the dissociating power

of the day of the Son of Man, which loosens the nearest and closest

bonds, and gathers everything into union with that which is con-

genial to it, makes the disciples enquire as to the ivhere {jrov). The
characteristic nature of this question as well as of the Saviour's an-

swer (which Matthew has embodied into his context at xxiv. 28,

without inserting the preceding question), attests the originality of

the narrative as given by Luke ; for the disciples must be regarded

as partly entangled by the prevailing views concerning the Mes-

sianic kingdom. The people of Israel were probably in their esti-

mation possessed of a legitimate title to membership in the kingdom

of God, simply by their descent from Abraham. As then the

Saviour's representation did not appear suited to those who imme-

diately surrounded th^m, they asked after the Where ?'•' probably

thinking that the heathen world would be the theatre of the events

described. The Saviour's answer, however, leads them back from

the limited to the universal, inasmuch as he assigns moral and re-

ligious decay (jTrufxa) as a ground of destruction. In so far, conse-

quently, as this corruj^tion had seized on the people of Israel, they

were exposed, like other sinners, to destruction. Only that which

is living continues in union with the fountain of life, and is hence

capable of being elevated into the higher sphere of existence which

is prepared for it. (On the minuter details see Matth. xxiv. 28.)

* By the comparison with Matth. xxiv. some have been falsely led to take the ttov

•=ns">K in the sense of quomodo. No distinct reference, however, to Judea and Jeru-

salem had gone before, and hence was the question, Where should all this talvo place?

very appropriate in the mouth of the terrified disciples. The word utzov, which follows,

of itself sufficiently determines the meaning.
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§ 21. On the Efficacy of Pbater.

(Lukexviii. 1-14.)

That tlie following parable, which. Luke alone records, stands

closely connected with what precedes, admits of no doubt. The ex-

pression tXeye 61 koX avrctg at once points clearly back to xvii. 22,

37. The explanation of the parable, however (ver. 6, seqq.) con-

tains an express reference to the antecedent discourse on the troubles

which were to precede the Parousia. Intermediate remarks are

meanwhile, in all probability, left out, and these would relate to

the dangers of the last time, and the means by which they were to

be avoided. (Comp. Schleiermacher, p. 219.) With this the circum-

stance that the Saviour here refers the disciples to prayer as the

means by which to obtain God's protection and assistance against

the evil world, very well agrees. As regards, however, the peculiar

form of parable here selected by Christ, I refer to what was said in

Matth. ix. 17. The Saviour's parables are sometimes set forth not

under aspects of absolute, but of merely relative truth. Under the

former God could never have been compared to an unjust judge

(KpiTijg Ti]r ddidag)^ however much man may attempt to soften the

severity of the expression. Kegarded, however, from a subordinate

and human point of view, the comparison has a depth of truth

adapted to our experience in struggling with the difficulties of this

earthly life. In descending, therefore, to this lower level, the Sa-

viour gives to his jjarable a form which awakens our deepest sensibil-

ities, and thus moves the mind to active exertion. In its struggles

with the world and with sin within and around it, while feeling

abandoned by God (of which condition we have a picture in the case

of Job), and left without earthly support or help, the soul resem-

bles a'widow (j^cflP^), who in vain entreats the assistance of a wicked

judge. But perseverance in prayer overcomes at last also the sever-

ity of heaven. (At Matth. xv. 22, seqq. Jesus appears under an
aspect of similar severity.)

Ver. 1.—In the New Testament prayer appears not as a business

or a service tied to certain hours, but as the expression and condi-

tion of spiritual life, as breathing is of physical life. (Comp. Luke
xxi. 36 ; Eph. vi. 18 ; 1 Thess. v. 17.) Prayer, when projjerly of-

fered, therefore, is to be viewed not as an utterance of determinate

formulce, but as the rising of the inmost soul to God ; as a living

and longing desire after the manifestations of Him ; as the breath

of the inner man. The Saviour himself is to be regarded as experi-

encing this continual flux and reflux of the spiritual life (John i. 51

;

V. 19.) But just as in our Lord's life, though it formed one unceas-
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ing prayer, there were not wanting seasons (sec on Mark i. 35) in

which with special devotedness he poured out his heart in supphca-
tion to his heavenly Father, so also praying ahoays {ndvTOTE irpo-

cevxeadai)^ does not exclude certain seasons in the life of a believer

of heightened prayerfulness, which finds expression in distinct words

and direct address to God. But as the maintenance of spiritual

life, in so far as it is seen continually assailed by the world, presup-

poses a struggle, Jesus adds the exhortation that we do not faint in

this inward conflict. (The word hicaicetv belongs entirely to the

phraseology of Paul, with which that of Luke is in some measure
connected. There is no ground whatever for referring the term, as

Schleiermacher, p. 220, does, to worldly avocations and the right

management of them ; it is to be connected with the ndvrore -npo-

oevx^odai.^

Ver. 2-5.—In apprehending the parable, everything depends on
our not softening down the force of the expression KpLri^g t% ddidag,

unjust Judge, for ver. 7 so places God in contrast with this judge,

that, from the fact of the widow having been heard by the latter,

the conclusion is drawn that far more surely shall suffering believers

be heard by God. There is implied also an intimation that this ajipa-

rent injustice {dducia) is still only a wise form in which his love is made
manifest. (The formula Qebv iir\ ^o(3ovnEvog, dvdpunov p.?] hrpe-nopevog^

notfearing God, nor regarding man, is the strongest expression for

reckless depravity ; and yet even this may be overcome by persever-

ing prayer, although it satisfies the suppliant only to be rid of her

importunities. 'Evrpt'Ttea^at :=: revej'eW, occurs again at Luke xx. 13;
Matth. xxi. 37, al. freq.) Purposely there is also attributed to the

judge, when at last he formed the resolution to do justice to the

persecuted widow {iKdmelv means to administer, to exercise dinr], then

to avenge, to punish), an impure motive. The love of justice does

not move him, but his desire for ease {did rb napexeiv pot kottov) and
the fear of her stiU farther troubling him. (The elg reXog shew^ vttu-

nid^eiv as indicating the climax of urgent entreaty on the part of

the persecuted widow. 'Tmontd^eiv occurs again only at 1 Cor. ix.

27. It means literally to strike under the eye, then generally, to

burden greatly, to oppress. The reading vnomd^T] or vironie^-q—vtco-

mdi^co is the Doric form of vTiom^^co—is supported by a good many
authorities. It does not, however, yield an appropriate meaning,
inasmuch as it is a softer expression, meaning to press little or

gently. Probably the term vTTCjmd^eiv appeared to the transcribers

too strong an expression as applied to a widow, for which reason they
substituted a milder word.)

Ver. 6-8.—The parable is followed by a few words intended to

apply it to existing circumstances. Obviously it was not the Sa-

viour's design to explain the individual features of the parable ; ho
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speaks neitlier of the widow nor the adversary. The connexion,

however, shews that the widow is the emblem of the persecuted

church (Isa, liv. 1), and her enemy a symbol for the Prince of this

world, in whom we see concentrated everything opposed to the

kingdom, and its development, which, under the guidance of Grod,

must be carried forward till it reach perfection. Our Lord lays

stress merely on the declaration of the judge, in contrast to whom
are set forth the love and justice of God, in order that the very op-

position may bring out more impressively the truth that is to be

taught, (The question in which the idea is embodied serves also

to express it more strikingly ; it awakens a conviction of the truth

in the mind of the hearer.) The ckXektol, elect (see as to them on

Matth. xxii. 14) are mentioned as the object of the Divine care (ck-

diKrjmg with reference to ver. 4). These, down to the time when the

Son of Man shall be revealed in glory (according to vii. 22, seqq).

appear exposed to the assaults of sin on the part of the kingdom ot

darkness, but they shall be delivered with a strong arm by the Lord

at his appointed time, inasmuch as they continue in the faith, which

finds its necessary expression in unceasing prayer (fioav i'j^epag kuI

vvKTog = the -navrore^ ver. 1). Thus it is not their continued sup-

plication which forms the condition of the avenging, but rather

their having been elected. The elect are, in their very nature, the

persevering believers whom their Father in heaven will unfailingly

deliver. The assistance from on high is, however, expressly repre-

sented with reference to verse 4, as delayed according to the counsel

of God. To the expression ovk rjdtXrjaev cnl xpovov, he ivould notfor

a time, the term jiaKpodvixeXv^ to suffer long, of ver. 7 stands parallel.

(^iaicpoOvneXv corresponds commonly with d'l ti":*? or t^ix ti")^. in the

sense of to hear ivith long-suffering and 'patience. As applied to

God, the expression takes for granted the relation in which he stands

to the sins of men. Here the only thing brought forward is the

general idea of delay which is implied in the exercise of long-suffer-

ing. Still the choice of such an expression in this connexion is re-

markable. For, since the elect are to be conceived of as still belong-

ing to sinful humanity, and since the delay of their deliverance is

not to be regarded as accidental, but as a thing intended, having

for its object the purification of these very elect, the term [laKpodv-

Helv thus acquires an exceedingly refined meaning.) With the enl

XpovoVjfor a time, however, stands contrasted h rdx^i, speedily, at

ver. 8. It is best to explain the expression in such a way that the

time of trial is supposed to be past. " As soon as the object of the

sufterings has been gained, deliverance is immediately vouchsafed."

This representation, finally, stands true as well in regard to the

whole body as to each separate t'/cAeKrof, inasmuch as the advancing

development of the whole body is perfectly analogous to that of
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each individual member. The summoning of the individual from

this lower scene is to him the coming of the Lord. This coming of

the Lord is spoken of in the concluding verses from ver. 8, onwards,

in such a way that in it is consummated God's avenging of his peo-

ple. It is difficult to see, however, how the question expressive of

doubt, dpa evpriaei rijv ixiarLv ettI TTJg yrig ; shall he find faith on the

earth ? is connected with the context. Should we translate the

words, " will he find faith ?"—that is will men believe Mm—the

idea would be altogether foreign to the connexion of the passage.

For the coming of the Son of Man was, at xvii. 24, described as

lightning, a comparison intended to express the impossibility ofmis-

taking it ; and besides, in the act of pronouncing the final sentence,

the question is not, whether men believe him with whom they have

to do to be the Judge, The use of the article (t?)v ttlotiv^ which

only a very few MSS. omit, and that for no other reason assuredly

than because they mistook the meaning of the passage) points to

another explanation of the words, " wiU the Son of Man find the

(true, requisite) faith ?" This, however, would mean. Would there

be any elect ?—and thus it appears as if the Saviour himself repre-

sented the triumph of his whole work as a questionable thing, which

is utterly inconceivable. If, however, we compare ch. xvii. 26, 28,

and especially Matth. xxiv. 22, it would appear that the Saviour

hereby meant to set forth in the most impressive way the necessity

of earnest prayer, inasmuch as the number of the elect in compari-

son of those -who perish (as in the case of Noah's and Lot's contem-

poraries) would be very small, and even this small number would

require special Divine support to render them victorious. Thus the

doubtful inquiry after faith connects itself closely with the admoni-

tions in ver. 1, that toe ought ahoays to 2^fciy {^£lv -navTore -npoaEvx^o-

6ai)j inasmuch as the greatness of the danger rendered obvious the

necessity of careful eflibrt. The faith therefore required by the-

Saviour is not a mere assent to the truth, that Jesus is the Saviour,

for at his coming all would clearly recognize him as such ; but faith

marks the leading characteristic of the mental state of all those

who are found enduring at the coming of the Lord, in so far as their

hearts have received the influence of the Spirit of Christ, and been

transformed into his image. Where this kindred spirit does not

pervade the innermost recesses of their character, they can never be

incorporated into the kingdom, in which the Spirit of Christ is the

ruling element.

Ver. 9.—It is more difficult to point out the connexion between

the next parable and the preceding. At first sight certainly it

seems that the description of those against whom the parable is

directed (jre-oLdSreg t0' EavroTg on elal dUaioi), agrees entirely with

the Pharisees (xvii, 20) ; but Schleiermacher rightly reminds us (p.
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221) that it contradicts the idea of a parable, to bring before tho

Pharisees the figure of a Pharisee in a parabolic picture. He con-

ceives, therefore, that it was some of the disciples themselves who

had expressed themselves with undue forwardness, and whom the

following parable was intended to reprove. If we suppose, however,

that all the preceding context is connected together in the way
Schleiermacher assumes, it would also seem inappropriate, for the

purpose of rebuking the disciples, to borrow a figure in the parable

from the Pharisees who were actnallj present (xvii*. 20). Hence it

seems to me improbable that this parable was originally spoken by

our Lord in another connexion, but was here inserted by Luke with

reference to the Pharisees who are pointed out at ver. 9 in a way too

marked to be otherwise explained. Even though Jesus might there-

fore, in the original connexion in which the parable was spoken,

have designed to rebuke some other persons, Luke might yet

make use of it here to manifest the Saviour's feelings towards the

Pharisees.

Ver. 10-12.—The scope of this parable once more implies (as

was observed at Luke xv.) that there was to be ascribed to the

Pharisee a SLKaioavvq^ righteousness, in point of fact, but certainly

one of a merely external, and legal kind ; to the publican, in point

of fact, there is ascribed unrighteousness. For in this passage as in

the former (loc. citat.), the intention was to set forth the relation of

the kingdom (which reveals itself to him who is penitent, and con-

scious of his many wants) to the situation of man under the law.

The endeavour to view the law and to keep it in mere externalsy

may lead to self-love and self-righteousness, which banishes man
more completely from God than does the transgression of the law,

in the event of this awakening a longing after an atonement. A
shameless and recldess state of mind certainly in which the trans-

gression of the law ends, where repentance and the felt need of an

atonement are wanting, is worse than both. The representatives of

these two mental tendencies, the self-loving, arrogant fulfillers of

the law, and the humble transgressors of it, are viewed in the common
connexion in which, while engaged in prayer, they stand towards

God, and the ideas which in this relation suggest themselves to

their minds, are taken as the exponents of their real mental nature.

(The words npoarjvxeTO -rrpbg iuvrov correspond to the 'isVa "i}ss. In
the expression oradelg 7Tpoa7]vx£ro a reference is made to the old Jew-
ish practice to pray standing, 1 Kings viii. 22 ; 2 Chron. vi. 12

;

Mark xi. 25.) The first half of the prayer put into the mouth of

the Pharisee might have been the real expression of pure piety, if

the evxaptoToJ ooi, I thanh thee, had implied a genuine acknowledg-

ment that his better moral state was the work of Divine grace, and
hence that all the honour of it belonged to God ; but then such au
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ackncwleclgment of what God had done could never have been mado
without some expression of humiliation for his own unfaithfulness,

which is ever most clearly recognized where God works the most

powerfully. It is in all cases the peculiar object of the law to work

this knowledge of sin (^inlyvojotg rrj^ djiapTtag), an object which must
necessarily be attained in the case of all who are purified. The im-

purity of the Pharisees who rested in the outer form, and never

entered into the inner nature of the law's operations, draws, as a

reward from the keeping of the law, a self-satisfied vanity—a result

which nothing but their impurity could have effected. Even the

forms of Old Testament piety (the vrjareveiVj fasting, d-nodeKarovv,

'paying tithes, compare on Matth. xxiii. 23), which ought to lead the

soul into hidden self-knowledge, and are designed to awaken the-

sense of poverty and humility, the feeling that man owes his all to

God—even these does this self-righteous spirit transform into the

delusive works of its own fancied merit. But the more the amount
of these accumulates, the deeper does man sink ; the only means of

elevating himself is to cast off the burden, and exercise repentance

even on account of these seeming good works. (As to the meaning

of odpfiaTov^ loeek, see on Matth. xxviii. 1.)

Ver. 13.—In this state of sincere repentance stands the publican

whose outward appearance (he stands at a reverential distance, but

not as a heathen, for he is to be regarded in every respect as on

a footing with the Pharisee, and consequently as possessing

the privileges of the law ; dares not look up, beats his breast as the

symbol of pain, comp. Luke viii. 52) corresponds to that inward

state, which finds expression in the prayer. Eepentance and faith

are combined in him, and he has given to him the elements of a

new and more exalted life in the New Testament righteousness.

The sinner {diiaproXog) is nearer to the kingdom of God than is the

righteous, Stiiaiog.

Ver. 14.—On account of the foundation on which he thus stands,

the publican is styled a deduiatoiihog, justified, because along with

repentance and faith there is given to him at the same time the

duiaioavvT}, righteousness, which springs from them. Nothing but a

total misunderstanding of the Saviour's meaning, however, can in-

terpret the words as implying that mere repeniance is sufficient to

our attaining salvation. Rather docs our Lord intend, as at Luke
XV., to set forth the fact that only susceptible souls like those of the

publican are fitted for the reception of his benefits ; while the

Pharisees, on the other hand, exclude themselves from these bless-

ings. Hence the maxim already explained by us at Luke xiv. 11,

significantly concludes the parable, in that it portrays alike the

ruinous consequences of pride, and the blessed results of humility.

(See also on Matth. xxiii. 12, and Acts x. 35.)

Vol. II.—

7
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b. second section.

Common Account, by the Thkee Evangelists, of the Last
JouKNEY OF Jesus.

(Matth. xix. 1—xx. 34; Mark x. 1-52; Luke xviii. 15—xix. 28.)

In Luke the connexion extends (as we already observed on Itiike

ix. 51) down to xix. 48, From this point, however, we once more
follow Matthew, who again comes forward as the leading narrator.

That finally we had in Luke passed over to the account of Christ's

last journey to Jerusalem is now most obvious, inasmuch as Mat-

thew's account leaves no room to doubt that he is referring to that

last journey, while yet from this point onwards, he mainly agrees

with Luke in the subject-matter of his narrative. In this section,

the only thing peculiar to Luke is the history of Zacchseus ; and

he inserts also here (xix. 11, seq.) a parable which Matthew gives at

a later period (xxv. 14, seq). As respects, however, the course of

the narrative in Matthew, the connexion of this section is somewhat

obscure, for it is difficult to determine whether or not in what fol-

lows the hand of the author is again to be traced, bringing together

kindred materials. At first sight this does not seem to have been

the case. The two following chapters seem to contain merely a train of

separate incidents and discourses, without any connecting link to

unite them. As Luke also gives much of what is here recorded, we
might tliink that Matthew, when approaching the close of Christ's

ministry, had kept to the course of the history, and narrated the

incidents in their actual succession. But in opposition to this stands

the fact, that in the following chapters down to xxv,, the character

of Matthew as a compiler so manifestly reappears that we can by

no means say that he has adopted a new mode of treatment. Nor
can we look upon this part of the work as an historic appendage

(as we did chap. xiv.—xvii.), inasmuch as the elements of discourse

which precede it are too few. In general the historical matter em-
bodied in this section, appears in part so brief and incidental (as at

Matth. xix, 13-15 ; xx, 17-19) that we can scarcely conceive it to

have been in this form the proper object of the narrative. Such
superior prominence is again given to the discourses of Jesus, that

we are tempted to regard the history as a mere subordinate ac-

companiment. In support of this view, we discover on a closer

examination of the section, one general topic, the bringing out of

which served for Matthew's guidance in arranging the material which

it embodies. The historic points are employed by the Evangelist

simply that he may interweave into the advancing narrative the
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idea Avliicli he wishes to carry out ; they are not in themselves the

immediate object of his statements. The general topic referred to,

is obviously the assigning of the requisites demandedfrom Christ's

genuine disciples. As the first of these is mentioned deliverance

from all earthly connexions and ties (marriage and riches) : as the

second, humility, which rejoices in being able to do service to others.

These requisites demanded of the Messiah's genuine disciples are

not, however, presented in abstract form, but concretely in acts to

which the descriptive discourses are subjoined. According to this

view, therefore, the closest connexion appears to subsist between

chap, xviii. and the two which follow (comp. the remarks on Matth.

xviii. 1). In the former, namely, the character of the children of

the kingdom, as we expressed ourselves, was delineated, and the for-

giveness of erring brethren was above all things enjoined. The

following set forth rather the relation in which the disciples stand

to the temptations of the ivorld, and demand the freeing one's self

from them, as an essential requisite for the disciple of Jesus.

§ 1. On Makkiage.

[Matth. xix. 1-15; Mark x. 1-16; Luke xviii. 16, 17.)

As regards the commencement of this section (Matth. xix. 1, 2),

the Evangelist, who is followed by Mark, touches briefly the journey

of Jesus to Judea. That it is his last journey from Galilee to the Capi-

tal, which is spoken of, is shewn by comparing Matth. xx. 17, 29, with

xxi. 1. The details of the Saviour's last journeys can, however, as

was formerly remarked (on Luke ix. 51), be learned only from the

narrative of John. All the less, therefore, owing to the great brevity

of Matthew, ought we, from the words beyond the Jordan, to draw

any conclusion as to the direction of the journey. Unquestionably

Christ on leaving Galilee might, in the first instance, take the direct

road through Samaria towards Jerusalem, and yet Matthew might

refer to Persea, inasmuch as the Saviour, according to John xi. 54,

again travelled northward from Jerusalem, and abode in Ephraim.

Without distinguishing between the main journey and the shorter

excursions, Matthew might combine into a single expression an

allusion to his leaving Galilee, touching on Pereea, and travelling to

Judea. For, the whole mention of the journey is obviously enough

a mere formula of transition, as is shewn by the subsequent expres-

sion, 7]icoXovd?](yav avrco ox^ot ttoXXoI k. t. X., and the remark that

Jesus cured many, instead of which Mark x. 1, has taught. The
loosely appended -rrtpav tov 'lopddvov, beyond the Jordan, of Matthew,

is given more definitely by Mark, who conjoins the dia rov ir^pav tov

^lopSdvoti with epxerat.^
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Yer. 3.—On the occasion of a difficult question in controversy*

being put with an impure view {Treipd^ovre^ avrov) by the Pharisees

to our Lord, relative to the grounds of divorce, Matthew unfolds (in

the words of Jesus) the New Testament idea of marriage, and points

out its relation to the ministers of the New Testament. This lead-

ing point in the narrative is omitted in Mark, who intends merely to

give the naked fact, but afterwards records also the conversation, in

a connexion however so transposed, as to make it obvious that the

narrative appears in his gospel in a form decidedly less original than

with Matthew. For, according to Mark, the Saviour refers the en-

quirers at once to Moses, who had permitted a bill of divorce to be

given. The reason of this permission Jesus deduces from the sins

of men, inasmuch as the idea of marriage implies no possibility

of divorce. According to this way of presenting the matter, it would

appear as if the only question were, whether divorce should or

should not be permitted (as is shewn also at Mark x. 2), while Mat-

thew takes it for granted, that according to the opinion of the en-

quirers, divorce was allowable, and makes them merely ask as to

the conditions under which it should be permitted. (This is point-

ed to by the dnoXvaac Kara -nacav alrtav, Matth. xix. 3.) This en-

quiry, which arose most naturally from the circumstances of those

times (while that of Mark was less appropriate to them), is most fit-

tingly followed in Matthew, by the declaration which stands equally

in decisive opposition to both views, that there ought to be no di-

vorce ; and not until after their appeal to Moses, is the regulation

which permitted it, shewn to have been occasioned solely by sin. We
have here again an instance, shewing that Matthew, in respect to

the essential thought, surpasses in originality Mark, whose power

of perception is confined to things external. (The idea that these

enquirers meant to refer to the marriage of Herod Antipas, within

whose jurisdiction this incident may have occurred [although there

is no indication whatever that it really did so], is, in my view, inad-

missible for this reason, that the Saviour would in that case have

made shorter work with them. The enquiring Pharisees did not

tempt our Saviour so much from malice as from the love of novelty
;

they wished to see how Jesus would declare himself upon the cele-

brated Kabbinical controversy.) The form of the question as set

forth by Matthew el t^eonv dvdpdonoj (is it a regulation valid for all

* Deut. xxiv. 1, the putting away of the woman on account of nan—niny (literally

" nakedness of any kind") is allowed. The school of Shammai, at the time of Jesus,

understood "lan—mny literally of unbecoming attire, that of Hillel figuratively, of every

fancied fault, even of bare dislike. Christ opposes not merely the school of Hillel, but op-

poses to the letter of Deut. xxiv. 1—to the permission of divorce for every -iai~niiy, the

spirit, to wit : that divorce is absolutely unallowed, except where the otiier party has

already by fornication [TTopvsia), i. e., the actual carnal crime (not indeed by adultery

(jioixeia) as spiritually explained, Matth. v. 28), wickedly dissolved the marriage.—[E.
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men ? COmp. ver. 5), aTroXvaac ttjv yvvaiKai avrov Kara naaav alriav^ fo

put aiuay his wifefor every cause, points to the exposition so much
contested among the Rabbins, of the words na^ n:,n:> in the passage

Deut. xxiv. 1, in which Moses, in cases of divorce, commands the

making out of a bill of divorce. The school of Hillel explained the

words as meaning, that when anything in his wife displeased a hus-

band, it should form a sufficient reason for his giving her up. The
adherents of Rabbi Shammai took the expression in a more re-

stricted sense, as referring only to what in fact was scandalous and
dishonourable (according to this view the LXX. render it a<Jxr]}iov

TTpdyna). In the words Kara -ndaav ahiav,for every cause (na^-Vs V?)

there is expressed therefore that exposition of the Mosaic law which

agrees with the opinions of Hillel's followers, and the question con-

sequently is so put as to request his opinion on the correctness of

tJiat vieiv. The lawfulness of divorce itself (according to ver. 7) is

taken for granted.

Ver. 4-6.—In replying to the question, Jesus takes no notice

loliatever of the conflicting expositions, but unfolds the original

view of marriage as founded on the ideal relation of the sexes. In

this there is necessarily implied the indissoluble nature of the bond,

inasmuch as marriage, in its true import, was intended to be the

union of man and woman, both in body and soul. Our Lord, with

reference to this view, points the Pharisees to the sacred records of

the Old Testament (whose Divine nature he manifestly confirms by
thus using them), and refers first of all to Gen. i. 27. (The Hebrew
words are given according to the LXX. ; the avrovg corresponds to

the Drix.—To the arr' dpx>'ig Mark subjoins KTtaecjg. He has undoubt-

edly, according to Gen. i. 1, understood the expression N^a riiss-a,

in the beginning God created, as applying to the whole act of crea-

tion, described in the first chapter, and hence he includes the crea-

tion of man, as forming an integral part of the whole work). Un-
doubtedly our Lord intended by mentioning the circumstance that

man a7id woman were created at once, to intimate that they are

therefore to be regarded as forming one connected, and for this

reason, indivisible unity, a truth expressly stated at ver. 6. This

reference to the Mosaic account of man's creation, however, the

Saviour follows up by a formal quotation from Gen. ii. 24, which

also follows the LXX. (The koI eIttev, and said, is without doubt to

be referred to the subject before mentioned, o noujoag, he ivho made.

For, although according to the narrative of Genesis, the words in

question are spoken by Adam, yet our Lord refers them to God [as

is done all through the Epistle to the Hebrews], and correctly, in as

far as he is by His Spirit properly the author and creator of Scrip-

ture, and the individuals who speak are to be regarded merely as

the organs of his Spirit. Only on this supposition is there force in
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the argument drawn from Adam's words. According to the con-

nexion this passage points also to the indissoluble nature of

the marriage tie which the Lord opposes to the low views of it

held by the Pharisees. Of such overpowering strength appears this

bond that the closest ties of another kind (as those to parents) are

dissolved by it. (In Adam's words the leaving of father and mother

must be understood immediately of his descendants, to whom, under

the feeling of his essential unity with his wife, he could transfer the

same relation, feeling the consciousness that it was a universal

attribute of humanity. The significant passage, Eph. v. 31 , 32, is

conceived from a still profounder view of the relation.) The pecu-

liar characteristic of the marriage tie, however, is set forth by the

expression elvat slg adpKa niav^ being onefiesh, which points back to

the words tveKev rovrov, for this reason (15-??), by which in the

second chapter of Genesis ver. 24 stands connected with ver. 23.

This bodily conformability (t»2 "'"I'^a's), is the condition of the at-

tractive power uniting man and woman ; and the peculiarity of

marriage is shewn to consist in there being between the truly mar-

ried man and woman not only one spirit and one soul (which is

found also in other kinds of high relations) but also one flesh. Mar-

riage in its ideal form, as originally constituted, and as again restored

by Christ, appears thus as an union of the entire nature of man in

love, from which all union (which consists in giving and receiving)

proceeds. It presupposes unity and conjunction of soul and spirit,

but laas the bodily union of the sexes as its characteristic peculiarity

—an union which, on the one hand, indeed, is the lowest form of

connexion, having its analogies in animal existence ; but, on the

other hand, presupposing the blending of soul and spirit, is the very

summit and flower of all union and communion, and for this very

reason forms the condition of the continuance of the human race.

It is owing to the holy nature of this bodily union that it is to be

considered as indissoluble, as one which man cannot, and which only

God can dissever, and which the Omniscient does really dissever

only in cases (according to the permission given in the Old Testa-

ment for divorce), where the union [has been already practically dis-

solved and annihilated by the guilt of one party—a dissolution

effected not by mere uncongeniality of character (for this can be

overcome by the power of the new birth) but only where the moral

rupture has consummated itself in actual adultery]. Besides this

reference of the passage, however, founded primarily on the context,

there is another point in it deserving of remark, on account of the

peculiar expressions selected. For the words stand thus (in Matth.

as well as in Mark) aal taovTat ol 6vo elc; adpiia [xiav^ and the two, etc.

They contain therefore the most decisive declaration on the subject

of monogamy, which can alone be considered as in harmony with the
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true idea of marriage. The permission of polygamy in the Old Tes-

tament can only be considered, like divorce, as a temporary relaxa-

tion on the part of God. This declaration, finally, is the more re-

markable, as it is given by our Lord himself (though in the words

of the Old Testament) and is to be found only in the translation ot

the LXX. (the original Hebrew text runs thus, "ihN -ix;aV ii-^ni). We
have here, therefore, a new instance of this translation being made
use of, even where it differs from the original (see on this at Luke

iv. 18). The view which these translators, owing to their correct

perception of the Old Testament passage, introduced, is ac-

knowledged by the Saviour as right, and confirmed by his Divine

authority.

Ver. 7, 8.—The Pharisess understood Jesus quite correctly as

disallowing divorce in every form (see on Matth. v. 31), and in op-

position, they put to him the question, how could Moses then have

admitted of divorce ? The special question as to the cause of di-

vorce, they entirely depart from. On this our Lord informs them

that this Divine ordinance in the Old Testament was rendered

necessary by the oKXrjpoKapdia, hardness of heart, of men. (In the

Old Testament, at Ezek. iii. 7, the adjective GKXrjpoicdpdiog occurs as

equivalent to sV-rc;?. lKX7]p6g, oiiX7]p6ri]g denotes, in tlie language

of the New Testament, a state of insusceptibility for spiritual har-

mony or discord. From the blunted state of moral feeling, there-

fore, the Saviour deduces the permission given for divorce, which is

a benefit, inasmuch as it often prevents greater sins). The possi-

bility of the law's severity being thus relaxed by a God of holiness

and of truth is easily explained, when we call to mind that sia has

destroyed the ideal of the marriage relationship as a perfect union

of spirit, soul, and body, so that the holiest marriage among sinful

men can only be viewed as an approximation to this ideal. In so

far, therefore, as every marriage connexion is but imperfect, wisdom

requires provision for its possible dissolution, inasmuch as the out-

ward union of those who are inwardly separate is only a delusion.

The Divine law, therefore, docs not contradict itself when in the Old

Testament divorce is permitted, and in the New Testament is for-

bidden ; for, while this latter prohibition has respect to true mar-

riage as corresponding to its ideal, the former permission refers to

marriages such as are found in point of fact among sinful men, which

carry with them no real union, and for this very reason demand,

among other preliminary suppositions, the possibility that the tie

may be dissolved.

Ver. 9.—Here Matthew concludes the conversation with the

Pharisees that he may subjoin the admonitions which Jesus ad-

dressed to his disciples, and which he wished them to lay to heart.

Mark x. 10 relates very appropriately the circumstance that the dis-
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ciples had commenced the following conversation when alone (Iv r^

olida), after withdrawing from the Pharisees. First, then, our Lord

repeats the principle (already expressed at Matth. v. 32), that he

who, after a separation, marries again, committeth adultery, and he

who induces a divorced woman to enter anew into marriage, caus-

eth her also to commit adultery. This principle stands obviously

in close connexion with what goes before. For, since marriage is

in its nature indissoluble, every new connexion entered into in

consequence of a separation must be considered as adultery ; he

who wishes to separate must at least, after the separation, remain

unmarried. In Mark x. 12 the idea is somewhat modified, in so far

as the woman is represented as separating herself from the man, but

this does not essentially alter the case. The only case our Lord ex-

cepts is that of fornication, by which we are to understand here

every kind of unlawful carnal intercourse on the part of a married

person, the man as well as the woman. This forms an abolition, in

point of fact, of the bodily unity of the married persons, and is

therefore not so much a ground for their separation as the separation

itself. Where this has taken place, therefore, a second marriage is

permitted even by our Lord ; but whether this permission only ex-

tends to the innocent party is not clear.— Undeniably, then, as was

already remarked at Matth, v. 81, this passage forms the most im-

portant declaration by our Lord on the subject of marriage, since it

does not here, as in the former instance, stand connected with com-

mandments, the literal carrying out of which is self-evidently im-

possible. Hence, therefore, it is easy to see how the marriage tie is

held to be indissoluble in the Catholic Church. Not the less, how-

ever, had the Keformers a perfect right to act as they did in soften-

ing down this strictness, and refusing to carry out exactly the ideal

view of marriage as applicable to the visible church, many of the

members of which were still living in the hardness of heart which

belonged to the old dispensation. For, Jesus has never acted the

part of a mere external lawgiver ; he has enacted no laws which,

under all circumstances, must, to the very letter, be applied

to the external relations of life, but his is an internal and spirit-

ual legislation. He who has not the Spirit, and does not live

in Him, is not the man for whom the commandments of Christ

were given ; he stands under the autharity of Moses, The relaxa-

tion then made by Moses must be still in force in favour of such a

man. As not a single other external law, however, has been given

by Christ which admits of being at once, like the command. Thou

shalt not steal, applied to politico-ecclesiastical relations, it is not

probable that this would be done only in the case of marriage.

That Jesus meant his words thus to apply to the spiritual Church,
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and not indiscriminately to tlie visible churcli, is shewn clearly by

what follows.

Ver. 10, 11.—For, the disciples expressed their hesitation at

these strict principles, obviously on the supposition that in this

Binful world one may easily be united in marriage with a person

from whom he might wish himself separated. To this the Saviour

replies. All men cannot receive this saying, but they to whom it is

given (ov TrdvTEg ;^a)pot;(Ti rbv Xoyov rovrov dX/C olg diSorai.^ The
loyog ovTog, this saying, refers naturally to that which precedes, not

to that whicli follows ; for tlie words otherwise contain no answer

to the question. In that case, however, it is clear that Jesus had

not intended to give utterance to any literal commandment, for

that would have embraced all. These words have no meaning unless

it be necessary to reach a particular spiritual standing-point before

one can understand the way in which the command of Jesus is to be

applied and acted on. (In ver. 10 alrla, like n-.a'j and causa, is to

be understood as meaning " legal relation.")

Ver, 12.—There is a difficulty, however, in connecting the elal

yap evvovxoi k. r X.^for there are eunuchs, etc., with the preceding.

How does the remark as to the evvovxi^eodai, mahing one's self a

eunuch, stand connected with the previous remarks on the indisso-

luble nature of marriage.? So, doubtless, as to confirm the de-

claration of the apostle. Assuredly, says he, it is better not to

marry : there is also a holy state in which man may continue as a

eunuch (although eunuchs are from of old the most despised of

men. See Isaiah Ivi. 3), but it is not for every one to attempt

it. It is only when man for the sake of God refrains from marriage

that a blessing rests on it—he gives up the prospect of earthly pos-

terity that he may have spiritual children. But in this case, also, out

Lord gives no positive law. Without laying upon any one a bur-

densome yoke, he merely says " there are eunuchs," leaving it for

every individual to decide freely as he thinks right, and concludes

his discourse with the declaration 6 dwa/zevof %wp£ti/ x^P^'-'^, he that

is able, etc., which, taken in connexion with the preceding to whom
it is given, must be understood as referring to a special work of

grace, in this instance, namely, a x'^P'-^l^^ "7?" ^yipareiag, grace of

continence, which is not given to all. For this very reason, however,

we have here no law for all or for any, such as the clergy, for

instance, but the whole idea of the passage is rather to be explained

according to 1 Cor. vii., to which chapter we would refer as a com-

mentary on this declaration of our Lord.

Ver. 13, 14.—As regards the following verses, and the ideas

therein contained, comp. Matth. xviii. 1, seq. The only question

here is, whether we are to consider these verses as a whole complete

in itself. In Luke they are so obviously connected with xviiu 14,
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tliat it is clear they are not recorded for their own sake, but on
account of the antecedent idea which they are intended to explain.

I understand the same to he the case with Matthew, although the

connexion here is not so close, but the expression he that is able to

receive it, let him receive it, agrees well with a reference to that state

of mind in which the ability is most successfully maintained, and

this is brought very clearly out by what follows. For entering into

the kingdom of God, there is enjoined the child-like feeling which

enables us most easily to discern the gifts which have been bestowed

upon each, and consequently puts us in circumstances to fulfil our

calling. In Mark, who omits those important words of Matthew

which form the very link of the connexion, this little incident cer-

tainly does stand by itself as a complete whole, but all through this

Evangelist we meet with a series of facts united by no common
bond. Of that reference to infant baptism which it is so common
to seek in this narrative, there is clearly not the slightest trace to

be found. The Saviour sets the children before the apostles as sym-

bols of spiritual regeneration, and of the simple childlike feeling

therein imparted. (But infant baptism stands connected with

regeneration only in so far as we view it in combination with the

personal and conscious reception of the Gospel—an act which con-

firmation is intended to represent.) On the part of the parents,

however, when they brought their children, there was evidently

nothing more intended than to have a spiritual blessing bestowed

upon them, and this the little ones received by the laying on of

Christ's hands. Being conveyed to them through the accom-

panying prayer, it could not fail to exercise a beneficent spiritual

influence.

§ 2. On Eiches.

(Matth. xix. 16—xx. 16; Mark x. lt-31 ; Luke xviii. 18-30.)

The similar connexion in which this occurrence stands in all the

three Evangelists, and its being followed in each by the same dis-

courses, makes it probable that it really belongs to this point

in the history. The discourses, however, are evidently in this

case also the principal object. In these, which merely rest upon
the previously recorded narrative, we are taught the necessity of

being set free from all earthly possessions as another requisite to our

being fitted for the kingdom of God. By this reference in Matthew,
the connexion is established with sufficient clearness. In Luke the

narrative stands unconnected with what precedes, and is therefore

to be considered merely as next in the order of those successive nar-

ratives taken from the account of Christ's last journey. As respects,

however, the/orm in which it is presented to us, we find Mark again
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displaying even an unwonted power in depicting the scone. (He

descrilbes graphically the hastening forward of the young man, ver.

17, the liking which Jesus conceived for him, as expressed at ver.

21, and the impressive way in which, ai'ter his retirement, the

Saviour addressed his disciples, ver, 24.) Matthew, on the other

hand, presents in the discourses many considerable peculiarities which

display anew his skill in seizing and imparting what is essential.

Ver. 16.—During the journey (Mark x. 17, iiirropevonEvov avrov

elg 666v) there pressed forward an apx(^v, ruler (Luke xviii. 18, pro-

bably a young man of some noble family [Matth. xix. 22] who had

been chosen president of the synagogue at some place not more partic-

ularly described) into the presence of Jesus, and asked him for

spiritual aid and instruction. That the zeal of this young man was

pure, and the reverence he shewed for Jesus {yovvne-TJaag avrov

according to Mark) was well meant, is clearly seen both from the

way in which Jesus treats him, and from the Saviour's own express

declaration. (Comp. Mark x. 21). But the erroneous nature of his

religious efforts is sufficiently shewn at once by the very question

which he puts. Noble in disposition, and filled with ardour in the

pursuit of what is good, he seems to have struggled after holiness

and perfection in a legal manner ; but being destitute of all deeper

insight into the nature of sin or of righteousness, these exertions

only filled him with self-satisfaction, and he hoped through the

assistance of Christ, to attain in this a still higher advancement
;

to have new tasks assigned him, that he might heap up for himself

still greater spiritual possessions. The object of his efforts, described

in general terms, he represents as eternal life, (Cw// alcSviog), and he

seemed to give it the pre-eminence over the life and the blessings of

the present life (aldv ovrog) ; in reality, however, he was still cleav-

ing to the good things of this world, as was subsequently shewn.

The address diddoKaXe dyaOc, good master, as well as the enquiry

" What shall I do ?" are not in themselves of a captious kind, and

may have proceeded (like the question Acts ii. 37) from a truly pen-

itential frame of mind. But the significant expression which

Matthew has preserved to us ri dyadbv ttoitjooj ; What good thing

shall I do ? betrays the inward perversion of his nature. Having

no perceiDtion of the good in its true nature, he takes for granted in

himself the possibility and the capacity of bringing forth something

good from the treasure of his own heart, and he merely enquires as

to the TL, ivhat ? To the good things heretofore performed and

treasured by him, he wishes to add new forms of splendid piety.

Probably he expected and hoped to have some kind of strict legal

observances laid upon him, which it would have flattered his pride

to have performed in his own strength.

Ver. 17.—With admirable wisdom does our Lord treat this young
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man. First he awakens in him a perception of the true nature of

what is really good. The address of Jesus to the enquirer is given

by the gospel history in a twofold Kecension, but it admits of no

doubt that in Matthew the reading tl fie epcjrag Txepl rov dyadov ; elg

lanv d dyadogj Why askest thou me concerning that lohich is good ?

One is the good, is the right one. For, in the first place, it is sup-

ported by very weighty authorities (B. I). L. many versions and

Fathers); next it is the more difficult, and the reading rt /le Xiyeig

dyadov might easily be taken from Mark and Luke. It is more

difficult to determine which Kecension gives the Saviour's original

expression. I consider the form of the question as given by Mat-

thew the original one, for according to it the Saviour's remark

attaches itself most closely to the ti. dyadov Troirjao); What good thing

shall I do ? Still the ri fie Xiyeig dyadov
; Whig callest thou me good ?

contains an idea so pecuUar, that assuredly it cannot have pro-

ceeded from tradition. To me, therefore, it appears most probable

that of this conversation on the good we have, in the two Kecen-

sions, only fragments preserved to us, but these sufficiently enable

us to form a well-grounded opinion as to the contents of the conver-

sation. For, as regards the leading object of the discourse, according

to the version of it in Matthew, it is evident that our Lord, by the

remark ri tpwrag k. t. A., means to awaken in the young man a

conviction, that there sprang in his heart no fountain of good out

of which he could produce, at will, whatever he chose ; that in

general the dyadov was not diverse nor manifold, but was in the

highest sense, One, namely, Grod himself, the absolute good

(avToayadov). This idea, rightly understood, carried with it an in-

timation that there was nothing good in him (unless perhaps hig

higher vocation), and consequently an exhortation to repentance,

and still farther, the information, that what is good is not to be

found by heaping up work upon work, but by coming to God, who,

as being the Good, imparts also to men all that is good when he

gives them himself. According to the version given by Mark and
Luke, we find, indeed, also in the Saviour's words the same reference

to God as the source of all good, but we find in addition an impor-

tant hint as to the position in which the young man stood to Christ.

It is the address diddoicaXe dyade, good teacher, that is referred to in

the question ri //£ Xtyeig dyadov; why callest thou me good? The
young man may have used the good as a mere phrase in order to

introduce into his discourse a complimentary epithet. The uncon-

sciousness thus manifested Jesus reproves in these words, in order

that he may lead him to an idea of that which is truly good. For,

that the enquirer only saw in Christ a mere (though indeed a distin-

guished) teacher, from whom he might acquire information of one

kind or other, the Saviour perceived beyond a doubt, alike in the
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question, and in the character of the man ; but one ha^dug such

views could not appropriately use the epithet good. He rejects this

name, therefore, and refers him to Him who was Goodness itself.

But in this our Lord does not deny that he himself is precisely the

dyadogj good, inasmuch as the one true God reflects itself in him as

his image ; but it was not fitting that this truth should be presented

to the young man in a dogmatic form, but should develope itself as

a living reality from his own inward experience. Could he have

been prevailed upon to exercise faith in the words of Jesus, as a

revelation of the highest good, and could he have felt it his duty

to abandon all in order to follow him (ver. 21), it would in that case

have been made clear to him that this one God was not a being dis-

tant and inaccessible, before whom he had to adorn himself out-

wardly with good works, but was inexpressibly near to him inasmuch

as he had essentially revealed himself to him by his Son, and in him

by his Spirit.

Without doubt the young man, owing to the impurity of his

nature, did not understand the exalted ideas of the Saviour, and for

this reason Jesus, in order more deeply to arrest him, refers him to

the commandments (tvroAai). (The particular forms in which the

law (yonog) expressed itself) That the Saviour connects the entrance

into eternal life with the keeping of the commandments, is founded

necessarily on the very nature of the law. (Comp. on John xii. 50,

fj evtoXt] Qeov ^w?) ala>vi6g iariv). As the expression of the will of

God, the fulfilling of it is the highest thing which includes all else.

But precisely as being the will of the highest it demands perfect ful-

fillment (Gal. iii. 10, cursed is he who continueth not in all that is

written in the law), and, consequently presupposes the possession of

Divine power. As this is wanting in sinful man, the law becomes a

curse to him (Rom. vii. 10, 11), and only in the case of the penitent

is it transformed into a blessing, by working in them the knowledge

of sin (errtyvcjaig ttji; dixaprLag, Rom. iii. 20), and so awakening the

felt need of redemption. For the very purpose of calling forth this

feeling in him, Christ refers him to the law.

Ver. 18-20.—The young man, however, in his moral blindness,

believes that he has kept the commandments. Boldly does he make
the boastful avowal, " all these have I kept" {-rravTa ravra t(f)vXa^diirjv\

and he even adds " from my youth" (t/c veoTTjrog fiov). We must
suppose at all events in him a certain external righteousness

;

there was manifest in him a moral striving. But, in the first place,

be was entirely devoid of an insight into the spiritual nature of the

commandments (as developed in Matth. v.); and again there was

wanting to him the true Old Testament righteousness (as described

at Luke i. 6,) For this righteousness had, as the companion of

earnest legal striving, a deep longing after holiness and perfection.
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which concentrated itself in the expectation of the Messiah, while

in this young man there was exhibited a forward self-satisfaction

which led hiin to ask, What lack I yet ? (r/ tri varepo) ;) Matth. xix.

20. (The Evangelists nse great liberty in enumerating the com-

mandments. Matthew gives them more fully ; he has subjoined

also the passage Lev. xix. 18. Mark x. 19 has comprehended the

latter precepts of the Decalogue under the words [ifj dnoorsprjo'^gj

defraud not. The term diroarepelv is used there in the sense of to

rob, to a2opropriate what is another's, just as at 1 Cor. vi. 8, where

it is conjoined with adi/cetv.)

Ver. 21, 22.—After this declaration our Lord lays hold on the

weak point of his character, in order to bring him to the conscious-

ness of his sins, and show him the way to perfection, to the posses-

sion of the true Good. According to the faithful representation o'f

Mark, our Lord beheld him with a look of afi'ectionate love

(^llj,(3Xexl)ag avrco rjydir7]a£v avrov)] he recognized his noble vocation/

for the kingdom, which brought him up to the narrow gate, only

his eyes were not yet opened so as to perceive the nature of sin and

righteousness. When his eye was opened, however, by the hard

demand made on him by our Lord, the hour of trial came upon the

young man. The thing demanded was the free and determined

choice of a course of earnest self-denial, and here, before his opened

spiritual vision, there revealed itself (whence the sad sense of shame),

the secret sin of his heart. The command of the dg Geof dyadog,

one good God, came home to his heart, but he loved the world more

than God. Nevertheless, this treatment of the young man on the

part of our Lord has its difficulties. It seems as if the demand
made upon him were too hard. Certainly it cannot be taken as a

general requirement applicable to men in all circumstances ; for in

the case of a person whose calling had not yet arisen above the Old
Testament level, such a demand would have been inappropriate.

Under the Old Testament, sacrifice symbolized the consecration of

one's own possessions to God ; but in sacrifice the gift always ap-

pears as only partial, while Christ demands that the young man
should give up his whole property {oaa exetg according to Mark and
Luke.)* This young man evidently stood at the gate of the New
Testament life, which the Saviour here opens to him ; but for

* It were well to read in connexion with this the golden treatise of the able and in-

genious Clement of Alexandria, Quis dives salvetur, which contains the most profound

commentary on this narrative. On the words nuXTjaov rd vnupxovrd aov, he remarks,

Ti di TOVTo ioTLV ; ovx u. npoxeipuc (J^vo^'^oi tivec, t^v vwdpxovaav ovatav uTrofi^Lipat

npoardaatL koI unoaT/jvaL and tuv xplf^druv d?^Xa rd doy/iara nepl riov XRV/J^druv

t^opcaac TTJc ipvx'/C) t^v nepl avrd nTolav kol voaov, rug fiepifivag rag uKavdac rod Piov, al

rb cfwepfia rJ/g ^ur/c cvfnrvtyovaiv. Oyre yap /leya Kol ^rjluTov to rrjvdl'kug dnope'tv

XprifJ-druv fir) iwl Tioyu C"VC- Ovtu fj.lv yap uv r]aav ol ftTjSlv ?;j;oi'rff fiTjdafirj, dyvoovvTeg

6i Qeov Kal diKaioavv7}v Qeov, kot' avrb [ibvov rh dKpCtg dnopelv fiaKapi^Taroi Kal Otoipi'

"KearaTOL (cap. xi).
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the life in the new kingdom the surrender of all that is our own is

universal (comp. ver. 24, seq). The circumstance that the invitation

to enter into the kingdom of God was given to this young man under

the form of the injunction, " sell thy possessions" (^ndoXrjaov aov rd

vndpxovTo)^ arose undoubtedly froni this, that this man was bound

to the world, principally through mammon, and therefore at his

entrance into the kingdom this bond must be severed. If we call

to mind the leading temptation of this young man involved in an-

other part of his character, he might possibly have been able to

fulfil a commandment of this kind, to sell his goods, without gain-

ing anything by the act, for the advancement of his inner life ; nay,

he might have been injured by it, for his pride might have found

support from it as from a work performed in his own strength. But,

on the other hand, if the young man could have rendered obedience

to this commandment of our Lord, he could only have been enabled

to do so by the strength of God through faith ; for it was the main
bond which kept him fettered. Irrespectively then of the particular

form which this commandment assumes, it contains nothing beyond

what is comprised in the general law given by Jesus to all his disci-

ples, " he who does not give up all for my sake, is not worthy of me ;"

and although each is held in bondage by his own separate tie, yet is

it incumbent on every one to sacrifice all tilings. In this command
of our Lord, therefore, requiring the young man to sell his property,

we are not to conceive of the external possession as standing apart

from the inward love of it. Strictly the latter was to be mortified

by the relinquishing of \]iqformer, and only in thus far is any im-

portance to be attached to the external sacrifice. Again, the selling

of his possessions is to be viewed as merely the one side of an act,

which is only rendered complete by the following of Jesus conse-

quent thereon. The former is the negative (the deliverance from

the world); the latter is the positive (union with the kingdom and
its Lord.) Mark also (x. 21) immediately adds, dpaq rov aravpov,

taking up the cross, as denoting continued perseverance in the fol-

lowing of Christ, and the difficulties which are connected with it.

In the same way also the self-denial is not to be conceived of as a

work standing by itself, but as deriving all its importance from this,

that it is done for the sake of Jesus (ver 29). It is when viewed in

this light also that the tv aoi varepel, one thing thou laclcest, in the

words of our Lord, first acquires its full meaning ; for this one thing

is nothing less than the crucifying of the whole old man (which in

the case of this youth existed in the form of attachment to riches),

and so likewise is the Trdvra, all things, inasmuch as in this one

thing all things are included. The entrance into this one thing is

also the way to perfection (reXetoTTjg, Matth. xix. 21), for this reason,

that it can be trodden only in the strength of God, and man can
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become perfect and good only in this way, that the one perfect and

good God make his heart his temple. (Comp. on Matth. v. 48.)

The truth of Christ's words, that the new birth into eternal life

consists in the giving up of all that is our own, and in the consecra-

tion of our whole property and possessions to him who is their

Author, must have deeply impressed the young man. For, as Jesus

had no outward authority over him, and as in the Old Tes-

tament law, no such requirement was anywhere to be found, it

would seem that he might with a good conscience have refused it.

But that he could not do. The Spirit who accompanied the words

of Jesus had deeply penetrated his heart, had enlightened the dark-

ness within, had revealed to him the true (though hitherto entirely

unknown) way of regeneration, and thus he felt himself bound by the

power of the truth. But the chain which he bore was too heavy,

he could not call forth within his heart that free determined choice

of the narrow way, which is absolutely necessary, and the scarcely

opened gate of Paradise closed itself again before his weeping eyes.

Ver. 23, 24.—Over the subsequent course of this young man's

life, there is cast a veil.* It is not impossible, however, that his

sorrow may have changed subsequently into jDure repentance, and

that upon this ground he may afterwards have found deliverance

from those bonds in which he lay as yet too firmly fettered. Our
Lord, in the meantime, at once employs this impressive incident for

the edification of his disciples, but not in such a way as to make
the weakness of the young man the subject for scorn or rebuke, but

to lay bare the similar state of feeling which existed in the hearts

of many, and so lead them to humility. With warning looks sur-

veying the circle of his followers {TrepifSPisipafievog, Mark x. 23), Jesus

exclaims, dvoKoXoyg nXovocog daeXevaeraL elg rijv PaotXetav rojv CvpavCJv,

hardly will a rich man enter into the kingdom of heaven. And as

the disciples stand astonished, the Saviour once more repeats the

same words with the strongest emphasis (according to Mark x. 24).

Obviously the expression, -nXovaiog, rich (according to Mark and Luke,

X^riiiaTa fc%wv), points back to the many possessions {jirrniara noXXa)

of the young man (ver. 22), but the additional clause of Mark,

which more definitely defines it, " they who trust in riches" (jrenoi-

Oojeg em rdlg xp'rilt-O'OLv), points at once to the right interpretation.

Clearly the difficulty of entering the kingdom of God cannot depend

upon the riches or the possessions as sitch, for also absolute poverty

admits of being viewed as a state that brings along with it manifold

* If it had been merely money as such which had kept him from entering the king-

dom of God, the idea would be correct, that God might have set him free from it by a

conflagration or something of that nature. But the only thing that would avail was his

inward deliverance in soul from earthly possessions, and the God who made man's naturo

free, wishes also to have its free choice in favour of what is good.
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temptations. (See Matth. xiii. 22.) If understood merely of ex-

ternal possessions, the similitude here chosen would evidently be too

strong, for it denotes not so much the difficulty as the impossibility

of the rich man, unless he previously becomes, in a spiritual sense,

poor, entering into the kingdom of God.* It is the state of mind,

therefore, in which possessions are held, which the Saviour repre-

sents as being such a hindrance. Yet this is not to be viewed as con-

fined merely to what is properly avarice, but as including also the

so-called Ugitiinate appropriation of the good things of this world

(comp. on Luke xvi. 1, seq.) which is prevalent and permitted in the

world, and regarded as the greatest good fortune. In the kingdom
of God, every individual is merely a steward (o'tKovofiog) of God^

and therefore inwardly renounces all his own possessions, and con-

secrates them to God the only Lord. Hence the Saviour requires;

this inward renunciation as a condition of entering into the king-

dom of God. For this reason, however, at the same time, the idea

of rich acquires a wider extension ; the beggar may be rich in

desire and concupiscence, and the possessor of treasures may be

poor (thus David is frequently in the Psalms called poor, as being

TTTW^of TTvevnari, poor in spirit, set free from all the ties of posses-

sion and property, compare Kev. xxi. 24). He who is without money
or goods may be " rich" in so-called good works, in knowledge, or

art, or natural dispositions, if he appropriate such gifts to himself,

and do not ascribe them to their Author.- Riches, however, what-

ever form they take, invariably act in the same way, inasmuch as

they attach man to the world, in which things created assume to be

separate and independent : while in the kingdom of God this

independence is cancelled, and all things ascribed to God. Where
the former is maintained, therefore, this union of life with God can-

not be realized. (AvoKoXog, means, primarily, difficult to satisfy,

then in general difficult. It is the opposite of eviwirog, without

trouble, easy. The figure of KaiirjXog, which is not to be confounded

with ndiiiXog, a rope, a ship's cable, is a common one in the East.

Instead of the camel the elephant is also sometimes mentioned

[compare Lightfoot and Schcittgen on the passage]. Instead of

rpv-rrrjua Mark and Luke have rpviiaXid from rpvur], a hole, an

opening.)

Ver. 25, 26.—It is evident that the disciples understood the dis-

course of our Lord in this more extended application. Their

astonishment, and the thought, who then can be saved ? (rig dpa

dvvarai auidi'ivai), shew plainly that they regard every man in his

* At the same time, liowever, it should not bo denied that a fulness of earthly bless-

ing carries with it pre-eminently the temptation to attach one's self to the world. In all

cases, however, the fetter which peculiarly binds a man, must be sought for within Mm,
and not in things external

Vol. XL—
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natural state as a nXovaiog^ rich, because of his inward attacliment

to earthly things. Were we to refer the question merely to those

who are outwardly rich, it would obviously lose all its force. Yer.

27 also shews that the disciples (although in a literal sense they

were not rich) had recognized the giving up of all their property as a

duty necessarily binding on them, whence we see that they under-

stood the idea in a spiritual sense. Accordingly, the question

" Who then can be saved ?" expresses a deep feeling of man's

strong attachment to the creature, from which, of himself and by

himself, he cannot set himself free (in the same way as at Eom.

vii. 24), and for this very reason requires a deliverer. The exercise

of this saving power on the part of God is referred to at ver. 26.

Here our Lord recognizes the inability on the part of man (because

the weakness of the flesh {dodsveia r/ig oapKog) makes it impossible for

him to fulfil the commandment to love God above all, Rom. viii. 3),

but refers to the aid of the Almighty. This is to be considered,

however, not as a thing manifesting itself tvithout a man, but as

that which operates vnthin him, for which reason the navra dvvara

napd Tw Gew, all things are possible ivith God, is equivalent to the

Trdvra dward TTiOTevovri, all things are possible to him that believeth

(comp. Mark ix. 23).

Ver. 27.—The new question of Peter appears at first sight not

to agree with what precedes it. It must seem strange that after

the disciples had just asked Who then can be saved ? they should

now consider the difficulty to have been perfectly overcome in their

own case. One would be tempted to conclude that Matthew had

inserted here what was spoken at another time, did not Mark and

Luke agree with him, and warrant our believing that we have here

the original connexion. This connexion also admits of being per-

fectly defended, if we view the remark of Peter here (who again

speaks as the representative of all the apostles) as the expression of

his uncertainty as to whether they had in reality satisfied these dif-

ficult demands of the kingdom. Feeling that much yet remained

within him of attachment to the creature, Peter mentions one act

of his life similar to that which Christ had required of the young
man. But whether this was enough, he, in the exercise of genuine

repentance, remained uncertain. The words rt r//«v ^orat
; tvhat

shall be to us ? therefore are not to be understood as referring to a re-

ward, for Peter must otherwise be held to have been in a state of mind
in which ver. 25 would be altogether inapplicable to him, and the an-

swer of Jesus also, ver. 28-30, would be transformed into a reproof.

Rather must we refer the words to the discij)les' state of mind in

such a way that their meaning shall be, " what shall fall to our lot,

what shall befal or happen to us ; wilt thou judge of us as of the

young man, or does such a decisive act stiU remain to be done by
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us ?" This stands most appropriately connected with what follows,

inasmuch as Jesus, by strong grounds of comfort removes that un-

certainty of the disciples which proceeded from their tender faith-

fulness, and assures them of this that they are his.

Ver. 28.—Matthew gives in the most complete form those ideas

through which Jesus imparts this comfort to his disciples, and in

such a way that they closely correspond with the context. For, the

Saviour speaks first of the special prerogatives bestowed upon the

disciples as the first representatives of the kingdom of God in this

new order of things, and then (ver. 29) passes over to all those who,

for the sake of the kingdom, have given up every thing upon earth.

Matthew alone has the first verse, in which the special prerogatives

of the disciples are spoken of We might believe that Luke had

omitted the words because he considered them less intelligible to

his heathen readers, as referring to views which were peculiarly Jew-

ish, if he had not also given them at xxii. 28, seqq. in another con-

nexion, but in such a way that we cannot conceive of their having

been transferred from Luke into Matthew. The idea has its own
peculiar place in both Evangelists. As regards the idea itself, ex-

pressed in ver. 28, it is in the first place remarkable that the Sa-

viour, without any special occasion, should have, of his own free

movement, unfolded it to the disciples, and in this way should

obviously have favoured their earthly prejudices concerning the Mes-

siah, contrary to his purpose, if he meant to deny the reality of their

expectations. This is the more surprising, as the connexion here does

not make this declaration at all necessary, for any kind of laudatory

acknowledgment of the disciples' faithful strivings would have been

enough for them. Even the theory of accommodation, therefore, is

here reduced to difiiculties, and it is obvious that those act more

simply who attribute the idea here expressed to Jesus himself, and

recognize him as participating in it.
''• This opinion we must feel all

the more inclined to adopt, inasmuch as in this passage there is ex-

pressed nothing more than is found everywhere stated in the gos-

pels and apostolic writings. The TraXiyyeveaca^ regeneration, denotes

merely the coming forth of the kingdom from its concealed and

purely spiritual, into an external form, or the spiritualizing of

the outer world from within (comp. the remarks on this at

Matth. viii. 11 ; Luke xvii. 20). The selection of the expression

TraXtyyevEaia, regeneration, to denote this has its origin in a noble

parallel between the whole and the individual. In the passage

Titus iii. 5, baptism (Xovrpbv -naXtyyeveaiag) appears as the means
which brings about the new birth of the individual. This moral

process in the individual is transferred to the whole body, which,

* The recent attempts to explain the passage as ironical, shew how difficult it is if thg

simple meaning of the words bo given up. Comp. Fleck de regno divino, p. 436, seq.
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worn out "by sin, requires and looks forward to restoration not less

than does the individual. This restoration naturally has its begin-

ning in the domain of conscious spirits, but as, in the progressive

advancement of the individual, it goes forward from the spirit to

the final glorifying of the body (comp. Kom. viii. 11), so also the

perfecting power of the Spirit gradually pervades the outward

visible world taken as a whole. Without distinguishing the sepa-

rate stages, the term TraXiyyeveala comprehends the whole in one

general expression. Thus, as the Saviour's resurrection is pri-

marily a type prefiguring the final glorifying of our bodily organism,

so is the resurrection of the flesh generally a type of the material

world in its glorified condition, which is accurately described by

Paul (Rom. viii. 18, seqq.), in strictly didactic discourse, but is in

the New Testament taken for granted in the discourses of Jesus,

and is at last, in Revelation, portrayed as present, Man, therefore,

as a Microcosm, appears as an emblem prefiguring every stage of

development in the Macrocosm, and as the development of indi-

vidual life is consummated only in the glorifying of the body, even so

the glorifying agency of the Spirit reaches its climax only in per-

vading the material world. This rich idea the Saviour sets before

his disciples, and with reference to their sacrificing of the present

world, points them forward to the future into which they had already,

in a spiritual sense, entered, by the giving up of their possessions,

but into which they would yet visibly enter at his final manifes-

tation. In this state of things, the Saviour appears as the king, in-

asmuch as the kingdom therein realized is the whole sphere of life

pervaded and ruled over by the Spirit and influence of Jesus. (Ka-

Ot^etv em Opovov, sitting on a throne, is to be viewed as a symbolic

expression for dominion. In the words Opovog 66^i]g, throne of glory,

we may trace—inasmuch as the thing spoken of is the manifesta-

tion of what is concealed [comp, Rom, viii, 18]—that outward dis-

play of light and glory [analogous to the Hebrew I'las] which en-

compasses every appearance of divinity. In the aMv ovrog, the 66^a

Tov vlov Tov dvdpu)TTov is lu its nature entirely spiritual.)

Now, the fact that in this sovereign power of our Lord (i. e. a

decisive spiritual power which authoritatively imposes terms—see

in regard to it on Matth. xx. 20), believers are set forth as partak-

ing, is merely the general idea of the Christian system, according

to which nothing which exists in the Saviour lies enviously shut up
in him, but just as in him Divine love appears as the perfect com-
munication of itself, so the Redeemer imparts himself with the

whole fulness of his gifts to his church as his body. Hence, as his

people share his sufferings, so also his glory. (Rom. viii. 17, avinrda-

Xonev Iva kol avv6o^aadC)[iEv
; comp, also 2 Tim, ii, 20.) Naturally,

therefore, this applies even to his disciples generally, but it has a
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more special reference to the apostles. As the representatives of

the twelve tribes (comp. Matth. x. 2), they received most directly

and purely into their souls that spiritual element flowing forth into

humanity (and primarily among the people of Israel), which Jesus

brought down to the earth, in such a manner that they themselves

became in turn gushing fountains of eternal life (John iv. 14), with

which they rendered a world fruitful. Hence they most completely

partook of the character of Jesus, as King, and that is the sense

of the symbolical expression, that they were to sit on twelve thrones

(as subordinate rulers) surrounding the throne of the Lord. (Comp.

on Kev. iv. 4 ; xxi. 14.) Finally, there is also ascribed to the

apostles, as the representatives of the church generally, icglveiVj

Judging (a special manifestation of the general expression dominion).

This also is at 1 Cor. vi. 2 ascribed to the whole church as such, in-

asmuch as through the Spirit of the Lord which pervades it, there

is given to it at the same time the power of discernment in its o\vfn

real natm-e, and so of separating and sifting. As the church already

uses this gift of the Spirit in the office of the keys (comp. on Matth.

xvi. 19), so, upon beingitself made perfect at its final manifestation,

does it exercise this gift in a perfect sense in the same office. Thus

we must say, that at the foundation of the whole of this peculiar

train of thought, there lie Jewish ideas as to the course of the world's

development, and the place which the twelve tribes hold in regard

to mankind ; views, however, which at the same time perfectly cor-

respond to the arrangements of eternal wisdom, and are supported

by the mode in which these things are everywhere conceived and

set forth in Scripture. Only we must be careful that the gross and-

material conception of these ideas by high and low among the Jew-

ish people, be not confounded with the ideas themselves'"'-"—ideas

which obviously penetrate with equal depth and power into the

whole world of thought.

Ver. 29.—From the special, the Saviour passes over to the gen-

eral, and states that not merely they (the apostles), but every one

who renounces the world, will receive his fiiodoq^ retvard, (Matth. v.

12). On the idea of Christian self-denial, and of self-denial /o?- the

sake of Jesus (in which way alone it becomes Christian), see more

particularly at Matth. x. 37, seqq. (Instead of tveKev rov dvouarog

* This was the mistake of ITase (Life of Jesus, 2d edit. p. 84, seqq.) He finds in this

an indication that Jesus, during the earlier period of his ministry, had participated in tho

political views which generally prevailed among tho Jews regarding the Messiah and his

kingdom. This, however, by no moans follows from the passage before us, and just as

little from the immediately succeeding statement, that thoy were to receive again houses

and lands an hundred fold. Tho rule of the apostles is no political one, but purely spir-

itual; the receiving of earthly blessings is not external, but the possession of them in

the spirit of Christian love, inasmucli as the very peculiarity of the kingdom of God con-

sists in the abolition of all exclusive possessions on the part of the individual, and the

giving of the whole to each.
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uoi;, Mattli. has efiov. "Ovojua :=:£!», name, is put for the person him-

self in his proper individuality. Luke has tveKsv t?/c PaatXeia^ rov

Qeov, for the sake of the Icingdom of God, as Mark has also added

tveKEv Tov evayyeXiov, for the sake of the Gospel, which in so far is

identical with eiiov, of me, as in the person of the Saviour, the gos-

pel and the Idngdom are represented in a living form, and as it is

only by the power which proceeds from his person that the king-

dom is founded apart from or without him.) The idea of recom-

pense briefly alluded to by Matthew, Mark gives in a very enlarged

form—an uncommon circumstance with him ; for even when he gives

the substance of Christ's discourses, he usually abridges them.

Luke has already embodied in the discourse the contrast between

the present time (Katpbg ovrog), and the coming age (alo)v tpx6[ievog);

Mark, however, enumerates all the individual details of the recom-

pense. We may call this enumeration a commentary on 1 Tim.

iv. 8. Even in this present life on earth true piety bears within

itself its own reward. Especially the giving up of all one's own pos-

sessions to the general community is but the reacquisition of the

whole for the individual. (So that in this sense also it is true " all

things are yours," 1 Cor. iii. 21, 22.) In the church of God, as a

kingdom which is in the course of gradual development, the be-

liever, through true heart-fellowship and brotherly communion, re-

ceives back what he lost through the sin which is in that world

from which he judicially separated himself (1 Cor. i. 31)—receives

it indeed in a higher measure {tKarovraTTXaatova, Luke has -noXXa-

-nXaaiova). (Comj). as to a/wv ovroc; and fcp:!^6ffevof on Matth. xii. 31.)

-The addition [itra dioyyfiiov^ ivith persecutions, by Mark is peculiar

to him alone. (The reading dicoyfiov is assuredly an alteration made
to remove the difficulty.) Certainly, therefore, the simplest view

which it remains for us to take of these words, is to regard them as

added to the discourse, in order to represent the joys of the pres-

ent state even in this form of brotherly Christian love, as in many
ways troubled and disturbed, and in this way to set forth the ever-

lasting life as the untroubled and peaceful state of being. For, the

church in which the individual believer already receives back even

outwardly what he gave up, is never on earth free from persecution,

until the alcbv i.ieXX(^v^ future age comes, and with it the kingdom.

Thus the whole statement, being transferred to the present state of

things as existing in the world, has no reference whatever to the

hopes set before us in the Apocalypse.

Ver. 30.—Matthew and Mark conclude the conversation with a

well-known axiom, which in Matthew forms the transition to the

following parable of the Labourers in the Vineyard. Apart from

this parable, which (xx. 16) again concludes with the same axiom,

the words standing at the close of the conversation, as Mark gives
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them contain sometliing very obscure, so that here again Matthew

appears the more exact narrator of the discourses of Jesus. It is

striking to mark the different forms in which the apothegm appears

at the commencement and close of the parable. It runs,

Matth. xix. 30, and

Mark x. 31.

-oXXot taovrai irpoyTot t'o%aroi,

Kal tOXdTOt 7TQU)T0l.

Matth. XX. 16.

taovrat ol toxarot TTpQroij Kat ol

The first form (Matth. xix. 30) is also analogous to the expression

at Luke xiii. 30, elalv taxaToi^ ol eoovrat npoiToi • koL elol Trpwroi, o'l toov-

rai taxaroi. For the distinction of the thought in the two cases is

this : according to the first form of the apothegm there are some in

both the classes (the Trpwroi and the toxaroi) who are represented as

passing from the one to the other. According to the second form,

however, all (the article ol eaxaroi^ ol npcoroi is not to be overlooked)

are set forth as belonging to the class opposite their own. On closer

examination, however, this difference of form in the apothegm is

found to be only in appearance, inasmuch as at Matth. xx. 16, the

article does not refer to the -npCJTot and taxaroi as such, but to the

TToXXoi, who are described (xix. 30) as existing among them. And
in this very thing the connexion of the passage is sufficiently indi-

cated, for Matth. xx. 20, seqq. sufficiently shews in what way the

passage, Matth. xix. 28, might be understood, by the disciples, in-

asmuch as the old man in them belonging to the " world" was by
no means entirely destroyed, and they therefore interjjreted the

privileges and prerogatives after a carnal manner. For this reason

the Saviour brings forward the circumstance, that along with them
(the TrpoJTo/), others called at a later period (Saxaroi) would receive

an equal reward, and by this reference warns them against feelings

of envy and self-seeking. We are not to think of Judas or other

(still remoter) apostates. Since the following parable does not re-

present the first labourers as unfaithful, for which reason they re-

ceived theirfull reward.

Matth. XX. 1, 2.—The immediate object of the following para-

ble,* therefore, as the connexion shews, is unquestionably this, that

the apostles might be taught how their earlier calling of itself con-

ferred on them no pecuhar prerogative, and how those faithful

labourers in the kingdom of God who were called at a later period,

might be placed on an equal footing with them according to the

free and unconditional award of Divine grace. These doctrinal nar-

ratives of Jesus, however, are like many-sided precious stones, cut

* On Matth. xx. i. seq., compare the treatise by "VVilke in Winer's journal, fiir wife

sensch. Tlieol. Sulzbach, 1S29. Part i. p. 71-109.
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so as to cast their lustre in more than one direction.* As we already

remarked that at Luke xiii. 30, the apothegm with which our para-

hle begins and ends, refers to the connexion subsisting between the

Jews and heathen, so this parable may in like manner denote the

relationship in which the heathen, as being called at a later period

into the kingdom of God, stood to the Jews as the first called.

And although primarily it refers to the teachers, it is true also in

regard to every member of the church, and is universally apphcable

wheresoever an earlier call in the days of youth co-exists along with

the calhng of others at the latest period of life. But while it ap-

plies to those who live contemporaneously in the kingdom of God,

it refers no less to those who live at successive periods in the history

of the church, inasmuch as the earliest years of the church's

development involved the greatest hardships, owing to the fiercer

hostility of the world, and subsequent generations consequently

enjoy a relief through the toils of their predecessors.

God is here to be considered as the householder {oLKodeonoTTjg)^

inasmuch as at ver. 8 the steward {imTpoTTog)^ by whom the distri-

bution of the wages is performed, symbolizes Christ. The vineyard

(dnneX6v =ti'is), however, is viewed (as at Isa. v. 1) as the emblem

of that spiritual kingdom which the Lord of heaven founds on

earth, and causes to be cultivated by his servants.^ The labourers

{epydrai), therefore, are the pastors and bishops of the church of God,

all those to whom a spiritual office is intrusted, and the souls of

men are the vineyard on which their labours are to be expended.

True, the reference to the pastors is not to be understood of the

outward office-bearers of the church, but of the inward call to

spiritual labours ; and in so far as this call is not to be regarded

as wanting in the case of any living member of the church, the

parable has also its general application to all believers. Only the

wages are not to be understood as denoting salvation (for nothing

is said here of the difference between being saved and lost), but as

referring to a special reward of grace, to various positions assigned in

the kingdom of God in allusion to xix. 28 ; xx. 20.

Ver. 3-7.—The idea of an agreement (avn(pwvelv) with those first

called in regard to the hire, as compared with the independent

declaration on the part of the Lord as to the reward to be given

to those who were afterwards called, indicates in the cviKpi^vdv

a reciprocal agreement, and consequently a title, as it were, in

the one class of labourers to make demands and not in the other

* Compare the commentary on Matth. xi. 1 9.

f The frequent comparison of the kingdom of God to a vineyard (Matth. xxi. 33,

eeq.), has perhaps a deeper foundation in the fact that the Saviour, according to his pro-

found views of nature, traced in wine and in the vine the fittest analogies in the whole

external world to express the most spiritual relations. (Comp. on John xv. 1, seq.)
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In this way those first called certainly seem in one point of view

to be favoured, but not in another, for they are subsequently

dealt with according to the strict letter of the law, while the others

receive according to the superabounding measure of love. This agrees

remarkably well with the reference to the heathen and the Jews
;

and we might almost suppose that conversations had taken place

among the disciples, which caused the parable to be constructed in

this way. Perhaps, in contrast with others of the disciples (who

were descended from the heathen), they had proudly appealed to

their Jewish descent, and laid claim to that which was promised

(Matth. xix. 28), not as the gift of grace, but as deserved. The
oviKpMvelVj agreement, applies then strikingly to those covenants into

which God entered with his people, in which (according to the

Divine condescension) are implied mutual engagements and promises.

The heathen, on the contrary, were called, without any covenant,

into the kingdom of God. Not so much from need, as from pity

for the idle, the fliithful master of the house from time to time (at

marked periods of great advancement in the kingdom of God) called

new labourers into his vineyard, and they confi.ded with simple trust

in the faithfulness of the Lord. Thus, though apparently at a dis-

advantage, their childlike faith placed them with such a Lord really

at an advantage. In regard to the apostles this is most markedly

exhibited in the calling of Paul. The Lord took him from his course

of busy idleness, and called him into the vineyard where the Twelve
were already at work, and so he laboured more than they all (1 Cor.

XV. 10). The parable lays especial stress (comp. vers. 6, 7, with

12) on those who were called at the eleventh hour. Primarily the

intention of this may have been merely to give point to the contrast

between the one hour and the whole day. Especial interest attaches

to this point of time, as well in regard to the individual Christian,

in which case it refers to late conversion, as also to the whole church,

in which case it applies to those who are called in the latter days.

Ver. 8-12.—This portion of the parable contains the greatest

tlifiiculties. In thefirst iiilace, a question arises as to the view which

we are to take of the h\\)Laq yei'o//tV?/f, evening coming. As the

closing period of the day (viewed as the season of labour), the even-

ing brings the final decision. Thus in the case of the individual,

the evening is to be understocd as denoting death, in the case of

the church, as the last time (^icaipbg toxarog), or the coming in of the

kingdom. These things, which to us seem so wide apart, were re-

garded by the apostles as happening simultaneously, iuasnmch as

they viewed the coming of Christ as an event about to take jslace

immediately, and our Lord himself did not speak of it in any other

way (comp. on Matth. xxiv). In the second place, the circumstance

that a denarius was distributed alike to all, must not be explained
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as implying a denial that there are degrees of future glory, for other

parables, and especially that of the talents, at Matth. xxv. 14, seq.

expressly teach this doctrine. Eather does the equal denarius sim-

ply denote the equality of all, in so far as they are partakers of the

same blessedness, which completely satisfies the desires of every

individual, although the capacities of these separate individuals

may be very different. In tlie last place, however, the most obscure

point of all seems to be the possibility of a murmuring {yoyyv^uv)

among the first called {Trpwroi).'-' Should a comparison be made
between this and Luke xv. 25, seq., we must remark that in that

case the elder son is represented as occupying exclusively the stand-

ing-point of the law ; but here the -ngCdroi, first, appear as labourers

(and faithful labourers, for they receive their denarius) in the king-

dom of God. Besides, as the distribution of the wages takes place

in the evening (that is, after their training in holiness was com-

plete), it is impossible to conceive that there still existed in these

first called a mixture of the old and the new. We must therefore

say that this parabolic representation does not mean to assume that

there is anything analogous to this murmuring in the real spiritual

relationshijis which it sets forth, hut is intended to give instruction

by contrast, so that the sense of the whole would be this : inasmuch

as such murmuring, as the parable shews, on the part of the envious

labourer against his comrades, is a thing in itself wholly inconceivable

amidst the relationships of heaven (inasmuch as he in whom it was

found would by that very circumstance shew himself to be living

beyond the pale of the kingdom of love), therefore all labourers in

the Lord's vineyard must betimes give up every claim of their own,

and trust themselves simply to the mercy of God. In such a lowly

position they would also experience compassion towards their

brethren {Kavam>, gloiving heat during the day, comp. Luke xii. 55).

Ver. 13-15.—The closing verses set forth the dealing of the free

grace of God, which can be limited by no peculiar privileges of the

creature. Kighteousness and love are its everlasting forms of

manifestation, and that freely manifested love of God which

loves without finding and demanding merit. But to love others

with the postponement of our own claims, is the highest act of

piety—the real giving up of all that is our own, Matth. xix. 27.

(The expression dcfidaXfibg novrjpog corresponds to the Hebrew »n yv

[comp. on Mark vii. 22], by which we are to understand the evil

eye which works destruction.)

Ver, 16.—In the concluding words our Lord briefly points back

to the apothegm (xix. 30). Thus, according to this parable, it is as

though he had said the first called (who are described above) stand

in a position less favourable than those called at a later period,

* See editor's note at ch. xxv. 31-46.—[El.
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With this one apothegm, however, there is conjoined another, which,

at xxii. 14, concludes the parable of the king's marriage-feast.

There it refers to the entire failure of some in reference to their

call ; here it is applied in a modified sense ; for, even although

those called at the eleventh hour are to be conceived of as pre-emi-

nently diligent, yet the parable gives not the slightest hint that

those first invited were less assiduous. Eather did they receive their

reward along with the others. The contrast between kXi^-o'l^ called, and

iKXeicToi, chosen, cannot here be referred to the invitation to enter

God's kingdom, and the actual coming and arraying of one's self

for it (as at xxii. 14), but merely to the different relations of be-

lievers themselves to the kingdom of God, the distribution and

bestowal of which depends upon the free grace of God. The ekXektol

chosen, therefore, in this case, are the toxaroi, last, the kXtjtoi, called^

are all the labourers, including also the ^'rs^. The called, however,

labour in a constrained position for the sake of reward ; the chosen

in a freer relation from delight and love. In so far as this more
favoured position and the love which they cherish is not their own
work, but the work of grace within them, in so far must it be re-

ferred to an mXoyri, choice, selection, which, however, is not to be

regarded as a thing limited on the part of that love which imparts

itself to all, but only as repressed by the narrowness of men's own
hearts. Finally, it seems very doubtful whether the apothegm has

in this passage, its original connexion. It has at least in Matth.

xxii. 14, a much more definite relation to the context ; at which
passage see our more lengthened remarks.

§ 3. Of Humility.

(Matth. XX. 17-28
; Mark x. 32-45

; Luke xviii. 31-33.)

Referring back to what was said on Matth. xix. 1, we merely

observe here that the mention made of the approacliing suffer-

ings of Jesus Christ, stands again in Matthew's context, in close

connexion with the succeeding narrative. Ver. 17-19 viewed as

isolated, are as it were lost, but in connexion with what follows

they at once acquire a legitimate place and relation to the whole
narrative. They shew in the person of the Saviour himself how the
character of self-denying humility is an indispensable requisite for

the true disciple of Jesus, and in the discourse of Jesus which fol-

lows the account of the earthly claims of the children of Zebedee,
everything bears equally on the proof of this truth, and for this

reason the discourse concludes (ver. 28) with the same thought which
introduces (ver. 18, 19), the passage before us. Thus our Lord's

sufferings are mentioned merely for the purpose of shewing the dis-
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ciples tliat the like sufierings were awaiting them. In the context

of Luke, indeed, the mention of the sufferings of Jesus stands more

isolated as a fact which occurred in the course of his last journey

(comp. Luke ix. 51). But looking at the general arrangement of

the subject-matter in his account of the journey, this very form of

recording it is the appropriate one. Luke gives in it, in fact, the

events as they successively happened, without grouping under gen-

eral points of view what belonged together.

Ver. 17-19.—Matthew remarks, as a point of external interest,

that our Lord by the way (as they were approaching Jerusalem) had

taken his Twelve apart {jcar' Idiav) and foretold to them what

awaited him at Jerusalem. Mark (x. 32) adds this trait, that the

disciples had with fear and astonishment (^iOajifiovvTo koI aKoXovOovvreg

k^ofiovvro) seen the Saviour proceed towards Jerusalem, the seat of

his fiercest enemies (comp. John xi. 16). As respects, finally, the

j)rophecy itself regarding the sufferings and resurrection of Jesus,

the remarks already made at Matth. xvi. 21 may be consulted. The

Christian mind can have no interest in tracing to the words of Christ

himself every separate detail in the traits which are here given of

our Lord's sufferings as still future. The great point with which,

above all, we have to do, is the contrast between .the death and re-

surrection. But the external evidence favours the conclusion that

even these individual traits (such as the i[j.nal^atj [laonyCJaai) are

derived from Christ's own words ; for the agreement of the three

narratives is here so close as to compel us to the assumption of exact

reports ; vague tradition would have called forth greater differences.

Besides, the Old Testament representations (especially Ps. xxii.

;

Isa. 1. 6, liii. ; Hos. vi. 2) already contain all these traits, and, for

this reason, their being brought forward before the event is suflSl-

ciently authorized (1 Cor. xv. 3, 4). Luke remarks (xviii. 34)

that on this occasion also (comp. on Matth. xvi. 22) the disciples

were again unable to comprehend the words of Jesus, i. e., they felt

themselves incapable of conceiving of such contrasts being united

in the life of a single person, the highest glory (in miracles never

equalled) with the deepest humiliation, and this again combined

with the highest exaltation in his resurrection. To this was added

the fact, that the idea of a suffering Messiah, although it did exist

among the Jewish people, was by no means prominent, and conse-

quently everything connected with it which Jesus uttered, found

only a weak response within their circle of opinions.

Ver. 20, 21.—Immediately after these words of Christ, the

Evangelist subjoins the account of the request made by the children

of Zebedee, who (according to Matthew), along with their mother

(Salome by name, comp, Mark xv. 40 with Matth, xxvii. 56), asked

the Saviour for the highest places of honour in his Messianic king-
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dom. This declaration then causes Jesus to explain the relation

which subsists between the reigning and the menial character of the

disciples of Jesus Christ—the whole occurrence, however, is invested

with much obscurity. In the first place, it is a striking thing to

find the humble-minded John acting a part, which seems to be

more in keeping Avith the character of Peter. Probably, however,

the ambitious request proceeded from the mother, who saw herself

reflected in the exalted fortune of her sons. In the case of the two

disciples, the whole may have taken a purer form, inasmuch as it is

possible that the leading motive which swayed their minds in mak-

ing the request may have been this, that they might enjoy in time

to come the same privilege of nearness to the Lord, which we

know (at least in the case of John) to have been the sweetest

comfort of their lives. (Compare the introduction to John, § 1.)

Again the language " one at thy right hand, and one at thy left"

(etf eK 6e^lC)Vj elg tf evcovvfion'), strikes us with surprise, and half

tempts us to suppose that it refers to some special idea involved in

the Jewish conceptions of the Messiah, of which, however, there is

not found the slightest trace.* Kather does the expression denote

merely (according to the general analogy which is everywhere to be

met with, that with great men and princes he whom they honour

sits next them) the highest prerogatives, and the influence founded

on them. Without doubt the vain mother had formed the opinion,

and by means of it had incited her sons, that the inauguration of

the Messianic kingdom was about immediately to take place (Luke

xix. 11). Jesus they considered as the Sovereign and possessor of

that kingdom, and, therefore, falling at his feet, they requested of

him the highest places of honour.

Ver. 22, 23.—The most difficult point of all, however, is the cir-

cumstance that this enquiry, which seems to proceed from a ma-

terialistic view of what was said at Matth. xix. 28, is not rejected

by our Lord. For at first the Saviour merely brings forward the

difficulties which had to be overcome before they could attain such

places of honour ; and when the disciples, with child-like simplicity,

declared themselves willing to encounter all conflicts, our Lord does

not deny that, as a general truth, there were such places of honour

to be had, nor that these places were accessible to them, but he

merely declares that the Messiah cannot bestow them ; that it is

God who gives them to those for whom it is prepared {olg riToiiiaarai).

From the turn thus given to the discourse, it is true, one may con-

* "Wetstein ad. loc. cites from the Midrasch Tehillim, the passage, futurum est, ut Deus

summe benedictus faciat regem Messiam sedere ad dextram suani et Abrahamum ad

sinistram suam. Here, however, the Messiah appears as Himself sitting on the right

hand of God, but notliing occurs in the passage respecting two diflferent persons who are

to sit at the rignt and left of the Messiah.
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elude with some probability that the Saviour meant to intimate

that these places of honour were not intended for them, but the sur-

prising thing is, that this was not declared to them in the most posi-

tive manner ; that they were not told that there did not exist any

such places of honour in the kingdom of God ; and farther, that the

opinion seems to be favoured that such places really existed. To
this it must be added, that in what immediately follows, Jesus

speaks of the g^^eat and ihQ first in the kingdom, as at Matth. v. 19.

But as the Saviour at the same time, ver. 22, says to the disciples

" Ye know not what ye ask" (oim oldaTs ri aheXade), he evidently

blames the position they had assumed. This surprising combination

of censure and of remarks coinciding with the ideas of the disciples,

finds its solution in what follows (v. 24-27). Here we have merely

to speak of the figures under which the Saviour sets forth the con-

flict by which the attainment of glory in the kingdom of God must

be preceded. In regard to this struggle as applicable to himself

personally, our Lord had spoken immediately before. A bright

contrast to this conflict is presented by tlfb joyful view of the

coming glory. " The flesh would always be glorified before it is

crucified ; it would rather be exalted before it is humbled," says

Luther. Now, first, as regards the state of the text, the figure of

baptism {pd-rTTLoim) in Matthew has without doubt been interpolated

from Mark. For, Mark in this instance, again (as also ex. gr. ix.

45, seq.), has given a fuller report of the discourse, without, how-

ever, adding to it any ideas peculiar to himself ; his important ad-

ditions belong almost entirely to a fuller statement of the facts

(compare on the text of Matthew the N. T. by Griesbach-Schulz ad

loc). The figure of the cup (ttotijqlov = o'o), which is common to

both, denotes in the Old Testament already (Isa. li. 22), punish-

ment, sufferings, and the fundamental idea is assuredly that of a

cup of poison to be drunk.* In the New Testament (Matth. xxvi.

42) the Saviour describes his sufierings as a bitter cup given him
by the Father. The figurative expression (idnria^a added by Mark
(compare on Matth. iii. 11), involves at once the idea of a painful

submersion (a dying in that which is old), and also of a joyful rising

(a resurrection in that which is new), as Eom. vi. 3, seq. shews.

Such a path of sufiering, in order to his being made perfect (Heb.

V. 8, 9), our Lord declared (Luke xii. 50) stood as yet before him-
self. According to the living corporate union, however, which sub-

sists between our Lord and his people, as they have part in the glory,

so likewise in his sufferings, and only where these latter really take

effect, can they look forward to the former (Rom. viii. 17, 2 Tim,

* Perhaps it might also be referred to a bitter drink of healing medicine, in which

case the figure would combine the idea of what was unpleasant with what was at the

same time salutary.
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ii, 11, 12). To this connexion our Lord calls their attention, in

order to awaken them to a sense of the magnitude of those condi-

tions under Avhich alone the glory of the kingdom can be attained.

When the disciples, however, on being asked dvvaode melv to ttot^-

piov ; can ye drink the cup ? reply dwdneda, toe can, it is by no

means to be supposed that they misunderstood the words of Jesus,

and took them in a good sense {noTTJQiov as meaning the cup of joy

—pdnrtofia the washing out of the hand-bason of the king, according

to Von Meyer's view ad loc. The very form of the question can ye

drink ? must at once render such a misunderstanding impossible.

Undoubtedly they rather meant to express their determination to

follow the Lord through all difficulties. Nor are we to consider

this declaration as a thing wholly perverse and sinful ;
Jesus ac-

cepts it and draws from it further deductions ; the heart of the

disciples was really sincere, and they were in earnest in their in-

tention to follow him ; they were only wanting in a correct insight

into the greatness of the sin which still existed within them, as

well as into the greatness of the struggle in which they were to be

engaged. Their declaration " We are able," therefore, unquestion-

ably expresses a strong feeling of self-righteousness, otherwise they

would never in such a conflict have trusted in self.

Ver. 24, 25.—The ten other disciples who probably were absent

during the scene (ver. 20), were offended at the two brothers when

they heard of their request, their envy being undoubtedly excited

by the circumstance that James and John had wished to be exalted

above them. For this reason. Jesus assembled them (the ten around

him (TTpoanaXeadnevog avrovg), and without uttering one word of

direct reproof, spoke to them of exaltation in the kingdom of God,

as compared with earthly elevation, in order to make them aware

of the real nature of the former, and explained to them this char-

acter as applicable to himself (whom they all acknowledged as the

king of the " kingdom" they hoped for) in such a way that his dis-

course (ver. 28) returns to the point from which (ver. 18) it started.

According to this view, however, the following words appear to be

not so much a rebuke addressed to the two, as a didactic discourse

addressed to the ten. But, as was already remarked, the idea of a

special exaltation and glory in the kingdom of God is not in the

least condemned, but is acknowledged as correct. For, the com«

parison of the ap%ovre^, rulers, and [leyaXot, great, has positively no

meaning, if it was intended that there should be no TzgCdroi, first,

and fieydXoi, great, in the kingdom of God. Their existence is ob-

viously taken for granted by our Lord—only a contrast is drawn

between the dominion and authority (KaraKVQieveiv, Kare^ovaid^etv)

exercised in the world (compounds with Kara have often a bad

subordinate signification, for example KaTaronrjj Phil. iii. 2 ; Kara-
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KVQLevta occurs again at 1 Peter v. 3, in the same sense in

whicli it does here ; and it is only in appearance that it bears

another meaning at Acts xix, 16. Kare^ovaid^eLv does not again

occur in the New Testament), and the diaKovog and dovXog elvac,

being a minister and servant, which prevails in the kingdom

of God. From the parallel thus drawn, however, we can explain

the obscurity which attaches to the connexion of the Kedeemer's

whole discourse. Amidst the relations of the present state {alibv

ovTog), dominion rests on physical force, and the advantage of

it is found in the subjugation of others, and the service rendered

by them. In the " Idngdom" all pre-eminence rests on love and

truth, and love teaches us to serve others, not to procure service to

ourselves. But inasmuch as love is the mightiest power, so that

love which shews itself in its highest perfection as ministering and

dying, overcomes everything, and in union with the Son of love, all

those who open their heart to its influence rule in the power of it.

But, as the susceptibility to its influence varies in difierent indi-

viduals, the ruling power naturally exists at the same time in dif-

ferent degrees, which, however, are dependent on the call of the

Father (olg 'qroi^aarai vnb rov irarpog), not on the arbitrary will of

man. Thus the disciples were not in the wrong in assuming that

there were steps and degrees of approximation to the Lord, and in

the extent to which men were partakers of his living power ; but,

on the contrary, that something of this kind must be supposed, is

at once shewn by the relation in which Christ stood to his disciples

on earth, inasmuch as the Seventy wer§ further removed from him
than the Twelve, and among these again three (Peter, John, and

James) stood the nearest to him, while only John rested on his bosom.

And precisely similar are the results of experience in regard to the

different degrees of efficiency in the different members of the church.

Thus an Augustine, for example, by the power of the truth, exer-

cised a predominant influence over whole centuries, such as millions

of believers never possessed. The mistake of the disciples consisted

rather in confounding the character of earthly and Divine authority.

The former, owing to the sinfulness of human nature, is combined

with oppression and slavery ; the latter brings in its train a blessing

for all who yield themselves to its influence. But, in order to be

delivered from sinful self-will, which often knows how to assert its

power even under the form of spiritual influence, man needs first to

be thoroughly humbled, and to pass through that baptism of suffer-

ing, in which the old man is wholly given over to death. The new
man thence arising, who belongs to the kingdom of God, can in that

case, according to the measure of his calling, have dominion, i. e.

exercise spiritual influence, without falling into the danger of as-

suming a worldly domination {KaraKvgiEvuv). The Saviour places
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before his followers the pure image of such a holy, self-sacrificing,

lowly ministering love for their imitation ; intimating that in it

alone lies his royal might and power ; and that his kingdom was
only to be built up in such a way that its members should bear

within them the same love, and in the exercise of it should vanquish

and gain over for that kingdom the hearts of men.

Ver. 28.—In the remarkable verses* which conclude this con-

versation, the Saviour represents himself, in the first place, as the

pattern of his disciples, so that, according to the principle, " the

disciple is not above his Lord," as laid down at Matth. x. 24, the
diaicovrjoai, ministering, must form the character of all the sincere

disciples of Jesus, but the 6iaKovr]9~]vai, being ministered to (accord-

ing to ver. 25) must be dissociated from them as something belong-

ing to the world. The Divine dominion is one which only gives,

and never, like that of the world, one which demands. The idea

which immediately followed this general sentiment, viz., "and
to give his life a ransom for many," {koX dovvai ttjv \pvxiiv avrov

XvTgov dvrl ttoAAwi-), stands so connected with the preceding con-

text, that one may easily fail to find in it a statement of the dis-

tinctive peculiarity of the death of Jesus, its atoning and vicari-

ous nature. For, while, in the life of believers, there can be found
something analogous to the ovic 7]X0e 6LaKovr]dT]vat dXXa 6iaKov?iaai,

he came not to minister, hut to he ministered to, this does not

appear to be the case with the giving his life (ipvxrjv dovvai)^ if it

be viewed as a vicarious death ; and since, in the parallel drawn
between Christ and his people, not the slightest hint is given that

the resemblance is confined to the former, and does not extend to

the latter, one might be led to the erroneous conclusion, that we
are to vi^w the death of Jesus here merely as the climax of the mi?i-

istering, and consequently to say that the words merely mean that

every believer, as a member of the kingdom must (just as Christ did)

sacrifice his individual life to the general body. Besides, as the synop-

tical gospels (with the exception of Matth. xxvi. 28) do not contain

any other similar declaration in Christ's own words, impartiality re-

quires from us the confession, that this passage, taken by itself, can-

not prove the doctrine of Christ's vicarious death, especially as the

same expressions here used to describe it, may denote any kind ofdeath
in the way of sacrifice. (Comp. Jos. ii. 14, Joseph, de Maccab. c. vi.

Wetstein ad loc. has collected other passages from profane writers.)

But if the doctrine be elsewhere proved (comp. on Kom. iii. 21,

seq.) then the passage assuredly acquires a high significance, inas-

* The Codex D has here also a bug passage added, -which is transcribed at some
length from Luke xiv. 7, seqq., but which cannot in any case be considered as belonging

to the text in Matthew.
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mucli as it lays down, in the words of our Lord, the germ of the

apostolic doctrine. For, the structure of the words is obviously

such, that the doctrine of our Lord's vicarious death may he indi-

cated in them. The single point that can be urged in opposition,

is the idea above-mentioned, that the "giving his life" is not at all

different from the " ministering," and as surely as the latter is ap-

pointed for all, so must the same view be taken of the former, which

assuredly cannot be said of Christ's atoning death.* To maintain

that in the latter words something which peculiarly and exclusively

refers to Christ is placed alongside of that which is applicable to

others, in such a way that the passage must be translated, " As the

Son of Man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, so

ought ye also willingly to serve ; but, besides, the Son of Man has

given up his life as an atonemeut for many, which is altogether in-

applicable to you," such a supposition would have perhaps no claim

to our assent. But the circumstance that Jesus himself rarely brings

forward that which is specific in the nature of his own death (comp.

neverthele s on John iii. 14 ; vi. 51 ; x. 11 ; xii. 24), arises from

this, that any statement of it in a doctrinal form might easily have

been misunderstood ; for, amidst the bulk of the people, the Old

Testament notices of a suifering Messiah, though not certainly

wholly misapprehended, were yet thrown very much into the back-

ground, and the apostles, on the whole, shared in these views.

(Compare Hengstenberg on the Suffering Messiah, in his Christology

of the Old Test. p. 25^, seq.) As it was not in general, therefore,

the peculiar work of Christ to communicate dogmas, but rather to

implant in men's souls the element of a heavenly life, to impart to

them a spirit of truth, from which all eternal verities were unceas-

ingly to be developing themselves anew, so he gradually and with

wisdom led his disciples forward, in order that, after his atoning

death, they might be enabled to receive such a spirit. Hence the

entire form of his earlier ministry bears a legal colouring ; Jesus

was as it were his own prophet, and led men gradually to himself,

the heavenly Christ. Of what importance would abstract state-

ments as to the death of the Purest Love have possibly been to

those men who were as yet unable to perceive the very nature of

Buch love ? Not until the death of that love itself had revealed to

their hearts that glow of life which dwelt in him, did they under-

stand that the death of the Lord from heaven could be nothing else

than atoning^ the death of the second Adam could be no other than

vicarious. As regards, finally, the individual details of this impor-

tant passage, we must in the first place view the expression "giving

his life" (dovvaL i>vxip') as denoting, according to John x. 18, a free-

will offering. The use of the term ipvx^j here, however, is of iranor-

* Compare the passage 1 John iii. 16, to which the same thing exactly applies.
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lance, as distinct from nvevna, spirit. For, although the meaning life

is here applicable, yet that life is to be regarded as concentrated in

the sold (}}>vxv)) ^^^ this (which is to be viewed in its connexion

with the body and its blood) appears as the special object offered in

the sacrifice (comp. on Luke xxiii. 46). The term /Ivrpov, ransom,

as applicable to the ipvxij of Jesus, occurs only here ; it points to a

bondage (^dov^Eta), which is in this way (by the giving up of the

soul) to be discharged. Hence the term Xvrpov implies the idea of

what is precious (1 Peter i. 18, 19), by which that of highest value,

immortal human souls, for whose deliverance no earthly thing

sufficeth, might be saved. In the ideas there lies a strong Oxymoron.

The Sovvat '^vxijv, on the part of the Saviour, lays the foundation

for the Xajifidveiv or the acoc^ecv rag ipvxag rCov dvdgo)TX(j)v. (The word

XvrpoVj however, although the substantive occurs only here [at 1

Tim. ii. 6, there is dvrlXvrpov]^ lies at the foundation of all the

various expressions used in Scripture for the atoning work of

Christ. The term most commonly used by Paul is d-noXvrpoioig
;

the simple Xvrpi^aig, besides Luke i. 68, ii. 38, occurs also at Heb.

ix. 12 ; XvTp(0T7]g only at Acts vii. 35 ; XvTpoco at Luke xxiv. 21
;

Titus ii. 14 ; 1 Peter i. 18.) The preposition dvri, instead of, for,

here used, occurs, only in this j)assage, and at 1 Tim. ii. 6, in the

word dvTtXvrpov. That which most usually, and especially in the

language of Paul, denotes the relation of Christ's death to mankind,

is the word virtp, on behalf of, for (Luke xxii. 19, 20 ; Kom. v. 6,

8 ; viii. 32 ; 2 Cor. v. 14, 15 [here it is most obviously equivalent

to dvTL\) Titus ii. 14 ; 1 Tim. ii. 6 ; 1 Peter ii. 21 ; iii. 18 ; iv. 1;)

but irepi, concerning., also occurs (Matth. xxvi. 28 ; Mark xiv. 24

;

Gal. i. 4 ; Kom. viii. 3), and even 6id, on account of, (1 Cor. viii. 11.)

It is undeniable that from the use of these prepositions nothing

absolutely decisive can be deduced in support of the doctrine of a

vicarious atonement, inasmuch as ^hey may be translated for the

henefit of, for the advantage of. On the supposition, however, that

this doctrine is elsewhere proved, [particularly by the idea involved

in Xvrpov and XvTQ(,)aLg'\ it is equally impossible not to see, that the

prepositions which are used do not exclude this idea. Especially

the most obvious and common sense of dvri, is over against i. e.

in the case of valuation, instead of, instar (comp. Homer II. ix.

116, 117, dvTL vv TToXXoJv Xau)V iarlv dvijp ovre Zeijg Kvjpt ^tA/jag., i. e. one

is instead of many, he outweighs them, replaces them), and for the

use of vTT^p, as equivalent to dvri, comp.* 2 Cor. v. 20, vntp Xpiarov

TTpeajSevoi^iev.—Finally, as respects the use of 'noX?Mv in this passage,

and which is found also at Matth. xxvi. 28, Mark xiv. 24 (while at

1 Tim. ii. 6, there stands 'ndv-cjv)^ the passage, Eom. v. 15, 18, 19, is

particularly instructive, for both expressions are there interchanged.

We may say, that while 7Tdvro}v points to the Divine intention,
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ttoXacov refers to the result. As respects Ms love, Christ died for all,

although the power of his death, in point of fact, only falls to the

lot of many (compare farther details at the passages referred to).

§ 4. The Healing of Two Blind Men in Jekicho.

(Matth. XX. 29-34
;
Mark x. 46-52 ; Luke xviii. 35-43.)

The connexion of the narrative in this Evangelist, as given at

Matth. xix. 1, seems here to be interrupted, hut only to he again

immediately resumed. It is only some purely historic notices which

come between, in order to carry forward the thread of the narrative,

and transfer the scene to Jerusalem. And since Luke also inserts

the account of the following cure as occurring at the same period of

time, we are bound to suppose that it stands here in its right chro-

nological position. The incident, moreover, presents nothing at all

peculiar, for which reason no farther remarks seem called for on the

occurrence itself. Mark has in this instance also (x. 46, 49) pre-

served his character for close attention to details, by adding cer-

tain pictorial touches, and giving even the name of the blind man.

Kespecting the differences between the accounts in the various

gospels, in that Matthew and Mark, contrary to the statement of

Luke, transfer the cure to Christ's departure from the city ; while

Mark and Luke, on the other hand, contrary to the statement of

Matthew, mention only a single individual as cured, I may refer to

the remarks offered in the Introduction, § 8. Every attempt to re-

concile the conflicting narratives, wliether by supposing that there

were two cures, one on his entering, and another on his leaving the

city, or by assuming that only one man is mentioned, inasmuch as

one spoke for both, carries with it something unhistorical. [?] But
their very differences on such immaterial points shew the genuine

historical character of the gospels, and so far from detracting from

their character in a higher point of view, they exalt it. Their

agreement in every little trait would have been the surest means of

awakening suspicion. Farther, it is most probable that Mark, so

scrupulously exact in such minor circumstances, gives, on the whole,

the correct account, so that Luke rightly agrees with him in men-
tioning one blind man. Only we must follow Luke in regard to the

circumstapce, that the occurrence took place when Christ was
entering into Jericho. His minute accuracy in this part of the

narrative, and the circumstance that there immediately (xix. 1. seq.)

follows another incident also belonging to the entrance into the city,

makes this view by far the most probable.
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§ 5. Christ's Visit to Zaccheus.

(Luke xix. 1-10.)

Here again do we find Luke sedulously advancing, and giving

yet another incident from our Lord's stay in Jcriclio, which stands

closely connected with those relations which the Evangelist has

mainly in view in this section of his gospel. Jesus turns aside in

Jericho to the house of a publican despised by the Pharisees (comp.

Luke xix. 5, 6), and this unexpected favour so seizes on the mind of

the upright man, that an entire change is wrought on him. This

abode of Christ with Zaccheus forms a contrast to His presence in

the house of the Pharisee (Luke xiv. 1, seqq.), which remained un-

blessed to him, because he was destitute of the disposition to receive

the blessing, and in his pride did not believe that he was honoured

by the visit of Jesus, but rather supposed himself to have rendered

some great service to the Saviour. Zaccheus, on the other hand, in

the feeling of his own misery, was deeply ashamed that the Holy

One did not think it beneath Him to come under his roof. What
the Pharisees, therefore, by their legal preaching and their strict ex-

clusiveness, had been unable to do, is here seen effected by the

power of grace, which condescends to the miserable. The visit to

Zaccheus is an anti-Pharisaic demonstration exhibited in actual

fact ; and as a fact it makes a deeper impression than abstract doc-

trinal statements.

Ver. 1, 2.—The city of Jericho lay near Jea-usalem (at the dis-

tance of 150 stadia), for which reason the entry into the capital is

narrated directly at Matth. xxi. 1, seq. The city itself ('^H'''^^) is ex-

tremely ancient. The Hebrews found it in existence when under

Joshua they took possession of the land of Canaan, Its palms

and balsam gardens made it famous, and brought it trade
;

for this reason an aQxt-reXoJvrig, chief-publican had his seat there.

The name ZaKxaToq occurs again at 2 Mace. x. 19, it corresponds to

the Hebrew •'sr, from "^s!, to be pure, and is frequently interchanged

«vith •'ST (comp. Gesenius in Lex).

Ver. 3, 4.—The desire of Zaccheus to see Jesus was, to be sure,

apparently external, but that it had a deeper origin in his soul is

proved by the following narrative. Zaccheus is in so far a most ap-

propriate representative of an honest though outwardly manifested

desire after the Saviour, which, as such, bears within itself a deeper

germ, and according to the grace of the Lord which has awakened
it, will yet find its full satisfaction. (JllXtKia here means stature

—

size of body, comp. Matth. vi. 27.

—

I,vKO(iopm = avtcdiiivog, comp.
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Luke xvii. 6. The MSS. vary mucli in tlie form of the noun ; we

find also oviconcopmv, ovKOHio^aiav, avKOiwpaiav,^

Ver. 5, 6.—If Jesus addresses Zaccheus, and asks him for lodg-

ing, it does not follow necessarily that we are to conclude that he

had received reports or information which had made him acquainted

with his character. " Christ needed not that any should testify of

a man, for he knew well what was in man" (John ii. 25). It is still

possible certainly that our Lord knew of him ; only we must not

suppose that he had heard a good account of him ; for the very point

of the narrative lies in this, that the Saviour went in to lodge with

the ddlKoig, unjust (comp. ver. 10, to dnoXoiXog) , which is a great

ofience to the Sucaioic;^ Just. Thus the aim of this engaging narra-

tive is to set forth by facts the condescending love of the Redeemer,

which impels him to go down into the lowest depths in order to

bring up with him the lost. In Zaccheus is represented that lowly

humiliation through the feeling of sin, which makes him regard him-

self as excluded from the communion of the saints. But it was this

true feeling of repentance which made him susceptible to those

higher powers of life which Jesus brought him.

Ver. 7, 8.—Those in whom the Pharisaic feeling prevailed, could

not bear the intercourse of the Messiah with sinners, and muiTuured.

The idea of a/mprwAof, sinner, therefore, is not to be restricted here,

not to be referred merely to his rank and connexions in life, but, as the

following context shews us, is to be taken in a personal sense. Schlei-

ermacher, however (on Luke, p. 238), supposes most justly that the

declaration of dissatisfaction and the vows of the publican were not

uttered till the morning of Christ's departure. The conversations

between our Lord and Zaccheus, which must be supposed to have

taken place, would, in that case, better account for his promises, and

especially what follows will find a much more close connexion through

the expression dicov6vTO)v avriov ravra, as they heard those things

(xix. 11). Finally, the words of Zaccheus express first the feeling

of thankfulness for the mercy which had been shewn him, and next

the feeling of penitence and the acknowledgment that he was bound

as much as possible to make reparation for his sins. The assump-

tion that the declaration el nvog n tav/cocpavTrjaa, k. t. A., if I have

defrauded any man, &c., is an expression of his righteousness, and

of his having a good conscience, would conduct us wholly to the

standing-point of the Pharisees. It is rather an acknowledgment

of guilt.--' (As to KaraXvix), compare Luke ii. 7 ; ix. 12.—On ovaocjiav-

Tt'w see at Luke iii. 14.)

Ver. 9, 10.—On these feelings of true repentance and grateful

reciprocal love, the Savtour founds the saving (aG)Trjpia) of Zaccheus

* "If I have defraudod any one," &c., is a oommou Greek idiom for "whomsoever I

have defrauded."—[K.
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and tKose belonging to him (in so far as through his conversion the

principle of a higher life was introduced into the entire house, all

whose members were brought into contact with it), to which as a

descendant of Abraham, he had the most immediate title (compare

on Matth. x. 6). This is brought forward in contrast with the con-

duct of the Pharisees in despising those persons who, by the circum-

stances of their lives, had been entangled in manifold sins ; and

finally, the very object of the sending forth the Son of Man is made
to consist in this compassionate exercise of love towards those who
had become subject to perdition (dTru>Xeia). This compassionate

love effects as well the comm ncement of the higher life {^r]T'7joai) as

its accomplishment ((rwaat), so that all is its work (comp. on Matth.

xviii. 11 ; ix. 12, 13).

§ 6. The Parable of the Talents.

(Lukexix. 11-28; [Matth. xxv. 14-30.])

The following parable is here so expresslyjoined to the historical

connexion by definite historic data (dKov6vri,iv avruv^ ver. 11, and
eliribv ravra tTTopevero tjxnpoadev^ ver. 28), and has besides in its con-

stituent parts so distinct a reference to the prominent circum-

stances, that we cannot doubt that it stands here in its proper place;

There is, to wit, conceived in the parable a twofold relation of the

ruler, on the one hand, to his 6ovXol^ servants (ver, 13), and, on the

other, to his citizens (noXXrai). Each of these finds its separate de-

velopment and its peculiar application. The servants represent the

apostles and disciples, the citizens the Jewish people. In the case

of the former their faithfulness or unfaithfulness to the trust com-
mitted to them is praised or blamed ; in the case of the latter their

disobedience to their rightful Lord is punished. The idea, how-
ever, which is brought forward as connecting these two relations is

this (ver. 11), that they (avrovg being used as comprehending both

the disciples and the people) were expecting the revelation of the

Messianic kingdom immediately (7rapa;tp'//**) on his arrival at Jeru-

salem. Without denying that such a revelation would one day
take place, our Lord directs the minds of his disciples merely to the

future (ver. 12), and draws their attention to that which is most im-

portant, namely, to the great final reward which it will bring along

with it for all ; for the faithful servants fullness of blessing, but bit-

ter punishment for the unfaithful—a truth which carried with it a

solemn admonition for all the disciples, urging them to fidelity ; for

the rebellious citizens (by whom we are to understand the whole

Israelitish people, held under the power of Pharisaic influence and
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opposed CO the Lord) wrath and destruction (ver. 14, 27). Such re-

presentations were fitted to withdraw the attention of all from mere

externals to that which was internal, in order to prepare them for

receiving the right hlessing from the appearance of the Messiah.

But, inasmuch as Matthew (xxv. 14-30) has inserted the parable

into a collection of similitudes, which all have reference to the fu-

ture kingdom of God, we will consider it more closely in that con-

nexion, which will serve so greatly to explain its contents. True,

Schleiermacher (p. 239) has cast a doubt on the identity of the two

parables, but in my view without sufficient grounds^; for, first as

respects his remark that what is said of the hostile citizens who

would not have the Lord to reign over them forms the leading point

in the parable, and that it would not therefore have been left out

by Matthew, the manner in which the simiHtude is carried out by

Luke at once shews that this is a point of but subordinate import-

ance, {?'] for it is disposed of in two verses (ver. 14, 27). The Sa-

viour's great object was to shew the disciples that the Parousia (his

second coming) was not so near at hand ; it is only incidentally that

the uncalled accusers of the acts of the Messiah (xix. 7) have their

attention directed to what they must expect on his return, Mat-

thew, therefore, might properly leave out this incidental point,

which was of no importance whatever in his collection of parables

(Matth. XXV.), a collection intended solely for the members of the

" kingdom." But what Matthew has omitted might be left out

without in the least altering the essence of the parable. [?'] The

one relation represented as subsisting between the Lord and his

servants, by no means excludes another between him and the citi-

zens. There remains, therefore, only the single remark, that the

parable in Matthew would seem to be rendered extremely difficult

by the fact that all the servants in Luke receive equal sums, and the

faithful servants gain therewith unequal amounts, while in Matthew
they receive unequal sums, and gain therewith equal amounts.

Here I am certainly not unwilling to suppose that Luke has retain-

ed the original form of the parable, inasmuch, namely, as the men-
tion of ten servants is a point which harmonizes well with the ten

virgins (Matth. xxv. 1), and the equal division of the talents, un-

derstood as referring to that calling into the kingdom of God which

fell equally to the lot of all the disciples, and the furnishing of

them with power from above, which was essentially needful for it,

seems most appropriate to the great lesson primarily intended to be

taught (the faithful use of that which a man has received). But
the parable is in no respect essentially altered by the view given of

it in Matthew ; for if Matthew makes more to be bestowed on one,

and less on another, he thus merely adds the trait (by which, how-

ever, the similitude is not rendered adifierent one), that the powers
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bestowed on different individuals, for labouring in the kingdom of

God, are different ; but since less is demanded from those who are

less fully furnished, it comes to be, after all, essentially the same

thing. For, as respects the main point in the representation of the

servants, the contrast, namely, between the faithful and the unfaith-

ful, it is in the two accounts entirely the same. Hence I cannot

think (with Schleiermachcr, p. 240) that the Saviour had spoken

the parable in the simpler form of Matthew, and at a later period

repeated it in the more extended form of Luke. [This seems still

the most natural supposition. This special feature of the citizens,

when sufferings and death await Jesus, is absolutely essential. As
respects the " went" (i-opevO?], v. 12) the representation is drawn

from the political relations of the time. The Herodians journeyed

to Eome (t^V^wpai^) to obtain from the ruler of the world dominion

over one or another Tetrarchy, while (v. 14) the citizens of the

country sent an embassy after him (to the emperor) deprecating his

rule. Precisely thus had the Jews done with Archelaus (Jos. Ant.

xvii. 141). With these citizens Jesus compares the Jews who
would not have him for their king (comp. John xix. 15) ; hence he

must leave their land, and repair to the supreme Euler of the world,

to God, to receive from him an assignment of the kingdom, and then

return.]

B. SECOND SECTION.

Christ's Entry into Jerusalem and the Description of His
Ministry there.

(Matth. xxi—xxv ; Mark xi—xiii ; Luke xix. 29—xxi, 38

Although in this section it is easy to see that in all the three

Evangelists there is chronologically a movement in advance, inas-

much as everything here recorded (even according to the narrative

of Matthew) belongs to the closing period of our Lord's ministry,

and although the parallel relationship of the gospels, as mutually

supplementing each other, comes unmistakably into view
;
yet Mat-

thew even here is so far from renouncing the peculiar character of

his writings, that it can be most clearly discerned from the very

contents of this section. Matthew gives first (xxi. 1-16), an his-

torical introduction, but then proi3eeds to arrange his materials

under several general points of view, and, in particular, gives us

extended collections of our Lord's discourses and of his ])arables.

From xxi. 17—xxii. 46, he treats of the efforts made by the Pharisees
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and Sadaucees to lay hold of the Saviour, and the defeat of their

bold and vain attempts. At xxiii. 1-39, there follows an extended

account of our Lord's judgment on the Pharisees, addressed to his

disciples ; and finally, in the xxiv. and xxv. chapters, the section is

concluded by the discourses of Jesus in relation to his second com-

ins, and the various relations which men sustain to that event.

Now it is not to be doubted that in these different portions we have

only those discourses of our Lord which belong to the last days of

his ministry ; for it was only at that closing period that Jesus could

feel called on to express himself so freely on the subject of his re-

turn, and the topics connected with it ; only at that closing period

when the bitterness of the Pharisees had risen to the highest pitch,

is it possible to conceive such malicious attempts on their part, and

such strong declarations against them on the part of the Redeemer.

But assuredly we must not assume that everything given by Mat-

thew in this section was spoken precisely during the stay of Jesus

in Jerusalem; particular parts clearlybelonging to a somewhat earlier

time (comp. especially the parable at Matth. xxv. 14, seq. which is

given earlier by Luke xix. 11, seq. in a definite chronological connex-

ion.)* Meanwhile Mark, in this section, also still entirely preserves his

character ; he follows Matthew and Luke alternately, but endeavours

by exact description, and by preserving individual traits which had

escaped the others, to give life to the narrative.

As regards the chronology of this section, we here find again

little attention paid to it by Matthew. He seems indeed to wish

to connect Christ's entry (xxi. 1) expressly with his leaving Jericho

(xx. 29), but in what follows, all notices of the time when events

happen are cast into the back-ground, if we except his notice of the

retirement to Bethany and the return to Jerusalem (xxi. 17, 18.)

Passages, however, like Matth. xxii, 46, resume a form so general,

that, altogether apart from the contents of Matthew's statements,

and of the results drawn from a comparison of the other narratives,

it is clear that this Evangelist did not set out with the idea of fol-

lowing strictly the order of events and of discourses. The following

mention (xxiv. 1) of our Lord's retiring from the Temple is plainly

to be viewed merely as a connecting link to introduce the subsequent

discourse, so that we cannot from this infer that every thing which

precedes must have been spoken in the Temple. Not till Matth.

xxvi, 2, does the Evangelist give a fixed date (two days before the

Passover). With this date Mark (xiv. 1) agrees, as he does also in

connecting the entry into Jerusalem (xi. 1), with the leaving of

Jericho (x. 40). In regard, however, to the intervening topics, Mark

is more minutely exact than Matthew, inasmuch as he gives more

* Even Matth. xxvi. 6, seq., who is followed also by Mark, records the account of the

Bupper at Bethany, which we know from John xii. took place at an earlier jioriod.
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definitely the journey to Bethany and the return to Jerusalem (xl.

11, 15, 19, 27), and also arranges with greater care the individual

facts which occurred during these days. Luke on the other hand,

merely connects the entry of Jesus into Jerusalem, as Matthew and

Mark also do, with his presence in Jericho (xix. 1, 29), but beyond

this gives no more distinct chronological data, using only such gen-

eral forms of expression as iv [xia rCov i)fiepu)v t/cefVwi', in one of those

days, (xx. I*), and riyyi^^ t] iopTi) rCJv d^vnuv, the feast of unleavened

bread ivas approaching (xxii. 1), while Matthew and Mark in the

parallel passages definitely mention two days. Hence, without the

more detailed accounts of John, we should have remained entirely

in the dark as to the period of the solemn entry of Jesus into Jeru-

salem, and all that took place immediately before and after it.

For, according to John (corap. the remarks on Luke ix. 51), the

Saviour, after his journey to the feast of the dedication (in Decem-
ber), never returned back from Jerusalem to Galilee. He remained

rather in Peraea (comp. x. 22, 40), and came to Bethany (xi. 7) only

for the purpose of raising Lazarus. After that, however, our Lord

went to the city of Ephraim (xi. 54, it lay eight miles to the north

of Jerusalem), and was found again, six days before the Passover

(xii. 1), in Bethany, where they prepared for him a supper. On the

day following the entry into the city took place (xii. 12). True

according to the account of John also, many points still remain un-

determined, but this very circumstance renders it easier to reconcile

his narrative with that of the synoptical gospels. For, first, John
is entirely silent as to the length of Jesus' stay at Ephraim, as

well as in regard to the road by which he travelled thence to

Bethany. As the synoptical Evangelists merely record the whole

journey of Jesus in the most general way, and particularly as they

are silent as to the important events which took place at Bethany,

the conjecture already referred to above (at Luke ix. 51) is not im-

probable (comp. Tholuck on John xii. 1) that Jesus performed short

excursions from Ephraim, and even visited Jericho. (See the re-

marks on Luke ix. 51.) True, Avhen we read the synoptical gospels

by themselves (Matth. xxi. 1, Mark xi. 1, Luke xix. 29), the account

of the entry sounds as though our Lord had come from Jericho

direct to Jerusalem {ore i'lyyiaav elg 'lepoaoXvjm), particularly as,

according to Mark (xi. 11), the entry took place toward the evening

and Jesus, for this reason, set out immediately with the Twelve for

Bethany. But a positive contradiction to John is nowhere to be

* Dr. Paulushas to be sure been inclined to view tliis passage as containing tlie men-
tion of a definite date, understanding it to mean on tlio first week daj-, i. e., on tlie first

day after a Sabbatli (according to the analogy of lua tuv aa,3j3uTuv). But the addition

of iKELvuv, wliich, tliough wanting in the MSS., undoubtedly belongs to the text, at once

rendere it impossible for us to adopt this hypothesis, which on other grounds has nothing

in support of it. Nowhere do we find a week styled al iijiipai.
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traced ; he merely separates into its minor details what the others

shortly compress into a single expression, which, taken by itself, might

certainly be understood as implying that there had been no interven-

ing stay of Jesus in Bethany, but is more definitely determined by

John, if we suppose that Jesus went from Ephraim to Bethany,

taking Jericho in his way. For as to the time of day when the

entry took place, according to the account of John (xii. 12, on the

day after the supper), there is nothing which compels us to transfer

it to the morning, and we may therefore take the notice of Mark
(xi. 11), as a more definite explanation of the account of John, and

suppose that it took place in the evening. The subsequent narra-

tive of John loses its strict chronological character. For the first

time at xii. 36, he mentions a departure of Jesus (but not expressly

to Bethany), and at xiii. 1, he comes at once to the last supper.

Even the accurately marked expression, xii. 1, npb t^ rjfiepCJv tgv

rtdaxa, six days before tlie Passover, is again rendered indefinite by

the vagueness of the narrative, inasmuch as both the day of the

passover, and. also the day of the entry, may either be included in

the six days, or may be excluded. Still, however, it is in the highest

degree probable that the day of our Lord's arrival was the Sabbath;

that in the evening there was prepared for him at Bethany a solemn

Sabbath-supper, and then towards the evening of the following day

(John xii. 12), that is to say of Sunday, he held his entry into Jeru-

salem. There is thus, in my opinion, not the slightest ground to

suppose with Dr. Paulus (ad. loc), and with Schleiermacher (on

Luke, p. 240, seq.), that there was a twofold entry, the one on his

coming direct from Jericho to Jerusalem (which is supposed to be

recounted in the synoptical gospels), the second, the day after on his

coming from Bethany (which is recorded by John.)* For, even the

remark that the Saviour would surely have brought the ass on which

he made his entry with him from Bethany is without weight, for,

the indefinite expression et'ptov dvdpiov, finding an ass, at John xiL

14, is at once opposed to this idea ; and accordingly Matth. xxi. 1,

merely defines this finding, and remarks more exactly that the

ass came from Bethphage. In the accounts of Mark and Luke,

the conjoining of Bethphage and Bethany certainly seems to indi-

cate that the Evangelists had heard of a stay having been made by

Jesus at the latter place, with the details of which, however, they

were not acquainted.

* Lvicke also (corap. on John xii. 12) is opposed to the idea of a twofold entry

He mentions the additional fact (p. 338), that if we suppose the entry repeated on the

morning of the second day, no room would remain for the 6eIt:vov and visit, for, accord-

ing to Mark xi. 11, it was not till late in the evening that Jesus came to Bethany.
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§ 1. The Entry of Christ into Jerusalem.

(Matth. xxi. 1-11 ; Mark xL 1-10
; Luke xix. 29-44

;
John xiL 12-19.

Looking now to the Saviour as lie enters Jerusalem on his way

to that bitter death of the cross, which he knew with certainty was

there awaiting him (Matth. xvi. 21 ; xx. 18), the question naturally

su":o;ests itself : on what grounds did our Lord not refrain on this

occasion from going up to the feast ? On this point there is

enough to be gathered, even from the external circumstances, to

shew that the death of Jesus was no self-sought, refined act of

suicide. For, friends and foes, with equal earnestness, expected his

arrival—the former, in the hope of seeing him at last come forth

in the fulness of his glory ; the latter, in the hope of destroying

him, and exposing him as a false Messiah. To have stayed away,

therefore, must have appeared prejudicial to his work, and the con-

viction of this consequently must have impelled him to meet the

danger. The precept also of the Mosaic law, that all males should

on the high festivals appear in the Temple, must have caused Christ

to go to Jerusalem, unconcerned for the consequences which this

journey might bring upon him. (Ex. xxiii. 17.) But these ideas

are by no means sufficient to account for our Lord's giving himself

up to death, which his appearance in the midst of his embittered

enemies involved. According to his own distinct declarations, the

Saviour's death was voluntary (John x. 18, tyw ridr]iLi ttjv ipvxfjv nov

an' ijiavTov.) Acquainted with the Father's decree for the redemj)-

tion of men, Christ of his own free purpose entered into it, and

became obedient to the Father even unto death (Phil. ii. 8 ; Heb.

V. 8). His going to Jerusalem, therefore, cannot be viewed as

standing apart from the necessity of his death itself. According to

the predictions of the Old Testament, in which the everlasting

counsel of the Father was set forth (Matth. xxvi. 24 ; Luke xxiv.

26, 27, 46 ; 1 Cor. xv. 3), it was in this way that the Saviour was

to be made perfect for himself and for the Church. So long, there-

fore, as his hour (and the Father's) was, not yet come (Matth. xxvi.

45 ; Mark xiv. 41 ; John xii. 27; xvii. 1), he avoided all the machi-

nations of his enemies ; but when the previously announced will of

God (Luke ix. 31) was inwardly and certainly revealed to him,

Christ followed it with childlike obedience (not exerting his might

for his own deliverance, Matth. xxvi. 53, 54), and gave himself up

a ransom for many (Matth. xx. 28). The act of Jesus, therefore, in

going forward to that death which he looked for with certainty

in Jerusalem, is to be explained chiejQy from the relation in which

he stood to the will of the Father, which must by no means be re-
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garded as the will of a vengeful Being, who from mere caprice

selected the innocent as a sacrifice in the room of the guilty, but

assuredly as the righteous and holy will of the Father, who found

an everlasting redemption in the equal balancing of justice and
mercy, in such a way, that the righteous one^ placing himself, in his

free love, on the same footing with the unrighteous, did, by thus

going down to their level, bring them up to his own. The will of the

Father (as of pure love) therefore was equally the will of the Son,

and the struggle at Gethsemane (Matth. xxvi. 39) is merely to be

viewed as this will victorious in the Son's human nature—a will the

accomplishment of which was resisted by the powers of darkness.

Another and more difficult point in regard to this occurrence is

the solemn entry made by Jesus. By it the Saviour appears to have

awakened and nourished those earthly Messianic hopes which on

other occasions he combatted. The attempt to represent that entry,

however, as accidental, is excluded first by this consideration, that

it must have been so easy for our Lord to reach the city quietly and

unobserved, had such been his object. And in the next place.

Christian consciousness refuses to ascribe to accident so important

an act in the Saviour's life. The design of the narrators, moreover,

is obviously by no means to represent this transaction as having

taken place unintentionally ; its connexion with the prophecies of

the Old Testament (Matth. xxi. 5 ; John xii. 14) at once shews

that there was an intention to fulfil them. Certainly, however, it

is inconceivable that our Lord should have done anything merely

for the purpose of fulfilling a prophecy ; the fact must have some

demonstrable connexion with his person and ofiice, and thus the

prophecy itself rest on a deeper foundation. This foundation I find

in the whole ordering of our Lord's life on earth. Although he ap-

peared in poverty and humiliation, and although the Jews could

discover in him nothing of that external splendour with which they

conceived that the appearance of the Messiah would be surrounded, yet

even in his outward manifestations there were to be found indications

of Avhat his exalted dignity required. This very entry belongs to

the number of these indications, and it stands here as the type of

what he is one day to do in taking possession of the kingdom of God
in glory. Such a type our Lord intended it to be. The disciples

at a later period (according to John xii. 16) learned for the first time

the meaning of the act, and connected it in consequence with the

prophecies of the Old Testament.

As to the relation of the three narratives to each other, Mark
once more appears the most completfe and minute. He gives

us especially the acts of Jesus, subsequently to the entry, with

greater detail than Matthew, who, in his account of them, keeps

much more to generalities. True, however, the narrative of Mat-
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thew is enriclied by the reference to the Old Testament, which, in

the view of the two other Evangelists, was less significant. Luke
also has embodied (xix. 39-44) in his narrative peculiar traits which

must have originated with a close observer and near companion of

Christ. The passages from the gospel of John, which run parallel

to tliis and the following paragraphs of the section on which we are

engaged, will be explained here only in so far as they aid our under-

standing of the synoptical gospels,

Ver. 1, 2.—After the Saviour (according to John xii. 1, seq.)

had staid in Bethany, he went by way of Bethphage (nss n-a from

b'^'Djigs [Song ii. 13] which grew abundantly there) which was sita-

uated in the neighbourhood of Bethany, towards Jerusalem. (The

joining together of Bethphage and Bethany in Mark and Luke is a

loose statement, which seems to rest on the circumstance that the

Saviour had stopped also at Bethany, though certainly not during

his journey, which rather commenced from that place.) John's ac-

count, according to which the men came from Jerusalem to meet

Jesus, does not stand opposed to that of the synoptical gospels ; it

only delineates the scene more fully. Some might have accompa-

nied Christ from Bethany and Bethphage, while others came out of

the city to meet him. According to the representation of Matthew,

it admits of no doubt that the two disciples were sent into Beth-

phage, which lay at the foot of the Mount of Olives {"Opog rdv

iXuLGJv, Q^n-MH -iHj Zech. xiv. 4, was situated only a few stadia from

Jerusalem, and the road to Jericho lay over it) . Here our Lord
commanded them to bring him an ass, which they would find there

(John xii. 14 has the expression evpojv ovdpioi\ finding an ass, which

applies indeed to Christ himself, inasmuch as he says nothing of his

sending the disciples. [It is by no means natural here] to suppose

that an agreement concerning the ass had been previously entered

into by Jesus. The word tvpo)v, finding, used by John appears to

favour the supposition that the finding was accidental. The nature

of the transaction, and probably also the meaning of the narrators,

harmonizes better with that account of the matter, which supposes

that the Messiah on his entry found all that he needed placed to

his hand by Divine adjustment, and thus that there w^as no ante-

cedent agreement in the case. Certainly, however, we must suppose

those to whom the animal belonged were the friends of Jesus. Mat-
thew, closely following the prophecy (Zech, ix, 9), makes mention

of two animals ;* Mark and Luke allude only to the -wAov, colt,

adding, that it never had been rode upon. (Beasts that never had

been used were supposed to possess the character of being pure and

unblemished, for which reason they were carefully made use of for

sacrifices, Deut. xxi. 8.) From this addition it clearly follows that

L e., the foal which Jesus rode, and the mother beside whicli it had been fastened.
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it was this animal which was to cany our Lord ; the mother may
either have been led behind or have followed ; but in any case, we

may suppose that Matthew was quite right in his statement, that

two animals were brought.

Ver, 3-5.—The disciples were enjoined merely to mention our

Lord to the possessors of the animals, on which statement they

would at once be given up to them. (The expression 6 Kvpiog, the

lord, presupposes an acquaintance with the Saviour on the part of

the owners of the ass [comp. on Matth. xvii. 4]. Here, however,

the 6 Kvptog, although it has the article, is not to be taken in any

higher sense, inasmuch as ?)ncov is merely to be supplied.) Matthew

immediately adds, that this fact had already been mentioned in the

Old Testament. (The formula iva nXrjpojd/j, that it might hefulfilled,

has here assuredly, according to the vieio of Mattheiv, the literal

meaning of an intentional fulfilment. Compare on Matth. i. 22.)

The passage Zech. i>x. 9 stands in a remarkable proj)hetic connexion.

The Messiah is described (ver. 10) as the Prince of Peace to whom
the whole earth is subject, and in this character he makes his

entry into the Holy City—Jerusalem being viewed as the centre of

the spiritual kingdom. Although primarily the account of the entry

given by Zechariah appears merely figurative (inasmuch as the ass,

as the symbol of peace, stands contrasted with the horse, ver. 10, as

the symbol of war), yet the guiding hand of Providence loves to re-

produce such features with literal accuracy, mingling together things

the most exalted and the most minute with the boldest freedom and

most careful exactness. As regards the text of the quotation, Mat-

thew is found again dealing freely with the passage. The LXX.
translate almost literally from the Hebrew x^'^P^ ocpoSpa dvyarep 2ia)v,

K'^pvGoe dvyarep 'lepovaaXrjfi' Idoi) d (3aatXevg tpx^Tac ooi diKaiog, Koi

odj^ojv, avToq -ngavg Kol 8mf3e[3rjKd)g im. vrro^vycov kol ttcJXov veov. The

point to which Matthew gives special prominence respecting Jesu-s

is merely the irpavg, meek, in order to indicate the character of the

gracious dominion of his sceptre, which this whole entry symbolizes.

Along with the passage from Zechariah, however, Matthew seems

to have combined another from Isa. Ixii. 11, at least the words

Einare rfj dvyarpl lioov^ say to the daughter of Zion, are borrowed

from it.

Ver. 6, 7.—The act of bringing the animal itself is described by

Mark, according to his manner, in full detail ; he even observes the

way in which it was tied. (^K^Kpodog or dix(po5ov = pvixT], a street, a

road. In the New Testament it occurs only here.) The expression

also rivlg tCjv eksZ toTrjKoriov, some of those standing there, is marked by

vived outward portraiture. (Luke xix. 33 mentions several mas-

ters, perhaps they may have been sons of the possessor, who came

upon the apostles, and who, as such, may also have been called
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owners of the animal.) When they brought the animals to Jesus,

they spread (according to the Oriental custom, instead of a saddle)

their clothes upon one of them, and set Jesus on it. (In the text of

Matthew e-EKdOiaev, is certainly the right reading, but the account of

Luke [t-e,/3//3aaav rbv 'j7]aovi>] deserves doubtless the preference. In

this act of the people they plainly expressed their acknowledgment

of Jesus as the Messianic King.—The words tndvo) avriov, upon
them, by Matthew are merely a loose form of expression. The two

animals are viewed as taken together, and thus everything which

happened to one of them [ttwAov] is applied also to the other.)

Ver. 8-11.—This account of what was done around Jesus before

the commencement of the procession is followed by a description of

the exulting and triumphant joy which broke forth on the part of

the people. They sj)read their clothes on the road (2 Kings ix. 13,

as the token of an honourable reception), and scattered branches

along the way over which Jesus passed, (Instead of KXddoc, Mark
has oToi(3d6eg, from GToi(ir], copseivood, branches. John xii. 13 has

the more specific expression (idla tC^v ^olvlkuv, palm-hrancheSj

See ad loc.) At the same time, however, they received Jesus with

salutations addressed to him as the Messiah. (Luke xix. 37 accu-

rately describes the locality here [it was at the Kardfiaqi^ rov 6pov^

tCjv tAafwi'], and remarks that the miracles of Jesus were the sub-

ject of praise to God. Probably this remark refers primarily to the

raising of Lazarus, which according to John xii. 9, had attracted so

many to Bethany.) The words of salutation quoted here are taken

from a song of triumph* (from Ps. cxviii. 26) which refers typically

to the Messiah. (The '"'' hs ny-'c'in is translated by the LXX. avpLs

oojoov 6i]. Mark has carried out the expressions, inasmuch as he ap-

plies the word eyXoyrjiievog, blessed, also to the (SaciXeia, hingdomy
which is ascribed to David as representative of the royal dignity be-

longing to the Messiah [Ezek. xxxiv. 23, 24]. Luke entirely omits

the term daawd, hosanna, with which his readers were unacquainted.

The last clause is difficult

—

(hoawd iv rolg viphroig, hosanna in the

highest. It is best to understand it with Fritzsche as meaning that

the exclamation of hosanna is supposed to be transferred also to

heaven, in order to intimate that Jesus was also to be joyfully ac-

knowledged by the heavenly world.) That, however, which the fickle

multitude here praised in Jesus they within a few days denied that

they could find in him, after having been disappointed in the ex-

pected appearance of that outwardly glorious kingdom towards which
their carnal hopes Avere specially directed. The people were thus

to acknowledge and salute Jesus of their own free-will, as the Mes-
siah, in order that it might afterwards be said that they had rejected

their (acknowledged) King.

* As to this see the remarks on Matth. xxi. 42.

Vol. n.—10
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Luke xix. 39-44 relates other interesting traits of Jesus dunng
his entry. First he mentions a conversation with some Pharisees who,

even at this moment, when men were carried away and intoxicated

with joy, uttered certain cold reflections against the rejoicings of the

people (compare the entirely similar occurrence, Matth. xxi. 15, 16).

Full of chagrin that the people did homage to Jesus, they ventured

to ask Jesus himself to repress the shouts of those who hailed him

as the Messiah. [The manner of the demand manifestly involves a

threat. They represent it as a crime, a state offence, that he should

receive such homage.] Our Lord, however, here indirectly acknow-

ledges his own kingly dignity, inasmuch as he declares that it could

not be otherwise, and that he must, amid triumphant joy and the

free acknowledgment of his dignity, make his entry into the Holy

City. (From the reference of the Xidoi KeKQa^ovrai, the stones loill

cry out, to Hah. ii. 11, where the stones in the wall and the beams

are represented as speaking, it is to be taken literally, and explained

from proverbial usage. It is intended to set forth the necessity for

the loud expression of joy even on the part of minds the most inani-

mate, and thus to shew the importance of the moment.) Amidst

this general exultation, however, which the Saviour would by no

means interfere with, there yet mingled the silent tears of sadness

as, descending from the brow of the Mount of Olives, he looked on

the Holy City, the mother and the altar of the saints (Luke xiii.

,38). In spirit Jesus beheld that same people who now met him
with shouts of joy, opening their ears to the hostile influences of

the Pharisees, and, by trifling away the opportunity of salvation

which had come so near them, preparing for themselves a fearful

doom. In the lively contemplation of these violent contrasts—the

exulting salutation of the rejoicing multitude, and the approaching

murderous cry of crucify him— the peaceful repose of the city as it

lay spread out before his view, and the storms of war which were to

roll up towards its walls—the inclinations and needs of men for the

one side, and the power of darkness deciding them to take the oth^
—amidst such contemplations, feelings the most varied must have

filled the Saviour's soul. The relation in which the people stood to

himself specially implies the possibility of a free choice on their part

in Ms favour, because without such a possibility, neither the guilfc

which the people drew down upon themselves by rejecting the Lord,

nor their punishment, could have been applicable to them. True,

however, Christ puts their guilt here in the mildest form, when he

makes it consist in their not knoioing,^-' or in having their spiritual

yiews so darkened as not to perceive the full significance of the mo-

;nent. (At Acts iii. 17, 1 Cor. ii. 8, this want of knowledge is ex-

* Compare, however, on Matth. xxiii. 38, as to the connexion between the want of

viill and the want of knowledge.
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tended also to the rulers who crucified Jesus. But, this want of

knowledge and blindness must be viewed as itself imjjlying guilt,

inasmuch as it presupposes unfaithfulness in the use of the means
for enlightening the spiritual perceptions which God had so richly

put within the reach of the people. Peculiar to this passage is the

expression tv ry rjfiipa oov ravrrj, in this thy day, instead of which

there is given at ver. 44, Kaipbg r/jg EinaKom]^ gov, the time of thy

visitation. It expresses the idea that nations (as well as indi-

viduals) have in their advancing development moments, on the use

or neglect of which their condition, through long periods of time,

depends—periods of crisis, as it were, in which the decisive step for

good or evil is taken. Through the preceding periods certainly the

decision may have been rendered 2^'i'obable on the one side or the

other (as was the case here with the Jewish people), but everything

would fall under the dominion of stern necessity, should we main-

tain the absolute impossibility of its being otherAvise than it was.

The contest between the small number of noble minds amons: the

Jewish people and the great corrupt mass, was brought out to view

by the Redeemer appearing in the midst of them. While the former

attached themselves to the heavenly manifestation, and found in

him life and full enjoyment, the latter saw in it the annihilation of

their vain hopes and selfish plans. Instead of submitting to self-

denial, they offered up the Holy One in sacrifice, and thereby con-

summated at once their own destruction and the salvation of the

world. (As to tTnoKo-nri = n?pB comp. on Luke i. 68, 78.) As re-

spects the representation which our Lord gives, ver. 43, 44, of the

consequences of such unfaithfulness, and which he sets forth only

under their external aspect, they will be more fully considered on

the parallel passages, Matth. xxiii. 37 ; Luke xxiii. 27.

§ 2. The Fig Tree Cursed.

(Mark xl 11-14.)

In this and the two following paragraphs Mark shews himself

unmistakeably the more exact narrator as respects chronology. He
remarks (xi. 11) that the entry of our Lord took place towards even-

ing, and hence, after he had visited the Temple, he immediately re-

turned with the twelve to Bethany. Matthew, on the other hand,

places the driving out of the merchants and the cures (ver. 14) also

on the day of the entry, and not till after these does he recount with

Mark the departure for Bethany (ver. 17). The account of the

Messianic salutation which the children joyously repeated in the

Temple agrees, indeed, very well with the day of the entry, but not

less so with the following day. The exclamation of the children
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appears as the eclio of the people's exulting shout on the preceding

day. The unchronological character of Matthew, however, is

peculiarly conspicuous in his account of the withered fig tree. He
transfers, indeed, as does Mark, Christ's visiting the fig tree to the

morning of the day after the entry ; but the account of the marked

fulfilment of the curse pronounced by Jesus, and the conversations

on faith therewith connected, are immediately conjoined therewith,

while, according to Mark (xi. 19, 20), a whole day intervened.

From such inexactness, however, on the part of Matthew, we are

not to conclude that his statements are unreliable, and that the

apostolic origin of his gospel is improbable, but rather that his lead-

ing aim was not the description of things external, but the pour-

traying of Jesus and his labours under certain general points of

view. As was already observed above (on Matth. xxi. 1), these his-

toric topics which Matthew brings together in this section form only

an introduction to his lengthened account of the manner in which

our Saviour conducted himself towards his powerful adversaries.

Hastening on to this, he describes only in general terms those ex-

ternal circumstances which it is the proper object of Mark fully to

pourtray.

As respects the cursing of the fig-tree itself, the narrative of

Mark in particular, and the whole fact as it stands, presents cour

siderable difficulties. As regards, first, the account of Mark, there

is something remarkable in the expression, oh yap Jjv Kaipbg ovkoov^

for it vjas not the time offigs (ver. 13). For, if we refer the expres-

sion Kaigog ovicu)v to the time in which figs ripen, one does not see

how the Saviour, if the period generally had not arrived, should

have sought figs on the tree. And further, as the fruit of the fig

tree is produced earlier than the leaves, and as Mark expressly tells

us that he found only leaves, it appears that the season of figs {Kcupbg

ovKMv) must have arrived, for in a fruitful fig tree, if the leaves vsorc

already expanded, fruit might certainly have been expected, [As

it was not the time of figs, the tree should have had no leaves, which

generally appear after the setting of the fruit. Thus, looking at the

season of the year, there were indeed no figs to be expected, but other-

wise, looking at the individual habit of the tree, and its abundance

of leaves. The tree, as having leaves, had the appearance of ex-

traordinary fruitfulness, nay of a tree bearing fruit even before the or-

dinary season, and thus was a sad representation of Israel, which in

appearance displayed extraordinary legal righteousness, but in truth

bore no fruits of righteousness.] There is, however, still greater

difficulty involved in the fact itself It is not possible in any way

to see how our Lord could curse an unfruitful fig tree if we look at

the fact only externally. All our conceptions of the Saviour would

be deranged by supposing so unfitting an application of his
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rniraciilons power. But if we understand the expression fj-TjKtn Ik

oov elg Tuv alojva n7]Seig iiag~ov (pdyoi, let no man eat fruit, etc., as

simply a remark occasioned by the manifestly worthless nature of

the tree, then, first, the narrative would be aimless ; next, it is im-

possible to see how such a remark regarding things external could

give occasion to the subsequent instructions on faith (Mark xi. 22,

seq.) : to say nothing of the fact that such an exposition obviously

does violence to the text, inasmuch as, according to the view of the

Evangelist, the withering of the tree resulted from a special exer-

cise of the Saviour's power (ver. 2] , ?'/ avK~j, i]v KaT7]Qdao) E^Qavrat),

and amidst that heightened tone of holy feeling which the Redeemer
displayed in these latter hours of his life, it was impossible that

any observation so inane could find a place. In the delinea-

tion, therefore, of the Saviour's character, this fact can find a place

as a genuine trait only Avhen regarded as figurative. (See as to

the meaning and importance of many transactions, on Luke v.

1, seq.) As the great and decisive hour approached, the holy soul

of Jesus was occupied only with the sins of the ijcople, who at the

sublime moment, when all the longings and hopes of their fathers

stood fulfilled, remained blind and deaf to the revelation of his

glory. He, the Son of their Father in heaven, was come seeking

those fruits of true repentance, which the law ought to have pro-

duced, but he found them not. As the result of this unfruitfulness,

therefore, the penal sentence now took efiect after the tree had in

vain been cared for by the true Gardener (comp. on Luke xiii. 6)

—

it must now be rooted out. The whole of this rich combination of

ideas lies, as it were, embodied in the apparently insignificant fact

;

and thus understood, it becomes the symbol of our Lord's relation

to the people of Israel and their final doom, which in connexion

with the closing period of Christ's ministry is of unwonted signifi-

cance. Only on the supposition that such is the meaning of the

transaction do the Saviour's words, which according to Mark xi. 25,

26, immediately follow the fact, acquire an obvious pertinence.

§ 3. The Purification of the Temple.

(Matth. xxi. 12-16. Mark xi. 15-18. Luke xix. 45-48.)

As respects first the relation of the synoptical gospels here to

John (ii. 12, seq.), Liicke has come at last to maintain the identity

of the fact according to their and his narration. But the transfer

of an occurrence which took place at the commencement of Christ's

ministry to the conclusion of it, seems to me a thing so improbable,

that I could consent to it only in a case of extreme necessity. Such
a necessity does not seem to me to exist here. For, in the fi,rst
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place, granting that the narratives of Matthew and Luke are not in

this section minutely exact, we must yet all the more decisively

maintain that Mark records the occurrences of the several days

with the most scrupulous exactness. The narrative of the withered

fig tree is set before us so graphically that it can only have proceeded

from an eye-witness, and in the driving out of the money-changers,

he has traits so special (ver 16, 17), that they attest the genuine-

ness of his account. In a narrative such as this, such a mis-

understanding is not to be thought of In the second place, a

transaction such as this on the part of Jesus, both at the commence-

ment and the close of his ministry, so far from seeming extraordi-

nary, is in the highest degree appropriate. True, this transaction,

as well as the former, must be regarded not merely in its

external aspect, but as the symbol of our Lord's entire ministry.

Eegarded merely externally, the transaction must have the appear-

ance of being somewhat aimless ; for, though the dealers retired for

the moment from before our Lord, yet we can form no other sup-

position than that, when he withdrew, they again resumed their un-

holy traffic, since the priests did not oppose it. The whole occur-

rence, however, acquires an ideal significance if we view its external

aspect only as a type of the Lord's spiritual labours. "J^he purify-

ing of the house of God, in the spiritual sense of the word, was his

proper vocation, and this was symbolized at the commencement and

close of his labours, by the act of purifying the outer sanctuary.

The more special circumstance in John's account of the act (espe-

cially the TToidv (ppay^XXiov etc oxoivtuVj making a scourge, etc., as to

which the synoptical gospels are silent) may have had exclusive

reference to what the Saviour did at the first purification of the

temple, for it may be supposed that at the repetition of the act the

multitude at once yielded to the well-known Prophet.

As respects the transaction itself, however (whether it occurred

only once or oftener), in its connexion with the Saviour, the vio-

lence which it manifests may seem out of keeping with the gracious

character of Jesus. But precisely because love was completely and

truly exhibited in the Redeemer, for that very reason there was dis-

played in him as well its severity as its mildness. As the latter was
manifested toward the humble, so was the former towards the bold

and shameless ; and as here in deed, so in other passages in word
(Luke xix. 27, Matth. xxiv.) does our Lord express himself as one

who shall destroy the adversaries (comp. on John iii. 17, 18). The
circumstance, however, that the act of Jesus was effectual for the

external purification of the Temple—that for the time at least dur-

ing which he was present, the turmoil should have been silenced,

this is not, to be sure, to be necessarily explained by any special

exercise of our Lord's miraculous power, but from the fact that hr
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was himself a miglity miracle. Liicke (part i. p. 536) has well ex-

posed the utter vanity of the attempt which has been incidentally

made to refer this transaction of Jesus to the so-called right of

zealots. There remains in explanation of the fact only the charac-

ter of the Saviour himself. As Jesus by his word, and by the holy

impression of his character, disarmed the band (John vii. 46, xviii.

6) so by his holy anger he drove the unholy men from the precincts

of the Sanctuary.

Ver. 12.—The so-called outer court of the heathen, consisting of

a wide-paved space in front of the proper outer court, formed the

scene of this transaction. In this space the sellers of animals for

sacrifice, and the money changers, had erected their booths (n'i\5h),

and thus transferred the turmoil of worldly traffic into the immedi-

ate neighborhood of those who were engaged in prayer. (YLoXXv^^ia-

rrjg from KoXXvjSogj small coin, change, and then an agio or exchange.

John ii. 14 has KepfiaTtaT/jg from K^pfia, small coin, change. Both
ex2)ressions are parallel to that commonly used, viz. to TQarT.%t.Ti]gj

and occur in the New Testament only in this narrative.) Mark xi.

16 gives in addition the special circumstance that vessels {aaevog)

were carried hither and thither probably for the accommodation of

the sellers, and that this our Lord also prevented.

Ver. 13.—All the three Evangelists equally unite in giving,

along with this act of Jesus, a reference to two passages of the Old
Testament, viz. to Isa. Ivi. 7, and Jer. vii. 11, Although the na-

tural contrast implied in these passages is so great as easily to have

impressed itself on the memory, yet so minute an agreement in the

twofold quotation must be held to prove that the difi'erent narratives

are founded on one and the same original account. Only Mark
gives the words of Isa. Ivi. 7 somewhat more fully, inasmuch as he

has included also the expression -naai roTg tdveaiv^for all nations. Even
Matthew also, in bringing forward these passages, has not applied to

them his usual formula iva 7rA?/pwO?7, that it might he fulfilled, and
hence we are not to suppose that the words had any special reference

to those circumstances which arose in the time of Jesus. They merely

oppose the ideal meaning and design of the Temple to the bold

abuse of that design as brought about at earlier and later periods

by sin (as to icaXeloOac, see on Luke i. 32.)

Ver. 14-16.—Even in the Temple does Jesus still continue his

healing labours, dispensing blessings so long as he could during his

appearance on earth, and by his efforts bestowing life on those who
did not set themselves in opposition to the blessed influence which

went forth from him. But here Matthew begins to bring forward

the fact, that it was the Pharisaic party which shewed itself en-

tirely hardened against all holy impressions. (Only here in the

New Testament are the works of Jesus termed davfidoLa = n'.NVDs.)
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The account of the continuous assaults of this party on our Lord,

forms the leading topic of the whole subsequent narrative of Mat-

thew. It is here related, first, how the Pharisees (just at the

entry of Jesus, Luke xix. 39), sought to silence the Messianic shout

of welcome which the children in their simple joyousness were rais-

ing, as an echo to that cry of the multitude that had now died

away, and by which they were reminded of a truth offensive to

them. The Saviour, however, again reminds them of a Scripture

statement (Ps. viii. 3), in which the age of childhood (oT:?''i, C!"'V^''5')

is represented as also fitted to proclaim the praise of God. The
words of Matthew, moreover, closely follow the LXX. From the

application of these words considered in itself, no inference can be

drawn absolutely to prove the Psalm to be Messianic, for Matthew

does not intimate here that there was any fulfilment to them. But
the express reference of the Psalm in other passages of the New Tes-

tament (1 Cor. XV. 27, Heb. ii. 6, 7), makes certain, indeed, the Mes-

sianic exposition of it on the part of the apostles. Yet this by no

means excludes the general reference of it to men as such, but rather

does human nature appear in the Messiah (the vlbg tov dvOpdj-nov) as

ideally personified, and hence the human in him is to be viewed as

on all sides complete and perfect, while in every other individual

the human character is set forth only approximately. According to

this special reference of the Psalm to the Messiah, the quotation

acquires an immediate application to the existing circumstances,

which otherwise this passage would not of itself have indicated.

That which Matthew here sets forth by a special and particular

reference, Mark (xi. 18) and Luke (xix. 47, 48) express only as a

general idea, but they represent the hostility of the priestly party

to Jesus, as restrained by the attachment cherished toward him by
the more simple multitude, who, though indeed very fickle, were

still more susceptible of noble impressions. (Luke, Aaof aT^ag e^ek-

peiiaTo avrov dtiovcov.) Not until this attachment was weakened by
the insinuations of the Pharisees, did they dare to go forward with

their dark plans (comp. Mark xxi. 46, and the parallel passages).

§ 4, On the Power of Faith.

(Matth. xxi. lt-22 ; Mark xi. 19-26.)

As was already remarked above, Matthew does not treat the history

of the withered fig tree with minute accuracy, in that while indeed

he also makes the Eedeemer, on the morning of the day succeed-

ing his entry, go up to the tree in order to seek fruit, he makes the

withering take place immediately on his going up to it (napaxp/iiia

E^T}pdvdrj)j while the more accurate Mark relates that it was not till
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next morning that they observed the fulfilment of the Saviour's

threatening. But, looking to the entire character and purpose of

Matthew, this is not to he regarded as an historic error, but merely

as an abbreviated form of recording the fact. The thing which he

had in view was not the transaction in itself as such, but the mean-

ing which it was to bear. It was to prepare his readers for his

leading theme, viz., Christ's mode of dealing with the Pharisees,

That which at chap, xxiii. is fully expressed in thought, is expressed

infact by this history of the withered fig tree, viz., the destruction

of the Pharisees and of the multitude enthralled by their spirit.

That part of our Lord's discourse therefore (such as Mark xi. 25,

26), which did not subserve his object, was left out by Matthew.

Mark, however, who gives the facts for their own sake, is accurate

to the minutest particular. Thus he even records (ver. 21) that it

was Peter speaking for the body of the apostles who gave occasion

to the Saviour's discourse. As respects the account of faith (Trtang)

in our Lord's discourse, all that is needful on that point has been

set down at Matth, xvii, 20. To faith {-rrtGrevetv) is opposed the

fitah-QiveaOat as a state of inward wavering and uncertainty. (Rom.

iv. 20, xiv. 23, dianQiveoOat r-^ d-moTLa. ^.tanQiveGdai denotes primarily

to Jight, to contend luith, and this meaning is transferred to the soul.

Hence diaKgioig, doubting, is by no means synonymous with d-niGria^

unhelicf, for this latter expression denotes the entire absence of

faith, the former merely the weakness of faith, which cannot attain

to complete internal confidence.) Further, this state is ascribed to

the heart (as -rrcarig is at Rom. x, 9) ; for in faith, we have not

primarily to do with ideas or conceptions wliich are rather to be

viewed as the consequences of it, but with the character of man in

its innermost core. (The state of the soul's dispositions and the

will, in so far as it is determined by these dispositions,) At the

most, therefore, i^vx)] might have been put in room of icapdia^ in so

far as it may be viewed as concentrated in the KapSia, but in no case

could TTvev^a or vovg.

The connexion of the ideas is not without obscurity. In the

first place, the astonishment with which the disciples viewed this

occurrence (Matth, xxi. 20), may well surprise us after the many
extraordinary deeds which they had seen done by our Lord, But just

as those whose minds are filled Avith the sense of the Divine Omnipo-
tence, are struck with astonishment as often as they see it displayed

in new and exalted manifestations, so we see the disciples affected

whenever the glory of Christ reveals itself under a new aspect. But
the reference to faith docs not seem to connect itself entirely appro-

priately with this astonishment, and with the question -nwg t:^7]Qdv6Tj tj

avKT], how is the Jig-tree, etc. For were we to understand the reply as

meaning, "I perform this through faith, and through faith you could
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do it also," it must be observed tbat the term faith {marig) is never

> Aused of Christ's relation to the Father. The Saviour performs his

A {miracles, not through the power of faith in God, but from the Divine

^ower that dwelt in himself. We can hence merely say, that our

Lord meant to lead the disciples away from outward astonishment at

the fact, to its internal aspects, and refer them to faith as the source

of all power to them for the performance of outward acts. Hence

Mark rightly begins the discourse with the admonition exers monv
Qeov, havefaith in God, by which he meant to turn the attention

of the disciples to their inward life of faith as the condition of all

their efficiency. The reference of faith to God, however, does not

exclude faith in himself personally, as the Eedeemer ; nay, God was

manifested in him (John xiv. 9), and faith in Christ is faith on God
in him (comp. Acts iii. 16, where faith in Jesus healed the sick).

True, however, faith in the apostles was to manifest itself by out-

ward deeds (John xiv. 12 ; 6 -marevoiv elg t/it-, fxd^ova tovtuv noLijaei,

he that helieveth on me, shall c?«, etc., and hence the particular form

in which the power of faith is here developed.

The representation thus given of faith and its power is followed

(Matth. xxi. 22) by the assurance that believing prayer will be

heard. The mode of transition in Matthew exhibits clearly the

connexion of the ideas. Eaith is conceived as the principle of the

Christian life in general, and is further set forth as the condition of

meeting the most difficult requirements. Even the overturning of

mountains is to be viewed as something arising from circumstances,

something necessarily demanded, yet impossible for human power,

which becomes as such the object of believing prayer, by which the

suppliant has conferred on him the powers of a higher world. From
the particular the thought is merely extended to that which is

general (rzavra oca). As respects, however, the idea that believing

^p^g^yer will be heard, John (xiv. 13 ; xv. 16 ; xvi. 24) has given it

in its complete form, by adding the clause tV rw ovoiiari uov^ in my
name (comp. on Matth. xviii. 19). In this is assumed the genuine

origin of prayer from the mind and Spirit of Jesus, and in this very

origin of the supplication there lies the necessity of its fulfilment.

For, that which God's spirit prompts us to ask, he also naturally

hestoios; self-origiuated prayer cannot arise from faith. The con-

nexion here obviously again requires that the faith be not viewed as

- mere knowledge, but as a state of the soul from which knowledge

takes its rise. The specific characteristic, however, of this mental

state, is susceptibility to the powers of a higher world which lie at

the foundation of the whole new life—a life which has faith for its

root. Hence the expression " all things whatsoever" is only limited

by faith, and not by the objects of prayer, inasmuch as, according

to the measure of circumstances, in the kingdom of God things
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great as well as small, external as well as internal, may be the

object of believing supplication.

It would be difficult to tell how the closing verses of Mark (xi.

25, 26) are adjusted to the context, if the symbolical meaning of

the withered fig tree were denied. It would in fact be impossible

to explain how these words (which Matth. vi. 14, 15 has given in the

Sermon on the Mount, at which passage fuller details may be con-

sulted) could have been inserted here by the Evangelist, since all

that precedes and follows stand in such perfect connexion. The best

course would be to reject the verses entirely as an interpolation. But,

under the symbolical interpretation, they acquire a beautiful moral
significancy. The account of the doom of the Jews, from which
the apostles saw themselves exempted, might have produced in

them a vain self-sufficiency ; as helieving they may perchance have

cherished in their hearts unholy irritation {el tl tx^re Kara rivog)

against their brethren, instead of lowly humiliation because of the

unmerited grace bestowed upon them. For this reason the Ee-
deemer exhorts them, above all things, to cherish mild and humble
feeling as the condition of their continuance in grace, and in be-

lieving prayer. Thus, as we are not for a moment to imagine that

Israel is wholly cast away (Rom. xi.), so the apostles are just as far

from being ensured against falling ; and to make them fully aware

of this insecurity is the object of our Lord in these words.

§ 5. Conversations of the Lord with the Pharisees.

(Matth. xxi. 23—xxii. 14 ; Mark xi. 21—xii. 12 ; Luke xx. 1-19.)

In this section there foUows an account of the interviews which

the Eedeemer had with the hostile sacerdotal order. Their hatred

towards the Saviour, and their concern on account of the number
of adherents that he found among the people, had risen to the highest

degree. Fear alone restrained them from laying violent hands upon
him (Mark xi. 18 ;

Luke xix. 47, 48), and they therefore sought to

catch him by craft. But the spirit of truth and wisdom enabled

him to put all their malice to shame. In the report of these occur-

rences given by Matthew, which is very full and minute, two para-

graj)hs are to be distinguished ; for in Matth. xxii. 15, if. the

Pharisees, as well as the Sadducees, arc represented as making a

second attempt. The careful argreement of all three Evangelists

in these statements is, undoubtedly, a very important argument for

the coiTectness of the description. Everything seems to have been

transacted in the order of the narrative ; though Matthew is more
full, as he inserts two parables (xxi. 28-32 ; xxii. 1-14) not found in

them ; while, on the other hand, Luke is the briefest, very rarely
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(e. g , XX. 35, 36) making any additions peculiar to himself, and in

one instance leaving an event (Matth. xxii. 34-40) altogether un-

noticed. Even the verbal agreement of the synoptical writers, in

these ensuing sections, is often so great that we are here tempted

to suppose one and the same account as lying at the foundation of

all the three. But compared with John, the other Evangelists, here

taken together, give^lis but outward pictures. This contemplative

disciple is the only one who enables us in these latter seasons of

the Lord's earthly life, to look into the quiet circle of his followers,

and into the loving heart which now opened itself to his friends

without restraint. It may have been too difficult to comjprehend the

external and the internal parts of the Saviour's life in one represen-

.

tation, especially in its last deeply agitated period ; for this reason

each was-- handed down to us separately, but, on that very ac-

count, assuredly stamped with so much the more genuineness and

truth.

Ver. 23-27.—The abode of the Eedeemer, in the last days before

his sufferings, was divided between Bethany—where he endeavoured

to ripen, in the circle of his friends, the scattered germs of the

higher life—and the Temple. Here, in the Father's house, as the

appropriate place for the labours of the Son (Luke ii. 49), he walked

and distributed his blessings, as before. (Mark xi. 27, tv rw ispoj

TreptnarovvTog avrov. Luke xx. 1. dcddaKOvrog avrov ev roj lepui Kal

tvayyeXi^oiihov^ But to the priests, who hardened their hearts, the

works of Jesus became the means of condemnation. (John ix. 39, e/?

icpiiia iyo) elg rov Koafiov tovtov ijXOov, iva ol fiXeTTOvreg TV(j)Xol yevuvrai.^

For, instead of yielding to the Spirit of truth, who spoke through

him, they banded together to destroy the Witness of the truth.

At length, one of the ruling party of the priests came uj) to him,

and asked for the authority {t^ovaia) by which he worked. Although

the questioners are described as members of the highest tribunal

(ol apxt-f^psig, ol ypaf-ifiarelgj kol ol Trpeo^vrepoi^ compare the remarks on

Matth. xxvi. 3), yet no definite intimation is given that these men
came, not in their personal capacity, but as a deputation of the col-

lege. Hence we cannot regard this occurrence as altogether parallel

with that which is related respecting the Baptist (John i. 19), to

whom priests came, who were officially deputed to interrogate him
in reference to his prophetic office. At the same time it is not im-

possible that the persons who thus questioned the Lord were ex-

pressly delegated by the Sanhedrim, and if that were the case, it

does not appear how this query, as such, can have involved anything

false. Indeed, according to the Mosaic law itself, directions were

given for the testing of prophets, amongst whom, in the wider sense,

the Messiah was to be reckoned as the Prophet of all prophets (Deut.

xviii. 18). According to this provision, it was open for every mem-
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ber of the Israelitish people to try the prophet, upon his appearance,

by the standard of God's word ; how much more for that body in

which, according to the Mosaic constitution, the pohtical and eccle-

siastical jurisdictions were concentrated ! (Comp. Deut. xiii. 1, ff.

;

xviii. 20, if.; Ezelc. xiii. 1, ft'.) The reply of Jesus then can but

surprise us, especially if we regard the interrogators as an officially-

appointed deputation from the Sanhedrim, and thus from the gov-

ernment. For it would seem that, if every one (and consequently

the Sanhedrim above all) possessed the right to obtain information

as to the authority of the prophet, the Kedeemer ought to have an-

swered their inquiry, and not to have perplexed them by putting

another question in opposition to it. But this difficulty is removed

by the remarks which follow. According to the Mosaic regulations,

neither the people, nor the college, nor an individual, were to be

placed aJjove the rank of the prophet ; on the contrary, the pro-

phets themselves were to be the organs of the Divine Spirit, and

from them therefore the determining influence was to proceed. At
the same time, however, the prophet certainly was to be, as it were,

controlled by the body of the people, and by every individual

as a member of the body, in order to guard against abuses of the

gift of prophecy. The passages already adduced shew that two

cases were possible in which the prophets were not to be obeyed,

but were liable to a severe punishment. (Comp. J. D. Michaelis,

Mos. Kecht. B. 5, s. 181, if.) The cases were these ; either that the

prophet himself traced his authority to another god (for example,

to Baal) as the true one ; or that, although he appealed to Jehovah,

he could not jjrove his authority by miracle and prophecy. Accord-

ing to the wise appointment of God, no prophet could rise without

such evidence of his Divine mission. Men, in their state of sinfulness,

needed not only the communication of the truth but also a testimony

to the truth communicated, which could not be mistaken;—and

both of these were furnished by the prophets.* Thus no other

means of testing the prophet was afforded but to question him re-

specting the proof of his authority. Hence the Sanhedrists sent to

John the Baptist (John i. 19), and John explained to them that he

was the forerunner of the Messiah, of whose presence amongst the

people he prophesied. John himself also sent to Christ in a time

of temptation (Matth. xi. 1, ff.), and so also now the Pharisees

make their inquiry, so far as the form is concerned in proper order.

For the words iv -noia l^ovala^ by lohat autliority, referred to the

question, whether the commission of the interrogated prophet to

* On Ibis account the Lord said: " If I do not the works of my Father, believe me
not. But if I do, believe my works." (John x. 37, 38.) At the same time, these worda

are not to betaken without the others—"Ho that is of God heareth God's word" (John

viii. 47) ; for only the works and the truth, in connexion, have the power of proo£

(Comp. the observations on Matth. iv. 12.)
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teach was derived from the true God or from a false one ; the other

words, rig ooi ^dojue ttjv l^ovatav^ who gave thee, etc., conveyed the

query, whether the prophet himself, to whom it was put, professed

to have received his appointment immediately from God, or through

any medium—as, for example, the disciples went about and pro-

claimed, in tlie name of Jesus, the approach of the kingdom of

God. But with all this outward regularity, the spirit of the question

proposed by the Pharisees was as impure as its/orm was faultless.

They asked it, not at all from necessity and uncertainty respecting

the vocation of Christ, for themselves and for the people, but from

malice. They had felt the power of the truth that had proceeded

from him in their hearts ; they had seen enough of miracles wrought

by him, and they knew that his commission was proved ;""••' in spite

of this, they represented themselves as uncertain, and sought to in-

volve Jesus in perplexity. But it may be asked what harm could

this question do ? Had he replied, " by the authority of God,"

it Avould not, indeed, have injured him with the people, who were

favourably disposed towards him (Matth. xxi. 46), and just as little

could the priests have derived from it anything by which to con-

demn him. Doubtless, however, the Pharisees wished to induce

him to declare himself to be the Son of God.f This was regarded

by the Jews of that day (John x.)—who did not rightly understand

the word of God in the Old Testament—as blasphemy against

God ; and for the purpose of being able to accuse him of this

they fixed upon an apparently legal question, to which they thought

they might expect such an answer as they desired. On account of

this hypocritical state of mind the Kedeemer justly rejected the

question,^ and instead of it, proposed another to them, which, on

the one hand, was adapted to awaken in themselves the conscious-

ness of sin, were that possible—and on the other, to direct the at-

tention of the people to the insincerity of their leaders. The Lord

asked them respecting the office of John. (The proper office of

John may be regarded as concentrated in his baptism, that being

the form of his ministy.) They had interrogated this messenger of

God concerning his office by a formal deputation ; he had answered

* Comp. John iii. 2, the language of the upxf^v Nicodemus : oideli Svvarai ravra ru

crjfiEia TTOieiv, u av jroulg, kuv fir/ y 6 Geo'f fxer' avrov. Here is expressed the acknow-

ledgment of the truth, in a well-disposed member of the Sanhedrim.

•{• As, according to John viii. 1*J, Christ adduces two witnesses for himself, himself

and the Father. The following is to be regarded as the difference between Christ and

tiie prophets :—they acted in the power of God, as filled (at times) by his Spirit ; but

tlie Lord acted and wrought in his own name, because he is himself the permanent reve-

lation of God. Thus the Redeemer himself immediately afterwards (in the parable

Matth. xxi. 33, ff.) represents his relation to them as that of vioc to the dovTiOi.

X Hengstenberg (Christol. vol. iii. p. 48-1) truly observes, that in this counter-ques-

tion the answer to theirs lay concealed ; for tlie Pharisees very well knew what witness

John had g'ven of Jesus. (Comp. the remarks on John i. 19, ff.)
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them and given them a arjfieXov, sign (m'in), by which tliey might test

the true divinity of his commission, viz.

—

tJiat the llessiah was
amongst them (John i. 26). Now, instead of coming, in accordance

with this evidence, to be baptized by John, and earnestly seeking

the Messiah pointed out by him, these false shepherds left John to

his fate, and allowed the people, whom they ought to have instructed

concerning the visitation of God, to remain in perplexity. This

hypocritical insincerity the Lord exposes. Thus his counter-ques-

tion is not to be viewed merely as a rejection of theirs, but as con-

veying a positive censure of the Pharisees. They might answer

as they would—their duplicity came to light ; for even the ova

oidanEVj toe hioio not, was a falsehood, since, after the official

despatch of the deputation, they knew perfectly well who he was.

Hence he also severely rebukes them for their dissimulation, ver. 32,

because they refused the repentance and faith which John and the

Redeemer preached to them, lest they should lose their theocratic

dominion.

Ver. 28-32.—The following parable contains within itself its

reference to the context (ver. 31, 32), and therefore also its own in-

terpretation. For the purpose of pointing out to the Pharisees, in

the most striking manner, their insincerity in their trials of the pro-

phets, and to shew them that they sought only prophets like them-
selves, but by no means true messengers of the holy God, he con-

trasts their behaviour to the Baptist, as the professed representative

of the righteousness of the Old Covenant, with the conduct of the

unrighteous (respecting the antithesis, compare the remarks on
Luke XV. 1, £f.), and indicates their different relations to the king-

dom of God (as a sphere of life already spiritually existing and
manifesting itself in operation). The Lord compares the two classes

(just as in Luke xv. 1, ff.) to two sons, whom the father sends into

his vineyard. (Comp. the exposition of Matth. xx. 1.) The open
dduua, unrighteousness, of the one is soon changed into genuine re-

pentance and true inward righteousness springing from thence ; the

seeming external righteousness of the other soon discloses itself as

open unrighteousness. The call to labour in the vineyard of God
was addressed to both parties (figuratively represented by the two
sons), not only by conscience, but also through the revelation of the

law, upon the fulfihnent of which the Pharisees (so far as respects

the external part of it) entered. The voice of John was intended

as a summons to repentance for hoth ; but one party alone availed

themselves of it ; the other disregarded it in their unbelief Hence
the character of the publicans and harlots is not to be taken as hyper-

bolical ; on the contrary, these are named as the representatives of all

forms of common worldliness and gross sin. Those who were legally

strict scorned the others as the unrighteous, and regarded themselves
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as the natural possessors of tlie kingdom, from wliich. they thought sin-

ners were excluded. This view of their relation to the kingdom of

God is comhatted by the Kedeemer in the words before us. The
pride of self-righteousness brings with it an icy coldness and unsus-

ceptibility, more difficult to be won to the kingdom of love, than a

mind which, through open sin, is led to the humble consciousness

of its misery. The description given of the Baptist, " came (walk-

ing) in the way of righteousness" (fjXOev ev ddio ducaioavvrjg scil. tto-

pevojievog), indicates the affinity between the form of his religious

life and that in which the Pharisees moved ; by which the guilt of

their unbelief appears more heinous. So little were they earnest

and strict in their legal righteousness, that they not only failed to

perceive the peculiar new form of life in Christ, and were unable to

appropriate it to themselves, but the austere John made the mat-

ter too serious for them. (Comp. the remarks on Matth. xi. 18.)

The expression, Tcpodyovotv v^dg,.go before you (ver 31), is by no

means to be understood as absolutely denying the possibility of

Pharisees and Scribes entering the kingdom of God ; for in ver. 32,

the words vfieTg ds idovreg k. t. X. contain an intimation of the possi-

bility of passing into a different state, although it was to be lament-

ed that such a change had not really taken place. (Comp. the sim-

ilar representation in the parable, Luke xv. 31, 32. There is no

essential difference between the term i-ieTaiieXeladai^ employed here,

and ixe-avoeiv ; only, the latter expression is the more profound,

since it points to the vovg and the change occurring there.) As re-

gards the criticism of this passage, ver. 29, 30 are, in several Codices

(and amongst others in B.), and in several translations, arranged

, differently ; so that it is said of the first son, tyw iivpis, koX ova dTrrjX-

yS. ,6ev^ and of the other, ov OeAw, varepov de iieraiieXTjOelg dmjXOev. This
^ / change of order is incompatible with the parable ; because, if the

' first had promised to go, there would have been no reason for send-

ing the other.* What has led to the alteration, it is indeed

difficult to say. Either it is a mere error of the transcribers, or it

has arisen from the relation of the two sons to the Jews and Gentiles,

according to which it appeared that the one who represented the

Jews should stand first, because they were first called into the king-

dom of God. This, evidently, is not the primary reference ; but a

relation analogous to that between Pharisees and Publicans appears

also between Jews and Gentiles ; on which account we find ideas

occurring (comp. Rom. x. 20, 21) in regard to the Jews and Gentiles,

quite correspondent with those expressed as descriptive of the two

parties here. Hence, in the subsequent parable (Matth. xxi. 41-43),

* It is not necessary to suppose that the sending of one was dependent on tho

consent or refusal of the other. The order of the clauses therefore seems imm»>

teriaL—[K.
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the Lord passes on to tliis so obvious antithesis. (The parable is

true also in respect to dUaioL and ddiKoi generally, in all times and

under all circumstances. Comp. the observations on Luke v. 31.)

The following parable of the vineyard (Matth. xxi. 33-46) also

belongs to this connexion, as is shewn by the harmony of all the

three accounts in the position of the parable, as well as in its form.

Mark, however, furnishes rather more details (xii. 5, 6) in the nar-

rative itself ; whilst he is briefer in the application, where Matthew
and Luke are more copious. One difierence appears in the account,

viz., that according to Matthew and Mark, this parable was directed

to the Pharisees, as was also the subsequent one (Matth. xxii. 1, ff.);

whereas, according to Luke xx. 9, it is addressed to the people. On
this very account also, Luke (ver. 16) has an expression which can-

not well be referred to the Pharisees, but is appropriate only to the

position of the people. However, since Luke observes, at the con-

clusion (ver. 19), that the Pharisees well understood the parable,

and were in consequence enraged, the difference between the narra-

tors consists only in this : that, whilst the parables were spoken in

the presence of both parties—the people and the Pharisees—Mat-
thew and Mark exhibit more prominently their reference to the lat-

ter, Luke to the former. But as both references were intended to

be involved, the accounts mutually supplement each other. The
correctness of the position in which the j)arable occurs, is still further

supported by the connexion A^^th Avhat precedes. It immediately

follows the foregoing parable, but it cuts far more deeply and keenly.

The disobedient persons—who, according to the former parable,

hypocritically acceded to the command of the Lord that bade them
go and labour—here appear as the murderers of those who went in

sincere obedience. As the representatives of the whole people, they

are called the husbandmen (yeupyof) of the Divine vineyard ; and

now their inquiry after the authority of the prophets (Matth. xxi.

23)—in which they seemed to express a concern for the cause of

God—appears in the most flagrant contrast with the fact that tJiei/

are the very murderers of the prophets, nay, even of the Son of God
himself, and the treacherous robbers of his kingdom. Hence, their

dissimulation and lust of power are in this parable exposed, and the

atrocious results unveiled. According to the parabolic description,

they were compelled to pronounce their own condemnation and

leave the vineyard to be given to others. From verse 42 onwards,

the Kedeemer himself explains the meaning of the parable, and re-

fers them to the prophecies of the Old Testament. The rejecters of

the prophets are consequently proved to be unfit and most culpable

examiners ; for the very thing which they reject is that which God
has chosen.

Respecting the interpretation of the parable as a whole, there

Vol. n.—11
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can be no essential difference of opinion ; the relation of tlie servants

(dovXot.) and of the son to the householder (oiKodeo-orrjg'), to his

vineyard (djx-neXwv) and the husbandmen (yewpyoi), cannot be mis-

taken. But how far the single features may be applicable, is, in

this case, as in tliat of parables generally, a difficult question. Here

no boundary line can be drawn throughout with certainty ; for the

acuteness of the mind of the expositor, in discerning remote rela-

tions, depends upon the degree of his advancement in the spiritual

life. At the same time reverence for the word of the Lord naturally

leads us to take the greatest possible care that we avail ourselves ot

the individual features of the parable ; for the perfection of the

parable depends upon the copiousness of the references included in

it. This parable has an Old Testament basis in Isaiah v. 1, £f. on

which the Lord has founded a further expansion.

Ver. 33.—In the first description, Christ strictly follows Isaiah,

and thus at once awakens in liis hearers the consciousness that he

does not aim at putting forward anything dissevered from the sacred

ground of the Old Testament, but rather connects himself with it in

the closest manner ; by this very circumstance, however, he rebukes

his adversaries. The relation of the householder—the Founder and
Lord of the vineyard—to the son (ver. 37), clearly shews that the

former means God. (Gesenius, in his remarks on Isaiah v. 1, ap-

pears to understand the T'^;:, who possesses the d:?, as signifying

Israel ; but according to ver. 7, the Vxns'j ni3 is the vineyard, and
hence f.'Nas rt;n^ is the possessor. Now the first and second t""!;

cannot be referred to different persons ; they both relate to God as

I'll. The prophet, therefore, speaks of God as his friend, and sings

the lamentation over the unfruitful vineyard.) But whom does the

vineyard (d/^rreAwv) designate ? It is natural, in the first place, to

suppose the Jews (Isaiah v. 7) ; the Pharisees and Scribes being

then the husbandmen. But, ver. 43, the vineyard is given to an-

other nation {tOvog) ; and if this be referred to the Gentiles, an in-

congruity seems to arise—for it surely cannot be said that Israel

was transferred to the Gentiles (as yewpyo/). Meanwhile this diffi-

culty vanishes, if we understand, by the vineyard, the kingdom of

God ; for, inasmuch as this was at the first identical with Israel,

the vineyard certainly is also Israel ; but that this relation was not

a necessary one, was shewn by what took place afterwards. At a
subsequent period the kingdom of God was extended to the Gen-
tiles, and the vineyard then consisted of believers among Jews and
Gentiles. At all events the vineyard is viewed as distinct from the

husbandmen ; the former signifies the mass to be guided and in-

structed ; the latter are the guides and teachers. The charge of

the spiritual instruction and training of the people, under the Old
Testament, was m the hands of the Pharisees and Scribes, so that,
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in the next place, these are to be understood by the husbandmen
(yewpyoi). The description of the arrangement of the vineyard may,

as a whole, only be intended to express the idea of care and pains

bestowed by God in founding his kingdom amongst men ; at the

same time the ^payiwv nepLriOtvaCj tliroioing round a hedge, has

assuredly a reference to the Mosaic law (called, Ephes. ii. 14, neao-

rotxov rov (ppayfiov), too special to be regarded as accidental.

(^Arjvog a;?;, wine-press. Mark has vTxoXrivLov^ which means the

trough that stands under the wine-press, and collects the wine as it

is pressed out. Where the ground was rocky, it was usual to ex-

cavate an opening for this purj)ose in the rock. The word Trvgyog

= ^s^'s, signifies a small watch-house, which belonged to the com-

plete furnishing of an oriental garden.)

The manifest activity of the Lord (ecpvTevae) is plainly distinguish-

ed from his withdrawment (aTred/jurjaev). Luke represents the lat-

ter as long continued (xpovovg iKavovg). This antithesis is obviously

intended to denote the different relations of God to the people of

Israel in different periods of theij history. The time when the law

was given from Sinai, when the Lord of the world visibly mani-

fested himself to the people, and made known his sacred commands
by Moses, was that in which the whole was planted and arranged.

From that time he did not again visit his people in a similar man-
ner ; he awaited the development of the implanted germs, under

the guidance of the priests to whom that development was in-

trusted.

Ver. 34-36.—Still the Lord did visit his people, even during this

withdrawment, by his messengers. The dovXotj servants (the pro-

phets) appear as enjoying immediate proximity to the Lord, and
only sent for special purposes to the husbandmen. According to

this parable it appears that the purpose was to ask for the fruits.

(Mark and Luke indicate by their expressions, napa, dnb rCov KapnoJv,

that the vineyard was to be regarded as let for a part of the pro-

duce.) These required fruits are by no means to be referred to cer-

tain ^pya, works, or a state of integrity and rectitude ; but rather

to repentance (jisTdvoLa), and the inward desire after that true,

spiritual righteousness (dLKaioovvrj) which the law could not produce.

This, however, does not for a moment imply that the law did not

tend to righteousness ; it pruned away the gross excrescences of sin,

and exposed its internal heinousness. Hence a righteousness of the

law (dtKaioavvT] Kara vojiov) might be produced under the Old Testa-

ment, as icapTTog. But it was necessary that this, to be satisfactory,

should be based upon the felt need of redemption (Rom. iii. 20). Ac-

cordingly here the *' servants" appear as those who search out their

spiritual wants that they may satisfy them with the promise of the

coming Saviour. But these messengers of grace were persecuted
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and killed by the unfaithful " huslxindmcn/' who had used their vo-

cations for wicked purposes. (Comp. Heb, xi.) In this part of the

parable the accounts of the Evangelists are essentially harmonious.

Matthew, however, makes several of the servants come at once,

whilst, according to Mark £ind Luke, one is sent after another ; two

different forms of representation, each of which has its truth. And
further, Mark and Luke carry the idea of the persecution of God's

messengers through a regular gradation ; Matthew treats it more

simply. In Mark, we have first the dn^aTeiXav icevoVj sent Mm
away tm'pty, then the d-niareiXav ?)ri/^w/ttVov, sent him aioay dishon-

oured, and lastly d-nsKreivav, sleiv him. Luke, however, does not

go beyond the rpavfiaTi^eiVj luounding. (The word KecpaXaiocj signifies

literally to divide into sections = dvaKecpaXaioo)', then, to strike on

the head, to wound the head. Not = necpaXi^o), to decapitate, as

Passow says in his Lexicon.)

Ver. 37, 38.—Up to this point the parable referred rather to the

past ; now it relates to the future, and acquires a prophetic signifi-

cation. With the servants is contrasted the Son, whom the Lord of

the vineyard sent last {toxarov, Mark xii. 6), but at whose appear-

ing the sin of the husbandmen manifested itself in its most heinous

form. From lust of power they murdered the Son also, that they

might appropriate the possession. Here the Lord tells them what

the Pharisees previously wished to ascertain, that he was the only-

begotten Son of the Father, the true heir of the kingdom of God.

This, however, he communicated in such a manner that they could

not pervert his declaration to their wicked designs, but were com-

pelled by it to pronounce their own condemnation.

(The designations of the Son as the only [tva vlbv ^x^jv = ftoj'o-

yevijc;'] and the beloved [dyarr^/rof = T'n*] are intended to strengthen

the contrast between him and the " servants," and have reference to

the peculiar relation of Christ as the Son of God to the Father.

To Christ as such belongs the inheritance (KAT/povo/im), as r^'-rs-^^ nVhi

in the highest sense. The heavenly kingdom, indeed, never can be

taken from the Son of God ; but the impure representatives of the

Mosaic theocracy, blinded by their impurity, imagined that they

could secure the stability of their external kingdom, the design of

which was to prepare the way for the heavenly kingdom about to be

founded on the earth ; and therefore they killed the Saviour, whose

spirituality was in direct opposition to their worldliness. Concerning

Evrpe-rreadat, comp. the remarks on Luke xviii. 2.)

Yer. 39.—All the three Evangelists uniformly state that the Son

was put to death, without the vineyard (t'^w rod df-nreXoJvog.) Hero

it is very natural to suppose a parallel with the Redeemer, of whom
Scripture expressly says that he was led forth without the gate

(comp. John xix. 17 ; Heb. xiii. 12, 13), It is true the metaphor
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does not appear perfectly consistent, because the vineyard does not

mean Jerusalem, but the whole theocratic constitution. However,

Zion was a type of the theocracy, and the idea represented by the

act of leading out of the gate (as in the Pentateuch expulsion from

the camp) is no other than that of exclusion from the people of

God and from their blessings. Hence we may regard this feature

also of the parable as containing a prophetic intimation.

Ver. 40, 41.—The case is precisely similar in reference to the

coming of the Lord of the vineyard, wdiich is mentioned only by

Matthew. The reference of the expression to the appearing of

Christ seems unsuitable, because it is not the Son whom Matthew
represents as returning, but the Father, who (according to ver. 33)

is Lord of the vineyard. But the hidden Father, who is himself in-

visible, always reveals himself in the Son ; as on Sinai, in the pil-

lars of cloud and fire, he made himself known in the eternal Word,

so he manifests himself at the end of the days in the glorified Ec-

deemer. Thus the reference, in the coming of the Lord of the vine-

yard, to the return of Christ, is perfectly admissible ; only, there is

an omission of one particular point, viz, that, in the Son, the Lord

will manifest himself to his adversaries. If, however the words "when
the Lord cometh,"be regarded as relating to the destruction of Jerusa-

lem, the case remains the same ; since this judgment upon Israel is a

type of the coming (napovaLo) of the Son (comp. the remarks on

Matth. xxiv. 1). With the punishment of the old yewpyoi, hus-

bandmen, will then be associated the selection of others, who
promise to accomplish the purposes of the owner. (The phrase,

Kaicovg icaKoJg dnoXiaaij is a mode of expression not uncommon with

the profane writers. Comp. the passages in Wetstein.) According

to Luke XX. 16, the people (to whom, according to ver. 9, the para-

ble was addressed) understood very well the feature which repre-

sented that the vineyard would be given to other husbandmen ; and

expressed, in a simple natural manner the wish that such a judg-

ment upon Israel might be averted. (The /x?) ykvot-o corresponds

with the Hebrew "V^'^)- (The Pharisees, however, Matth. xxi. 41),

answered quite in harmony with the spirit of the parable. Since

it cannot be supposed that the meaning of the parable escaped them,

their agreement with it only shews a craftiness, which led them to

afibct ingenuousness where they dared not oifer contradiction. The
form of the conversation, as given subsequently by Matthew is quite in

accordance with this view ; for here the Kedeemer openly declares

that which they, with feigned simplicity, pretended not to have un-

derstood. Mark and Luke give the sequel in an abbreviated shape,

only presenting in a question the reference to the same passage of

the Old Testament with which Matthew connects his explanation

of the parable.
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Yer, 42, 43.—The passage to whicli the Redeemer refers is taken

from Ps. cxviii. 22, 23. Matthew and Mark here exactly follow the

LXX. Luke does not give the quotation so entire. We have al-

ready seen (Matth. xxi. 9) that the Jews applied this Psalm to the

Messiah. (Comp. de Wette on Ps. cxviii., who also finds, in the

use of words from this Psalm, at the entrance of Jesus, an intima-

tion that it was interpreted as Messianic in the time of Christ.)

Here the Saviour confirms this view, since he applies the words from

this Psalm to himself. Primarily, the Psalm describes a victorious

king, who, in the power of Jehovah, triumphs over all his enemies.

(It is difiicult to define the particular king referred to, but the Psalm

cannot, in any case, belong to the time of the Maccabees [as de Wette
thinks probable], because the collection of Psalms was certainly

finished at an earlier period.) But in this victory of the pious ruler,

there is reflected the most sublime conquest of the most exalted

Prince. The same verses of this Psalm are quoted also in Acts iv.

11 ; Ephes. ii. 20 ; 1 Pet. ii. 6. The passage here quoted has in

its bearing a close connexion with the parable. With a mere change

of metaphor (comp. the remarks on Matth. xvi. 18), the olKodonovvTsg^

huildei^s, answer to the yecopyoi, husbandmen, the Udog, stone, to the

servants and the Son, the dnodoKind^eiv, rejecting, to the d-noKreive.Lv,

slaying. There is but one point of difierence, viz. the simile of

the Psalmist expressly adds to the d-noSoKLiid^uv the fact that that

which was rejected is chosen; an idea of which the previous parable

gave only a slight hint, in the judgment inflicted by the Father.

(Ke^aA?) ycjvtag corresponds to the Hebrew nsa asn, corner stone, the

support of the whole building.) In the concluding words of the

verse, this election of that which was refused by men, is ascribed to

the Lord, and extolled as worthy of wonder. The life of David, as

a type of the Messiah, was in consistency with this thought. (The

feminine forms avr?], OavfiaoTri, are to be explained according to the

Hebrew, where the neuter is expressed by the feminine. The word

avTT] is equal to mnt, and the following Oavfiao-rj is formed after avrr).

In the version of the LXX., this peculiarity frequently occurs ; for

example, I Sam. iv. 7; Ps. xxvii. 4.) Matthew here adds a reference to

the parable, which indicates its interpretation. (The words Sid rovro

seem to stand only in a loose connexion with what precedes ; they

serve to unite with that the idea, which, although not expressed, is

necessarily involved in the simile, that the builders who rejected the

costly stone, were themselves rejected.) The vineyard now plainly

appears as the kingdom of God, which is thus recognized as already

existing—in its germ—in the Old Testament. The duties and cares

associated with the awakening and quickening of the heavenly life

in mankind, which, up to the time of Christ, had been devolved upon

the Jews, should now be committed to an tOvog, nation, yielding tru©
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fruits. The singular here indicates that we are not to understand,

by this term, the Gentiles strictly (tdvr] = o":'*); although at the

same time, they are not to be regarded as excluded. This tdvoq is

the community of believers, consisting in part of Jews, but princi-

pally of Gentiles. To these the kingdom was henceforth to be in-

trusted, and thus they would take the place of Israel according to the

flesh. The words, dodijaeTat tOvei n o iovvt i r ovg Kapirov g avrTjg,

shall be given to a nation bringingforth thefruits thereof, thus un-

derstood, have their exact literal significatiou. What could not be

said of any one Gentile nation—that it would certainly bring forth

the true fruits—is perfectly applicable to the community of believers,

whose nature it is to produce the genuine fruits of faith.

Ver. 44.—The words of this verse appear only to have been re-

ceived into the text of Matthew from that of Luke. For although

the number of the critical authorities who omit the verse in Mat-

thew, is not very great, yet it is so utterly unsuited to the connexion,

as to render it probable that it is precisely the few authorities which

have preserved the correct reading. If the words in Matthew be

genuine, they ought at least to be placed before ver. 43; but how
such a change in the position of the verses can have arisen in the

manuscripts, it is impossible to shew.

As to the meaning of this verse ; it expresses the punishment

of the perverse builders. The metaphor of the stone is retained in

allusion to the passage already cited (from Ps. cxviii.), and this

stone is described as bringing destruction. This description is sup-

ported by passages, such as Isaiah viii. 14, 15, Dan. ii. 45. In the

first part of the verse, the stone appears as occasioning the fall, and

the destruction thence resulting, through the act of him who falls

(similarly Luke ii. 34) ; in the second part, inversely, the stone ia

represented as destroying by its own movement.

(Under the figure of a piece of rock which—^without being

touched'—loosens itself and hurls itself down, shattering everything

it encounters, Daniel [loc. cit.] describes the destructive power of

the kingdom of God and its representative, the Messiah, put forth

against the world of evil.—2fv0Aaw, to smash, to dash to atoms.

—

AiKiidcj literally to purify the corn, from XiKiiSg, then to separate,

sever, divide in pieces generally. This is the only j)lace in the New
Testamezit where these two expressions occur.)

Ver. 45, 46.—This threatening rebuke the Pharisees, of course,

well understood ; but as they would not yield to it in true conver-

sion, it excited their bitterest anger. Still, so long as the people

adhered to Christ, and regarded him as a Prophet, they could

not venture upon any violence. (Comp. Luke xix. 47, 48 ; Mark

xi. 18.)

Chap. xxii. 1.—The narratives of Mark and Luke here conclude
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the conversation of the Eedeemer with the Pharisees, and imme-

diately commence the accounts of the new attempt which they made
to catch the Lord in his words. Matthew, on the contrary, adds

another parahle ; and this again is expressly understood as addressed

to the Pharisees (ndXcv elirev avrolg). The parable of the banquet

harmonizes well in one part with the context ; for the murder of

the servants (dovXot) evidently refers to Matth. xxi. 35, and the call-

ing of the wicked {-novqpoL^ ver. 10), as plainly to the publicans and

harlots (ver, 31). On the other hand, however, another part of the

parable is not applicable to the Pharisees, namely, that which speaks

of the one guest who did not wear a wedding garment ; and besides

this, as the form of the conclusion (ver. 45, 46) appears to close

the conversation, it may be doubted whether Matthew is correct in

placing the parable here. This doubt would seem confirmed by a

comparison of Luke (xiv. 16, ff.), who has inserted, in his account

of the journey, a parable very similar to ours, and which there stands

in a definite connexion. At the same time, as we have already re-

marked, the parable in Luke also contains so many points of dif-

ference from that which Matthew here introduces, that we cannot

suppose a mere change of form, from one to the other, by tradition.

For, if such a conjecture were entertained, it would be necessary to

regard the account of Matthew as containing the result of the

transformation ; but Matthew's mode of description is so peculiar,

that we cannot possibly trace it to the vagueness of tradition.

Moreover, since in the connexion of Matthew there is no lack of

references to what has preceded, it may be the most probable sup-

position that a parable delivered by Christ, at an earlier period, is

here again brought forward with free alterations. Nor are these

modifications—especially the paragraph which cannot be applied to

the Pharisees—by any means out of place ; for the concluding part

of the parable has its relation to the disciples, who must be regarded

as listening to Jesus along with the Pharisees. (Luke xx. 9, 16.)

It was most appropriate that the followers of the Lord should be

reminded by this solemn admonition, of the importance of close

union to him ; since the rebuke addressed to the Pharisees might so

easily lead them to self-complacency. Then the only remaining

difficulty is that which we find in the foregoing form of conclusion,

Matth. xxi. 45, 46. It cannot be denied that this would stand bet-

ter at the end of the parable (xxii. 14); still we may suppose, that

there was an interruption in the conversation of Christ with the

Pharisees, and that the parable of the marriage-feast did not come
immediately after the preceding, although sufficiently near to render

the references to that intelligible. This hypothesis would satisfac-

torily explain the previous conclusion.

The parable now before us, like that of the vineyard has also
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its Old Testament foundation. In Zeplian. i. 7, 8, Prov, ix. 1, ff.

the Divine wisdom is represented as preparing a feast and inviting

guests to partake of it,* Similar allegories have been formed, after

these passages of the Old Testament, by the Rabbins. (Compare

the passages in Lightfoot and Meuschen.) According to the remarks

already made, the parable of Matthew consists of two parts, which

have entirely different relations ; the first part is parallel with the

parable of the vineyard, and, like that, relates to the Pharisees (the

nEKXrinhoL are = the yewpyot, and the dovXoi stand in the same rela-

tion to them, as in the previous parable, where they represent the

prophets); the other, on the contrary, has reference to those who
have complied with the invitation, namely, the disciples. As regards

the latter, the sincerity of the Lord's love is specially conspicuous.

He did not aim at establishing a party, at drawing adherents or at

retaining them ; hence he exhibited even towards his own followers

the full significance of the kingdom of God, at the risk of their for-

saking him. (Corap. John vi. 67.)

Ver. 2.—In the several parables addressed by the Saviour simul-

taneously to the Pharisees, to the people who were favourable towards

him, and to his disciples, the several ideas which he sought to impress

on their hearts, became more and more distinctly marked. In the

parable of the vineyard (Matth. xxi. 37), Christ was designated as

the Son of the Lord of the vineyard ; here he is expressly called the

Son of a King, to whom, as such, royal dignity and j)Ower belonged.

That which Luke (xiv. 16) stated in general terms, " a certain man
made a great supper," is here more strictly defined. The person who
gave the entertainment was a king (paacXevg), the entertainment

was a marriage-feast. This last expression is very full of meaning.

The accession of the Prince to his throne is frequently described as

a marriage with his people ; and the whole appearance of Jesus in

his humanity may be viewed as a similar installation into his king-

dom, of which the entrance of Christ into Jerusalem was the only

outward representation. According to the tisus loquendi of Scrip-

ture, the accession of Christ to the throne of the kingdom of God
is the visit of the bridegroom to the bride. (Compare the observa-

tions on Matth. ix. 15 ; John iii. 29.) This mutual mixing of the

two metaphors is to be retained here ; for those whe arc invited are,

in one sense, the subjects of the person who invites, while in another

sense, they are intended to constitute the bride and the bridegroom.

Hence the disobedience of the persons invited to the command of

the king is, viewed in another light, also adultery ; love to the

world instead of love to God.

* In the first passage we find something akin to Matth. xxii. 12, whore one of the

guests is spoken of as not clothed in a wedding garment {ovk iv6E6>>fiEvog iv6vp.ayu.fiov.)

The strange garment is called, Zephan. i. 8, 1-53 ttiiaVtt.
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Ver. 3-6.—Accordingly, it is in perfect keeping with the other

features of the parable, that the marriage (ya/xoi) of the Son is the

season of the highest joy (to those who follow the Kl7]aLg)^ but at the

same time also an occasion for decision. The invitation involves

the challensce to discard all other love and be united, in obedient

affection, with the true Lord alone. The servants, as distinct from

the parties invited, signify (as in the foregoing parable) the pro-

phets, who, as members of the nation, are themselves invited, but

stand in such close connexion with the Lord, that they are regarded

as belonging to him. So far, however, as others are distinguished from

the K£K.Xr]HEi'oi, invited (ver. 9), the reference is not to all men, but to

the icX7]~0L, called (ver. 14, where the exj)ression is repeated in a literal

sense). These KAr]~ol, called, may be, in different senses, either the

Pharisees, in opposition to the publicans and harlots (Matth. xxi.

31), or, the Jews in opposition to the Gentiles. Here, according to

the immediate context, the former sense prevails. The representa-

tion of the disobedience manifested by the individuals invited is

very much stronger in Matthew than in the parallel passages of

Luke, where the parable was drawn forth by milder opposition.

Here again the sending of the 6ovXol, servants, takes place at inter-

vals, and wth a gradation in designating the sin of the disobedient

(as above, Mark xii. 4), in order to intimate that the general call

(addressed by their connexion with nation and class) is, by the ap-

pointment of God, brought home specially to every individual.

(The oriental custom of repeated invitations to great feasts, fur-

nished an appropriate figure by which to convey these sentiments.)

The ovK i'jdeXov, they woidd not (ver. 4) is followed in gradation by
the djiEXijoavTEg dnriXOov, they made light of it and went their way
(ver. 5), and finally, the viipLoq^v koX dneKTsivav, they insulted and
slew. The first expression conveys only the disinclination of the

will, the second imphes a slighting disregard of the Divine call, the

last actual resistance. "Apiarov here stands, in the wider sense, for,

meal generally, = deiTrvov. It has been adopted in this signification

by the Eabbins. (Oomp. ' Buxtorf. lex. s. v. ti:a">":N. The expres-

sion GL-Lord = Gcrevrd, means fatted beasts in general, except oxen,

which are mentioned as the ornaments of a splendid entertainment

The prepared supper is a metaphor, denoting the spiritual prepar-

ation of mankind for the reception of the Eedeemer.

Ver. 7.—Whilst Luke (xiv. 24) only adds the threatening that

none of those who had been invited should taste the supper, Mat-
thew describes the punishment of the disobedient (who represent

primarily the Pharisees) in the most fearful terms. (Similarly as

in the foregoing parable, Luke xviii. 20.) The king, upon seeing

his favour abused, appears as the Kuler who severely punishes the
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violation of his will ; the persons who were invited appear in the re-

lation of subjects, and are therefore treated as rebels.

Ver. 8-10.—The rejection of those who were first invited to the

prepared feast, is followed (as Luke xiv. 21) by the invitation of

others ; a circumstance in which we find a parallel with the trans-

ference of the vineyard to other husbandmen. (Matth. xxi. 41.)

Matthew, indeed, merely mentions the dispatching of the servants

;

but, according to him, also, the efiect is the same as in the other

case, viz., the filling up of the places. This replacing of the re-

jected guests, by others who were not primarily appointed to those

positions, is the same idea as Paul illustrates (Rom. xi.) where he

represents the cast-off Jews as severed branches of the olive tree,

into whose places others (the TrXrjpcona tCjv e6v(jjv) were grafted. The
statement of Matthew that evil and good (novr]poi koX dyaQoi) were

called (com p. Matth. xiii. 47) is far more expressive than the repre-

sentations of Luke. The latter describes those who were called as

TTT(x>xoL^ poo7^, only, and not as, in part, 7Tov7]poij loicked. This term

points to the sequel, in which the wickedness of some among the

called is exhibited. (This is the only instance in which the expres-

sion dte^odoi TU)v d6u>v occurs in the New Testament. Ai^^oSog literally

signifies a passage ; in connexion with ddoc it probably means the

intersection of one street by another ; thus compitum, where men
are accustomed to congregate.)

Ver. 11-13.—This second part of the parable, as we have already

observed (on ver. 1), admits no reference to the Pharisees. It could

not possibly be said of them that they participated in the mar-
riage ; they were the very men who did not obey the call. The de-

sign of the Eedeemer, in these words, was to give his disciples (who,

as such, may be regarded as called, instead of the persons first

invited) an exhortation to earnestness.

As regards the simile, it is evident that allusion is made to the

eastern custom observed at feasts, of distributing costly garments.

According to this usage, the want of the garment required at the

feast was criminal, even in the case of 'the poorest individual, since

he must have rejected the one oflered him, and self-complacently'

deemed his own good enough. In resolving the metaphor, we find

that the garment (as an external decoration) signifies the internal

adornment of the soul, which we may denominate by one expression,

righteousness {dLKaioavvrj). (Isaiah Ixi. 10 has the same figure ""ia

ys;. Comp. Rev. xix. 8. The use of the word ivdi'aaoOai in the

New Testament, with XP^'^'''^^^ ^^-ov dvOpco-nov, dyd-rjv^ Rom. xiii. 14,

Gal, iii. 27, Col. iii. 10, 12, ff"., Ephes. iv. 24, has reference to the

same comparison.) Hence this inward righteousness is not repre-

sented as anything acquired or self-produced, but as something

given, imparted, the non-appropriation of which (resulting from
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self-complacency and vanity, as if our own were sufficient]; is the

very ground of rebuke. Where this righteousness is wanting,

the necessary consequence is renioval from the light of the kingdom

into darkness. (Concerning the words, okoto^ tfc5repov k. t. A., com-

pare the remarks on Matth. viii. 12.) Thus the call (icXi'iotg) by no

means appears as gratia irresisfibilis, but as laying claim to free,

spontaneous choice. Even in the case of those who follow the caU,

sin may remain in the depth of the soul, unless the man wholly

yields in humble obedience, and along with the invitation, receives

also the ornament of righteousness offered by the free grace of God.

This interpretation encounters but one difficulty, namely, how this

parable is to be reconciled with that of the ten virgins (Matth. xxv. 1,

ff.). According to the latter, it appears that not only no one with-

out the wedding-garment—without the array of the Divine righte-

ousness—but no one remaining without the necessary oil of the

Spirit, can come into the kingdom of God ; whilst, according to

this parable of the marriage-feast, the Trovrjpog, luiched (ver, 10) is

admitted into the kingdom of God. It would, indeed, be the

shortest method to say that these features are not to be pressed ; but

they stand in such intimate connexion with the whole substance of

the parable, that if such points are to be put aside as incidental,

the entire representation becomes void of meaning. If, however, we
only distinguish the varied relations in which the kingdom of God
is presented, these varying representations assume a significance.

In the passage, Matth. xxv. 1, ff., the kingdom of God is treated

of in reference to its complete manifestation at the coming of the

Lord ; this involves the idea of the Kpiatg, judgment, separation^ for

the kingdom of God, by means of which all impurities are separated

from it. In our parable, on the contrary, the subject of discourse

is the coming of the kingdom of God among men, as introduced by

the first appearance of the Lord on earth ; in this relation we may
apply the parable of the net, in which good and bad fish are in-

cluded (Matth. xiii. 47, ff.). Thus, the fact of being in the external

kingdom of God does not by any means, in itself, furnish either the

right or the certainty of belonging to his spiritual kingdom. As
there was a Judas amongst the disciples, and a Ham in the ark, so

in all places and times, while the kingdom of God is in the course

of its secret development in the present world (atwv ovro(;)j there

appears a wicked man in the circle of believers that are formed from

time to time. Whether the Kedeemer in this parabolic representa-

tion, thought particularly of Judas, it is hard to affirm, although it

cannot be positively denied.

Ver. 14.—According to Matth. xxii. 14, the Redeemer concludes

this parable also (compare the remarks on Matth. xx. 16) with the

saying, ttoXXol elai kXtjtoI, dXtyoc 6e EKXeKToi^ many are called, butfew
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chosen, which here requires a closer consideration. As to the mean-
ing of KXfjTog, called, the foregoing parable shews plainly enough

that the term is identical with HEKlrjfih'OL (vcr. 3). All, therefore,

who are reached by the invitation of the prophets to enter the king-

dom of God, are therein included. Whether theyobey the call {icXTjotg

dyia, 2 Tim. i. 9) or not, is not implied in the word KXrjTog, called;

on the contrary, the parable of the marriage-feast sufficiently proves

that there are persons called who do not obey the call. At the same
time, the term kXtjtoi,called, is in some instances applied, especially

by the Apostle Paul, strictly to those who have complied with the

call and entered the church of God (Rom. i. 6, 7, viii 28 ; 1 Cor. i.

24 ; Jude ver. 1). (Paul also employs the word KXijrog, called, in

reference to the calling of an individual to a special work in the

kingdom of God ; for example, Rom. i. 1 ; 1 Cor. i. 1, kXtitoc

d-TToa-oXog
; but this signification needs no further remark here.) In

many passages of Scripture (Luke xviii. T ; Matth. xxiv. 22, £f.; Rom.
viii. 83; Col. iii. 12 ; Tit. i. 1 ; 1 Pet. i. 1, ii. 9) ucXsKrog, chosen, stands

quite parallel with KX-rjrog, called, as a general designation of the

members of the church, in opposition to the world. The expres-

sion is, in this sense, syonymous Avith dyiot, saints, which also, in it-

self, conveys only the fact of separation from a multitude. In a

special sense, however, it is applied to angels (1 Tim. v. 21), to

Christ (Luke xxiii. 35), and to individual members of the church.

In these instances it appears to have a more limited meaning than
KXrjTog, called, because, while all the chosen are necessarily called, all

the called are not chosen. This signification occurs only in the saying

now before us, but in Rev. xvii. 14, and probably Rom. xvi. 13. It

might be thought that the peculiarity of the tKXeKroi, chosen, is a

richer endowment with gifts, and hence the appointment to a greater

work ; in which case, as in the parable of the servants (Matth. xxv.

14, ff.), for example, those to whom more talents were given than to

the other, would be iKXeiiroi. Or, according to the parable before us,

we might understand this term as designating those who sincerely

avail themselves of the call (kXtjcic) in opposition to those who
either despise or neglect it ; or else, while apparently receiving it,

do not properly employ it. But the words -noXXoi elai kXtito'l,

many are called, seem to imply that there are others who are not

called (the Evangelist does not use the expression ol ttoXXoLj which

might be taken as bearing much the same signification with ndv-eg,

comp. Rom. v. 15 with xviii. 19); while at the same time, the fact

of not being called is only to be viewed as a relative thing (comp.

the remarks on Matth. xx. 28), since Scripture knows nothing of

any positive decree excluding individual men from the kingdom of

God, but, on the contrary plainly teaches the universality of God's

grace (1 John ii. 2 ; 2 Pet. iii. 9). It is true, indeed, that the calling
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of one people takes place at an earlier period, than that of the

other ; and, among the same people, one individual is called before

another,* so that thus far, those who are called may be distin-

guished from those who are not called (but are to be called). Hence

the vocation, as such, admits of no merit; it is a gift of the free

grace of God ; while, on the other hand, guilt is involved in its re-

jection. The guilt of the many called is intimated in the second

part of the statement, but few chosen {oXiyoL dt- itcXeKToC). It

would indeed seem that, since the use made of the KX/joLg is here

pointed out as the peculiarity of the ekXektoi, the name is not en-

tirely appropriate ; it would seem that the more correct expression

would be faithful {ttlotol), in order to mark the self-activity of man.

But the improvement of the KXijoig^ call, is also traced to an iKkoyrj,

election, for the purpose of shewing that faithfulness itself is only

an effect of grace, since activity on the part of man can only operate

negatively, and always requires a positive power (namely the Divine)

to supply its deficiency. The proverb itself naturally partakes of the

variable applicability of its pa7is; and hence we must explain the

circumstance that here it has reference to the unfaithfulness of those

who did not embrace the call addressed to them ; whilst in Matth.

XX. 16, it was applied to those different relations to the kingdom of

God, the distribution of which depends upon God's free grace.

§ 6. New Conversations of Jesus with the Phaeisees

AND SaDDUCEES.

(Matth. xxii. 15-46; Mark xii. 13-37; Luke xx. 20-44.)

All the three Evangelists agree in the statement that the Phari-

sees, soon after the first conversation, made a fresh attempt to em-
barrass the Eedeemer by difficult questions, so as to compromise him
in the eyes of the people, and thus draw away the affection which

they entertained for him. Here the accounts are in such exact

harmony with each other (Luke merely omitting the parallel to

Matth. xxii. 34, ff. ; comp. the remarks on Matth. xxi. 23), as to

leave no doubt that the reports were given in chronological order
;

especially as the internal character of the conversations is quite

suited to the last days before the sufferings of the Lord. The in-

creasing malignity of the Pharisees led them to make use of the

most dijfficult cases, that they might put Jesus to the proof, and, if

possible entangle him in his words. The love of Christ, which in

contrast with such daring sin, rose to its highest pitch, is manifested

by the following discourses alike in its gentle form of compassion,

* This difference in the calls was represented in the parable, Matth. xx. 1, S.
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sympatliizmg with blindness, and labouring to remove it, and in its

sacred severity.

Ver. 15, 16.—We have here a positive statement of that which

was at least not definitely expressed at the commencement of the

first conversation between Jesus and the Pharisees (Matth. xxi. 23)

—that the persons who interrogated Christ were expressly delegated

by the Sanhedrim for that purpose. The Pharisaic party, who
ruled the Sanhedrim by their influence, made the formal resolution

to entrap Christ, through their deputies, by means of artfal ques-

tions. (Ilayi6ev(o = dypeyw, as if to catch in a net.) In order,

however, to conceal their plan, they sent some of their pupils

(Matth. xxii. 16), and indeed such as knew how to present an honest

appearance, as if they came from deeply felt desire, to ask the opinion

of the Saviour in a difficult case, in which they desired to know
what was right. (Luke xx. 20, therefore calls them very significantly

vTTOh-ptvojxevoi tavTovg dmaLovg elvai^ and Jesus subsequently, on the

same account, calls them vnoKpirai. An iyicdderog is a way-layer,

lying in ambush [comp. Job xix. 12]. In Sirachviii. 14, the phrase

occurs, iyKadi^sLv ojg tvsdpov tw aroixarl rtvog, which is quite analogous

to our passage.)

It is singular, however, that Matthew and Mark agree in stating

that the Pharisees had united with the Herodians. These adherents

of the Herodian family generally, and of Herod Antipas in particu-

lar (Mark iii. 6), who, moreover, may have been the immediate

attendants of the Tetrarch—for he happened to be present in Jeru-

salem at the feast of the Passover (Luke xxiii. 7)—entertained

political opinions altogether difterent from those of the Pharisees.

The latter were necessarily opposed to the Komans in their entire

aim, and desired the establishment of an independent Jewish power,

because that would afibrd them greater certainty of exercising the

influence which they assumed
; and through their efforts, the mass

of the people also were, in the highest degree, prejudiced against the

Koman dominion. On the other hand, the family of Herod, with

its adherents, had an interest in the very continuance of Ro-
man government ; for, by this means, they were protected in the

possession of their power ; and hence they permitted to themselves

all oppressions, confidently trusting in the Roman legions, who
stood in readiness to defend them against every outbreak of rebel-

lion. It was upon the union of these two parties that their plan

was laid. As Herod and Pilate became friends when the object

was to put the Holy One of God to death (Luke xxiii. 12), so also

did the Pharisees and Herodians. The deputies of the two political

parties were at once to sujiply the witnesses by whom, whatever

might be his answer, he should be ruined. It is true a declaration

against the Romans would have won the attachmen^k of the people
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still more ; but the Herodians would tlien have taken occasion to

accuse him before the Pagan authorities (Luke xx. 20, tov irapadov-

vai avTov rf/ dpx'^ not ttj i^ovaia rov rj y e [j, 6 v o g^, which the Pharisees

certainly above all things desired. If, on the contrary, Jesus simply

declared himself infavour of the Komans, then the Pharisees hoped

to draw away from him the sympathies of the people, and to be able

to imprison him without fear. Hence they seek to inveigle the

Kedeemer by insidious language, while they hypocritically praise

his truthfulness and courage. But he who knew what is in man
(John ii. 25), perceived their craft {-rravovgyLa), as Luke says, xx. 23.

(Instead ofngoaoynov Xaixiidveiv = ti53 t^vi, Matthew and Mark have

eig npoaunov (iXeireLv, and this does not correspond with c^^b n*'©, Num.
xxiv. 1, which the LXX. correctly translate by dTroarpecpeiv rb iipo-

oMTTov. It is better to compare V? b-^is bw, which is generally used

in the good sense, to regard any one with favour. Even this phrase,

however, does not exactly answer to the phrase (^Xettelv elg TTpSoMnov
;

it would rather be necessary that the words should run : t-^is V? n^n,

—an expression which does not occur.)

Yer. 17-22.—The way in which the interrogators intended that

the Lord should be perplexed, is evident from what has preceded.

But two questions now present themselves. In the first i^lcice, how
did Christ view the relations of the Jewish people to the Romans
and their representative, the Emperor ? The inquiry *' Is it law-

ful to give tribute to Cassar or not ?" (I^eart 6ovvai K~]vaov Kaiaapi,

rj ov
;)

plainly indicates a reference to the views of the Jewish ultra-

liberals, of whom the well-known Judas of Galilee (comp. Joseph.

Arch, xviii. 1, ff. and Acts v. 37) is to be regarded as the fanatic

chief. This man represented the freedom to which he believed the

Jewish people called, as consisting in entire exemption from external

imposts and contributions to the support of worldly government,

their contributions being due only to God—that is, to the Temple

and its Pharisaic officials. There was not the slightest ground for

the support of this fanatical opinion in Scripture ; for the Jews

always had paid taxes to their sovereign, in addition to the Temple

dues ; and Palestine had also had to raise its tribute as a province

of Babylon or Syria. Moreover, the passage Deut. xvii. 15, does

not in itself forbid that a stranger ('^sa ©in) should reign over

Israel—indeed the prophets incessantly foretold that the unfaithful

people would be subjected to foreign rule—the j)assage only pro-

hibits the Jews from themselves choosing a foreigner as king, while

it was quite possible that God might, as a punishment, cause them

to be brought under the dominion of a stranger. Hence it is evi-

dent that Jesus could not, by any means, coincide with the ultra

party ; because their rebelliousness was a horrible fruit of sin. Ac-

cording to the command of God, even an illegitimate and unjust
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govemmeut must be obeyed when it is once established (Rom. xiii.

1). True, indeed, Jesus was thereby no friend to the Eomans (rep-

resented by the Herodians) ; for, on the one hand, they had

assumed dominion over Judaea by gross deeds of violence, and, on

the other, their whole political constitution was unholy, and directly

opposed to everything Divine. But the Lord saw in their dominion

over Israel the judgment of God, and therefore viewed it as a

scourge (like Nebuchadnezzar and his Chaldeans in days before)

held in Grod's hand. And, although this instrument was indeed re-

pugnant, yet the holiness of him who used it—the Lord of heaven

and earth—demanded reverence. Now, according to the prophecies^

even Israel was, as a punishment, not only to be without a king (of

its own), but at one time, Avithout sacrifice, altar, ephod, and sanc-

tuary (Hos. iii. 4). True, if the wliole people of Israel had embraced

the Lord in genuine faith, it might be supposed that (according to

the Philonean mode of representation) the whole nation—through
the power of the holy life, which would have been developed within

it—would have overcome its conquerors ; but the Lord, at this time,

knew too certainly that the Jews were rushing to their own destruc-

tion (Luke xix. 42, ff.), and saw in the Romans the instrument of

God for the correction of this blinded people. Thus, when the in-

terrogators of the Redeemer propounded to him their opposite opin-

ions—as contraries between which, they thought, he would inevit-

ably be obliged to choose—he took no part with either. In his

higher and holy view of things, he acknowledged what was true in

the sentiments of both parties, but he could not be bound by oppo-

site views, above which he rose so far.

The next question then is, How did the Saviour, with prudence,

make known his sentiments ? He did not give forth abstract

thoughts respecting the political relations of peoples and states, but

conveyed his instruction by the sight of the actual material object

which represented the particular point in question. He requested

the ordinary coin in which the tax (census) was paid (hence voiuofia

KijvaoVy Matth. xxii. 19) namely a denarius, to be produced. (Arj-

vdpiovj like KTJvaog was adopted from the Latin language into the

Greek ; the coin [see Matth. xviii. 28] was worth about three Saxon

groschen.) This bore the image and name of Caesar, and therefore

its use involved the silent acknowledgment of the influence of the

emperor, and with him, of the Romans. (Comp. the passages in

Lightfoot and Wetstein in loc, which lay down the principle, " He
whose likeness is borne by the coin is lord of the land.") But this

acknowledgment expressed, on the one hand, the consciousness of

guilt, and, on the other, submission to the will of God ; and, there-

fore, all this could lead to no other conclusion than that, when so

much had preceded, nothing but what existed (the payment of trib-

VoL. II.—12
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ute to the Emperor) could follow. This idea, however, involved the

other—that, in the first instance, they ought not to have appropri-

ated the money of the emperor (but rather have striven after a more

solemn and holy object), and then there would have been no neces-

sity for giving to the emperor what, according to the law of justice,

was the emperor's.

After having directed the thoughts ofthe interrogators to the facts

of their present position, and having thus awakened the sense ot

guilt and the consciousness of deserved punishment, Jesus led their

minds from that which was temporal to things eternal, and to their

duties respecting them. To refer the words " to God the things

which are Grod's" (rd rov Qsov tw 9ew) to the Temple-tax (of half a

shekel, Exod. xxx. 12), gives an erroneous view of the whole narra-

tive. For, on the one hand, it would not appear what occasion

there could be for wonder in the answer—" both must be paid, the

tribute to the Romans and the tax to the Temple" (the peculiar-

ity in the procedure of the Saviour would, in that case, have con-

sisted, not in the sentiment expressed, but in the exiiihition of the

coin ; whereas, according to Luke xx. 26, the object of marvel was

the ansiver); and on the other, the Pharisees might have made an

excellent use of such a reply, in order to stigmatize Jesus among
the people as a deserter to Rome, since he certainly stated that the

tribute must be paid. The word of the Lord is full of spirit and life

only when it is spiritually apprehended. Jesus contrasts God, as

the heavenly Sovereign—tlie King of all kings—with Ciesar, as the

highest possessor of worldly dominion. The latter, in accordance

with his character, claims nothing but what is temporal and earthly

(Mammon), which he only whose heart clings around it, hesitates in

giving back to its fountain. But God, as Spirit, requires that

which is spiritual—the heart and the whole being. The inward

man belongs to God (as that which is outward belongs to the world,

and to Cassar as its representative), for he bears the image of God
(eliMv Tov Qeov) indelibly impressed upon him, and whatsoever has

come from God must return to him. Now, these hypocrites resort-

ed to the Lord, to ascertain how they could act towards Caasar ; but

to learn how their immortal souls might be brought to God—to re-

veal which was the very design of the Saviour's coming—they

asked not. This striking contrast presented in the power of the

Spirit, and uttered with the conquering glance of truth, came home
with such power to their consciences, that they stood self-convicted

of their own insincerity ; they experienced the profound truth of the

sublime sentiment uttered by the Lord ; they felt that their ques-

tion would have been frivolous even if it had proceeded from hearts

well-disposed,* but that now it was wicked, because it came from

* Claudius, in his ingenious remarks on the history of the tributary Penny (Geschichte
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hearts full of hypocrisy. They may have been sensible that the an-

swer, aTrddoTE rd Kaiaagog rw KaloaQt, koI rd rov Qeov tw 0ea>, render

to Ccesar, etc., may be said to involve the law and the prophets

(Mattli xxii. 40) ; in that we can conceive of no Divine law which is

not included in one part or the other of this sentiment ;
because to

leave what is sinful to the world, and to give that which is eternal

to God, is the whole secret of godliness. (Comp. on the passage

Rom. xiii. 7, where Paul seems to have had it in his view.)

Ver. 23.—According to Matth. xxii. 22, the Pharisees now vdth-

drew, and on the same day (tv t/cen'^ W^P?') ver. 23)—but after an

interval—the Sadducees came to Jesus. But, as the Pharisees are

mentioned again subsequently (Matth. xxii. 34-41) the word d-nrjXdov,

departed, doubtless can relate only to those among themwho had been

expressly deputed ; it is likely that others remained. According to

Mark and Luke, the question of the Sadducees immediately follows

the preceding, and hence the interval of which Matthew speaks is,

probably, to be regarded as but very brief The accounts of the

three Evangelists respecting the conversation of Jesus with the Sad-

ducees, harmonize in all essentials ; Mark, according to his mode,

merely giving a somewhat more extended report, although without

adding any peculiar feature. Luke, on the contrary, gives the an-

swer of Christ far more fully than either of the others, and com-

municates therein some peculiar points.

As regards the relation of Jesus to the Sadducees, the Redeemer

evidently acknowledges in them a certain goodness of disposition
;

they were far from the malignity and shamelessness of the Phari-

sees, but only because they had less interest in doctrinal subjects

and ecclesiastical affairs. Their god was their belly, and as their

wealth placed them in a position to indulge their lusts to the full,

their whole activity was concentrated upon temporal things. Their

debasement in the pursuit of pleasure, naturally led them to over-

look everything higher, and, in regard to knowledge, they were far

behind the Pharisees. They denied the resurrection,* and even the

reality of the spiritual worldf (Acts xxiii. 8) ; and (like Philo),

among the Old Testament Scriptures they attached more import-

ance to the Law than to the Prophets. (Joseph. Arch, xviii. 1. 4.

vom Zlnsgroschen, B ii. S. 141), very justly says, " The whole question, generally, respect-

ing the justice or injustice of the tribute money was very absurd, and amounted to just

as much as ifan adulterer should ask whether it were right to pay the legal penalty fixed

against adultery." The instance of adultery is selected with great appropriateness, for

the Jews had committed this -^ry crime, in their unfaithfulness towards the Lord.

* Mark and Luke express add—for the sake of those readers who might not be

Jews—that the Sadducees den. i the resurrection.

f How they may have exp led the appearances of angels in the Pentateuch, is in-

deed doubtful. Neander (Eircl Gesch. Th. i. s. 55) conjectures, with reason, that they

regarded these appearances merejy as manifestations of God himself which were impe^

sonal. and on that account transitory. (Compare also Dr. Paulus on Luke xx. 27.)
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Bell. Jud, ii. 8, 14). Hence, while Christ declares that they have

no knowledge of Divine things (Matth. xxii. 29), he does not re-

fuse to instruct them ; the goodness of their disposition rendered

it possible that the words might find entrance to their hearts—a re-

sult far less to be anticipated in the case of the vain and haughty

Pharisees.

Ver. 24-28.—The question which they propose to Christ unmis-

takeably proves the shallowness of their reasonings. The tale which

they relate (merely a fictitious one) probably formed one of the

most striking arguments which they were able to adduce against

the resurrection {avdaTacL^)^ the object of their attack ; and foi

this reason it might appear to them worth while to try its efiect with

the famous Proj)het of Nazareth. The whole fiction was founded

upon the Mosaic law, Deut. xxv. 5, ff. concerning the marriage of

the brother-in-law, which, indeed, occurs as in use before the time

of Moses, Gen. xxxviii. 6. (The citation is given merely from

memory, and hence each of the Evangelists quotes it diiferently.)

The design of this Mosaic regulation was simply to preserve the

families (and this was the purport also of the laws respecting

heiresses—comp. the remarks on the genealogical tables containing

the lineage of Jesus), the number of which was connected with the

inheritance in the land of Canaan. On this account, likewise, the

first-born was regarded as the heir of the deceased (comp. Michaelis

Mos. Eecht. Th. ii. s. 194), and treated as his genuine descendant.

(The word t7rtya/tt/3p£v(o, Matth. xxii. 24, literally signifies to ally

one's self by marriage, from yafi(3p6g, which denotes all relationships

by marriage, as brother-in-law, son-in-law, father-in-law. This is

the only place where it occurs, and it corresponds with the Hebrew
D?':, which usually means to perform an obligatory marriage. Instead

of dvaarrioei anipiia^ the original text has tip; rhs c**-?? riwr; • the

LXX. also have retained the word ovona. Intpiia. corresponds with

the*Hebrew y-ay. in the ordinary signification, posterity.)

Ver. 29, 30.—The Lord, in his reply, in the first place (accord-

ing to Matthew and Luke) reproves the unbelief of the Sadducees,

and then (according to the more copious account of Luke) gives the

most definite declaration on the particular case before him. Christ

describes the error of the Sadducees as ignorance of the Scriptures

and of the power of God. That we are not to understand the lat-

ter expression as referring to a mere knoivledge of the Divine

omnipotence, which can raise the bodies of the dead, is evident

from the idea itself. The general doctrine of the almighty power

of God was not contested by the Sadducees ; they only maintained

that the raising of the dead should not be regarded as forming a

part in the operations of God's omnipotent energy. The know-

ledge of the power of God is not distinct from knowledge (yvCJaig)
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generally ; for we cannot conceive of one attribute of God without

the other ; all must he viewed as inseparably connected in the

Divine essence. And in like manner, the phrase eldevai rag ypa^xigj

to know the Scriptures^ must not be taken as signifying an acquaint-

ance with the historical sense of the Scriptures ; for it is quite as

incredible that the Sadducees should have mistaken this, as that

they denied the omnipotence of God. The expression denotes

rather an apprehension of the spiritual contents of the Scrip-

tures ; and since this presupposes Spirit—and that, Divine Spirit,

which no one can have without the knowledge of God—the

knowledge of Scripture is related to the knowledge of God, as the

effect to the cause. Because they do not know God, they do not

understand that which is Divine in the Scriptures, knowing only

what is external, and not having organs for the apprehension of

anything beyond. (Respecting the ipvxtiiog [Jude ver. 19, Trvevna

liTj K^wj'], comp, 1 Cor. ii. 14, where it is said, ov dexerai rd tov

iTvevfiaTog tov Geov.)

In the next place, in regard to the question itself, the Lord un-

equivocally replies that the life of those who are raised from the

dead will be entirely different from earthly life, and hence the diffi-

culty suggested by his interrogators falls to the ground. Now, in

this passage, we have, chiefly, an express confirmation of the

dvdaraaig^ resurrection, which, it is to be observed, we must distin-

guish from the immortality of the soul. Of the latter, the Scrip-

tures never speak ; on the contrary, God is called o novog t%6jv tt/v

ddavaaiav, he lulio alone hath immortality (1 Tim. vi, 16). True,

the doctrine of Scripture recognises an individual continuance of

the soul (}pvxri) but it always views the separation of the soul

from the body by death as unnatural, so that even in the case

of believers, whose spirit and soul live in the light of God, the

perfection of the body also is earnestly desired, (Rom. viii. 32,

rifieig d~eii6ex6ixevoL rrjv dTToXvrpwaiv tov OMfiaTog ry/ioJv.) Hence, the

unclothing of the body—the condition of the life of the soul with-

out its organ—is by no means an advanced state for men ; accord-

ing to the principle—" corporeity is the end of the works of God,"
everything seeks its corresponding body. The body of the resurrec-

tion is a true body {au)na) though indeed a spiritual one (nveviiaTucdv,

1 Cor, xs', 43, 44). The Redeemer describes as such the corporality

of those who are raised from the dead ; for he denies, in their case,

the yandv (of men) and yaiu^eaOaL (= yajxiaKeadai or iicyafiioKeadai, of

women, to be married); whereas both these belong to the natural

body {aoJua xpvxiKov), according to its nature. Instead of acofiaTa^

bodies, the Lord mentions (in Luke) alojv ovTog and tKelvog (respect-

ing these terms, compare the remarks on Matth. xii. 31), as the

regions of existence to which the natural and spiritual bodies re-
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spectively belong. The expression alibv tKelvog is here equal to

0aocXela tov Qeov, and denotes the state in which the Divine Spirit

rules ; on which account also, mention is made of being worthy of

this ala)v. Wherein this consists, and how it is attained, we are

not here informed ; but the general view of the doctrine of Scrip-

ture leads to the conclusion, that faith must be regarded as suscep-

tibility for grace (x^^pig) or the condition of worthiness ; in the sight

of God, nothing affords worthiness but that which is Divine, that

which proceeds from himself. (" Before God nothing avails, but his

own image.") The proposition thus stated by the Lord as a doc-

trine, is supported in what follows (Luke xx. 36) by proofs. It is

true, the clause with the second jdp (ladyyeXoi yap elaC)^ contains only

a subordinate argument, since its immediate reference is to the pre-

ceding words, dnodaveXv oviceTi dvvavTat^ they can die no more; but it

has also an indirect reference to the main thoughts of the passage.

As regards the argumentative force of the first clause, there can be no

doubt that this lies in the idea of propagation, involved in the expres-

sions yafiElv, marry, and yaiuuKeadaij given in marriage. This is

appointed by God only for the period during which humanity is in its

course of development ; with its perfection, which wiU exclude every

form of death, propagation will also cease. It may justly be de-

duced from this train of thought, that, according to the meaning of

Christ, the spiritual body will be modified in like manner, and thus

the difference of sex will not again appear in those who are raised

from the dead. This, however, can be affirmed with respect only

to its physical character ; so far as the difference of the sexes is

manifested also in the psychical nature, there is no ground for the idea

that it will be abolished in the resurrection ; for there is no necessity

whatever to suppose such an intimate mutual connexion between

the physical and the psychical as would render it impossible to con-

ceive of the one without the other. But although this passage

does not express so much, it does not exclude the conjecture, that,

in those who are raised from the . dead there may be such a union

of the sexes as existed before the formation of woman (Gen. ii.

21).

In regard to the remaining words of this important verse, it may
be remarked that the clauses, ladyyeXoi ydp tloi.for they are like the

angels, and koI vloi elai tov Qeov, they are sons of God, are quite parallel,

and serve as complements to each other ;. but both stand in causal

relation to the last words, Tjjg dvao-daeug viol ovreg—" Because they

are children of the resurrection, they are ladyyeXoi, like the angels."

—Hence, in the expression, viol rfjg dvaardoecog, children of the re-

surrection (the antithesis is fi.;'?'!? 2 Sam. xxii. 5), = viol r^ig ^w^f,

children of life, the word dvdaraoic, resui-rection, is to be taken as

emphatic, like John xi. 25, where Christ says, " I am the resurrec-
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tion," the absolute life wliicli conquers death, and in whose nature

those who are raised from the dead, have part. On account of this

participation they are called viol rod Qeov ( chVxn ^pa, the ordinary-

name of angels, comp. the remarks on Luke i. 35), and ladyyeXoi.

(This is the only instance in which the expression occurs in the New
Testament.) The angels are here evidently viewed as r:vev[iara

spirits (n'.h?.-i) who partake of the nature of God, the original Spirit;

and, with their spiritual nature, those who rise from the dead

(clothed with the aC^na nvevfiariKov') are described as in kindred rela-

tionship. Although this idea may be referred primarily to the

words, ovtcKTt dnoOaveXv dvvavrai^ they can no more die, so that spirit-

uality appears as the element which imparts immortality
;
yet a fur-

tlier reference to the more remote words, ovre yafwvaiv k. t. X. theynei-

tlter marry, etc., is not excluded. The world of angels (as Koaiiog vorj-og)

excludes the idea of development, and hence that of propagation, it

being associated only with the world of sense (icoo^og alaOTj-og) to

which man belongs by virtue of his natural body ; and accordingly

the connexion might also be taken as follows, otS-e yafiovotv ovre

tKyafiiaKovrat, ladyyeXoi yap elac.

Here, however, it might appear that prophetic passages—for ex-

ample, Isaiah Ixv. 20, 23, in which mention is made of propagation

in the kingdom of God—are contradictory to the words of the Re-
deemer."'' Indeed, it does not appear how this contradiction is to be

reconciled without the supposition of a twofold rcBurrectiou (comp.

the remarks on Luke xiv. 14) ; while, if this supposition be adopted,

such passages are easily explained. In that case, those living in the

kingdom must not, by any means, be regarded as having all risen

from the dead (comp. Rev. xx. 8); and accordingly descriptions like

those in Isaiah, Ixv. 20, 23, must be referred only to those who have

not risen (and consequently still belong, in part, to the world). An
argument of considerable weight, in proving that the authors of

the New Testament (and even the Lord himself) taught a twofold

resurrection, viz., that of the just, and the general resurrection, is

furnished by the distinction that appears also in our passage between
the expressions dvdaraaig tCjv veicpCJv, resurrection of the dead, and
t- K vEicpo)Vj from the dead.-f The origin of the phrase dvdaraoig etc

vEupCJv, resurrection from the dead (Matth. xvii. 7 ; Mark ix. 9, 10,

xii. 25 ; Luke xx. 35 ; Acts iv. 2 ; Gal. i. 1 ; 1 Cor. xv. 12, 20 ; 1

Pet. i. 3), would be inexplicable, if it were not derived from the

* It is probable that such passages of the Old Testament formed the foundation on
which those Rabbins rested their notions, who dreamed of marriages among the subjects

of the resurrection. But it was by no means a general Pharisaic opinion, that propaga-

tion would take place among those who rise from the dead ; men of spiritual dispositions

taught the contrary, according to Scripture.

f The phrase ditlaTaaig en r uv venpuv never occurs. On the contrary, 1 Cor. xv. 12,

13, 21, we Iwve uvdaraaig vsKpuv.
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idea, that out of the mass of the dead some would rise first. It is

true that most of the passages adduced relate to the Kedeemer, to

whom the eyelpeaOai e/c veKpoJv, rising from the dead, certainly has

its peculiar application);* but in the passages, Mark xii. 25 ; Luke
XX. 35 ; the words dvdaraoig ^k veiipCov, resurrection from the dead,

are used by the Lord himself, in reference to the act of the resur-

rection, and we are therefore compelled to allow it its force in the

present case also. Nor is it anything strange that the successive

stages in the resurrection are in many instances not distinguished
;

that under the single term resurrection, both are comprehended

(Matth. xxii. 23, 28, and parallels, John xi. 24 ; Acts xxiii. 8),

and that in dvdoTaaig tmv vskqCjv the he veKpojv is understood (Matth.

xxii. 31 ; Acts xvii. 32, xxiii. 6; 1 Cor. xv. 12, 42, 52); for the

general includes the special, and, on the same principle, the pro-

phets of the Old Testament associated the first and second advents

of Christ.

Ver. 31, 32.—At the conclusion of the conversation, the Saviour,

after having described, as far as the matter under inquiry was con-

cerned, the nature of those who participate in the resurrection, ad-

duces a further argument for the doctrine of the resurrection from

the Scriptures. The prophets would have furnished the Lord with

far more decided proofs of this doctrine (comp. Isaiah xxvi. 19
;

Ezek. xxxviii. 1, fP.; Dan. xii. 2, ff.); but since the Sadducees ac-

knowledged only the Pentateuch, Jesus confined himself to that.

(The passage quoted is Exod. iii. 6 [15]. It is cited only according

to the sense ; it does not exactly agree either with the LXX. or

with the original text.) In the Pentateuch the horizon certainly

appears limited to this life, and express references to the state after

death are altogether wanting. But from this circumstance we can

form no conclusion as to the individual opinions of Moses, and the

most spiritual men of the nation ; it merely indicates the view

which was within the reach of the mass of the people. In their

state of spiritual infancy, it was necessary, in treating of reward as

well as of punishment, to point them to earthly things ; for they

were incapable of contemplating any others as real. And although

there are intimations of a life after death in the Pentateuch (see

the account of Enoch (Gen. v. 24) and the formulae i"«>s? Vn sicns or

vn'iaN Vn which by no means denote merely burial, but signify, to

be gathered together in Sheol (comp. Gesenius in his Lexicon), of

which mention is made, Gen. xxxvii. 35 ; xlii. 38 ; xiiv. 29 ; Numb,
xvi. 30,) from which we may, with certainty, deduce the existence

of the idea of continuance after death among the enlightened men

* There is only one pasaage (Rom. i. 4), in which the expression dvaaraaic veiipQv is

applied to Jesus ; but in this instance it requires a special consideration drawn from the

context.
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of the Mosaic age
;
yet, the life after death, in the realms of shade,

appears a joyless thing, and hence the view taken of it in the Pen-

tateuch is altogether different from that of the New Testament

(John xi. 25, 26 ; Phil. i. 23). This very disparity, however, per-

fectly proves the truth of the representations of Scripture in refer-

ence to the various degrees of human development with which its

various parts are in harmony. In a state of childhood the predom-

inance of sense over spirit is undeniahle; and in like manner, until the

appearance of him who is himself the life and the resurrection—until

the reception of his life and light—the view that the life after death

is joyless and gloomy, is perfectly natural. Hence, if Moses, ancl

the other authors of the Old Testament, had described the life of

the soul when divested of the body—as Paul describes it—as a

state to be earnestly desired, their representation would not have

been natural. The New Testament description of the state after

death is suited only to believers, whose soul is illumined by the

spirit of Christ, and prepared to be received into his presence.

Even in the case of believers, however, the condition without the

body is still only a state of transition (although relatively blissful)

;

they wait for the dTToXvTQMoig rov acjiiarog, redemption of the body

(Rom. viii. 23 ; 2 Cor. v. 4). It may be said, therefore, that not

merely the doctrine of the state after death, but the slate itself, is

viewed as progressive ; for although the continuance of the substance

of the soul is the same in all the stages of development, yet the

degree of consciousness in that continuance is modified according to

the degree of consciousness, in general, that has been attained
;

and, as in the individual, so in the mass.

It seems strange, however, that the Lord founds the proof of the

resurrection, which he draws from the Pentatuch, on the passage,

Exod. iii. 6. That in doing this, he merely followed a Pharisaic

custom of arguing from this passage for the resurrection,* or that

he wished not so much to argue as to dazzle by an ingenious thought

which he connected with the language of Scripture, it would be

diflScult for a Christian consciousness to admit. Undoubtedly the

Eedeemer recognized in the words of Mosesf an internal, doctrinal sig-

nificance ; on which account (according to Matthew and Mark) God
is spoken of as the author of the idea. This quotation is not for a

* Whether Rabbins of an earlier period employed Exod. iii. 6 in the same manner
as Jesus does here, is uncertain. The way in which Rabbi Mauasse applies it, in his

work on the resurrection from the dead, admits of the conjecture that he knew the

Christian interpretation. (Comp. Sehottgen on the passage.)

f The manner in which Luke (xx. 37) quotes the words of the Lord, refers the cita-

tion definitely to Moses ; and this, at any rate, renders it necessary to regard Moses as

the author of the substance of the Pentateuch.—The words inl tF/c f^drov, at the lush,

are to be taken, both in Mark and in Luke, as meaning—" in the section where the ap-

pearance of God in the bush is th') subject of discourse."
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moment to be regarded as a mere formula, selected because Moses

had introduced God as speaking in the first person ; but as an

assertion of the divinity of the writings of Moses himself. For the

supposition that Moses would have represented God as speaking, if

he had not spoken, must be rejected as soniething utterly untenable

;

and hence it is certain that the Lord cannot have appealed to any-

thing of that kind. Indeed such a mode of using the Divine name
would be alike contrary to the command, " Thou shalt not take the

name of the Lord thy God in vain," and to the precept respecting

prophets (Deut. xviii. 20).

If, then, it be the intention of Christ to acknowledge in this

passage the word of God, as that from which he argues in support

of Divine truths necessarily must be (for that which is Divine can be

proved only by what is Divine)—the question is, what meaning the

Kedeemer finds in the words quoted. Now, here all depends upon

the signification of the name, God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

If it denoted nothing else than the idea of protection, goodwill,

then it would not appear why we should not find in the Scripture

the names, God of Adam, of Moses, of David, or other holy men

—

which is not the case. Similarly in the New Testament, the name,

God of Jesus Christ,* occurs (Rom. xv. 6 ; Ephes. i. 3) ; but not,

the God of Peter, of Paul ; nor may we say the God of Luther or

of Calvin. This usus loquendi, which certainly is not accidental,

indicates a more profound idea, lying at the foundation of the name,

and which the Lord, in the instance before us, wishes to bring out

The God of Abraham and the God of Jesus is the one true God of

heaven and earth ; but, as far as the chief forms of his manifesta-

tion are concerned, he has revealed himself to men, in these individu-

als, in different modes. Abraham is regarded, in this name (and

similarly in the expression KoXnog 'Aj3paa/.f, hosom of Abraham^ Luke
xvi. 22), as the father and representative of the whole pre-Christian

life ; Jesus Christ as the father and representative of the whole

Christian world, which has received his life into itself. Hence, the

formula Qebg 'Af3padn, Qebg ^Irjoov Xptorov, God of Abraham, God of
Jesus Christ, relates to the peculiar position of Abraham and Christ

towards mankind universally ; according to which, both are the

progenitors of the people of God—the former of Israel according to

the flesh, the latter, of the spiritual Israel.—The addition of the

name, " God of Isaac and God of Jacob," as it appears to me, was

designed to indicate that the genuine character of the Abrahamitic

life was transmitted only through Isaac (not through Ishmael) and

through Jacob (not through Esau) ; both, therefore, are to be

viewed as one with the ancestor Abraham. The name God of Noah,

* In order to point out the specific relation of Christ to God, it is always added, the

God and Father of Jesus Christ.
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might be applied in a similar manner, were it not that Noah must
be considered the representative, not so much of sanctified human-
ity, as of a general mass, holy and unholy. His son Shem, how-
ever, certainly bears the character of the representative of saints,

and accordingly, in one instance (Gen. ix. 26), the name bv 'nVx,

God of Shem, occurs in reference to him ; and on account of the

similarity of the positions occupied by Abraham and Shem, this ex-

pression is to be taken as identical in meaning with the designation

tsn-^r^N 'ri^x, God of Abraham. From such a signification of the

name, the Lord could well draw his conclusion. The relation of

God to Abraham had not passed away, but was permanent ; on
this account God continuously designated himself, in the one form

of his manifestation, by the name, God of Abraham ; and for the

same reason, the name required the continued existence of him
with whom the peculiar relation, whence it proceeded, was formed.

Accordingly, the expression Qeo(; vskquiv^ ^wvrwv, God of (the) dead,

of (the) living (without an article), is not to be referred to the mass
of the dead or of the living, but to the Patriarchs who are men-
tioned, and should be rendered, "God is not a God of dead persons

—since he still calls himself the God of Abraham, after Abraham's
death—but of those who are living." For with this the idea added by
Luke (xx. 38) strikingly harmonizes, " for all live to him" (iravreg yap

atrw ^GJaw). For, after the relation of God to the saints has been

pointed out—as it is expressed in the name—attention is now di-

rected inversely to their relation to God. As God is their God (Heb.

xi. 16)—having, as it were, given himself to them for a holy posses-

sion—so they give themselves again to him as an entire offering.

Thus the mutual operation of love is here viewed as the peculiar

feature of the eternal life. God is in them and they are in God
;

and in this union they have the immortality (dOavaaia) of Him
who alone essentially possesses it (1 Tim. vi. 16). Hence it is clear

that TidvTEg, all, does not relate to the mass of men (for although all

live through God, all do not live to God, nor walk before God), but

only to the spiritual seed of Abraham. There seems then also in

these verses to be a play upon the words dead and living—the

former comprehending not merely those who are corporeally dead,

but those who are spiritually dead, and, as such, separated from God
;

while the living embrace the spiritually alive, as well as those who en-
joy continued existence. True, it would seem then to follow that those

who are spiritually dead are those who are dead in themselves ;*f
while yet assuredly even the wicked will rise again (John v. 29).

* That is, altogether dead, without any element of life.

—

Tr.

f The case is similar in the passage, John xi. 25, whore the words, 6 TtiaTEvoiv etc ^/^h

K(fv uKoOuvri, ^ijasTaL, he that bclieveth on me, even though he die, shall live, involve the an-
tithesis ; he that believes not in me, is in the power of death.
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Nor is this conclusion, in fact, unscriptural ; for the very resurrection

of the wicked delivers them over to the second death {Odvarog Sevre-

pof, Eev. XX. 6, xxi. 8). The scriptural ideas of death and life are

exceedingly profound and spiritual ; and on this characteristic

the peculiarity of their use is founded (comp. the remarks on John
i. 3). Death has no reference to the annihilation of the substance,

which can never take place ; consequently, the death of the soul

does not involve the cessation of its existence ; on the contrary, it

denotes only the state of the creature in separation from the fount-

ain of life, the source of Being. The union of the soul with the ab-

solute Life alone secures its true life, the consummation of which is

the ^cooTTOiriaig tov acj^iaTogj quickening of the body. It is only when
the words which the Lord addressed to the Sadducees are thus un-

derstood, that they are apprehended in their full signification. (On

this subject, compare my Festprogramm : antiquiss. eccl. patrum

de immortalitate animee sententiae. Eegiom. 1827, printed in the

opusc, theol. Berol. 1833).

Ver. 33.—The sublime thoughts expressed in the words of the

Lord touched not only the more susceptible populace, but (accord-

ing to Luke) even some of the better disposed Pharisees. They ex-

claimed tcaXoJg elnag, tliou hast said ivell, when they saw that Jesus

agreed with their views in opposition to the Sadducees, and so ably

defended them. As, finally, Luke here concludes his narrative of the

attempts of the Jews to entrap Jesus, he even here introduces the

phrase "And they no longer ventured to ask him any question"

(ovKert de IroXfMv inepcjrav avrov ovdiv) ) which Mark (xii. 34) and

Matthew (xxii. 46) do not employ till afterwards.

Ver. 34, 35.—The following account of a Pharisee, who asked

Jesus respecting the greatest commandment, is omitted by Luke,

but given by Mark with a minuteness which alone places the whole

event in its true light. The very brief statements of Matthew would

make it appear that the interrogator had evil designs in his conversa-

tion with the Redeemer—which, according to Mark, was by no means

the case, for Jesus manifested ail affection for him, and praised him
(Mark xii. 34). But to conclude, from this difierence between the

accounts, that the Evangelists refer to two entirely distinct facts, is

not at all admissible ; for, in the first place, if that hypothesis were

correct, two very similar events must have occurred at the same

2oeriod ; and, secondly, the discrepancy between the two narratives

is only apparent, and occasioned by the brevity of Matthew. If the

words T:etpd^(x)v avTov, trying him (Matth. xxii. 35), be only taken as

expressive of a well-meaning inquiry after the opinion of Jesus,

rather than in a malevolent sense, the difference between the ac-

counts is easily reconciled. Nor is their any greater necessity to

adopt the view that this interrogator must have belonged to thu
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sect of the Sadducees or the Karaites, because he manifested so

little enmity towards Jesus, and publicly applauded him. For, as

to the Karaites, it can not only not be proved, but is in the highest

degree improbable^ that they existed in the time of Christ. And, as

regards the Sadducees, the comprehensive word vo[uic6g, laiuyer, like

ypaixnarevg, scribe, may assuredly signify a Sadducee ; but in Mark
the expression " one of the Scribes came up to him," so closely fol-

lows the preceding statement in Luke xx. 39, and the words " hear-

ing them reasoning together, and perceiving that he had answered

them well" {aKovoag av-Cov gv^tjtovvtuv, ddcjg ore KaXciJg avrdtg dire-

Kpidrj) so obviously point out the author of the question as one of

those who had heard the immediately preceding conversation, that,

according to Mark, we can regard him only as a Pharisee ; for it

cannot be supposed that any but the Pharisees would have praised

the answer of Jesus respecting the resurrection of the dead, as

agreeing with their own opinions. In Matthew, indeed, this close

connexion does not occur ; but, instead of this, he expressly men-
tions the Pharisees, and speaks of the interrogator as one of that

party. (The expression elg t| avriov can refer only to the ^aQioaloi

GvvaxOevreg) . Now, since it is natural to suppose that among the

Pharisees there were minds nobler and more susceptible than others,

and the words of Jesus may have produced a powerful impression

upon the interrogator, there is no reason why he should not be re-

garded as a member of the Pharisaic sect. In reference to him, the

more minute statements of Mark are certainly to be taken as cor-

rect, and hence it must be assumed that he was a hearer of the pre-

vious conversation with Jesus. Nor does the account of Matthew
contain anything directly contradictory to this. The language, aKov-

cavTEt; on l<piiiG)ae (from 0'/«o?, the cui-b or muzzle ; figuratively to

make dumb, to put to silence) rovg I,addovKaiovg, hearing that he had
dlenced the Sadducees, may refer to the immediate hearing of

the unanswerable discourse of Jesus ; and the " gathered to-

gether" (ovvrixBrioav trrl ro avTo) does not necessarily imply a
change of time and place. The words may be understood as relat-

ing to the separate conference of the Pharisees in the presence of

Jesus, whom we must regard as surrounded by crowds of people of

all descriptions.* The mass of the Pharisees engaged in it, were,

we may naturally suppose, animated by a very unholy and hostile

spirit ; but, nevertheless, there may have been amongst them a

single individual who remained accessible to nobler sentiments.

(Respecting the expression, ovvdyeaOai km to avro, comp. Schleusner

in his Lexicon to the LXX. [vol. i. p. 501.] Like 'fi:, it refers not

* In like manner we must take the words, Matth. xxii. 41, awrjyiitvuv 61 tQv ^api-

caiuv, which do not suppose any local removal of Jesus, but a gathering together in hia

presence.
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only to place, but also to oneness of disposition. Comp. the ver-

sion of the LXX. Ps. ii. 2.)

Ver. 36.—The question which the Pharisee proposed to Jesus,

TToia EVToXrj fieydXT] Iv rw vo/iw ; tvMch is the great commandment in

the laio ? was founded on the distinction made, by this sect, be-

tween great and little commands (comp. the remarks on Matth. v.

19). There may have been special circumstances which rendered it

desirable for the Pharisee to ascertain the opinion of Jesus as to the

most important part of the law : but it is also probable that he was

actuated by a personal sense of the importance of the question, as

the profound observation inserted by Mark (xii. 33, 34), from the

lips of the scribe, seems to indicate. At all events the question

contained nothing insidious, for the Pharisees, who exhibited the

most open diversity of opinion, called so many different commands
the greatest (for example, circumcision, observance of the Sabbath,

and the like), that the mention of this or that command could in

no way have exposed Jesus to injury.

With regard to the form of the query, the word jusyaA?/, great,

in Matthew, is certainly to be taken as superlative ; one IvroXi],

command (the form under which the law (v6no(;), for a particular

case, is represented) is viewed in contrast with the others (as the

minor ones). The Kedcemer, in his reply, unites neydXr], great, and

nQU)T7],Jirst (Matth. xxii. 38) ; although Mark has the latter alone

(xii. 29). In this expression there is a play upon the two significa-

tions—of pre-eminence, and priority in the order of the commands.

In the question, ttq^tt]Jirst can primarily mean onlj pre-eminent ;

but Jesus names as the pre-eminent command the first, and thus

the words are founded upon the idea, "that command which, ac-

cording to the arrangements of God, is placed first in order, is also

\)a.Qfirst in importance." (In Mark irpwr?/ is followed by the addi-

tion of -ndvTijiv—a reading certainly preferable to -naoCiv, which plainly

betrays itself as a correction. Udvrojv is best taken as neuter, which

serves to strengthen ttqcott}.)

Ver. 37, 38.—Jesus, in his reply, directs the mind from the

variety of individual commands to fhc unity of the principle, the

possession of which involves the fulfilment of them all. He cites

the Avords Deut. vi. 5, in which the acknowledgment of the one true

God, and the duty of loving him, are expressed. Mark has quoted

the passage more fully, and even inserted in the discourse the con-

fession of the unity of God. Although these first words of the Old

Testament command do not necessarily belong to the connexion of

the conversation, yet they are by no means inappropriate, as they

are repeated (ver. 32), according to the account of Mark, by the in-

terrogator. The unity of God, which involves the fact that he ia
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incomparable, contains tlie decisive reason why he is to he loved un-

reservedly—because everything worthy of love is in him.

The Evangelists diifer (comp. the remarks on Luke x. 27) in a

peculiar manner from the Hebrew text, and from the LXX. in the

use of the synonymcs Kagdla, ijjvxrj, avveoig, Sidvoia. That the read-

ing of the LXX. which translates ini^ by dvvafiLc;^ should, by an

oversight, have given rise to the term didvoLa, and that then loxvg

was added, is not probable ; because Mark (xii. 32), instead of em-
ploying Sidvoia, uses avveoig, which cannot have originated in a per-

mutation. It appears to me more likely—as I have already stated,

in the remarks on Luke x. 27—that the peculiar mode in which

this passage of the Old Testament is treated, passed over from the

free translation of Luke into Matthew and Mark. In regard to the

several expressions, the term nxw according to the orignal text, re-

lates to the activity of the will, to which the laxvg in Mark is also

to be referred, while 6idvoia = vovg denotes the reflective, and 1/'^%'?

the sensitive principle in man ; so that the words express the great

maxim, " Man ought to devote all his powers and faculties which

are derived from God to God, in love." The substitution of ovvsaig

for Stdvoia, by Mark (xii. 32), as a designation of the thinking prin-

ciple, merely serves to give prominence to the understanding over

the reason ; and hence the meaning is only somewhat modified.

But it is difficult to keep the ideas conveyed by the terms heart

(^Kagdia) and soul (ipvx^)—which are collocated by Mark as well as

Matthew—properly separate from one another. Commonly, in the

language of the New Testament, the heart is nothing else than the

organ through which the soul is manifested ; and, so far, the two

expressions are parallel. But here it is necessary to draw a distinc-

tion, for the sake of avoiding a tautology. Probably " heart" may
be understood as prominently designating the principle which de-

sires, and " soul" as that which feels ;• in this case strength (iCT;^^^)

must be established in its relation to " heart," as denoting the utter-

ance of the will. Now, when the Lord designates love to God as

the greatest or first commandment, it is evidently not his intention

to place it as one amongst several others, and ascribe to it merely a

higher degree of importance. On the contrary, the love of God is the

command of all commands, and the whole law is only an expansion

of the words dyamjaetg kvqlov rov Qeov aoVj Thou shall love ike Lord
thy God. And if, in the language of the Old Testament, the love

of God is required, under the form of a command (which a]ipears

contrary to its nature, since it is the freest activity of life), the ref-

erence here (comp. the remarks on Luke vii. 48) surely is not to a

pathological love, but to a purely spiritual love, which rests in the

* Compare the particulars in my dissertation Do naturae humanae trichotoniia in the

Opusc. TbeoL page 135 seq.
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unreserved surrender of the whole being, and of all the faculties, to

their exalted object. Man, as such, carries in himself the ability

for such a surrender ; it is true this ability is not to be conceived of

as without grace^ but zvith it and in it ; and the Divine command,
" Thou shalt love me," at once has its fulfilment where there is no

resistance.* Hence, while the fact that man does not love is a mat-

ter of guilt, his loving God involves no merit—on the contrary, the

purer and the more intense this love becomes, it is grace more en-

tirely which produces it in him. At the same time of course, love

manifests itself in degrees. In the Old Testament where the com-

mand makes its first appearance, it means chiefly external obedience
;

in the New Testament, where it appears in its perfection, it in-

volves that obedience which is internal, and the surrender of the

whole nature to the Author of our being. It is only in the latter

relation that love completely casts out fear (Eom. viii. 15), for it is

assimilation to the object loved.

Ver. 39.—It is singular that the Saviour appears to connect

with this one command a second, and yet immediately does away

with the order of precedence, by saying that the latter is like {buoia)

the former. He does not, however, by any means intend here to

name another command, but only to describe love in its whole ex-

tent. The expression " Thou shalt love the Lord" might easily

have been misunderstood as if Jesus had assigned the first import-

ance to religious duties, such as prayer, sacrifice, fasting, and the

like ; whereas he assuredly would not be understood to mean by

the required love certain external or internal works, but a state of

mind which is the fountain of all good works. To prevent, there-

fore, such misapprehensions, he adds the command to love our neigh-

bour. As the love of God comprehends the commands of the first

table, so the love of our neighbour comprehends those of the second

table, but both are in reality perfectly one, since none can be con-

ceived of without the others. The only difference is that love to

God is the root, and love to our neighbour is the manifestation
;

whilst love to God, on the part of man, appears negative (John iv.

10), love to his neighbour appears positive. The precise definition

of love to our neighbour, added in the words- wf oeavrbv, as thyself,

seems to denote not so much its strength as its purity. For he who
commands us to hate our own life (Luke xiv. 26), could not make
false self-love the standard of love to our neighbours

;
genuine love

to our neighbour, according to the degree of its development, acts

towards another as it does to self—it hates what is evil just as

much in the neighbour as in self, and in both it loves only that

* Comp. the profound saying, 1 Cor. viiL 3, " If any man love God, the same is

known of him."
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which is of God.* Pure love, therefore, according to the words of

Scripture, " Hate evil and love good" (Amos v. 15 ; Kom. xii. 9),

contains the element of severity as well as that of tenderness. Love

thus viewed is the sum [dvanecpaXatoyoig) of all commands, the one

thing needful (Rom. xiii. 9).

Yer. 40.—The Redeemer (according to Matthew, who has pre-

served in this verse a profound thought, which belongs to the com-

pletion of the conversation) views love in the same relation to the

whole of the Divine revelation. Love includes everything that God
requires of man. (The word K^mdadai quite corresponds with the

Latin 'pendere, in the signification to be dependent upon anything.)

As the world and man in it exist only through love, so God desires

nothing but love—it is the -n-Ar/pw/xa rov v6jj.ov^ fuljilling of the law
(Rom. xiii. 10). The Law and the Prophets are by no means to be
understood merely of the Old Testament, as if the New Testament
was based on something else than love ; on the contrary, in its

purity as the Divine law, and as such (although only in the germ), it

comprehends also the New Testament life. Hence, love appears as

that which is all-sufficient, in all degrees of development in the

moral life ; in the highest as well as in the lowest, nothing exceeds

it, for God is love (John iv. 8), and no one can love out of God, or

beside God, but only in God. (Respecting the relation of love to

faith, compare the remarks on Luke vii. 48.) According to the

concluding words in Mark, the interrogator rightly apprehended the

rich meaning of the language of the Lord. He confessed that

Jesus had spoken the truth ; that there is only one God ; that pre-

cisely for this reason he is incomparable, and man must surrender

himself to him without reserve. Of such spiritual sacrifice, he well

understood that the external offerings, ordained in the statutes of

the Old Testament, were but faint emblems. ('OAoKauTw/za = nVir,

a burnt-ofiering ; dvoia = nst^ signifies indeed also a bloody sacri-

fice [an unbloody sacrifice is called w^^'s.], but which was not wholly

consumed.) The Scriptures of the Old Testament might easily

lead to this knowledge, since they often represent the superiority

of that inward disposition which is acceptable in the sight of God,
to the external religious form. (1 Sam. xv. 22 ; Ps. xl. 7 ; Hos. vi.

6.) The answer of the Pharisee proved that his mind was suscep-

* It is therefore an inadequate statement to say that the command to love God
means, "to love God above all." God is thus placed in a false relation to crea-

tures. Man ought not to love God tnore than creatures, but he ought not to love, at all,

creatures as such, in their separation from God ; he should love all in God and God in

all. In like manner, man ought to love himself only in God (according to the true idea

of himself >, not according to his character as a creature in a state of defection from God
;

such love is sin and the root of all sinful actions, and, for this reason, its end must be
death (Luke xiv. 26).

Vol. II.—13
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tible of trutli.* The Evangelist remarks " that he answered dis-

creetly" {oT L VOW exu)g d-neKpiOri). (The expression occurs in

the New Testament only here ; but, like the adjective form

vovvExii^;, it is frequently found in profane writers.) But vovvexiig

is not to be taken as identical with 0pov/juwf(Luke xvi. 8) ; mere

wisdom could never have formed the foundation of such a judg-

ment as is contained in the following words, ov fianpav el k. r. X.

On the contrary, we must retain the reference in the word vowexi^g

to the vovg (reason), which, as the power of discerning that which

is Divine and supernatural, when rightly applied, is the condition of

entering into the supernatural order of things. The "kingdom" is

here viewed in its spiritual character, in which it is to be regarded

as already present and accessible. At the same time, " not being

far from," is not identical with being in the kingdom. Being in the

kingdom of God involves the possession of love ; but the inquiring

Pharisee understood its necessity in order to please God, rather than

possessed the thing itself. Still the correctness of his knozvledge,

united with the open-heartedness of his confession, caused the Ee-

deemer to hope that he would yet learn to take the important step

from mere knowledge to the actual experience of the j)ower of

grace,

Ver. 41-46,—After this conversation of the Pharisee with Jesus,

in the whole of which the power of the wisdom that dwelt in the

Saviour must have struck and impressed the minds of all, they ven-

tured no rnore to question him. But at the conclusion, Jesus ad-

dressed a question to them, for the purpose of exposing to them
their ignorance of Divine things, which they in vain sought to con-

ceal. The occurrence is immediately connected with what precedes,

so that the 'bagiaaloi avvriynKvoi^ asseinbled Pharisees, are precisely

those who were congregated together in his immediate neighbour-

hood and presence, (Mark adds, h rCi Iequi, that is, in one of the

porches or halls that belonged to the temple ; in wliich place all the

preceding incidents may have also transpired,) In the whole ac-

* De Wette (on Luke xvi. 27-31) adduces this passage, Mark xii. 34, along with

Matth. V. 19, in support of the erroneous assertion, "that according to the Christianity

of the synoptical Evangelists, to repent and to fulfil the law is sufficient for happiness."

But the synoptical Evangelists have no other Christianity than that of the other writers

of the New Testament. The circumstance that they seldom speak of the sacrificial death

of Jesus (comp. the remarks on Matth. xx. 28) results from the fiict that Jesus, before

the completion of his work, only referred to this point in the way of hints, and left the

further inculcation of it to the Holy Spirit. After the resurrection there was no lack of

instruction on this subject. (Comp. the observations on Luke xxiv. 25, ff.. 44, ff.) But

the answer of Jesus, in this passage (Mark xii. 34), does not say that the Scribe who pro-

posed the question to him, was, in the state of his soul, prepared for happiness, but only

that he was not far from the kingdom of God—that is, he was in such a state that he

might be born again and so enter it. "Without regeneration no one can enter the king-

dom of God (John iii. 3); but many a man has become incapable of regeneration, through

his impurity, which has stifled all susceptibility of grace.
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count, we avoid all difficulty by assuming that the Pharisaic teach-

ers overlooked the higher nature of the Messiah (comp. John x. 3),

fF.) and saw in him merely a distinguished man {Kar' ^/cAoy^v, chosen

by God to be the Messiah on account of his virtue, as Tryphon says

in Justin Martyr*). And the circumstance of the Pharisees being

wedded to this opinion, notwithstanding the passages of the Old

Testament q[uoted by the Lord (and others as clear), proves the

very blindness of which the Lord here designed to convict them.

They universally explained the Psalm as Messianic (for it was on

this hypothesis that the whole argument of Jesus rested ; the op-

position of the Jews to this view was developed only at a much
later period ; compare Hengstenberg's Christol. s. 140, £), but they

used, for their own purpose, merely the magnificent descriptions of

triumph which it contains, and dazzled by the outward splendour,

overlooked its intimation of the higher nature of the Messiah. The
Redeemer confirms the Messianic interpretation of the Psalm in so

decided a manner, that it would have seemed impossible for any one

to attempt to prove from this very passage that he denied the

reference to the Messiah. But what does not man see and fail to

see, for the purpose of establishing his own favourite opinions ?

The Redeemer not only mentions David most definitely as the

author of the Psalm, but ascribes to him prophetic inspiration as

the influence under which he composed it. {Rvevna = hit, the prin-

ciple of all higher illuminations and sacred inspiration.) The cita-

tion from Ps. ex. 1, is exactly according to the LXX., and occurs

again Acts ii. 34 ; 1 Cor. xv. 25 ; Heb. x. 13. Hence nothing can

be more striking than this passage, as a proof that Jesus attributed

the Divine nature to himself ;f as he contrasts himself with Abra-

ham, John viii. 56, so here with David. In adducing the descrip-

tion of the Messiah as triumphing over all enemies, the Lord pro-

nounces upon the Pharisees their condemnation, and thus far this

citation forms the transition to the following discourse of Christ

against the Pharisees, which is addressed directly to the mass of the

people assembled around him, whereby the rupture with the ruling

party is represented as complete. The people finally were still de-

voted to the Redeemer, and heard his discourses gladly (Mark xii.

37).

* In the work composed by Justia Martyr againsf the Jews, entitled Dialogus cum
Tryphone Judajo.

—

Tr.

f J. D. Michaelis erroneously thinks that the Lord read in the Psalm ij-isV instead of

li'ittV. SufiQcieut proof to the contrary is furnished by the version Kupio^ fiov. The

argument for the Divine nature of Christ lies in the words, Ktldov kn ie^iCJv /lov, sit at my
right hand, which expresses participation in the Divine government of the world (comp.

the remarks on Matth. xxvL 64).
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§ 7. Discourses Censuring the Pharisees.

(Matth. xxiii. i-39 ;
Mark xii. 38-40

;
Luke xx. 45-47.)

According to the unanimous testimony of tlie three narrators,

all of whom here communicate anti-Pharisaic elements, it cannot

be doubted that the Redeemer, at the conclusion of these conversa-

tions with the Pharisees, turned to the people and censured that

sect. But it is in the highest degree improbable that the ivJioIe

discourse was thus delivered by the Lord as Matthew here gives it,

specially on account of the relation between this and a kindred one

in Luke (xi. 39, ff., where compare the remarks). It would indeed

be quite conceivable that Jesus might again utter sentiments against

the Pharisees similar to those which he had j)reviously expressed
;

and hence the two discourses (in Luke, and here in Matthew) might

have been thus verbally delivered, and accurately recorded. But,

171 the first place, this appears to be opposed by the circumstance

that the harmony between the two is too great to be explained

merely from the repetition of kindred thoughts. In the discourse

reported by Matthew, nothing is wanting that Luke has, and the

language frequently agrees word for word. And, secondly, the dis-

course in Matthew has a form which seems to have proceeded rather

from the reflection of the writer than from its immediate delivery.

It might be supposed that Matthew purposely placed it in contrast

with the Sermon on the Mount, and shaped it accordingly. As the

Lord in that Sermon commenced his instruction of the peoj)le, and

impressed the truth which he taught upon their hearts ; so with

this he concludes his public ministry (for all further discourses in

Matthew, as in John, are intended for the immediate circle of his

disciples), and in it he warns against the mere ai^pearance of truth

The beatitudes in the Sermon on the Mount are contrasted, in tha

anti-Pharisaic Sermon, with the woes as forming its substance, to

which the introduction and the close refer. Whilst the former, pro-

ceeding from the general relation of the Scribes and Pharisees to

the theocracy, rebukes their radical moral defects, viz., hypocritical

self-indulgence and vain ambition (as the opposite of which, hum-
ble earnestness is commended in the children of God)—the latter,

connecting itself with the woes, utters the final threatening. Hence
in both of these great discourses, an act of the judicial work of

Christ is presented ; assuming in the Sermon on the Mount, the

form of benediction, in the discourse against the Pharisees, of con-

demnation. Both, however, have to do, not with the world as such,

but with members of the " kingdom," and those who ought to be

80, and wished to appear so. Thus understood, the objection is re-
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moved wliicli might be entertained against this severe discourse, as

being spoken by the gentlest of the sons of men. True, without the

Spirit of God—who, on the one hand, instils as well a pure hatred

of evil as a pure love of good, and, on the other, imparts the ability

to discern the condition of the soul—so positive a judgment pro-

nounced upon another individual or a whole society, without sin, is

inconceivable. (Hence the precept, "Judge not!" Matth. vii. 1,

which forbids us to attribute guilt to our neighbour, which here,

however, is even measured.) But on the Redeemer the spirit of

love as well as of truth rests without measure (John iii. 34), and in

the power of this spirit he judged upon earth and judges in heaven.

(Compare something similar in the ministry of the apostles, re-

corded in the remarkable account, Acts v. 3, ff., which must be ex-

plained as resulting from the power of the Divine Spirit imparted

to Peter). It may indeed surprise us that Jesus censures the Scribes

and Pharisees without exception, (Among the Scribes (ypaijuarelg)

the Sadducees are included, in so far as they were skilled in the

law ; comp. the remarks on Luke x, 25.) Among these parties

there may assuredly have been individuals of susceptible minds,

who were connected with their sect only by external relations ; in

regard to the Pharisees, we are assured of the fact by the examples

of a Nicodemus, a Gamaliel, a Paul. On what ground then were

not these distinctly excepted by Christ ? The most natural answer

is, doubtless, that the Redeemer did not intend to censure individ-

uals, but the entire spirit of the parties who governed the na-

tional life of the Jewish kingdom. Since under the cover of

spirituality, it pursued things of the flesh, it bore that character of

hypocrisy (ynoKpioig) rendered prominent by the Saviour. Carnality,

when manifest as such, is less dangerous than the flesh assuming the

aspect of spirit ; and therefore the Lord contends against the hypo-

critical, more than against the vicious. Even those among the

Scribes and Pharisees who were better disposed than the rest, in so

far as they belonged to that school, must have received some in-

fluence from it, and in sofar the denunciation applied even to the

best among them, as Paul justly perceived after his conversion ; but

in so far as their better nature had been kept free from such influ-

ence, the censure fell upon the party to which they externally be-

longed, and not on them.

Now, although the whole description of the ungodly character

of these hypocritical theocrats, wears a national and temporary as-

pect
;
yet it is founded upon eternal ideas, which apply equally in

all periods of the world. As sin in man at all times induces many
to be solicitous about sacred things (like the Pharisees), as a means
of promoting earthly, selfish ends ; so the anti-Pharisaic discourse

of the Lord is a denunciation against hypocrites in all ages, whose
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form and appearance may vary, but whoso real nature (or rathei

unnature), ever remains the same.

Yer. 1.—According to Matthew and Luke, Jesus addressed him-

self to his disciples also, and hence the whole circle of those whose

minds were inclined towards him. Mark and Luke begin with the

general formula, fiXenere (npoaExsre) dnb rCJv ypa/i/zarewv, which Mat-

thew omits. This must be supplied from such passages as Matth.

xvi. 6 (xi. 12); Mark viii. 15; Luke xii. 1 (in which warning is

given against the ^v/i?/ of the Pharisees); since, according to what

has been before remarked, it was not the individual Pharisees and

Scribes against whom the Lord intended to warn his hearers, but

their collective tendency, which indeed had, in many cases, become

completely identified with their personal characters.

Ver. 2, 3.—The Lord proceeds from the general relation of the

Pharisees to the theocracy, and from that of the people to them.

To obviate any misapprehension of his censure, he first states that

the Pharisees and Scribes have an organized political influence, and

reminds his hearers, that to this, in so far as it actually existed,

they ought to submit. Every attempt therefore at personal self-re-

dress was thereby cut off from any appeal to the discourse of Christ.

But, in speaking thus, the Lord by no means affirms that this influ-

ence was rightly acquired, or was conferred by God. For, although

the order of priests were to be, by Divine appointment, the repre-

sentatives of the theocratic institutions, yet the priests were not in

themselves identical with the Scribes and Pharisees. These, on the

contrary, exhibited a sinful and false application of sacerdotal

power ; and it was this—not the sacerdotal power itself—that the

Lord denounced. But notwithstanding that which was false in the

position of the Scribes, Christ would have their actual authority

acknowledged (as Rom. xiii. 1); proceeding, doubtless, upon the

principle that any arbitrary alteration of a political or religious

power on the part of subjects, is more mischievous than the power

itself, even although, viewed in itself, it deserves severe censure. All

changes of the kind must come from above, that is, through the

power of the supreme Spirit, when he has determined that what has

been permitted for a time, shall be abolished.

(The Kadidpa Mw^t-w^-, sent of Moses, is the symbol of the collec-

tive theocratic authority which was united in Moses, and after him
was vested in the body of theocratic representatives, which had the

high priest at its head. There appears to be a design in the use of

the word EndOiaaVj as descriptive of what was done by the Pharisees

in regard to this power. KaOi^o) literally means to seat, icaOi^eaOai to

seat one's self, to sit. But in the New Testament kuOiCo) also stands

intransitively [Matth. xxi. 7 ; Mark xi. 7 ; John xii. 14 ; Acts ii.

3, xiii. 14]. Hence naOt^ovaL might have been used here. But the
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aorist "better expresses the fact of having sat down, and conse-

quently, the idea of continuous sitting. [Hence also the aorist

tKaOiaev iv de^ia Oeov is generally employed in reference to Christ's

sitting at the right hand of God], Finally it is in the highest de-

gree probahle that the adoption of the expression iiiaOiaav was

intended to denote that the position of the Scribes was chosen by

themselves.)

Upon the principle sta.ted above, Jesus founds the precept to

follow the instruction of the Scribes, but not their conduct, which

itself contradicted their teaching. (In the phrase oaa av e'lncoaiv

vfMv ~r]pelv, TTjpetv appears spurious. Probably it was designed to

render e'lTTCjaLv^ Avhich seemed too general, more definite. But there

is a distinction between rr]pElv and noielv j the former meaning that

which is internal, and the latter denoting rather that which is ex-

ternal. We may apply the word ttjpeIv^ but not noieXv, to a precept

which refers simply to the inward life.) Here, however, a difficulty

arises as to the way in which this command was to be understood.

Among the statutes inculcated .by the Pharisees there were many
(the so-called devrEpcjoeig, the second code of laws, propagated

merely by oral teaching, and subsequently embodied permanently

in the Talmud), which were not founded on the word of God in the

Old l^estament, but were merely human dogmas (called ver. 4, (popria

6vai3daTaKTa)-, and this being the case, the question is, whether the

design of the Kedeemer was that the people should seek to comply

with these dogmas, or whether his words are to be taken with the

restriction, " so far as their instructions harmonize with the word

of God." I cannot convince myself that the latter view is consis-

tent with the meaning of the Lord ; for in that case, the masses of

the people would be jjlaced above their superiors, as more accurately

acquainted with the law ; whereas the very object of the admoni-

tion was to prevent such a revolutionary derangement. The inter-

pretation, that all the commands of the Pharisees were to be

obeyed, involves no inconsistency whatever. Although the spirit

from which those directions proceeded was a false one, yet the

directions themselves contained nothing sinful ; they were merely

very burdensome, because they encumbered all the relations of life

with a multitude of minute regulations, and consequently restrained

spontaneous movement. But in the very law of the Old Covenant,

there was, according to the design of God, something similar, which

the Scribes only drove to a false extreme. And the Lord, who
taught that the ordinances of the Old Covenant were to be observed

(Matth. v. 19), was supported, in requiring the same attention to

Pharisaic statutes, by the fact that they were decrees of the actually

existing ecclesiastical government. Did any sincerely and earnestly

try to keep this innumerable multitude of laws (which the hypo-
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critical Pharisees, in contradiction to themselves, did not do), he re-

ceived no injury by the effort ; hut on the contrary, the more

earnest his endeavour, the more quickly did he attain the full

blessing of the law—namely, an insight into his own sin, and the

impossibility of keeping the laws (Rom. iii. 20). Moreover, he was

then prepared for the kingdom of God, and after entering it in

repentance and faith, might attain to the higher position of spirit-

ual life in the law, to v/hich the outward law was intended to con-

duct him.

Ver. 4.—Fidelity to the law is placed in the strongest contrast

with the hypocritical feitblessness of the Pharisees. Their precepts

are compared to a burden {(popriov, similarly ^vyog is used in Matth.

xi. 29), which they im^DOsed {(^liog, as the organ by which anything

is borne) on the people with its full weight, while they themselves

make not the slightest exertion (daicrvXu)) to move it. Now, it ap-

pears that all the re2[uirements of the Pharisees are trifles in com-

parison with those of the Saviour. He himself calls (ver. 23) the

inioard duties ra f^apvrepa tov vouov^ the loeiglitier parts of the law,

and not only desires the fulfilment of these (comp. Matth. v.), but

demands also (Luke xiv. 26) that a man hate father, mother,

brothers, sisters, yea even his own soul, /or Ms sake. Christ thus

claims the lohole man, with all his power and dispositions for him-

self—he requires dyamjaeig jxe ev oAg r^ Kagdia aov k. t. A, thotc shalt

love me with all thy heart, etc. (as in Matth, xxii, 37^ as quoted

from Deut. vi. 5, had been said of God); whilst the Pharisees called

only for single actions. It has already been remarked (Luke xiv.

26), that this requirement would involve an assumption surpassing

all the pretensions of all the pretenders in the world, if the Lord

could not have said, in deed and in truth, " He that seeth me, seeth

the Father." (John xiv. 9). Sis claim therefore to an entire and

unreserved surrender of self to him, was at the same time the ex-

pression of the most exalted grace and mercy ; for what the Lord

requires, that he also gives, enabling man to meet his requirements,

so that in the power of love all his commands are no longer grievous.

(1 John V. 3). To the commands of the Lord the great principle

is applicable, da quod juhes, et juhe quod vis; and indeed such a

prayer need scarcely be offered up to him, for his command itself

is power and eternal life (John xii. 50). But human ordinances,

however slight and paltry their form, are a burdensome yoke, because

they never can instil into the soul the power of love.

Ver. 5-7.—The Lord points out hypocritical vanity and ambi-

tion as the fundamental false principles in the Pharisaic character

and in describing them, he purposely dwells upon the most external

of the external duties.* (The (pvXaKrijpia means of preservation,

* The description is quite parallel in the Sermon on the Mount (Mattb. vi. 1, ff.),
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amulets, were verses of Scri^Dture, which, according to misunder-

stood passages of the Old Testament, were written on small scrips

of parchment, placed in boxes, and bound on the forehead with

straps (v'^r')- The Jews of the present day still use them. In

Lundius jud. Hoiiigth. s. 800, there is a representation of them. The
KpdaTTeda TU)v luaricjv, in Hebrew n-is-^s [Numb. xv. 38], were purple

lappings attached to their garments. These were ordained by Moses

himself, as a symboHcal memorial of the calling of the children of

Israel.) Honour before men is the idol to which they pay homage.

(The an = ^',ia^ as a name of honour, does not occur till after the

captivity. It is given to princes as well as to distinguished teachers.

The Rabbins, who were eager after titles, subsequently distinguished

an, ^anJ and lan^ so that the latter was the highest title of honour.

Comp. Buxt. lex. p. 2172 seq. and 2176.)

Ver. 8-10.—Christ follows up this denunciation of Pharisaic

vanity by exhorting aU his disciples to be humble. No one amongst

them, should allow himself to be called by the names Eabbi, father,

master, (^f)afi[3t,TraTiJQ, KaO?]yr]Tijg), As the principle on which this

direction is founded, he points out the common relation of all to

God, and to God in Christ. All members of the kingdom form one

family, the single members of which are brethren under one Father

and Redeemer. (Ephes. iii. 5, 6.) Each individual member should

have his independent centre and source of life in the heavenly world,

and not bind himself in his essential nature to a central object on

earth. (Ver. 8, the reading diddaKaXog, as an interpretation of paj9/3t

[comp. John i. 39] is undoubtedly to be preferred to liaOfjYTjTrjg.

KaOrjyrjr/jg probably arose because it was thought that Jesus could

not have prohibited the name diddaicaXog. Ka0?;y?^r7/f, from itadriyhiiai,

corresponds Avith b6riy6g in the signification of " leader," " guide."

In the old Greek Church, the abbots and abbesses of the monasteries

and convents were called KaOrjyovusvog, KaO-qyoviihr].—As regards the

name Ttarijp, father, for a spiritual teacher, it occurs in the Old Tes-

tament, 2 Kings vi. 21. The idea which lies at the foundation of

the term is that of spiritual birth, which, in a certain sense, is brought

about by communication and instruction ; for which reason also pu-

pils are called B-'sa, r^icva, children.) But here the question arises,

How can this precept of the Redeemer be regarded in consistency

with the practice of the apoetles and of the later Church ? True,

the fact that Jesus is frequently called Rabbi in the Gospels is

quite proper according to these words, for Jesus was to be acknowl-

edged as the only Son of God who levealed the One Father as the

true Ka07]yT]rj]g, leader;^ but the division of the members of the

where the true spirituality of the children of God is contrasted with the vain formality

of the Pharisees.

* John the Baptist is also called Rabbi (Joi in iii. 26) ; but this was by his own disciples.
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Churcli into teachers and tauglit prevails even tlirougliout the

apostolic epistles ; and, at a very early period, when the want of a

church constitution became perceptible, certain gradations arose

between the leading persons in the churches. Indeed, such a dis-

tinction of position seems so unavoidable in every ecclesiastical or-

ganization, that it is repeated everywhere, although under various

names. Now, if these are di&event positions, it does not appear

why designations should not be employed to mark the difference
;

and yet the Lord here so decidedly denies this, that the idea itself

will not admit of any alteration. The simplest way of solving the

difficulty is to distinguish the ideal state of the Church from that

which acutally exists (as Matth, v.)* In the latter, the laws which

apply to the true Church cannot fully come into application, be-

cause it still bears a legal character. This necessarily requires a

constitution resting upon a certain form of subordination, as the

Old Testament also shews. But in this ideal state, the Church

knows nothing of the kind, not even any subtle distinction, like that

which Philo made between viol Xoyov and rov ovrog ; on the contrary,

it is presumed that in every member of the kingdom an immediate

bond of union has been formed with the Eternal, and the necessity

for intervention is entirely done away. Hence the words of Jesus

in this place are similar in their import to the prophecy of Jere-

miah (Jerem. xxxi. 34), where he says :
" No one shall teach the

other saying : Know the Lord ; but all shall know me, both small

and great,"

Ver, 11, 12.—The following language clearly shews that the dis-

tinctions of great and small in the kingdom were not to be abolished,

since mention is made of the greater {jid(^un>). The Lord only means
to intimate—just as in Matth. xx. 26, where the same words oc-

curred—that in the kingdom of God, in its ideal, spiritual form, an
altogether different rule prevails in regard to great and small, mas-
ter and servant, from that which prevails in the world. In the latter,

power and understanding are the measure of authority ; in the

former, love. This love the Lord now commends to his disciples,

and, in contrast with the self-exaltation of the Pharisees, exhorts

them to exemplify it in its most sublime manifestation, that of self-

abasement, and voluntary condescension to weakness and want.

(Comp. the remarks on Luke xiv. 11.) Both the ideas in these

verses are of such a kind that they may probably have been often

uttered. Especially the maxim in v. 12th, of which there are inti-

* Bettei perhaps thus, that the Saviour's precept holds indeed of the actual church,

but is to be understood not so much literally, as spiritually. Granting the necessity of

various positions and oQices in the church, these should be regarded rather as services

than as dignities, and thus the official remains in conscious equality of rank with every

pious church member. It is not holding office, but advancing in the Christian life, that

gives dignily in the church of Christ.—[E.
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matious even in the Old Testament (Ezek. xxi. 26), appears to have

been proverbial ; a kindred sentiment is uttered by Rabbi Hillel
;

Humilitas mea est elevatio mea, et elevatio mea humilitas raea.*

There is, however, this difference between the rule as laid down in

the New Testament, and as hinted at in the Old—that in the

former, the abasement is far more definitely represented as an act

of self-denial, whereas in the latter, it has the appearance of an in-

voluntary humiliation (like that of Job) induced by external cir-

cumstances.

Ver. 13, 14.—Several modern critics reverse the order of these

two verses, and certainly upon just grounds. (Schultz, in his edition

of the N. T. follows Griesbach in this respect.) But even the gen-

uineness of ver. 14 in Matthew has been contested, and it is affirmed

that it appears to have been adopted from Mark and Luke. The
verse is indeed wanting in the manuscripts B.D.L., etc., and, more-

over, the words koI irpoGevxofievoi, which, although quite suitable in

Mark and Luke, are not so in Matthew, seem very much to favour

this hypothesis. It may be, however, that the only spurious words

in Matthew are Koi npocpdaeij which some manuscripts (although not

very important ones) omit ; for it appears to me scarcely probable

that the verse should have been interpolated in so many codices.

Whereas, if a part of it originally belonged to Matthew, it may
easily hav^ been completed from the other two Evangelists. The
expression " Shut the kingdom" (jiXtisLv Tijv PaoiXelav') is founded

upon the figure of a palace or temple of truth and wisdom, to which

the kingdom of God is compared. The Pharisees, by their hypo-

critical disposition of mind—which had regard not to inward reality,

but to external form—prevented not themselves only, but others

also, from entering the new, holy, living community established by

the Redeemer. The same figure somewhat modified, is employed,

Luke xi. 52, in the parallel passage zipare ttjv KXelda TT]g yvcoaecog, ye

have taken away the hey of knoioledge. (For ^pare, cod. D. reads

tKQv^pare ; but this is only an interpretation of '^pare, which here

signifies, " to take away," " to withdraw.") It is evident that we
are not here to understand the term knowledge as meanino; the en-

tire contents of the Gospel, for only they who entered into the

kingdom possessed it. The knowledge here referred to is rather the

knowledge of Jesus as the true Messiah promised bj all the pro-

phets. The Scribes, as interpreters of the Divine law, might and
ought to have had this ; but, in their hypocritical perverseness they

had forfeited the knowledge which would have enabled them to enter

the kingdom of God. It is remarkable that in Luke xi. 52, the

aorist is chosen (eia^/AOere and tKijjXvaare), whereas in Matthew we
have the present tense. The latter mode of expression is the

* "My abasement is my exaltation, and mj exaltation, my abasement."—[K
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stronger (the aorist of Luke favours the supposition that the words

he records were uttered at an earlier period, when a change on the

part of the Pharisees was still to be expected) ; it represents the op-

position as continued, permanent, and of such a kind that no alter-

ation could be anticipated. Ver. 14 describes the hypocritical

avarice of the Pharisees, which induced them to rob the most needy

and defenceless {xvp^^i; widoios) of the last remaining necessaries of

life (oldai), under the form {nQocjiaatg, "pretext," "mask") of religion.

On account of this combination of hypocrisy and injustice, their

guilt (and its consequence, the /cptfia = KaraKpif^a^ condemnation)

appears doubly great.

Ver. 15.—The Lord, thirdly, censures the anxiety of the Phar-

isees to make proselytes.* (Here ^-qgd is used ; to ^rjpov is more

common. The only other instances in which -nQoariXvroL occurs in

the New Testament are Acts ii. 11, vi. 5, xiii. 43. Gentiles who

joined the Old Testament church are ordinarily called in the New
Testament, (po^ovfievoi or aefioi-ievot rov Qeov, ^oersonsfearing or wor-

shipping God. Concerning the distinction between proselytes of

the gate and proselytes of righteousness compare Winer in his

Keallex.) The Redeemer again represents it as the most pernicious

feature of their character that they injured others (those who were

converted), in that their converts became still more guilty than

those who had converted them. This ajrwAem, perdition, of the

proselytes forms the antithesis to the salvation (aoTrjQta) which the

Pharisees pretended to have in view. {Tlog yeevvrjg signifies a son of

Gehenna [compare the observations on Luke xvi. 24], and of the

punishment that pertains to it.) Hence the expression has refer-

ence to the augmentation of guilt in the proselytes. But how the

Lord could suppose such a thing in the case before us does not at

once appear ; for, according to Divine as well as human justice, the

corrupter is more criminal than the corrupted. If it be said that

the false zeal of the converts assumed a stronger form in them than

in the very men who converted them, thisf assuredly would heighten

their guilt only in case it was coupled with a knowledge of the per-

versity which it involved—and this is not to be supposed. The
matter may rather be explained as follows : the Pharisees were after

aU held and borne on by the general spirit which animated the in-

* Heathen writers often mention the eagerness of the Jews to gain adherents to their

rtligion. On this subject compare the treatise of Danz (Jena, 1688) de cura Judosorum

in proselytis faciendis. This treatise is embodied in Meuschenii N. T. e Talmude illua-

tratum, p. 649, seq.

j- Justin Martyr speaks to the same effect in the palssage (dial. c. Tryph. pag. 350,

edit. Sylb.) where it is said of the proselytes: A-.a^vrepov 'lov6aiuv (i'A.aa(pTjnovGLv etc to

bvojia avTov, koI ijjiug Toijg C('f avrhv itiaTEvovra^ /cat ^oveveiv /cat alKi^eiv jSovT^ovrac, /caru

Tuvra yap v[uv i^ofioiovaOat, anevSovat, They blaspheme his name more freely than tht

Jews, and seek to murder and outrage «s who believe on him ; for in all respec !s they seek Ut

resemble you.
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stitutions of the Mosaic religion ; this siDiritual support was not

enjoyed by the Gentiles who became united with the Jewish Church.

They received Divine truth through an impure channel ; they had

not entirely abjured heathenism ; and the result was, that their re-

ligion constituted a wretched mongrel compound, which estranged

them further from the Divine life than the very men who proselyted

them. [Apparent conversion to a false faith has the saddest re-

sults. Conversion to a mere/orm—whether of worship or of doc-

trine, without regeneration, leads always to fanaticism (in rites or

doctrines), and in the strength of their fanaticism the unregenerated

disciples are therefore worse than the once spiritual, but corrupted

teachers.]

Ver. 16-22.—As in fourth point in the sinful conduct of the

Pharisees, the Kedeemer specifies their hypocritical trifling with

oaths. As, in aU ages, self-seeking, if it finds its interest in acting

under religious forms, can contrive to evade the rigour of truth by

deception, so it exhibited itself also among the Pharisees. In order

that they might dispense with the keeping of oaths for their own
selfish ends, they distinguished between such oaths as were valid,

and such as were not valid. They pronounced the oath by the tem-

ple or the altar of less importance than that which was sworn by

the gold of the temple (by which doubtless we are to understand

the treasure of the temple, not its golden ornaments),* or by the

ofiering on the altar. Just as at Matth. v. 34-36, Christ points out

the emptiness of such distinctions, by proving that every oath in

reality has reference to God as the only True One, so an oath by
the temple, by heaven, or by the altar, can therefore have no mean-
ing, unless these created things be viewed in their relation to the

Eternal himself.f The whole argument is accordingly a commen-
tary on the term of reprimand, " blind guides," {odTjyol rvcpXoC),

since it shews to the Scribes and Pharisees, who assumed the

guidance of the people of God, their own blindness in Divine

things ; they did not even know the nature of an oath, and wished

to introduce casuistical distinctions into their teaching.

Ver. 23, 24.

—

Fifthly, Jesus rebukes the Pharisees for their

hypocritical attention to trifles, which led them to regard with anx-

ious solicitude the most external minutiae, while they carelessly over-

looked the profoundest moral principles. The Mosaic law did not

extend the payment of tithes to every trifling item, but the little-

minded Eabbins placed the proper service of God in the most rig-

orous application of the precept. The plants mentioned are of little

* Compare Liglitfoot on the passage. This application of the words renders the

meaning somewhat piquant; the (ptAupyvpni, money-lovers, thought the oath by their

God, mammon, had the greatest force (Luke iv. 14).

f This idea, which evidently lies at the foundation of the whole argument of Jesus,

forbids the reference of the word -KaToiKi^aag (ver. 21) to the wealth in the temple.
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use, and vithout wny particular value. ('RSvoanog is synonymous

with fUvOa or fiivOrj^ mint, mentha.

—

"A.vqOov is dill, anethum.

—

YLvul-

vovj cuminum, cummin. Similar to the Hebrew^io? Isaiah xxviii. 25,

27.—Luke, in the parallel passage xi. 42, has the general term irdv

Xdxavov, under which these plants may he classified ; and after-

wards the particular TrrjyavoVj corresponding with the Latin ruta,

rue.)—Matthew specifies Kptaig, tXeog, -niaTLg^ judgment, mercy,faith,

as the parts of the law which are truly difficult of observance (ex-

ternal precision being represented as merely an evasion of the diffi-

culty) ; Luke, on the contrary, ^])Q.^b oi Kgioig, judgment, and dyd-nr]

Qeov, the love of God. The word dcjiijicare (instead ofwhich Luke has

Trap£p;^£(70e) necessarily leads to the conclusion that the objects named
are matters which relate to the actions of men. The " love" of Luke
is therefore related to the " mercy" of Matthew, for mercy is only

love in its exercise towards the sufferer. This the Pharisees did not

practise ; they merely maintained strict justice. The term Kpimg is

equivalent to diKatoavvq (comp. Isaiah xi. 4, according to the LXX).
This expression, however, does not here signify strict justice, for the

Pharisees certainly sought to practise that ; it is rather to be taken

like "i;72?, in the signification of " goodness," " forbearance" (comp.

the remarks on Kom. iii. 21). Hence Kpioig, judgment, is the general

term, and tAeof, mercy, the particular. Matthew adds to both "nicrig,

faith, by which we are not to understand merely right notions con-

cerning God and Divine things, for the Pharisees possessed these

also ; but that state of mind in which man is capable of receiving

Divine influences. Finally, it may be remarked that the Lord did

not repudiate the exact observance of the precepts of the law. In

accordance with Matth. v. 19, the Saviour approves of the exact

fulfilment even of those commands in the Old Testament which ap-

pear unimportant. But the rigorous spirit in trifles cherished by the

Pharisees, on the one hand, and the shameless contempt of the law

manifested in their conduct, on the other, deserved the rebuke

which the Lord gave them. The proverbial phrase introduced, ver.

24, is a censure upon this combination of the most glaring unfaith-

fulness towards the commands of Grod in things spiritual, with the

most rigorous exactness in things external.

(AiuAiyu, to filter, to strain through. On the use of the word in

the Greek versions of the Old Testament, compare Schleusner in his

Lex. to the LXX., vol. ii. p. 177.

—

Kcovcjxp, antithesis to KdnTjX.og, a

little insect in the wine, which was carefully removed as unclean,

by the rigid observers of the law, before they drank. The camel, as

a large unclean beast, is contrasted with the insect.)

Ver. 25, 26.—The mention of drink leads the Kedeemer, sixthly,

to rebuke the hypocrisy which induced the Pharisees, with the ut-

most solicitude, to cleanse the outside (of vessels), while they left
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that which was within in a state of defilement. They viewed the

laws of the Old Testament respecting purification, as they did the

rest, merely in their external aspect, legardless of the idea on which

they were founded. (Instead of Tzapofig, which the Attics use to

signify not the dish but the viand, Luke xi. 39 has ncva^.)—By
tawdev, within, we are to understand the contents of the dish, as

acquired by impure actions ; the words, " give alms" (dare tXerj^iocyv-

V7]v)j Luke xi. 41, plainly speak to this effect. But since property

obtained by sin is not, as such, impure, except in so far as it is con-

nected with the state of the mind, the " outside" (t^i^Oev) also ne-

cessarily has relation to this ; the inward and outward cannot here

be separated. And accordingly, ver. 26, the Redeemer associates

with internal, external purification, as also in reality deserving to

be called the fulfilment of the Divine laws.—(The ordinary reading

uKpaolag appears preferable to ddudag, although the latter has been

adopted by Griesbach, Schulz, and others. True, the manuscripts

C.E.F.G.H.K.S. are in favour of d6udag^ whilst only B.D.L. read

dapaaiag
; but the explanation of the origin of ddtKcag from dnpaaiag

is evidently easier than the reverse ; especially if we suppose that

the transcribers—upon comparing Luke, who has novrjpiag—wished

to form an agreement between the two Evangelists, which dKpaatag

did not seem to allow.

—

'AKQaala is here to be taken in the wide

sense as signifying subjection to our passions. In 1 Cor. vii. 5, it is

used in reference to sexual relations.)

Luke has enlarged upon the above idea with peculiar additions

(Luke xi. 40, 41), which are not without difficulties. These very

difficulties, however, are the proof that the words certainly were

originally uttered in this connexion. In the first place, the ques-

tion " Did not he who made that which is without, make that which
is within also ?" {ovx 5 ixoiriaag to t'fcj0ev, not to Sacodev i-noir]ae ;) was
designed to convince the Pharisees of the pervcrseness of their effort

to satisfy the laws of purity by external observance, whilst they

themselves inwardly violated them. Then ver. 41 contains an ad-

monition as to the way in which the external and internal purity

may be united. The difficulty presented in the question is the sud-

denness with which the Redeemer passes to the " making" {jxoluv)^

whereas nothing in the preceding context appears to lead to such a

transition. But the intermediate thought seems to be this : the

reason why the Pharisees attended so punctiliously to outward puri-

fication was simply the lact, tliat they endeavoured to fulfil the com-
mands of God by the observance of prescribed ceremonies. The
same God, however, whom they acknowledged as the lawgiver (hence

as the supreme and original authority) in tilings external, was such
in the internal world ; but in the latter they hypocritically with-

drew themselves from his government. It cannot be said, in oppo-
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sition to this view, that eacjOev^ ivUMn, must not be applied to the

inward life, because ver. 41, rd ivovra, the things therein/'' refers to

the viands ; for it has already been remarked that articles of food

(and earthly possessions generally) as such, cannot be meant, be-

cause no unrighteousness could adhere to them apart from the

moral feeling of the possessor ; and on this account also the ap-

peal to that usus loquendi, which employs Troidv = nay, in the sense

of purifying (comp. Gesenius in his Lex. under the word), must

here be rejected. (Moreover, to establish that hypothesis, the sen-

tence must be deprived of its interrogative form ; and besides this,

the aorist enoLTjoe, made, is not compatible with it.) The reference

to the one true lawgiver of the internal and external worlds, then,

very naturally leads to the exhortation that true purity should be

sought according to his will. This, however, consists in a change of

mind ; and hence the Lord commends, instead of covetousness, a

kind and liberal disposition, which devotes the mammon of unright-

eousness Qxafinovdg ddidag) to the purposes of philanthropy (comp.

Luke xvi. 1, ff). Here, again, therefore, the expression rd ivovra, the

things therein, relates to that which is external in connexion with

the state of the mind ; it is only the change in the latter that gives

an ethical import to the use of the former.

Ver. 27, 28.—The impurity of the Pharisees, in respect to ava-

rice and lust of gain, leads the Lord, in the seventhplace, to censure

that general moral corruption which they endeavoured to conceal

under the garb of an apparent righteousness (ducatoavvrf). For this

purpose he compares them to tombs that contain putrefaction within,

but appear beautifully garnished without. [Kovidco or Kovid^o), " to

coat with lime," " to whiten ;" it occurs again Acts xxiii. 3.) In

Luke xi. 44 the figure is slightly modified ; the Pharisees are there

compared to hidden graves (jivrji.ieXa dSrjXa) over which men walk

without observing them, and so become defiled. But the compar-

ison in Matthew is the more appropriate, since it also expresses

figuratively the outward appearance of righteousness assumed by
the Pharisees.

Ver. 29-33.

—

In the eighth and last place, the Saviour passes

from the graves with which he compares the Pharisees, to the

monuments which they ostentatiously erected to the ancient pro-

phets, arrogantly persuading themselves that the -evil principle

which had borne such bitter fruits in their fathers, had no root in

their hearts. From this Christ draws the conclusion that they wit-

ness against themselves, and enable men to recognize them as the

posterity of those who murdered the prophets : so far from seeking

to atone for the guilt of their race by true repentance, they endea-

voured to justify themselves by accusing their ancestors, and yet at

* i. e., in the vessel. Com. Ver. " Such things as ye have."—[K.
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the same time completely fiUed up the measure of their guilt to their

own destruction.*

This passage presents a difficulty as to the relation of the sin of

ancestors to that of their posterity ; the Lord here seems to re-

proach the Pharisees with that as a matter of guilt to them, whereas

guilt seems incurred only hy personal sin. But in these words
Christ expresses nothing more than the Old Testament teaches in

tlie passage, Exod. xx. 5, where it is said : God visits the sin of the

fathers upon the children to the third and fourth generation ; the

same doctrine as we find fully developed in Eom. v. 12, fi*. The
V? "'li?, visiting sin, necessarily presupposes the existence of the sin

of the fathers in the children, since the just God can punish sin only

where it exists. The idea is easily explained to the Christian con-

sciousness, if we proceed from the fundamental principle of Scrip-

ture, that individual men must not be viewed as altogether iso-

lated, but as members of the community ; and hence it is equally

the curse of sin, and the blessing of righteousness, that they do not

aftect merely individual sinners or righteous persons, but those also

who are connected with them. As in external matters the extrava-

gance of the father makes the children beggars, so the sin of parents

injures their offspring. The false conclusions that might be drawn
from this j)rinciple are easily removed by the consideration that to

every member of the posterity there is a possibility of receiving for-

giveness of sins by true repentance, if he faithfully use the means
of salvation placed within his reach.f Throughout the Old Testa-

ment, however, the principle just pointed out, that it is a blsssing

to have pious ancestors, and a curse to have ungodly ones, prevails

;

while, on the contrary, in the New Testament, the corporeal con-

nexion is kept more out of view, because the doctrine of a new birth

by the Spirit is there clearly developed. But here the Kedeemer is

addressing persons who stood entirely on Old Testament ground,

and therefore adopts an idea which in their case has its full truth.

The Lord expressly distinguishes personal sin from the sin of the

fathers :
" And fill ye up the measure of your fathers" (jcaX vfxelg

TrXripwoare to [itTpov riov Trarepov vnCov'). Here there is something

strange in the words, fj-erpov twv Trarepajv, measure of yourfathers—
your measure (jitn^ov v jxi^v) is expected. But as the individual man
may fill up the measure of forbearance granted to him by God, and
thus come to destruction, so may a people, viewed as a body, or, as

it were, as a larger individuah In this point of view the Kedeemer
* The use ofthe form I'l/ieda from i'fi7]v is of later date (comp. Winer's Gram. Tb. i. s

34).

j- It is to this that the words ovk i/0e?J/(7aTe, ye would not, refer in the sequel, Matth.

xxiii. 38. They were not given up to the consequences of their own sin, until thoj had

frustrated all attempts to awaken in them the consciousness of it. Concerning the rela-

tion of individuals to the mass, compare the more copious remarks on Rom. xi. 1.

Vol. n.—14
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designates the sin of Israel as one collective sin, commenced in the

fathers, and brought to its climax in the dark deeds of the Phari-

sees towards the Lord. (The reading -nXrip^aare, Jill up, is, on ac-

count of its difficulty, unquestionably preferable to the easier read-

ings inXr]pu)aaTe or irXrjpuiatTF., filled or shall fill. The imperative

contains a mournful sarcasm on the contrast formed by the vocation

of the Pharisees and their external righteousness, with their inter-

nal sin. After they had stubbornly repulsed every effort of the gen-

tle Redeemer to bring them to repentance, there remained nothing

for him but to leave them to their destruction, with the words :

now fill ye up the measure of your fathers. His language expresses

the Divine permission, without which even the wicked man cannot

consummate his wickedness.

The Pharisees are, in conclusion, undisguisedly called a race of

vipers (comp. the remarks on Matth. iii. 7), who carry within them

the seed of their father, and do according to his works (John viii.

44). The words may seem almost too severe in the lips of the Son

of Love, but the very manifestation of love (which is also justice and

truth) in its relation to wickedness, is, that it hates and condemns

it. The compassionate Redeemer is the same being who treads the

wine-press of God's wa-ath (Isa. Ixiii. 3; Rev. xix. 15).

Luke (xi. 47, 48) has a parallel to these verses also ; but the

peculiar way in which he modifies the idea renders it hardly

probable that he has retained the original form of the Saviour's

language. Matthew evidently intends the olnodoiietv rd iiv7]iina,

building the sepulchres (the parallel with Koap,dv, Matth. xxiii. 29,

makes it probable that oliiodofitlv is here to be taken as "to
renew," " to restore"), as a symbolical expression for " to recog-

nize with honour," Luke, on the contrary—as is shewn by the

words, dpa iia^TvpEtre Ka'i ovvevdoKeXre rdlg tgyoK; ru)V Trart'pwv vjxojv—
has taken the expression as parallel with dnoicTELVEtv^ so that the fol-

lowing sense arises, " ye and your fathers are quite of one mind, and

ye agree in your works ; they killed the prophets and ye build theis'

tombs ; thus ye co-operate in their destruction." Hence, in the

connexion of Luke, building sepulchres (oIkoSo^eZv p,v7]^.e7.a) de-

notes a hostile act with perhaps the accessory idea of hypocrisy.

" Ye appear to be performing a service of affection, while, in reality,

ye are working hand in hand with your fathers." Storr applied

the building of the sepulchres to the case of prophets living in the

time of the Pharisees themselves—for example, the Baptist ; but

then arises the difficulty that avrol relates, in the one instance, to

the ancient, and in the other, to the later prophets. True, this

may be explained by viewing the whole class of prophets as the, ob-

ject of the persecutions, and accordingly regarding the object in

earlier and later times as one and the same ; but the difficulty may
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be entirely removed if the passage be understood—as we have

already interpreted it—to represent the Pharisees as accomplices

in the murders committed by their fathers ; the one killed, the

others prepare the grave which is to hide the murder in eternal

oblivion. (IvvevdoKeoj " to consent/' " to agree to anything cheer-

fully." Acts viii. 1, xxii. 20 ; Rom. i. 32. It occurs also in the

Apocrypha, 1 Mace. i. 60 ; 2 Mace. xi. 24.)

Ver. 34.—To the fearful threatening, -rrdg (pvyqre dnb ttj^ Kptaecjg

rrjg yeevvqc;^ how sJiall ye escape, etc., the Lord adds a remarkable

declaration respecting the decrees of God. The mission of divinely-

enlightened men, which brings peace and eternal life to those who
feel the need of salvation, is an occasion of destruction to the im-

pure and wicked. Christ is set (even in his messengers) for the fall

and rising of many in Israel (Luke ii. 34). If we compare Luke,

the passage is difficult. Whilst, according to Matthew, these words

were spoken by himself, in Luke xi. 49 they appear as a quotation :

6ia TovTO Koi )) oo(pia rov Qeov elnev • aTTOdTeXQ) k. r. A., for this reason

the loisdoni of God said, I will also send, etc. But no utterance of

the land is found either in the Old Testament or in any Apocryphal

book ;"••'• and an appeal to a prophecy not extant is by no means to

be assumed, except in a case of extreme necessity. Now, a closer

view of the words in Matthew shews, that even they cannot be so un-

derstood as to imply that the Saviour, when he uttered them, spoke

merely of the future messengers who should be sent forth by him

—

i. e. the apostles and disciples ; for, ver. 35, mention is made of Abel

and other ancient righteous men. Besides which, the aorist l(j)ovevoare,

ye murdered, has significance only as we understand by Zacharias

some just man murdered at an earlier period ; and this confirms the

hypothesis, that the Lord means by those of whom he speaks as sent

forth, not merely the apostles, but also holy men and prophets of the

Old Testament sent forth in earlier times. Then, if such be the

case, the Redeemer does not speak in Matthew as a personage con-

fined within the limits of our temporal life, but as the Son of God,

as the essential Wisdom (Prov. viii.; Sir. xxiv.; comp. the remarks

on aofpia in the commentary on John i. 1), who is introduced as

speaking in Luke, and by whose intervention all prophets and holy

men of God, from the beginning, have appeared (Wisd. Sol. vii. 27).

Thus, strictly speaking, there is no essential difierence between

Matthew and Luke.f According to both, the eternal Wisdom, who

* There are, however, some very kindred passages; for example, 2 Chron. xxiv. 19,

which the LXX. render: kcu uneaTeiTie (Oioc;) npd^ avrovc Trpo(p7jTac imarpiipat irph(

Kvpiov Kol ovK. yKovaav, Kal (hsfiapTvparo avTolg kol ovx vjri'/Kovaav. As the account of

Zacharias follows, 2 Chron. xxiv. 20, it is very likely that the Lord had the citation ot

the Old Testament in view, and merely expanded it a little.

f De Wette (in his remarks on Luke xi. 49) hesitates to admit this ; he thinks, on

the contrary, that the expression contains a later doctrinal designation, similar to the
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in Christ became man, declares the eternal purpose to send messen-

gers to the people of Israel, and predicts the conduct of the people

towards them (the present tense in Matthew, aTrocrrt-AAw, / send

forfJi, denotes the pure eternal presence of God : Luke has the ex-

planatory future). It is only as regards the form that Luke may
be the original. The interpretation of the words is immediately

added in Matthew, and Jesus himself spoken of as the Divine Wis-

dom. This very interpretation, however, shews the transition to be

somewhat irregular. For the expression " for this reason" (did

TovTo) which, in Luke, is in perfect harmony with the context (the

sense being this :
" by your conduct ye only fulfil the purpose of

the eternal Wisdom
;
your fathers killed the prophets and ye build

their tombs, tJieir/ore Wisdom said," etc.), stands in Matthew without
any proper reference. Fritzsche (in loc.) carries it back and connects

it with nX7jp6oare to iit^rpov,Jill up the measure, ver 32. This cer-

tainly gives a good sense, but it appears rather a difficult exegesis,

on account of the intervening ver. 33. It seems to me more easy to

supply d-nev ?/ Go(pia, said Wisdom, a form of quotation which

Matthew omits that Jesus may appear, without disguise, as the

speaker.

But now, if the form of the discourse in Luke be the original

one, it becomes a question why the Lord chose this particular form

to convey the idea which he wished to express. Probably it was

from regard to the people ; even the well-disposed could not bear

the thought that the eternal Wisdom spoke in Jesus (his disciples

themselves found the conception difficult, John xiv. 9) ; and there-

fore he drew a veil over it, which did not startle the weaker, and

yet did not conceal the deeper knowledge from those of stronger

powers of perception. It appears remarkable that the Kedeemer
(according to Matthew) designates some of those who should be

sent, Scribes, ypamiaTelg (= c-'na'iO.) The expression is here used in

the good sense, and in contrast Avith the Pharisaic Scribes ; we
might supply, " I will send you men truly acquainted with the

Word of God, who are that which ye ought to be and pretend to

be." One difficulty remains in Matthew in the word oravp^aere, ye

shall crucify. For as the Jews did not inflict the punishment
of crucifixion, we cannot suppose that one of the ancient pro-

phets had been crucified, nor has anything of the kind been known
in later times. True, the instance of Simon (the ddeX(pog rov iivpiov)

who (according to Euseb. H, E. iii. 32, edit. Stroth. p. 169) was

crucified, has been adduced. But since his death took place after

the destruction of Jerusalem, and therefore after the threatened

word Tioyog in John, not suited to the lips of the speaker. But if Jesus, in John, calls

himself the truth, the resurrection, the Ufe, why should he not call himself also the

wisdom.
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judgments had been executed, little attention can bo paid to his case.

Hence it is in the highest degree probable that the Kedeemer in-

cludes himself in the series of the Divinely commissioned messen-

gers. And the fact that he represents himself as the author of the

mission is explained by the twofold relation in which he could speak

of himself ; at one time he could speak of his eternal and absolute

existence ; at another of his personal manifestation in time.

Ver. 35.—The prediction respecting the treatment of the mes-

sengers of God is followed by a threatening of punishment. (The

form aljia tpxerat tni riva^ hlood comes on one [Matth. xxvii. 25] de-

notes the imputation of murder.* Aljua dUaiov or dOoJov = •'jjs c^.

The expression is founded upon the idea that the blood is the sup-

porter of the ipvx% life, Deut. xii. 23.) The phrase ottw^ tkO^], that

there may come, etc., must not be deprived of its peculiar force (as

it would be, if taken [hPariKoig] as signifying consequence; on the

contrary, it has reference to dia rovro, and marks design); the diffi-

cult idea that God sends messengers, in order that they may be re-

jected, and the rejecters punished, is to be explained in the same

way as the passage, Matthew xiii. 13, ff., where consult the inter-

pretation.

The first difficulty in this verse is in the words " upon you." It

'you" be applied to the Pharisees who were actually present, it does

not a^jpear on what ground they were to be responsible for all the

blood of righteous persons that had been shed ; and if it be taken

as meaning the whole nation, inclusive of previous generations,

this seems unsuited to a discourse addressed to a definite num-
ber of individuals. The simplest solution of the difficulty is that

Jesus looked upon the Pharisees and Scribes as representatives of

the whole people,f so that the entire body is to be viewed in them.

Kegarding them thus, Jesus could with propriety say : "I send to

you prophets ;" because even the Pharisees, in connexion with the na-

tion at large, might have obtained benefit from their mission, the

efficacy of which extended to the whole mass. But, in the second

place, the expression iicxwofievov im rTiq yrig, shed upon the earth,

appears hyperbolical, since the Pharisees cannot be deemed respon-

sible for the murder of righteous persons among all nations. Here,

however, we must not overlook the circumstance, that in this pas-

sage of course no reference is made to individuals distinguished by

a natural righteousness, such as even Pagans possessed, but to men
enlightened by the Spirit of God. However much we may be inclined

to follow Justin Martyr in supposing an operation of the Xoyoq anep-

* Luke xi. 50, 51, has instead of this, the formula, Ik^tjteIv alfia uiro rivor, according

to the Hebrew b»i «:»»•

f Better : as representatives of the then existing generation. Upon them was the

curse (threatened Deut. xxviii.) to come (Anno 70), which all successive generations had

accumulated.— [E.
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fiariKog in the minds of such men as Zoroaster, Plato, and others,

yet we must ever draw a specific distinction between the illumina-

tion of wise Pagans like these, and the illumination of the infallible

messengers of God to his people. The main operation of God upon

the human mind was confined entirely to the prophets and wise men

in the nation of Israel ; and hence the guilt of Israel in despising

and abusing the messengers of God, whose vocation to that office

had been proved by special evidence, might truly be spoken of as

equal to that which had destroyed the holy ones of the earth. Abel

is mentioned as the first of these holy ones, because he may be

viewed, in contrast with Cain (1 John iii. 12), as the representative

of the whole generation of saints. Moreover, it was not unusual

with the Kabbins to regard as prophets the antediluvian posterity

of Seth, who took the place of Abel. (Comp. the remarks on 2

Pet. ii. 5 ; Jude ver. 14.) Now, the first murdered saint, of whom
mention is made in Genesis, is here placed in juxtaposition with the

last instance of the murder of a prophet recorded in the sacred

Scriptures of the Old Testament—viz., that of Zacharias, (comp. 2

Chron. xxiv. 21). What is there said of him is quite in harmony

with the words of Matthew as well as with those of Luke (the lat-

ter only has ohov instead of vaov)
; it is stated that he was stoned

(at the command of King Joash) in the court of the Temple

(according to the LXX., tv avXy oIkov Kvpiov). The Ovmaariyjiovj

altar, of which the Evangelists write, is the great altar of burnt

ofifering that stood in the open air at the entrance of the building

which strictly formed the temple. The agreement of the words be-

fore us with that event, as also the use of the aorist (e^or-fiv^are),

render it in the highest degree probable that the Lord alludes to

that passage in the Chronicles. It is, however, a remarkable cir-

cumstance, that the Zacharias there mentioned was not a son of

Barachias, but of Jehoiada (*7;'i"^, in the LXX. 'lo)ddg). The
hypothesis that Zacharias had two fathers, a natural one and one

who performed the duties of a father ; or that the prophet Zacha-

riah, some of whose visions are preserved in the canon of the Old
Testament, is meant, because he was a son of Barachias (although

nothing is known about his death in the temple); or that originally

the reading was vlbg ^luddg (according to Jerome, the Nazarenes had
this reading in their gospel ; comp. my Gesch. der. Ev. s. 77), are

all to be rejected as arbitrary. The only question that remains to

be considered is, whether the Zacharias mentioned by Josephus (B.

J. iv. 6, 4), a son of Baruch, who was murdered by the zealots in

the temple, can be the person referred to. The following reasons

lead me to think this altogether improbable ; 1, The name Baruch is

not identical with Barachias (";5"J?) ; 2, The Zacharias spoken of

by Josephus was not d^prophet—and, in the present case, everything
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depends upon this point, for the subject in hand is the murder of

messengers expressly sent to the people by the wisdom of God ; 3,

The tense (ecpovevaare, ye murdered), is not consistent with such an

interpretation, since at the time when Jesus uttered these words,

the murder of the Zacharias of whom Josephus speaks was yet fu-

ture. (The enallage temporum, which some authors have supposed

here, is quite untenable.) Hence, if we simply keep in view the

circumstance that it was the intention of Jesus to cite instances

from the first and the last books of Scripture (according to the posi-

tion of books in the original text), in order to shew that this conduct

towards the messengers of God in that portion of the race which

was given up to sin, ran through the whole history of that race from

the beginning (according to Luke xi. 50, drrb iiaTajSokrig K6oiJ.ovy, then

no important objection can be urged against the reference to the

passage in 2 Chron. xxiv. 21. The supposition that Matthew may
have confounded the name of the father of the person murdered

with that of the father of Zachariah, whose prophecies are pre-

served in the canon of the Old Testament, contains nothing at

which we need stumble, and it is better to adopt this than to pro-

fess adherence to a forced interpretation.*

Ver. 36.—The Lord declares, that all this innocent blood of the

servants of God that has been shed (rrdvra ravra must not be taken

as referring to the previous denunciations of woe, as is shewn in the

parallel passage of Luke xi. 51, where eK^TjTTjdrjaerai is again used)

shall now manifest its results in this generation. (In Luke xi. 50 also

the words dnb rTJg yevedg ravrrjg are to be connected with t:ii^?]T7j6y,

as ver. 51, not with eKxwoiievov d-nb KarafioXTjg koohov^ By yeved

avTT), this gejieration, we are to understand the men living at that

time (a nation is never called y^ved in the New Testament, or even

in profane Greek literature) ;f these are viewed as ripe evil fruit, as

persons in whom the sin of the whole body of their ancestors was
concentrated, and as thus calling down the great judgments of God.

There is in this no denial of the fact that earlier generations who
had died, were guilty, or were punished ; but the growth of sin is as-

serted—the children of those who killed the prophets were matured
into murderers of Christ.

Ver. 37-39.—The last verses of this long discourse have already

been explained in the remarks on Luke xiii. 34, 35.—There they

stood in such a peculiar and exact connexion, that we could not but

* Neither on tlie part of Jesus nor of tho Evangelists is such an error, such igno-

rance of the Old Testament conceivable. It is far more natural to assume that Jehoiada

was not the father, but the grandfather of Zachariah
;
(Jehoiada had already died, and

at an age of 130 years, 2 Chron. xxiv. 15, before Zachariah had been called to the pro-

phetic ofQce) and that an oral tradition (whether well founded or febulous, at all evonta

current in the time of Jesus) preserved the name of the father of Zachariah.—[E.

f CoDceruing yevEu, compare also the remarks on Matth. xxiv. 34.
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consider their position in that passage as the original one. Never-

theless, Matthew also has used them, in a most suitable connexion,

and, by means of them, has formed a very fine transition to chap,

xxiv. ; for in vcr, 39 mention is made of the second coming of

Christ. And although Jerusalem is here accused as the disobedient

and faithless party—whereas, up to this point, the discourse was

directed against the Pharisees—the difibrence extends only thus

far, that instead of individuals, the theocratic metropolis, in which

they ruled, and whence they exercised their influence upon the whole

nation, is now spoken of.

Another important point in this passage is suggested by the ex-

pression ovic TjOehjaare,'^ ye loould not, compared with the kindred

passage Luke xix. 42, in which the fact of their slighting salvation

is ascribed to ignorance. If either the one or the other statement

were regarded as absolute, an inconsistent meaning would arise.

Total igno7'ance would exclude guilt; total ivant of ivill would ex-

clude all possibility of conversion. But the two representations

viewed relatively, mutually explain each other. No one among the

Pharisees could have continued without some impression of the

Divine dignity of the Redeemer ; but instead of yielding their minds

to this impression, they thrust it away from them ; and thus, while

they excluded all deeper and more substantial knowledge of Christ

and of his appointment for their eternal salvation, this ignorance

rooted itself in their original unwillingness, and therefore was in

the highest degree criminal. Still, however, under such circum-

stances, there remained a possibility of conversion, since deeper

knowledge, if once imparted, might yet produce repentance ; hence

the discourse is concluded (ver. 39) with a glance at the time when
the Redeemer, who was unrecognized in his humble condition, shall

appear in glory, and shall then be greeted by many even among
those who now rejected him. (Comp. the remarks on Luke xiii. 35.)

The agreement between this thought and the foregoing language of

ver. 33 is easily seen, if in the former (ver. 33) we assume an ob-

durate perseverance in the old state of feeling, in the latter a change

of mind.

* This idea is a most instructive comment on the doctrine of man's free will. The
power of the Al mighty appears as impotence before the obstinacy of the creature, and

has nothing but tears (Luke xix. 41) with which to overcome it. But these very tears of

purest love excite the mightiest energy, for they determine the resisting will into /rea

afifectiotiate sympathy ; and this cannot be accomplished by omnipotence, because cm*

nipotence cannot will it.
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§ 8. The Gift of the Widow

(Mark xii. 41-44 ; Luke xxi. 1-4.)

The following little narrative of the widow, whom Jesus ob-

Berved at the treasury, is inserted by Mark and Luke not merely on

its own account ; it stands in strictest harmony with the connexion.

Both Evangelists hint only in few words at the anti-Pharisaic dis-

course of Christ, before they relate the case of the widow ; but these

brief intimations contain the very feature that places the avarice of

the Pharisees in the most glaring light, viz., that by fair speeches

and under religious pretexts, they got from poor widows all that

they had. Immediately upon these follows a description of a widow
who offered her all to God from spontaneous love, and this poor

woman is commended. It was evidently intended that the con-

trast resulting from this juxtaposition of the two characters should

strengthen the picture of the sinful character of the Pharisees.

They strove, with a purely worldly aim, after earthly possessions,

which they often appropriated to themselves in unlawful ways,

and then from these they gave to God a scanty alms ; the widow
loved God with all her heart and all her mind, and she offered to

him her all. The widow, as the symbol of genuine self-denying and
self-sacrificing love, is contrasted with the Pharisees, the represen-

tatives of hypocrisy and mock-religion. Now, it is singular that in

this interesting and instructive little narrative, the Lord represents

the offerings placed in the treasury {ja^ocpvXdKiov) as in fact gifts

brought to God ; whereas it would surely seem that these treasures

of the temple were only the property of a selfish priesthood, and
that therefore it would have been better not to give encourage-

ment to their avarice by fresh contributions. But Christ even here

views the theocratic institutions in their actual existence and accord-

ing to their ideal purpose, which, although marred by abuse, could

never be destroyed. Accordingly, the treasures of the temple had
an appropriate designation in being devoted to the maintenance of

the whole external temple worship, and, in a legal point of view, a
contribution to those treasures was justly regarded as an offering

brought to God himself Hence, the act of the widow, judged only

from the motive, not from outward ajipearance, is, for all circum-
stances, an illustration of Icve that is wholly self-denying ; and this

is what the narrative was des^ned to inculcate, in contrast with the

feigned love of the Pharisees.

The two reports of Mark and Luke are in the main harmonious,

and, indeed, often agree so exactly (comp. Mark xii. 44, with Luke
xxi. 4), that a use of the same Greek text (probably Mark has here
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used Luke) might be supposed. Mark, however, according to hia

custom, has cast his narrative in a somewhat larger mould, and
added some single features which enliven it. (For example, see ver.

43, the words TrpoaKaXeadnevog rovg [xaOrjTdg avrov.) The place in

which the incident occurred was the so-called court of the women
;

there stood thirteen brazen vessels shaped like trumpets (which, on

account of this form, were called n'.iB'.t;), into which those who
visited the temple cast their gifts. (Comp. Winer in his Keallex.)

[One ya^ocpvXaKiov, treasury, and that a single object standing by the

wall, is mentioned Jos. Ant. 19. 6. 1. It is this which is here in-

tended, and which is not to be confounded with the treasure reposi-

tories {ya^ocpvXaKLOK;') which the rich Jews subsequently constructed

in the temple during the siege. Jos. Bell. Jud. v. 5, 2 ; vi. 5, 2.]

The poor widow (Luke has -nevLXQog = irevriq, '»>», which does not oc-

cur elsewhere in the New Testament) dropped in two of the small-

est coins (comp. the remarks, Luke xii. 59, on the word Ae-rrrdv),

which, however, constituted aU her property. (Comp. Luke viii.

43, XV, 12, where /3tof, living, occurs in the same signification.

Mark explains it, " all that she had" (jTavra oaa elx^v). Hence it is

observed that she gave more {-nXetov) than the rich—she gave in Trjg

vaT7]p'ijae(x}g avT/jg^ of her deficiency. This expression forms the an-

tithesis to the TreQiaoEvov, abundance, of the rich, and thus acquires

its precise meaning. As it is said, " she cast in of her deficiency"

(yGTeprjoLg, Luke voTepTjfia), the statement cannot imply an absolute

want of resources, but merely a relative one ; so that the sense is—" under the impulse of self-sacrificing love, she gave so much of

her small property, that it might be said she had nothing left, while

the rich gave but little in proportion to their vast possessions."

§ 9. Predictions of Jesus Respecting the Last Things.

(Matth. xxiv. 1—xxv. 46. Mark xiii. 1-37. Luke xxi. 5-38.)

In regard to theform of the great prophetic discourse of Christ,

with which Matthew concludes his account of the residence of Jesus

in Jerusalem before his sufferings, it may be observed, that this

again evidently manifests itself as a composition of the Evangelist.

Matthew has here collected together the predictions concerning the

Saviour's advent, uttered by him at different times and under vari-

ous circumstances. True, there can be no doubt that, during the

last sojourn of Christ in Jerusalem, he delivered a longer discourse

respecting the events to be anticipated. It was to be expected that

the Lord, when about to leave his own, would give them some guid-

ing lights as to the future ; and the harmony of all three Evangel-
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ists in their statements about tlie time, place, and general contents

of the discourse, is a guarantee for the correctness of their report
;

but the mode in which Luke (especially chap, xvii.) places elements

(occurring, according to Matthew, in this discourse) in their appro-

priate historical connexion with other occasions and localities, renders

it in the highest degree probable that Matthew here again, in ac-

cordance with his custom, has blended kindred thoughts, spoken at

different times, into the last principal discourse. [?] Still, the pas-

sages which we find only in Matthew, especially the fine parables

concerning the advent of Christ (Matth. xxv.), are so exactly adapt-

ed to the last days of Christ's intercourse with his disciples, as to

leave no doubt that, in transfeixing these to this period, he has

given his account with more precision and fullness than the other

Evangelists, But however certain it may be that here, as in other

instances, Matthew has given us a union of separate discourses,

yet we mast deny that this discourse, as he reports it, is an incon-

gruous whole. Schleiermachcr (iiber die Schriften des Lc. s. 217,

ff.) has directed special attention to the circumstance that those

passages of the large discourse (Matth. xxiv.), which in Luke stand

in a different connexion, completely interrupt the train of thought

in Matthew. This scholar remarks, in the first place, that Matth.
xxiv. 42 is immediately connected with ver. 36, and that the inter-

vening verses, received from Luke xvii. 23, ff. into Matthew, are not

at all suited to the context of the latter Evangelist. Because since

God commanded Noah to build the ark precisely at the right time,

this was just as much as if he had revealed to him the day and
hour ; and hence the admonition to watch, because they knew not

the hour, was inaj^propriate. But this position would seem unten-
able ; for the general direction which Noah received to build the

ark did not by any means involve a disclosure of the duT/ and hour;
rather it was in his following the command of God, without know-
ing the day or the hour, that Noah evinced his faith and obedience.

In like manner, also, the disciples were told that the coming of the

Lord was near, and, in conformity with this admonition, they were
to prove their faith by watchfulness.—The other observation of
ScMeiermacher, that Matth. xxiv. 27 does not harmonize with ver.

26, is equally untenable. He is of opinion that a warning to the
disciples against going forth to the false Messiah, could not bo
founded on the immediatcness and universality of Christ's coming,
but rather on the fact of his not yet having come. But the ubiquity
of his advent is here referred to, not as a reason for their not going
forth, but as a sign by which the advent of the true Messiah may be
distinguished from that of pseudo-Christs. And the introduc-
tion of such a sign is quite in place here, while the language of the
following verse (ver. 28) conveys the same meaning—only under the
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form of another figure—viz., that the advent of the Son of Man is

sudden, and its approach depends upon the increasing corruption ot

the world.—According to Schleiermacher, however, the most remark-

able instance of the want of connexion in Matthew occurs in ver.

29. For, he observes, it appears from this verse that the sign of the

Son of Man, and the Son of Man himself, should follow that coming

(rcapovoia) which is compared to lightning ; whereas, on the con-

trary, ver. 29 would come very well immediately after ver. 24. But

this remark is also without weight ; for in ver. 27 the Parousia

(napovota, advent) is not spoken of in its historical relation to other

events, but we have there merely a preliminary sign of the true Pa-

rousia, whereby it might be distinguished from the appearance of false

Christs. Hence it is quite consistent that in ver. 29, should follow

thefuller exposition of the historical circumstances which precede

the actual Parousia.* In this discourse also, with all the freedom

of its composition, Matthew discovers great skill and power in the

arrangement of the thoughts. Proceeding in a strictly logical man-
ner, he speaks first of the political and moral corruption that should

take place ; then passes on to those commotions in the heavenly re-

gions which precede the great catastrophe ; and after giving a

description of the care exercised by Grod over his faithful ones at

the time of his arrival, finishes with appropriate exhortations.

In regard to the contents of the discourse, we qxq first briefly to

consider the relations of the accounts of the synoptical Evangelists

to the representation of John in his Gospel. Now, although John
also sj^eaks of the advent of Christ and the judgment (v. 21, fi;, viii.

* Olshausen's view in opposition to Schleiermacher is unquestionably just, but not,

perhaps, stated with quite sufficient distinctness. From ver. 23, " Then ifany one say to

you," kc, to ver. 29, "And immediately after the affliction," &c., the verses are episodical,

the main description being suspended in order to warn the disciples against false Christs

and prophets whom the occasion will produce. He intimates the manner in which they

will come, " in the desert," " in the chambers," in places more or less secluded and con-

cealed ; and then gives them the grand token by which the coming of the true Messiah

may bo distinguished from all these counterfeit appearances. His appearance will not be

secluded, and partial, but, like the lightning that flashes across the whole face of heaven,

it will bo open, instantaneous, and universal. He closes this digression with a statement

in briefand striking language, of the caiLse of this swarming of the false prophets,—" where
the carcass is, will be gathered the eagles:" i. e. such a disordered and decaying condition

will naturally engender or attract all the corruption that will prey upon it. So Fleck in-

terprets this last sentence, rightly, as I think. The yap, in which Olshausen finds his

chief objection to the interpretation, is wanting in many MSS., and is rejected by Lach-

mann and Tischendorf
;
yet it may even be retained without any unwarrantable ellipsis,

" and all this very naturally/or," &c.—But at all events, with v. 29 the succession of events,

broken at v. 23, is again taken up. It had been there stated that there should be great

affliction {jieyu'kr] OAi^pig), but shortened for the sake of the elect. The Saviour now
resumes, "immediately after the affliction," etc. {/leru ri/v dli-^Lv k. t. 1.). Thus the inter-

mediate passage is clearly parenthetical, the allusion to the mode of the Son of Man's

coming, like a flash of lightning, being introduced merely in passing as a means of dis»

tingulsLing the spurious Messiahs from the true.—[K.
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15, 16. ix. 39, xii. 47, ff., xiv. 18), yet in his Gospel we do not find

any such descriptions of outward occurrences which were to accom-
pany them ; and hence it is undeniable, that there is a difierence

between the mode of expression adopted by the synoptical Evangel-

ists and that employed by John, in reference to the doctrine of

the last things. Still, however, it can by no means be said, that

even the mode of expression adopted by the former differs from the

general scope of Scripture in regard to this doctrine ; on the con-

trary, very many of the descriptions in the twenty-fourth chapter

of Matthew have their analogies in the Old Testament (the passages

will be cited in the exposition of the several verses) ; and the Paul-

ine writings (1 Thess. iv. ; 2 Thess. ii. ; 1 Cor. xv.), but above all,

the Apocalypse presupposes the same view of this subject as Mat-
thew gives in the chapter just mentioned. Now, whoever believes

the Apocalypse to be a work of John, has a sufficient security, in

its relation to his Gospel, for the fact that John did not hold a dif-

ferent view from that presented by the synoptical Evangelists. But
granting even that the Apocalypse is the production ofanother author

(which, by the way, is not our opinion), still it must be conceded

that the Gospel of John affords the only instance of deviation from

the general mode of conceiving the doctrine in the Old as well as the

New Testament. And since this deviation consists merely in omitting

customary representations, nothing is more natural than to regard

the difference of representation as not founded in a difference of views

on the part of the writers, much less in any variation in the teaching

of the Kedeemer, but simply and solely in the special scope and aim of

this work. The fact that the Gospel of John was designed for ideal-

izing Gnostics who were not Jews, is quite sufficient to explain this

and all its other peculiar variations from the synoptical Evangelists."'''"

In the second place, as regards the contents of the discourse, a

great difficulty of this section (especially ch. xxiv.) lies in its plac-

ing in apparent juxtaposition circumstances which, according to the

history, are separated by wide intervals. Obvious descriptions of the

approaching overthrow ofJerusalem and the Jewish polity are blended

with no less evident representations of the second coming of the Lord
to his kingdom. It cannot be denied that those commentators who
agree with the views always held by the church (among whom we
must reckon Schott, the most recent interpreter of this section, in

his well-known work, Comment, in Christi Sermones, qui de ejus

reditu agunt, Jena?, 1820), treat the ideas in this section in a far

less simple and straightforward manner than the rationalistic ex-

* Fleck, in his work de regno divino, p. 483, exaggerates the differences, and thinks

that Christ could only have spoken in the one way or in the other. But there is no ac-

iual contradiction between the synoptical Evangelists and John ; the latter merely oraita

what was not inteUigible to his readers, or was not suited to their point of view
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positors.* Doctrinal views lead the former to attempt a separation

of the elements which are blended in Matthew and the other Evan-

gelists. Particularly Schott is of opinion that the description

of the advent of Christ to his kingdom begins with ver. 29, " and

immediately after the tribulation, etc.," and refers all that precedes

only to the destruction of Jerusalem. But apart from the impos-

sibility of interpreting ver. 29 itself as the commencement of some-

thing entirely new and different, it is equally certain that the latter

part of the description contains the most definite references to the

present generation (comp. ver. 34) as that the former part plainly

alludes to the last times. Hence we do not hesitate to adopt (with

Fritzsche, Fleck, Schulz, de Wette) the simple interpretation—and

the only one consistent with the text—that Jesus did intend to re-

present his coming as contemporaneous with the destruction of

Jerusalem, and the overthrow of the Jewish j)olity.f However,

this result of the exposition certainly requires a closer consideration,

in order to be understood in its harmony with the whole circle of the

Saviour's teaching. And in making such an inquiry, much assist-

ance may be gained from observing that this proximity of the advent

of the Lord to the time immediately at hand is not at all peculiar

to the section before us. Besides the passages in the G-ospels, most

of which have already been discussed (Matth. x. 23, xvi. 27, 28,

xxiii. 38, 39, xxvi. 64, and the parallels), statements of the same

kind occur in almost all the writings of the New Testament (1 Cor.

x. 11 ; Phil. iv. 5 ; 2 Thess. ii. 2 ; 1 Pet. iv. 7 ; 1 John ii. 18
;

James v. 8 ; Kev. i. 1, 3, iii. 11, xxii. 7, 10, 12, 20), from which it is

clear that the apostles expected the return of Jesus in their life-

time. And as in the New Testament, so also in the prophets' of

the Old Testament, we constantly find the idea that the coming of

the Messiah was near. (The well-known formula ri^r^i a'l'' ainfj oc-

curs very frequently, Ezck. xxx. 3 ; Joel ii. 1, i. 15 ; Isaiah xiii. 6;

Obad. ver. 15 ; Zephan. i. 7, 14 ; Hagg, ii. 7.) Accordingly we
may say that the coming of the Lord, whether the first or the last,

has always been vividly anticipated as being at hand ; and in no

single passage, either of the Old or of the New Testament, is it stated

that it will be long delayed ; nay, this mode of expression is dis-

tinctly condemned, for example, Matth. xxiv. 48. (This passage,

Dan. viii. 14, is the only exception here ; but even in this case,

seventy weeks being given, the metaphorical expression appears to

conceal from the multitude the actual distance of the event.J

* Concerning this doctrine compare the treatise of Baumeister in Klaiber's Stud. B.

i. H. 2, s, 219, fr., H. 3, s. 1. ff., B. ii. H. 1, s. 1, ff., H. 2, s. 1, ff.

•[• On this entire discourse and its interpretation compare with Olshausen (whose ex-

planation I have left unchanged) my Kritik der Ev. Gescb. (Aufl. 2, § 102).—[E.

J The numerical statements in the Apocalypse are not designed to indicate the time

at which the last great catastrophe will take place, but only the single epochs within
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Schott, indeed (loc. cit. s. 413), thinks that intimations of the kind

are found in the New Testament ; but in this he is mistaken. He
appeals to passages, such as Matth. xxiv. 48, xxv. 5, 19 ; but these

verses do not speak of the coming of the Lord as absolutely dis-

tant, but merely as relatively so, in respect to persons expecting it.

And in Luke xx. 9, in the parable of the vineyard, where the long

absence of the Lord is mentioned, the reference is not to the re-

moteness of the return of Christ, but to the long
, period which

elapsed since the time of Moses, during which Grod did not mani-

fest himself to the people of Israel. Hence the difficulty that occurs

here is founded in the general doctrine of Scripture respecting the

last things, and can be solved only by a reference to the nature of

prophecy generally, as well as to the peculiar character of the par-

ticular fact in question—viz., the return of Christ.

Now in regard to prophecy generally, we agree with the idea so

admu-ably developed by Hengstenberg (Christology of 0. T. p. 217,

fi'.), that it is to be viewed as a spiritual vision. By virtue of this

vision of the future, as something really present to their minds

—

(the best designation we can give of it is that of a perspective view)

—

the actual events indeed were accurately discerned by the prophets;

but neither the distance of the event foreseen from the present to which

they themselves belonged, nor the intervals between the individual

objects beheld. This explains the fact, that in the prophecies of

the Old Testament, the two appearances of Christ in humiliation

and glory—although the prophets were cognizant of both—are not

separated by wide intervals, but closely connected. The birth of the

promised child (Isa. ix. 6, 7) is immediately succeeded by his peace-

ful reign ; the springing of the rod from the stem of Jesse is directly

followed by changes of nature (Isa. xi. 1--6); and so everywhere in

the Old Testament, the first appearance of the Lord is viewed as

only just preceding the full blessing that results from the second

which the catastrophe itself will move on ; the whole Apocalypse represents the Parousia

of the Lord as immediately at haiid—that is, as visible to the generation then living.

How therefore any calculations of the time of the Lord's advent, sufficient for anything

more than our subjective need, can bo justified by Scripture, it is difficult to understand.

At the same time there is no more reason to favour any oversight of the most obvious

signs that the great crisis approaches, or to cherish the assurance that the Lord will not

yet come for a long season. History shews that, in all times in which the conflict be-

tween light and darkness has been specially vigorous, there has also been manifested in

the minds of believers a lively desire for the coming of the Lord
; and yet it is eqiially

true, that when a crisis lias passed, the church has become conscious that two conditions

connected with the last crisis yet remained unfulfilled. Between these two influences

(which may be recognized as already at work in the time of the apostles, by comparing

the two Epistles to the Tliessaloniaus) a balance was always preserved, and indifference

opposed as much as enthusiasm. The circumstance that Jesus did not deliver his dis-

course in the presence of all the twelve disciples, but only before the three most matured

among them, shews that the more precise communications respecting his advent are not

designed for all
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(Isa. liii., Ix. 1, Ixi, 1; Jerem. xxiii. 5, &., xxxi. 31, ff., xxxiii. 14, £F.;

Ezek. xxxiv. 23, ff, xxxvi. 24, ff., xxxvii. 24, ff.)

Meanwhile, in the course of prophecy, we may observe an ad-

vancing clearness ; that which in the Old Testament is as yet un-

distinguished—the difference between the advent of Christ in hu-

miliation and his advent in glory—appears perfectly marked in the

Gospels ; and again, those things which are represented in the

Gospels as contemporaneous, viz., the establishment of the kingdom
of God and the judgment of the world (which are no more sepa-

rated in the Gospels than the first and second advents of Christ are

in the Old Testament), are in the Apocalypse accurately distin-

guished. Now, as it is quite consistent with Scripture to suppose

that the precise time when the last great catastrophes should hap-

pen, was, and was designed to be, unknown to the prophets and

apostles (comp. Matth. xxiv. 36 ; Mark xiii. 32 ; Acts i. 7), it re-

mains for us simply to say, that the lively ardour of their desire for

the manifestation of the Messiah, and their immediate vision of the

event, induced them to picture it as close at hand. True, indeed,

these remarks cannot be applied to the Lord ; for although (Mark

xiii. 32) Jesus says of himself that he knows not the day of his

coming, this ignorance cannot possibly be regarded as absolute.

(Comp. the exposition of the passage below.) Hence, in order to

justify such definite discourses as he delivered concerning the near-

ness of his advent, we must contemplate more closely the nature ol

the fact.

Now, the primary reason why the declarations of Christ respect-

ing the near approach of his coming, although they were not realized

in their utmost sense, yet involve no error, is this—that it is an

essential ingredient in the doctrine of the advent of Christ that it

should be considerered every moment possible, and that believers

should deem it every moment probable. A referring of it to an in-

definite distance would have robbed it of its ethical significance.

The constant expectation of the return of Christ is verified also by

the fact that Christ with his kingdom is perpetually coming ; it is

relatively true that the history of the world is a judgment of the

world, without superseding by the judicial agency of God, as

already manifesting itself in the history of human development, the

judgment as the concluding act of all developments. And precisely

on this foundation rests the principle, that great events in history,

wherein either the fulness of the blessing that is in Christ, or his

severity against sin, is strikingly manifested, maybe viewed as types

of the last time—as a coming of Christ. To this category, so far

as respects the fulness of blessing revealed by Christ, belongs the

outpouring of the Holy Spirit. (In the language of John the word

ipx^odat is undoubtedly used in reference to the manifestation of the
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Lord in the spiritual world. Comp. Jolin xiv. 18-23
; Rev. ii. 5--16,

iii. 3. In the last passage even the well-known phrase ^fw dyg

KXeTTTTjg, I shall come as a thief, is employed to designate a spiritual

coming.) And, in relation to the manifestation of avenging justice,

the fall of Jerusalem, with the ruin of the religious and political

life of the Jewish people, may be viewed in precisely the same
light. This latter event, like the flood in the days of Noah and the

destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, is one of the chief

types of the approaching separation of all into two classes—the

righteous and the wicked ; and hence the Redeemer himself con-

nects the description of the last great catastrophe with this fearful

judgment. Nor is it at all consistent with the meaning of the pro-

phetic representations to regard them as restricted in their reference

to the one or the other of those events—for example, to look at

everything as relating 07ily to the destruction of Jerusalem ; on the

contrary, each single occurrence is to be viewed in connexion with

the whole.

Another circumstance, by which the distinct declarations of the

Lord, respecting the near approach of his advent, are completely

removed from the province of error, is the conflict between freedom

and necessity, which appears peculiarly prominent in this passage.

On the one hand, the time of fulfilment is represented as fixed in

the counsels of God (Dan. xi. 36 ; Acts i. 7); on the other, the

time seems uncertain, and open to be deferred or hastened by the

faithfulness or unfaithfulness of men (Habak. ii. 3 ; 2 Pet. iii).

This diverse and apparently contradictory mode of expression is

quite analogous to the general relation of freedom and necessity,

as it presents itself in reference to this subject. As everything future,

even that which proceeds from the freedom of the creature, when
viewed in relation to the Divine knowledge, can only be regarded as

necessary; so everything future, as far as it concerns man, can only

be regarded as conditional upon the use of his freedom. As obsti-

nate perseverance in sin hastens destruction, so genuine repentance

may avert it ; this is illustrated in the Old Testament, in the pro-

phet Jonah, by the history of Nineveh, and intimated in the New
Testament by Paul, when (like Abraham praying for Sodom) he

describes the elements of good existing in the world as exercising a

restraint upon the judgments of God (2 Thess. ii. 7); and 2 Pet.

iii. 9, the delay of the coming of the Lord is viewed as an act of

Divine long-suffering,* designed to afford men time for repentance.

Accordingly, when the Redeemer promises the near approach of

his coming, this announcement is to be taken with the restriction

(to be understood in connexion with all predictions and judgments),

* Compare also Acts iii. 19, where it is said :
" Repent ye, that the time of refreshing

may come."

Vol.. n.—15
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" All this will come to pass, unless men avert the wrath of God
by sincere repentance." None of the predictions of Divine judg-

ments are bare historical proclamations of that which will take

place ; they are alarms calling men to repentance—of which it may
be said that they announce something, in order that that which they

announce may not come to pass. This is no more pleasing to the

natural man than the grace of the Lord was to Jonah ; but it is none

the less a Divine arrangement. Sin must be condemned, but whether

Grod condemn it by the obstinacy of man, or man himself con-

demn it, by receiving into himself the mind of God, depends upon

man's free-will, which, however, does not destroy the necessity in

God, but consists in it, and through it. All generations, therefore,

that have waited in vain, since the time of the apostles, for the ful-

filment of the promise of the Lord's external advent, have expe-

rienced it internally, if they have spiritually found the Redeemer
;

and the hour of death will afford every individual a perfect analogy

to that which would be involved in the visible return of the Lord

to each and all.* But to all succeeding generations, the prophecy

of the Saviour (like all the parallel predictions of the Old Testa-

ment prophets) remains valid in its fuU sense ; for, although names

and forms may be changed, the opposing forces continue the same,

and must at length bring to its climax the conflict described.

Hence the prophecies of Scripture which have been, in one sense,

fulfilled, still remain in another sense unfulfilled. The overlook-

ing of these points accounts for the fact, that many expositors, with

a good intention, but contrary to the simple meaning of words,

would make a forced separation between events yet future, and that

which is described as near—viz., the destruction of Jerusalem.

Such a separation can never be substantiated from the mere lan-

guage ; and since the whole teaching of Scripture is in harmony with

our passage, nothing remains but to justify this form of Scriptural

representation upon higher grounds, in the manner which we have

attempted.

In regc rd to the separate tlioughts in the following prophecy con-

cerning the last things, it may be observed, that it is by no means
the design of the Lord to give a comprehensive survey of all the oir-

cumstariccs connected with his return. On the contrary, in the first

portion of ,he discourse (chap, xxiv.), he exhibits only that aspect

of his coining which is calculated to excite fear, and describes the

temptations and errors accompanying it in their succession (but

rarely—e. g. Luke sxi. 28 ; Matth. xxiv. 31—is there any mention

* Comp. the words of Hamann in Herbst's BibL Christl. Denk. Th. i. s. 85—" The
death of every man is the time when the manifestation of the coming of the Lord is in

part fulfilled to his soul. In this sense it is literally true that the time of the fulfilment

is near
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of its consolatory aspect towards the saints), whilst the resurrection

of the just, the kingdom of Grod, the general resurrection, and the

judgment, are not spoken of. Only in the subsequent parables

(Matth. XXV.) do we find the more definite statement, that his ap-

pearing will be productive not less of happiness to believers and

those living in love, than of condemnation to unbelievers. And
even in these parables the single circumstances are not described in

distinct succession, but they exhibit the whole as one grand picture

into which all the separate features are compressed. The proper

distance between the individual points, as, specially, between the

general judicial proceedings of the Redeemer as set forth in the

last parable of the sheep and the goats, and the scenes depicted in

chap, xxiv., can be inferred only from the minute and amplified re-

presentation of the Apocalypse.

Ver. 1, 2.—According to the unanimous accounts of the three

Evangelists, the conversation respecting the advent of the Lord

originated in a definite occasion, of such a nature as almost

necessarily to lead to it. It was at the decisive moment when
the Redeemer quitted the Temple with his disciples, never again

to enter it. As he withdrew, the gracious presence of God left

the sanctuary ; and the temple with all its service, and the

whole theocratic constitution allied to it, was given over to destruc-

tion. No moment in the life of the Saviour could have afibrded a

more seasonable opportunity to dwell on the coming catastrophes,

and to leave a legacy with his disciples from which they might de-

rive hints for their conduct in the threatening crisis. The whole of

the following discourse is to be viewed in the light of an instruction

to the disciples, who, as the appointed leaders of the church, needed

an insight into things that would happen in the future ; in order

that, on the one hand, they might not suffer shipwreck in their

own faith, and, on the other, might be enabled to conduct the

church through the perilous sea. When Jesus and his disciples

passed out of the temple, the latter, having a presentiment that

they should not enter it again with him, pointed him, with an ex-

pression of wonder, to its mighty pile ; and upon this followed the

declaration of the Redeemer, that the lofty fabric of the temple was
approaching its destruction, (Ver. 1 tfeA^wv has reference to xxi.

23. Mark xiii. 1 speaks of one of the disciples as the individual

who uttered the words
;
probably it was Peter, who [according to

ver. 3] with John, James, and Andrew, questioned the Lord more

closely on this great event. The temple, as it then stood, owed its

completion to Herod, who had been engaged [comp. John ii. 20] for

a long time in restoring it. Josephus gives an elaborate description

of the magnificence of the temple. [Comp. Winer's Realwtirterb.

8ub. verb.] The dvadrjixaraj offerings, mentioned by Luke, denote,
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according to the classic signification of the word, offerings which

were given in great numbers to the Temple at Jerusalem, and dis-

played on the walls or in the porches and side buildings [the latter

is the meaning of olKoSofiai.], The reading ov pXenere Txdvra ravrd in

the text of Matthew, ver. 2, is probably inferior to that supported

by Fritzche and Fleck, which omits the negative. Only it is diffi-

cult to explain how the ov got into the manuscripts. If it be re-

tained in the text, as Schulz thinks it should, it must be taken, like

Matth. vii. 22, as standing for ovxt = »'^.)

Ver. 3.—After this glance at the structure of the temple, the

Lord goes with his disciples, as he was accustomed, over the Mount

of Olives, to Bethany. On the summit of the mountain from which

he could see the city and the temple, he sat down in the midst of

a few of his disciples—those whom he treated with special confidence

—and disclosed to them the future in a sublime picture. The ques-

tion of the disciples which led to those more minute disclosures is

given with the most precision by Matthew ; Mark and Luke com-

prehend the Parousia and the End {avvreXeLo), which are both men-

tioned by Matthew, under the general expression -ndvra ravra^ all

these things. But this very relation of the accounts of Mark and

Luke to that of Matthew, furnishes us with a hint as to the true

interpretation. The apostles viewed these two great events in im-

mediate connexion with the destruction of the temple, and thought

of the one as dependent on the other. Hence their inquiry has

reference only to two objects. First they seek to know the time

of the destruction of the temple ; and, secondly, they desire a sign

(ariiitiov, n'lK) whereby, on the one hand, they may know the cor-

rectness of the prophecy, and, on the other, may themselves recog-

nize the proximity of the great events. Eespecting the time, the

Lord says only that it is very near ; but he gives them more than

one sign, and thus puts them in a position to recognize the gradual

approach of the fact. Now this fact includes two distinct parts

which, although not identical, are so closely connected, that when
the one takes place, the other does also. The word Txapovaia (Par-

ousia, presence) is the ordinary expression for the second coming
of the Lord. (Matthew xxiv. 27, 37, 39 ; 1 Thessalonians ii. 19,

iii. 13, iv. 15, v. 23 ; 2 Thessaionians ii. 1 ; James v. 7, 8.) With
the classic authors iragovaia commonly signifies presence ; it has the

same meaning sometimes in the New Testament, in the writings of

Paul (2 Cor. x. 10 ; Phil. i. 26, ii. 12 ; 2 Thess. ii. 9) ; in other

cases it is used in the sense of advent, and once (2 Pet. i. 16) it de-

notes the incarnation of the Eedeemer, as applied to his first com-
ing. But it generally designates the second coming in glory,

synonymously with Imcpdvsia, appeai-ing (1 Tim. vi. 14 ; 2 Tim. iv.

1, 8. The same expression is also employed in the passage 2 Tim.
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i 10, in reference to the first advent of the Lord), and dnoKdXvxpcg,

revelation (1 Cor. i. T ; 2 Thess. i. 7 ; 1 Pet. i. 7, 13 ; in the pass-

age, Luke xvii. 30, the verb occurs.) In one instance (2 Thess. ii.

8) we have the compound expression tmcpdveia Trjg -naQovaiaq. Now
as the prophets (according to the observation already made), did not

make any chronological distinction between the coming of Christ in

his humiliation, and his coming in glory (and this mode of treating

the subject has its relative truth, because, having risen from the

dead, he was exalted to the right hand of God, and rules in his

church as the Prince of Peace) ; so, in the Gospels, the coming of

Christ in glory is not distinguished from eternity, or from the crea-

tion of the new heaven and of the new earth. The Apocalypse is

the first place in which these events appear in their complete sep-

aration. However, their connexion in the Gospels has not less re-

lative truth than the union of the first and the second coming of the

Lord in the Old Testament. For such a mighty victory of good

over evil is represented as taking place upon the return of Christ at

the resurrection of the just, and the establishment of the Lord's

kingdom, that this period may be considered as a natural type of

the final complete conquest. Accordingly the question, whetlier the

words, ovvT^Xeia rov aloJvogj end of the ivorld, are to be understood as

meaning the commencement of eternity, or the beginning of the Mes-

sianic period,* must be dismissed (as we have already stated in our

remarks on Matth. xii. 31), for in the representation of the apostles

the two are united, and immediately associated with the destruction

of Jerusalem. (In one case only, Heb. ix. 26, the expression re-

lates to the whole time since the appearance of Christ in the flesh.)

The only instances of its occurrence in the New Testament, are

Matth. xiii. 39, 40, 49, xxviii. 20. The LXX. have awreXeia KaiQov

in the passage Dan. ix. 27, for nVs. The other writers of the New
Testament, to express the same idea—the conclusion of the alibv

ovTog and the beginning of the aluv fieXXoyv—use the forms taxarai

TjiitQat (Acts ii. 17) toxaroc xP'J'i^oc (1 Pet. i. 20), ^axarov riov ij^egojv

(Heb. i. 2), Kaipbg taxarog (1 Pet. i. 5), ioxdrrj r'juepa (John vi. 39, 40,

etc.), iaxdrr] upa (1 John ii. 18), i)\JieQa opyijg ical dnoicaXvxpeiog (Rom.

ii. 5 ; Rev. vi. 17, xi. 18), which correspond with the Old Testament

expressions : t-'ttjn n-inqi* (Gen. xlix. 1 ; Isaiah ii. 2 ; Mic. iv. 1),

^'''»kin VJ?. (Dan. xii. 13), or merely vp. (Dan. viii. 17, xi. 40) which
answers to the Greek rtXog, Matth. xxiv. 6, 14. The Lord, in re-

plying to the question respecting the time and the sign of his com-
ing, describes the approaching commotions as closely connected,

and draws no distinction between his (invisible) Parousia at the

destruction of Jerusalem, and the owreXEia tov alojvog separated

* It is remarkable that we never find the expression avvTiXeLa tov kogjiov : the word
aiuv indicates the time of the world, which passes away, whilst the world itself remains
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from it by hundreds of years ; on the contrary, the advent in its

great leading events is immediately associated with the present, and

thus great impressiveness is given to the entire portraiture without

its treading too closely upon the truth.

Ver. 4, 5.—The Kedeemer now exhibits in his discourse, that

aspect of the coming events which was adapted to restrain the dis-

ciples from prying into the future, from mere curiosity, and direct

their thoughts to themselves. Jesus shews them that the approach-

ing events will be of a very perilous nature, and that it will require

all their strength of faith to guard themselves against falling into

snares. As the first danger, the Eedeemer mentions that men will

rise up who will pretend to be the Messiah, and will seduce many.

This temptation is again spoken of, ver. 11, 23, 24 (comp. with

Mark xiii. 21, 22 ; Luke xvii. 23), because such phenomena will

present themselves not only at the beginning of the birth-pangs of

the new age, but will recur from time to time, till light gains the

dominion over darkness. Moreover, ver. 23, 24 indicate progress in

these sinful phenomena themselves, for there the Lord speaks of

wonders wrought in the power of darkness which are not mentioned

here. Among the false Christs (\{^€v66xpioToi) and false prophets

(^ipev6oTTpo(l)7]Tai)j however, a great distinction is to be made. Indi-

viduals may be so carried away by fanatical zeal for the cause of re-

ligion, as to delude themselves into the belief that they are mes-

sengers of God ; such a case appears to be described, Ezek. xiii. 1,

ff., where persons prophesying out of their oivn heart (a^Vtt "'^'33)^ or

men who follow their own spirit (ehin nhx 6"'5^n), are spoken of in op-

position to true prophets appointed by the Spirit of God. But, on

the other hand, we may also conceive of wicked and conscious de-

ceivers, who boldly pervert the faith of the people of God in the

prophets, and in an expected Messiah, for their own avaricious or

ambitious aims. It is not improbable that this latter class may
have means of getting powers of dar^kness into their possession, and
thus become all the more dangerous, in that they dazzle by their

prodigies (repara) the eyes of the unwary. Both the false Christs

and the false prophets, however, must always be distinguished from

the Antichrist {dvrixpiOTog) of John.* This epithet conveys the

idea not of one person so named announcing himself as Christ,

but of one who proceeding out of the church, and forsaking it, con-

tends against the entire Christian principle, and the Lord him-

* I cannot agree with the opinion of Liicke (comp. his remarks on 1 John ii. 18), who
thinks the idea expressed by the term uvrixptaTo^ in John is different from that contained

in the of him who "opposeth himself," etc. {dvTiKeifievog), of Paul (2 Thess. ii. 1, if.) The

description of Paul is quite in harmony with Dan. xi., and does not by ar.y means ap-

pear to denote a form of evil without the church. In the Apocalypse, the beast out of

the sea, that opposes every thing Divine, and is full of blasphemy, is parallel with Anti-

christ. (Rev. xiiu 1, ff.)
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self. The false Christs, on the contrary, are to he viewed as hav-

ing no connexion with the Church, and merely giving themselves

out—either consciously or unconsciously—to be Christ. Hence
Antichrist is a more daring and fearful form of sin ; inasmuch as it

denies the idea of Christ itself, whilst the pseudo Christ acknowl-

edges it, but seeks to use it for its own ends. The circumstance,

finally, that there is no record of any one having declared himself to

be the Messiah before the destruction of Jerusalem (Theudas, Acts
V. 36, and the Egyptians, Acts xxi. 38, represented themselves only

as prophets), is to be regarded as shewing that the whole prophecy

was not fulfilled at the time of the destruction of the city. It is

well known that after that event many wretched men played the

part of Messiah, and deceived credulous persons. I will mention

only two ; in ancient times Bar Chochba ; and in modern days

Sabbatai Zehbi, who, in the seventeenth century, in Constantinople,

finished his career by going over to Islam. "••'•

Ver. 6-8.—The Redeemer having thus described the tempta-
tion that will result from the sin of men, proceeds to depict certain

terrible physical events. The advent of the Lord appears to be a
time of ripeness in evil as well as in good (Matth. xiii. 30) ; all the

afflictions and sorrows that have been j)oured out upon mankind
during the course of the world's history, then come forth in their

mightiest and most aggravated form. But, like evil generally, this

form of evil is only the external echo of internal discord and
convulsion in the moral world ; it is only on account of their hav-

ing this moral source, and because of their possible salutary reac-

tion, that these external circumstances are of any significance. The
Rabbins very expressly designated the suflerings and disturbances

that will precede the advent of the Lord : h"''i:73i7 "'Vah, the birth-

pangs of the Messiah ; and reference is made to the expression

in. the words d^x^ wdiVwv, beginning of 2^angs, Matth. xxiv. 8.f
They viewed the universe as parturient and bringing forth a higher

and nobler state of things under pangs and pains. The endeavour

to point out cases of all the forms of human distress mentioned
here, as existing in the time previous to the destruction of Jerusalem,

is really inconsistent ; for even though analogies to all the specified

phenomena of sufiering are found, yet these are not the very things

prophesied. At the coming of the Lord, all will be repeated in the

* Comp. Henke's Kirchengeschichte, Th. iv. a. 359, flf. Von Meyer, in the Blatt. £

hob. Wahrh. Th. 7, S. 306, ff, following Peter Beer's history of the Jewish sects, speaka

of another man of this description, named Jacob Frank. According to the same author-

ity, Peter Beer, there are still persons among the Chasidim in Russian Poland who exer-

cise a power over their adherents, from which it may be inferred that they assume Mes-
sianic authority. Accounts are given oi fifteen false Messiahs among the Jews since the

time of Christ.

\ Comp. Eisenmenger's entd. Judenth. B. L S. 711.
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highest measure. The words of the Eedeemer here evidently shew

his aim to be to divert the minds of his disciples from the import-

ance which man is so fond of attaching to these external commo-
tions and troubles. Twice (ver. 6 and ver. 8) he assures them, that

these troubles are not the end itself (concerning teXo^ = v|>, comp.

the remarks above on ver. 1), but only the beginning of sorrows—ob-

viously intimating that what are to follow wiU be still more severe.

(Rumours of wars (aKoal -noXenutv)^ relate to wars that have not

actually broken out, but the fearful rumours of which keep the

mind in a state of alarm. It is better to understand ver. 7 as

having reference to insurrections, than to take it as descriptive of

wars which had just been spoken of The dissolution of all polit-

ical order is the main thought of the passage. Opouodat, instead of

which Luke has TTroeXadai, occurs in the parallel, 2 Thess. ii. 2.

Jlavrttj in Matth. xxiv. 6, is to be taken as standing for to, -rravra, or

ravra Travra. The Old Testament affords parallels to the contents

of these verses, in the passages 2 Chron. xv. 5,- 6 ; Isaiah xiii. 13
;

Joel iii. 3 ; Zech. xiv. 3. The words added by Luke xxi. 11, 4>6^r]Tpd

re KoiorjixeXa drr' ovpavov,fea7'/ul sights and signs from heaven^ are

introduced by Matthew in a subsequent part of the description

[ver. 29], and more in harmony with the context. The ex-

pression (})6(37]Tpov occurs in the New Testament only in this pas-

sage.)

Ver. 9.—The Saviour proceeds to specify some of these sharper

sufferings and dangers to be endured by his disciples, and instances,

as such, personal persecutions and martyrdom. He states that the

ground of the hatred cherished against them is the name of Christ

(here again ovo^a, name, like ts» stands for the person, and the whole

nature of the person himself), so that the Divine element in be-

lievers, comes into a like conflict with the ungodliness existing in

the world, and its children, as was manifested in the person of Christ

himself. As in Christ, so also in believers, that Divine element will

conquer only by death. The observation appended by Luke (xxi.

18), and peculiar to himself, ical 6pl^ in Ttjg KecpaXijr vjiiov ov [ifi

d-noXrirat, and not a hair of your head shall perish, cannot have re-

ference to external but to internal inviolabiHty; for previous to this,

ver. 16, we have the statement, koX Oavar^oovaiv t| v/idv, some ofyou
they shall jjut to death.'-' (The same metaphor occurs, Luke xii.

* If it be said that tlie words of Luke are only, " they shall put to death some of

jom" {davaruaovatv i^ vfiuv), so that the sense is: some would be killed, but thereat

would remain unhurt ; then an utterly unjustifiable distinction arises, and the dead ap-

pear to sufifer an injury—which cannot possibly be the meaning of the passage. On the

jontrary, the words represent the hatred of the mass at large in its impotence. As an
external force, it can reach only the external man ; the true man remains untouched. In
the parallel passages, 1 Sam. xiv. 45

; 2 Sam. xiv. 11 ; Acts xxvii. 34, it is said : 6pl§ £k

T^f Kt<l>aX?~c ov ncoEiT a i—a form which must be regarded as ideaiicaJ with our own.
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6, ff.; and there also, it does not relate merely to the outward pre-

servation of earthly life.) Now, if this hatred on account of the

name of Christ is represented as altogether general, inaovnevoi vtto

TTavTuVj hated by all (Matthew adds tOvCJv^ nations)—then the idea

expressed is, that mankind, without the spirit of Jesus Christ, live

in the ungodly element of darkness, and by this very circumstance

are prevented from recognizing in its true character the light of the

Kedeemer which has been received by believers. In regard to the

fuller details given by Mark and Luke (with slight transpositions)

respecting the form of the persecutions, and the position of believers

in reference to the nearest earthly relations of kindred and friend-

ship, we may observe, that it is probable they were originally spoken

in the connexion of the discourse, but that Matthew put these

thoughts in an abbreviated form, because he had already copiously

introduced them in the passages Matth. x. 17, ff., 34, ff. The history

of the Church of Christ, as has been remarked in our exposition of

those passages, affords numerous confirmations of this prophecy.

But to what extent persecutions of believers to the death wiU be

repeated when the advent of the Lord draws near, time must teach.

The possibility of such things, at least, is proved by the persecu-

tions of the faithful at the hands of their sanguinary oppressors

during; the time of the first French Kevolution.

Ver. 10-13.—The sad consequences of these persecutions, to the

Church, are now minutely described. To many they will prove a

stumbling-block, and will lead them into great delinquencies. False

teachers will arise, who will seduce many from the Church, and the

ardour of brotherly love will be extinguished. The exhortation to

vnonovrj (or persevering endurance in all these sufferings), suggested

by these thoughts, is expressed ver. 13; affliction is represented as

that which purifies and perfects, so that it is equally a means of

separating the impure, and of transforming into complete salvation

the life of the upright.*

That the teachers of error here spoken of (ver. 11) would be in

the bosom of the Church, is not expressly stated ; and it may be

Grotius, who renders the form thus : ne hilum quidem damni senties, also points out an-

other interpretation of the words in the present connexion ; he says : si quid ipsoram ad
tempus interire videtur, non tam interit quam apud Deum deponitur, qui cum fcenore est

redditurus. Accordingly he seems to understand the passage thus : "Ye will indeed be
hated and killed, hut nothing of you shall perish

—

ye will receive it all again at the re-

surrection." However, the idea of preservation and restoration can be applied only to

what is spiritual ; for Scripture says nothing about a revivification of all the parts of the

destroyed body ; and hence we come back to the meaning: ye will suffer no true injury

(not even the slightest); on the contrary, ye will receive advantage from all this, for, by
patient endurance of sufferings (ver. 9), ye will gain your souls.

* Luke xxi. 19 has, instead of au^eadai, the parallel expression KrUadai t>/v rpvxh'^,

to gain or win the soul; antithesis to anolicai. Comp. Matth. xvi. 25, where evpiaKEtv

and au^eiv occur synonymously. Comp. also on y, 13, the passage Matth. x 22, wbero
the same words are employed.
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supposed that teachers not belonging to the Church will succeed in

drawing many feeble and half-hearted members out of it, for fear ot

persecutions
;

just as the growing iniquity {dvofica) without the

Church acts banefully upon the love in the Church itself (ver. 12).

But, as it is not expressly said that they will be without the Church,

the words may be taken indefinitely as we find them, and applied

to both cases ; so that the general meaning is, that sin and

corruption will gain greater power through the persecutions that

should result from them, and will wound the Church itself

in many of its members, (-iryxf^f^dai, to grow cold, occurs no-

where else in the New TeiaLament ; it is derived from the meta-

phor which compares love to a fire, Luke xii. 49.) The probability

that such phenomena as those described, ver. 10-12, were to precede

the destruction of Jerusalem, cannot be shewn ; the persecutions

of that period were not so violent as to drive many away from the

faith and from the first glow of love. If anything of the kind did

take place, it was only a feeble type of the decline of the Church

predicted here, which Paul (2 Thess. ii. 3) designates as the " fall-

ing away" (dnoaTaaia). And another proof that this prophecy also

will find its fulfilment, in far more fearful phenomena than those

which preceded the fall of Jerusalem, is furnished by the terrible

fact of the first French Kevolution—when the Christian religion

was formally abolished, and compelled to give place to the idolatrous

worship of reason.

Ver. 14.—The proclamation of the Gospel in the world, and its

vast extension to all the nations of the earth, forms, in the discourse

of the Lord, the contrast to the apostacy of many from the Church

in consequence of persecutions and seductions. In this exten-

sion, the Divine energy inherent in the word is manifested as in-

finitely more mighty than all the power by which the Church is

assaulted from without. (The expression evayyiXiov TTJg ftamXeiag^

Gospel of the kingdom, in Matthew specifies the kingdom as the

object of the glad tidings proclaimed by the preachers ; that mes-

sage, however, is to be viewed as combining both the external and
internal ; only, that here the connexion naturally leads to this, viz.,

that the proclamation would invite men to receive the spirit of the

new living community, so that, at the Parousia, when it shall ap-

pear in ascendancy, they may be received into it.)

Now, this verse is particularly opposed to that view which refers

the whole of this portion of the discourse (as far as ver. 29) to the

destruction of Jerusalem alone. For the parallel navTa rd tdvq, all

nations, prohibits us from applying ohov^ivq, ivorld, either to the

Jewish state or to the Koman empire ; nor can those who support

the above hypothesis allow that there was a proclamation of the

Gospel in all the world before the destruction of Jerusalem ; while
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the explanation that the announcement was not made to nations, as

such, but to individuals belonging to them, who, it may be, came in

contact with the apostles (so that the sense would be :
" the procla-

mation shall not then be confined to Jews, but addressed to mem-
bers of all nations"), is evidently the mere resort of necessity

According to our fundamental view, the preaching of the Gospel in

all the world (as the prophets so often declared that the word of

God should come to the remotest isles*) is a true sign of the near

approach of the Lord's advent, only that here—like the whole de-

scription—it leans upon a great historical event which forms the

natural type of the final catastrophe. Hence it is here said (with a

retrospective reference to ver. 6), rore "]$ei to reXog, then shall the end

come, so that the end of the alcbv ovrog, present age, is clearly con-

nected with this sublime triumph of the Divine word over all ungod-

liness. At the same time, the language before us does not imply that

every member ofevery nation will be converted to the Church oiF Christ,

as is shewn by the words " for a testimony to all nations" (elg fxagTvpiov

TTdat ToXg tdveoi) . (The same phraseology occurred Mark xiii, 9 ; Luke
xxi. 12, in reference to persecutions.) All that is required is that the

Gospel, as the purest light of the manifestation of God, be shewn
to all ; thus every one is placed under the necessity of deciding and
taking part either/or or against it. Hence the proclamation of the

kingdom of God is itself a deciding time (Kpiaig) for the nations,

whereby those who are of an ungodly mind are made manifest

;

and this is the precise point expressed in the phfase " for a testi-

mony to them." In the representation of Luke (which here begins

to differ widely from Matthew), this idea is wanting ; and, instead

of it, he has introduced into this discourse the thoughts omitted by
Matthew respecting the support that would be rendered to the

preachers of .the Gospel by the Holy Spirit ; Mark also refers to the

same subject, and connects it immediately with the proclamation of

the Gospel. Matthew has the words (x. 19, 20), in his account of

the instructions to the apostles ; and although they are by no means
unsuitable in that connexion, yet it must be confessed that the last

addresses of Christ, like the great concluding discourses reported

by John, afford us reason for considering it very probable that the

Lord then made reference to the assistance of the Holy Spirit.

Accordingly, it appears that Mark and Luke have preserved, in

these passages, true elements of the discourse of Christ, which Mat-
thew omitted here because he had introduced them into previous

discourses.

Ver. 15.—Immediately after this description of the spread of

the Gospel through all nations, there follows a very minute repre-

* Comp. Isaiah xix. 21, ff., xlix. 6, li. 5, Iv. 5, Ivi. 7, 'x. 3, 9, Ixvi. 19, 20; Zephau.

ii. 11; Zechar. ii. 11.
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sentation of the destruction of Jerusalem, without any pause being

observed, or any intimation being given, that what follows is to be

separated from what has preceded. Luke's account especially, which

contains much that is peculiar, makes the reference to the destruc-

tion of the holy city unmistakable. This blending of the proximate

and the most remote in one vision can be explained only by the

principle we have laid down (ver. 1), as the ground on which our

view of this section is founded : viz., that the destruction of Jeru-

salem is employed as the nearest point with which the last things

—

necessarily remaining indefinite in their chronology—could be con-

nected ; and that, according to the design of the Eedeemer, this

event itself was a type of the overthrow of the whole state of things

obtaining in the present life, including the internal institution of

the church.

According to Matthew and Mark, the description of the Lord prf^

ceeds upon a prophecy of Danial. This express reference by the Ee-

deemer to the book of Daniel, will always furnish the believer with

an important argument for the retention of Daniel's writings in the

canon, although he may not yet be able, on historical grounds, alto-

gether to surmount the critical doubts respecting them, which, as

it seems to me, still remain, even after the most recent and very

valuable attempt to demonstrate the authenticity of Daniel's pro-

phecies.* It is impossible that Christ should have employed Daniel,

as he did here, unless he approved of the importance ascribed to the

book bearing his name. (In the text of Mark, the form of citation

TO prjOev vnb AaviijX rov Trpo^T^rou, is spurious, and merely interpolated

from Matthew ; but it is evident that Mark has in his eye the same

passage of Daniel as Matthew quotes.) The main passage here re-

ferred to by the Lord is the remarkable prophecy, Dan. ix. 26, 27,

which we find more definitely expressed, Dan. xi. 31 ; xii. 11. Accord-

ing to my conviction, this cannot relate to Antiochus Epiphanes,

but only to the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans. Although,

the calculation has its difficulties—and these not slight ones—(diffi-

culties which designedly exist in all dates connected with the pro-

phecies of Scripture, because it is intended that the time should

remain indefinite, and that nearer light concerning the future

should be given to individuals only for special ends); yet the refer-

ence of the prophecy to this fact is throughout so distinctly ex-

pressed, that it never ought to be mistaken. But if this general

* It appears to me that Daniel in the Old Testament, in a critical point of view, stands

parallel with the second epistle of Peter in the New Testament. Neither of them can,

on critical and historical gi'ounds, be conclusively vindicated as the genuine writings

of the auth Drs to whom they are attributed. Meanwhile it is suflScient to shew that

neither are the arguments against their authenticity conclusive, and that hence the

question of authenticity, in regard to these writings, cannot be solved on historico-criti-

cal grounds.
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reference of the prediction cannot be doubted, so neither can the

expression (ideXvy\ia tT]^ ipTjficjaecjgj abomination of desolation

(= twcn d-^s^aj; the expression is best taken as meaning the horror

attendant on universal devastation and destruction ; the context

would seem to point to some particular scene of horror conspicuous

in the general desolation) be applied to the events in the time of

Antiochus, but can only relate to what transpired when the city was

demolished by the Komans. Now since Jesus applies the passage

to this very fact, he here uses the prophetic words in their most

literal sense. But what occurrence at the time of the fall of Jeru-

salem is denoted by this obscure expression (it is chosen in con-

formity with the LXX.; the version of Theodotion, which, as is well

known, is generally used in the book of Daniel, has (3dehjyiia rCJv

iprjfiuxjecdv) we are not definitely informed ; and it must necessarily

remain a matter of uncertainty, because, according to the character

of prophecy, the actual fact ultimately contemplated, as the imme-

diate precursor-of Christ's advent, only had its feeble types in the

period of the destruction. Two objects, however, must be decidedly

excluded ; the passage cannot have reference either to the band of

zealots who caused a massacre in the temple, or to the Roman army.

Neither of these has any religious character ; but such a character

is indicated by the expression (idiXvyiiaj abomination, in its connex-

ion with roTTog dyiog, holy place; and the idea that the passage

refers to the Roman array is merely occasioned by a mistaken com-

parison of Luke xxi. 20, who should be treated independently, be-

cause he gives another report of the discourse of Christ. The

expression roirog dyiog, holy place (for which Mark has onov ov del,

that is, ubi nefas est), cannot relate to the Holy Land ; it can be

applied only to the temple, because in the original text the words

are ti?3-V?. And, moreover, the expression tarog, standing (with

Fritzsche, I prefer the neuter because it refers to (3dtXvyfia) is

incompatible with either reference, to the zealots or the Ro-

mans. The most consistent hypothesis is, that the profanation of

the temple by idolatrous luorship is the phenomenon alluded to ;*

but as the historical accounts respecting the attempts made to

introduce it, afibrd us but little satisfactory information, it is diffi-

cult to fix upon anything specific. According to Josephus (Bell.

Jud. ii. 7), Pilate attempted to set up the statue of the emperor,

though not in the temple. Jerome (in his commentary on the passage)

says, that a statue of Adrian occupied the place of the demolished

temple ; but this was after its destruction, whilst here the discourse

* The expression (ideTivyna is in the highest degree favourable to this view Suidaa

explains it thus : ndv elduAov koI nuv iKTvTTu^a dvBpunov ovrug hiaXuro Tvafjii 'lovSaiot^,

every image and every likeness of man was thus called among the Jews. In the Hebrew

also, y^ij is used especially of religious impurity, and Bijrpw are plainly icfote. (Comp.

Geseuius sub verb

)
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relates to occurrences before that catastrophe. Such events, there-

fore, furnish only feeble analogies to that which is the proper subject

of this prophecy. Paul (2 Thess. ii. 4) affirms this distinctly and

beyond all mistake, and the possibility of such a fearful develop-

ment of sin in times of external civilization and culture is again

strikingly proved by the French Kevolution, with its idolatrous wor-

ship of reason.

A further difficulty is occasioned by the parenthesis in Matthew
and Mark, b dvayivcooKOJv voeiroj, let Mm that readeth understand.

That the Lord himself uttered these words with reference to the

text of Daniel, does not appear to me probable ; in such a case

something more definite would have been added, as, for example,

"the words of the prophet" (rd rov -npo^riTov). But if these

are the words of the Evangelist, appended by him to direct the

attention of his contemporaries to this passage, then the question

occurs, whether they will not afford a date for the composition of

the Gospel. It is by no means improbable that if Matthew recog-

nized the near approach of the dreadful destruction of the metrop-

olis, in the signs that preceded it, he might have felt it right to

add such a hint for his readers ; this hint, however, gives us no

premises from which to deduce anything further than that the Gos-

pel of Matthew must have been composed shortly before the de-

struction of Jerusalem ; the uncertainty as to the particular events

to which Matthew may have referred in what he added, does not

permit us to fix the time more precisely.*

Here the account given by Luke is peculiar. As we have already

remarked, the interpretation of the words quoted in Matthew and
Mark, by a reference to Luke, as meaning the Eoman army, is evi-

dently forced ; Luke gives another version of the Lord's discourse.

Still it is not improbable that the particulars preserved by him are

genuine constituent parts of the original discourse of the Kedeemer.
In Luke xix. 43, 44, we find the same idea—that of the city being

invested by enemies, and the siege proceeding against it ; but that

passage cannot be regarded as a 'post eventum description of what
happened during the siege of Titus, because the Old Testament
contains representations precisely similar. (Comp. Isaiah xxix. 3

;

Jerem. vi. 6 ; Ezek. xvii. 17.) Luke xix. 43, not only represents

the city as beleaguered, but describes the mode of the blockade, by
means of a mole thrown up. (Xdpa^ signifies vallum or agger, an
artificial elevation, by means of which besiegers endeavour to reach

the walls of the blockaded city. Ezek. xvii. 17, the LXX. use the

expression xf^pf^i^opoXia for this form of siege. The passage, Luke

* Hug Einl. in's N. T. Th. iL s. 14, goes too far when he thinks this passage gives

ground for the inference that the Romans must already have occupied Galilee, and must
have been on the point of taking Judea also, when Matthew wrote these words.
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xix. 44, is the only instance in which Eda^i^oi occurs in the New Tes-

tament. It signifies literally [from ^6a(po(;'\ to level with the

ground, then generally to overthrow, to annihilate. In this wider

signification, the expression is extended also to the children of

Jerusalem [to, rmva aov tv croi].)

Yer. 16-21,—In the following verses the reference to the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem again presents itself unmistakeably in many par-

ticular features. The judgment is described as breaking in so sud-

denly and inevitably, that the utmost haste is recommended, and
this very haste, as well as the entire surrender of all earthly posses-

sions (comp. the same thought Luke xvii. 31) retains its significance

in the typical application of this description to the advent of the

Lord. The Lord will also preserve believers who yield themselves

with child-like confidence to His guidance, in a safe hiding-place

(comp. the remarks on ver. 31), against the universal devastation

and destruction. (The mountains are mentioned as the places diffi-

cult of access to troops making an assault, and it must be borne in

mind that the houses were flat, so that the inhabitants could make
an immediate descent from the roof to the open fields, and effect a

more speedy flight. We have a perfect parallel to this description

in Luke xvii. 31, Avhich passage treats of the advent of the Lord
under the figure of the destruction of Jerusalem.) The calamity

itself appears inevitable, but prayer might effect alleviations ; as,

for example, that the flight may not take place in the inclement

season of the year. Matthew has the peculiar addition, ju??de <Ta/3/3ar(jj,

nor on the Sabbath. In interpreting this it must be observed that

Jesus [regards the law of the Sabbath as Divine, and part of the

moral law] yet without sanctioning the rigid notions which prevailed

among the Jews concerning the Sabbatic law as correct. In conclu-

sion it may be observed that even this special description of the fall

of Jerusalem is not without allusion to the coming of the Lord, as

is shown by ver. 21, where the (dXixpig iier)dX7J) great ajffliction, such

as had not happened since the creation of the world, can only have

reference to the h-'to'an >Van ; especially as it is added : ov6' ov nrj

yev7]Tai.

Here again the representation of Luke so decidedly differs,

that it requires a separate consideration, as a peculiar version. Je-

rusalem was expressly named as the besieged city, ver. 20 ; and so

also in the following verses of Luke the same application of the

language is most decidedly retained—Jerusalem being described,

ver. 24, as destroyed by Gentile nations. Even the mention of the

great period of suffering is made in such a manner as not to convey

so express a reference to the coming of'Christ as that in Matthew
and Mark. It is designated (ver. 23) : 6py^ rw Aaa3 tovtco, wrath

upon this people, and accordingly this destruction appears to be
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merely a judgment upon the Jews. But the supposition that

the account of Luke relates merely to this fact, without making

any reference to the advent of the Lord, is most decidedly op-

posed hy verse 24 in its immediate connexion with verse 25. In

the former the time of the Gentiles is represented as being

fulfilled, and in the latter the signs of the Parousia are de-

scribed as altogether unmistakeable ; so that we cannot admit

any essential difference between the statements of Matthew and

Mark compared with those of Luke. The points of difference have

more to do with single features in the representation than with the

matter itself—(Ver. 21, the words Iv fiiaco avrrjg, in the midst of

it, refer to Jerusalem. The city is brought into contrast with its

environs [%c5paf^]. Those believers who were in the city were to

flee out of it [and thus it came to pass, for the Christians fled be-

yond the Jordan to Pella], while those who were already out of it

were not to seek safety in it, because the city, with everything in it,

was to become a prey to destruction. 'E/f;^;«p£w occurs nowhere else

in the New Testament. Verse 22 expressly designates the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem as a Divine act of judgment [concerning t/cdk^/aff,

comp. the remarks on Luke xviii. 3, 7] already predicted in the

Holy Scriptures of the Old Testament.)—The form navra rd yeypan-

jueva, all things written, cannot have reference only to the passage

Matt. xxiv. 15, quoted from the prophet Daniel ; on the contrary, it

comprehends the entire sum of those prophecies and types in the

Old Testament, which set forth the wrath of God against the nation

of Israel. Hence we must begin with the curse pronounced by
Moses upon the people if they would not obey the voice of God
(Deut. xxviii. 15, ff.), and connect with it the threatenings of all

holy men and prophets, in which they denounced punishments upon
unbelief and disobedience. And even if these had their preliminary

fulfilment in many oppressions endured by the nation—as may be

said, for example, of the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnez-
zar, and the captivity of Israel in Babylon—yet all previous suffer-

ings appear insignificant when compared with the ruin of the city

by the Komans. All prior judgments, therefore, are types of this

last and proper act of Divine justice, which followed the rejection of

the Messiah, the highest and also the final act in the manifestation

of the grace of the Lord. (Comp. Matt. xxi. 38, ff., where the Lord,

in His parable, connects the judgment with the expulsion of the

Son.) This is especially true of the Babylonish exile, to which there

appears to be an allusion in the words of Luke, ver. 24. alxiiaX(oria-

O/jaovTat elg rravra rd edvrjj they shall be led captive among all nations.

The carrying away of Israel from the land of his fathers to Babylon
was only a prelude to the general captivity of the Israelites (pre-

dicted by Moses, Deut. xxviii. 64) among all nations, from one end
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of tlie earth to the other. Thus the whole world was opened to

them, excepting only the holy city—the centre of all their hopes

and desires—this (since the time of Adrian) was closed against

them. It was accessible to none but Gentiles, who made the holy

place a place of idolatrous worship and licentiousness. (Xlarfe-a), like

/caraTrartcj, is also used by the profane writers in the sense of con-

temptuously treading under the feet, abusing. Hence it involves

the idea of audacity and sinfulness as the only source from which

abuse can spring. 'J^'here is but one other instance of its occurrence,

in the same signification, in the New Testament, viz. Rev. xi. 2, rrjv

ttoXlv TTjv dyiav TTarrjaovai tOvT]^ the Gentiles shall trample on the holy,

city ; and this language appears to refer to our passage, thus afford-

ing no small confirmation to the view that the words before us, while-

peculiar to Luke, really belong to the discourse of the Lord.)

The final clause of ver. 24, " until the times of the Gentiles be

fulfilled" (axpi Tr^r]Q(i)do)ai Kacgol tdvdv)^ is of the highest significance.

The main idea it expresses is, that nations, like individuals, have a

limited time of development, beyond which they cannot pass. As
Israel filled up the measure of his disobedience and then was re-

jected, so also the rule of the Gentiles over Israel has its term.

True, these words contain no express information respecting the

relation of Israel to the Gentiles, at the termination of their power

over it ; but this may be gathered from other passages. According

to Rom. xi. the rejection of Israel is not total, and therefore the ful-

filment of the " times of the Gentiles" is to be viewed as connected

with the restoration of the Jews. And, on the other hand, this ful-

filment in relation to the Gentiles, is to be regarded as a judgment
poured out upon them for the purpose of punishing and sifting

them.* (The prophets of the Old Testament speak in a similar

manner respecting the nations whom the Lord used as scourges to

his own people ; for a time they kept the ascendancy, and then they

themselves were hurled down. See Isaiah x. 5, 12, 15 ; Zech. i. 14,

15 ; Dan. ix. 26, compared with xii. 11.) The meaning of the

words certainly has it?, primary application to the Romans, as the

nation by whom the Lord God permitted the Jews to be chastised.

But as the destruction of Jerusalem (according to the principle

already laid down in our remarks on Matt. xxiv. 1) was employed
only as the nearest great historical event to represent the description

of the last time, so also the several circumstances in the history of

* The time of the conversion of the Gentiles is not the period referred to. The Lord

does not here speak of the Gentiles in so far as they also are objects of Divine favour, but

GO far as they are used as instruments in the Divine government of the world. (Comp.

Schott in his Comm. p. 333. The passages, Jer. xxvii. 7, 1. 31, which Schott quotes, are

illustrations in point.) Verso 25 throws decisive light on the meaning of Luke in these

words, for after the description of the sufferings of the Jews, mention is made of the

cvvox^ IOi'Cliv, distress of nations.

Vol. IL—16
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tlie ibrniL-r people "have their further relation to this. A more mi-

nute view of this subject will be furnished in the intepretation of

the passage, Eev. xi. 2, which is quite parallel with Luke xxi. 24,

and contains a reference to Dan. xii. 11.

Ver. 22.—Whilst Luke immediately follows up the description

of the fall of Jerusalem with the mention of prodigies which would

be visible in heaven and on earth, Matthew (ver. 22-28) introduces

between these points a more amplified description of the distress

which he had mentioned, ver. 21 ; and Mark inserts a similar par-

agraph in the same place, only in a form somewhat more abbre-

viated. The peculiarity of the ideas is a guarantee for the correct-

ness of their position here, with this exception only—that Luke

employs ver. 27, 28 in a more appropriate connexion than that whicb

they have in Matthew. Matthew xxiv. 22, describes the great afilic-

tion as so fearful that in the mercy of God a special curtailment

would be necessary, for without this none {ov ndaa = Vb nV) of the

feeble race of men (odg^= -ira certainly signifies mankind generally,

but with the accessory idea of weak, perishable elements contained

in the mass) would survive the woe. (There can be no doubt that

here "saved" (aw^eoOaC) primarily refers to the outward, corporeal

life, so that the sense is :
" all would be destroyed." But since the

subject of discourse is a visitation of Divine justice, the corporeal

destruction involves moral guilt ; the impossibility that the elect

should perish, in this judgment of God, is parallel with the impossi-

bility of their being seduced [ver. 24].—KoAo/3dw, from aoXo^o^, lite-

rally signifies to nmtilate, then to cut off, to shorten. This is the only

instance of its occurrence in the New Testament. Now this abbrevia-

tion of the distress comes to pass for the sake of the elect (fJic rovg

ek.Xektov^'). The question might be asked, whether the design of the

language is to represent the elect as exercising this influence merely

by their ijrescnce, or whether the effect results from their prayer.

But wherever the elect are, they are only to be conceived of as in

prayer, so that the two senses coincide. Thus we find the same
idea here as in the Old Testament (Gen. xviii.), that the saints ex-

ercise a preserving influence upon the whole mass. And the truth

of this idea is easily seen if, instead of the ordinary view of human
relations, which isolates the individual man, we adopt a more pro-

found one, according to which alike the human race as a whole, and

single nations in their collective capacity, appear founded upon a

vital, mutual influence of the individuals that constitute them.

For this view shows the forbearance of God with the ungodly for

the sake of the godly, as not resulting from arbitrary Divine decree :

it springs from the natural connexion of the spiritual life of the

mass, that those individuals in whom the germs of the nobler

life are preserved, sustain the whole ; if they also become the
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prey of corruption, the whole must sink. In the fall of Jerusalem

this principle was but very imperfectly realized. True, the siege

might have lasted longer, and the ruin might have been such

that not a single person should have escaped ; but how it can be

said that this was prevented for the sake of the elect, does not ap-

pear. For the Christians fled to Pella, and this flight was a proof

that Jerusalem, with its inhabitants, was given over to destruction

as incorrigible (like the world before the flood after Noah's removal

into the ark, and like the dwellers in Sodom after the flight of Lot

to Zoar) ; not that God shortened their tribulation on account of

the believers. Schott, indeed, thinks (p. 57) that we are not to

understand by the elect the Christians, but such Jews as were about

to go over to the Church of Christ. But the reference of the elect,

ver. 24 and 31, to the members of the church, renders this hypoth-

esis quite untenable. This passage also evidently has its final refer-

ence to the advent of the Lord, preceded by the birth-pangs of the

Messiah ; these will fall at once upon believers and unbelievers

—

upon the former to perfect, upon the latter to punish them ; but for

the sake of believers the merciful One will shorten them. It is not

till after this (ver. 31) that believers are separated from their con-

nexion with unbelievers, and gathered together in a mountainous

place (Zoar) ; then the community of unbelievers, having lost its

moral foundation, is plunged into irretrievable destruction.

Ver. 23-26.—The physical sufi'erings are accompanied further

by sharp temptations ; deceiving and deceived men represent them-

selves as the Messiah and as prophets (comp. the remarks on Matth.

xxiv. 4, 5). The temptation by pretended appearances of Divine

messengers appears continuous in its operation upon the church,

and, at the same time, advances in itself. According to this pas-

sage, it is so severe that even the elect might be deceived, if it

did not involve an internal contradiction to suppose that the repre-

sentatives of the kingdom of light on earth would be overcome by
darkness. The reference of the " elect" in this passage to any others

than the apostles and believing members of the church, is utterly

untenable, for the whole is addressed directly to the apostles them-
selves. Hence the words can only be taken as meaning " so as to

lead astray, if possible, you and all the elect" (ware nXavriaai el Svva-

Tov, V jidg Kal rravrag rovg tKXeKTovg)
; it is only thus that the

force of the admonition can be felt. A remarkable point in this

passage is, that signs and wonders are ascribed to false prophets.

These being signs by which genuine prophets proved their author-

ity, inexperienced persons might easily be deceived by them. Now,
the admission that miracles might be performed by false prophets,

is an incontestable witness (as we have already remarked in the ex-

position of Matth. iv. 12) that miracles cannot prove the truth,
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The truth can only be proved by itself, as the presence of light is at-

tested only by light itself. But the gift of miracles certainly shews

the connexion of an individual with the spiritual world, whether

with the world of light and truth, or with the kingdom of darkness

and lies. The question whether an individual is acting in the spirit

of light or of darkness, cannot long remain a matter of doubt to an

upright person ; and, if miraculous powers are united with falsehood,

this is to an enlightened mind so much stronger an intimation to

keep aloof. The meaning which the Lord here intends to convey is

enlarged upon by Paul (2 Thess. ii. 9) and John (Rev. xiii. 12, ff.);

but without the presupposition of a kingdom of darkness and its

agency, we can have no possible conception of miracles of pseudo-

prophets.*

Ver. 27, 28.—A contrast is drawn between the forms in which

false Christs appear (tv t^ tp/y/iw, in the desert—iv rulg raixeioLc;^ in the

secret chambers) are to be taken merely as general expressions for

the antithesis between inhabited and uninhabited, concealed and

openf), and the mode in which the only true Messiah is manifested.

The latter is like an all-illuminating flash of lightning, which no

one can mistake ; as easily as the former admits deception, the lat-

ter unmistakeably reveals itself. Granting that the figure of the

lightning turns partly on the unexpected and startling suddenness

of its appearance, yet the connexion absolutely requires that the

main reference should be to its discernibleness and openness to uni-

ver.sal observation. This is contrasted, as the test of the appearing

of the true Messiah, with the pretended Messianic advents of im-

postors, who are always obliged to mask themselves, in one mode or

another. Now, in what way this can relate to the so-called invis-

ible advent of the Lord at the destruction of Jerusalem, does not

at all appear ; the words have no sense except when applied to the

coming of the Lord in the clouds of heaven.:|: In the text of Luke
(xvii. 24) this figure of the lightning is worded somewhat -differently:

ooairep ?/ daTpanrj, i) darQanTovaa iic tTjc vn' ovpavbv elg r^v •utt' ovpavov

* The expression duaovo c cjiuela, shall give signs, forbids the supposition that the

mere pretence of being able to work miracles is meant : it ascribes to false prophets the

real power to perform them. Paul speaks expressly, 2 Thess. ii. 9, of the hipyeta roij

aaravu, working of Satan, which effects them.

}• This representation of the ministry of false prophets is strikingly descriptive of the

spirit that inspires them. Instead of the open, transparent spirit of the true Gospel, they

manifest a spirit of sedition which shuns the light, and is constantly under the necessity

of hiding this or that from its all-revealing rays.

:j:
Schott is impartial enough to acknowledge the impossibility of applying ver. 27, 28

to the invisible advent of Christ at the destruction of Jerusalem ; but he is inclined (since

these verses are wanting in Mark and otherwise associated by Luke) to remove them al-

together from Matthew, so that ver. 26 shall form the conclusion of the prophecy con-

cerning the destruction of Jerusalem, and ver. 29 the commencement of the prophecy re-

specting the advent of Christ. (Comp. loc. cit. p. 72.)
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XdjiTTEi ; whilst Matthew mentions the cardinal points of the earth :

f] darpaTTT) l^^Qxerai dnb dvaroXoJv Koi (paiveTai tug dvafiiov. (With ta

rTjg and elg rrjv the word %wpa must be supplied ; so that, even ac-

cording to Luke, the language denotes those regions of the heavens

through which the lightning flashes.)

It is probable, as we have already remarked, that this passage

and ver. 28 do not constitute original parts of the discourse of the

Lord. In Luke xvii. 24, 37, the two verses stand in a more exact

connexion ; and besides this, we have seen that in the whole narra-

tive of Luke, to which this passage also belongs, a closer train of

thought is to be observed, which appears to rest upon accurate his-

torical accounts ; whilst Matthew, throughout his gospel, treats the

elements of the discourses more freely. But ver. 28, ottov yap tdv
^}

TO iTToJ[iaj tKel avvaxOijaovrat ol deroi^ especially does not seem to

stand in connexion with what precedes it, according to Matthew
;

whilst in Luke* the previous question (ttov Kvpie) renders the pro-

verbial sentence exceedingly appropriate to the description about to

be given of the destruction of unbelievers. Now, as in Matthew,

the unmistakeable coming of Christ, was described in the verses im-

mediately preceding, the connexion might seem to recommend the

untenable interpretation, which malces the -nrC^iia mean Christ him-

self, and the derol believers collected around him.f But apart from

the unsuitableness of the figure, we find no parallel case of such a

relation between the n-ojjia and the derot. On the contrary the usus

loquendi of the Old Testament (conip. Hab. i. 8 ; Jer.em. xlviii. 40,

xlix. 22 ; Job xxxix. 30) indicates the natural idea of the humilia-

tion and destruction of that which is given q^qv to ruin. The only

question is, how this idea coincides with the connexion. According

to the context in Luke xvii. 37, the only way of understanding the

passage is to take awwa, body, as meaning the Jewish state, de-

prived of all life, and the deroi^ eagles as the Romans completely

putting an end to its existence (it is not improbable that allusion is

made to the eagles of the legions) ; but both the former and the lat-

ter point, as types, to the last great catastrophes. In Matthew,
however, this signification of the proverb is directly contrary to the

connexion ; hence we must either say that the passage is here inap-

propriately inserted, or admit that Matthew and Luke use the same
apothegm in different senses. To the former view I must declare

myself most decidedly opposed ; because it would entirely rob the

Evangelist of his character as an author of scripture ; and it is always

observable in his gospel, that where he does not preserve the original

order he institutes a new one. Accordingly, I adopt the other

* In the text of Luke, however, aijua, is to be preferred to the reading nTtj^ua which
has been copied from Matthew.

f So Fritzsohe (.inloc.) who translates the words; ubi Messiaa, ibi homines, qui ejiw

potestatis futuri sint.
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hypothesis. But there are two modes in which the connexion with

what precedes may be formed. Either eagles mnst be referred back

(with Fleck, loc. cit. 384) to the ^evdoxpioroi, false Christs (ver. 24),

so that the meaning is, " where corruption has become general, there

men are immediately found who know how to employ it for their

own ends ;" or else the yat?, for, must be allowed to decide for the

immediate connexion of ver. 28 with ver. 27, and the " eagles" must

be interpreted as descriptive of the Messiah coming to inflict pun-

ishment upon the corrupt Israel. The latter view is grammatically

preferable, on account of the for, which it is more diflficult to con-

nect with ver. 26 ; for this reason Fritzche adopts it, only, as we

have remarked, applying -nribixa to the Kedeemer—an application

which appears to me inadmissible. But one thing only can be ad-

duced against this view, viz., that the plural {deroi) does not pro-

perly apply to the appearing of Christ. But if his appearing be

conceived as connected with that of angels (as required by Matthew

XXV. 31), this difficulty is solved. The nobler expression derSg =
nic3 Isaiah xl. 31, is in other passages also used metaphorically in

the good sense.* The figure strictly required, not eagles, but vul-

tures, because the eagle only devours living animals ; but the names

of kindred animals are not unfrequently interchanged. (Comp.

Gesenius in his lex. sub verb, its.)

Ver. 29.—The correctness of our interpretation of the Lord's pro-

phecy respecting his advent, as developed at the beginning of this

chapter, is not more evident in any passage than in the difficult verse

which now follows. Whatever other explanation is offered, the diffi-

culties are not solved. For if all that is now added be referred, like

what has preceded, to the destruction of Jerusalem, without allowing

the description of the Lord's advent to be blended with this ; then,

in the first place, it does not appear how the OXlrpi^, affiiction (by

which, according to the connexion, we can understand only the

events described, ver. 21, and not the temptation by false pro-

ver. 24) can be represented as past (comp. juerd t;)v OXiiliv rCJv

i)fj.epoJv tKeivi^v), since the destruction itself (by some understood

as the invisible coming of Christ) is the affliction. And in the

second place, the description of the miraculous signs (ver. 29), and

the details of the Parousia itself (ver. 30, 31) are by no means suited

to the fact of the destruction of Jerusalem. But if a pause in the

representation of Jesus be supposed (as Schott suggests), and the

foregoing part be applied to the fall of Jerusalem, while the sequel

is taken as belonging to the coming of Christ at the end of the

world, then, although the words jt^erd t7)v OXi^iv, after the affliction,

gain their right signification, evdeo^g, immediately, is inexplicable,

* Comp. the remarkable passage Rev. viiL 13, where the term derog is appUed to an

angeL The text. rec. also reads uyyeloq in the passage.
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and ver. 33, 34, refer every thing {ndvra ravra) again to the imme-

diate presence of the apostles. The interpretation which Schott (p.

99) attempts to give of eWecog, vv^hen he compares it with the He-

brew BsriH), and takes it in the sense of" suddenly/' " unexpectedly/'

is only to be regarded as a shift ; for this scholar himself sees there-

in a false rendering by the unknown translator of our Greek Mat-

thew from the Hebrew original. If there appeared no other choice,

I would rather adopt the fine conjecture of Weber (conjecturse ad

Mt. 24. Viteb. 1810), that evdecog belongs to the preceding verse,

and ver. 29 opens with the words : iJ-erd dh tt}v dXiiptv k. r. A. ; but,

the exact agreement of the manuscripts speaks too strongly for the

integrity of the text* to render a conjecture admissible in this pas-

sage. But according to the fundamental view of prophecy which

we have laid down, this verse coincides with the connexion very

naturally. The representation of the Redeemer certainly marks a

progression in the several events of the future concerning which he

speaks, so that the following great signs, taking place in the hea-

vens, stand in contrast with the commotions on earth previously

described, and the distress of all nations (according to Luke) with

that of the Jewish pe%)le ; thus it was proper to speak of these sub-

sequent events as following the afflictions of those days (/iera r^v

0Aii/jiv Twv 7///fpdJv eKeivojv). Nevertheless this entire circle of suc-

cessive events is transferred to the immediately coming present (ac-

cording to the principles already laid down) ; and therefore evO^cjg,

immediately/ (which Mark explains by the words ev eiceivaig ralg ?//ie-

paig, hi those days), was used, quite consistently, in its literal sense.f

(Haggai, ii. 6, similarly ascribes the great movements of heaven and

earth to the immediate present ; he employs the expression n-'H tjsto,

that is, after a short time, evOeojg.) The unity of the whole picture

(in which no divisions whatever can be distinguished) is most strik-

ingly obvious in Luke, who, with a teal Sarai, and there shall he, xxi.

25, links the following description to the preceding one, wliich re-

fers most definitely to Jerusalem.

According to the scope of the whole—and the succeeding verses

(30, 31) do not leave a doubt on this subject—the signs {or]i.ieia) in

the sun, moon, and stars, cannot be interpreted allegorically, as re-

presenting political or ecclesiastical relations and their dissolution
;

for political disturbances have already been spoken of, ver. 7. And
just as little is the sense exhausted, if the language is understood

as referring to ordinary and frequently recurring phenomena, which

were only at times regarded as prodigies, for example, eclipses of

* Throughout tho whole vorso, there is not the slightest difference in the MSS., which

Is seldom the case in passages of any importance.

•j- A reference of ehdeur to the Divine chronometry (according to 2 Peter iii. 8), is not

here admissible, because the representation is evidently adapted to human conceptions.

(Comp. the question, Matth. xxiv. 3.)
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the sun and moon, or falling stars. It would be preferable to

explain the signs in the sun and moon, of their obscuration during

earthquakes, by evaporations and volumes of smoke ;
this is a very-

extraordinary and terrific phenomenon, and would well correspond

with the raging of the sea (Luke xxi. 25), which often accompanies

earthquakes. But the parallel passages of the Old Testament

point too definitely to another view to allow of our retaining this.

The Old Testament—which is followed by the New in the idea

alluded to—never isolates our globe, as a separate sphere, from the

heavenly world and its orbs, as the modern philosophy usually does;

on the contrary, heaven and earth make up one perfect whole.

Hence mighty phenomena on earth influence alike previously and

subsequently the heavenly world. (Thus with the star that led the

Magi at the birth of Christ ) On this principle the prophets pre-

dict not merely violent commotions on the earth, but with them

similar events in heaven ; and these are by no means viewed as in-

cidentally coinciding, but as necessarily connected. The Creator of

heaven and earth, in the exercise of his sovereign rule, makes the

upper and the lower worlds simultaneously tremble from their foun-

dations. Among the passages in which such cflestial phenomena are

predicted, Isaiah xiii. 10, xxiv, 23, xxxiv. 4 ; Ezek. xxxii. 7, 8
;

Joelii, 30. 31 ; Hagg. ii. 7, are specially to be noticed. In the last of

these, God promises that at the timewhen he sends the Messiah (whose

first and second advents are viewed as coincident, according to the

usual mode of representation) he will shake heaven and earth, the

sea and the dry land. Our passage is in perfect correspondence

with this language ; Matthew and Mark detail the commotion in

the heavenly world, Luke gives greater prominence to the disturb-

ance on earth. Hence the obscurations of the sun and the moon
aie most correctly interpreted of extraordinary phenomena in the

celestial regions themselves ;* and so also with the expression :

" the stars shall fall from heaven" (aoTtpeg Treaovvrai dnb tov

ovpavov). There is here no reference to stars falling to the earth, as

is said of a star, Eev. viii. 10^ in symbolical language : IltTT-retv, fall,

may therefore be taken (as Schott, p. 78, very justly remarks)

for EKmnreiv, perish, disappear.f Not that absolute destruction is

meant ; but simply that violent shakings and fearful commotions

of the hcavLnly bodies will, for a time, withdraw them from the

eye of man, and veil everything in awful night. This idea is well

supported by the expression oaXeveadai (from odXog, salum, the roll-

* The term (t>eyyoc is used among the Attics, by way of distinction, for moonHght,

^(loc for daylight. But the distinction is not constantly observed. (Comp. Passow in

the lex. sub verb.)

f Compare thu parallels in the Old Testament, Isaiah xiv. 12 (where the king of

Babylon is described as a falling morning star, iri'i—ja VV^n), and xxxiv. 4, where tho

LXX. have the phrase nuvra rd uorpa neaslTai,
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ing sea [found in the New Testament only in this passage and in

Luke], hence to be moved up and down, to be tossed). Probably

the word contains an allusion to the parallel in Haggai (©"'S'^tt

a^tein-riN), although the LXX. have rendered it by oe'm. The only

remaining expression in which there is any difficulty is dwdneig twv

ovpavCjv, poivei's of heaven. Since the stars have already been men-

tioned, this cannot, without tautology, be understood as meaning

the heavenly host, the b'.'s'Jn sas. The best interpretation makes

dvvdfieig signify the angelic world. (Comp. the remarks on Rev, ix.

1.) For in part oaXeveodac, shaken, may be applied to spiritual

commotioi. (2 Thess. ii. 2), and partly we are to conceive alike of

the angels and their dwelling-place—the entire upper sphere—as

appearing to be moved. Hence we need not understand the lan-

guage metaphorically. But as to the remark of Schott, that dwdiieig^

powe7's, in the sense of higher powers, angels, does not occur in

connexion with ovpavCdv, of the heavens, Bretschneider (in his lex.

Pt. i. p. 262) shows that in the Apocrypha mention is made of

ovpavMv dvvafi^iov, heavenly poioers (comp. also 2 Kings xvii. 16, ac-

cording to the LXX.) ; and there appears to be no reason whatever

why that connexion should be inadmissible, especially as it is in the

highest degree probable that the designation of stars as God's host

is founded in the idea of the ancients, that the stars were animated

and inspired by spirits.

While then Matthew and Mark describe the celestial phenomena

which will usher in the Parousia, Luke points also minutely to the

violent earthly commotions that will precede it. These are desig-

nated, in contrast with the earlier sufferings of the Jews in Pales-

tine (Luke xxi. 21), as about to come upon the whole earth {yTj,

ohoviiEvr]), and upon all nations (eOprj). (Matth. xxiv, 30, we find

instead of those forms, the expression : irdaaL al cpvXal r^jg yfjg.)

The words of Luke, inl r^jg yrjg avvoxr] iOvCJv iv aTTopia yxovg
6aXdom]g koI adXov, contain an important various reading, which

Schulz has even received into the text. The Codices A.B.L.M. and

several others read rjxovorjg, but the substantive may still be prefer-

able as the more difficult reading, ('ATzogia i)xovg signifies " per-

plexity on account of the roaring of the sea." The meaning is

that the dreadful commotion of the elements will render men
altogether helpless and bereft of their senses, not knowing what

next awaits them \TTgoadoKia tCjv trrepYo/itVwv], 'Lwoxi'] occurs in only

one other instance, 2 Cor. ii. 4, connected \\\i\iKap6iag. The figure is

derived Irom the sensible influence of distress as revealed in a

(avvoxTJ, holding together) compression, straitening.

Ver. 30.—All three Evangelists agree in connecting the Parousia

of the Son of Man immediately with these signs by a ro-f, then

But Matthew alone remarks, with reference to the question of the
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disciples (Matth. xxiv. 3), that immediately before the return of

the Lord, another special sign of the Son of Man {arjfxelov tov viov

Tov dvdpdJTTov) will appear in heaven. It is impossible to determine

this with precision, as it is spoken of only in this passage. Most

probably a star is meant (in allusion to Numb. xxiv. 17); so that

just as before the birth of Jesus a star was seen which heralded his

coming—like the morning star that precedes the sun at its rising—

a similar sign will appear before his second advent. Thus much is

certain (on account of the article,) that a definite sign is to be under-

stood, so that the expression cannot relate (as Schott thinks) to the

signs described, ver. 29; and, in like manner, it cannot be intended

to designate an earthly event or an invisible occurrence in the church,

since the words h rGi ovpavQ^ in heaven, which cannot be joined to

vlo<; TOV dvdp6nov, are expressly connected with it. But all conjec-

tures for which there is absolutely no scriptural warrant (for exam-

ple, that a cross will be seen in the heavens) are best left in their

own uncertainty. The sight of this decisive sign will awaken terror

in the (unbelieving) nations of the earth (comp. the remarks on

Konreadai, Matth. xi. 17 ; Luke viii. 52), and they will then behold

the solemn Parousia of the Son of Man. It is beyond all doubt,

that the following description neither relates to an invisible advent

of Christ, nor can be understood in any metaphorical sense what-

ever. For although 6'p;^ecr0ai and 'i'lKeiv (come), alone might be so

understood (comp. the observations on Matth. xxiv. 1), no passage

can be adduced in which the complete phrase, tpx^rai 6 vlbg tov

dvdQcjTTov h vecji^Xaig nerd dvvdneojg koI 66^}]g, the So7i of Man comeih

in the clouds of heaven icith power and glory, can with any proba-

bility be thus understood. (Comp. Matth. xxvi. 64 ; Mark xiv. 62;

1 Thess. iv. 16, 17 ; 2 Pet. iii. 10 ; Eev. xix. 11 ; Dan. vii. 13, 14.)

Let any one, with an unprejudiced mind, place himself within the

sphere of ideas famihar to the hearers of Jesus, and he will enter-

tain no doubt that the clouds, in which he promises to appear, are

literally clouds of light. (In Eev. xix. 11 we find, instead of this

expression, the metaphor of a white horse, denoting swiftness of

motion and brightness.) These are to form, as it were, the basis on

which the Redeemer, descending from Heaven, will rest, while

brightness (do^a — I'sas) encircles the whole of the sublime phe-

nomenon. According to constant custom, deeply founded in the

nature of man, all apjDearances of God are surrounded with light,

in the Old Testament as well as in the New ; there is no imagina-

tion whatever, individual or national, that can conceive of the Deity

under any other image than that of light. Avvafiig, poiver, however,

is not to be taken merely as a synonym of 66^a ; in this instance it

unquestionably has the signification of host (= &:«»" sajt, which

the LXX. in the passage, 2 Kings xvii. 16, translate dvvanig tov
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ovpavov), since it belongs to the pomp of the Parousia, that the
Lord does not come alone, but with the host of his holy ones
(Matth. xvi. 27, xxv. 31 ; Jude, ver. 14 ; Bev. xix. 14). It is far-

ther observed, that, in like manner, according to a constant tisus

loquendi, the Eedeemer represents himself in his coming as the Son
of Man, not as the Son of God. Here there might be an appeal, on
the one hand, to the general use which the Saviour makes of this

name, when he speaks of himself ; and on the other to passages such
as Dan. vii. 13, 14, which the Lord may have had in view. Yet there

is still a peculiar significance in the fact, that this name—which
denotes the ideal humanity of the Lord—is constantly employed in

the description of his advent ; for by this means, we have the most
distinct assurance of the reality and corporeality of his appearance.

The return of the Son of Man necessarily presupposes his ascension

in a glorified body, and his sitting, in this glorified body, at the right

hand of God.

Luke makes the transition to the next thought in a very appro-
priate manner, xxi. 28. After the impression of the return of the

Lord upon the tribes of the earth {(pvXal rrjq yijg) has been described,

there follows a representation of its effect upon believers. To the

former it is the essence of everything terrific, because of its imme-
diate connexion with the judgment ; to the latter, it is the essence

of everything desired, because it is the commencement of their

promised bliss in the kingdom of God (ver. 31), That kingdom, in

relation to the sufferings of the present, takes the form of redemp-
tion (dnoXvTpuoig) to the saints. The same term, indeed, applies

(like aco^eadat^ Matth. xxiv. 22), in the primary sense, to release from
the external troubles of the aloyv ovrog

; but so far as these are the

results of sin, deliverance from the former involves freedom from the

latter. (Concerning the expression drroXvrpcjmg, comp. the remarks
on Matth. xx. 28.—There is also mention made of an dTTO)Xvrpo)oig

rov acjfiarog, redemption of the body, Eom. viii. 23 [the connexion

points to the corporeal glorification, as the deliverance from iiaTaioTr]^,

vanity, decay, ver. 20], but this also presupposes a spiritual re-

demption.) Believers may joyfully anticipate this attainment of

the final goal at the time of the Parousia. {"Apxeadai, begin, is

here by no means redundant ; on the contrary, the events described

are viewed in their gradual development, and treated as aff'ording

encouragement and consolation to the members of Christ's kino--

dom.

—

'AvaKvTTTeiv was employed, Luke xiii. 11, to denote the phy-
sical act of looking up ; here it is a metaphorical expression for a

hopeful, confident state of mind.)

Ver. 81.—Luke contents himself with indicating the relation of

the Parousia to the saints ; but Matthew and Mark dwell more de-

finitely on the Divine agency by which they will be delivered from
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all danger and trouble. Whilst the appearing of the Lord is

fraught with destruction to unbelievers, the elect will be removed,

by a sublime arrangement, from all peril, and collected together in

one (safe) place. That this passage does not relate merely to Pales-

tine, and the believers in that land, is shewn by the exjiressions :

^K TU)v TEOcydguv dv^ixuVjfrom the four zvinds, (n'hisn y?*?N, 1 Chron.

ix. 24 ; Ezek. xxxvii. 9 ; Rev. vii. 1), and dn^ (Lkqov ovpavC)v tog

(iKpcjv avrCdv^from one end of heaven to the other^•' both of which

phrases metaphorically denote the widest extent of the earth. Just

as little can the language refer to the diti'usion of the Gospel (as an

invisible gathering of the nations), for it is not the heathen, but

those already converted, who will be gathered together. (The gen-

eral proclamation of the Grospel has already been spoken of, ver. 14.)

Nor can this passage be applied even to the general union of all the

saints in the kingdom of God, which would presuppose the resur-

rection. (On that subject, comp. 1 Thess. iv. 17; 2 Thess. ii. 1,

where the e-mawayc^y/jj gathering, of believers with the Lord, after

the resurrection, is the subject of discourse.) For in conformity

with the question of the disciples (ver. 3), the whole representation

of the Lord refers only to the time and the signs of his coming.

Hence the picture embraces all that precedes that event, up to his

appearing in the clouds (ver. 30) ; but the advent itself, and the oc-

currences connected with it—the resurrection of the dead, the cloth-

ing of the living with immortality, and their removal to the

presence of the Lord (2 Cor. v. 4 ; 1 Thess. iv. 17)—are left

untouched. In the whole description, the Redeemer specially has

in view the moral design to excite holy earnestness and vigilance, as

well as to afford encouragement in the conflict of this life.

According to passages of the Old Testament (comp. Isaiah xi.

12, If.; xxvi. 20, xxvii. 13 ; Ezek. xxxvi. 24; Zechar. x. 8, ff.), it

would seem that before the resurrection of the just, all the dispersed

Israelites will be gathered together. (Comp. Eisenmenger's Entd.

Judenth. Pt. ii. p. 894, 95.) We may suppose that the design of

this gathering is, first, to separate them from the mass of unbe-
lievers, so that they may be removed from the punishments that

will fall upon that classf (Luke xxi. 36, 'iva icara^icodriTe iKcpvyelv
ravra ndvra) ; and, secondly, to unite them more closely together,

so that the manifestation of the Lord may not be beheld by a few

* Equal to 6^>5iri nsj;

—

m S'^^'irj nsjptt, Deut. iv. 32, xiii. 7 ; xxviii. 64. In a

similar manner, John (Rev. vii.'l) speaks of 'the riaaapag yuviag t//c y//c.

f The book of the Revelation (xix. 11-21) describes this judicial punishment of tha

wicked at the Parousia. The gathering of believers is not mentioned, but according to

Rev. xviii. 4, it is presupposed, for in chap. xx. they appear preserved and ruling with

the Lord. The community of believers is the bride (xix. 7) to whom the heavenly

Bridegroom comes. The gathering together of the wicked (Rev. xvi. 14, 15) forms th«>

antithesis to that of the saints.
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individuals only, but the privilege may be shared in common by the

great body of his believing people. In relation to the first object,

this separation and gathering of believers has its type in the gather-

ing together of Noah's descendants in the ark, of Lot's family in

Zoar, and of the Christians of Jerusalem in Pella. (Comp. the re-

marks on Rev. iii. 10.) It is only in this view that the following

exhortations to fidelity and watchfulness gain their true significance;

for this implies the possibility of escaping the dreadful events at

the Parousia, and being removed to the place of safety. As regards

the angels sent forth with the loud sounding trumpet, by whom the

collection is accomplished, it has already been remarked at Matth.

xiii. 51, that the expression dyyeXo^ is often applied to human mes-

sengers and instruments of the Lord. Now the words ^lera craAmyyo^

,

with a trumpet, seem to render it improbable that we are here to

understand ayyeAouf as meaning men (comp. Schott, p. 119); for

this mode of speech is never employed in reference to the preaching

of the Gospel. But if it be considered that the adXmy^ would

seem to denote less the communicating of a doctrine than the power

of the Spirit by which persons are awakened and brought together

for a definite object, then it does not appear why this eftective energy

may not as well be ascribed to human individuals who are endowed

with the Spirit [?]. In the Eevelation also (chap, viii.) the seven

angels with trumpets may be regarded as meaning individuals who

exert upon the church a specially powerful, awakening energy [?].

(Comp. Matth. xxv. 31, concerning the angels who accompany Jesus

on his return.)

Ver. 32, 33.—Here Christ concludes the communication of actual

events connected with the Parousia. In a parable (respecting -napa-

(3oA^, see the remarks on Matth. xiii. 3) probably suggested by a fig-

tree in the neighbourhood—he compares the course of natural devel-

opment with that of the seed of God's kingdom. The vernal swell-

ing of the branches (d-naXog, literally " tender," " soft ;" this is the

only instance of its occurrence) is placed along side of the commu-
nications respecting the near approach of the kingdom. (Hence

the words ndvra ravra, all these things, are not to be applied merely

to the concluding statements of the Lord, but embrace all that He
said in reply to the question of the disciples.) Here, the connexion

shews that we must conceive of the kingdom of God (according to

Luke xxi. 31) as that state of things, commencing with the second

coming of the Lord, when good will be also outwardly predominant.

(Comj), the remarks on Matth. iii. 2.) The element which wrought

after the first advent of the Lord, in humility in the hidden realm of

the Spirit, and could produce but comparatively feeble outward

effects—because sin still retained its ascendancy in the whole visible

world—will, at the second coming of Christ, reign triumphantly
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over nature and mankind. And there is yet another idea compre-

hended under the one name, " kingdom of God" (JiaaiXeia rod Oeov)

which, although not developed here, is brought out very distinctly

at a subsequent period (in the book of the Eevelation)—viz., the

kingdom of the saints upon the renovated earth (Rev. xx.), and the

new heaven and the new earth (Rev. xxi.). The text of Luke some-

what differs in this parable ; but the difference is not essential.

(The same parallel is e:3dtend8d to -navra rd devdpa [ver. 29], and

instead of eK^veiv rd (pvXXa, the expression 7:pol3dXXeiv is used = h^o.

[Comp. Gresenius sub verb.] The words a^' tavrwv yivcoa/ceiv^ to

hiow of ourselves, indicate that independence which can dispense

with the guidance of another :
" accordingly ye can judge from yoicr

oivn observation concerning the approach of the kingdom of God.")

Ver. 34, 35.—The use of the second person in the address, in the

preceding verses, to the disciples, plainly shewed that the fulfilment

of the Lord's predictions was conceived as transferred to the pres-

ent ; but a still more distinct impression than has yet been given is

furnished by the declaration that everything previously spoken of

(navra ravra) will come to pass in the lifetime of this generation

(jeved — lit). The statements of this passage cannot be applied

either to the church (as the spiritual posterity of Christ), or to the

people of Israel (as enduring to the end) ; both of these interpreta-

tions are inadmissible, partly uj^on philological grounds, and partly

on account of the parallels. Matt. xvi. 28, xxiii. 36 ; in the first of

which yeved, generation, is circumscribed by rivl^ rCov oxJe iord)r(i)v,

some of tJiose ivJio stand here, and jw^ napipxeodai,, not passing by, by

HTj yevaaodai davdrov, not tasting death.'-' Teved is not used in the

sense of nation in any one passage, either of the New Testament or

of profane writers. If it relate to a particular people, for example

to Israel, then it signifies the members of that people living at a

particular time. There is only one instance in the version of the

LXX. (Levit. XX. 18) where the yeved stands for ts». (Comp.
Schleusner lex. in LXX. vol. ii. p. 11.) But if this application of

the term to the generation then living be retained here, then, ac-

coiding to the ordinary interpretation of the passage, it must not

be united with the foregoing reference to the return of the Lord.f
Hence Schott (p. 131) most arbitrarily conjectures that here the

* See, however, my opposing explanation of this at Matt. xvL 28. " Some of those

standing here" refers there, I feel assured, to those Apostles who, on the Mount of Trans-

figuration, would behold, before death, a glory typical of that which awaited the Saviour

in his kingdom.—[K.

f
" All these things" {ravra mlvra, v. 33), are those general fortokenings (compared with

the gradual swelling of the branches) of the day of the Lord, miT'DI'' (which for Israel

commenced in the year 70, A.D., for the Gentiles will begin with the "times of the

Gentiles"

—

iiaipolc IdvCiv). "All these things," v. 34, are precisely the same signs, since

the words in v. 34 point clearly back to the same words in v. 33. The then existing

generation was to live to see all these signs.—[E.
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'discourse suddenly returns to the destruction of Jerusalem. Such a

change, when there is nothing to support it, cannot be supposed in

any discourse. The instances adduced by Schott (p. 133) are from

the same chapter, and labour under the same arbitrariness ; and as

to the observation that here the second person is used, whereas ver,

30, where something far later is spoken of, the third is employed
(oijjovTai Tov vlhv rov dvdpwTTov epx6[j.evov')—this proves nothing ; for

the third person refers to unbelievers, and the second to believers.

The only way of explaining these difficulties is that which we have

already stated—viz., to view the prophecy with reference to the im-

mediate present, but in such a manner that everything includes a

further reference to the future.

Jesus (ver. 35) founds the trutli of these predictions upon the

nature of His words generally. They, being imperishable, form the

antithesis to that which is perishable ; whatever is capable of per-

ishing, even in the highest and grandest object (heaven and earth=
the universe), will perish ; the word of Christ cannot pass away.

Here the word of Christ and the word of God are viewed as perfectly

identical, for the same language was used, Matth. v. 18, in respect

to the Old Testament as the word of God. And the sentence ol 6e

Xoyoc [j,ov ov [11] TTaQ^XOc^ai, is by no means to be understood as merely

meaning that the previous predictions would certainly be fulfilled,

and that therefore the word of Christ is true ; for then it might be

said that all the statements concerning the destruction of Jerusa-

lem, having been fulfilled, have already passed away and perished.

On the contrary, the language in question traces the certainty of

the fulfilment of the prophecies to the eternal nature of the Word
of God, spoken by Christ who is the Word of the Father ; it follows

from the nature of this word that it is never exhausted, and even

its fulfillment does not do away with it or change it, but by means
of the power that dwells in it, it continually renews its youth, and
retains its freshness and force in all circumstances and in all ages.

(John vi. 63.)

Ver. 36.—The foregoing general statement, that the present gen-

eration would not pass away till the prophecy was fulfilled (ver. 34),

is now more definitely explained by the fact that there is no exact

assignment of dates (///if'pa ical wpa)
; this is absolutely refused as

impossible. Hence there is no reason to suppose a contradiction

between ver. 34 and ver. 36, assuming which, Schott (p. 131) refers

ver. 34 to the destruction of Jerusalem, but ver. 36 to the second

advent. On the contrary the mode of expression here adopted is

the only one that can be conceived of as suited to the circumstances

of the case. For had the Kedeemer intended to say that his coming

was yet very distant, such a statement would have entirely destroyed

the ethical import of the prophecy, viz. the incitement to watchful-
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ness wMcli it was designed to produce ; and if, on the other hand,

he had so expressed himself as to say nothing at all about the time

when these things would come to pass, this total silence would have

been no less paralysing in its influence. But the representation

given by the Lord was so formed as to act in a two-fold way ; first,

to keep before the mind the constant possibility of his coming
;

and, secondly, to shew the impossibility of fixing upon a precise

period ; the former object was accomplished by ver. 34, the latter

by ver. 36.

It may indeed be said that ver. 34 does not express the possibil-

ity, but the certainty, of the Lord's returning in the time of the

generation then alive. But this very decided form of promise

(beginning with the phrase : dixriv Aeyw viuv) is explained by the

relative truth which the coming of Christ has in reference to that

generation in particular, and also to all generations of the world.

(Comp. the remarks on Matth. xxiv. 1.) The advent is by no means

to be looked upon as an occurrence happening at a particular time

in the remote future, for in that case it would only concern the

people living at the precise period lohen it comes to pass, and would

be of no consequence to previous generations ; on the contrary, it

is to be viewed as something extending throughout the history of

the world, and spiritually near to every one, without excluding the

fact that the prophecy respecting it wUl also be exter7ially fulfilled

in its whole meaning, at the end of the ali)v ovtoc, present age.

Special notice is due to the peculiar addition of Mark : nor the

Son {ov6s 6 vlog). The harmony of the manuscripts and versions is

a sufficient guarantee for its genuineness, but its interpretation is

not free from difficulty. The first question is, what ought to be

supplied after " the Son" (6 vlog)—of man, or of God ? The for-

mer supplement seems to be supported by its juxtaposition with

ovdeig, no one, and ayyeXoi rCJv ovpaviov, angels of heaven, for these

expressions place the creature in contrast with the Uncreated ; to

the former, ignorance is ascribed, to the latter, knowledge ; hence if

the Son is represented as participating in the former, it seems more
appropriate that this should be said of him as Son of Man than

as Son of God. But, on the other hand, father, as the correlate

to son, strongly calls for rov Qeov, of God, to be understood, for if

" son" did not occur, there can be no doubt that " God" would be

chosen as the antithesis to " angels" and " no one." True, it may
be said, that in the text of Matthew we find Trarz/p, but not vlog.

But the different readings shew that the expression was not deemed
quite suitable in this connexion ; some have received ovde 6 vlog

from Mark ; others have appended [lov, which Matthew ordinarily

associates with the application of narijg to God in the discourses of

Jesus. Now, although these readings are not genuine in the text
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of Mattliew, yet they render it very probable that the reading narr/p

is only founded in the circumstance that ov6h 6 vlog originally pre-

ceded in the discourse, but Matthew, for unknown reasons, omitted

it. If, however, the Son of God is here referred to, the ignorance

of the day and hour predicated of him cannot be absolute, because

the consubstantiality of the Father and the Son does not permit a

specific separation between the knowledge of the Father and the

Son ; rather, it must be understood as designating the Kevuaig of

the Lord in his position of humiliation.* Hence we must not rea-

son from these words in Mark to the parallel passage in Acts i. 7,

in which the Lord, after his resurrection, declares that it is not

within the range of human faculties (ovx viiCyv eotl) to know the.

precise period of the Parousia, and infer that even at that time the

Lord did not know it. (Comp. the exposition of Acts i. 7.)

All three Evangelists finish this prophetic picture with an ex-

hortation to watchfulness ; but in the further illustrations which

immediately follow the verse before us, they differ so much, that

their representations must be regarded as independent statements.

Mark, indeed, does not say anything different from Matthew, but

merely reports the exhortation to watchfulness in an abbreviated

* "Without assuming perfectly to explain the difBculty here involved, we may, I think^

assume thus much, that (even apart from doctrinal considerations) the exegetical difficul-

ties against supposing an ignorance on the part of the Saviour of the day and the hour ot

his coming are insuperable. The being who knew all that he has so minutely foretold

of the signs, the attendant circumstances, the manner and the consequences of his com-
ing, could not be ignorant of the simple flict of the time, which assuredly involved no

deeper knowledge. He who could thus prophesy all round the period, could not but

know the period itself Certainly not if his knowledge was underived ; but will it be ar-

gued that his knowledge was derived, and therefore limited ? True, God could

reveal to a man the knowledge of every thing but the date, and withhold that. But

to such a withholding the general spirit of the present prophecy runs entirely

counter. Had it not been for this declaration, we should have pronounced, unhesitating-

ly, that he who knew all the rest here foretold, must have known this. But again, did

the Saviour hold his knowledge by any such tenure? John says that he " /wmseZ/ knew
what was in man," and this seems to presujjpose a personal and absolute omniscience..

He sometimes represents himself as following the Father in working miracles, and yet

we find in him abundant proofs of an indwelling and perpetual divinity. As his Father

wrought so ho wrought, although in his official position he was subordinate to the Father

in those displaj-s of omnipotence. But that he liad the omnipotence is clear, and

certainly if he was omnipotent he was omniscient. Any one unlimited attribute implies

aU unlimited attributes. K his knowledge was limited, so must have been his power.

We are driven, then, by the mere facts of the case, to find another than literal expla-

nation of the words. A.nd is it not furnished in the strong hyperbolical language so

frequently and freely employed by the Saviour ? Is it not tlie strongest possible state-

ment that the time of that great event was to be kept a profound secret ? It was un-

known to man, it was unknown to angels ; it had never been lodged even with the Son
himself—the Great Revealer of Divine truth—for the purpose of being communicated to

man. Whatever difficulties press upon this interpretation, they are surely less, even in

an exegetical view, than those which involve an absolute ignorance in the Son of a single

point around every side of which he is shedding the blaze of a Divine illumination.—[K.

Vol. II.—17
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form, in a parable wliicli Matthew, in tlie last verse of the chapter,

gives more at large. Luke, on the contrary (ver. 34-36), has given a

perfectly independent account. He first warns against worldliness

of life {ugai-ndXr] literally means a "heaviness ofthe head from previous

intoxication," or " the effect of excessive eating") ; then adds an ad-

monition respecting the suddenness of the day of judgment, and its

destructive character to all who live in security (he employs here the

expression irayLg, " snare, noose," which is often used [1 Tim. iii. 7
;

vi. 9, and in the Old Testament, Prov. vii ; 23 xiii. 14, xxii. 5] for

danger, ruin.—The verb icddrjiiai here denotes the easy, comfortable

life of men indulging in worldly security) ; and, lastly, he concludes

with an exhortation to watchfulness and prayer. As the objects of

prayer he specifies Kara^Luidrivai Encpvyeiv^ being counted ivorthy to

escape, and aradrjvaL efinpoaOsv tov vlov dvOpcjirov, to stand before the

Son of man. ''EKxpvyelv^ as already observed, relates to the idea un-

folded, Matth. xxiv. 31, that the saints, after having been proved,

will be withdrawn from all the calamities which impend at the sec-

ond coming itself. But oTadTjvai, stand, which has its antithesis in

TciTTreiVj/all (Rom. xiv. 4) denotes recognition and acceptance in the

judgment. If for this escape and standing a worthiness is required,

this, according to the fundamental principle of the Gospel, is to be

sought, not in a number of deeds, but in faith. This faith, how-
ever, is to be viewed as a living principle, which, springing from the

life of the Lord, enables its possessor to stand before him and his

judgment. Luke xxi. 37, 38, furnish historical notices of the Re-

deemer's life duruig his last days in Jerusalem (how he taught in

the Temple by day, spent the night out of the city, and again in

the morning was expected by the people) ; but these have no further

reference to the prophetic announcements. (Respecting avXi^eaOai=
V^, comp. Matth. xxi. 17.—This is the only instance in the New Tes-

tament where we find opdpi^o) = &"'=a?n.]

Now Luke, xvii. 26, fiP., agrees in the main with Matthew's

mode of presenting (xxiv. 37, ff.) the conclusion of the discourse

concerning the Lord's return. And the exact connexion of the

passage in Luke leaves no doubt as to the fact, that it stands

there in its original connexion, Matthew having only removed it in

accordance with his custom, and not at all unsuitably, to another

position. But, on the one hand, he abbreviates the discourse which

Luke gives at large, even in such parts as would have been quite

appropriate to the connexion (for instance, he omits the example

of Lot and his wife, although it so strikingly illustrates the reward

of faith and the punishment of unbelief [Luke xvii. 28, 30, 32]) ;

and on the other, he omits what was not adapted to his design,

although it belonged to the connexion of Luke (comp. Luke xvii

83, 37.)
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Ver. 37-39.—In the first place, Matthew draws a parallel be-

tween the times of the Parousia, and a kindred period in the his-

tory of the old world—the deluge (Luke xvii. 26, 27). Luke adds

a second parallel taken from the destruction of Sodom. In both

cases only a few followed the warning voice of God, and assembled

in a safe mountain-retreat ; the great mass did not repent or un-

dergo any true change of mind, but persisted in the old life of es-

trangement from God. One thing is remarkable throughout the

whole of this representation, that the contemporaries of Noah and

Lot are not, by any means, described as wicked and vicious, but

merely as sensual men. {'EoOleiVj niveiv k. t. A., and according to

Luke dyoQal^eiv, ixoiXdv ii. r. X. denote only the ordinary business of

the outward life.) That the wicked are lost is easily understood,

but the man who, without any glaring evil deeds, wastes his life

upon external things, fancies himself in this freedom from positive

crime, secure from the judgment of God ; he little thinks that his

whole existence and being is sinful, because it is worldly and alien-

ated from God. (James iv. 4.) The discourse of the Lord is di-

rected against this carnal security, and not against vice, which is

condemned by the law.

Ver. 40, 41.—Upon this world, full of secure sinners, the Pa-

rousia, and with it the Kpioig, will break in without mercy. Good
and evil, which coexisted and were mingled together, will now be

separated ; the closest and most intimate relations, things linked in

apparent union, will now be made known, as in their inmost nature

entirely different. Matthew gives the examples of companionship

in the labours of the field or in grinding at the mill ; Luke (xvii.

34) adduces the intimate relationship of married persons, who rest

on the same bed, and yet come under the influence of different ele-

ments. (In the text of Luke, ver, 36 is wanting in most, and those

the best codices, viz., in A.B.E.G.H.K.L.Q.S. Probably it has been

received from Matthew into Luke.—Instead of the futures naQaXrjcp-

dijaerai, dcj)e67]aeTai in Luke, Matthew has the present tenses, rrapaAa/i-

pdverac, dcpLerai. The latter render the description more vivid and
graphic. These are the only passages in the New Testament where
the antithesis between napaXafilSdveiv and dcpitvai occurs. The sim-

plest mode of explaining this use of the two words is to take -napa-

XajifidvELVj according to Luke xvii. 35, in the signification " to re-

ceive and accept as worthy," "to admit into one's society," so that

it is identical with ticXeyeiv j and dcpuvai, on the contrary should be

understood as denoting the negative act of non-acceptance.)

Ver. 42.—An exhortation to watchfulness is now given as a con-

cluding admonitory thought, drawn from this illustration, and

grounded also upon a further reflection—the uncertainty of the

period (wpa), when the Lord will come. Here again, of course, the
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conviction that he will come in the lifetime of the generation to

whom he speaks, is to be presupposed (as in Matth. xxiv. 34); for

what force would there be in an exhortation to vigilance, that had

respect to a period of time far beyond the individual life of the per-

sons addressed ^

Ver. 43-51.—These thoughts al-e succeeded in Matthew by two

other parables, which Luke also has xii. 36-40 ; and in this instance

again we must acknowledge that the connexion of Luke is the

original one. For it is altogether improbable that the Lord would

have frequently repeated these parables in such a peculiar connex-

ion. Here, as in Luke, the parable of the householder (^olKodeoTTorTjg)

and the servants (SovXol) are blended together with this difference

only, that Matthew gives the precedence to that of the house-

holder, Luke to the other. On the import of such a comming-

ling we have already said what was necessary in our remarks

on Luke ; we here simply consider the relation of the similitudes

to the whole representation of the Parousia. It is easily seen that the

last of the two (which Luke also has xii, 42-46, although in another

connexion)—respecting the faithful and wise servant {SovXog -moTog

Kot (pQoviiiog, ver. 45) and the wicked servant (dovXog Kaicog)—relates

to watchfulness. (Mark xiii. 34, in his expansion of the parallel,

draws a distinction between the mana^insr servants to whom the

Lord commits the authority [Matth. xxiv. 45 and Luke xii. 42 view

them as superior stewards, to whom the servants (Oeganeia = 6epd-

novreg—the abstract for the concrete—) are subordinated] and the

6vp(x)p6g, porter, to whom he gives special prominence as the watcher
j

comp. Matth. xxv. 6.) The faithful and ivise servant watches, and

while he considers the period of the Lord's advent uncertain, deems it

equally possible that it may come in his own time. The bad serv-

ant (who is also the no)p6g, foolish, Matth. xxv. 2) negatively fixes

the time of the Lord's coming, by declaring that it is yet distant.

(Concerning ;^povi(^w comp. Luke i. 21, xii. 45.) In this putting off

really consists the unfaithfulness of the servant ; and the " beating"

etc., is to be regarded as its consequence. In ver. 51, this is desig-

nated as vnoKQiaig, hypocrisy, because the delay and the relation of

the servant to the Lord are mutually contradictory. The true servant

desires the return of the beloved Master ; the wicked one, who in

reality belongs to another (the world), wishes it to be deferred, be-

cause he dreads it. Where there is the glow of ardent love to God,

there is a constant expectation of the coming of the Lord ; although

in the course of the Christian conflict, the delay is often too long

even for the sincere heart (comp. the remarks on Matth. xxv. 7).

We have already observed on Luke xii. 46, that Matthew appears

to have preserved the true reading in vnoKgcToJv, hypocrites ; Luke
has the more general term d-nioTwv^ faithless, which is not so well
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adapted to the connexion in Luke, where hypocrisy {yrxoicQioLq) is

the very subject of discourse.

The second parable—that of the householder—involves greater

difficulty ; it seems unsuited to the connexion. Ignorance of the

time when the thief would come, here appears to he the circumstance

that prevents the master of the house from watching ; now the

whole description is designed as an exhortation to watchfulness,

and therefore it might he argued analogically that the watching

here enjoined would be facilitated if the time were known. But the

more specific reference of the householder and thief has already been

developed in the exposition of Luke xii. 39 ; in this parable the in-

tention is to represent the other aspect of the Parousia, its relation

to the unbelieving world, while that of the servants describes its re-

lation to believers. In so far, however, as the disciples by no means
appear as yet entirely free from the worldly principle and its influ-

ence, this aspect of the Parousia has an application to them also.

For whilst the parable of the servants gives a direct admonition as

to watchfulness, the same thing is indirectly urged by that of the

householder. The day of the Lord's coming must be unknown to

believers, that their desire may be kept constantly awake, to unbe-

lievers that judgment may suddenly surprise them in their careless-

ness ; but this carnal security, while it forms a tem^jtation even to

believers, on the other hand serves to exite their watchfulness by

the contrast which it presents. Thus, as the whole Christ is set for

the fall and rising of many, so also is his Parousia. (Instead of the

more general terms noia (pvXaicfj^ or toga [Matth. xxiv. 42, 44], Mark
xiii. 35, has the expressions: vil)e, y iieaowKriov^TjdXeicTopocptjjviag^il

npojij at evening, or at midnight, or at cock-croiuing, or in the morn-
ing. This distribution of the night into four vigils is the more
popular form. Comp. the remarks on Matth. xiv. 25.

—

Aixorofieiv

literally signifies " to divide into two pieces ;" but here, on account

of the following words, which are not compatible with the idea of

death, the meaning is, " to punish severely, to hew, to lash."—

Mepog Tidhai = pVi^ "(fJ?. Comj). Rev. xxi. 8.—Concerning nXavO^oq

and P^vyjiog ddovrwv comp. the observations on Matth. viii. 12. It

does not appear that the words can be understood here as denoting

eternal perdition ; they merely designate exclusion from the king-

dom of God which begins with the advent of the Lord, and the

torment which results from the consciousness of having deserved it;

for the further discussion of the subject comp. the exposition of

Matth. XXV. 12, 30.)

The following three parables are found only in Matthew ; Luke
has one analogous (Luke xix. 11, ff.) to the second in another con-

nexion. It is unquestionable that they were all spoken in the last

period of the Lord's ministry, since they have such distinct refer-
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ence to the second advent ; but whether they immediately followed

the conversation on the Mount of Olives (chap, xxiv.), cannot be

affirmed with certainty. However, the three parables stand in such

close connexion both with one another, and with what precedes, as

to render it very probable that they were at least not delivered long

after the discourse respecting the second coming (chap. xxiv). For

the two first—that of the virgins and that of the servants—contain

admonitions to be watchful and faithful in expectation of the speedy

return of the Lord ; and thus stand in close connexion with the dis-

course immediately preceding. Both parables represent the bless-

ing attending true devotedness to the Lord, and the curse resulting

from a divided heart. But in order to understand these two para-

bles, it is in the highest degree important to mark their relation to

the third. Whilst the two first are, so to speak, co-ordinate, the

third appears to be destined for quite another point of view. This

is shewn, first, by the form of transition (ver. 31, brav di, but ivhen),

which introduces something new and different ; whilst the second

parable is connected with the first by a waTrep yap, /or just as, and

the first with chap. xxiv. by a roTe, then. Then, secondly, the ex-

pressions virgin, servant, plainly indicate a special relationship to

the Redeemer ; hence, in the first and second parables, the refer-

ence is not to men without distinction, but to children of the king-

dom, concerning whose vigilance and fidelity, judgment is passed.

In the third, on the contrary, all nations appear before the judg-

ment-seat of Christ, with the exception of true believers {rcavra rd

tOvT], ver. 32). And, finally, in the last parable, the good, in com-

mon with the bad, are represented as perfectly unconscious of their

relation to the Lord (ver. 37, 44) ; whilst, according to the two pre-

vious ones, both parties appear to act with a consciousness of this

relation. These important jjoints of difference forbid the supposi-

tion that all three representations relate to one and the same fact
;

but they are exj^lained in a similar manner, if—in accordance with

the Jewish views (comp. Bertholdt Christ, jud. p. 176. seq.), which

the New Testament confirms—we distinguish the»general judgment
of all nations and individuals (associated with the general resurrec-

tion), from the kingdom of God and the resurrection of the just.

The establishment of the kingdom of God is connected with a sift-

ing of those who belonged to the earthly church (comp. Rev. xx. 4,

about the preliminary judgment) ; all who stand that trial are

members of the kingdom, and participants in the marriage of the

Lamb, but those who cannot endure it, although they certainly are

excluded from the kingdom of God, are not as yet eternally con-

demned. The final decision respecting them also takes place at the

general judgment of the world (Rev. xx. 12). It is true that these

two periods are not distinctly separated in the whole of MatthewV
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representation ; on the contrary, tliey prophetically coincide ; the

only place in the New Testament where we find the order of suc-

cession plainly marked is in the book of the Revelation ; but the in-

timations here given are sufficient to render it clear that the 25th

chap, of Matthew is founded upon the same view of the future.

The ordinary interpretation of this chapter—according to which

the same thing substantially is conveyed by all three representations,

viz. that the good will be rewarded and the wicked will be punished,

and that hence the subject of discourse is merely the final account

which all must render—has some truth in it, inasmuch as all the

positions of men have a similarity to one another, and therefore the

various figures may be used for all relations. But this general ap-

plicability of the parables must not lead us to overlook the immedi-

ate and special- references that present themselves in each separately.

(Comp. the further particulars in the remarks on Matth. xxv. 14,

Ver. 1-13.—The external form of the parable of the ten virgins

is to be explained from the customs of the Israelites. The bride-

groom, accompanied by his friends (ylol rov wiKpCJvog^ or (biXot r. v.,

John iii. 29) brought the bride from the house of her father. The
bride was surrounded by her companions, who went to meet the

bridegroom as he approached, and then accompanied her with

torches to the house of the bridegroom, where the marriage-supper

was prepared.* According to the usual figure, the Lord now re-

presents himself as the Bridegroom who comes to the earthly church,

as the bride, that he may conduct her to his dwelling. As the

angels accompany the Bridegroom (ver. 31), so the virgins, who
await the delayed arrival of the Bridegroom, are distinguished from

the bride.f Thus the sense of the parable as a whole is easily made
out ; the only question is, how far its single features are to be re-

tained. The only fixed rule by which we can be guided in the mat-

ter is the appropriateness of the reference, and this rule, when ap-

plied without any straining, presents so many interesting points of

relation in this parable, that it must bo considered one of the finest

in the Gospel. For the more numerous the points of comparison

which a parable affords, without any unnatural or forced interpre-

tation, the greater its perfection.

* Coinp. Jahn's Hebrew Antiquities, Part i. vol. 2, § 179. The Rabbins also made

use of this custom in similar comparisons. (Comp. "VVetstein and Lightfoot on the pas-

sage.) In 1 Mace. ix. 37, fi". there is a description of an oriental marriage procession.

f In the Cod. D., and several autliorities—in particular, the Syraic version and the

Vulgate—after the words, I^TjTiOqv elr uTTilvT?imv tov vv/i(j>iov (ver. 1), we have also, ical

TT/c vvfii^nr. However, this reading rests upon a false view of the parable ; it was

thought that where the bridegroom was, there the bride also must be. But, according to

oriental custom, the bridegroom came to fetch the bride, and the maidens conducted her

to meet him.
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NoWj first, as regards the virgins (napdivoL) we may remark that

the expression certainly has a special reference, which is best per-

ceived by comparing with it the following parable of the servants.

The " virgins," like the " servants," are by no means intended to

designate all members of the church (Matth. xxiv. 45, the dovXoi

are expressly distinguished from the Oepaneia^ who are nevertheless

to be viewed as members of the same community—the family of

God), but only those among them who stood in a position like that

of the apostles and disciples generally towards the Redeemer [.?].

But even among these, a distinction may be observed between those

whose relation to the Lord is chiefly that of passive love, and others

who are characterized by greater activity ; among the twelve, the

former class is rej)resented by John, the latter by Peter. True, in

so far as no member of the true church is without either the one or

the other characteristic, both parables admit of a perfectly general

application ; but we must not, on this account, overlook the special

reference to particular tendencies in the Christian life. (Comp. the

exposition of Luke xii. 35.) The number ten, which Luke xix. 13

specifies as that of the servants also, appears simply to contain the

idea of a definite body. According to the Jewish custom, ten form

an assembly (Vn;?), and hence it was very natural to fix upon this

number. (Passages in Wetstein in loc. state, that it was usual to

choose just ten bridesmaids. But Jahn, loc. cit., remarks, that it

was customary to have as many as seventy ; of course this only ex-

tended to rich famihes.) The intensity of chaste love to the Lord,

which was represented by the virgins, well accords with their wait-

ing for the delayed approach of the bridegroom. Whilst the ser-

vants are busily at work, and engaged in a variety of concerns, the

virgins wait to meet the beloved. (Comp. the remarks on Luke x.

42, concerning Mary and her relation to Martha.) The fact that

they are all characterized as virgins is a proof that the antithesis of

(j)p6vLiJ,ot,j ivise, and lu^ypai, foolish, is not to be taken in the sense of

good and wicked, for the idea of gross transgression is incompatible

with love to the Lord.* The foolish virgins are merely to be viewed
* Would it not be safer to reason the other way, and instead of inferring from the

common application of the name of " virgins," that the epithets " wise" and "foolish" mark

no radical discrimination of character, rather to infer from this radical discrimination as

well as the dirteiiMce in their destiny, that the name " virgins" has no such special sig-

nificancy as Olsliausen attributes to it? The distinctions which the author draws from

the words " virgins" and " servants" seem to me forced and fanciful. These terms are

employed, I think, simply because our Saviour finds in the relation of the virgins to the

Bridegroom in the Jewish marriage rites, and in that of servants entrusted with funds to

their absent lord, apposite and striking illustrations by which to enforce the necessity of

watchfulness in view of his coming. The " virgins" and " servants" of the parables are

literal virgins and literal servants; they represent relations rather than characters; and to

make them good in advance is to forestall tlie result of the very ordeal by which they

we tested in the parable. Undoubtedly we should guard against stripping a parable

of any legitimate subordinate ideas, and of such secondary teachings as may be some*
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as representing minds tliat seek that which is pleasing and sweet in

the service of the Lord, instead of following him in right earnest,

and hence neglect to labour after tliorough renewal, and to build in

the right way upon the foundation that is laid (1 Cor. iii. 15).

The parable describes this lukewarmness in their nature, by saying

that they neglected to take any oil in their vessels. (Ver. 4, SXaiov

does not seem consistent with Xa[j,Trd(kg. But it is explained by the

form of the ancient torches. They frequently consisted of a wooden
staff, a vessel being let into an opening at the upper end, containing

a wick, which burnt with oil or pitch. [Comp. Jahn, loc. cit.] This

contrivance united the peculiarities of the torch and the lamp.)

The parables explained by the Lord himself (Matth. xiii.) are proofs

that we need not be afraid of going too far, if we take the single

features of this parable into account as strictly illustrative. Ac-
cording to the pervading scriptural symbol, the oil designates the

Spirit ; the virgins were not altogether destitute of this higher ele-

ment of life ; their hearts glowed with love to the Lord, which im-

pelled them to go out and meet him ; but their faith had no other

root than feeling ; it had not sanctified all their dispositions and facul-

ties ; and hence, when feeling was no longer sufficient, and nothing

but thorough self-denial could avail them, the flame of their love

died away. The severe discipline which was necessary is exj)ressed

partly by the long delay of the Bridegroom's arrival, and partly by
the representation that it was night. This induced slumber, in

which (with reference to the immediately preceding description,

Matth. xxiv. 42) the virgins must be regarded as overcome by temp-
tation. (Ver. 5, vvard^u) is the feebler expression, which signifies

" to nod the head from sleepiness ;" icaOevdoj is the strict term for

deep slumber.) It might indeed appear that, in this case, sleep

did not indicate a negligent state of mind, since all, even the tuise,

fell asleep ; but, on account of the immediately foregoing and ex-

press admonition to watch—which, according to Mark xiii. 37, was
addressed to all—this is hardly to be admitted ; especially since this

admonition is again made prominent, Matth. xxv. 13, in the wind-

ing-up of the narrative. On the contrary, the description becomes
much more striking if the meaning is thus understood :

" the

Bridegroom delayed his coming so long, that at last even the wise

virgins slept." This gives great point to the warning dypvnvelre,

watch, be wakeful. Now the words ftt'aT/f dt: wnTog icgavyi) yeyovev,

hut at midnight there is a cry made, ver. 6. shew that there were

watchers in the church ; although these are not so decidedly distin-

times given ; but in general the attempt to make a parable " crawl on all fours," to find

a Bignificancy iu tlie separate elements instead of simply seizing the central idea, is the

source of many difficulties and some eiTors. I cannot but regard Olshausen as thua

erring in his paraboUo explanations.—[K.
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guislied from the virgins in the present case, as in Mark xiii. 34,

where the Ovgc^pog, porter, is charged with the special duty of

watching. The confusion occasioned by the surprise of the Lord's

arrival, discloses the difference between the slumbering virgins. The

wise ones, who have in every respect completely given themselves

up to the Lord, are able not only to rouse themselves at the sum-

mons, but to rekindle the glimmering torch into a vigorous flame.

This the foolish ones cannot do, because they lack the inward supply

of the Spirit. They therefore seek spiritual support from the wise

;

but in this critical moment each one can only answer for herself,

and hence they are directed to them that sell (TrwAovvre^). It is

perfectly natural to find in the sacred Scripture and its authors an

explanation of this feature in the parable ; to these the foolish vir-

gins are recommended to resort, that they may find counsel and

strength in the distress of their souls. But before the extinct life

can be quickened again, the Bridegroom comes, and those who are

not ready see themselves shut out. According to this connexion, it

is clear that the words ovk olda viidg^ I know you not (ver. 12) cannot

denote eternal condemnation ; for, on the contrary, the foolish

virgins are only excluded from the marriage of the Lamb (Rev.

xix. 7) ; hence they must be viewed as parallel with the persons

described, 1 Cor. iii. 15, whose building is destroyed, but who are

not thereby deprived of eternal happiness. These virgins possessed

the general condition of happiness, faith (which led them to cry

KvpLEj KvpiSj dvoi^ov 7/fitv, Lord, Lord, open unto us, ver. 11); but

they lacked the requisite qualification for the kingdom of God, that

sanctification which proceeds from faith (Heb. xii. 14.) "•'" In the

concluding verse (ver. 13) the words ev y 6 vlbg rov dvdpconov tpx^rai

should be removed ; they have probably been inserted from parallel

passages, such as xxiv. 44.

Ver. 14-30.—The external form of the second parable—that of

the servants—presents no difficulty.f The dvOpumog dnodijiiCJv, man
going abroad (Mark xiii. 34 has dn66r]f.i,og, the antithesis to tpdrjiiog,

and this is the only instance in which the expression occurs in the

New Testament), according to Luke xix. 12, is an evyevijg, noble,

descended from a family of distinguished rank ; he is here repre-

sented as travelling to a distance to receive a kingdom there (a type

of the installation of Christ into his heavenly dominion), but upon

his return, even his nearest subjects, the citizens of his own city

(noXlrat), will not obey him. It is quite clear from the parallel in

Luke, that the ten dovXoi, servants (Luke xix. 13). do not mean all

* An interesting interpretation of the parable of the ten virgins is given Toy V. Meyer

in the Blatt. fur hoh. Wahrh. Pt. 7, p. 247, ff.

f The transition uanep yup wants the corresponding member of the sentence. Ac-

cording to Matth. xxiv. 37, we may supply: ovTug larai Koi tj iiupovala tov vlov rov

iv6p6nov.
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men, or even all Christians indiscriminately, but such as possess a

decided qualification for the guidance and government of the church.

The mass under this guidance are the citizens. Matthew designates

the endowments bestowed upon the servants by the term rdXavrov,

talent, Luke by fivd, mina. This variation merely expresses the

freedom exercised by the reporters of the parables of Jesus, in re-

gard to non-essential points. The sum entrusted to the servants is

here perfectly unimportant ; all that is intended to be shewn is,

that the reward of the servant depends upon the use which he makes

of what is committed to his charge. The servants (dovXoi) are^re-

presented as the active members of the church, whose duty it is to

employ the gifts conferred upon them in external labours for the

cause of the Lord ; and the parable is designed to describe the

opposite cases of fidelity and unfaithfulness. Hence the talents

entrusted signify the general gifts of nature, so far only as these

form the condition of endowment with the gifts of grace. This is

referred to in the words, ver. 15, " to each according to his several

ability" {hidoTO) Kara rrjv Idiav dvvaiiLv^ scil. tdcoKe). For he who is

without any natural abilities, is not fitted to be a i^oiuerful instru-

ment of grace. A general application of the parable may be made,

in so far as it may be said that every one is entrusted with some-

thing, for the right use of which an account will be required. But
this application of the parable is not identical with its original re-

ference. According to the very close association with chap, xxiv.,

the withdrawment of the Lord after the distribution of the gifts,

and his return after a long absence {[xerd xpovov iroXvv), in order to

hold a reckoning {Xoyov avvaipetv = rationem conferre), relates to the

disciples, whom the Lord, when he departed to the Father, invested

with spiritual gifts, that being left to themselves they might admin-

ister till his return. Hence the whole connexion here also re-

quires the assumption that a return at the time of the apostles is

spoken of, so that the words after a long time primarily refer to the

ivaiting of the apostles. As to the apostles being left to themselves

after the withdrawment of the Lord, this may appear to stand in

opposition to such passages as Matth. xxviii. 20, " I am with you
always, even unto the end of the world." But this constant spirit-

ual presence of the Lord in the minds of his people is often concealed,

and imperceptible ; it is never destructive of free choice, and hence
does not exclude faithfulness and unfaithfulness. Hence, in regard

to the later generations of servants, who did not see the Lord in the

body, their endowment with power from above, of the use of which
an account is at length to be rendered, must be viewed as extending
from the moment when Christ first gives a living manifestation of

himself in the soul, to those seasons in which the individual is left

to the discharge of cares designed to test his sincerity in the Lord's
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cause. The return of the Lord is the period of reckoning with the

servants involving reward for the faithful, and punishment for the

unfaithful. The faithful are described as those who have increased

what was entrusted to them ; that is, with these spiritual powers

conferred upon them by Christ, they have carried on his sublime

work in his spirit and nature. (The expressions employed to desig-

nate faithful labour are ipyd^eoOai [Luke xix. 16 has npoaepyd^eadat]

and TToielv. The latter answers to the Hebrew n»» and V?3, in the

signification "to acquire." Compare Gesenius in his Lex. under

ny:5,and V?3, To convey the idea of Ktpdaivetv^ "to make gain," " to

obtain advantage," Luke, xix. 13, 15, uses TTpayiuaTevecdai, diaTzpay-

(lareveoOai, which docs not occur elsewhere in the New Testament
;

it is the strict term for trade and money transactions, which has even

passed into the later Hebrew. [Comp. Buxtorf, lex. p. 1796, seq.]

Thus the parable is founded upon the supposed case of a merchant,

which has occurred also in a former instance, Matth. xiii. 45.) It is

represented as the reward of these faithful labourers, that they will

be called to a higher sphere of activity adapted to their desires.

The earthly relations of the kingdom of God, upon which the

" servants" continually spent their toils, are contrasted, as the

dXlya^few things, with the Tco^Xd, many things, that is, the affairs

of the kingdom when it shall be manifested in its heavenly victorious

form. (Luke xix. 17, 19, gives more specifically, adhering to the

metaphor, ten and five cities as the reward.)

The manner in which the parable speaks of the third servant is

peculiar ; without having gained anything he brought back to the

Lord what was entrusted to him. It is evident that the design is

not to describe a man entirely fallen from the faith, an apostate
;

but one who, although he has not dissolved his connexion as a ser-

vant, or squandered his talent, yet, from a false view of his rela-

tion to the Lord, has not used it to his advantage. Hence he is

called, ver. 30, SovXog dxpslog, unprqfitahle servant; so that he is re-

garded as a " servant" of the Lord, although one who has not done

his duty. His false view of the Lord consisted in overlooking his love,

and supj)0sing instead an inexorable legal rigour.* (Instead of

oicXrjpoc;, ver. 24, Luke xix. 21 has avaT'f]Q6g austerus, which occurs no

where else in the New Testament. Luke somewhat modifies the

parable, by speaking of a oovddpcov [sudarium] napkin, in which the

money was hid ; Matthew represents it as buried in the earth. The
talent of course rendered that impossible which might have applied

to a miua.) By this view of unfaithfulness, a remarkable contrast

is formed between this parable and that of the virgins. Whilst the

• AiacyKopni^eiv, vers. 24 and 26, is not to be understood as synonymous with gtvec-

peiv ; it is better to take it =» n">r, ia the sense, " to purify by means of a winnowing

BhoveL"
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guilt of the foolish virgins proceeded from thoughtless presumption

upon the kindness of the master, this servant failed through an un-

believing assumption of his severity, so that the two parables are

complements to each other, and describe the two leading tempta-

tions of believers in their relation to the Kedeemer, to abuse grace,

or to exclude themselves from access to it by false legality.

One point in the rebuke administered by the master to his dis-

obedient servant (ver. 27) requires special notice, viz., the remark

:

tSei ae PaXeTv to dpyvptov juou rolg rpaTTE^LTaig^ thou oughtest to

have put my money to the exchangers. (Tpane^i.T7]g from rpaTre^a,

which Luke has here [xix. 23], " the banker's table." Td/cof, in-

terest, profit. Instead of eHojuadi^irjv in Matthew, Luke has tTTpa^a,

which is commonly used in reference to money, in the sense of exi-

gere, extorquere.) We cannot regard these words as a perfectly

useless addition, for they furnish an appropriate thought. The
fearful servant, who dreaded his master, had evidently refrained

from laying out the property committed to him, in the way of inde-

pendent activity for the interests of his master, because he was

afraid of losing it ; that is—to drop the metaphor—the dangers

connected with activity for the kingdom of God on earth, on ac-

count of the manifold temptations and opposing forces of the world,

restrain many persons, who lack faith in the help of God, from going

believingly to work according to their abilities. These timid na-

tures, that are not fitted for independent labour on behalf of the

kingdom of God, are now advised at least to associate themselves

with persons of greater strength, under whose guidance they may
apply their gifts to the service of the Church. The first thing men-
tioned as the punishment of total unfaithfulness is the loss of the

gift entrusted, which is then committed, by the command of the

Lord, to the servant who was endowed with ten talents. The pro-

verb which follows (ver. 29) in connexion with this proceeding, has

already been explained in the remarks on Matth. xiii. 12 ; its re-

currence here in an entirely difierent connexion cannot be considered

strange, when it is remembered that the idea which it contains is of

sach a nature, that the Eedcemer could readily employ it in the

most multifarious applications. The fundamental idea here ex-

pressed—viz., that goodness constantly secures richer benefits to him
who receives it, while it is the curse of sin that it makes even pov-

erty poorer still—is here also perfectly applicable. Whilst blessings

are heaped upon the faithful, the unfaithful man, stripped of all the

gifts confeiTcd upon him, is cast out into darkness (ver. 30). Here

again, the immediate reference is not to eternal condemnation, but

to exclusion from the " kingdom," into which the faithful enter

The degree of guilt in the case of the unfaithful, determines the pos-

sibility of their being awakened to true repentance. The kingdom,
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finally, is viewed as a region of light, encircled by darkness. And
*n reference to this point, the metaphorical language of Scripture"

is very exact in the choice of expressions. Concerning the children

of light who are unfaithful to their vocation, it is said that they are

cast into the darkness ; but, respecting the children of darkness, we
are told that they are consigned to the nvp al6vioVj everlasting fire;

so that each finds his punishment in the opposite element.*

As regards the points of difference presented by Luke, in this

parable of the servants, we may remark, that they consist, first, in

the carrying out of the subordinate idea of the citizens, who would

not that the lord should reign over them. Whilst the one servant
* represents an inactive member of the body of Christ, the Church,

who failed to perform his duty, these citizens are open rebels, and
hence their lord orders them to be killed. It is evident that this

penal proceeding is essentially distinguished from the reproof ad-

ministered to the one servant. According to the connexion in Luke
•—as we have already observed—the " citizens" signify the Jews
who engaged in a hostile opposition to Jesus, and, in the wider

sense, all real enemies of Christ. In the second place, the two nar-

rators difi'er in the circumstance that, according to Matthew, the

distribution of the talents was unequal, but the profit realized upon
that which had been received was equal ; whereas in Luke, on the

contrary, every one receives the same, but the amounts gained are

different. It certainly is a superficial mode of interpretation to ex-

plain away these points of variation, as features of no importance
;

there is no doubt that they have their distinct applications. How-
ever, I cannot agree with Schleiermacher (comp. the remarks on

Luke xix. 11, ff".) in the opinion, that they render the parables spe-

cifically difierent. The representation of Matthew expresses the

idea that the Lord himself distributes gifts difierently even among
his disciples, assigning to one a greater, to another a smaller, sphere

of operation ; but that the Redeemer only looks at the application

which each one makes of what is bestowed upon him. Luke, on
the other hand, shews how equal degrees of endowment on the part

of the Lord, may result in inequality, by means of the difi'erent de-

grees of activity on the part of men. Now, as the tendency of the

whole parable is to describe the influence of human fidelity in the

Idngdom of God, the representation of Luke, which places this most
prominently in view, deserves the preference before that of Matthew.

Ver. 31-46.—By means of the third and last parable respecting

the coming of the Lord—as we have already remarked on xxv. 1

—

we now obtain the proper data from which to fix the meaning of

the two preceding ones. The form of transition, " but when" {prav

* It is not light (the opposite of darkness) in which the children of darkness are pun-

ished, but /re.—[K.
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<Je), indicates something different as the subject of discourse in the

similitude that follows ; hence we cannot admit with Schott (loc.

cit, p. 168, ff.), that both the foregoing parables and the words now
before us, refer to the last judgment. This learned man has,

indeed, given a triumphant refutation of the hypothesis that the para-

bles relate to the destruction of Jerusalem ; to which event we can-

not refer a single feature throughout the whole three, and it can

only be brought into view, in so far as the descrijition in the twenty-

fourth chapter represents the coming of Christ as connected, al-

though not identified with it. But according to the view he main-

tains, that all three parables have reference to the last judgment,

the third cannot be shewn to have any peculiar character, the right-

eous (ducaiot)j and the unrighteous (ddiiioi), of whom it speaks,

being made perfectly parallel with the faithful and unfaithful serv-

ants. If, however, the third parable treats of something different

from the previous ones, this cannot be anything else than the judg-

ment oi unbelievers, while, in the two that precede, the subject is

the sifting of believers. True, if we understand the persons judged,

in the parable of the sheep and the goats, to mean all men without

exception, the expression -navra to, SOvt]^ all nations, suits this view

very well ; but then, it does not appear who the " least of Christ's

brethren" (dcJeA^ot Xpiarov ^Xaxiorot, ver, 40) are. If the assemblage

consists of all men, it follows of necessity that believers themselves

must be comprehended under that designation ; but it is evident

that in these words they are distinguished from the righteous (dUaioi)

and the unrighteous (ddiiwt). And, moreover, according to the

above interpretation, the fact that all the righteous could say :

Kvpis, nore oe eldojiev TieivcovTa K. r. A., Lord, lohen saio loe, etc., ver.

37, is inexplicable. Believers surely would know that the Lord

regards what is done to his brethren as done to himself. If it be
said that this is the language of humihty, we must oppose such a

view, for Christian humility is by no means to be conceived of as

devoid of consciousness. It hnotos what it does, and its distinguish-

ing feature consists in this—that it does not acknowledge its work
as its own, but as the works of God in it. (Such was the humility

of Paul, who boasted :
" I have laboured more than ye all," but

adds, " yet not I, but the grace of God that is in me," 1 Cor. xv.

10.) Finally, the hypothesis that all men, even believers and per-

fectly just men, are here to be understood by the term 6tKaL0L,h directly

contrary to the doctrine of the New Testament, that believers shall

not come into judgment (comp. John iii. 18, v. 24 ; 1 Cor. xi. 31).

Nor is there any more ground for the opinion, that, in the para-

ble of the sheep and the goats, merely Christians, without unbe-
lievers, are meant. For, in addition to the arguments adduced in

refutation of the view just considered—all of which apply to this as
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well—to take the expression " all nations" as referring to Christen-

dom, is utterly untenable. It is indeed said, that it denotes the

Church of the Lord collected out of all nations ; hut it is impossible

to shew that an expression, the fixed meaning of which is so differ-

ent, can be employed in this sense. Hence, the only alternative is

to understand the term as denoting all men, with the exception of

true believers

—

that is, all unbelievers ; and this interpretation being

adopted, the parable preserves its own internal harmony, as well as its

right position in relation to those which precede,* The expression

ndvra rd tdvrj^ all nations, then perfectly corresponds with the Hebrew
oy-an Vb, in opposition to the people of Israel. The collective body

of believers is now viewed as Israel. These do not come into judg-

ment at all, but at the resurrection of the just enter into the joy of

the kinerdom of God. Those who are idle and unfaithful are indeed

shut out from the kingdom of God ; but this act of shutting out

must not be confounded with the general judgment. Accordingly

the ddeXx^ioi, brethren of Christ (ver. 40) are easily distinguished from

unbelievers who appear in judgment ; the brethren are believers, and

because the righteous receive them {Sex^odai), they receive the re-

ward of j)rophets, righteous men, or believers. (Here compare the

exposition of the whole passage, Matth, x. 40-42.) There is a

meaning in the profession :
" And when saw we thee," etc., when

it is taken as the language of unbelievers ; for even the righteous

among them must be viewed as excluded from the higher conscious-

ness wrought by the spirit of Christ ; the power of love was active

in their hearts, without their being themselves conscious of what

they did. Now if this parable be taken in connexion with the fore-

going ones, it will be seen how well, according to our interpretation,

they complete each other. The two first parables contain a repre-

sentation of the sifting of believers (in conformity with their two

leading dispositions, the contemplative and the practical) ; then this

is followed by the judgment of"the mass of unbelievers ; the former is

to be viewed as taking place at the resurrection of the just, the latter

at the general resurrection of the dead. These two matters make up the

whole of the Eedeemer's beatific and punitive procedure at his coming.f

* The sense of the parable has already been very justly acknowledged by Keil (in

his and Tzchirner's Analekton, vol. i. p. 3).

f The remarks of De Wette, in opposition to this interpretation of the third para-

ble, as applying only to the judgment of non-Christians—that is, those who are not the

subjects of true regeneration—have not convinced me of its unsoundness. On the con-

trary, I think that the only thing that has led this scholar to reject my exposition is the

unhistorical assertion, that Matthew makes no distinction between the millennial and the

eternal reigns of Christ. If it be considered that this distinction was a general Jewish

idea it cannot bo understood how Matthew could be free from it, especially when we
take into account the way in which, as Do Wette allows, the whole representation of

Matthew is modified by the national element. And if Matthew observed this distinction,

the relation of the three parables cannot well be determined in any other manner thaa

that in which J have attempted to define it.
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It is true that this explanation of the third parable appears to

give rise to other difl&culties which do not press upon the first-named

hypothesis.* For, according to our view, unbelievers (the dutaioi)

would be received to favour, whereas, Heb. xi. 6, it is said that

" without faith it is impossible to please God," and Romans iii. 28,

" man is justified by faith (alone)." And further, good works would

* That " all nations" hero arrayed before the judgment seat are " all men with

the exception of true believers', i. e., all unhelievers," it is impossible to admit. Those

who are separated from the goats, and placed, as sheep, on the right hand of the judge,

who are welcomed, as his active friends, into his kingdom, and then go into eternal

life, are surely regenerate believers if the Bible knows of such a class. Olshausen's

argument against this is first that they are distinguished from "those very brethren"

who are with the judge as his acknowledged friends, and secondly that they evince

an unconsciousness of their Christian acts incompatible with spiritual enlightenment.

In regard to the first objection, such a distinction is indeed drawn. But it is ac-

counted for, I think, by the representations of God's mode of dealing with Israel.

He had sent prophets and teachers among them, and the Saviour had sent forth his

apostles and the Seventy. As therefore the reception given to those recognized serv-

ants and brethren of the Lord, was the test of Israel's character, so now the Saviour

transfers the same principle to the assembled nations, and declares them received or re-

jected according as they had treated him through his accredited agents. This clearly

distinguishes the " these my brethren" as the previously acknowledged and public min-

isters of Christ from the men among whom they were sent, " He that receiveth you," etc.

Secondly, as to the unconsciousness of the righteous of their good deeds, we may remark,

first, that the unrighteous seem equally unconscious of the proper nature of their delin-

quencies, and if this does not exclude them from the category oi unhelievers, why should

that of the other class exclude them from the category of believers? But, in the next

place, the parable itself—if we may so call it—furnishes ample explanation of this uncon-

sciousness. The Saviour's grounds of approval and welcome are intentionally and char-

acieristically placed in the most abrupt and startling form. He expresses in the strong-

est and most hyperbolical manner the essential spirit of their conduct. He bases his words
of welcome on the fact that they had rendered to himself personally the most varied and
important services. They might well hesitate as to the import of such a representation,

and naturally inquire when they had laid the supreme judge under such obligations ; as

might also the unrighteous be startled at a view of their delinquencies which they had
never before taken. And still further, both the Saviour's address and their reply seem pur-

vosely and dramatically constructed in order to bring out the great truth couched in the final

declaration, that as they treated his messengers and representatives they treated him. This

same principle, viz. : that of a dramatic scene appended for the sake of a more full exhi-

bition of a great principle is, I think, frequently applicable to the explanation of the para-

bles. In the parable of the labourers in the vineyard, the workmen are represented as

murmuring against their employer, in order to give scope for the statement of his absolute

sovereignty in the dispensation of his favours. In that of the Prodigal Son, the intro-

duction of the elder brother, with his fault finding at the demonstrations of joy over a

recovered profligate, (while conveying a side intimation to the Pharisees :
" if you are aa

good as you profess to be, you should rejoice at the restoration of the vile and degraded,")

's mainly intended to introduce tlie father's touching statement of the reasons for rejoic-

'\uy, over a lost one found. So the dramatic scene in the parable of the rich man and

Lazarus, is neither intended to teach that the blessed and the lost hold such parleyinga

with each other, nor that the lost will or do have any benevolent regard for the living,

but simply to give scope for bringing out in strong relief the law of retributive justice,

the unchangeableness of the final state, and the impotence of miracles to benefit those

who are insensible to moral and scriotural truth.—[K.

Vol. n.—18
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be presupposed in unbelievers, whereas, " wbatsoever is not of faith

is sin" (Rom, xiv. 23). [Among those ignorant of Christ, there is

indeed none to whom/atY^ can be ascribed, Eom. x. 14, And just

as little any who could do a single good work, i. e,, one free from all

mixture of sin. But there are among them, doubtless, those who

perseveringly strive after freedom from sin (Rom, ii. 7), and struggle

against sin (Rom, ii, 14), and grieve over it, and thus have a con-

scious need ofdeliverance from it. Such men are then accepted in the

sense of Acts x, 35, Not that they are justified by their imperfect

works. But they are doubtless suscejjtible of still hearing the gospel

of grace in Christ, and of believing in it, and of being healed

by these " leaves of the tree of life," Rev. xxii. 2,]

Ver, 81-33,—The Parousia of the Son of Man at the judgment

is here described just in the same manner as in Matth. xxiv, 30.

The prophetic form being adopted, the several circumstances at and

after the advent of the Lord, although not exactly interchanged, are

yet not plainly and chronologically distinguished. No precise ac-

count of the order is given till we come to the Apocalypse, and the

data there supplied are the guide by which the elements in these

passages must be separated. In the same way we may explain the

circumstance that Matth, xxiv. 30 does not differ at all from this

description of the appearing of the Lord at the general judgment,

although its primary reference is to an earlier period in the revela-

tion of his glory. (Just in the same manner the prophets of the

Old Testament immediately connect with the appearing of the Mes-

siah all those effects of his work which, in reality, would only be un-

folded in thousands of years.) Instead of the dyyeXoi, angels, who

here form the retinue (Matth. xxiv. 30 the dvvanig) of Christ, who is

described as the Sovereign, in Rev. xix. 14 (comp. this with ver. 8

and Jude ver. 14), the dyiot, saints, are mentioned. Now as our pass-

age also (ver. 40) intimates that these will be present, the expres-

sion dyyeXog, angel, messenger, is probably to be taken here in a

more comprehensive sense, so as to include also the just made per-

fect (Heb. xii, 23), (Compare Zech, xiv, 5, where the description

of the advent of the Lord represents the t-^ttj-r;? as appearing with

him. It is true that, according to the modern hebraisra, this term

is understood to mean the angels, but it is a question whether

it does not contain an intimation of the idea, that those men
who were glorified in ancient days will be with the Messiah, and

will appear with him. The LXX, render the passage Travreg ol

dyioL. Finally, in its form, this similitude is but imperfectly de-

veloped. In reality it combines two similitudes which cross each

other, The Redeemer is first compared to a king, who sits

upon his throne and pronounces judgment ; and secondly to a

shepherd who divides the sheep. The dcpogii^eiv, separating, in-
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volves the idea of the kqlveiVj the separation of the two classes,

good and bad, who were mingled up to that time. The meta-

phor of the sheep and the goats is found in the Old Testament

(comp. Ezek. xxxiv. 15, ff.; Isaiah xl: 11) ; and indeed it is a com-

mon Old Testament idea, that the right hand is that which is ap-

proved and loved, the left that which is rejected.

Ver. 34^36.—In the first place, the righteous (SiKaioi) are com-

mended by the king, and represented as the heirs of the kingdom
(Matth. V. 5). By the Divine kingdom, we are here to understand the

perfect state of the creation, called in another place (Rev. xxi. l,fi".) the

new heaven and the new earth. There the characteristic of the king-

dom of God, the dominion of the will ofGod , which extends by degrees,

will be perfect (1 Cor. xv. 27) ; for the very last manifestations of

evil will be destroyed, and the harmony disturbed by sin will be re-

stored. Hence the relation between the kingdom of Christ on earth

and this eternal kingdom of the father ((3aatXeia rov Trarpog) is as

follows : in the former, although that which is good prevails, yet

evil still exists ; in the latter the influence of evil is perfectly anni-

hilated. Here a difficulty occurs, in that this kingdom being repre-

sented in our passage as prepared for the kat]qov6ij,ol, heirs (Rom. viii.

17) from eternity (f]roiiiaanivr] dnb KarafSoXTig Koanov). Comp. Matth.

xiii. 35 ; Ephes. i. 4. Similarly, ver. 41, the -nvp alcoviov, everlast-

ingJire, is described as prepared for the wicked, (The reading o

TjTolfiaaev 6 -naTTJg fj,ov must yield to the ordinary reading ; but it

makes no difference in the sense, because riToiiiaajj.evov can only be

explained by supplying vnb rov ixarpcx;.) But in the latter case the

d-no KaTaPoX7ig kogjxov, from thefoundation, etc., is wanting, and this

is a circumstance that must not be overlooked. Often as the election

of believers is represented in the New Testament as eternal and
dependent upon the predestination of God, it is never said of the

wicked, that they are predestinated as such.

We have fully discussed this important doctrine concerning the

relation of the Divine decree to the righteous and unrighteous, in

the exposition of the principal passage that treats on that subject

(Rom. ix). Here we only offer the following remarks. According

to the nature of the opposition between good and evil. Avhich is only

relative, no one is good out of God or besides God, but only through

God and in God. Hence the doctrine of Scripture— which proceeds

from the deepest knowledge of Divine things—traces what is good

in the creature to the only eternal Good, and accordingly, teaches a

predestination of the saints ; for he who is good and happy can only

become so by God's will and choice. The Divine choice, however,

does not destroy freedom, but establishes it ; it is only the capac-

ity, the power to choose evil, which is done away by grace [ulti-

mately in the perfected, in so far as it elevates them]. But the
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case is different "with evil. God, who is entirely free from evil, de-

termines no one to evil ; to act evilly is rather the prerogative of

the creature. Hence sin, as proceeding from the creature, has not

the character of the absolute. After evil has come into existence

through the creature, its punishment may be ascribed to God, but

God can never appoint even the wicked themselves to wickedness.

The Holy Scriptures, in perfect harmony with this, teach a prcedes-

tinatio sanctorum (although without gratia irresistihilis), but they

say nothing about a reprohatio impiorum. He who is saved is so

through God, and through God alone ; he who is lost is the sole

cause of his own misery.

The works of love performed by the righteous are now mentioned,

as the proofs by which they evince their calling to the kingdom of

God. (Comp. such passages in the Old Testament* as Isaiah Iviii.

6, 7 ; Job vi. 14, xxii. 6, ff., where also eternal life is connected

with works of love.) These, as works of true love, presuppose liv-

ing faith ; for faith and love are as inseparable as fire and warmth
;

the one cannot exist in its real nature without the other ; and if

they ever appear isolated (1 Cor. xiii. 2), the true nature of one or

other is destroyed. Accordingly the reference is not to external

actions of charity—these may be dead works ; but the subject of

discourse is the living effluence of the inward tide of love. It is in

love as such that godliness consists, for God is love.

Ver. 37-40.—The ignorance of devout men respecting their

works is humility, but not Christian humility, which cannot be

conceived of as unconscious, because Christian life, in its perfection,

presupposes the highest consciousness. Such passages as Matth.

vi. 3 cannot be applied here, for they do not commend the absence

of consciousness, but merely discountenance any appropriation of

works as our own. The dialogue of course is to be regarded as the

form of the similitude, but it has its truth in so far as the interior

nature of man will manifest itself, at the judgment, in its proper

character, and will, as it were, utter a real language. To those

who have been actuated by a humble childlike love, there will then

be a disclosure of the living connexion that subsists between the

Redeemer and his people, so that what is done to his brethren is

done to him. (The expression /xt/cpo/, little ones, as we have already

shown, in the remarks on Matth. xviii. 6, is applied to believers,

partly in reference to the world and its persecutions, and partly in

reference to regeneration. But here iXaxiorog, least, is employed in

opposition to ^leyag, great, and among the brethren themselves,

great and little are distinguished, as Matth. v. 19. The distinction

is designed to point out in a striking manner the difference betweon

* From these sources the same view has been received by the Rabbins. Compare

Jalkut Rub, fol. -12, quicunque hospitalitatem libentcr exercet, illius est paradisus.
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the act and the recompense ; love exercised toward the least of the

brethren is followed by the richest reward.) The brethren are rep-

resented as present {r ovr oiv tCjv ddeXcpcov)^ and as distinguished

from the dimioi, to whom the language of the Judge is addressed.

Hence the scene may be described as follows : those who are judged

stand before the throne of Christ, on the right and on the left ; then

hy the side of the Judge, and therefore not appearing in judgment,

stand believers, who do not come into judgment, but in and with

Christ judge the world (1 Cor. vi. 2).

Ver. 41-46.—The very same criterion by which eternal life is

secured to the just, forms the reason why the unjust are consigned

to everlasting punishment (jioXaciq aicoviog). As he who can love

has the power to receive love, yea, as love is itself happiness and

eternal life, so the privation of love is misery and incapability of

happiness. Accordingly the punishment here spoken of is not arbi-

trary or positive ; the punishment of want of love is association

with those who are destitute of love, in that state of discord in the

external as well as the internal life, which constantly proceeds from

the absence of love. And hence the KoXaotg alcjviog, everlasting

punishment, is not identical with the exclusion from marriage

(Matth. XXV. 13) ; on the contraiy, the expression denotes eternal

condemnation. Nor can the strictness of the contrast be mitigated,

at least not by means of exegesis, on account of the term ^w?) alcoviog,

eternal life ; for the observation of De Wette—that if a strict an-

tithesis were intended, annihilation must have been specified in

opposition to life—is sufficiently refuted by the fact that here the

predominant idea expressed by the word life is not existence, but

holy and happy being. In regard to the view founded upon the

antithesis between good and evil generally—that good alone is

eternal, and rests in the nature of God himself, whilst evil is an ac-

cident, having nothing substantial in its nature, and therefore the

consequences of evil, which is temporal, can only be temporal—we
allow that these ideas are certainly not devoid of truth. But at the

same time, it must not be overlooked, that the mode of representa-

tion adopted in Scripture nowhere favours the hypothesis of the

restitution of all things (^d~oKa~d(JTamg rCJv TzdvTOJv^ hj a.ny 2^ositive

declarations, and hence in the exegetic examination of this question

—which at last resolves itself into the view taken of free choice and
its relation to Divine agency—it is best to adhere to the mode of

expression which Scripture has selected. However, the doctrine of

everlasting punishment is not to be sought in every place where

the punishment of sin is mentioned ; this has been done long

enough. Throughout the New Testament, redemption is the object

kept in view, and hence the Lord, here as always, concludes his

discourse not with condemnation, but with eternal happiness. And
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with a glance at this, we will pass on to the consideration of that

gospel of love, which the disciple of love has bequeathed to us,

wherein the secret things of God, and especially the profound coun-

sels of his grace, are disclosed. The eternal Word proceeding from

the bosom of the Father, in order that he might bring the happi-

ness of eternal life to those who were lost, fathomed the abyss of all

Bin and suffering, and sealed the covenant of peace with his own
sacred blood, that he might procure/or all eternal redemption.
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EXPOSITION
OF THE

GOSPEL OF JOHN.

INTRODUCTION.

§ 1.

—

Of John Personally.

According to the evangelic history, the two celebrated brothers

among the twelve apostles—John and James—were born in Beth-

saida* in Galilee. Zebedee and Salome were their parents ;f the

former supported himself by fishing in the neighbouring sea, but

he does not appear further in the Gospels as marked by spirit-

ual endowments. Salome, on the other hand, was amongst the

women who ministered to the Saviour from their own substance,

and her affection towards him whom she had learned to honour as

the Messiah, was so great that she did not forsake him even at his

cross (Mark xv. 40). By this pious mother the first germs of reli-

gion may have been planted in the heart of the son. The parents

of John do not appear to have been exactly poor ;X ^^^ acquaint-

ance which he himself had with the High Priest (not merely with

his servants, John xviii. 15) indicates a certain respectability in the

family from which John had descended.

* The Hebrew name of the place is n•\•\^ n'^a, answering to the German Fischhaus

(Fish house.)

f The assumption of a relationship between the family of John and that of Jesus,

is indeed apocryphal (Thilo Cod. Apocr. vol. i. 363); but yet it throws light upon many
things ; in particular, the otherwise extraordinary act of the dying Saviour in commend-

ing Mary to John. Salome is said to have been the daughter or the sister of Joseph.

X The fishing on the Galilean Sea cannot possibly have aMowed the acquisition of

much wealth. Lticke appears to deduce too much from Luke v. 10, when he understands

the passage as intimating that the Gimilies of John and Peter were in partnership, so as

to carry on the trade of fishing on a large scale. The expression, ^aav kolvuvoI tcj

'Liliuvi certainly cannot be rendered :
" they were friends, companions of Simon." The

dative requires the translation: "they were in association with Simon," namely, in their

business ; but there is nothing to show that this association was a permanent, one. It ia

simplest to understand the words as meaning that they were at that time carrying on

the fishing in combLnation, perhaps only for a few days.
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Meanwhile this is a very unessential circumstance, and we can

in no wise infer from it that he enjoyed any splendid training which

would account for the subsequent bent of his mind, and his peculiar

ministry. The characteristics presented by our Evangelist are to be

explained purely from his elevated calling, which, under the influence

of the Holy Spirit, could attain the most happy and perfect de-

velopment. This, his vocation to act for lofty Divine ends, first dis-

closed itself in his joining the Baptist. In him the Evangelist rightly

recognized the first rays of the approaching sun, and while he was

attracted by their lustre, the light which displayed its power in the

Baptist led him to the fountain from which it gushed forth ; John

came by means of the Baptist to Jesus. (John i. 35.) John soon

belonged, with his brother James and with Peter, to the Lord's

most select and confidential circle ; but he alone rested on the

bosom of Jesus, on which account he is commonly called ETnorriOiog.

The relation of Christ to James is not precisely known ; but

what we learn of Peter is quite adapted, from its contrast with

John's mode of thought and disposition, to place the character of

the Evangelist in a clearer light.* In Peter, manly force and fiery

zeal predominated ; while John appears with a nature of virgin-

softness, tranquil, and contemplative. Zeal continually brought

Peter forward as the spokesman of the apostles, so long as the Lord

was with them on earth, and after his ascension to heaven, as the

representative and advocate of the infant Church ; while John
neither travelled much, nor addressed large masses of people, nor

converted great numbers, but rather reposed in quiet and contem-

plation—so long as the Lord continued his work upon earth, leaning

on his breast, and after he returned to the Father, listening with

an open spiritual ear to his secret revelations.

It may therefore be said, that whilst Peter loved Jesus more
than did the other disciples (John xxi. 15)—that is, whilst in him
the active energy of love possessed greater fulness—Jesus loved

John more than he did the rest ; that is, the susceptibility to the

powers of the upper world—the negative, passive capability of love

—presented itself as predominant in John. Accordingly, whilst

Peter's appointed sphere was that of practical activity, John was
the apostolical representative of everything noble in the mystic

and the intellectual. He was not called first to cut the way with

the sword of the Spirit, as Peter and Paul, but to conduct those

churches which had been founded, which were growing and develop-

ing, into the depths of the inner life, and to unfold to them the

treasures of knowledge. Grotius meant something similar when he

termed John ^iXonioovc;^ friend of Jesus ^ but Peter (piXoxptorog,friend

of Christ; though in these terms, he did not exhibit so much John's

* Compare the Comment, on Matth. xiv. 28, ffi
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susceptibility of love—his virgin tenderness—as his affection for the

human person of the Saviour ; whilst Peter loved not so much his

person as his office and dignity. Subtle as this distinction is, I do not

think it altogether true, since there manifestly reveals itself in

Peter a strong impulse of love towards the Saviour personally,

though he never betrays the feminine susceptibility whichwe discover

in John.

Much, it is true, of the information which the Gospels supply

concerning John, appears to stand in opposition to this view of his

character; so that we might believe this tenderness of love and

contemplativeness of nature to have been founded not so much in

his calling and natural disposition, as in a work of grace within him.

But while it is undeniable that the power of grace purifies and
transforms the sinful peculiarities of man, it is equally certain that

it does not substitute opposite characteristics for the natural dispo-

sition. It by no means converts the tender, gentle soul into a Luther,

or changes one full of energy and force into a Melancthon ; but it

sanctifies and perfects those natural abilities of man which are

originally imparted by God.

Hence it certainly cannot be supposed that John, before his

second birth, possessed an ardent aspiring temperament like Peter's,

for out of this, such a nature as John's never could have been form-

ed ; nor can anything amounting to proof be deduced from those

passages which have been appealed to in support of such an asser-

tion. The main passage is Luke ix. 54, compared with Mark iii.

17. According to the first, both the sons of Zebedee, John and
James, said, when the inhabitants of a Samaritan town would af-

ford no shelter to Jesus, " Lord, if thou wilt, we will command that

fire fall from heaven and destroy them, as Elias did." Jesus, how-
ever, rebuked them and said, " Know ye not of what spirit ye are

the children ?" In the other passage, both brothers are called viol

(ipovTTjg, sons of thunder, indicating a character likely to utter such

expressions as that which has just been adduced. But in the ex-

planation of Luke ix. 54, it has already been shewn, in the first

place, that no connexion subsists between these passages, while

the epithet, " sons of thunder" points out nothing censurable, but
designates the new name, that is, the new nature of both Zebedee's

children ; and, in the second place, that the ebullition of anger

against the Samaritans affords no evidence of a peculiarly vehement
temperament, but merely indicates a momentary confounding of the

spirit of the Old and New Testaments, and of their relative points of

view. Keeping then in view the character of John, as affectionate

and contemplative, yet without the feebleness or effeminacy too fre

quently ascribed to him—this occurrence wiU not lead us into any
error as to its essential tone. Nor do we regard the passages Matth,
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XX. 20, ff , and the parallel, Mark x. 35, if., as affording any more

evidence than those quoted above of an aspiring disposition in

John. According to Matthew, tlie mother asks with the two sons
;

according to Mark, the sons alone ask for two places of honour in

the kingdom of the Lord, at his right hand and at his left. It is

probable that the propensity, naturally cleaving to every man, to

become eminent and exalted, was on this occasion stirring in the

minds of the disciples
;
yet even the context, indicates that this

was not their radical principle of life, and the ultimate ground

of their request ; for the Lord did not rebuke any ambitious and

corrupt motive in this request, but merely their ignorance of the

greatness of what they asked. " Ye know not what ye ask," said

Jesus, " nor the way which would lead to that which ye desire." It

is thus more than probable that the essential import of their peti-

tion was, that they might be allowed ever to dwell in immediate

nearness to him whom they loved with all their soul. (The same
view has already been indicated in the Commentary on these pas-

sages.) It was obviously not so much the request of the two disci-

ples, as the manner in which the ten expressed themselves in

reference to it (ver. 24), which gave rise to the subsequent address

of Jesus (Matth. xx. 25, ff.); and the words in which he portrays

dominion in the kingdom of God, are intended rather to unfold to

the ten the nature of such dominion than to reprove the sons of

Zebedee. They express the sentiment :
" It is well to strive after

dominion in the kingdom of God, since no one rules there but the

most humble and most lowly ; if, therefore, the two disciples seek

for themselves places of dignity in the kingdom of God, they desire

something which presupposes the deepest humility and the purest

love." Accordingly, we can only infer that, while John participated

in the general sinfulness of human nature—which is self-evident

—

he was endowed by God with the greatest loveliness, in order to ex-

hibit in him, through the transformation of his nature by the re-

generating power of grace, that very engaging aspect which has

always won for him the admiration of the church.

With regard to the latter circumstances of John's life, it appears
from Gal. ii. 9, that he spent a considerable time in Jerusalem, and
a later tradition reports that he lived there until the death of Mary,
the Lord's mother—who is said to have died in the year a. d. 48

—

in order that he might completely fulfil the charge of the dying
Saviour to take care of his mother. Although this information can-

not be regarded as historically established, still the date certainly

approaches very closely to the truth.

Of many of the journeys attributed to John nothing is recorded,

nor does his character render it likely that they ever were taken.

We only know that, probably when the apostles ceased from devo-
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ting their chief attention to the people of Israel, John went to

Ephcsus, in Asia Minor, where Paul had laboured before him.* His

residence in this important city of the old world is perfectly demon-
strable from history. After Irenasus, avIio received the most certain

information on this point from his teacher Polycarp, the immediate
disciple of John, it is related by Clement of Alexandria, Eusebius,

Jerome, etc.f John lived there till the time of Trajan, towards

the end of the first century, and attained the greatest age of all the

apostles. For a long period, his grave was shewn there as a sacred

relique.f Probably it was there that he composed his writings

(Comp. § 4 in this Introduction), which in their contents and form

are suited to the state of things prevailing in Asia Minor. It is

only with respect to the book of Eevelation that the assumed ban-

ishment of the Evangelist to the Isle of Patmos occasions any diffi-

culties ; these, however, can be considered and solved only in the

connected inquiry respecting the authenticity of that work. Among
the incidents of John's life that have come down to us, is the ac-

count of the Evangelist's preservation in boiling oil, which Tertullian

(de praescr. hasr. c. 36) communicates, and which is doubtless

legendary. The circumstance that John had no hard sufferings and
persecutions to endure—as well as the fact of his not dying a martyr

—is traceable to the peaceful and purely spiritual character of his

life ; and in this respect, also, a distinction might be established

between the characters of Peter and John (comp. John xxi. 18-22).

The spirituahty and power of his work as an apostle strikingly ap-

pear in the account given by Clement of Alexandria (quis div. salv.

c. 42) concerning the youth who had fallen among the robbers, as

also that by Jerome (vol. iii. 314) about the exhortation to love, into

which the disciple of love compressed everything worthy of desire
;

and nothing can be said against their credibility.

With respect to the narrative of the meeting between the Evan-
gelist and Cerinthus (Euseb. H. E. iii, 3, 28, iv. 14), I entirely con-

cur in the view taken by Lticke (Comment. Pt. i. p. 19, in the second

edition, which I always quote), viz., that there is no admissible

ground for considering the story untrue ; on the contrary, 3 Epis.

John ver. 10 appears suggestive of the key to John's conduct to-

wards that heretic, and even this, when rightly understood, con-

tains nothing contradictory to the gentle character of the Evangelist.

The bias under which this was for along time viewed as a fabrication,

proceeded simply and solely from that weakness and indifference,

* Since even in the second Epistle of Timothy no mention is made of John, and

Timothy there appears quite by himself, it is probable that John went to Ephesua

but a little before the destruction of Jerusalem, at the close of Nero's reign.

f Comp. Iren. adv. hser. iii. 1, 3; Euseb. H. E. iv. 14, v. 20; Clem. A. quis divea

Balv. c. 42 ; Jerome ad Galat. vol. iii. p. 314.

X Euseb. H. E. vii. 25 p. 455, edit. Stroth.
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with respect to heretics, which persons had accustomed themselves io

regard as toleration and kindness.

§ 2. Of the Genuineness of the Gospel by John.

The Gospel of John possesses stronger historical testimonies to

its genuineness, than any other portion of the New Testament, or,

we may say, of all antiquity.* For, although other writings of the

New Testament can exhibit testimonies to their apostolic origin just

as old and as numerous, still the Gospel of John has this advantage,

that its author lived a generation longer than the rest of the apos-

tles, and dwelt and laboured for many years in one of the most flour-

ishing communities of the ancient church. John, as we have

already remarked, lived in Ephesus, and died there in the reign of

Trajan, at the end of the first century of our era, about a hundred

years old.

We know, from the letters of the contemporary Pliny,f to what

an extent Christianity prevailed at that time in Asia Minor

;

everywhere in the cities there were numerous bodies of believers,

and even in the rural districts the Gospel had made considerable

progress.

Accordingly, John, the last witness of the life of the Lord re-

maining on earth, must have been held in the greatest esteem by

the numerous Christian flocks ; his writings must have been fre-

quently read, and thus it must have been rendered next to impos-

sible that a spurious work should be attributed to him, and especially

one of such importance as the Gospel of John, without immediately

calling forth the liveliest opposition. History, however, knows of

no objection to John's Gospel. Eusebius (Eccl. Hist. iii. 25) enu-

merates it with the three first Gospels among the Homologoumena,
and even the oldest teachers of the church acknowledge it as a

genuine monument of John. Irenseus, in particular, says that sev-

eral old teachers gave him information concerning John and his

Gospel.J He doubtless intended among these persons, in the first

place, Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, who had known John personally;

and, secondly, Papias of Hierapolis in Phrygia. Eusebius indeed

(Eccl. Hist. ill. 39) declares that the latter had not known any of the

holy apostles, but it is plain that Eusebius misunderstood the words

of Papias, as we have alueady fully pointed out.§ It is true that

direct quotations from the Gospel of John are not* adduced in the

* Comp. Calmberg diss, de antiquissimis patrum pro evangelii Joannei aidevrla tes-

timoniis. Hamb. 1822.

f Comp. Plin. Epist. x. 91, printed in my Monum. hist, eccl., vol. i. p. 23, seq.

X Comp. my Geschichte der Evangelien, p. 219, flf.

§ See Olshausen's Genuineness of "Writings of N. T. p. 118.

—

[Tr.
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fragments of Papias, nor does Eusebius (iii. 30), who had read his

writings, inform us that Papias cited John. But it does not follow,

that the bishop of Hierapolis might not have known the fourth.

Gospel ; on the contrary, Eusebius makes no remark as to whether

the teachers of the church, about whose works he gives intelligence,

knew or did not know certain writings, except in instances where

uncertainty existed concerning their origin. This, however, was not

the case with the Gospel of John, and he therefore maintained per-

fect silence as to this work, and as to their use of it.

Besides these oldest witnesses, we find the work of the Evange-
t John acknowledged and used by very many others, and that in the

most diverse districts and regions. Justin Martyr had it in his col-

lection of Memorabilia,* Clement of Alexandria used it as a genuine

apostolic composition ; so did TertuUian in Carthage and Irenteus

in Lyons ; nor was it less known and used by the Syrian and the

old Italian churches, in the primitive canons of which, in connexion

with the other Gospels, that of John also is found. Nor was this

general harmony in the acknowledgment of John's Gospel confined

to the members of the Catholic Church ; it was used among the

sects also as genuine and apostolic ; the Gnostics, for instance, and
the Montanists, and even Pagans (e. g. Celsus), regarded the Gos-

pel of John as an acknowledged source of Christian doctrine.

Among the former, it is true that the Marcionites, just as the

judaizing sects, did not use John ; this, however, was not because

they doubted its authenticity, but, on the contrary, because they

acknoivledged it. They did not believe that John was to be num-
bered with those apostles who had properly apprehended the Gos-

pel ; the former (the Marcionites) considered only Paul—and the

latter (Ebionites) only Matthew—to be the genuine apostles. Thus
the very opposition of these sects to the use of John's Gospel con-

firms the evidence for its authenticity. The remarks which Bret-

schneiderf has opposed to these historical facts, are partly of no

importance, and partly rest upon misunderstood passages of the

Fathers ; upon which subject I have enlarged in my work already

frequently referred to (p. 242, £f).

The only trace of a contest respecting the apostolic origin of

John, is afforded by the Alogians,J an insignificant sect, whicj;i rose

* Comp. my Geschichte der Evangelien, p. 288, flf. What Credner bas adduced

against this (Beitriige zur Einl. Halle, 1832) is so intrinsically improbable, and so utterly

unfounded, that no one has acknowledged it. (Comp. Liicke Comra. vol. i. p. 20, note.)

Justin Martyr, according to Credner, was indeed acquainted with our four Gospels (yet

he leaves this doubtful with respect to that of John), but seldom or never used them I

According to him, Justin used only the Petrine Gospel.

f Comp. his probabilia de evangelii et epistolarura Joannis Apostoli idole et originct

Lipa. 1820, p. 211, scq.

J Compare my Geschichte der Evangelien, p. 255, flF.
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in opposition to the Montanists. Their opposition, however, is per-

fectly unimportant, because they rejected the genuineness of this

Gospel without any historical ground, and merely for polemical rea-

sons. Moreover, their entire character and influence were trivial

and insignificant, and no person of consequence belonged to them.

Arguments, however, more acute and profound than were pro-

duced by these feeble opponents of John in antiquity, h-ave been

recently urged against the genuineness of the work under consider-

ation. These require a short notice ; more especially because they,

for the most part, rest upon correct observations, from which false

conclusions have been deduced. We here notice only the work of

Bretschneider, already alluded to, because it is the most acute of

those which have been penned against the genuineness of John's

Gospel.*

The weightiest among all the remarks which have been di-

rected against the Gospel of John by this scholar, is that the

Saviour, as delineated in the fourth Gospel, appears a perfectly

different person from that which he is described to he in the

three other Gospels. The difference between the Christ of John

and that of the synoptical Evangelists is, in fact, very great. The
Saviour, as portrayed by John, as comj)ared with the Saviour of the

synoptical Gospels, exhibits a form, as it were, etherealized and

invested with a magical character. Everything in him is spiritual

and profound. His discourses are replete with genuine mysticism and

Gnosis. Nothing that is partial, narrow, merely national, is to be

found. On the other hand, in the description of the synoptical

writers, Jesus appears in a national garb, teaching in the mode
common with the Jewish instructors, acting in a manner entirely

national. With all the richness of thought in the discourses of

Christ, yet most of them, as given by the three first Evangehsts,

want that peculiarity which, in the nobler sense of the words, we
may term mystical Gnosis.

* While Bretschneider has declared himself vanquished by the weight of the argu-

ments adduced against his probabilities, de "Wette recently repeats his objections to the

authenticity ; to say nothing of the positive language used by Dr. Strauss. De Wette

maintains (p. 8) that an apostolic disciple composed the Gospel from the communications

of an apostle, only with the unshackled use of his own mind ; and that in truth this was

a disciple of the Evangelist John. Meanwhile all that is urged against John himself]

might, with equal propriety, be said against a disciple of his, supposing him to have been

a true disciple of John, and acknowledged by him as such. For, according to de "Wette's

lax views, in particular, there would be no difBculty in admitting that the apostle him-

self committed all the errors which have induced him to fix upon a disciple of the apostle

as the author of the Gospel. At the same time de "Wette himself) at the conclusion of

the passage to which we have alluded, admits the unsatisfactory nature of such internal

evidence as he adduces, and acknowledges the incontrovertible character of the opposite

external evidence. " The recognition of John as the author of our Gospel, even after

the most violent assaults, will ever continue prevalent in the Church." I am of the same

opinion : the most hostile attacks upon the truth can only place it in a more triumphant light
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True, we find also among biographies of human sages, e. gr., in

that of Socrates, a similar variation ; Plato gives him a more spirit-

ual aspect than does Xenophon. But the difference between the

two representations does not stand out so forcibly, either in this

instance or in any other, as in the case before us ; and did we rec-

ognize nothing more than a human element in Christ, it might in fact

be scarcely conceivable how one amongst his disciples could give a pic-

ture so entirely different from that drawn by the others. But this

phenomenon becomes intelligible to him who believes that in Christ

the fulness of the Godhead itself was manifest, and displayed in

humanity a perfect model of all that is beautiful and morally great.

And connecting with this the supposition that all the disciples of

^
the Lord—and particularly the Evangelists—possessed very differ-

ent personal endowments, we discover how, in the different mirrors

of their minds, the same sublime, rich image, could variously pre-

sent itself, since no individual was in a position to catch all the

rays that issued from the sun ®f the spiritual world, and unite

them into one image. It was reserved for the profound, contem-

plative mind of John to receive its tenderest beam, and thus repro-

duce the most spiritual representation of the Saviour. Each
of the others apprehended a single aspect of his great work, all

of them, however, looking at him rather from without than from,

within.

To this internal ground of difference add the external one, that

John wrote with a wholly different design from that of the three

first Evangelists, and for an entirely different class of persons (of

which more, presently); and hence, his style of treatment would differ

widely from theirs.

And while thus the difference between the description of Christ

given by John and that given by the three first Evangelists

forms no ground for doubting the authenticity of John—but goes

rather to prove the sublimity which invested the character of

Christ, and the high endowments of the Evangelist—just as

Kttle question of this authenticity can be founded on the remark

that the discourses of John could not have been delivered/^ Even if

* The inapplicability of the mythical hypothesis to John's Gospel, after the general

remarks showing it to be inadmissible with reference to the evangelic history as a whole

(in the Comment, vol. i. 3d edit.), requires no further demonstration. All that is there

adduced only serves to accumulate evidence in favour of John ; since he was from the

beginning an eye-witness even of the most secret and momentous circumstances in the

life of the Lord ; since he took charge of the mother of Jesus, and from her might gain

an accurate acquaintance with all the incidents of his history in childhood (the fact that he

does not contradict the statements of Matthew and Luke, is, moreover to be viewed as a

confirmation of them, because he must have known them) ; and finally, since he lived

the longest of the apostles, and wrote his Gospel at a time when Christianity had already

spread through all the regions of the orhis terrarum, and that not in a sequestered comer
of the earth, but in Ephesus, one of the great centres of business in that day

Vol. II.—19
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this remark M^ere substantiated, it would afford no testimony against

his genuineness, since in the a-postolic Matthew we meet with dis-

courses framed by the Evangelist himself : provided the same Spirit

who inspired the Holy Teacher animated him who framed the dis-

courses, such freedom in the treatment of them can be no disparage-

ment. In the case of John, however, the fact itself is not estab-

lished. Nothing but the false supposition that the discourses in

John are too profound, too thoroughly digested, to have been deliv-

ered to the disciples, much more to the people, could have led to thia

view. Jesus intentionally spoke much that certainly was not in its

full sense understood by those around him ; but the Holy Ghost

was to bring all that he said to the remembrance of the disciples, in

order that an object worthy of investigation and study might be

bequeathed to them for a later period, when they and the Church

should have made further attainments. While, therefore, I am
not at all of opinion that John noted down those discourses which

he has recorded, wordfor loord, and from these notes inserted them

in his work, I still believe that the discourses of Christ given us by

John are given substantially as the Saviour delivered them. They

in nowise resemble Matthew's method of compilation, but are coniined

so strictly to the historic occasions which called them forth, and are

in themselves so finished and entire, that every thing seems to me
indicative of their originality.*

With the main arguments which we have thus referred to, may
be coupled some subordinate observations of Bretschneider—such

as, that the author here and there betrays that he is no eye-witness,

appears not to be a native of Palestine, makes incorrect statements

respecting the last Passover, and so forth. All these objections

have already been cleared up in the special refutation of Bret-

Bchneider's hypothesis,f and the substance of them is considered in

* Liicke thinks (p. 103) there can be no mistake in the opinion, " that the dis-

courses of Jesus related by John manifest the reflection of John's mode of speech and

thought, or reproduction through the medium of a subsequent development of his mind."

If this bo understood as referring merely to the form of the discourses, I perfectly assent

to it; but the conUnts themselves appear to me too peculiar to have sustained an altera-

tion in passing through the mind of John. Yet even as it respects the form, there are

important passages, such as Matth. xi. 27, 28, which sound quite like John's, while John
vi. 1, ff, and xii. 1, ff., come very near to the representation in the synoptical Gospels.

The principal cause of the difference between the discourses of Jesus in the synoptical

Gospels and in tliat of John, must doubtless be sought in the varied individual character-

istics of the reporters, who were variously attracted by different discourses of Christ.

In Christ all forms were united, but each one recounted only that which entered most

deeply into his own heart. The affinity between the mode of speech and representation in

John's Epistles and that in the Gospel, is satisfactorily explained by the susceptible char-

acter of John, who was able to make the sentiment and spirit of his Divine Master all

his own.

f Comp. Hemscn fiber die Authentic des Johannes. Schleswig, 1823; and especially

L. Usteri Commentatio critica, in qua Evangelium Joannis, genuinum esse ex comparatis
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the exposition, as the several passages occur which have reference

to the matter.

Finally, as to the integrity of the Gospel. This also has been

disputed ; the concluding chapter in particular is assailed with

plausible arguments ; and, besides this, single passages are assailed,

such as John v. 3, 4, vii. 53—viii. 11. But we reserve the explana-

tion of these paragraphs also until we come to the interpretation, of

the passages adduced

§ 3. Of the Design of John's Gospel.

In the numerous and important investigations concerning the

object pursued by the Evangelist John in the composition of his

Gospel,* it is abundantly evident that a sufficient distinction has

not been made between principal and subordinate designs. In a

writing of the compass which John's Gospel embraces, an author

may obviously keep in view and prosecute several objects at the

same time ; while he nevertheless ordinarily directs his attention

and his aim, from the beginning to the end of his work, towards

one thing only as, strictly speaking, the main purpose—the subor-

dinate designs presenting themselves in single passages rather than

in the whole. Accordingly I recognize as the chief object of the

Evangelist, that which he himself states (John xx. 31), viz., to

place before the eyes of the world the life of Christ the Son of God,

neither for the Jews alone as Matthew, nor for the Gentiles alone

as did Mark and Luke, but for all those, among Jews and Gentiles,

who possessed the ability and the disposition to engage in profounder

speculations respecting Divine things, and whom we will designate

by an appellation comprising both the true and the false in their

character, viz., gnosticising Ilystics.f

Depth of mind prepared the Evangelist to satisfy the lofty

claims of these men. On the one hand, he could appreciate what

was pure in the attempt to penetrate to a deeper acquaintance with

the essence of Divine things ; while, on the other, he knew the

temptations arising from this tendency, and the imminent danger

of error with which it threatened mankind. He knew, further, in

quatuor Evangelionim narrationibus de ccena ultima et de passione Jesu Christi osten

ditur. Turici. 1823.

* Comp. Lucke on the Ilistory of the same.

f Comp. Schreckenburger's Beitr. zur Einl. ins N. T., p. 60, ff., and Steudel's Aufsatz

uber das Verhaltniss des Johannes zur Christlichen Gnosis, in the Tiibinger Zeitschr.

1835, No. 1. Some of the Fathers adopted the same view—in particular, Irenseus, Epiph-

anius, and Philastrius ; only they confined their attention too much to one or another

Gnostic sect, especially to Cerinthus, the Nicolaitans, or the Marcionites. In this sense,

Irenaeus, overlooking the Gnostic elements which already existed in the time of John,

says (adv. haer. iii. 16) that John wrote providens blasphemas Gnosticorum regulaa
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what errors these gnosticizing Mystics were ah-eady more or less in-

volved, and saw himself in the position to meet them in all main

points, by profound, unadulterated truth ; and accordingly it was

necessary so to shape his labours as an author, that doctrinal state-

ment should accompany the polemic element. The affectionate

and mild disposition of the beloved disciple not only left no trace

of acrimony or bitterness, but even shrank from particular and direct

attacks. The simple representation of the true, eternal Mystic and

Gnosis (i. e. the deeper, essential, Divine knowledge, in opposition

to the merely conceptual) rightly appeared to him the most suitable

agency by which he might refute all false Gnosis, and at the same

time, while attracting to this knowledge, by means of its own beauty

and glory, all those nobler minds of whom there were doubtless

many amongst the Jewish and Pagan Mystics, might disengage it

from all false images of this kind. We may therefore see in John
what from the Christian point of view, is the purest, noblest form

of polemics. It is that which contends against its opposite rather

by the power of the truth unveiling itself in its beauty, than by
positive assault ; thus accomplishing far more than by the latter

method, because positive attacks generally call forth and embitter

what is sinful in man, while the mere disclosure of the truth makes
common cause with what is noble in the hearts of adversaries them-

selves, and so enlists them among its friends and defenders.

If, however, agreeably to what has been stated, I recognize, as

the main object pursued by John in the composition of his Gospel,

a doctrinal and polemic aim against a tendency of mind widely pre-

vailing at the time ; I cannot confine my thoughts, either with

Irenseus (adv. haer. iii. 12) merely to Cerinthus and his adherents,

or with Epiphanius and Philastrius to the Nicolaitans or the Mar-
cionites, or even with some of more recent date, e. g. Grotius and
Herder, merely to the Sabians, or the disciples of John ; while at

the same time I cannot exclude either of the latter two. In partic-

ular, the expressions of the Evangelist respecting the Baptist (John
i. 6) evidently have a polemical leaning against the erroneous opin-

ions of the Sabians concerning their master. J. D, Michaelis, Storr,

Hug, etc., certainly took the most correct view, when they main-
tained that John had in his eye these and the rest of the Gnostics

in apostoHc times. These learned men, however, appear to have
formed too narrow a notion of polemics, overlooking the fact, that

the Gospel is just as much, and almost more an invitation to the

true Gnosis than a refutation of the false. The latter is rather to

be regarded as naturally involved in the representation of the

former. In like manner it seems to me that Kleuker's theory

of a reference in John to the gross views of Judaists, confounds
the negative with the positive character of his Gospel. Carnal
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Judaism is certainly refuted by the spirituality of the Gospel,

but there is no direct reference to this contrast. The peculiarities

in the language, and the choice of matter, throughout the entire

work, indicate a pervading reference to individuals of a Gnostic

tendency, and on that account I do not hesitate to consider this the

main object of the Gospel before us, without, however, wishing to

exclude special references, in single passages, to particular sects, as,

for example, the Sabians,

Connected with this main design of the Evangelist, there ap-

pears to be another of a more incidental character, viz., that of

supplying the complement of the three first Gospels;* a design

at once spiritual as to its tendency, and material in relation

to the occurrences and discourses. Clement of Alexandria (in

Euseb. H. E. vi. 14) attached importance only to the former, while

Eusebius of Cfesarea regarded only the latter ; both, however, must
be united in order to portray with accuracy the character of John
in his relation to the three first Evangelists, To sketch perfectly the

image of Christ, it was not sufficient to portray him in the spiiitual

manner employed by John ; there were needed also material addi-

tions in the way of incidents and discourses, to bring out all that

was important to be known of his character. Yet we cannot regard

this latter object, even with both its parts in combination, as the

main purpose in the composition of the Gospel, because occasion-

ally something is related which has been already touched upon by the

other Evangelists ; and especially because deviations from the ac-

counts of the synoptical writers occur without being reconciled.

(Comp. in particular, John's account of the resurrection, with those

of the other Evangelists.) Both these facts would be inconceivable

if John had written his Gospel for the express purpose of completing

the three already in use in the church ; moreover, in this case there

would hardly be such an entire absence of allusion to the synoptical

authors as we find existing ; whereas the matter becomes perfectly

consistent if we assume that John had reference, in connexion with his

main object, to existing accounts of the life of Jesus.f The supply of

* As to the filling up of the synoptical Gospels by John, I quite agree with the senti-

ments expressed in Hase's Leben Jesu (p. 181, note 3), Eusebius remarks (H. E. iii. 24,

edit. Stroth. p. 155) that John wished merely to give an account of the first year of

Christ's rainistrj', since the other Evangelists had commenced their history with the im-

prisonment of the Baptist. But the mention of this imprisonment is merely by way of

anticipation (comp. the Comm.), not a chronological circumstance in the narration of the

synoptical writers ; besides which, John gives us information concerning the latter part

of the life of Jesus, and indeed enters far more into details respecting it than the three

first Evangelists.

\ After renewed consideration, I prefer this mode of understanding the relation of

John to the synoptical Evangelists to that proposed by Liicke. This scholar (p. 152, flf.)

is of opinion that John presupposes the oral Evangelical traditions, but not our writtea

Crospels. B at since, according to the testimony of history, these did exist before the
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deficiencies was in part then a matter of course ; for alike John's

peculiar mental characteristics and his object, differing widely from

those of the other Evangelists, necessarily led him to other points

than those to which they had directed their labours.

With this supplementary position of the fourth Gospel, I am
also inclined to connect its chronological character. (Comp. the

remarks in the Comm. vol. i. Introduction, § 7.) It is obvious that to

give accurately the days which separate one occurrence from another,

or to furnish minute information respecting the feasts which Jesus ob-

served in Jerusalem, was unimportant, so far as the main object of

the Grospel was concerned ; for the Gnostics were accustomed to re-

o-ard such external things as small and trifling. If, therefore, we

would associate the chronological character of the Gospel with its

chief design, we must maintain that it was just on account of this

Gnostic neglect of chronology that John was careful respecting it.

Now this relation between the two things can scarcely be shewn to be

probable. But the explanation of the regard which John paid to the

chronological element becomes the more natural if we assume that he

failed to find in the synoptical Gospels an account of the Lord's re-

lation to those feasts in Jerusalem by which the time of his public

ministry could be measured. The Evangelist has supplied this by

no means unimportant defect, so far, at least, that we are in a posi-

tion in some measure to fix the term of Christ's ministry ; although

we must give up the attempt to insert the single events reported by

the synoptical Evangelists, into the periods between his journeys to

the feasts.

In accordance with the resting-points suggested by John him-

self, we have divided the Gospel into three nearly equal parts, so

as to facilitate a view of the whole. The^?^s^ par^ extends as far

as John vi. 71, to the journey to the Feast of Tabernacles ; the

second reaches to xi. 57, the last journey to the Passover, and com-

prehends a period of six months ; the third to xvii. 26, the history

of his sufferings, and includes six days. The extent of the first

cannot be precise/?/ determined,* on account of the uncertainty at-

compositiou of John's Gospel (how long before it matters not to this question), it appears

inconceivable that John should not have become acquainted with them, in a city like

Ephesus, where everything was concentrated ; Avhilst if he knew them, he could not

have avoided mentioning them. The instances adduced by Liicke are not of such a kind

as to render it impossible to admit a knowledge of our canonical Gospels on the part of

John, if we once allow that the strict design of the apostle was not the completion of

the synoptical works.

* Several of the Fathers, e. g. Irenseus (i. 3, 3, ii. 20, 22), Clement of Alexandria

(Strom, i. 174), Origen (de princ. iv. 5), TertuUian (adv. Jud. c. 18), limit the ministry of

Christ to one year. But in coming to this conclusion, they appear to have followed

not so much what is intimated in the Gospels, as prophetic passages of the Old Testa-

ment, e. g. the passage in Isaiah Ixi. 2 (Luke iv. 18), and Daniel's seventy weeks. A
strange contrast with this view is formed by the entirely unfounded assertion that Christ

attained the age oi fifty years. (Comp. Iren. ii. 22 ; Euseb. H. E. iiu 23.)
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tacliing to the passages v. 1 and vi. 4. (Comp. tlie interpretation

there given.) At any rate, however, two Passover feasts are spoken

of, which Jesus attended during his ministry, heforc the Feast of

Tahcrnacles (vii. 1, ff.), and accordingly, the first period includes at

least more than a year and a half, perhaps even more than two

years and a half, which latter supposition is at all events the more

probable.

§ 4. Time and Place of Composition.

As to the place where John may have composed his Gospel,

nothing certain can be determined ; but the later history of the

Evangelist leads to Ephesus, where, as we know, he took up his

permanent abode. The conjecture that John composed his Grospel

in this famous commercial city of the old world is confirmed partly

by ancient tradition, since Irenteus (adv. hser. iii. 1) and Eusebius

(H, E. vi. 8) mention Ephesus as the place of its composition ; and

partly by the fact that its design, as above referred to, is eminently

suited to this city and its neighbourhood. For it was precisely in

and around Ephesus that the Gnostic doctrine prevailed, and must

have pressed itself upon John's attention, as a phenomenon of im-

portance to the church ; hence the very wants of this locality satis-

factorily explain the form of representation which he adopted.

From the Gospel itself, we can only infer that it cannot have

been composed in Palestine, and for natives of that country ; for

Jewish manners and customs are treated as unknown, and are on

this account explained. (Comp. John ii. 6, 13, iv. 9.) Another

traditional statement, that John's Gospel was written in the Isle of

Patmos, is supported only by doubtful testimony, e. g. the spurious

treatise of Hippolytus "on the Twelve Apostles." The synopsis

of Holy Scripture ascribed to Athanasius represents John as merely

inditing the Gospel in the island, and says that it was published by

Gains in Ephesus. (Comp, Liicke's Comm. Pt. i, p. 120.) Hence

the statement that Ephesus was the place of the composition only

gains from this greater probability.

As to the time of the composition, the Gospel itself furnishes

nothing whatever that can determine it. An appeal has indeed

been made to chap. v. 2, in proof that Jerusalem was yet standing

when John composed the Gospel. But the words t' a r t 6s Iv roJ.g

'lepoaoXvixoig, and there is in Jerusalem, may just as well be applied

to a recollection of the state of the city and to its environs, or to

the destroyed city itself, where in fact the ft;oAu///3?/0pa, 2^001, was still

remaining. We therefore only arrive at a determination of the trme

by means of John's relation to the synoptical Evangelists. Ac-

cording to the foregoing paragraph, it is already clear that John
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must have written later than the first three ; and this is also con-

firmed by the tradition of the ancient church. (Comp. Clemens of

Alexandria in Euseb. H. E. vi. 14, Epiphanius hter. li. 19.) We
are thus at once carried beyond the time of the destruction of Jeru-

salem ; for since the first Evangelists wrote immediately before this

catastrophe, John must have composed his Grospel after it. Tradi-

tion supplies nothing more definite in reference to the time of the

composition ; for the accounts of Epiphanius (hjer. li. 12) and of

Suidas (s. v. 'Io)dvv7]g)—that the work was composed in the year 90,

or indeed, according to the latter, in the year 100—although they

cannot vary much from the truth, are of no value to us as means of

'proof; partly because they are not harmonious, and partly because

they belong to a period far too late.

There is therefore only one remaining circumstance by which to

determine the time, viz., the relation of the Gospel to the other

writings of John, particularly to the hook of the Revelation, in

which we recognize an authentic Johannine document. The con-

tents, no less than the form of the Apocalypse, indicate that its

composition was earlier than that of the Gospel. I place it (as will

be hereafter shown, with the grounds of my opinion,) between the

death of Nero and the destruction of Jerusalem. Between the

composition of the Apocalypse and that of the Gospel, however, a

period of some length seems to have elapsed, as the Gospel exhibits

a considerable increase of facility in writing Greek. Consequently

we cannot be far from the truth in placing the composition of the

Gospel between the years a.d. 80 and 90.

The mention of the relation between the Gospel and the Apoca-
lypse leads us to the language and style of the former work. It is

hardly needful to mention that the original language of the Gospel

is Greek ; the view taken by Grotius, Bolten, and Bertholdt,* that

it was originally written in Aramaic, and then translated into Greek,

is to be regarded as sufficiently refuted. And the Greek in the

Gospel, as compared with the style of the Apocalypse, evinces much
greater skill and ability. The language of the Apocalypse is full of

harsh and even obvious grammatical inaccuracies ; in the Gospel,

there is nothing of the kind ; the language is easy, free, and
flexible, and has only the general Hebraic complexion of the

Hellenistic dialect, and that by no means in the degree found in

Matthew.

Nothing is simpler than to ascribe this increased fluency to longer

practice, which must have enabled John to clothe the abundance of

* Bertholdt assumes with Bolten errors in the translation from the Aramaic, in John's

Gospel, without, however, claiming that the Gospel was originally written entirely m
Aramaic. He thinks that only the diegeaes from which John elaborated his work were

written iu Aramaic.
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liis sublime ideas, more and more naturally, in the garb of the lan-

guage wliicli circumstances necessarily induced him to use.

O-n comjiaring the language of John with the style of other New
Testament authors—in particular with that of Paul—one thing

presents itself as specially characterising the former, viz., the use of

I number of words upon the right apprehension of whose import

iurns the understanding of what is peculiar in the entire work. To
this class belong the words Aoyo^, 0ajf, (jKorog, i^w-q, dhjdeLa,

X'^P'-'^i

Koaiiog, fisveiv, ^'ivcjaicetv^'^ etc. These expressions are employed by

John in a profound and spiritual sense, in which they are not else-

where usually applied. The Evangelist certainly has not invented

the words and employed them for the designation of his own ideas

;

we are rather to assume that the Lord himself, in his discourses, ex-

pressed the depth of his knowledge by means of these and similar

terms, and that John so profoundly apprehended the peculiar ideas

conveyed in them, that he could use them with the point and de-

finiteness of meaning characteristic of his language, which here, as

always, forms the- outward expression of the writer's inward life.

This peculiarity in the language of John is closely connected with

another. The sententious, parabolical, and figurative style pre-

vailing in the first three Gospels, as also the dialectical char-

acter of Paul, to a great extent disappear in the language of our

Evangelist ; John's thoughts unite the utmost simplicity, with a

metaphysical spirituality ; they are marked by a sharpness of con-

ception which yet has not its origin in a mere reflective process.

Drawn from the depth of contemplation, they are yet far removed

from the obscurity and confusion of mysticism ; expressed in the

easiest language, they unite the jDrofoundness of the genuine mystic

element with the clearness and sharpness of the purely scholastic.

Where, indeed, the organs of contemplation slumber or are un-

developed, there John's depth, with all his perspicuity, must ap-

pear like obscurity ; but for such a grade of culture, the Gospel

of John was not written ; the synoptical writings are more adapted

to it.

With these two peculiarities of John, a third is necessarily con-

nected, viz., that we do not discover in him that absence of com-
ment which so touchingly marks the child-like style of the other

Evangelists. John perpetually hovers with his own consciousness

over the facts related, and the discourses reported, judging them
from his own point of view ; hence the frequent explanations and
remarks on the words of the Lord, which he draws from his own
subjective experience, and which, in a manner peculiar to himself,

he so blends with the very discourses of the Lord that it is often

difficult to point out with certainty the line of demarcation. Ob-
* L e., word, light, darkness, life, truth, grace, world, abide, know, etc.—[K.
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servations of this kind^ however, only serve to shew the reader that

John has passed beyond the child-like level ; they never attain a

character which would disturb or wholly destroy the purely objective

nature of historical narration.

Among the modern authors who have penetrated more deeply

into the peculiarities of John's ideas, SeyfFarth deserves special men-
tion, in his Beitrage zur Specialcharakteristik der Johaneischen

Schriften (Leipzig, 1823). Throughout our Exposition we shall

take notice of his views. On the grammatical peculiarities, Liicke

should be consulted in preference to all others (in his Comm. Pt. i.

p. 125, if). The work of Schulze (Schriftstellerischer Charakter des

Johannes, Leipzig, 1803) contains miscellaneous collections which

need to be sifted.

§ 5. Literature.

Among the Fathers, the labours of Origen, Chrysostom, and
Augustine on the Gospel of John are preserved to us. Fragments
of lost patristic commentaries are collected in Corderii Catena pa-

trum in evang. Joannis. Antwerp, 1630. Besides the interpreta-

tions of the Keformers, Luther, Melancthon, Calvin, and Beza, the

following separate treatises are—in connexion with the general

works already mentioned in the first volume—worthy of special

notice : Lampe commentarius exegetico-analyticus, Amsterd. 1724,

3 voll. ; Mosheim's Erkliirung des Johannes, published by Jakobi,

Weimar. 1777 ; Tittmann meletemata sacra. Lips. 1816 ; Liicke's

Commentar iiber das Evangelium Johannis. Bonn, 1820-24, 2 voll.

2d edit., 1838 ; Tholuck's Commentar zu dem Evangelio Johannis,

1st edit., Hamburg 1827, 5th edit., 1837 ; Klee's Erkliirung des

Johannes, Mainz, 1828 (the latter work is intended for Catholic

divines) ; Matthsei's Auslegung des Johannes, Gottingen, 1837, vol.

i., which contains only the first fourteen verses of the first chapter.

On the doctrinal system of John we have, in addition to the disqui-

sition by Grimm (Jena, 1825), only Neander's Darstellung im
Apost. Zeitalt. voll. ii.



I.

FIRST PART.

FROM THE BEGINNING OF CHRIST'S MINISTRY TO HIS JOURNEY
TO THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES.

(John i. 1—vi. Tl.)

§ 1. Pkocemium.

(John i. 1-18.)

On comparing the commencement of John's Gospel with those

of the other Gospels, we find its peculiar character presenting itself

at once in a manner not to be mistaken. The Prooemium contains,

as it were, the quintessence of the whole work, alike in the ideas, and
in the language and form of representation. For, while Matthew
and Luke proceed from the genealogy of Jesus, and the history of his

childhood, John so completely presupposes the acquaintance of his

readers with Jesus, in his earthly character, that he speaks of

him, and of the sublime character of his work, without even

having mentioned his sacred name. He names the Baptist, in-

deed at once but introduces even him as a person substantially

known. John's profound representation proceeds from the eternal,

original existence of the Word with the Father.* Mark's com-
mencement has only an apparent correspondence with this. The
latter Evangelist also, it is true, presupposes as known the

genealogical notices, and the history of the childhood in Matthew
and Luke ; he, however, opens his Gospel, not with the eternal ex-

istence of the Son with the Father, but with the beginning of

Christ's official work on earth. The character of John's opening is

exactly adapted to its assumed design. Those readers who had a

Gnostic bias would assuredly feel themselves attracted from the

very commencement, and incited to further perusal—so completely

do the thoughts of the Prooemium enter into their circle of ideas. Its

genuineness and perfect correspondence with the whole work cannot

therefore be doubted by any one who possesses the general qualifi-

* Yet John was by no means wanting in nationality. Comp. the treatise by Bauer

(Zeitschr. fur spec. Theol. vol. i. No. 2, p. 158. ff.), uber den alttestamentlichen Hinter*

grund im Evangelium dos Johannes.
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cations for perceiving the unity of a composition in all its parts.

This same effect which the Prooemium must have had upon the

Gnostics of the apostolic time, has been produced through all the

centuries of the Christian era, and still exercises its influence in the

present day, upon all those who long after a deeper and more essen-

tial knowledge of God. The unfa thomable depth of the words acts

as a secret charm upon the spirit of the enquirer ; we cannot refrain

from looking into them and trying to fathom their depth, and meas-

ure their extent. As, however, they conduct us to the Uncreated

and Original, we can attain neither to the one nor the other, and the

inquirer is compelled to turn from the external words into himself,

and into the depth of his own mind, and thus to ascend from the

knowledge of himself, and from the revelation of the Divine in his

own heart, to the original source of all revelation. It is in connex-

ion with this inward experience that the enigmas in the mysterious

commencement of our book are first solved ; and to seek the solu-

tion of the latter without the former would be a vain eft'ort.

As a peculiarity in the form of the Prooemium, it may be ob-

served that it is composed of simple, short, condensed propositions,

without conjunctive particles. Ver. 1-5, only /cat" occurs—from ver.

6 onwards, only Iva to ver. 12, when 6i occurs for the first time. In

this short, concise style—next to the richness and depth of thought

—lies mainly the great difficulty of the Prooemium.

As to the comidosition of the Prooemium, it by no means con-

sists of an unarranged mass of thoughts, but is throughout pervaded

by a close connexion. This connexion is indeed hidden, and at first

sight it would seem that only ver. 1-5, 11 and 14, strictly belong to

the course of thought, ver. 6-9, 10, 12, 13, 15-18, being adjuncts
;

and this is in fact correct ; in the verses first mentioned, the main
points of the Prooemium are expressed. The manner in which these

are related to the subordinate parts is first discovered when we
recognize that the commencement of John's Gospel contains, as it

were, a history of the Logos, i. e., of Ms several, gradually advan-
cing forms of manifestation. This view being taken, the whole

gains life, and the connexion unfolds itself as follows. The first

four verses contain a pure description of the essence of the Divine

Logos, drawn from profoundest intuition. He is eternally with

God and is himself God, organ of the creation of all things,

source of the life and light of men. He is not all this, however, as

merely enclosed within himself, but, on the contrary, he reveals him-

self (ver. 5, (paivei, shines) continuously, although the darkness did

not apprehend him. This fifth verse furnishes a general and com-
prehensive description of the work of the Logos, in so far as the

incarnation, which is also a shining of the light in darkness, is

included under the meaning of <paivu. In order to distinguish the in-
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carnation of tlie Logos as the culminating point of his work among
mankind, from his earlier agency, and at the same time to shew

what the grace of God had done to assist men in receiving the

Logos, he mentions the witnesses of the coming light, the prophets.

As such, the Baptist only is named as a kind of representative of

the prophetic order, hecause he closed their line, and presented the

most recent exhibition of the prophetic character. The Evangelist

then proceeds to say, with allusion to the mistakes of John's dis-

ciples, that the Baptist was not himself the Light, but merely a

witness of the light which was then about to come into the world

(ver. 6-9). True, John continues, v, 10, the light of the Logos had

always been active in the world, but the world had not recognized

it. Now, however (at the incarnation), he came to his own, i. e., to

the people of God chosen by him (ver. 11). As regards the mass

even of these, they certainly did not accept him ; but yet there

were some who did accept him, and these received regeneration

through him ; he made men spiritual, while he himself became

flesh and dwelt amongst us (ver. 12-14). This is then confirmed

by the testimony of the Baptist himself ; in the incarnation a higher

form of the revelation of the Logos presented itself than in the great

previous revelation through Moses (ver. 15-18). In opposition to

this view, Bleek (Stud, und Krit. 1835, No. 2, p. 414, ff.) is in-

duced by the words 7]v tp^ojticvoT^, was coming (ver. 9) to understand

the incarnation even in this ninth verse ; and Llicke, in his second

edition, accords with him ; Tholuck, however, on the contrary, has

justly opposed them, and declares himself in favour of that

view of the connexion given above. For, according to Bleek's

hypothesis, in the first place, the connexion between verses 8

and 9 cannot well be established ; in the next place, the same

thing—viz. the incarnation of the Logos—would be expressed, by
means of various phrases, four times (ver. 9, 10, 11, 14), which is in

itself improbable ; and especially the words h tw k6o[xo) rjv^ he ivas in

the ivorld, are not suited to the idea of the ivadpKU)ai.g, incarnation

—they plainly point to the more general agency of the Logos before

the incarnation.

To understand then the Prooemium, we must consider more
closely the leading idea in the term /^oyogj ivord.^'^ If it be in-

quired, at the outset, what constitutes the strangeness of the term,

it evidently is not the idea of Divine speech itself that surprises us
;

for since speech, whether inward or audible, is the customary mode
in which the human spirit manifests itself, human speech is alsc

* Compare my Festprogramm, Ostern 1823, iiber Hob. iv. 12, 13—which contains a

development of the idea of the Divine speech—printed in my Opusc. Theol. (Berol. 1833-

8) p. 125, seq. Comp. also Daub's Abbandlung uber den Logos, in Ullmann's and Urn-

breit's Stud. 1833, No. 2, p. 355, flf.
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naturally attributed to God as the perfect Spirit. But that which

strikes us, is the fact that the Divine Word is here treated of as an

entity, a Person.

Now, that deeper knowledge of God which apprehends him not

as a mere abstraction, but as a living Being, clearly sees that the

original Word of God must be an entity. For, from the womb of

life, only life and being can go forth ; moreover, the original word,

or original thought of the eternal God, can only be the conscious-

ness of himself, which is as eternal as God, and which, as perfect

consciousness, is entirely equivalent to God ; hence the original word

of God is the entity of God, completely homogeneous with himself.

But just because the deeper knowledge of God lies so far from the

reach of those who are estranged from him, not only has the revela-

tion of this idea been frequently misunderstood by men, but it was

only by degrees that the idea itself could be disclosed to them. The

Old Testament writers do, indeed, acknowledge the idea of the Di-

vine speech, and in like manner the plurality of persons in God
;

but the Word itself nowhere appears as a personality; but only as

an agency of God. Even in the remarkable passage, Psalm xxxiii.

6, where the Word is placed in connexion with the Spirit, although,

in looking back from the 'New Testament point of view, we recog-

nize perhaps the eternal Word, yet the idea of personality is not

definitely expressed. The same holds good of the analogous doc-

trines among the Hindoos and the Persians. The Hindoo Oum,
and the Persian Horn and Honover,*'^ appear rather as the spiritual

agency of the power of the Original Being than as personal ex-

istences. Nay, even in the New Testament the Divine speech

(p7/jua rov Qeov), appears mainly as Divine activity, whether

in an individual action, or the aggregate agency of the Divine

being. (Comp. Heb. iv. 12, xi. 3.) It is only in the language of

John that the idea of the personality of the Word is definitely ex-

pressed. (Comp. on 1 John i. 1 ; Rev. xix. 13.) The other wri-

ters use another name for the same sublime personage ;f he is

called b vlbg rov Oeov, the Son of God, as born from the essence of

God ;
vLo^ rov dvdg^Ttov, the Son of 3Ian = »5n ">? (Daniel vii. 13),

as the archetype of humanity. It is only in the profound Proverbs

(comp. chap. viii. 22, ff., with xxx. 4) that the idea of the Logos,

Compare the collected quotations in Biiumlin (Versuch iiber den Logos, Tubingen,

1828). The Oujn comprehends Brahma, Vishnoo, and Seeva, and is everything in them;
he is the pure manifestation of Brahma, but impersonal. Horn corresponds verbally -with

Om or Ou}n. Tie is called an influence of Ormuzd, and is consequently of a more derived

nature. Honover, again, is the influence of Bom, and accordingly stands yet a degree

lower. Among the Chinese, Tao would answer to the Logos. (Comp. Bilumlein, p.

30, fif.)

f Seyffarth justly makes the same remark (loc. cit. p. 51). This scholar, in another

place (p. 63), erroneously intimates that in John 6 vibg rov Qeov ia the Logos clothed with

tho ffapf. (Comp. John i. 41 18.)
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wliicli is there introduced under the title of Wisdom, appears in a

kind of transition from the general impersonal conception to the

personal. Still, the term " Wo7^d of God/' for the idea, is wanting

;

in the passage, Prov. xxx, 4, the idea is expressed by the New Tes-

tament term, " So7i of God." It is very remarkable, however, that

although the apocryphal writings do not go essentially beyond the

descriptions of Wisdom in the Proverbs, in particular knowing no-

thing of the appellation " Word of God" (comp. Wisd. of Sol. vii.

Jes. Sir. xxiv.), and at the utmost only presenting the personal ac-

ceptation of Wisdom sometvhat more distinctly than is done in the

Old Testament
;
yet in the Targums (the Chaldee translations of

the Old Testament), which were in part written hefore Christ, and

in the Cabbalistic writings, the personality of the Word of God ap-

pears wrought into the most distinct form. This idea of the Word
of God as a personality shews itself in them partly by the fact that,

in many passages, they directly put n^n;! i-i Nn«-'» for nin^, and

partly by the circumstance that they understand " Word of God"

as identical with the Shechinahand the Messiah.*

The term Shechinah designates the revelation of God in the

entire fulness of his life and being ;f this was considered as appear-

ing in the Messiah, and in him necessarily understood as personal.

How the Chaldee Paraphrasts arrived at this profound idea is not

evident ; but we can scarcely err in conjecturing that the essential

knowledge of God, as possessed by enlightened men among the

Jews—which had been communicated, by way of tradition, from

generation to generation—had descended to these persons ; and

therefore they were not the first who formed this idea, or even the

only persons who at that time cherished it, but are merely to us the

earliest who have definitely expressed it. For all the books of the

* Comp. Onkelos on Numb, xxiii. 21: verbum Jehovaj adjuvat illos. et Schechina

regis illorum est inter eos. Also Zohar, fol. 237, on Genesis xlix. 10: Nomen Schiloli

(i. e. Messise) hie scribitur nVi'i (cum Jod et He), ut significet nomen supremum Schc-

chince. (Comp. Bertholdt Cliristol. Jud. p. 130, seq.) Tlie kindred expressions nhas

nsts, •':» i""! t©, also occur. Conversely, however, in Exodus xxxiii. 20, 23, c-ijs i's

used in reference to the concealed, invisible God, whilo the part manifested (consequently

the Son) is called rnhN, "his back." In Isaiah Ixiii. 9, the Revealer of God is termed

6^53 !;Nitt. The Cabbalists speak of a great and a small countenance of God, an open

and a closed e}'-e (comp. Tholuck, p. 50), in order to point out the relation between the

hidden and the revealed God.

f Bertholdt (loc. cit. pag. 120) very justly explains the name Shechinah thus:

rt'n^ I'.na •,5SJ 'a -iti-s sn- The glory of God (s'S -r'aa) is also called among the

Jewish authors xrcj'.nuw or •j'nut;^, which terms are derived from the Latin matrona

and metator. Tlie latter expression has been compared also with fieruOpomc, joint-ruler,

a form, however, which never occurs in the Greek language. On the contrary, the prin-

ciple was looked upon in God as feminine, and the term ao(pi(i, hXiSh also indicates this

view. SeyCTarth (p. 50) compares the aocplaj not with the Logos, but with the nvevfia

uyiov, who, however, as a distinct hypostasis, is not to be found in the Old Testament or

in the Apocryphal "Writings.
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Old Testament are mucli older than the Targums, and hence they

contain the doctrine still more in the germ. There can be no doubt

that the idea o? the real^ personal Word of God, was received through

the same medium of tradition by Philo, in whose writings we find

it in its highest point of development. (Comp. Grossmanni qu8es-

tiones Philoneae, Lips. 1829.4. The whole of the second division

treats of the Logos of Philo, under all the relations in which

this inquirer conceives of him.) Philo not only applies to him the

terms familiar to all Jewish thinkers

—

oocpiaj 66^a rov Qeov, vlbg tov

Qeov, wisdom, Glory of God, Son of God—^but also, as a Platonic

philosopher, adduces in comparison the Divine vovg, mind, by which

Plato understood just that which in the Old Testament is termed
rT,ssh—as it were, God's consciousness of himself, or the self-con-

templation of the Divine being.

According to the obscure declarations of Plato, it is uncertain

whether he himself regarded this mind (vovg) as a personality ; but

the profound knowledge of God attained by his lofty mind, renders

it more than probable that he could not look upon the primal idea

which the avrd 6v, absolute existence, had of himself otherwise than

as personal.

Now, as the idea of the Divine Word was already in existence

in the time of Christ, the question is—why was it that neither the

Lord himself nor any of the apostles, except John, employed it,

rather than why did John use it ? The expression oocpia rov Qeov,

Wisdom of God, indeed, occurs once (Luke xi. 49, compare the

Comm. on the passage) in the discourses of Christ ; but the very

fact that this occurs so seldom, and that the phrase Xoyog rov Qeov,

Word of God, in reference to the personality of the Word, is not

found at all—except in John's writings—tends to shew that these

terms were not abstained from accidentally. The following seems

to me to be the reason of the circumstance. In the Old Tes-

tament, express, positive statements respecting the personality

of the wisdom of God were avoided, so long as the people of

Israel were in danger of Polytheism. For a few individuals only,

of deeper penetration, intimations concerning it were given ; the

Chaldee Paraphrasts and the later Cabbalists give us the result of

their investigation
; but their writings—especially those of the latter

—contain much spurious admixture, derived perhaps even from
Christian influence, although probably from the Christian Gnosti-

cism alone. After the exile and at the time of Christ, circum-
stances were completely changed. Earely had Israelites entirely

turned from Polytheism
;

yet they not unfrequently conceived

the Divine essence (according to human nature's universal con-

ception of Deity) as a mere dead abstraction. This view would
only be favoured by the use of oocpia or vovg, in that the very
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next step was simply to refer them to one among the many attri-

butes of God. On the other hand, the terms 6 vlhg rov Qeov, the

Son of God, and 6 vlbg rov dvdpojnov, the So7i of 3fan, which Jesus

customarily used when speaking of himself (comp. the Comm. Luke

i. 35), express with perfect clearness the consciousness ofpersonality

in the Revealer of God.

The use of the name " Son of Man," also, which is predominant

in the discourses of Christ himself, led away from all idle refine-

ments concerning the peculiar relation in the Divine essence between

Father and Son ; while, on the other hand, it claimed of all the

moral endeavour to resemble that pattern of humanity, which was

exhibited in the Son. John certainly might have employed the

term oo<pLa or vov^ in his writings, and then he would have been

quite intelligible to his readers ; but he preferred the expression

Aoyof, probably because in its signification of " understanding," it

was parallel with ao(^ta or voix; ; and further, in the sense of " luord"

it embraced the idea wanting in the other term—viz., that the God
who was hidden, shut up within himself, revealed himself in this

Being, as the human spirit manifests itself in the internal or ex-

ternal word. If we assume (and though this cannot be demon-

strated, it cannot be proved untrue), that John was acquainted with

the writings of Philo, and that those of his readers whom he had

chiefly in view were fond of them, then we have an external reason

for the use of this term ;'•' only, it cannot be admitted that John

gained the idea itself through any historical medium whatever
;

even if he did receive some external notice of it, he obtained it first

in reality through the illumination of the Spirit, by his own inward

contemplation of the sublime relation. But in the choice of an ex-

pression for the idea, he allows himself to be led by the necessities

of those around him.

If it be further inquired, whether this already existing idea

—

which John designates by the expression usually employed for it

—

was not further in a pecuhar manner perfected by him ; we find

that this certainly is the case. For Johti has placed the idea of
the Divine Word in such express connexion iviih the idea of the

3fessiah, that he points out the Messiah as the incarnate Logos
himself.

These two ideas do not, indeed, appear wholly without connexion,

even among the Cabbalists, and probably such a combination may
have existed among the older Jewish inquirers. It has, however,

been falsely maintained to be identical with the union which John

* Tlioluck (Comm. zum Ilebr-Bricfo, p. G6, ff.) will not allow any connexion with

Philo. Yet it seems to me very improbable that John should not have heard of Philo

and his doctrines through the Theosophists in Asia Minor, even though he may not have

read his works.

Vol. XL—20
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teaches in the Prooemium of his Gospel.* For the Cabbalists use

the expressions " Word of God," " Shechinah/' " Wisdom," " Glory

of God," synonymously with n-'W'ar:, Messiah, particularly in the re-

markable book Zohar (lustre, light), which is said to have been

written by Rabbi Simeon Ben Jochai, and belongs to the second

century after Christ (comp. Tholiick's work, Wichtige Stellen des

Rabbinischen Buches Sohar., Berlin, 1824). But this by no means

proves that they thought of the Logos as appearing in human per-

sonality, and living on earth as a man. They in fact only employ

the expressions " Messiah" and " Word" synonymously, without

admittinsx a union of the Word with the human nature in the Mes-

siah, as John teaches it. The higher Divine nature of the Messiah

was not doubted by these profound thinkers, but just because they

adhered to this, they overlooked his human nature
;

just as the

common popular opinion embraced the latter, and on this very

account mistook his heavenly nature. How even the more pro-

found Jews were in darkness as to the relation of the higher and the

lower natures in the Messiah, is clearly shewn by those passages in

Zohar where a twofold Messiah is taught. (Comp. Tholuck in the

work above alluded to, p. 47, 73.) The higher element in the Mes-

siah is here called ^^ the ujjper height/' the human "the lower

height;" but the two are conceived in separate personalities, the

Divine, in the Messiah Ben David, the human, in the Messiah Ben
Joseph. Those Jews, however, who were more spiritually inclined,

seem to have conceived the phenomenon of a higher nature in the

Messiah Ben David under a docetic form (comj). the passages in

Bertholdt, page 92), for they ascribe to the Messiah a new essence

(n«jnn nvn).

The same thing presents itself in Philo. Although with this

Theosophist, the doctrine of the Logos forms the centre of his sys-

tem, yet the idea of a personal Messiah is altogether wanting. It

is refined into a .purely ideal agency of the Logos, which he very

frequently terms, as the ideal and pattern of man, u aXrjdq^ or dXrjdtvbg

dvdQCjjTTog, 6 TTQag dXijdsiav dvGpcoTTog, the true man, and even simply

dvOpMTiog, man, (Comp. Grossmann, loc. cit. p. 40). Seyffarth is of

opinion (loc. cit. p. 68) that Philo teaches an incarnation of the

Logos. This view, however, rests upon misunderstood passages

(comp. Philon. 0pp. edit. Pfeiffer, vol. iv. p. 22, 268), which, when
rightly interpreted, state exactly the contrary. In opposition to

this idealistic error, as well as to the materialistic notion of the Jews
generally, that the Messiah will only be an extraordinary man, John

* So Kuinoel (in his Einleitung zum Johannes p. 73), Bertholdt Christol. p. 12Q, seq.

and others. Bertholdt even speaks (loc. cit.) of a unio personalis between the Logos and

the Messiah, which was taught by the Cabbalistic book Zohar. On this, however, we
cannot enlarge.
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sets forth his doctrine—the true media via—of a union of the Divine

with the trull/ humanj as expressed by the incarnatiori of the Word
(John i. 14).

According to tliis historical statement respecting the use of the

term Logos, those notions of it which altogether disregard its his-

torical significancy are self refuted. To this class belongs, in the

first place, the opinion maintained in recent times by Ernesti and

Tittman, which puts <3 X6yo<; for b Xeyonevog in the signification of

" The Promised," = 6 InayyeXXo^evog, thus denoting the Messiah

announced by the prophets. In that case, however, the Messiah as

such must, according to ver. 1, be regarded as in God from eternity
;

a doctrine at variance with the only true signification of the word,

which points to the union of the Divine and the human. Referred

merely to the Divine nature of the Messiah, the idea certainly has

truth ; but the designation " The Promised" cannot merely refer to

the Divine nature of the Messiah ; it must connect ivith this his

humanity, because the promise of him is an announcement of his

coming to men as man.

Not quite on a level with this unhistorical view is another,

which explains Xoyog by 6 At'ywv, one who communicates, pro-

mulgates. In the earliest period Origen and Epiphanius, in more
more modern times, Doderlein, Storr, and others, have propounded
this opinion.

The substitution of the absolute for the concrete creates no ob-

jection to this hypothesis : its incorrectness lies in the single fact, that,

by this substitution, Christ is made but one among many, and that

merely under the general notion of teacher. Had he been con-

templated as the organ of all information concerning Divine things,

as the teacher of all teachers, the interpretation might, perhaps,

be tenable ; and it was in this way precisely the Fathers appre-

hended it. Nevertheless, even to this latter and more suitable

mode of understanding the idea, there is this objection, viz.,

that in the expression b Aoyor, the Father is considered as the

speaker (Aeywv), as Philo customarily expresses himself But if

Xoyoq be resolved into 6 At-ywv, the relation between the Father and
Son, pointed out by the expression selected, is set aside. More re-

cent interpreters have therefore correctly conceived that we ought
only to retain the historical aspect of the name which John found
adapted to indicate his view.

Ver. 1, 2.—Concerning this Logos—who, according to the tes-

timony of history, must be viewed as identical with the essential

Wisdom, or the Son of God—John tells us, in the first place, he

was in the beginning {ijv h dpxfiy^ The ijv, ivas, which is employed

* Seyffarth (p. 52) terms tho descriptioa of the Logos here (verses 1 and 2),
" his rep-

resentation in a state o! quiescence." The idea is correct, but the e:5pression wliicU he has
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without change in verses 1 and 2, here designates—by way of an-

tithesis to eyevero, became, ver. 3 (the term used in reference to what

is created)—the enduring, timeless existence of the eternal present.

(John viii. 58, it is accordingly said " before Abraham became, I

am" (nplv 'AjSpaa/x yeveodai iy6 e I fi i), Liicke strangely denies

this distinction between the Seyn [" to be"] and the Werden [" to

become," " to be made"]
;
yet it is common to all languages. ^Rv,

was, may indeed be often used in application to created things, as

well as eyevero, became, but with respect to that which is eternal,

iyevsTo is utterly inapplicable, because in this case the fact of

" being" is not, as in the former, the result of the process of " be-

coming."

Thus the precise idea of the dpx'q, beginning, is at once deter-

mined. The customary comparison of iTicK^.a, in the beginning,

(Gen. i. 1) with this passage seems to me inappropriate, because it

refers to that which is created, whereas our passage has respect to

the eternal being of the Son in the bosom of the Father. Hence

the ev dpxv, in the beginning, is not to be understood as meaning
" in the beginning of the creation," but, in the original beginning,

i. e., from eternity. A parallel is found in John xvii. 5, where the

Lord himself speaks of his existence with the Father, rrpb rov rbv

Koafiov elvai, before the world was.''^ Here, therefore, even the phrase

ctt' dpxi]^,from the beginning, could not be employed, although it

may be used synonymously with h dpxxi, when a limited period is

spoken of, to which something is referred, or from which something

is to be reckoned."!" Here no limit is supposed ; on the contrary, all

period of commencement which would lead to previous nonentity is

denied. This also sufficiently refutes the Socinian acceptation of

the passage, " from the beginning of Christianity ;" for if, as in

Acts xi. 15, according to the connexion, h dpxy may have this sig-

nification, it does not follow that there is the least ground for such

an interpretation in another passage, where the connexion indicates

a different dpx'n-X

selected is not entirely appropriate, since life (Cw'y), as the highest motion, does away with

quiescence. The ancient term loyo; hdiddsTOQ is better ; here the Logos is conceived o^

in the first place, as God inwardly manifesting himself. The second act of Divine en-

ergy is the revelation of God outwardly (ver. 3), to the world of creatures.

* The expression is well interpreted by the passage, Prov. viii. 23, which treats of the

Divine wisdom. ITpo tov alCtvoQ is quite equivalent to the Johannine iv dpxy.

f In the passages 1 John i. 1, ii. 13, 14, ut' d(jxri^ appears equal to Iv upxy. There,

however, the expression signifies that he was from the beginning, throughout the whole

development of the creation. Meanwhile, in Sirach xxiv. 9, d-rr' dpx'/c certainly stands =•

kv dpxy.

I Cyril and others, as also in the most recent times, Marheinecke (Dogm. p. 134), un-

derstand dpxT] as the Father, the Original ; the view is profound, but exegetically unten-

able. In the New Testament Christ is called dpxij (Rev. iii. 14), and so are, as is known,

not uufrequently angels, but never the Fatlier. Philo (comp. Grossman loc. cit. p. 51)

and Ihe Gnostics also called the Logos dpxv, but the Father npoapxr/.
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With this first statement of the timeless existence of the Loo;os,

a second is now connected, viz., 7]v Trpog tuv Qe6v, he loas with God.

In the parallel, John xvii. 5, it is said of the glory (66^a) of the

Son, i}v elxov irpb rov top koo^ov elvat napd ooi, which I had with thee,

etc. (John vi. 46, -rrapa rov Qeov, i. e.^from God.) Now the prep-

ositions Trp6q with the accusative, and -rrapd with the dative, asso-

ciated with words of rest, mean "near by," "beside." This idea,

therefore, expresses the close connexion of the Logos with God, and

at the same time also, the hypostatical distinction between the Son

and the Father. (Comp. Pro v. viii, 22, 30 ; Sirach xxiv. 10.)

This is shewn particularly by the last clause, kuI Qebg rjv 6 koyog,

and the Word ivas God. Were it possible so to misunderstand

this as to suppose that there is no distinction between the Logos

and God, and that—according to the Sabellian theory—Father and

Son are only different modes of operation of the same God, this

mistake is obviated by the previous clause. And to exhibit in the

most forcible manner this intimate oneness, and yet distinction,

between the Father and the Son, the Evangelist, ver. 2, repeats the

statement. The oneness of the Father and the Son lies in the es-

sence^ the distinction in the personality, i. e., in the consciousness,

which is the characteristic of personality, and with which duality is

necessarily associated.

In the last words, on account of the absence of the article,

Qeog, God, itself is doubtless a predicate. Tholuck, following

Erasmus, justly observes that here the article is wanting, be-

cause the Deity is pointed out as substance, not as subject. How-
ever, the question is, whether the presence or absence of the

article is to be understood as indicating a difference in the signifi-

cation of Qeog. Philo calls the Logos Oeog, God, but devrepog Qs6g^ a
second God (0pp. i. 82, ii. 625), and in another place (i. 683) he

says : el 6eI rdXijOeg elTrelv, iieOopiog rig Qeov cpvaig ical dvdpconov, rov

mv t:XdTTO)v, dvdQU)TTov 6e KQUTTOiv .-'- Origeu conceived of the Logos

similarly (and in accordance with the Arian party), as a peculiar

being, standing midway between God and creatures, who, on account

of his relation to the supreme God, may indeed be termed Qeog but

not 6 Qeoq. Now, the mere term Qeog affords no proof that this

view is incorrect, since it is also employed in a wider sense, like

Elohim in the Old Testament. (Comp. John x. 34.) But the dis-

tinction made between Seo^, with and without the article, is at any

* To say the truth, there is a certain nature intermediate between God and man, inferior

to the former, hut superior to man. On account also of this view, Philo in many passages

calls the Logos v-npiTtj^ or d.TaiS.V, i. e., uKoAovdoq Qeov, a servant or follower of God—
terras which the New Testament never employs with reference to the Son in his heav-

enly nature. Yet Christ is called, Heb. iii. 1, uiroaTolo^, commissioned, an expression with

which Philo's terms are quite parallel. The Old Testament often denominates the Messiah

n'.rr* "tS?, servant ofJehovah, with which the Greek TraZf, in the sense of <5oi}Aof, corresponds.
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rate arbitrary, and not sustained by the New Testament, as is shewn

by verses 6, 13, and 18 in this first chapter ; while the idea of the

Logos as an intermediate being, between God and creatures, is com-

pletely refuted by all those passages which ascribe to the Son equal

Jionour and equal qualities with the Father. This, combined with

the definite doctrine of the unity of God, affords a more profound

idea of the relation of the Son to the Father, viz., that the Son is

not a sublime creature brought forth at the first by the Father, but

is the self-manifestation of the Father to himself as Xoyog hdidderog

—outwardlyfrom himself, as Xd-yoq npocpopiKog. The self-manifesta-

tion of the Father, however, can be nothing less than the pure,

perfect image of himself. The perfect God forms a perfect concep-

tion of himself, his conception is essence, and his conception of

himself is an essence like to himself.* Thus the unity of God and

the consubstantiality of the Father and the Son stand upon an

equally firm footing ; only that according to this view, the person-

ality of the Son may appear exposed to Sabellian error. If, however,

we do but abandon our conceptions of our isolated human individual-

ity—which indeed are inapplicable to the Divine personality of the

Son, and were always kept at a distance from it by the orthodox

teachers of the Church—it then becomes manifest, as we have

already remarked, that the perfect self-manifestation of God (God

contemplated not as an abstraction, but as a living being), can only

be brought forth, spirit from spirit, essence from essence, and accord-

ingly along with his spiritual essence are given also all those pecu-

liarities which, in the want of a word answering to the sublimity of

the relation, we are accustomed to designate by the inadequate term

Ferson.'\'

The Socinian conjectural reading, Oeov ijv 6 Xoyog, the loord tvas

of God, is self-condemned, and needs only to be known to be reject-

ed. On the other hand, the punctuation after 7]v, so as to read b

"koyoq ovTog k. t. X. together with ver, 2, gives the same sense as the

ordinary reading, if we supply 6 Xoyog, as subject,| from what pre-

cedes. However, it is destitute of all critical authority.

Ver. 3.—To the description of the essence of the Logos is attached

the explanation of his relation to the world, and that first of all in

so far as it came forth j^ure from the hand of God. As created, the

* Melancthon justly says : Logos est imago cogitatione patris geuita. Mens humana
pingit imagiaem rei cogitatae, sed nos non transfundiraus essentiam in illas imagines.

At Pater ajternus sese intuens gignit cogitationem sui, qupe est imago ipsius, non evan-

escens ut nostroe imagines, sed subslstens communicata ipsius essentia. (Comp. Tlioluck,

p. 55, note 2, tlie fifth edition, which is always cited in this work.)

\ Tholuck (p. 55, note 1) likewi.se remarks, " if the term Person be understood in the

sense of individual, it is somewhat dubious, and the seliolastic phrase: una substantia

in tribus subsistentiis (in the German Selbheit 'self') might be preferable."

X In the logical sense, as distinguished from jpredicate.—Tb.
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world never possesses being (elvai) ) it bears the character of that

which i& produced {yiveodai). The Trdvra, all things, is^like rd iravra

or TO TTdv, to be understoood as meaning the universe ; every lirnita^

tion of the expression to the spiritual creation called forth in man
by Christ, as the Socinians maintain, is contrary to the meaning of

the author, as the second clause distinctly" shews ; while, at the

same time, it is opposed to the doctrine which pervades the apocry-

phal writings and the New Testament, viz., that God created the

world by means of the Wisdom or the Son (comp. Prov viii. ; Si-

rach xxiv. ; Wisd. of Sol. viii. ; Colossians i. 16 ; Heb. i. 2, with

such passages as Rom. xi. 36 ; 1 Cor. viii. 6 ; Ephes. iv. 6). We
may here compare the expression c^nVs n5;x»j3 Gen. i. 3, since accord-

ing to this the creative Word of God is the Logos himself. At the

same time the precise usus loquendi of Scripture is not to be over-

looked, for it is constantly said, the Father created the world

through {Sid) the Son," or "the world is from (t/c), by (vno) the

Father, through the Son ;" never " Christ created the world." This

uniformly established mode of expression proceeds from the correct

contemplation of the relation of the Son to the Father, according

to which the Son is the self-manifesting God himself. God there-

fore constantly works only through the Son, the Son never works

independently, as if detached from the Father ; his work is the

Divine will itself in action, and in God there is no will except the

Son. This was very justly acknowledged by the orthodox Fathers,

in their rejection of the semi-Arian Formula, " the Son was be-

gotten by an act of God's will ;" the Son is the Father's ivill itself.

Not from a mere habit of repeating negatively the sentiments

before expressed positively, but with the distinct purpose of carry-

ing the thought further, and precisely defining the relation of the

Logos to the world, the Evangelist adds : icdi x^P^? ainov eyevsTo

ov6e ev, o ytyovev, and ivithout him luas not any thing 7nade that

was made. Liicke, in the second edition, and de Wette, agree with

me in the opinion that these words effectually exclude the Gnostic

doctrine of an uncreated vXt], matter. Tholuck, however, on the

contrary, remarks, that the words must in that case have read : iial

ovde tv ioTiv, b [irj ysyovev 6i' avrov, and there is nothing ivhich tvas

not made by him, for, as the words now run, the Gnostics might
have said that matter is eternal. John certainly might have

so expressed himself ; but the words of our text likewise indi-

cate the thought with sufficient clearness. For John regards evil

in its individual phenomena, and of these he affirms that none

of them exists without the Logos : and thus the existence oi

an independent power beside God is perfectly excluded. For

the fountain of everything false in the theosophic Cosmogonies,

which were framed up to John's time, was the doctrine of an
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uncreated matter (vA?/), aside from God, as the source of evil.

This fundamental error John here combats, and only such a

supposition renders the form of the passage intelligible. All

except God is designated as made, and is conceived as made
through the Logos, and thus every doctrine of a second self-existent

essence is entirely rejected ; this reference of the passage also admi-

rably suits the polemic purpose of John, and cannot therefore be

done away, J. G. Miiller (vom. Gl. der Chr, vol. i. p. 393) decides

for the old Alexandrine punctuation, maintained also by Erasmus,

Griesbach, and Koppe, according to which o yeyovev should be con-

nected with tV avTU), so as to give the sense : "that which was

made by him was life." But then life would be attributed to

the created rather than to the Creator, to say nothing of the unsuit-

ableness of the context teal 7) (^w?) i]v k. t. A., if so understood. And
the sentiment too is insipid, " that through him that which is liv-

ing was made, not that which is dead."

Ver. 4.—From the creation in general, the description singles

out a single part, viz., the world of mankind, and states the rela-

tion of the Logos to it. Hieger refers ver. 4 to the original con-

dition of man in Paradise, and therefore takes rjv, was, decidedly as

the imperfect tense. Ver. 5 would then describe the Fall, and the

consequent position of mankind, and ver. 6, if., the restoring agency of

God in its consummation, and in its course of development up to this

consummation. The Logos, however, not merely was the light ofmen
in Paradise, but is so always. Verse 5 does not refer to the origin of

darkness, but presupposes its existence. The Evangelist avoids en-

tering minutely into the origin of evil, since it would have led him
away from the practical ground.

The first subjects of discourse here are the ideas ^w?y,* life, and
(pdg, light, which are ascribed to the Logos as permanent designa-

tions of his entity. It is not needful to read ton. for rjv, as the im-
perfect tense itself would point out enduring presence. Nor is it

allowable to coin a signification for the tv, in, (viz., as = did, and
standing for a)

; on the contrary, the clause tV avrcp ^w?) f/v, in

Mm was life, is quite parallel with the formula b X6yo(; karlv rj ^(jJtj,

the Word is the life, or Xoyog Trjg ^oyrjg, the Word of life (1 John i.

1). (Comp. the passages, John v. 26, 1 John v. 11, with John xi.

25, xiv. 6, in which the two modes of expression are interchanged.)

For the sense of the expression is, that the Logos carries life in

himself independently ; as Philo says, he is the -n-T/y^ rrjg ^coTjc,foun-
tain of life. (Comp. Psalm xxxvi. 9, where the LXX. have -napd

ool TTrjyrj ^iorjg. True, this applies in the highest sense to the Father
(John V. 26, loonep 6 narip txn ^u)i]v tv tavrw, as the father hath life

* Comp. my treatise: de notione vocis ^uij in libris N. Test. Pfingstprogramm, 1828.

Printed ia my Opusa TheoL, p. 98, sqq.
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in himself), but the Father has given this also, as eveiything else,

to the Son, to be a self-subsisting Fountain of Life {ovrwq t6o)KE koi

TO) vlCi ^o)ijV txeiv tv t:av~(^.)

As to the idea of s^//, life, itself, it belongs to the most profound

things in the profound language of John.* For it designates the

only real absolute being (the 6vro)g elvai) of Deity, in contrast with

the relative existence of the creature. The latter, contemplated as

in isolation from God, is in ddvaro^, death, and only has its life in

connexion with God, the fountain of life.f God is therefore 6 fiovog

tx(x)v TTjv ddavaaiav, he who alone has immortality (1 Tim. vi.

16) ;% creatures receive it only through conjunction with him ; and

inasmuch as God communicates it to them through the Logos, Christ

himself is called our life (Coloss. iii. 4), For as he contains the life

in himself
(J)

^dv, Rev. i. 18), so also he imparts it (6 i^uio-noiCdv).

Hence the thought stands in the following connexion with ver. 3 :

" All was made through him, /or in him resides the all-producing,

creative power." The signification " happiness," which has fre-

quently been ascribed to life, is only a secondary one ; for the

possession in himself of Divine, absolute being, certainly includes

happiness for the creature ; but the notion of " life" in itself com-

prehends more than merely the sense of well-being, which is the

leading idea in the expression " happiness."

The life, contemplated in its victory over death, which strives

against life, is called in John avdaraoig, resurrection. As, there-

fore, Christ is the life itself, so he is also the absolute resurrection.

(Comp. John xi. 25.)

The second important idea in ver. 4 is 0c5f, light. By this

term, the essence of the Logos is, as it were, substantially ex-

pressed. The substance of the Divine Being is inexpressible ; the

only thing that nature suggests as suitable for comparison with it is

Light. § No people, no language, no age, has either conceived or

* Compare Seyffarth, loc. cit. p. 101, ff.

f In order to a thorough appreheusion of the idea of C"';, it is important to consider

the term OdvaTog in its biblical usage. In reference to creatures, it has a twofold sense.

It commonly signifies the becoming separate of things belonging together ; either of the

soul and body in physical death, or of the spirit and the soul in the inward, spiritual, or

eternal death. But ddvaroc also designates that which separates^ the power that produces

death. (Rev. xx. 14.) While, therefore, death is the unharmonizing force which checks

individual life in its development, and destroys it, the life appears as the harmonious,

strengthening power, which renders life all congenial. Thus, as life stands parallel with

good, so does death with evil. The former, onlj', is the eternal and absolute ; the latter,

like evil, is not anything substantial, still less anything absolute, but yet something real—
viz., the destruction of the proper relation, and the cause itself of tliis destruction.

X Orig. in Joan. t. ii. 0pp. vol. iv. p. 71, very justly says: to nvpiu^ Q'/f Trapd fi6vif>

KVf)Uf> Tvyxdvei.

§ As the Father, so also the Son, is light ; in his brightness we behold the invisible

Fatlier. Comp. Ps. xxxvi. 9, n!iN-nN"^3 '^j-flsa, LXX., iv rij cpuri aov wliofieda <j>u)q.

Pliilo also finely expresses this idea of the perceptibility of the Light by means of itself
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represented the Deity otherwise than as full of light. Visible light

is the vivifying, fructifying, preserving principle in the physical

world
;
just so the (/)wf votjtov, intellectual ligJit, is the living prin-

ciple of the spiritual world. Thus God, the first cause of all being,

is termed 0wir okwv d-np6oiT0Vy divelling in light unapproachable (1

Tim. vi. 16), and Christ declares : tyc5 elfii to (pcog rov kooiiov, I
am the light of the loorld (John viii. 12, ix. 5). Similarly in Wisd.

of Solomon vii. the oocpia, loisdom, is called, ver. 26, d-navyaaim (fjo^Tog

aidiovj radiance of ete^^nal light; ver. 29, riXiov einrpe-nEo-Ega. Philo

also very frequently compares the Logos with the light or the sun

(Mai. iv. 2) ; and also with the yv6(f>og (Grossmann, loc. cit. p. 39),

since the excessive abundance of light passes over again to the in-

visible (1 Tim. vi. 16). Now the Logos, the Light of all beings, is

here contemplated especially in relation to men, to whose relations

the whole following description has reference. As the Saviour as-

cribes to man, even after the Fall, an inward light (Luke xi. 35),

and, ver. 9, the Logos apjiears as the constant dispenser of spiritual

light to men ; so here he is called the original Bringer of light, the

(j)o)0(j)6pog (2 Pet. i. 19), to their race.

This is pointed out by the ijv, toas, in antithesis with the follow-

ing (paivei, shines (ver. 5). The resolution of the profound idea of

the light into the general notion of a teacher is to be rejected, as de-

stroying all its point. The function of the teacher presupposes in

the learner a spiritual susceptibility to instruction, which the former

only puts in motion ; but the communication of the light is the fill-

ing of human nature with a higher spiritual princijDle, and is, there-

fore, something far more internal and profound. This, however,

may be allowed—that while life refers more to poiver, light has

more reference to hnoiuledge ; yet the knowledge is to be under-

stood as profoundly internal, an essential possession of that which

is known.

Ver. 5.—In opposition to the Logos, as the Diffuser of Divine

light, we have the oKorta, darkness, and while up to this point the

Logos has been presented to view as the Creator of the originally

pure creation, he now appears as the Restorer of the fallen. With
respect to the origin of the darkness, nothing precise is said. The
Logos is only styled its illuminator, the banisher of all darkness.

Darkness, therefore (fx/cdrof or oKorta), designates the entire existence

of the creature turned away from God, and consequently fallen into

the power of death, having through sin lost the Divine light ; dark-

In the following manner: rbv aladijTuv tovtov yXiov, /ny irepu tlvI deupov/iev 5) ylio ; ri

6( uarpa jii] Tiaiv aAAoff )) aarpoig deupov/iev ; kol cvi'o'Xuic to (puic, dp' ov ^utI pMnerai
;

Tbv avTov 6r) wonov Kal 6 Oedg, iavTov ^tyyog uif,6i' avrov fiorov (i. e., Xoyov) dsupeirai,

UTidevoQ uT'lov cvvepyovvrog 7 dvva/icvov avvepy?/aat npbg Tijv EiTiiKpivij KaTuTirjfiv T;;f

inaoiEug avTov,
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ness, therefore, is nothing substantial, as light, but something

merely negative, the absence of the light, which, however, presents

itself only in concrete forms, and therein has its positive aspect.

On this account it is absolutely denied of God and of the Divine

world. (1 John i. 5, Oeog (pu)^ ian koL OKoria tv auTw ovk tariv ovde-

Hia.) Now, the shining ((patvet) is not to be referred merely to the

work of the incarnate Logos ; rather, the expression indicates com-

prehensively the influence of the world of light and of its Sovereign,

in all its forms of manifestation, upon the darkness. The rela-

tion of the darkness, however, to these influences of the light, was,

that it did not admit the light, and consequently was not illumin-

ated by its power. (Kar^XajSev is closely allied to -rrapEXaiiov^ ver. 11,

and to tAa/3ov, ver. 12.) This statement is, of course, to be under-

stood, like ver. 10, 11, only of the great majority, ofwhom it is said:

Tjydmjaai' ndXXov ro oKorog, ?/ rb (pug, they loved the darkness, etc.

(John iii. 19) ; for there were always some children of light who
received it deeply into their hearts.

The several forms in which the light revealed itself are more

precisely described in ver. 10, fi"., and John v. 33 is, as it were, a

further commentary on these verses.

Ver. 6-8.—After this mention of the earliest general influence

of the Logos upon humanity, in its state of exposure to the influ-

ence of darkness, the representation proceeds. God sent John the

Baptist as witness of the Light, which was about to manifest itself

in a new and peculiar manner to the world. John merely, as the

greatest and last prophet of the Old Testament, is put for them all

;

the whole of the Old Testament, with its line of prophets, was a

testimony {jiaprvpia) to the Light. This testifying does not involve

the idea of instruction or communicating, but only that of corrobo-

ration, solemn declaration, and this not merely outward, but inter-

nal also. The prophets were, so to speak, the first beams of the ap-

proaching Sun, and such also was John. He himself was incapable

of communicating to the sinful world a higher life ; but he knew
that there was a fountain of such life, and that it was about to

pour forth its fulness into the poverty of the human heart. These

words plainly have a polemic direction against an exaggerated esti-

mation of John. The term dvdpcdnog, stands in opposition to

the predicates of the Xoyog, and iyivero to 7/v. Ver. 8, John is care-

fully distinguislied from the light, but with reference to what pre-

cedes, he is designated as a man who had experienced in himself

the influence of the light of the Logos. Accordingly (John v. 35)

he is called Xvxvog 6 (palvoov^ the shining lamp, and the character

of his work is thus described : that through him, ver. 7, refer-

ring to John) all men might believe in the coming Light. (Accord-

ing to ver. 12, maTevdcjat may be completed by elg to ovofia ai. rov.)
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Ver. 9.—Next folio «^s, in a very simple manner, the announce-

ment of the Divine decree, that the true Light was to come into the

world, viz. in personal manifestation. The epithet dXridivoq, true,

contrasts the Logos, as the original Light, with the other derived

lights (James i. 17). John frequently uses the term (iv. 23, vi. 32,

XV. 1) to express the sentiment that the earthly was only the intima-

tion of the heavenly, the latter the essence of the former. Hence it

stands in antithesis, not to the false, for the Baptist was no false

light but only to the relative, the derived. (In such passages as

John xvii. 3, it aiopears used as equivalent to dXr]Sri^. But com-

pare the exposition of the passage.) Upon this rests the more

profound conception of the figurative language of the Bible. It

consists not in a transfer of earthly to Divine relations : but rather

men of God, contemplating the things Divine and true (the dXrjdtvd),

sought, for their expression, the earthly copies of the heavenly.

With respect to the construction, as Liicke, Tholuck, and all

recent expositors acknowledge, tpxonevov is not to be connected with

dvdpooTTov, for this would occasion a pleonasm,* since all men must

come into the world, i. e., must be born : but it is to be united with

Tjv. The participle tp^oftei^ov is then to be taken in a future sense :

" The light was about to come into the world." Here, however, in

the first place, we must determine the meaning of K6a[iog,j' world,

and then fix the sense of t'p^fcr0ai elg rbv aoofiov, to come into the world,

accordingly. The world (Koanog) means, Jlrst, the material world

with all its creatures, in so far as it is created and disposed by God.

So John xvii. 5, 24, frequently in the phrase nqb tov rbv Koqiov elvai,

and the like. Secondly, it embraces, by way of synecdoche, only

men, as the most essential creatures of the universe, e. g. John iii.

16, ovTG) rjydTTTjaev 6 Qebg rbv Koafiov^ vi. 33, dprog (^w?yv dtdovg tgj KOOfiO).

Finally (and this is the prevailing signification of KoapLog in the lan-

guage of John), it is employed in reference to the creation, so far
as sin exists in it, and in this relation again it is applied by synech-

doche to man alienated from God. Thus John xvii. 9, " I pray

not for the world" (ov Trept rov Koofiov ipojrio). (Comp. 1 John ii. 15,

16) Now "world" (Koajwg) is by no means identical with the

darkness (aKorog)
; the darkness is that which is sinful in itself ; in

the world there is only a mixture of darkness and light. But in so

far as the darkness predominates in the alojv ovrog, so far the devil

is called, in John's phraseology, the dpx(^v rov icoofiov, ruler of the

world (xii. 31). The customary expression for the incarnation and

* The Hebrew eViSB ""Sa Vb may certainly be rendered "all men;" only in that

case uvOpciTTog cannot be added.

f Comp. SeySarth loc. cit. p. 118. "We need only mention the fundamental error in

his development, viz., that ho attributes to the Apostle the doctrine that matter is the seat

of evil.
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personal ministry of the Logos is tpx^odai slg rbv kogjiov^ coming into

the ivoi^ld (iii. 19, vi. 14, ix. 39, xi. 27, xii. 46). It designates his

descent from that blissful heavenly kingdom, which is pervaded by

perfect harmony, into the mingled and discordant economy of time.

The phrase thus expresses the self-abasement and self-sacrifice of the

Logos. The Kabbins use ts^ya Nia, coming into the tvorld, for

" being born :" but the Greek expression comprehends more ; it

refers to the entire earthly manifestation of the Logos, and its im-

port is not completed till the return of the glorified Kedeemer to the

heavenly world. Now the phrase 7]v ei^x^hevov^ viewed in itself, cer-

tainly may stand as a periphrastic preterite, equal to r}/l0e, as Bleek

and Liicke take it in the present instance. But in the introduction

to the Procemium, we have already remarked that the connexion ren-

ders this here inadmissible, since the participle is to be understood

as applying to the future. Tholuck also remarks, in opposition to

the above interpretation, that ^v, where it is employed as a preter-

ite, is not usually placed so far from its participle.

Ver. 10, 11.—The Evangelist first glances back to the earlier

general influence of the Logos in the world, " he had already been

in the world, but had not been acknowledged by it," (the i]v refers

to ver. 5, ro 0aJf tv t^ okotici (paLvei, and is to be taken as a pluper-

fect), and then speaks more definitely of his personal manifestation,

which, ver. 14, is described as incarnation. The words elg ra Idea

rjXOe, he came to his oivn, can only relate to the ministry of the in-

carnate Logos, partly because the tpx^oBat is not used of his previous

mode of action, e. g. the Theophania, and partly because, ver. 12,

13, regeneration is described, which in the Old Testament can only

be regarded as typical, and not as actual. The great body of " his

own," even upon this occasion, did not receive him (ver. 5); while

those who did receive him* reaped rich blessings therefrom. The
only difficulty here is presented by the words ra I6ia (scil. d^^iara')

and ol tdioi. To me it seems quite certain that the expression " his

own" forms an antithesis with world (ver. 10), which is also indicated

by the antithesis between was and came. The latter term {Koojiog)

here indicates the world of mankind at large ; his own (idiot) are a

part of it, the Jetvs.-f They are pointed out as kindred and nearest

* The expression ^afxfiuveiv avrov or fxapTvplav avrov is equivalent to niyreveiv

These phrases illustrate the idea of nlartc ; they shew that the subjective condition of

nioTic is susceptibility to the operations of the world of light.

f Bleek (loc. cit. p. 417) justly observes, that the coming of Christ into the world did

indeed strictly commence with his incarnation ; but his actual ministry first began at the

baptism. Previously to that he still wrought, as it were, in the same manner as before

the incarnation ; and although he was in existence and present, John testified concerning

him as to come. This interpretation favours the retention of the progression in the Proce-

mium to ver. 14 ; for the words 6 ?.6yn( ailp^ iykvETo, the word became flesh, (ver. 14) must

bo placed in immediate connexion with the entire fullness of liia work, which, how-

ever, is not here so expressly exhibited.
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friends of the Logos, because (according to Siracli xxiv. 8) he had

chosen Israel as his possession and residence. So Theophylact and

others. Most recent expositors, however, understand creation in

general as meant by Wta, and regard the ISioi as denoting the world

of mankind related to the Logos through the indwelling light ; a

sense, certainly not inappropriate ; though if it be adopted, the

gradation ceases, and verses 10, 11 become perfectly identical.*

Ver. 12, 13.—It was, however, impossible for John to make these

statements respecting the unbelief of the Jews without limitation,

because a community of Jewish Christians had nevertheless been

formed. In the nature of the case, the appearance of the Eternal

Word in the flesh could not be in vain and without effect, because

that would suppose the final victory of evil over good, which is in

the nature of the case impossible. If, therefore, apparently the

few who did receive him bore no proportion to those who did

not receive him, still the Divine energy imparted to these few

involved a power that overcomes the world. The Logos, there-

fore, brought with him for men a higher power (i^ovota), viz., to

become children of God. {'E^ovoia is understood as = ripj in the

sense of right, prerogative ; but the Scriptures contain no passage

in which this signification is necessarily to be adopted. Passages

such as John v. 27 ; 1 Mace. i. 13, xi. 58, indeed admit it, but only

so far as the prerogative depends upon a greater power communi-

cated. It is the same here. It is intimated that a more copious

communication of the Spirit took place under the New Testament,

in order to the regeneration which belonged to it, than under the

Old Testament.

The expression reKva Qeov, children of God, conveys the idea of

being begotten of God in regeneration, rather than that of being

dear and precious. (Comp. Comm. on Luke i. 35.) The condition

of the reception of these higher vital powers appears as faith

(iTio-ig), a susceptibility to the influences of the Logos in his own
peculiar entity, so that ovoiia, name, = 6? is employed to designate

his being itself. (Consult upon moTi^, the remarks on Kom. iii.

21.) Ver. 13 now adds a description of regenerated believers, in

opposition to the yewrjTol yvvamojv^ bom of luoman. (Comp. the

Comm. on Matth. xi. 11.) It is, however, worthy of remark that

several of the Fathers, among whom are Iren^us and Tertullian,

read the singular og—iyevvijdi], so as to refer the words to the incar-

nate Logos. The latter even asserts that the plural is an alteration

* Olshausen's interpretation is unquestionably the right one. The tu I6i.a, his own, is

the Jewish nation regarded as the chosen possession of the Logos. The Old Testament

abounds in recognitions of Israel as the chosen people, the inheritance of Jehovah, and
this is among the numerous instances in which John identifies the incarnated Logos of

the New Testament with the Jehovah of the Old. Further, Meyer is right in denying

that duuiara la understood ; rd Idia is what belonged to himself, not his own dwelling.—[EI.
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of the Valentinians. At any rate, however, the reading is incorrect,

for the following 6 Xoyog adp^ iytvero, the Logos became fiesh, is not

consistent with it. The sentiment of the passage is therefore sim-

ply this : the offspring of Grod is far nobler than that of men.

(Aijua = CTTTKpjua, comp. Wisd. Sol. vii. 2.) The only particular de-

scription given of human procreation is, that it is through desire

(OtXrjua = iniOvuia, concupiscentia) of the woman and of the man
;

and it is here we find the indication of the sinful and impure ele-

ment that exists in human procreation and passes over to the

children. The reference of tK OEh'jfiaTog to odp^ also, and the parallel

juxtaposition of oiJt-—oidt-, appears to favour the acceptation of

odp^, flesh, as here designating woman. True, Ephes. v. 29, and
Jude ver. 7, do not appear to me adapted to prove that adp^ means
woman ; but such a proof we do not need, since, in order to inter-

pret this passage, it is quite sufficient to refer to the view pervading

the whole of Scripture, which represents the weak and sinful cha-

racteristics of human nature as especially exhibited in woman (1

Tim. ii. 9, ff.).. The woman 7nay therefore, in a special sense, be

called odp^j and that were enough for the interpretation of this pas-

sage.* But only ovre—ovre expresses the distribution of a whole

into its parts : hence odp^ and dvrjp cannot be taken as subordinate

parts of al[j.a. Connected by ovS^—ovdt, they define with more pre-

cision the ovic tf alfiaTtjv. (Comp. Winer's Gram. p. 456.) But
how ? Liicke thinks that both are epexegetic, odp^ arising from

the Hebrew, and dvi'jQ from the Hellenic point of view. It may be

said perhaps with more propriety that odp^ opposes to the Divine the

sinful, dn]Q merely the created. Tholuck's rendering, " also not

from sensual pleasure, and just as little from the desire of man,"

well agrees with this view. The expression iK Qeov iyevviprjaav, loere

begotten of God, is more strictly determined by the term p.ovoyev7Jg^

only begotten (ver. 14, 18). The birth from God is accomplished

by means of the First-born and the Holy Ghost ; in this birth the

Logos communicates his essence to men ; the Logos alone is born

immediately from the bosom of the Father. Hence, man in his

natural condition is no child of God ; he wears an alien form ; he

must be changed into the Divine nature through the influence of

Christ. (Comp. John viii. 44, iii. 6 ; 1 John iii. 10, v. 1 ; Gal. iii.

26, 27.) It is, however, remarkable, that the holy Scrij)ture ex-

* Bleek's mode of understanding tho passage (loc. cit. p. 422) seems to me some-

what obscure. This scholar tliiuks that aa'p^ denotes that which is common to tho race

of men and of women—the sensual nature ; but that uvyp designates the conscious in

opposition to the unconscious, tho adp^. The meaning would then be, " born neither out

of fleshly lust, nor out of the will of a man, in the general sense." I confess, however,

that I do not quite understand Bleek's words, " so that man, even vieiued apart (?) from

the sexual propensity and the sensual nature generally, may, through hi'j ivill, produce

Buch sons."(?)
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presses the relation of the world, in its origin, to God, in no other

phrase than Trdvra t/c tov Qeov tariVj all things are frorti God, since

the ecclesiastical mode of expression, " creation out of nothing"

does not occur in the biblical writings. (Comp. Heb. xi. 3.) The
determining of the difference between the Divine agency through

the Logos in the creation generally, and in regeneration particularly,

belongs to the most difficult problems of theology. But the exist-

ence of the indifference is indicated in the usage of biblical lan-

guage ; since in reference to the Son and to regeneration only

yevvdodai, to be born, is used, while, in reference to the world,

yiveodai, becotne, is employed, thus excluding the errors of pantheism.

Ver. 14.—In this pregnant verse the "coming into the world"

portrayed (v. 9) as approaching, which v. 12 had designated as an

entrance among his chosen people, is more fully portrayed in its

peculiar character. " This Logos (described ver. 1, ft'.) now (in

time) became (tyivero in opposition to rjv, ver. 1) Jlesh." By the

expression " became flesh," we are to understand, as the remark on

ver. 10 has shewn, not merely the act of birth, but the ministry of

the incarnate Logos connected therewith ; and this is confirmed by

the sequel, since the subject of discourse is the manifestation of his

grace and glory, the first complete disclosure of which was after the

baptism. This expression is here selected with the utmost care
;

for, in the first place, odp^,Jlesh, could not be exchanged for crw^ua,

body, because body forms the antithesis of soid (i^vxt]). But the

Logos united himself not merely with the substance of the body,

but also with a human soul; hence flesh (odp^) here denotes (= ica)

the tvhole human nature, in its weak and necessitous condition, and

this he filled with the rich treasures of his Divine life. " The Word
became flesh, in order to raise the flesh to spirit." John states this

in opposition particularly to the docetic Gnostics, who explained

the corporeal existence of Christ as a mere appearance, thinking it

unworthy of him to take to himself human flesh, (odp^ dvdpcomvr]).^

He assumed it, however, with indeed the general infirmity {dodeveiajj

on which his susceptibility of sorrow depended, yet without its sin

(Rom. vii. 18. Comp, the remarks on John iii. 6).

Just as little, moreover, could the Evangelist have said : ey^vero

dv6po)rrog, became a 7nan, which would represent the Redeemer as

one man amongst many, whilst he, as second Adam, represented

* If even in our time the idea of the incarnation of God still appears so diflBcult, the

principal reason is, that the fact itself is too much isolated. It is always the impulse of

spirit to re-embody itselfj for corporeity is the end of the work of God : in every phenome-

non, an idea descends from the world of spirit, and embodies itself here below. It may
therefore be said that all the nobler among men are rays of that sun which in Christ roso

o» the firmament of humanity. In Abraham, Moses, and others, we already discover

the coming Christ.
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collective human nature in a sublime comprehensive personality.* In

such a form of manifestation, continues John, he tabernacled among
us (toK7'jV(x)aev iv I'jfuv). These words contain not merely a general

reference to the designation of the SjDirit's dwelling as a oK^vo)iJ,a,

tabernacle (2 Cor. v. 1-4 ; 2 Pet. i. 13 ; Wisdom ix. 15), but a

special allusion to the name of the ns-^siij, Shechmah (from }?»

aKT]vovv.)f (Comp. Kev. vii. 15, xxi. 3.) With this also the do^a,

glory, of the Logos corresponds, which John describes with deep

emotion from his own observation. (Comp. 1 John i, 1.) It is the

Divine splendour, the constant attendant of the Shechinah and

identical with it, visible to the spiritual eye, issuing from the Logos

in wonderful grace and tenderness. (With regard to the '"' t^ai com-

pare the remarks on John i. 1.) The apostles beheld this glory, as

Liicke finely remarks, with a spiritual eye, and he who is illuminated

by the Spirit perceives the same glory in him now. (Kespecting

the 66^a, glory, compare also the remarks on John ii. 11.) The
Evangelist now associates the glory in its matchlessness, with the

character of the Logos, as one who is incomparable—as the ^lovo-

yevTJg, only-begotten. (Tholuck justly compares the w?- with the

Hebrew s, veritatis, unsuitably so called \% "such a 66^a as belongs

to the ixGvoyvrjg alone").

§

Here then for the first time in John the Logos is termed the

Son of God. Seyfiarth is mistaken (loc. cit. p. 38, 73) in supposing

that the expression has reference merely to the incarnation of the

Logos. Schleiermacher expresses himself in a similar manner (Glau-

bensl. Pt. ii. p. 707): "the Divine alone in Christ could not be

called Son of God, but this term always doubtless designates the

entire Christ." Ver. 18 shews the contrary, where the words u)v elg

* This is all that ecclesiastical doctritio says when it ascribes to the human nature of

Christ the imporsonalitas
;
just as the immortalitas asserts his exemption only from the

necessitas moriendi, not from the possibilitas. The Logos did not become a man but the

man, just as Adam was not one man amongst many other men, but the original man
who included them all, who potentially carried in himself the whole race. To Adam,
as well as to Christ, we may apply the expression of Augustine : in illo uno fuimus no3

omnes.

f Tholuck does not deny this, but thinks that the expression may denote also the

transitoriness of the abode of the Son of God in lowly humanity. But since John is en-

deavouring to depict the glory of Christ's appearing, the reference to his humiliation is

not appropriate. Moreover his humanity is not a transient veil for his deity; on the con-

trary, deity and humanity remain united in his person.

X Meyer on John vii. calls the s veritatis an irrational chimera ; the term certainly

is unsuitable, but the peculiar use "of the 3 which it is intended to denote, cannot be
denied. Comp. Gesenius Gram. p. 846.

§ I cannot but think that the primary reference in the parentheticaL clause, " and we
beheld his glory," etc. (for it clearly is parenthetical), is to the transfiguration, where
John pre-eminently saw the Saviour's glory, and immediately and expressly the glory as

of the only-begotten of the Father. See account of the transfiguration, Matth. xvii.

1-6. Also 2 Pet. i. 16, 17.—[K.

Vol. II.—21
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Tov KoXnov Tov narpog, being in the bosom of the Father, are to be

referred to the external existence of tlie Son with the Father. The

difference between this expression and the term Logos consists in

this—that the term Son of God points out more distinctly and ex-

pressly the personality of the Word. In like manner Seyifarth

is in error when he interprets the name Christ as denoting a

quality of the Son of God. This term constantly refers to the

union of the Divine and the human, a union in which the Divine

principle hallows and anoints the human. (Compare the Comm.

on Matth. i. 1.) Accordingly, if the expression 6 vlbg tov Geov,

the Son of God, in John refers to the Divine nature of the

Son (as to the few exceptions compare the Comm. on Luke i.

35) then the epithet i^wvoyevrjg, only-begotten, must likewise have

a deeper meaning than the derived one of, specially dear. Ac-

cording to ver. 18, the fiovoyevjjg is the only Son of God in

the most essential and highest sense, as alone knowing the es-

sence of the Father. Now it is involved in the nature of hnoioing,

according to the profound biblical meaning of the word, that the

Deity can be known only by that which possesses a kindred nature.

Hence, absolute knowledge of God presupposes absolute equality of

nature. Hence also none but the regenerate in whom Christ lives,

can truly know the Father ; because no one knoweth the Father

save the Son (comp, Matth. xi. 27). The same signification is in-

dicated by the -napa 7Tarp6g,from the Father, in our passage, which

is to be connected, not with the 66^av, but with [lovoyevovg. In the

language of Paul, instead of this we have -rrpwrdroKOf, first-born

(Rom. viii. 29 ; Coloss. i. 15, 18 ; also Heb. i. 6), in which expression,

however, the reference to the resurrection of Christ {-rrpuiroroKog ek.

ru)v v£KpC)v) occasionally prevails, (Coloss. i. 18, as Rev. i. 5) and con-

sequently the human nature is indicated. Finally, the quality of

the glory is more exactly defined ;* it is termed nXijprjg xapi-rog koI

dXrjOeiag^full of grace and of truth. {U?irjpT) is a reading which resulted

from the endeavour to connect the last words of the verse with

66^av ; but they refer to the /^oyog.) Both ideas, that of :\;«p^",

grace, and that of aXi]QtLa, truth,'\ belong to the class that is pecu-

liar to John. It is remarkable that Seyffarth should overlook the

former, since he, nevertheless, has received the kindred one of

dyd-nr], love.^ With respect to the dydnTj, he very justly remarks

* Rather of the Aoj'or. So Olshausen in the immediately following parenthesis.—[K.

f Both ideas frequently occur in connexion in the Old Testament also, especially in

the Psalms (Ixxxix. 33, e. 5, cxvii. 2.)

I The ancients did not rise above the Eros, i. e., love desiring, and therefore arising

from want: the Agape of Christianitj'-, the love which purely bestows out of absolute

fulness, they knew not. Conip. Plato's Symposion, and with it the ingenious remarks of

Baur iu the Mythol. vol. ii. sect. ii. p. 242, ft". Concerning the difference between uyanu>

a,nd<ln2uv, comp. Tittman, Syn. Part. L p. 50.
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(p. 97, fF.)j that it is to be considered as essentially in God (1 John

iv. 8, 16), as the outpouring or immediate communication of his

being ; and so Schleiermacher expresses himself. Xdpig^ grace (=
ion, ^h) according to John's idea, is the expression and activity of

dydnrij love, towards the abject—condescension towards the world of

creatures. If they be contemplated at the same time as miserable

through sin, then grace is termed compassion (tXeog). Accordingly,

the Father shews towards the Son not grace but love, as it is said,

John xvii. 24, iiyd-nriadg ^le vpo KaraPoXiig koo^ov, thou lovedst me
hefore thefoundation of the world. But in the incarnate Logos,

this condescending expression of love, the %apff, was the prominent

character. As to the second term, dX/jdeia, truth, it stands in oppo-

sition not only to ipevdog, falsehood, hnt also to iiaraiorrig, emptiness.

According to the profound conception of John, the truth is the

same as reality, substance, in opposition to shadow, i. e. emptiness,

destitution of the Divine essence. This is the character of the

sinful world (Kom. viii. 20); the truth (dXrideta = m^k), on the

contrary, is God himself and his Logos (John xiv. 6). He does not

have it. as something conceived to exist in connexion with him, and

possessed by him ; he is essentially the thing itself* Hence the

communication of the truth through the Logos is not a communi-

cation of certain correct opinions, but an impartation of the essence,

the principle of all truth, the Koivcovia rov -nvevnarog, participation

of the Spirit; and Seyffarth very justly observes (p. 96), that be-

lievers, the begotten of God, are called by John rjytaafievot ev t^

dXrjdeta, sanctified in the truth (John xvii. 19). Hence also, in the

language of John, ?) dXipeia, the truth (with the article) is to be dis-

tinguished from dXrideia, truth (Comp. John viii. 44). Some truth

is possessed even by the unholy ; it is only of the devilish that

it is said, " truth is not in him." But the eternal alone is absolute

truth.

Ver. 15.—The testimony of John, intimated above (ver. 6), is

now more precisely detailed, that it may be presented (i. 19. ff.) to

the reader with the occasions that called it forth, Kpd^eiv, exclaim,

expresses the energetic character of the testimony. The phrase 6

d-niau) fiov i(fxofievog, he that cometh after me, which in Matfch. iii. 11

is clear, is in this place somewhat obscure, on account of the

e^TrpoaOev (lov and rrpdirof {xov (not occurring in Matthew and Mark.)

According to the synoptical Evangelists the sentiment is merely

this :
" he who, commences his work later than I, is higher in dig-

nity." Now, ^iiTTpooOtv fwv yiyovev, has become {takes rank) before

me, in our passage, can only be understood as relating to the Mes-

sianic oflBce of Christ, since yeyove, has become, permits no refer-

* The ancients also used dXjIdeta in this absolute sense. Comp. Plutarch de Iside et

Osir. c. 1, dig ovdiv dvdpuircj "ka^elv /lel^ov, ov ;i;a/3t(Taff0at Geu ae/xvoTspov dXi] 6 ti ac
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ence to the eternal existence of tlie Son of God. Meyer, indeed,

thinks that the difficulty is relieved, if we refer the expression to

the ancient procession of the Logos from God, the X6yo^ nporpopiKog,

But this procession itself is to be understood as the eternal action

of God, and therefore cannot be designated by ytveodat, become.

The concluding words, however, must be referred to the eternal

existence of the Son, since the on, because, founds the previous

proposition upon that which follows. (Tholuck and Liicke justly

understand rrpoJTog = Trporepo^, according to John xv. 18, 1 John iv.

19.) The sense will then be this :
" He who begins his work later

than I, has received a greater dignity, for he was eternally with the

Father." This correct knowledge of the Baptist may have been

first awakened in him by careful reading of the Old Testament, and

the use of exegetical tradition (both of which Tholuck makes prom-

inent) ; but we can attribute his firm conviction respecting it only

to the immediate operation of the Divine Spirit himself, who in-

spired him. (Comp. John i. 33.)

Ver. 16.—This verse is surely not to be regarded as belonging

to the discourse of the Baptist ; it is connected with ver. 14, and

confirms what is there said respecting the contemplation of the glory

of the Lord. Ver. 15 comes in between them parenthetically.

Hence the reading Kai of the Text. Recept. certainly is incorrect,

and on should be read instead. The change arose, perhaps, from

the fact that the triple occurrence of on appeared strange to the

transcribers. The Evangelist now speaks in the name of all believ-

ers, and declares how the Redeemer has become to them a fountain

of life. The fulness (7rA?/p6>|ua) ascribed to him, is (as Ephes. i. 23,

Coloss. i. 19) the fulness of Divine being and essence which dwells

in him. In distinction from him, entire humanity appears as the

party receiving ; he alone is the giver, and the giver of grace (^dpig.)

The meaning of the phrase %apa' dvrl xO'P(''''o^, gracefor grace, is

easy ; the more we receive from the streams of grace, the more we
may yet receive ; as it is inexhaustible in the bestowment, the be-

liever may take it without measure. But this use of dvn is without

parallel in the New Testament. The passage in Theogn. (sentt.

V. 344, dv-' dvioJv dvlag) is analogous, where dvTL may be taken as

" for" " over." So also here—" one expression of favour upon an-

other."* (Perhaps the Evangelist had in his mind the Hebrew
1^. ^? "i^n, which exactly corresponds with our formula). To take

dvri in the sense of " instead," and thus refer the first x(^P^? to the

Old Testament, the second to the New, is here wholly inadmissible.

The Old Testament, in its intrinsic character, cannot be called

Xdpig, grace.

* I think, thus : uvti., instead of, hence, in place of, succeeding to ; thus, grace succeed-

ing to grace =- grace upon grace.—[K.
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Yer. 17.—This is shewn also by the following parallel between

Law and Gospel ; tlie abundance of grace in Christ becomes mani-

fest through the previous law, in which justice and a stern demand
for holiness formed the prevailing characteristic. One thing only is

singular, viz., that even the truth is traced to Christ alone as its

source,* whereas it appears assuredly that there was truth in the

Old Testament also. Here, however, we must understand the truth

in the absolute sense, which—as before observed—is the true being

and essence itself. The Law demands, and thereby elicits the con-

sciousness of sin, and the need of redemption ; it only typifies the

reality ; the Gospel, on the contrary, actually imparts substantive

life and power from above. (Compare Rom. vi. 14, 15, where vt:o

vofiov, under law, and vnb %a/3tv, under grace, form the antithesis.)

Hence Paul terms the Old Testament aKid, shadow, whilst he calls

the New Testament oui-ia (substance), Coloss. ii. 17. De Wette
seeks a subtle distinction between iSSOr] and tytVero, to wit, that in

the former term lies the character of the positive, in the latter that

of the historical. 'EdoOrj is selected purely on account of the fore-

going voixog, which admitted no other verb ; but iyevero is here asso-

ciated with x^P'-? ^iid dX7]0eca, because the discourse is not concerning

the object in itself, but concerning its becoming manifest to men.

Ver. 18.—The concluding verse of the Procemium connects itself

beatifully, on the one hand, with what immediately precedes, in that

the Son alone could unfold the essential knowledge of God, as the Gos-

pel communicates it ; while, on the other, this same thought com-
pletes the entire Procemium, the Word which was in the beginning

with the Father, and in Christ became man, thus appearing as

the Being who supplies all true knowledge of God, and procures

eternal life. To represent this work of the incarnate Logos is the

design of the whole Gospel. The expression 6 wv elg tov koXttov tov

-narQog, loho loas in the bosom of the Father, serves to point out the

essential nature of the Son. Were we to admit an interchange of the

prepositions elg and iv, the term K6Xnog,hoso7n, might be taken (accord-

ing to the analogy of Old Testament passages, such as Isaiah xlvi. 3,

Ixvi. 9) as = cri"), the womb ; so that the sense of the expression

would be :
" The Son was (as ?^6yog tvdidOerog) from eternity in the

essence of the Father." But Winer (N. T. Gramm. 3d edit. p. 350),

rightly opposes, in the interpretation of this passage, also, such an

interchange ; he understands KoXirog in the ordinary signification,

laid " towards the bosom." It is further to be observed, that neither

the LXX. nor the New Testament ever put KoXnog for tsh-^ ; they

always employ KotXia or ^i/jr^a for it. Consequently, the only idea

remaining for this passage is that of the most intimate communion,-]"

* With iyivETo, uv6p6noig is to be supplied.

f The choice of the expression 6 uv elg rhv koTitzov tov naroug, who was in the bosoft
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(according to the Latin in sinu, in gremio alicujus esse.) But even

if, in accordance with this idea, the words in themselves might

agree with Arian and Socinian representations of Christ, still we are

necessarily led to take the thought in its profounder sense, that, viz.,

which refers the words to the eternal existence of the Son with the

Father—in the first place by glancing back at the language 6

Xoyog rjv rrpbg rbv Geov, the Logos ivas with God (ver. 1), and second-

ly, by the antithesis with ov6elg ^6paKe Qebv tt^ttotEj none hath ever

seen God. These words place the only-begotten Son in opposition

to everything human and created, and ascribe to him, in his higher

nature, precisely that which rises above the sphere of human exist-

ence. The expression novoyevfjg vlog, only-begotten Son, cannot refer

to the incarnation of the Word (compare our remarks on i. 14),

since even in his functions before that (ver. 5) he revealed to men
the hidden essence of God. (JE^Tjyeladai = d-noKaXv-n-eLv. In

the Septuagint for nnsn, Levit. xiv. 57.)* Still, some difficulty

seems occasioned by the circumstance, that in the Old Testa-

ment God appeared to several, in particular to Moses, with whom
Christ, as the communicator of the direct knowledge of God, is here

contrasted ; while Jesus also speaks (Matth. v. 8) of seeing God.

But the Old Testament representation itself, when accurately

viewed, perfectly conforms to the idea here expressed. In the re-

markable passage, Exod. xxxiii., God says to Moses (ver. 20) :

" Thou canst not see my/ace, for there shall no man see me and

live." The contrast between the sinful creature and the eternal

God is so vast, that the former is incapable of sustaining the full

manifestation of the Divine light ; it needs a gradical disclosure

thereoft At the conclusion (ver. 23) it is further said •';-nN-nx ri-^Nni

of the Father (which does not elsewhere occur in the New Testament), bears assuredly a

striking character that has not yet been enth-ely cleared up. Perhaps there was floating

in John's mind a parallel with himself: as he was related to Jesus, so was Jesus to tho

Father. With this, Hengstenberg's remark (iiber die Aechtheit des Pentateuch, p. 25)

would well agree—viz., that the self-designation of John as the disciple whom Jesus loved

is an explanation, of his own name, since he takes Jesus as equivalent to Jehovah, so

that his name was a prophecy of the relation into which he entered to Jesus. But the

emneauv iirl rd art/doc rov 'Irjaov, leaning on the breast of Jesus (John xiii. 25, xxi. 20),

is only a symbolical expression for ov r/yuTza 6 'iTjaovc, whom Jesus loved.

* Liicke strenuously maintains, and copiously proves, that 'c^rtyeladaL and KaOqyeladai,

in the profane ^Titers, were used with special reference to the explanation of sacred

things. Yet he himself says that here the Evangelist may have only unconsciously used

the very word which in the best manner points out the essential characteristic of the

revelation of Christ. As a supplement to l^Tiyrjcaro, Kuinoel justly adds tu. tov &eov,

which certainly, as Lucke remarks, is to be understood as meaning the x'^P'-C « o' d?.7}deia

(ver. 17.)

f Although Steudel (in the Tubing. Pfingstprogramm, 1830) contends against the dis-

tinction between the hidden and the revealed God, yet he seems in reality only to deny

the Arian view of a Being standing midway between God and men : and certainly

he does so with truth. The contrast doubtless may be understood altogether differently

and then be in harmony with Scripture. John xii. 41 shews that the idea which we have
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«Nn^ nV •'Sfii. Thus in the cases of theophany, men of God, under

the Old Testament did not see the hidden essence of God, but his

image (ekwv). But the image of God is the Son, the Kevealer

of the hidden Father, and accordingly it was aliuays (even before

the incarnation in Christ) the Son who disclosed to men the

inner essence of God by degrees, as they were capable of appre-

hending it.*

Hence, as Deity itself, he stands in opposition to everything

human ; no one knows the Father except the Son (Matth. xi. 27).

(The readings novoyevTjg vlbg 6e6f, or Geov, are in any case to be

rejected
;
probably they arose from the endeavour to make the an-

tithesis with ovdeig as distinct as possible.)

§ 2. First Testimony of the Baptist Concerning Christ.

Jesus Collects Disciples.

(John i. 19-52.)

The intimations already given (ver. 6, 7, 15) of John's testimony,

are now followed by a more detailed description of the circumstances

under which it was delivered. The fact that the Evangelist opens

his work with this ; the very form of the narration (comp. especially

ver. 20) ; and in like manner the immediately following account of

the way in which the Lord gathered disciples, while John referred

them to him— all render it certain that the Evangelist had some-

thing special in view. He doubtless intended to contradict the

opinion of the later disciples of John, that the Baptist himself was
the Messiah. Moreover, the occasion on which the Baptist deliv-

ered the solemn testimony that he was not Christ, specially invited

a decisive declaration ; a formal deputation from the Sanhedrim
appeared, whose object was to question him respecting the nature

and legitimacy of his office. The highest ecclesiastical court pos-

givea of the Theophanios is quite tlie same as that of the Evangelist himself ; for it is

there explained that Isaiah (chap, vi.) sa\v Christ.

* In the fragments of Orpheus, terms and thoughts occur which are quite similar to

the description of the ministry of the Divine Logos. In the first fragment from Justin

Martyr, it is said

:

E?f laf av T oy evrj g, iviig tKyova nufva TervKTai •

'Ev 6' avTolg avTog TiepLvtaaeTai' ovde rig airbv

FAaopua 6i>t]tl>v av rbg 6 e ye ttuvt ag 6 p ar ai'

In the second Fragment from Eusebius (Praep. Evang. xiii. 12) it is said:

Ov yap KEv Tig l6oi dvTjTuv [lEponuv Kpaivovra,

El fir) fiovv oy EV T/g rig aTro/i/iuf (j>v?iov uvgiOev

XaXdatuv.

Doubtless, however, Christian, or at least Jewish influence, assisted in the composition of

this and similar Orphean fragments.
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fiessed a perfect right to send such a deputation. (On this subject,

compare the remarks in the Comm. Matth. xxi. 23.) Hence John

answered them and gave them an «*!«, sign, by which he proved him-

self to be a genuine prophet, viz., " that the Messiah was already in

their midst." From this circumstance we may conclude that our

attention is here occupied with a different occurrence from that nar-

rated Matth. iii. 7, ff. ; for in this latter passage no deputation ap-

pears, but we merely find, amid the masses of people surrounding

John, individual Pharisees and Sadducees who wish to be baptized.

This is clearly shewn by the parallel, Luke iii. 7, ff. Moreover,

since it is said, John i. 31, "I knew him (Jesus) not," whereas here

in the answer to the deputation Jesus is described as known to John,

this occurrence must have taken place after the baptism and temp-

tation of Jesus. (Comp. the particulars, ver. 29.)

Ver. 19, 20.—By the expression oi ^lovdaloi^ the Jews, John here

designates the members of the Sanhedrim as representatives of the

whole nation. All imagined s6mething superior in the Baptist,

but they were in doubt as to his proper character. The reiteration

cdnoXoyqae Koi ovk rj^vrjaaro koX (bfioX-oyrjoev, he acJcnoivledged, and de-r

nied not, and acknowledged, obviously implies great stress. The
Evangelist means to say that the Baptist declared in the strongest

terms that he was not the Messiah. The polemical reference in

these words to the errors of later disciples of John appears to me
unmistakable.

Ver, 21-22.—The disavowal of the office of Messiah on the part

of the Baptist induces the deputies to associate him with other im-

portant personages ; they ask him whether he may be Elias, who is

to precede the Messiah, or Jeremiah,* concerning whom a similar

opinion was entertained. (Comp. the Comm. on Matth. xvi. 13.)

But the Baptist disavows this also. The apparent contradiction

occasioned by the circumstance that Jesus calls John Elias, is easily

reconciled by Luke i. 17, where John is described as working in the

spirit and power of Elias. (Comp. the Comm. on Matth. xi. 14, and
on Matth, xvii. 10.)

Ver. 23.— After these negative declarations the Baptist at length

speaks of himself positively ; he is the ^wv?) (ioCdv-og h rxi ^piUJ-^,

voice of one crying in the desert. He here appeals to the passage,

Isaiah xl. 3, which is also applied to the Baptist, Matth. iii, 3 ; Mark
i. 2 ; Luke iii. 4. (Instead of eToindaare, which the three Evangel-

ists have in common with the LXX., John admits evOvvare, doubt-

less only because he quoted from memory.)

Ver. 24, 25.—John's additional remark, that these deputies

* Bleek (loc. cit. p. 423, ff.) does not think that Jeremiah is expressly intended, but

he is of opinion that in the general sense only, according to Deut. xviii. 15, a prophet

waa to precede the Messiah, and to this reference is here made.
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(Priests and Levites) were of the sects of the Phansees and Saddu-

cees, was very appropriate here, because this was the most Hkely

motive of their subsequent question. The Pharisees rigidly adhered

to external rites ; hence they were struck at John's baptizing.

They evidently considered baptism as nothing imbecoming to the

Messiah or to Elias. (Comp. Lightfoot hor. hebr. ad h. 1. Never-

theless the Rabbinical passages there adduced do not expressly

treat of a haptism, but only in general of the purification which

Elias was to accomplish. The Jews, however, justly acknowledged

the baptism of John as a symbol of purification.) But that any
one should baptize memhers of the people of God—consequently de-

claring them impure and in need of purification in order to be

received into a higher communion—appeared to them inadmissible.

For the rest, it cannot be demonstrated from this passage (comp.

the Comm. Matth. iii. 1) that the Jews believed the Messiah or his

forerunner would baptize. The words only signify that the baptism

of Israelites, by these individuals, was not inappropriate, since they

would not merely—like ordinary prophets—strengthen the existing

theocratic life, but would found a new, higher constitution. But
the symbolical significance of the rite of baptism was so intelligible,

that as soon as the Jews saw John practise it, they understood

what he meant by it. Accordingly, this passage aifords no proof

that baptism (in its distinction from mere lustration) was known
hefore John and Christ, At any rate, it could not have been
regarded as a prerogative belonging only to the Messiah to baptize

the Jews, because in that case John would by no means have
adopted it. Moreover, the words before us state nothing to that

effect.*

Ver. 26, 27.—To solve this difficulty^ John specifies the charac-

ter of his baptism, which only operated negatively (separating from
the impenitent generation), not positively (giving power from above

for a new life) like the baptism of Christ. (Comp. the particulars

in the Comm. on Matth. iii. 1.) The synoptical Evangelists have
the same words in a more complete form (comp. the remarks on
Matth. iii. 11, and the parallels), in particular, they expressly add
the baptism by the Spirit, {fianri^eiv h -n-veiSjuarf), which belonfi^s to

the Messiah. The words fieooq vnCjv t.oTr]Kev^ bv vfidg ova ol<5are^ there

standeth in the midst of you, etc., are peculiar to John. They are

very important to the connexion of the whole passage. It appears

* The importance attributed by the Jews to the rite of baptism is explained, if -we

take into account the circumstance that no post-Mosaic prophet, seer, judge, or any
teacher of Divine things under the Old Testament, could introduce a sacred usage, rite, or

ceremony to be observed as the Mosaic regulations by the people of God. Subsequently

to Moses none but the Messiah could do this acco/ding to the passage Deut. xviii. 16,

" A prophet like me (the founder of a new institution of God) will the Lord raise Uft

him shall ye hear."
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to me probable that tbe Evangelist who, as a disciple of John, may
have listened to this very conversation with the deputation from the

Sanhedrim, reported the words in an abbreviated form. Not im-

probably the deputies further proposed an express question to the

Baptist regarding the prophetic legitimation in general. (Comp.

the Comm. on Matth. xxi. 23.) To this reference is made in the

words n^aog vniov tarTjKev, there standeth one among you. By means

of this oTjuelov or nSH, sign—that he announced to them the Messiah

as already walking amongst them—the Baptist proved himself to

be a true prophet of God.* On this account also the Lord could

ask (Matth. xxi. 25) :
" Why did ye,not believe John ?" (With

respect to ver. 27, comp. the remarks on ver. 15.)

Yer. 28.—This important event, the official legitimation of the

Baptist, so impressed John, that he further particularizes the place

where it occurred. The reading Brjdavia (n»SN n-^a ship-place), is

doubtless to be preferred to the reading of the text. rec. Brjdapapa

(trnay n^5 ferry-place). The latter name has only been received

through Origen. He found on the Jordan a Bethabara, where, ac-

cording to tradition, John baptized, whilst Bethany lay inland near

Jerusalem. But the spot here meant certainly is not this well-

known residence of Lazarus ; it was a little place bearing the same

name on the other side of the Jordan, which may have been de-

stroyed before the time of Origen.

Ver. 29.—In the passage ver. 19-28, the chief thing presented

was the negative part of the Baptist's testimony, viz., that he was

not the Messiah ; in the following (ver. 29-34) we have his positive

statements respecting Jesus. The Evangelist naturally says nothing

about the act of the baptism of Jesus himself, because it was of no

importance to his purpose. The disciples of John might perhaps

even infer from it that the Baptist must necessarily be superior to

Jesus. The following words must abo have been spoken after the

baptism of Jesus.f True, there need be no embarrassment on ac-

* The words "did no miracle," John x. 41, are to be explained in accordance with

the same views. This statement is only intended to deny actual miracles {Tepara) in the

work of John ; but the reality of his prophecy concerning Christ is most distinctly re-

cognized in that passage. De "Wette himself (on x. 41) acknowledges a testimony to the

purity of the tradition, in the fact that no miracle has been ascribed to the Baptist, and

even Strauss will not venture to deny this. But then, on what ground was it that the

ever-ready fabulists, who abounded in apostolic times, did not use the favourable oppor-

tunity to adorn the life of the Baptist with wonders ?

\ I think it much more probable that these words, as well as John's declarations to

the deputation, were uttered befo7-e the baptism, and (with Meyer) tliat the baptism takes

place between ver. 31, 32. John's language to the deputation, "there standoth one

among you," does not necessarily imply at all any personal acquaintance of the Baptist

with Jesus, rather perhaps the reverse, and a Divinely inspired declaration that he

whom he came to herald was in their midst, is surely not inadmissible. Nor do I think

there is any difficulty in supposing the language v. 29 to have been uttered before the

baptism. Jo'ha was a prophet, and it is by no means unnatural that in the moment of
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count of the siravpcov^ on the next day, if we only assume a quick

succession of the occurrences^ which there is nothing to contradict.

The course of events may be conceived thus : In the morning of the

Jirst day came the deputation ; towards evening John baptized

Jesus ; on the next day he spoke the words now following. It is

not advisable to take the i-navQiov (after the analogy of the Hebrew
nhtt) in the wider signification, because John here gives such a pre-

cise account, that he even specifies the hours (ver. 40). The first

meeting with his heavenly friend had made an indelible impression

upon his memory. But the circumstance, noticed above in the re-

marks on i. 19, that the Baptist speaks of Jesus in such a manner
as already to acknowledge his higher dignity, leads me, with Bleek

and Tholuck, to think it more probable that all of which John
informs us took place after the baptism of Christ. Adopting this

supposition, one thing only seems strange, viz., that in the synoptical

Gospels (Matth. iii. 11, and parallels), the Baptist utters words

hefore the baptism, similar to those which in John he utters after

it. But Tholuck justly observes, that the Baptist may surely have

repeated such figurative expressions as " loosing the shoe-latchets ;"

at first he uttered them before the baptism to the people, without

being aware that the Jesus externally known to him was he whose

advent he was to proclaim ; after the baptism he addressed similar

words to the deputation of the Sanhedrim, with more distinct re-

ference to the person of Jesus. Further, since the four days (John
i. 29, 35, 44, ii. 1) are closely connected, the forty-days' temptation

of Christ requires that all should be placed after the baptism.

There also appears to be some foundation for Tholuck's remark,

that the words jut'ao^ vixCdv tarr^Kev, there standeth among you,

(ver. 26) hardly suit the supposition that Christ was still confined

to the narrow circle of private life.

The exclamation with which the Baptist points out Jesus to his

disciples, I6e 6 duvbg rov Qeov k. t. A., Behold the Lamb of God, is

very remarkable, especially in the mouth of the Baptist. It shews

that at least at those times when the fulness of the Spirit was
specially accessible to him, he had a deep knowledge of the way of

salvation. The whole Mosaic institution of sacrifices, combined
with various declarations of the Old Testament respecting the suf-

fering and atoning Messiah (e. g. Ps. xxii,; Isaiah liii.), had doubt-

the Saviour's appearance, he should have been made known to John, and that he in pro-

phetic rapture should have uttered those remarkable words which are at all events the

immediate product of inspiration, and altogether transcend the level of John's ordinarj

conceptions of the Messiah at this time. Matth. iii. 14, shews that John knew whom he

was about to baptize, and it is more than probable that the Spirit did not leave it to Jesus

himself to give the information. In harmony with this is the Kal E/2apTvpriaEv,and he

teatiJUd (sell, agaiu), and the use of the perfect Tedtafiai,! have beheld, as of an action tb't

has just transpired.—[K.
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less always kept the truth of this doctrine alive in the minds of

individuals among the Israelites, although the mass entirely mis-

took it. In like manner, the Baptist rightly perceived it under the

illumination of the Holy Spirit. The term diivog = ne; is quite in

conformity with Isa. liii. 7, where it occurs and even refers to a

slaughtered lamb. In the Apocalypse, John very frequently uses

dpviovj lamb, and occasionally with the addition eocpaynevov, slaugh-

tered (Eev. V. 6, xiii. 8 ; comp. also 1 Pet. i. 19), so that there is no

doubt with regard to the meaning of the comparison ; Jesus is

compared to a sacrificial lamb led to death. The following expres-

sion dfiapria rov KoofioVj sin of the world, shews why he is called lamb

of God, viz., as the abolisher of sin and the sufierer for sin, sent by

God. (Just as 2 Cor. v. 19, Qshg i]v ev XptoTGj Koajxov KaraXdoaoiv

eavTG).) God himself, as it were, ransoms the sinful world by the

sacrifice of liis only-begotten Son. Those superficial expositions of

the profound words before us, which either make lamb to be under-

stood merely as an image of meekness, and take aiuay sin (alpsiv

diia^triav) of the removal of sin by means of instruction (as Dr.

Paulus thinks), or take lamb, dfivog, as an image of an innocent suf-

ferer, and a'ipeiv dfiapTtav as meaning the endurance of persecu-

tions (according to Gabler, in the sense, " this innocent person will

be obliged to suffer much"), may be regarded as set aside by the

remarks of Liicke, Tholuck, and especially Hengstenberg, respecting

the suffering and atoning Messiah,* (Christol. vol. i. p. 274, ff.

—

With respect to the circumstance of lambs not being used for tres

pass and sin-offerings, compare my remarks concerning the paschal

lamb, on Matth. xxvi. 17, which removes the difficulty resulting

from a comparison of that passage with 1 Cor. v. 7.)

But there yet remains for consideration one question which even

most recent investigators have not sufficiently determined. Tholuck

thinks that alpeiv rriv diiapriav tov kooj-iov merely means " to bear

the punishment of sin ;" he is utterly opposed to the signification

" to take away." He says that the phrase aigeiv diiapriav is equiva-

lent to 1*!?. Kws; that this does mean " to take away sin" like dcpaigeZv,

in several connexions, but by no means in all ; and that it is often

=: Tiy VsD, as much as (pspsLv^ Xafifidveiv. Tholuck also cites Levit.

XX. 19, f.; Numb, xviii. 22; Ezekiel xviii. 19, f, xxiii. 35; and

thinks that since in the LXX., Isaiah liii. 11, dvoiaei stands for Vie:

and the Evangelist may be supposed to have had this passage in his

mind, it is in the highest degree probable that the meaning here is,

* That tho idea of a substitutionary endurance of punishment by a righteous person

was not unknown to the Jews, is shewn not merely by the passages from Josephus and

Zohar, quoted by Tholuck on this place, but also by the numerous passages of the Old

Testament, in which mention is made of a representation of the people, or of the per-

sons presenting themselves before the Judge on behalf of the unjust. (Comp. Ezek. xiii.

5, xxii. 30; Isa. Ixiv. 7 ; Ps. cvl. 23: [Exod. xxxii. 11, f.]).
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*' to bear the punisliment of sin." To me, however, there appears

to be no real distinction between «»; and Vao^ mpeiv and dcpaiQelv^ in

the connexion with diiaQ-la. It is necessary here to combine the two

significations " to bear" and " to take away." The sacrificial lamb

Avhich bears the sin also takes it away ; there is no bearing of sin

without removino; it. Tholuck was led to make this distinction

merely through observing that opponents laid so much stress on the

signification " to take aioay." The error, however, consists not in

the application of this meaning, but in their ascribing the removal

of sin to the teaching, not to the sacrificial death of the Lamb of

God. Further, the signification " punishment of sin," for dixapria

in this passage certainly cannot be demonstrated. 1 John iii. 5

clearly shews, from the connexion, that alpeiv rag duapriag, to take

away sin, in John means to abolish, to remove sin itself. Hence we

can only express the sense of our passage thus, by a periphrasis :

" behold, this is the sacrificial Lamb, prepared and given by God
himself for this purpose, who bears the sin of the world, and by his

sufferings and death annuls and removes it." Scripture knows

nothing of an endurance of the penalty of sin on the part of the

Saviour while men retain the sin itself ; sin continuing would con-

tinually reproduce the penalty, and thus the remission would be

annulled ; sin itself, says Augustine, is the true punishment of sin,

and sin is truly forgiven only when it is taken away. Nevertheless

it is also true, that man may have the hope of forgiveness entire

and unclouded, although he is compelled to acknowledge that he

does not possess entire freedom from sin ; only so far, however, as

(according to Rom, vii. 25, at which passage the whole of this diffi-

cult doctrine will be further developed) the man, in his inmost

essence (the voi)g, the true self), is taken possession of by the new
Divine life that is in Christ, and can attribute what is in this to the

whole, even although his sensuous nature {odp^) be not yet entirely

controlled by this new life. Now, it is remarkable that the Baptist

not only so decidedly declares the doctrine of the suffering and

atoning Messiah, but also extends the efficiency of the Messiah to

the whole world. It might have been supposed that this surpassed

the Baptist's range of view, and that he would have contemplated

only the people of Israel. (Comp. the Comment, on Matth. iii. 1.)

And this consideration might for a moment dispose us to admit the

view that only the words Ide d diivoq tov Oeov, behold the Lamb of God,

were the words of the Baptist, as they occur by themselves in ver.

36 j the apposition, 6 alpuv t^v dfiaQTiav tov kooixov^ ivho taketh away,

etc., being an addition of the Evangelist's. John's custom, too, of

making appendices of his own to the speeches of others which he

reports, would accord well with this. But, as Liicke observes, it is just

as possible that the words of the Baptist were reported in an ab-
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breviated form in ver. 86, since in the term " lamb" the thought

which follows was fully implied. And I am the more decided

in favour of the latter acceptation, because the Old Testament con-

tains abundant intimations, that the work of the Messiah will be

extended beyond the boundaries of the people of Israel ; and such

passages might conduct the Baptist, as well as Simeon, under the

illumination of the Holy Spirit, to the comprehensive redemption

which should proceed from the Messiah. (Comp. Luke ii. 31, 32,

where the Old Testament passages pertaining to this subject are

quoted.)

Ver. 30, 31.—The following words have already been explained,

ver. 15. They refer particularly to ver. 26, 27, so that og tjirtpoodev

K. T. A. corresponds with ov iyo) ovk elfu d^iog k. t. X. The final clause,

oTi -npCdTog nov 7/v, because he tvas be/ore me, confirms the previous

thoughts, and has reference to the eternal existence of the Son

with the Father. With respect to the ovk T'jdeiv avTov, I hneio him
not, consult the Comment, on Matth. iii. 17, where it has already

been observed that this expression can only be understood of that

inward knowledge, instead of which an unequivocal sign was given

to him by the Spirit, the occurrence of which enabled him to re-

veal the presence of the Messiah to the people with certainty.

Ver. 32-34.—On the baptism itself, to which the Baptist here

barely refers, we have already said what is needed in the Comment.
Matth. iii. 16.»

It is peculiar to John's Gospel, that the descent of the Spirit

like a dove upon Jesus was given to the Baptist, as a sign by which

he might recognize the Messiah. Unquestionably this is a proof that

the baptism of Christ v;as not for the multitude ; while it also af-

fords ground for the conclusion that the Baptist may have been in

doubt as to how he should with certainty discover the Messiah, It

was by means of inward revelation (for there can be no doubt that

this is the meaning of b rre/ii/ja^" //£ eIttev, he that sent me said, ver.

33) that such a sign was now given to him. Thus eternal love does

not leave weak man, who is so liable to error, without distinct de-

clarations and testimonies, by which, when the heart is sincere, the

truth becomes descernible in difficult circumstances.

As the condensed summary of the Baptist's testimony, it is said,

* I cannot agree with Tholuck's remarks on the passage, in the fifth edition of his

Commentary. He thinks that the Spirit was not really communicated to Christ at his

baptism, but, on the contrary, only the consciousness that the moment of his public ap-

pearance—the opportunity for the Spirit already dwelling within him to manifest itself—

was arrived. The account of the baptism plainly produces the impression that the Spirit

is for the first time communicated to Christ. This supposition admits of no hesitation,

if it be remembered that the human nature of Christ always followed the general course

of development, and consequently received the fulness of the Spirit only by degreea

(Comp. Lvicke's Excursus on this subject, vol. i. p. 373, fil)
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fer. 34, on ovroq tariv 6 vlbg rov Qeov, that this is the Son of God.

This is the first instance in which this name appears in the mouth

of the Baptist. It cannot be taken merely as the name of Messiah

in the subordinate Jewish sense, synonymously with " Christ," on

account of the " he was before me," ver. 30, which plainly refers to

the eternal existence with the Father. The knowledge of this was

accompanied by that of the higher nature of Jesus generally.

(Comp. the particulars on John i. 50.) " I knew him not" (ver.

31) does not stand in contrariety to Matth. iii. 14 ; the Bap-

tist always placed Jesus higher than himself, although without

knowing, or being certain, of his Messianic dignity before the bap-

tism ; he may even have regarded him as a prophet.

Ver. 35-40.—Up to this point the representation of the Evangel-

ist is obviously intended to shew how the Baptist refused all hon-

our for himself and heaped it upon Jesus, so that the disciples of

John might be rendered conscious of having paid false homage to

their master. The Evangelist now further describes how, in conse-

quence ofthis observation of the Baptist, some of his disciples—and

among them the Evangelist himself (ver. 40)—allied themselves to

Jesus : as if again to intimate what they, the disciples of John,

must do, if they participated the sentiments of their teacher.

Tlie great sensitiveness of the Evangelist's mind is touchingly

shewn in his representation of this first contact with the Lord ; the

circumstances are present to him in the minutest details ; he still

remembers the very hour.* It is to be regretted that he reports no

particulars of those conversations of the Lord by which he was

bound to him for the whole of his life ; he throws everything per-

sonal into the background.

Ver. 41-43.—The one of these two disciples who is expressly

mentioned was Andrew, brother of Peter ; the other, concerning

whom silence is observed, was doubtless John himself, who, through

delicate reserve, abstains from naming himself throughout the Gos-

pel. Probably the ardent Simon Peter had also already hastened to

the Baptist, that he might hear his exhortations to repentance, and
prepare himself for the coming Messiah. Andrew, therefore, hastens

to inform him that he whom they longed for is found, that their

hope and the hope of their fathers is fulfilled. (ITpwro^- for nporepor,

as ver. 15, since probably both sought him. For Meaaiav many
codices read Meaiav^ which reading may indeed be preferable, as the

more difficult.) Jesus, looking attentively and penetratingly upon
Sifnon (tufiXtxpag avr(o is to be taken as emphatic), immediately

assigns to him a new name. This name is to be understood only as

* The computation is probably mado according to Roman reckoning; so that tea

o'clock in the morning is to be understood. Comp. Rettig (in the Stud. 183d, No. i.) and

Hug (Freib. Zeitschr. No. v.)
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expressing the inward nature of the apostle, and indeed his new na-

ture, sanctified and transformed by the power of grace. Energy

and inward firmness were the leading features of his character,

which, in their natural state, were manifested in the form of false

self-confidence and assurance, but, after the temptations to these

evils had been conquered, fitted him to be one of the pillars of the

Church. (Comp. Matth. xvi. 18 ; Gall. ii. 9. ILi-pog = ns^d, " Rock,"

hence " Rock-man.")

Ver. 44, 45.—Another young man also, Philip, a native of the

same town with Peter and Andrew, was called by the Redeemer to

foUow him, shortly before his departure to Gahlee. The circum-

stance that the call of the apostle, whose name we have mentioned,

took place hefore the return of Jesus into Galilee, clearly shews

that the account, Matth. iv. 18, ff., Mark i. 16, ff., does not speak

of the first calling of the disciples, but of their invitation to perma-

nent companionship with the Lord. (Comp. the Comm. on Matth.

iv. 18.) After this first summons from the Redeemer to follow him,

the apostles returned to their earthly vocation ; it was not till after

the second imitation that they followed Christ permanently.

Ver. 46, 47.—The faith but just awakened immediately mani-

fests itself, like a spreading fire, and similarly kindles everything sus-

ceptible of its influence. Philip in his turn proclaims to Nathanael

the Messiah whom they have found,* and who was promised in the

sacred books of the Old Covenant. (Respecting his identity with

Bartholomew, comp. the Comm. on Matth. x. 1. Nathanael was

probably his proper name, f) When Philip calls Jesus vlog rov

^Ig)07](1), son of Josep)h, he only utters the prevailing popular opinion.

Nathanael expresses his doubt as to the truth of Philip's declara-

tion, by alluding to the contempt generally entertained for Galilee,

in which province the small town of Nazareth was situate. (Comp.

John vii. 52 ; Matth. ii. 23.) Philip, however, appeals merely to

the striking appearance of Christ himself, by means of which Na-
thanael also was soon won.

Yer. 48-50.—The Lord, who knew the depths of the heartij:

(John ii. 25), not merely according to that ordinary human knowl-

edge which is derived from experience, but by the Divine power that

dwelt in him—as he beheld Nathanael approaching him, expressed

the judgment concerning him, that he was sincere and guileless.

* Comp. the remarks in the Comm. on Matth. xiii. 44, ff., concerning the different

modes of conversion. Peter was of an inquisitive nature, Nathanael was more quiet ^nd
contemplative ; nevertheless, both were obedient to the light as soon as they beheld it.

f The name Vssra occurs in the Old Testament very frequently. Comp. Numb. L 8,

ii. 5 ; 1 Chron. ii. 14, and many other instances. It answers to the Greek names GeoJu-

por, Qe66oToc, QeodupTjToc.

I So Bleek justly observes, in his remarks on the passage in the Stud. loc. cit% pk

UO,L
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This is just the characteristic ofmind (sincerity and uprightness), of

which we may say, without a doubt, that it cannot be distinguished,

here, with perfect certainty by mere experience ; to do this requires

an insight into the hidden depths of the soul. ('lapaT^At-T/f is here

used pregnantly as a name of honour ;
" he is truly a member of

the nation of believers, the people of God.") Upon the question of

Nathanael, nodev jue yivojaKeig ; whence knoioest thou me ? the Saviour

reminds him of a scene which had taken place, probably a short time

before, under a fig-tree. This word discloses to the disciple the

Divine knowledge of Jesus, and he recognizes him as his Lord and

King. What passed with Nathanael under the tree is not stated
;

we may, however, conclude from the connexion, that it must have

been something important, and, indeed, something internal; the

former because it affected Nathanael so deeply, the latter because

the sight of anything external could never have formed the ground

for such an avowal. The disciple must have believed that what

Jesus referred to could not possibly have been discerned except by

Divine power ; but how could this with any probability have been

believed of anything merely external ? Accordingly Christ's seeing

him can only be understood as an inward sight. Nathanael's soul

lay spread open before his spiritual eyes, and he had read its depths.

Doubtless the disciple had, under the fig-tree, uttered in prayer his

most secret desires and hopes, and to have been observed in this by
the eyes of the all-seeing, so subdued his heart, that he also believed

in the Nazarene.

Ver. 50 is important for fixing the conception of vlbg rov Qeov,

Son of God. This passage, in fact, appears in favour of the inter-

pretation adopted by Liicke himself, and by Tholuck—that Son of
God is only another expression for Christ, Messiah. For, according

to the point of view occupied by Nathanael, we cannot pre-suppose

in him any knowledge of the Divine nature of Christ ; and since

" Son of God" precedes " King of Israel" {jiaoLXEvg rov 'I(7pa?/A,), this

latter appears to be only an explanation of the previous phrase.

But proof that this was merely a name of the Messiah, can be ad-

duced from no other quarter (as we have shewn in our remarks on
Luke i. 35) ; nay, John x. 33, ft', expressly proves that the Jews
themselves considered it arrogance and blasphemy that the Messiah

should call himself Son of God, and therefore no false Messiah ap-

propriated this name ; hence this single passage, which, when
viewed alone, appears to favour the above hypothesis, must be other-

wise interpreted.- The simjilest method of solution is to say that

* Liicke (in liis Comm. on the passage, p. 392, note) will only concede to me that the

name "Son of God" was not in very common use as a designation of the Messiah among
the Jews in the time of Christ; he allows that the more definite metaphysical idea may
\iave belonged to the Christian mode of thinking ; but regards such passages as John x.

Vol. IL—22
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here the Evangelist, anticipating the later knowledge of Nathanael,

attributes to him the declaration of faith in the Son of God, imme-
diately upon his avowal of belief. Only, in that case the phrase

must, as in all similar passages (Matth. xvi, 16 ; John vi. 69 [text,

recept.], xi. 27, xx. 31), be placed after, whereas it here precedes.

Hence it may be better to say that Nathanael had already perhaps

learned, through Philip, that the Baptist (to whose disciples Na-
thanael had also probably belonged) had called Jesus Son of God
(ver. 34) ; and that he now ascribed this name to Christ, not asso-

ciating with it a distinctly defined idea, but feeling that it indicated

something great and glorious ; meanwhile the Messianic King was

the more familiar name in which for him everything worthy of de-

sire was concentrated, and Nathanael therefore adds this, in his

view containing the higher import. The passage would then be un-

derstood in the following form :
" Thou art truly the Son of God,

whom, as I have heard, thou dost announce thyself to be."

Ver. 51, 52.—The Lord now proceeds with emphasis from the

lesser to the greater,"'"' and informs Nathanael, as well as all the

other disciples, that they should behold something more sublime

than his power to discover hidden things, viz. they should see the

whole heavenly world in his service. We have already in discuss-

ing angelic appearances in general (Comm. on Maith. i, 18) point-

ed to the interpretation of this passage. The ascent and descent of

the angels (of which Jacob's heavenly ladder Gen. xxviii. 12, is a

significant type) simply points out the active flow and reflow of Di-

vine powers ; the opened heaven (comp. the Comm, on Matth. iii.

16) indicates the restoration of that unity between the higher world

of spirit and this lower system of things, which had been destroyed

by sin ; the ascent and descent upon the Son of Man signifies that

he is the centre and the leader of all the higher powers of the uni-

32, ff. xi. 21 ; Luke xxii. '70, as proving that the term was not unknown to the Jews aa

a designation of the Messiah. But, in tlio passage John x. 32, ff., the Jews wish tho.t

he would declare himself to be the Messiah, while they determine to stone him, when he

calls himself "Son of God;" in this they perceive a blasphemous assumption, which they

had not found in the name of the Messiah. John xi. 27, Martha, the sister of Lazarus,

speaks; with her the name "Son of God" is an expression of the Christian teaching

which she has received; she uses it as a closer defiaition of the term Messiah. In Luko
xxii. 70, Christ is so called by way of derision, in reference to the known fact that ho

had applied this appellation to himself. Thus none of these passages affords the least

proof that the name "Son of God" was recognized by the Jews as a designation of the

Messiah. Our passage indeed, has the most appearance of it ; but the circumstance that

no false Messiah ever ventured to call himself " Son of God" appears to me a decisive

proof that this appellation, as also the name " Son of Man," was unknown to them, that

it did not occur in the usage of Jewish language, nay, that it was shuddered at as blas-

phemy.

* The formula u/if/v d/u?ji' Xeyo) v/ilv is employed by Joun with great frequency.

Comp. iii. 3, 5, 11 ; v. 19, 24, 25 ; vi. 26, 32, 47, 53; viii. 34, 51, 58 ; x. 1, 7 ; xii. 24;

xiiL 16, 20, 21, 38; xiv. 12 ; xvi. 20, 23; xxi. 18.
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verse. (Respecting " Son of Man" comp. the Comm. on Luke i.

35.) The words an' apn, henceforth, cannot be strictly referred to

the moment of time then present ; the opening of heaven and the

outpouring of Divine powers is to be reckoned from the baptism

(Matth. iii. 16) as the public inauguration of Christ, and since that

time it has never ceased. This spiritual view of the words has been

reached by all the more profound expositors of every period, e. g.

Origen and Augustine, Luther and Calvin, Liicke and Tholuck.*

Every limitation of the words to individual circumstances, whether

to angelic appearances proper, or to the moral working of Jesus, is

to be rejected ; the collective work of the Lord, as a permanent de-

velopment of heavenly powers, and as a continuous leading back to

the world of spirit, is here to be understood. It is only in regard to

the idea of angel that reference need be made to the remarks above.

(Comp. Matth. i.l8.) It was there mentioned that the ayyekoi, angels,

are at one time conceived of as powers of nature, at another as per-

sonal existences. Here both references may be said to be involved.

Spiritual agencies, whether operating in the internal or in the ex-

ternal world, are viewed in their concentrated forms, and are referred

back to the Prince of the kingdom of light, in his earthly manifesta-

tion—the Messiah—as their centre. Hence this ascent and descent

of angels denotes the purely physical effects which flowed from the

Eedeemer in miracles, just as much as the purely moral works of

regeneration and renovation. It is remarkable, however, that the

ascent (dvafiaiveiv) is placed first, whereas it would appear neces-

sary that the descent (KaralSatveiv) should precede this ; doubt-

less, the only reason of this arrangement is the fact that in the

Logos, which in Jesus had become man, the collective world of spirit

was in effect transferred to the earth, and hence the active flow

of life perpetually issued from him and returned to him.

§ 3. Jesus at the Marriage in Cana.

(John ii. 1-12.)

Ver. 1.—The journey to Galilee mentioned above (ver. 43) as

contemplated, is supposed to be accomplished, and Jesus appears in

Cana, the birth-place of Nathanael (John xxi. 2), who probably ac-

companied the Redeemer with John to Galilee. Cana lay about half

a day's journey from the sea of Gennesaret (Joseph, de vita c. 16).

f

* "When, however, Tholuck (on the passage p. 79, fifth edition) thinks that Matth.

xxvi. 64 is to be understood in a similarly figurative manner, I cannot agree with him:

on the contrary, there the subject of discourse is the real coming of Christ, wliich, a3

always in the Old Testament, is merely transferred to a period just beyond the present.

f There was besides a second city of this name between Tyre and Sidon (Josh. xix.

28). in the tribe of Asher, which, however, in all probability is not meant here
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From Jordan, on the shore of which we see Jesus up to this

time (i. 28), he might reach Cana in two days ; he could thus

arrive there on the third day (reckoned from the last irravpiov,

i. 44).

Ver. 2-4.—Christ was invited to the marriage, which probably

took place in a family related to him (since, according to ii. 12, re-

lations of Jesus were present). (It is unnecessary to take eKXridi] as

pluperfect, since it is not likely that the marriage was his motive

for returning to Galilee ; the reasons that determined him were

certainly from within.) As there was need of wine, Mary requested

her Divine Son to supply the deficiency ; doubtless with the design,

as the answer of Jesus shews, that he should display his miraculous

power. Probably the Lord had in some way given his mother a hint

on this subject, otherwise it is difficult to explain how it was that

Mary thought of this particular form of the manifestation of mir-

aculous power, and that Jesus displayed it just in this manner. He
repels Mary only in respect to time, Avhen he says : ovtto) I'luei i) o)pa

fioVj my Jiour is not yet come J'' ("^pa, like Kaipo^, with the pronoun,

commonly denotes the last crisis of the Lord, e. g. John vii. 30, xvii.

1. But in the passage vii. 8, as here, the expression refers to that

which is less remote. Passages such as Matth. xiv. 15 do not come

under this category, because there the pronoun is absent from wpa.

[Comp. the remarks on Matth. xxvi. 18.]) The hour of Jesus was

the time for action fixed by the Father, of whose holy Avill Jesus

was undoubtedly every moment sensible. Of such passive submis-

sion Mary had no idea, and hence her impatient haste. That the

term of address, yvvai, woman, involves no disrespect, has been al-

ready frequently remarked ; but from the words ri ^fiol nai oot ; wJiat

have I to do with thee ? (corresponding with the Hebrew ti^j ""V-n?:,

comp. Matth. viii. 29 ; Mark i. 24) the character of reproof can in

no wise be removed, although the rebuke is but gentle. After the

Kedeemer was introduced to his sacred office, even the relation to

liis parents (Luke ii. 51), so far as his ministry was concerned, must
be regarded as dissolved. The son had now become the Lord even

of the mother, who could secure her own happiness only by believ-

ing obedience to him. Just because Mary stood consciously in a

close earthly relationship to Christ, it might be difficult for her to

understand this higher position, and hence this earnest admonition.

Ver. 5, 6.—Upon this Mary withdraws, and refers the servants

to her Divine Son, who, when the hour is come, communicates his

command. {KaOapiafiog^ purifying of hands and of vessels ; comp.

on Marie vii. 3, fif. The stone vdpiai^ toater-pots, [isn ^Vp] appear to

have been very large, since a metre, according to Eisenschmidt,

* Does the language "my hour," etc., necessarily mean more than " I only work at

the appointed hour (not at any human dictation) ?"—[K.
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contains seventy-two flasks. But, as Semler very justly observes, it

is not said that water was changed into wine in all the pitchers.

The precision of the narrative renders it in the highest degree prob-

able that John was an eye-witness.)

Ver. 7-10.—They now drew out of one (or more) of these ves-

Ecls, and the wine was brought to the president of the feast, who
^new nothing of what had taken place. (This is the only instance

in which d(j\;irpi/,-Au'of, the superintendent of the feast, synonymous
with rpLKlivdpxrjg, ovjnrocndQxv^, occurs in the New Testament.)

This person, astonished at the strength of the wine, tells the bride-

groom, that, contrary to custom, he is giving the best last. (MeOvc-

iieadac always means, if not exactly to be intoxicated, yet to have

drunk copiously. Here, however, the discourse has reference only

to what was customary in the world, so that no conclusion can be

drawn from the expression as to the particular marriage at which

Jesus was present, or as to the use of the wine that he bestowed.)

In regard to this miracle of Jesus w^e must, of course, reject in ad-

vance every view which, contrary to the meaning of the narrator

(comp. ii. 9 with iv. 46), tends to remove the miraculous element

from the story. The transaction before us is strictly parallel with

those of the feeding of the multitudes. There is here also a sub-

stratum (water) whose substance is modified. The only correct

conception of this occurrence is that which supposes a real efiective

influence, which only wrought with accelerated rapidity. Hence
the Fathers justly observe that here nothing else occurred than

what is annually displayed in a more gradual development in the

vine.* In the same way Meyer correctly understands the miracles.

And Strauss himself, who at one time could not ridicule it suffi-

ciently, is now compelled, in his third number of the Streitschriften

(p. 113), against Bauer, to acknowledge the suitableness of suppos-

ing an accelerated process of nature. It is self-evident that this

supposition neither removes the miracle nor explains it naturally
;

the essence of the miracle consists in Divinely effecting the accelera-

tion of the natural process ; the form in which the miracle is exhib-

ited is employed as a more efiective medium for its contemplation,

Ver. 11, 12.—John observes, in conclusion, that this was the

first miracle (comp. iv. 54) wrought by the Lord for the manifest-

ing of his glory {66^a). (With regard to the cJo^a, comp. the remarks

on i. 14.) Seyfiiirth (p. 82) justly observes that the do^a, glorij,

brightness, is an accessory idea to light. The Logos, the absolute

Light, radiates lustre {66^a) from himself Thejlesh in which the

Logos appeared among men, is, as it were, a veiling of the light
;

* Augustine, in Joan. tr. viii. eays: " ipso fecit vinum in nuptiis, qui omni anno hoc

facit in vitibus.—Illud autem non miramur, quid omni anno fit: assiduitato amisit admi-

rationenL
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"but in the miracles the brightness breaks through the veil, and

thus reveals 'the Divine light that is shut up in an unpretentling

form. In the transfiguration of Jesus, the flesh itself appears per-

fectly illuminated and glorified by the light. Now the circum-

stance that this was the first miracle of Christ serves in some meas-

ure to explain the fact that the Evangelist admits into his Gospel

this in particular, which probably made a peculiarly deep impression

upon him, although in other respects it must appear of compara-

tively minor imj)ortance to him, because no discourses accompanied

it. Still the narration of this occurrence on the part of John is

remarkable, especially as its material nature seems scarcely suited

to his spirtual character. Nay, the miracle in itself exhibits the

remarkable phenomenon of a miracle apparently wrought by our

Saviour without any moral end. True, the disciples believed {i. e.,

increased in faith) by means of it (ver. 11), but this object might

apparently have been still better attained by means of another

action uniting real utility with miracle. Both the difficulties

—

that John deemed this particular occurrence so important, and that

Christ performed the miracle—appear to me to be solved, or at

least diminished by one observation. The first disciples of Christ

were, doubtless, all originally disciples of the Baptist. His manner

of life—a rigid, penitential austerity, and solitary abode in the

desert—naturally appeared to them the only right one. What a

contrast for them, when the Messiah, to whom the Baptist himself

had pointed them, leads them first of all to a marriage ! Whilst

John devoted them to a life of self-denial, Christ conducted them
to enjoyment.''

This contrast needed a reconciliation, which was supplied by
the miracle. Like the immediately following account of the purifi-

cation of the temple, and the miracle of the fig-tree, this miracle

has a predominant symbolical aspect, and, regarded as a significant

act, is found to be both intelligible and in harmony with the gen-

eral procedure of Christ. All reprehensive judgments that might

obtrude themselves into the hearts of the strict disciples of John
then present, were suppressed by the manifestation of the glory of

the Lord, which shewed them that in Christ there M'as more than

John, from whom they had never seen anything similar. In the

same relation the transaction may have appeared also to the Evan-
gelist. Those disciples of John whom he had in his eye, in the

composition of his Gospel, were also inclined to a rigid asceticism,

and might frec^ucntly be scandalized at the freer life of Christians.

* The Fathers understand the marriage-feast to which Christ went, symbolically, as

an image of the inward joy and happiness that Christ imparts to souls, and in which he

bestows the wine of hia spirit—an interpretation very fruitful for the practical treatment

of the passage.
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Hence tnis occurrence in the life of the Lord was to him, as it were,

an apology for the conduct of Christians, and an indirect declaration

to the disciples of John that they should not over-estimate their

asceticism.

The Evangelist finally remarks that Jesus went with his own*

from Cana to Capernaum. (Kart-/??/, luent down, is used because

Cana was further inland, whereas Capernaum was close to the sea.)

The chronology, hitherto so exact, here assumes a degree of indefi-

niteness ; for, Avith respect to the stay of the Redeemer and his

companions, the Evangelist employs the general phrase : koX iKel

tfiELvav ov TToXXdg i'][iEpa^, and they remained there not many daijs,

and hence the comparison of John's narratives Avith those of the sy-

noptical writers in reference to the order of succession, must be very

uncertain.

§ 4. Jesus Purifies the Temple.

(John ii. 13-22.)

John opens this section with the statement, that the Redeemer

went from Galilee up to Jerusalem at i\\efeast of Passover. From
this we may, in some measure, deduce the time of the baptism of

Jesus, and the temptation that succeeded it ; but still, as it respects

the chronology of the evangelic history at large, little is gained

from this date, because the synoptical authors (comp, the Comment,

on Matth. iv. 12) give absolutely no information concerning the first

public appearance of Christ. It is only on account of the chrono-

logical limitations which follow, that this passage is of importance

to John.

Ver. 14-16.—Concerning the fact of the purification of the

temple, and the relation of this occurrence to that narrated Matth.

xxi. 12, ff. (comp. the Comment, on Matth. xxi. 12), what is needful

has already been said. John gives the citation (ver. 16) merely

from memory, and hence the variation. The thought as given by

him is milder than that conveyed by the synoptical Evangelists, as

in fact John's general representation of the act of purifj-ing the

temple assumes a softer form.

Ver. 17.—The Evangelist adds the remark that the disciples

hereupon remembered a scriptural phrase, viz., Ps, Ixix. 9. It is

not said whether this occurred to the disciples immediately at the

time of the transaction, or later ; but, according to the period given

ver. 22, ore i)yepOrj tK vEKpiov, lohen he loas risenfrom the dead, the

latter is more probable, especially since the disciples did not, in the

first instance, know how to understand the representation of the

• Concerning the brothers of the Lord, comp. the Comment, on Matth. xhi. 55.
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deatli of the Messiali. With regard to Ps. Ixix. itself, it is so

frequently quoted in the New Testament (comp. John xv. 25, xix.

28 ; Matth, xxvii. 34, 48 ; Acts i. 20), that it cannot well be denied

that it was interpreted in the time of Christ as Messianic. Hence

a mere accommodation of this passage, on account of a similarity

of thought, or a possible application to the existing circumstances

is not to be supposed, (Comp. the Comm. on Matth. i. 22, concern-

ing Iva TrXrjpcjdfi, and the review of Hengstenberg's Christologie in

Tholuck's liter. Anzeiger, 1831.) The fact that the Rabbins made

such use of citations from the Old Testament, can be no proof that

the authors of the New Testament did so ; on the contrary, the

Holy Spirit, who inspired the latter, caused them to apprehend the

Scriptures of the Old Testament in their-real, spiritual import, and

so to treat them. (On this subject comp. the excellent remarks in

Billroth's Erkl. der Briefe an die Korinthier, Lpz. 1833, p. 13, ff.)

Until the Old Testament life is viewed as an organic whole, pene-

trated by the same Spirit that prevails in the New Testament, by

whom the forms that appear complete and perfect in the latter are

foreshadowed in the former, the use of the Old Testament passages

in the New Testament will always remain obscure."*

The psalm describes David as the representative of the Divine

truth on earth, and as the individual upon whom fell all the rage

of its opponents. The circumstances of the case thus make David

a type of the Messiah, and, in accordance with such a typical view,

the authors of the New Testament refer passages of the psalm to

Jesus. The meaning of '?»i^,sx tj n^a nN:;^-^^, tJie zeal of thine house,

etc., in reference to the event that has been related, is easily under-

stood. It obviously expressed the ardent zeal of the Redeemer for

the purification of religion and its sacred institutions, while it also

intimated the opposition that malice would raise against it ; and

from this opposition arose the danger to the person of the Lord.

(The reading Karecpaye is plainly derived from the LXX. ; in the

text of John the reading KaTa<f>dyETai is doubtless the correct one.)

Ver. 18-21.—The following words which John connects with

the purification of the temple are remarkable. The Jews (in their

representatives, the Pharisees) asked Jesus for a proof of his author-

ity by a sign (arjiietov). (With respect to this, compare what has

been remarked on John i. 19.) Such a question certainly might

have been induced by the previous extraordinary proceedings, but

it arose from unbelief ; hence Jesus, instead of giving them a sign,

answers :
" Destroy this temple, and I will build it up again

in three days." (JATTOKpiveadai^ according to the Hebrew nsy.

—

"Eyeipecv =z H'^pxi.) The Jews referred these words to the temple, in

* Comp. the valuable first supplementary note in Tholuck's Comment, on the Epistle

to trie Romans.
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he vestibule in -wliich. they were then standing ; but John explains

them as alluding to the temple of the Lord's body, and refers them
to the resurrection of Jesus. The idea of the Jews—that the allu-

sion was to the external temple—was rejected by nearly all the

ancient expositors, because they considered that, in that case, John

must have erred in his interpretation of the obscure words of Jesus.

But the hypothesis that Jesus, in using these words, had in view

onhj the reference to his resurrection was also encumbered by con-

siderable difficulties. The circumstance that in this passage it is

said " I will raise it up," whilst in the New Testament the resur-

rection of Christ is always referred to the Father, was indeed the

least of these difficulties ; for, chap. x. 18, Jesus speaks in a similar

manner : i^ovaiav t^w irdXiv Xaf3etv rf]v ^cj?/v, / have poiuer, etc.

But, according to this hypothesis, the mistake of the Jews is inex-

plicable ; for if the Kedeemer wished to be understood in his words,

and uttered them dst/c-fKwf—pointing to his body—^it is inconceiv-

able how the Jews could think of the temple. Moreover, a refer-

ence to the death of Christ, expressed distinctly and so as to be

generally understood, in his discourses at this very early period,

appears scarcely fitting, since it is towards the end of the Lord's

public ministry that we first perceive in them the intimations of his

violent end ; and a reference to the remote future, instead of the

present, which the Jews requested, does not seem appropriate. Es-

pecially, the challenge to the Jews to cause the dissolution of his

body, is hardly consistent with the declarations of Christ in other

places respecting his death. Still, the summons to Judas, chap. xiii.

27, to accomplish his deed, is assuredly very similar. If, therefore,

the reference of the words to the body ought to be regarded as the

first and only one, then it would be necessary at least to say (with

Luther, Tittman, &c.) that John has not correctly placed this occur-

rence and the accompanying discourses, since it belongs, as the

synoptical authors assign it, to the end of Christ's ministry. This

might appear favoured by the circumstance that, in the impeach-
ment of Christ before the Sanhedrim, mention was made of this

declaration ; for reference would more naturally be made to what he
had recently spoken than to what he had said years before. But
the chronological accuracy of John speaks too strongly against this

supposition.

These difficulties, associated with either interpretation, have in-

duced some very distinguished inquirers (Herder, Liicko, Bleek,

etc.) to regard the temple as a designation of the collective Jeiuish

worship. The following would then result as the sense :
" Even if

the whole order of the Jewish worship be discontinued, I will in a

short time found a new one."

But Tholuck, in opposition to this, observes, that the Jews, by
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whom Christ surely must have wished to be understood, could not

possibly have discovered such a meaning in the words : for it is

contradicted particularly by this expression vabg ovrog, this temple,

which indicates a reference to the visible temple. Further, the

iyeoCJ avTov, I will raise if up, affords good ground for question,

since Jesus, in fact, did 7iot reconstruct the old constitution of the

Jewish worship. And, finally, according to the above acceptation

of the words, " in three days" can only be taken in the general sig-

nification " shortly," " soon." On this subject, however, we have

already said what is necessary at Luke xiii. 32 ; and Tholuck ex-

presses himself in like manner (in his Comment, on the same pas-

sage), with reference to Hosea vi, 2, which is adduced as an argument

for the assertion that Iv rpialv j)n^QaLg, in three days, stands equiva-

lent to evOeo)g, " shortly." The phrase " two or three days" is thus

substituted for the formula " in three days," which latter can have

no other sense than that which lies on the surface of the words. (In

Matth. xxvi. 61, Mark xiv. 58, Sid rpiCdv rjnepujv stands in a somewhat

different relation, i. e. it refers to a continuous act ;—here, that of

building " three days through without intermission.") In this

state of things, the above expedient appears untenable, especially

since its adoption at once involves an erroneous conception on the

part of the Evangelist.

It seems to me, therefore, that the difficulty can only be relieved

by the admission of a double sense in this passage.* In the first

place, the passage is quite parallel with Matth. xii. 38, xvi. 4, and
is a refusal of the request for a sign. Christ knew the insincerity

of the heart from which the request proceeded, and therefore refused

the miracle. This denial in the answer of Christ lies mainly in the

antithesis between Xvaare and eyepoi, which has been entirely over-

looked. Jesus first demands of the Jews something impossible,

and with that connects his miracle, which by this connexion shall

itself become an impossibility. " First break ye down the temple,

then I will rebuild it !" Thus the imperative is doubtless to be
taken as making a challenge,f and vaog in this connexion is to be

* After a renewed consideration of all the arguments that lavour the other interpre-

tations, I am confirmed in this view. All that has been adduced by Tholuck and Kling

(Stud. 1836, No. 1, p. 127, ff.) in support of the justness of the Evangehst's interpreta-

tion, and by Lucke and Bleek (loc. cit.. p. 442, ff.) in favour of that con.struction of the

passage, which refers it to the discontinuance of the national worship, appears to me to

possess only relative truth. It is only the blending of the two that exhausts the extra-

ordinarily pregnant declaration of the Lord.

f Liicke is of opini-on tliat it merely administers rebuke :
" Only go on thus profaning

the temple !" which does not correspond with the connexion, and presupposes the cor-

rectness of the reference to the Divine worship. Do Wette, against all laws of language,

takes tho imperative as hypothetic :
" If je break down this temple, then," and so

forth. This imperative never thus occurs
; in the passage adduced by him (Matth. xiL

33), it is to be understood aimply as making a challenge.
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anderstood as referring to the visible temple. The passages Matth.

xxvi. 61 ; Mark xiv. 58, appear to me to afford indisputable evidence

that such a signification is to be received as the primary meaning

of the words before us. The witnesses before the high-priest re-

ferred to this language of Jesus. Of them, however, in the first

place, it is said that they did not agree in their statements, although

no particulars are given as to how fir they difiered ; and, secondly,

they are both called/a?se witnesses (Matth. xxvi. 60). Their false-

hood can only lie in their saying that Jesus had declared he would

break down the temple, and in three days he would it up again,

whereas he had said, "break ije it down, then will I build it

up." By this apparently unimportant alteration, the sense of the

whole declaration was inverted, and Christ appeared as a wan-

ton despiser of the sanctuary, who would like to destroy it ; whilst,

on the contrary, his own words represented his agency as repairing

all destruction. But, apart from this distortion, there is nothing

false in the words, and if no stress should be laid upon it, it does

not appear how the witnesses could be called false. (Although

Mark xiv. 58, in his review of this impeachment, makes the an-

tithesis between vabg KEipoTToirirot;^ a temple made ivith hands, and
dx£ipoTroi7]Tog, not inade loith hands, Tholuck certainly is right in

maintaining that this does not point to a spiritual interpretation
;

yet stiU I cannot admit with him that they thought of a temple

coming down ready-made from heaven. The exi:)ression dia rpMv

flliepdv indicates a continuous activity, and [John ii. 20] the antith-

esis to forty-six years, points out a supposed great acceleration of

the process of building. Thus they may have thought that Jesus

would join the stones together Avithout manual labour, by magic

power. At any rate, their notions did not go beyond the outward

temple.)

—

In the second place, the words of the Lord—as is fre-

quently the case with brief, enigmatical expressions—contain, in

addition to the allusion intended for the many, a latent, deeper

meaning, which did not occur even to the disciples till after the re-

surrection.* According to this, the temple signified the body of

* The objection of Kling, that this hypotliesia appears incompatible with the Divino

simplicity of the Lord and of his words, is unfounded. The Divine simplicity of Clirist

co-Dxists with a copiousness of ideas, which discovers itself in words having manifold

references. Why sliould wo not allow to Christ that wliich we observe in tiio sayings

of men of genius? I do not deny the unity of tlio meaning of his declarations ; I only

maintain the multiplicity of their relations. Meyei-'s interpretation of tJiis difficult

passage is peculiar. He thinks that Christ said to the Jews, " kill me, and in three

days I will rise again 1" and said it in the firm belief that if it should come to pass

that the Jews should kill him, God would reanimate liim. In tliis case tlio passage is

a prophecy in regard to the resurrection ; that which did not then take place, was ful-

filled subsequently. The view certainly has plausibility ; but it then remains un-

explained how the Jews, upon the utterance of such words, could think of the stone

temple.
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the Lord, which the Jews caused to be nailed to the cross, but in

which Jesus arose again on the third day. This sign also quite

corresponded with the sign of Jonah ; for, like this latter, it was

invisible, it was imparted only to faith, and it rebuked the sin of

those who then believed ; while those Jews who asked for signs

desired only an exciting feast for the eyes. (Comp. the Comm. on

Matth. xii. 40.)

As regards, finally, the forty-six years mentioned John ii. 20, in

which the temple was built, the reckoning refers to the rebuilding of

the temple after the exile. Herod began it in the eighteenth year

of his reign (Joseph. Arch. xv. 11), but it was not finished till a few

years before the destruction of the city. Probably the building was

often interrupted, and when these words were spoken, a large prin-

cipal edifice was just completed, forty-six years after the beginning

of the embellishment.

Ver. 22.—There is further something remarkable in the obser-

vation of John, that after the resurrection (with regard to lyeipeaOat

tic veiipwv comp. the Comm, on Matth. xxii. 29) the apostles believed

not only this declaration of Jesus (in its deeper sense), but also the

Scripture. The hypothesis of Dr. Paulus, who by "Scripture"

(ypacp/j) understands some small composition which gave an account

of the occurrence just reported, does not deserve a serious refuta-

tion. Lucke very justly appeals to John xx. 9, for a proof that the

Old Testament is intended. True, direct prophecies concerning

the resurrection of Christ are not contained in the Old Testament,

except in Psa. xvi. 10 ; but according to Luke xxiv. 26, 27 ; Acts

ii. 24, fF.; 1 Cor. xv. 4, it plainly appears that the apostles found

typical prophecies of this fact in the Old Testament. Probably the

history of Jonah, and perhaps Hos, vi. 2, were the passages which

they so understood. Finally, the term ypa^?/, Scripture, evidently

is not to be understood as meaning only the prophecies concern-

ing the resurrection in the Old Testament, but the sense of the

words is to be taken thus :
" through the fulfilment of the single

prophecy, their faith in the divinity of the Scripture as a ivliole was
confirmed.'

§ 5. The Visit of Nicodemus.

(John ii, 23—iiL 21.)

Only one more occurrence is given us, in addition to what has
just been considered, out of what took place during the Eedeemer's
sojourn in Jerusalem at the first feast of the Passover, viz., the visit

of Nicodemus."-' It is obvious that this visit would be of importance

* Comp. Scholl's Treatise on this section, in Klaiber's Stud. vol. v. No. 1, and Knapp'*

interpretation in his Scriptis varii argiimenti, Halae, 1805.
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to the Evangelist only on account of the discourses which the

Lord held upon this occasion ; these discourses, however, stand in

the most intimate connexion with the main design of the Gospel,

and form, as it were, a commentary on John i. 17. They exhibit

the ministry of Christ in relation to the law :—whilst the latter

only prunes away the impure excrescences of sin, Christ gives a

new heart and a new mind, creates a new man born of God.

Hence in the words iii. 16-21, which the Evangelist connects

with the discourse of Christ, he gives warning (primarily to the

disciples of John) that he who, through unbelief, excludes himself

from Jesus, the source of salvation, will assuredly trifle away his

salvation.

Ver. 23-25.—In these verses, which form the transition to what

follows, John briefly informs us that the entire impression which

Jesus produced during his presence in Jerusalem was very favour-

able. Many believed in him on account of his miracles. But the

Divine power of the Saviour discerned the inner character of men
(to h dv6Q(07T(f) = 6 iacj dvOpconog in the language of Paul, in opposi-

tion to the external, visible workings of the character, which mani-

fest themselves in word and deed), and hence he did not take them
into close connexion with himself. It would certainly be a mistake

to believe that Jesus held himself at a distance from these persons,

because he discerned insincerity in their assumed faith ; on the con-

trary, we are merely to regard them as persons easily aflected by
what was good, while in like manner they were again easily deter-

mined by evil. With the spurious open friends of Christ is con-

trasted, chap. iii. 1, fil, a secret virtuous adherent. The former,

therefore, were not so much malicious as superficial, shallow,

wavering men ; the sensible impressions resulting from his miracles,

combined with the influence exercised upon them by the power of

the truth, inclined them towards the Holy One ; but so soon as the

full energy of evil met them again, it overcame them. Accordingly

here the idea of " faith" is the ordinary one, only that in the pas-

sage before us the terra designates the most general reception of

Divine influence into the mind, the lowest step of faith, which may
be associated with great impurity.

Chap. iii. 1, 2.—Nobler and more profound than those who have

been described, was Nicodemus; hence the Saviour willingly led

him more deeply into the truth, and sought to win him entirely

for the kingdom of God. His name, has been compared with

the Hebrew t7;;3, or j^'s^ij'?, which would appear to have been formed

after the Greek mould. But it might also be supposed that Nt«:6-

d-qnoi; = Ni/coAao^-, a translation of the Hebrew oy^. (Comp. Rev.

ii. 14, 15.) As to his person, Nicodemus was an lipx^v (i. e. an

officer of the Sanhedrim= is. Compare John vii. 50, fi". ; xix. 38, IF.)
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The Talmiidists mention a rich Sanhedrist, Nicodemus, whose

proper name was Bonai, and who is said to have lived about the

time of Christ ; but his identity with the follower of Jesus cannot

be ascertained with certainty. To us, the man's outward character-

istics are not so important as his inward state ; a just apprehension

of which is necessary in order to understand that which follows.

The visit of Nicodemus at night is doubtless to be regarded as the

consequence of his fear of man ; that this was his temptation is

plainly shewn by a comparison of John xix. 38 with ver. 39 ; both

Joseph of Arimatheea and Nicodemus were timid followers of

Jesus.* However, this timidity was no positive transgression of law

(on which account Jesus does not rebuke it, and still less does John in

the words, iii. 19, ff.), but only an expression of that general sinful

nature which, in the probably weak and anxious constitution of

Nicodemus, took this particular form. Because, therefore he was

on the whole turned towards the light, the Lord shewed him the

way in which we may become free, not merely from a single mani-

festation of sin, but from the entire sinful nature of the old man with

all its manifestations. Susceptible of that which was holy, he had
found its essence in the Saviour ; and so the miracles of Jesus in-

dicated to him that Jesus was one sent by God. The miracles thus

accomplished for him their own proper end—viz., they proved Jesus

to be a messenger of God. Whether he regarded Christ as the

Messiah cannot be determined from the words diro Qeov tXijXvOaQj

thou art come from God, since every prophet who had the gift of

miracles as the proof of his office, was looked upon as sent from

God. If, however, he did see the Messiah in Jesus, he certainly did

not recognize in him the Divine nature, for with such a recognition,

the wholly general exj)ression iav iirj ^ 6 Qeb^ jwer' avrov, unless God he

with him—which may also be said respecting the relation of every

pious person to God—would not be at all consistent. We best con-

ceive therefore of Nicodemus, as an earnest, true-minded man, who
stood on the level of the law, and who from the Saviour's miracles

recognized in him a higher element, but knew not rightly what
opinion to form respecting him. To gain sure information on the

subject, he came to Jesus in such a manner as not to expose himself

to the Jews, but so that in the stillness of night he might enjoy un-
interrupted conversation ; and Jesus now opened to his mind a new
spiritual world.

Ver. 3-5.—The address of Nicodemus is evidently reported in an

* It might indeed be said that because it is stated only of Joseph, that he was afraid

of the Jews, another cause is to be supposed in the case of Nicodemus as accounting for

his visit at night. But what is added, chap. xix. 39, has not so much the appearance

of being different from the statement in ver. 38, as that of being designed to render the

latter more determinate.
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abbreviated form, and in particular, it wants the veiy question to

which the answer of the Lord refers. It is doubtless related to the

kingdom of God, which was so ardently longed for by the Jews of

that time, and to which Nicodemus, as a son of Abraham, rightly

deemed himself called. The admonition of Jesus, that in order to

enter this kingdom, it is necessary to be born again {yEwrjO/'jvai

dvuOev), is then perfectly appropriate. This phrase—as will be im-

mediately shewn—could not be entirely unknown, and therefore in

itself incomprehensible to the learned Jew ; but in reference to

himself, it must have been obscure to him. Hence the question in

ver. 4, which—as Tholuck justly remarks—is only to be understood

thus :
" That expression surely cannot be taken in its literal sense,

for how shall I, in my circumstances, apply it to myself ?"'^ (Used

in reference to a Gentile it would have been perfectly intelligible to

him.) Now, first, as to the meaning of the expression ftaaiXeia rov

Qeov, kingdom of God, in the language of John, it does not essen-

tially differ from what is usual elsewhere in the New Testament ;f

only that with John the ideal aspect of the kingdom of God prevails

in his Gospel, in the Revelation its external aspect. Hence, unless

circumstances—as in this instance the adherence of Nicodemus to

Jewish views—led John to decide upon a different course, he used,

instead of " seeing or entering into the kingdom of God" the more

spiritual phrase £x^tv ^utjv alcjvcov, have eternal life. (Comp. iii. 15,

16.) The reason of this is found (comp. the Introduction, § 2, 3),

partly in his peculiar character, but especially in the design of his

Gospel. He wrote for an intellectiKil tendency, which dreaded no-

thing so much as what savoured of materialism ; and he kept this

partiality for the ideal in view that he might gain it completely

over to the truth of Christianity—well knowing that when the sub-

jects of this bias yielded themselves to the influences of Christianity,

its spirit would instruct them concerning the true relation of spirit

and matter, in the just union of which, true realism consists, this

being equally remote from idealisln and materialism. Where such

a special reference was absent—as in the Revelation—there the

* De "Wette supposes Nicodemus to have understood the words yevvjiOF/vat. uvuOev as

signifying corporeal birth, in order that ho may then be able to observe :
" Such obdu-

rate ignorance in a Jewish teacher of the law is strange, and, indeed, improbable ; and

since it corresponds with a prevailing type of dialogues reported by John, it may be

placed to the account of the narrator's representation." (!!) As if the sequel did not

speak but too decidedly for the justness of John's description ! The obduracy of the

Jews induced them altogether to despise Christ and his salvation; and is it improbable

that this manifested itself in tlie life-time of the Redeemer? Or do not the synoptical

Evangelists represent them as equally obdurate ? Moreover, in relation to Nicodemus,

the difficulty that leads De Wette to suppositions so inadmissible, and so destructive of

the Divine authority of the Evangelist, is purely self-created.

•(• Compare the development of the idea in the Comm. on Matth. iii. 2 ; and also

Tholuck iu his Comm. on the Sermon on the Mount. Matth. v. 8.
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Evangelist even strongly declared the . necessity tliat the inward

should come forth from its inwardness in substantial presence. As
therefore it was necessary that the Word should become flesh, so

was the kingdom of the Spirit yet to attain dominion in external

manifestation.

The only thing, then, remaining for explanation, is the expres-

sion yevvTjdrjvai dvudev, to be horn again {orfrom above), instead of

which we have in ver. 5 the words : yewrjdrivai tf vdaro^ koI nvevixa-

rog, born of wafer and spirit. {"AvG)dev is to be taken in the signifi-

cation of devreQov [ver. 4], ndXiv—as -naXLyyeveaia [Tit. iii. 5] also

shews—and not as meaning from " above."*) The Rabbins use

this term in reference to proselytes, whom they call " a new crea-

ture," ni^"7D n;-:2. But this designation of proselytes, according to

the express interpretation of the Rabbins, refers only to their altered

external relations. Nicodemus might therefore well ask—how can

such a term apply to me (and all Jews, ver. 7, Set vfidq yevvrjd/jvai

dvcoOev) ? We are Abraham's seed, and to it belongs the promise !

This leads the Redeemer to represent the nature of this new birth

not as external, but as internal, and spiritual. Some difficulty,

however, is occasioned by the circumstance that the yEw-qoig, birth,

is traced not only to the spirit but also to the ivater, whilst immedi-

ately afterwards (ver. 6 and 8) only spirit is mentioned. The ordi-

nary interpretations of this difficult passage afford very little satis-

faction. Grrotius takes it as ev did dvolv, " to be born of Spirit, which

like water purifies." But this interpretation is founded upon the

false opinion that reference is h^re only to moral purification. This

was just the view of Nicodemus, to which Christ opposed the crea-

tion of a new, higher being. Teller explains it by vdap -nvevnarLKoVj

spiritual ivater, and understands it as meaning the reception of the

doctrine of the Grospel. But the reception of a doctrine is an act

of the already existing man, which no one can call a new birth

without the strongest hyberbole. Nor can I any more admit,

with Tholuck, that the mention of water was only intended to assist

Nicodemus in understanding the phrase, and to indicate its ref-

erence to baptism.f The reference of the expression to bap-

* In uvayEvvuu, 1 Pet. i. 3, 23, tho dvu has only the meaning of repetition. [I think

avuBev better taken from above. This accords best with John's favourite mode of re-

presenting the new birth, " born of God," " born of the Spirit," as at ver. 5. The use of

ffvrepoi', ver. 4, does 7zo< indicate that uvudev =• Sevrepov. Rather the reverse. Nico-

demus is stumbled at this doctrine of " being born," and asks if it is exphcable by a
" second" natural birth. The only serious objection to this interpretation is, that it would

seem impossible for Nicodemus to misunderstand it with that addition. But Nicodemus'

attention was fastened on the "being born," and this he was utterly unable to compre-

hend.—[K.

\ That the idea of regeneration was unintelligible to Nicodemus is seen, if the ex-

pression be taken in its specific narrower sense—viz., as the communication of a higher

life and consciousness, which can only be effected by the Holy Ghost, the requisite coo-
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tism* (especially according to Tit. iii. 5) certainly is clear ; the only

question is, hoAv this is to be taken ; for the view of Knapp,f that

baptism is to be understood as Ka^apionoc;, purijication, is evidently

unsatisfactory, although he apprehends the idea of purification more

profoundly than Grotius, Liicke follows Knapp in the acceptation

of vdwp, water. In my opinion, the true meaning of the passage is

best supplied by the following verse.

Ver. 6.—Here, in order to demolish the pride of Nicodemus in

his corporeal descent from Abraham, the JlesJi, as generating, is

placed in contrast with the spirit, as also generating, and the words

of the Lord express the simple, easily intelligible sentiment, that

what is begotten carries within itself the nature of that which begat

it. It is plain that here the idea of generation is viewed profoundly,

as the communication of being to another ; but no one can impart

anything v/hich is not contained in his own nature, and accordingly

from flesh as the antithesis to spirit, nothing spiritual can proceed.

Further (comp. the remarks on John i. 14), adp^^Jlesh, is not to b&
interchanged with owiia, body, or with the dead substance of the

body, i. e., the Kpeag ; but it is to be taken in combination with

rpvxij, soul, in which combination alone procreation is possible to-

it. But in contrast with -rrveviia, spirit, it is the natural, sensuous-

life subject to the perishableness and sin of the world (Koafiog), whilst

nvEv\xa, points out the nature of the higher imperishable life.J Hence-

the expression kk nvevfiarog nvEviia,from spirit, spirit, plainly means-
" that which is imperishable can only have its origin from the foun-

tain itself of imperishable life."

Thus understood, the kk has its sharply defined meaning, and
because the same preposition is connected ver. 5, with th&iJdwp, water,.

this must also have its discoverable relation to the ytwriatg. The

dition of whose outpouring upon mankind was the glorification of Clirist (John vii. 39).

In this narrower sense, regeneration could not be ascribed to any Old Testament saint

;

although, indeed, important transformations (which might be called regeneration in the

wider sense, and which, by the impartation of new names, are in fact announced as types

of regeneration) did occur in some individuals, as, for example, Abram and Jacob, who-
were therefore called Abraham and Israel.) Comp. the remarks Matth. xi. 11.)

* As John vi. is a commentary, or, if it be preferred, a prophetic lesson, on the words
of the institution which contain the mystery of the supper, so is John iii. upon the bap-
tismal formula which contains the mystery of haptism.

f See the discussion of this subject in his Scripiisvar. arg. p. 199, seq.

X Clemens Alex, says : iaxv? rov Xoyov to nvevjia, uq al/ia aapKor, the strength of the

word is the spirit, as blood is offlesh. In other words, the creative element in regenera-

tion is the Divine being itself operating through the Logos (comp. John i. 13, iK Oeov

lyEvvijOiicav) so that we may say, the new birth comes to pass from God, through the

Logos, in the Spirit. The Letter to Diognetus (cap. 11) describes regeneration as a self-

reproduction of the Logos : 6 7.6yo^ tzuvtote veo^ su uyiuv Knpdinic yevvufiEiog. The Logos

reproduces himself in each soul, as the spark elicits the flame in a kindling substance.

According to James i. 15, the development in evil is a kind of new birth, the end of

which, however, is death.

Vol. II.—23
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two parallels, Tit. iii. 5 ; 1 Pet. i. 23, facilitate the interpretation

here. In the latter the Xoyog <wv ( = Trvevixa) is placed, as an incor-

ruptible (d(l)6apT7])j in opposition to the corruptible seed (oTTopa

^da\ TTi) and in the sequel, ver. 24, flesh is described as the corrupt-

ible. * Accordingly the comparison of regeneration with the rise of

a new beins; here stands forth in the most distinct manner. But

Tit. iii. 5 is the only passage in the New Testament where, in such

close connexion with the renewing work of the Spriit (dvaKaLvcootg

nveviiarog) , mention is made of water {Xovrgov 'na'kLyyeveaiag)^ and

that with evident reference to baptism ; although in Ephes. v. 26,

Xovr<fov Tov vdarog h pruian^ the tvashing of ivater by the ivord, the

word also unquestionably signifies the operation of the Spirit. (The

remarkable passage 1 John v. 6, 8 [comp. John xix. 34], requires a

special consideration by itself.) Now if Gen. i. 2 be adduced as a

description of the process of creation, where the Spirit is represented

as moving upon the water, an interpretation is suggested for the

passage, as follows. The ideas of birth and of creation are closely re-

lated (on which account also the regenerated person is called Kaivr)

Krioig, a new creation, 2 Cor. v. 17) ; as in the creation the water

appears as the material that is moulded, and the Spirit as he who
exerts the plastic power, so also in the yewrjO/'ivai. i^ vSarog koI ttvev-

narog, hirt h from ivater and sjnrit, the Spirit is the creative prin-

ciple of the regeneration, Avhile the water is the feminine principle

of the same,"}" that element of the soul which is purified in sincere

repentance, as it were the mother of the new man. Accordingly,

without changing the idea, it might even have been said : tK '^vx'i']^ tcai

TTvev^arog, of sold and Sjnrit. The t'f vdaiog, of water, simply indi-

cates that it is not the soul as such, but the penitent soul, in which

regeneration can result.| In the interpretation of this important

passage, considerable aid may be derived from the saying of Paul,

1 Cor. X. 2 : navreg elg rbv 'Muvo/'jv tfianTtoavro iv ~rj vecpEXxf koX tv t^

* Also James i. 18, the T^oyoc dlridelac appears as the principle, so to speak, impreg-

nating the soul with higher power.

f Comp. in Mej'er's Bliitt. fur hoh. Wahrh. pt. ii. p. 76, fF., the treatise on some signifi-

cations of the wovdi water in the Holy Scriptures.

\ In several passages of Holy Scripture, regeneration is compared to creation, par-

ticularly in Rom. iv. 17 ; 2 Cor. iv. 6 ; Ephes. ii. 10 ; and many have derived a just in-

sight into this parallel from experience. Thus sings a Christian poet:

—

" From nothing, Lord, thou mad'st the world, so let me nothing be,

And thence a something after thine own image form 1

By nature I am like the waste and gloomy earth

—

Oh that my eyes and heart with tears would overflow

;

And then might th7j Good Spirit, these sad ivaters hovVing o'er,

Reanimate my lifeless heart with light and strength!"

Tears are the analogous visible expression of the soul dissolving in the water of baptism,

over which the regenerating Spirit of God moves; and regeneration is a spiritual pro-

cess of creation, which is perfected in degrees similar to those in which the Genesifl, the

outward f bysical creation, was developed.
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daXdaoTj, all were baptized into Moses, etc. The cloud here—as the

column ofcloud and fire, the symbol of the Divine presence—signifies

the Sj^irit, and the sea, means the water. The passage through the

Ked Sea is to the Apostle an act of birth, a passage from an imperfect

condition into one nearer to perfection ; the death of the old, the birth

of the new. To every new formation, however, belong two powers,

the creative energy, and the substratum on which it operates. The

same is involved in the parallel of the deluge with baptism, 1 Pet. iii.

20, 21. (Comp. Kom. vi. 4 ; 1 Cor. xii. 13 ; Col. ii. 12.) Hence it is

correct here to understand a reference to baptism, though that refer-

ence is not to the sacrament, but to the idea of baptism (comp. the

remarks on John vi. 51) : and this is a symbolical mode of expressing

the inward occurrence of penitence in the soul,* which, in its neces-

sary connexion with faith, forms the negative requisite to regenera-

tion—susceptibility of the operation of the Spirit. Purification is

thus only an eftect of regeneration ; the essence of the latter is a

mysterious union of the powers of the world to come with the soul,

which is naturally as capable of being purified by the Divine light,

as of being obscured by the darkness that rules in the world, accord-

ing to the inclination of the free will towards the one or the other

element. It is upon the surrender of man to the world of light and

its powers that he first arrives at true being and consciousness ; he

becomes a son or man of God (John i. 13 ; 1 Tim. vi, 11). For

God is the absolute Spirit (John iv. 24), and those begotten of the

Spirit (yevvTjTol TTvevixarog) are = those begotten of God (yevvrj-ol Ik

Qeov, Matth. xi. 11 ; John i. 13). Now this higher stage of life is

unfolded by the New Testament ; the Old Testament merely awakens
the susceptibility of it. Hence the prophets promise a new heart

(Jerem. xxxi. 33 ; Ezek. xviii. 31 ; xxxvi. 26) at the coming of the

Messiah ; and accordingly the pious of the Old Testament may at

the most be regarded as persons who, through a powerful change in

their life, often marked by a new name, typified regeneration
;

whilst this regeneration itself remains a pure prerogative of the

New Covenant. (Comp. the Comm. on Matth. xi. 11.) Yet its

essence cannot be regarded as consisting in man's reception of a ten-

dency opposed to his nature, so that John should become a Peter,

and Melancthon a Luther ; in that case God, who also created

the natural man, would contradict himself. Regeneration is rather

a purifying and invigoration of the natural man, through the im-

partation of a totally new principle of life, which unites with what
still remains in fallen man that is allied to divinity.f

* Comp. in tho Old Testament such passages as Ezek. xxxvi. 25 ; Zech. xiii. 1. The
baptism of Jesus itself forms a sublime analogy to this.

f
" Born of water and the Spirit," denotes, I think, born of water symbolically in bap-

tism (mentioned first because Nicodcmus must have known John's baptism) and of the

Spirit efficiently, without which the other were a nulUty.—[K.
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Ver. T, 8.—That now such a change is possible, awakens the

astonishment of Nicodemus. The Eedeemer assists him by a simile

drawn from nature. We are acquainted with the effects of the

wind, but the secret causes of its rise, and its course, we know not.

(That TTvevfia here is to be referred to the natural phenomenon of

wind, and not to the Spirit, is rendered decidedly certain by the

comparison, and by the expression (pcovriv avrov.) In like manner

the powers of the invisible world act mysteriously ; he who has not

experienced its effects, believes not in its power.

Ver. 9, 10.—Up to this point it cannot be said that Nicodemus,

in his conversation with Christ, betrayed either arrogance or unbe-

lief ; but the following answer, and the words in which Jesus replies,

shew that these lay at the bottom of his heart. The words them-

selves ('n'wf dvvarai Tavra yeviodai, Jioiv can these things be ?) might

proceed from a believing though inquisitive mind (comp. Luke i. 34,

where Mary utters the same expression) ; but the reprimand of

Jesus does not permit this supposition. The reference to the func-

tion of Nicodemus as a teacher, on the one hand, serves to humble

him,* and on the other, represents Jesus as the Teacher of teach-

ers, the possessor of the highest knowledge of matters pertaining to

the spiritual world. It might be asked, how could the Redeemer

suppose a knowledge of regeneration even in a Master in Israel ?

Doubtless on account of the analogy involved in the relation of the

heathen to the ancient economy, which, taken together with -the in-

timations in the Old Testament (Ezek. xxxvi. 25 ; Zech. xiii. 1),

indicated the necessity of a similar change of heart in the Israelites

that they might enter the kingdom of God, But the better reply

is, that the koI ravra ov jiv^aKeig should not be translated, " And
thou knowest not this ?" but " And thou comprehendest not this ?"

Thus regeneration also remains according to the words of Christ,

something new, and the sense is, " Thou understandest not the inti-

mations of the Old Testament ; hence the law has not fulfilled its

design in thee, no true repentance is awakened in thee, otherwise the

need of a totally new birth would declare itself in living utterance

within thee." Meanwhile since our Lord afterwards proclaims re-

demption to Nicodemus (ver. 14, ft',), we may judge with regard to

his condition, that he felt indeed the need of redemption, but his

Jewish prejudices had not allowed him to arrive at the clear con-

sciousness of it ; this consciousness the discourse of Jesus would

seem to have awakened,

Ver. 11, 12.—This elevated character of Christ is expressed still

more distinctly in the following words. In them Jesus ascribes to

himself the immediate knowledge of things in the spiritual world.

* The article 6 6iduaKa?vor, the teacher, is to be taken thus: the great Teacher whon:

the people think thee, and whom thou deemest thyself to be.
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('0 otSan£v^ iupdicafitVj what lue knoto, tohat ive have seen, prima-

rily indicates the experience of the senses, but is here intended to

represent the immediate knowledge of invisible things, in contrast

with a knowledge gained by abstraction and reflection.) The guilt

of ignorance is attributed merely to the unbelief of men. (The ov

Xaiiftdvktv, not receiving, compare i. 5, 11, 12, is to be understood as

referring to the reception of the essence, not of mere opinions. Spir-

itual power alone can awaken new life within ; it cannot be accom-

plished by altered conceptions or modified ideas.) On account of

this unbelief, the Lord also refuses to impart any deeper instruction

concerning the mode of regeneration, which must be sought in the

ultimate principles of the spiritual world. He adheres to the fact,

which is in so far an earthly one (t-iyeLov), as it takes place in men
who dwell on the earth. (It is indeed no earthy one, (y^iVov)* since

powers from on high produce it.) Finally, the discourse now turns

from Nicodemus to the others present—perhaps his companions.!

Ver. 13.—The connexion of this verse with those preceding is as

follows :
" And yet the Son of Man, who descended from heaven, is

he from whom alone any disclosure concerning the Lmyeta, earthly

things, and trrovpavia, heavenly things, can be derived." The pas-

sage is quite parallel with Matth. xi. 27. (Compare the exposition

of the latter.) The perfect dva[3t[3riKe is to be taken as the t:u)paKe

TTcjTTore, i. 18 ; it is the absolute denial of the dva[3aiveiv elg rbv

ovpavov:—" neither has any one ever gone, nor can any one go, into

heaven." (In the connexion, the idea of going into heaven involves

that knowledge of heavenly things that would result therefrom.)

The creature cannot, by his own power, penetrate into the eternal

world ; such a Titanian undertaking would be folly or crime.

But eternal love has indeed stooped, and in itself discloses to the

humble all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge. (Col. ii. 3.)

The reference of the words to the ascension, or, indeed, as Socinians

say, to a bodily transporting of Christ into heaven (raptus Christi

in ccelum), and such like interpretations, are of course to be alto-

gether rejected. But that the words Ka-aj3dg in -ov ovpavov, coming

downfrom heaven, may not produce the idea of a removal from

heaven, b u)v iv raJ ovpavCt, he that is in heaven, is added. (Just in

like manner vi. 38 compared with ver. 46.) This appendix, under-

stood as the imperfect, would present an intolerable pleonasm.

Lucke and Tholuck justly remark, that the coming of the Son, as a

local act, does not annul his existcjice in heaven, but that even at his

incarnation he ceased not to be with the Father in eternal presence.

(Concerning vlhq rov dvOp^Trov, compare the Comm. on Luke i. 35.)

* Bengel makes uso of the expression : the regeneration is ex coelo, non quidem ia

coelo, est ilia in margine cceli.

f Perhaps the belter explanation of the plural is that the Saviour speaks to Nicodo-

mua aa the representative of his class, the Jews, or the Jewish teachers.—[K.
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Yer. 14, 15.—The connexion of this important verse (ver. 14)*

with the preceding, is simply this :
" Ye acccept not my testimo-ny.

and yet ye can obtain the truth from no one else ; know, however, that

not merely the ivo7'd of the Son of Man is yielded to faith (not to

preliminary knowledge), but his entire manifestation, and especially

his deepest humiliation ; the Son of Man himself is the object of

faith presented to all by God, and hence even thou must yield faith

to me." The words thus contain a strengthened exhortation tc

faith, in that life depends upon it. According to this connexion,

there is the highest degree of improbability in the supposition of

Liicke and Tholuck—viz., that in this verse the heavenly things

(tTTovpavLov) are communicated by Christ ; for just before this (ver.

12) the Lord had altogether refused to communicate things purely

heavenly. And, moreover, how could the crucifixion of Christ,

which assuredly took place on earth, and belonged entirely to earth,

be called a heavenly thing if regeneration is called an earthly one ?

Besides which, the death of the Kedeemer, although immediately

connected with the forgiveness of sins, was not so closely connected

with the new birth. Hence it is more natural to suppose that the

reference to the heavenly is here entirely dropped, so that ver. 14

merely has the following connexion with the preceding :
" the Son

of Man alone is come from heaven and is in heaven, he alone there-

fore must be believed in ; to which end he is elevated for the con-

templation of all, as Moses elevated the Serpent." This at any rate

appears simpler than to say with Tholuck, that the crucifixion is

called a heavenly thing, in so far as it rests upon a decree passed

in heaven.

We proceed to the contents of the passage itself. It belongs to

those few discourses of Jesus in which he speaks as it were prophet-

ically of his expiatory death. (Comp. the Comm. on Matth. xx. 28.)

Hence it partakes of the general character of these passages, con-

taining intimations rather than details. (See the reasons hereof in

the other passages.) The Redeemer takes the occurrence related

Numb. xxi. 8, 9, typically (a decided testimony, from the mouth of

the Lord himself, to the allowableness of typical interpretations),

and compares the believing gaze of the sick upon the uplifted brazen

Serpent and their bodily healing, to the gaining of eternal life

througli, the believing look of the sinful world upon the uplifted

Son of Man. Hence the suspended Serpentf was a ov[j.[3oXov go)t7)-

piag, symhol of salvation, (Wisd. Sol. xvi. 6). Liicke thinks that.

* Compare the treatise on this passage by .Tacobi in the Stud. 1835, No. i. p. 1 ff.;

likewise De Wette's remarks, ibid. 1834, No. 4.

f The Serpent was for a very long time preserved among the people, and idolatrous

worship was paid to it under the name of Nechustan. King Ilezekiah on this account

caused it to be destroyed (2 Kings xviii. 4). Comp. Menken iiber die eherne Schlangj

Bremen. 1829. Also Kerne's Treatise in Bengel's Theol. Archiv. vol. i.
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according to the view of Jesus, it was aa undesigned symbol of the

idea of expiation. But whence this is to be deduced does not ap-

pear ; the text contains nothing to favour such an opinion. On
the contrary, in the express Divine appointment of this particular

remedy, we must presuppose the definite pu7yose that it should be

a type of the coming redemption through the crucified One, even if

Moses did not understand the deeper significancy of the Serpent
;

because otherwise it would be an accidental coincidence, which in

the sublimest of God's arrangements, cannot be supposed. This is

confirmed by the M, must, in which, according to Liicke's more just

remark, the higher ethical necessity is intimated.

With regard to the point of comparison between Christ and the

uplifted Serpent, it is a question whether this consists merely in

the elevation, or also in the form of the Serpent. According to

Rom. viii. 3, it appears to me most probable that both are to be

combined. It is there said that God sent his Son, in the likeness

of sinfulfiesh (tV duoi^ixarL aapiwg dfiaQriag) , The Serpent is thus

to be regarded as a symbol of the sinfid nature to which the Ee-

deemei- in his incarnation, assumed resemblance. Accordingly, the

remedy appeared in the form of that which was to be healed. The
Serjyent's bite—an image of the wounding of Adam through the se-

duction of the old Serpent, i. e., the Devil—was healed by a look

upon a serpentform, and faith in one who died conquers death.

The word of Divine truth loves such apparent contradictions, in

order that, by foolish preaching, the wisdom of the world may be

put to shame (1 Cor. i. 20). Now, although John, in the following

verses (iii. 16, ff.) gives the most unequivocal interpretation of the

vjpcjOTjvai, del rbv vlbv r. d., the Son of Ilan must be, etc., as referring

to the sacrificial death of Jesus, yet attempts have been made at

one time to modify this interpretation (Dr. Paulus explains t-Jw/ce,

ver. 16, by the words "caused to be born"), and at another to

change the meaning of the term v->l>ovv, itself, in order to get rid of

the abhorred idea of sacrifice. In the passage. Numb. xxi. 8, 9, the

word does not occur ; there it is said, w^Vv o-^b, LXX. O^g era

OTjiieiov, " set up for a sign." But since that which is set up to be

gazed at is usually elevated, vipojOrivai was a suitable expression for

this idea. Now the Hellenists employ this verb also for Ki-j, in the

signification " to exalt, to extol." (Luke i. 52, x. 15 ; Matth. xi.

23, xxiii. 12.) Hence Dr. Paulus derives the rendering :
" the Son

of Man must be exalted in splendour and glory, and the recognition

of his exaltation is eternally salutary." But the passages viii. 28,

xii. 32, ff., clearly shew that the Jews understood the term lifted up

otherwise, and referred it to death. In the latter passage not only

does John again give the definite declaration that vipuOTjvai refers to

the crucifixion, but the same thing also presents itself in the words
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of the Jews. Probably, therefore, the Lord used the Aramaic term

tit], Ezra vi. 11, or riVn, Estb. vii. 9, 10, ix. 13, for the customary

phrase " to bang up a criminal on a post, to crucify," as also the

LXX. Estb. vii. 9, apply oravpoco. We thus get the only consistent

sense, that the crucified Messiah would become such a omelov^ sign,

(es) to the whole believing world {nag 6 moTevuv).

Here we find, for the first time, the expressibn so common in the

language of John, ^o)i'] al<^viog, eternal life, in antithesis with drrw-

Aem, perdition.'^ Its meaning appears in connexion with the gen-

eral explanation of ^w//, life, given in the remarks on i. 4. We there

saw that by this John understands absolute being, as the source of

all that is created. Now, with a deeply spiritual meaning, the

Scripture in general ascribes true being to the creature only in con-

nexion with the origin of that being ; where sin dissolves that con-

nexion, there death (ddvarog) steps in (Gen. iii. 3), and hence he

who lives in a state of sin is called dead {veKpog) . Accordingly per-

dition (d-nioXeia) is to be taken as the antithesis to life (i?^?/) and

equivalent to death (ddvarog). It does not denote an annihilation of

substance ; but the idea of true life (that of the spirit) requires con-

sciousness, and not that of the senses merely, but a spiritual con-

sciousness. This is wanting where there is a deprivation of spiritual

life generally, and the animal or carnal man (dvOpoj-og ipvxtKog or

oapuKog) only vegetates ; such a condition, therefore, is called absence

of life, or death. Now, the design of the advent of the Logos in

the flesh was to pour life again into dead humanity from a living

fountain, to restore the connexion that has been destroyed. From
the absolutely living (avro^CJv^ a derived fountain of life was to be

drawn for every soul ; and in this fountain the soul has not merely

a temporal life, but, because connected with absolute Being, it has

eternal life. It is self-evident that with this, happiness, peace, and

joy are given ; but still none of these terms can be substituted for

eternal life (i^w^ alddvtog) itself, any more than in the case of o'^iH,

because they are only consequences of life, not the life itself Ac-
cordingly the intimate union of the Divine and the human is not

confined to our Lord ; that which began in him is gradually extend-

ed, and, as the Logos came forth in human form in Christ, so

through him men are to appear in the Divine nature (2 Peter i. 4).

Without reunion to the fountain of life through faith, man remains

* It is remarkable how the more profound men of different times and of various states

of cultivation, have agreed with Holy Scripture in the choice of many significant ex-

pressions for the spiritual life. Thus Plutarch writes : olfiai 6i kcI ttjc aiuviov
t^ciij^, iiv 6 Qeog eI/{7)X£v, evdai/xov elvai to ry yvijaec fif/ iipoaTzolinsZv rd -ysvo/ieva (de

Isid. et Osir. c. i.) And Philo: Co ?) /liv a i6v lo g 7/ vrpof to oi/ KOTacpvyr/, ddvaToc 6'

6 unb TovTov Spaafzoc (de profugis. edit. Pfeiff. vol. iv. 258.) In the same work, p. 266,

we also find the kindred expression fw^ at 6iog which does not occur in the New
Testament.
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in death. Sincere obedience to the law should not and cannot be

substituted for it, this being destined merely to awaken the con-

sciousness of estrangement from Grod, and to lead to the necessity

of faith in Jesus (Rom. iii. 20).

Here the conversation of Christ with Nicodemus concludes. If

it be further enquired what eftect this produced upon Nicodemus,

the history indeed furnishes no particulars ; but we have sufficient

evidence in John vii. 50, ff., xix. 39, that it did not pass by him
without making its impression.

Vcr. 16.—The Evangelist now blends witb tbis discourse of the

Lord an explanatory addition* (such as we often find in the Gospel

of John), in which he admonishes his readers not to pass by this

gracious sign in unbelief. That the words which now follow are not

those of Jesus is demonstrated by the fact, that the reference to

Nicodemus is entirely dropped, and the thoughts are carried back

to the Prooemium (i. 5, 10). Moreover, the aorist (jjydnrjae^ and
especially tdw/ce) represents the expiation as already completed : and

finally, Jesus never applies to himself the term novoyevijg^ only-be-

gotten. (Comp. also 1 John iv. 9, from which passage we see how
truly Johannine this verse is.) The tJw/ce, gave, explains the pre-

vious " must be lifted up," as we have already remarked. For the

general idea, the Saviour's birth and ministry on earth, John uses

"coming into the world," as chap. i. 9 shews. Aidovaf, give, is

equivalent to^apadidSvai, deliver up. (Comp. Rom. viii. 32 with Gal, i.

4, Luke xxii. 19.) Hence we can only supply the words dg rbv Od-

varoVj to death.

It is here significant that the work of reconciliation is traced

to Divine love, which appears heightened by the antithesis with
" world," this expression involving not merely the idea of univer-

sality (as nag, ver. 15), but also that of sinfulness, and therefore of

unworthiness to be loved. This idea—that the Divine love is the

source of reconciliation—so exactly harmonizes with the constant

usus loquendi of the New Testament, according to which not God
but men appear as reconciled through Christ (comp. 2 Cor. v. 19),

that there is nothing unintelligible in the doubt which has been en-

tertained in modern times, whether in general an objective recon-

ciliation of God can be spoken of. But the perfect correctness of the

assertion of this doctrine by the church, is proved by the fact that

in the New Testament, parallel with the above class of statements,

there runs another, which represents the state of man while un-

* With respect to this and similar appendices in tlie Gospel of John, comp. the re-

marks of Tholiack in his Coram, on John p. 35, f., where it is proved that nothing can be

inferred from these appendices derogatory to the historical character of the book. I agreo

with Kling (loc. cit. p. 138), as to the suspicious character of Lucke's hypothesis, that "in

ver. 16 John has reported the words of Jesus in a freer manner, viz., mingling his owo
words with those of Christ

"
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reconciled as tlie continuance of the wratli of God upon him. (Comp
the remarks on John iii. 36.) Hence the New Testament speaks

both of love in God towards the world, and oi ivrath;—love towards

the Divine idea which remains even in sinful beings, wrath towards the

sin that is in them which God cannot but hate, as constituting the

plague of his creatures, and destroying the harmony of the uni-

verse. Accordingly, as reconciliation is to the creature the abolition

of estrangement, so in God it is the adjustment of wrath and favour,

which are both to be regarded as in God ; and this latter adjust-

ment was necessarily to be conceived and set forth as the reconcilia-

tion of God himself. -•'•" But it is better to abstain from this

expression as suited only to the Old Testament point of view, and

to adhere to the New Testament mode of representation, which

places reconciliation only in the creature, and describes God as

effecting it. (Comp. the excellent remarks of Meyer in the Blatt.

f. hcih. wahrh. ix. p. 109, ff. on Stier's essay in his Beitrage zur

biblischen Theologie.)

Ver. 17, 18.—This view of the offering of Christ for the world,

as the highest proof of Divine love, could not fail to commend the

Gospel very much to the immediate readers of John, whose bias

was thoroughly anti-Jewish, and who, on this account, were offended

at the notion that the Messiah, as a strict judge, was to punish the

world. Hence the Evangelist pursues the thought. He denies

that the Son came into the world for the purpose of judgment ; he

came for the purpose of salvation, which is obtained through faith.

Here again faith is evidently to be taken in that essential signifi-

cance which, as we have already shewn, pervades the whole language

of Scripture. It is the reception of the element of light brought

into the world by the Messiah. Hence it is even said of the believer,

ov KpiveTaij he is not judged, separated, because he accomplished the

separation in himself, when he left the darkness and turned to the

light. (Comp. 1 Cor. vi. 2, xi. 31.) From what has already been

* Hence this mode of expression occasionally occurs also in the Old Testament—

a

circumstance which proves that it is not to be considered as pos'tively false, but merely

as a subordinate point of view. For example, in the Old Testament, the phrase nw
-iri"; occurs, 2 Sara. xxi. 14, xxiv. 25. [The expression in 2 Sam. xxi. 14 is -iny-^i

E'hVs. In 2 Sam. xxiv. 25 it is n'rc "iny^l-

—

Tr.] This literally signifies " God
c'a . sed himself to be supplicated," but since it stands in connexion with the presenta-

tion of offerings, Luther could correctly translate " God was reconciled." The formula

N h nsb ",r;3, Ps. xlix. t, Sept. di(5wai r^ Getj ffi'/aff/xa, is more definite. Nevertheless,

ordinarily even in the Scriptures of the Old Testament the creature is described as the

party reconciled, so that the offering is necessary for the sake of the creature. In the

New Testament, however, God also expressly appears as he who himself effects the re-

conciliation, which can be said of the Old Testament only in so far as the offerings were

brought, not according to the impulse of the persons who presented them, but at the

command of God, and according to his appointment, he himself therefore in this way

bringing about the reconciliation. (Comp. the particulars on this subject in the Comm,
on Rom. iii. 25.)
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remarked, we see that althougli John asserted that Christ did not

come (immediately, positively) at his first advent for the purpose of

judgment, nevertheless he by no means intended to deny that the

judgment always negatively followed in his train.* As it manifests

itself in the believer, because henceforth he is not condemned ; so

also in the unbeliever, since he is condemned already. For the

judgment (Kptmg) is the separation, and the light is the element that

distinguishes and separates. On this account it is said in the par-

allel passage (xii. 47, 48) that the icord of Christ judges every one

who (hears it and) does not believe. The word is to be conceived

of as spirit and life (vi. 63), and consequently is equivalent to light,

which either gains the dominion over man and blesses him, or, being

rejected, flees from him and condemns him. He will not suffer its

influence, consequently avoids it ; but in that very act he shuns the

beatifying power of the Light, and is excluded from its kingdom.

Accordingly it is again evident that faith in the name of the Only-

begotten is the act of living in his element, the appropriation of his

being. The remark, that here the general judgment of the world

is not spoken of, affords no aid whatever in ascertaining the sense

of the passage ; for during our earthly life, and in the use of

the remedy here offered, the salvation or the judgment is completed,

and the separation which will take place at the judgment of the

world, wiU merely be that which has long existed within coming

forth in its final issues.

Ver. 19-21.—That the Kpiatg consists in avoiding the element of

the Lightf and in the love of darkness (i. 5-10), John further shews

by unveiling the moral causes of this strange phenomenon. The
Light ought to be welcome in its influence to every one, but it dis-

' closes the secret depths of the soul, and this the hypocritical and

impenitent man shuns.J Coming (tpxeoOai) and not coming (ovk

Epx^oOai) very suitably designate the agency of man in the work of

conversion. The positive efficacy is exerted by the Light (the

* The observation of De "Wette (p. 49) on this subject, that " God, as the highest,

happiest being, has nothing to do -with discord between good and evil, and consequently

does not judge," is entirely void of sense. This height and happiness of his being on

the contrary, goes to prove that God is the Judge of all worlds, in order to which it is

requisite tliat he himself should not belong to the discord. "When John says (v. 22),

' the Father judgeth no one, but hath committed all judgment unto the Son," this only

implies that the Father always manifcats himself in the Son, but judgment is a self-re-

vealing work of God.

f The interpretation of ^uf by the words " doctrina Christi," which even Knapp
supports, is evidently a dilution of the thought (comp. Knappii, Scr. var. argum. p. 250,

seq.)

\ Seneca finely observes : Quaro vitia sua nemo confitetur? Quia etiara nunc in illis

est. Somnium narrare vigUantis est (epist. 45). With this may be compared tlie words

of Augustine (on the passage) : accusat Deus pcecata tua, si et tu accusas, conjungeris

Deo. Oportet ut oderis in te opus tuum, et amea in te opus Dei. Cum autom inceperit

tibi displicere quod fecisti, ibi incipiunt bona tua opera.
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Spirit); the negative part, reception or rejection, belongs to man. 4

(With respect to the criminative office of the Spirit, as the inward

Light, comp. John xvi. 9. With the accusation of sin, the work ot

the Spirits begins, proceeding gradually to deeper operations.)

Some difficulty, however, is occasioned in this passage by the cir-

cumstance that two classes of men appear to be distinguished
;

those of the one class hate the Light because it discloses evil {(jyavXa)

in them, and those of the other love it because it brings to light

noble actions. ('AA,?^0£m, tricth, is the principle of the several mani-

festations ; the tgya dyadd are the acts proceeding from it. Com-
pare the remarks on the truly Johannine formula : Troialv ttjv

dXrjdeiaVj do the truth, 1 John i. 6.) It might seem, therefore,

that according to the opinion of John, just and holy people alone,

and no sinners could come to the light ; but this is contradictory

both to the doctrine of Scripture as a whole, and also to the express

declarations of the Evangelist. (Comp. 1 John ii. 1, 2.) Hence the

meaning is rather to be taken thus : Isolated good works do not fit

men for coming to the Light ; these on the contrary, often have the

very effect of withholding from the Light, since man builds upon

them a personal righteousness (Mm dimioovvrf)—but the fitness con-

sists in the entire inward tone of truth and sincerity, with that which

proceeds from it. But the very essence of this disposition lies in

refraining from self-exculpation and in calling evil, evil. Accord-

ingly, it is true, sincere penitence that leads to the Light, and this

must take place just as much in him v/ho, owing to circumstances,

has not fallen into gross sins, as in him who has.* Thus un-

derstood, the expression " doing truth" (rroietv dX-jdeiav) also gains

its proper, profound signification, since it indicates the princi-

ple of life ; and just in like manner the words, " are wrought in

God" (tv Oeco tariv elpyaanhd), which represent God, the source of

truth, as the ground of all truth and sincerity in a creature, so far

as they are manifested in him. Hence h, in, retains its proper

meaning ; and the expression may be explained by h 6vvd[iei Qeov^

in the poioer of God.

* If it be said that works wrought in God {epya ev 9e<p elpyaa/j.eva)may be even such

acts of piety as Cornelius performed (Acts x.), which were accounted in him as means
whereby he became pleasing to God

;
yet it must not be overlooked that this was not

the result of the actions as such, but of the disposition from which they proceeded—an

humble, unpretending spirit, sincere ardent desire after God. So understood, this brings

us again to what has already been mentioned; he only who longs to know himself, and

who desires in true repentance to become free from sin, comes joyfully to the Light; for

in him the Light discloses this very Divine work within him, viz., that he wishes to

be God's, which no man can wish of himsol£
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§ 6. Second Testimony of the Baptist Concerning Jesus. .

(John iii. 22-36.)

The interview of Nicodemus with the Lord had taken place in

Jerusalem, but the Evangelist now brings Jesus to Judaea, into the

neighbourhood of the Baptist, who was at that time still teaching

in the enjoyment of his liberty. That a second testimony from the

Baptist is now adduced, in which no more is said of Christ than in

the first, can hardly be defended as answering any object, except on the

supposition that the Evangelist had persons in his eye, to whom the

Baptist's relation to the Kedeemer could scarcely be presented with

sufficient distinctness. At the same time, ver. 24 renders it certain

that the Evangelist could presuppose the acquaintance of his readers

with the fate of the Baptist. John, according to his custom, then

again appended to tho words of the Baptist some remarks which

relate to the general design of the Gospel.

Ver. 22-24,—When Jesus left the city he bent his steps towards

the Jordan, where he baptized ; remaining, however, in the country

of the Jews. (Concerning the baptism of Jesus, comp. the remarks

on John iv. 2.) John also was baptizing in the neighbourhood, be-

cause the water there, being deep, afforded convenience for immer-

sion ; and the proximity of the two messengers of God occasioned

the following dispute (v'/r^/frff). {KIvg)v is not elsewhere known.

Probably it is derived from i:?, which in the plural is used for "foun-

tain.") laXrj^, or, as some codices write it, I,aXei[i = dbw, was a

name borne by several cities of Palestine. In the first place, the

city of Melchizedek (Gen. xiv. 18), subsequently named Jerusalem,

was so called ; and, secondly, it is probable that Sichem also had

the same designation in ancient times. But the Salem mentioned

here is distinct from both these. (Comp. v. Kaumer's Palasstina,

2d edit. p. 159, note.)

Here arises the question, how the chronological data of John

stand related to the statements of the synoptical Evangelists.

(Comp. the Comm. on Matth. iv. 12.) Luke (iii. 19, 20) introduces

the notice concerning the imprisonment of the Baptist quite inci-

dentally, because he had just been speaking of him ; so that this

is obviously not a date, but a remark by way of anticipation.

(Comp. the Comm. on Matth. iv. 12, and on Matth. xiv. 1.) In

Matth. iv. 12, indeed, the visit of Christ to Gahlee, which appears

to have been occasioned by the report of the Baptist's imprison-

ment, is annexed to the temptation of Christ, and just so Mark i.

14 ; but this circumstance involves no contradiction of the state-

ments of John, unless that journey to Galilee be taken as parallel
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with wliat is related i. 44, ii. 1. But notliing in the text renders

this at all necessary ; it may be taken as simultaneous with that

mentioned John iv. 3. If this be done, the account given by Mat-

thew and Mark only appears very much abbreviated. Both leave

out all that occurred between the temptation and the imprisonment,

viz., the first journey to Galilee at the marriage in Cana (John ii. 1,

ff.), the journey to the Passover (John ii. 13, ff.), and lastly the

journey to Jordan (John iii. 22). Accordingly we need only sup-

pose that while Jesus was passing some time near Jordan, John tho

Baptist was arrested, and this occasioned the journey to Grahleo

(John iv. 3), and then all exactly harmonizes ; for at Matth. xiv. 1,

ff., the detailed narrative of the arrest is evidently introduced re-

trospectively ; the main subject there is the death of the Baptist
;

but how long he was in prison we know not. The only thing that

might be said in opposition to this arrangement is, that the omis-

sion on the part of Matthew and Mark appears very strange ; but

we need not consider the period thus passed over to be more than a

few weeks. The journey to Cana was merely an incidental one ; in

Capernaum Jesus remained (according to ii. 12) but few days, in Jeru-

salem simply daring the feast, and at the Jordan also, we only need

suppose a brief stay. Besides, the relation of the Baptist to Jesus

implies that the time of his working with Jesus would be but short.

After the baptism of Jesus, and after he had directed his disciples

to Jesus, his office was finished, his imprisonment was only in-

tended to serve for his personal perfection. Hence we can easily

account for the circumstance that Matthew and Mark connect the

imprisonment immediately with the ministry of Jesus in Galilee,

Matthew necessarily knowing nothing of it by personal observation,

since he was not called till afterwards. I therefore quite agree

with the ancient opinion, which also Eusebius,* who relates it,

adopted, viz., that Matthew and Mark give no account of what took

place hefore the arrest of the Baptist ; although indeed that Father

was mistaken in thinking that John mentions only the occuiTences

hefore this ; for, on the contrary, the arrest of the Baptist must
be placed shortly before the journey to Galilee, related John iv. 3,

of which it was the very occasion. So also in the last editions,

Liicke and Tholuck. De Wette, on the other hand, without ad-

ducing his reasons, adheres to the opinion that Matth. iv. 12, is par-

allel with John i. 44, so that the contradiction is not removed ; he

merely avers that Jesus commences his ministry John chap. ii. as

he commences it Matth. iv. 12, without entering further into the

* Euseb. H. E. iii. 24, edit. Stroth. p. 156. Ovkovv 6 fiiv 'loxlwTjg rj? rod Kaf avrbv

evayyeXiov ypa^ij, to. fiTjdeiru rov (ian-iaTov elg <pv?i.aKyv f^efiXjifiEVOv npuc tov Xpiarov

irpaxdevra napadiducLv. 01 61 ?mi.ttoI rpelc Evayye2,taTal ra /lerd t^v elg to dEa/iuTTjpiov

KuOeip^iv TOV j3airTi(jTov uvTj/xovevovaiv.
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above representation. Yet immediately afterwards, he finds himself

compelled, in commenting on iv, 1-6, to the confession (p. 55),
" here, if we insert the arrest of the Baptist, Matth. iv. 12 does

indeed appear to be parallel," but he adds in a decisive tone, " it

refers to an earlier period."

Ver. 25, 26.—The disciples of John now occasioned a dispute (e/c

indicates the origin) with a Jew. (The ordinary reading is 'lovSaLuv.

Bentley conjectured 'Irjaov without any sufficient reason. The sin-

gular, however, individualizes more than the plural, and is certainly

to be preferred.) The dispute related to baptism (nadagiaiiog= /3aTr-

Tiafjo), which cannot have excited surprise except on the ground

that it was performed by John and Jesus upon Jews. The precise

point of the controversy is not given ; but the disciples of John must

have felt their vanity wounded by the remarks of the Jew, while he

probably gave it as his opinion that the baptism of Jesus was more

effectual than that of John ; hence they hasten to their Master,

and, as it were, complain to him of Jesus, that all are crowding to

him. The remark " to whom thou hast borne witness" (w ov fiefiap-

rvgrjK.ag)j is justly viewed by Tholuck as an elevation of the Bap-

tist above Jesus.

Ver. 27, 28.—The humble Baptist, however, reminds his vain

disciples of the contents of his testimony (comp. i. 15, 30), and re-

fers that which was higher in Christ to the Divine appointment,

which ordained to him a more elevated position. We might be

tempted to understand the general proposition in which the Bap-

tist expresses this sentiment

—

ov dvvarai avSpwTOf, k. t. A., a man
cannot, etc.—as meaning, " Man slioiild not take anything to himself

which is not given him from above, although he can." It might

then be thought that the Baptist, tempted by vanity, had repre-

sented himself as the Messiah, and in that case he would have arro-

gated to himself something which had not been given to him. But
the sentiment is undoubtedly to be taken thus : Even if a man does

assume anything to himself, it can yield him no success, unless God
loills his prosperity. Be the course of things therefore as it may,

all is disposed from above, and without the will of God, nothing

comes to pass.* In the phrase aAA' on drcearaXiiEvog elfu, two con-

structions are blended. The clXXd is to be explained from the an-

* Olshausen seems to intimate that John's language might be construed into an ad-

mission that he iiad formerly given himself out for the Messiah, but foolishly and vainly,

as a man can successfully assume nothing which is not given to him from heaven. Thus,

taken in its connexion, it would be a sort of retraction of former false pretensions. But

such an interpretation is so utterly at war with all that is recorded of John, and so far

from being required by the words themselves, that the bare suggestion of it (although it

is of course rejected by himself) is more worthy of Strauss or De Wette, than of Olshau-

sen. The real import of the passage seems to me to bo :
" My position in respect to the

Messiah has been flxed on high. I had a definite work to perform, and beyond that I
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tithesis to the foregoing ovic elfu t'ycj 6 XpiarSgy and the sentence

should run : dXX' 6 dnecfTaXi^ievog e^npoadev tKeivov. But the otl is

again connected with the iia^Tvpeire^ and supposes the repetition of

CTL elnov.

Ver. 29, 30.—The Baptist now represents the different relations

of himself and Christ, under the familiar Old Testament figure of

marriage. (Comp, the Comm. on Luke xvi. 16.) The Messiah

himself is the Desire of humanity, and humanity represented hy be-

lievers, as its noblest members, is called the bride (yviKprf). The two

are entwined in the most intimate bond of love, which in its highest

manifestation—marriage—appears in the incarnation and personal

ministry of the Son of Grod on earth. The Baptist further asserts

that he is the Bridesman (comp. the remarks on Matth, ix. 15,

where the term viol rod wiicpuvog is employed), who conducts the

Bridegroom to the arms of the Bride, but remains without the

bridal-chamber (i. e. enters not into the kingdom of God itself, comp.

the remarks on Matth. xi. 11), and listens to the rejoicing of the

Bridegroom.

The Holy Scripture does not shun the use of such graphic re-

presentations, derived from sensuous love,* in order to illustrate

spiritual relations ; because they are intended for readers whose

eyes are pure and enlightened, while to the impure, everything,

even that which is purest, appears impure and defiled. Such pas-

sages of the New Testament support the exposition of the Song of

Solomon as referring to spiritual love, without which reference the

book would not belong to the canon. (The formula x^9^ TreTiAr/pw-

rai occurs also xv. 11, xvi. 24, xvii. 13. The joy of Simeon was

completed as he folded the child Jesus in his arms ; the joy of the

Baptist attained its perfection when he knew that the Bride was in

the arms of the Messiah

—

i. e. when he beheld the commencement
of the Messiah's spiritual work, which made humanity fruitful in

higher spiritual powers.) The humble Baptist now willingly re-

tired, with his circle, into the shade ; he knew that, according to

the appointment of God, the Messiah was to increase. This unas-

can arrogate nothing to myseE I had an appointed mission : it is fulfilled, and in the

growing success of Jesus I gladly acquiesce as the grand purpose to which my ministry

was subordinated." The Baptist thus replies to the spenV, rather than to the form, of hia

disciples' remark, which was a sort of complaint that he was being thrown into the shade

by the person to whom he himself had borne witness. Tlie reply thus opens by stating

the principle on which he acquiesces in this state of things, viz., that the purpose of his

mission had been divinely determined. That the language cannot refer to the Saviour

(viz., that his success proves his Divine mission) is proved, aside from its being less ap-

propriate, by the word dvdpunoc, a man, which naked term John assuredly would not

have applied to the Messiah.—[K.

* Taking a profounder view, it would be necessary to say, that spiritual love is the

original, and aU sensual love is only a darkened image of the essence of the former.
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sumingness and simplicity perfect the character of the Baptist ; a

higher power, new life, surpassing the Old Testament, he did not

possess ; but with entire humility he acknowledged his position, and

attested the subordinate relation in which he stood to the plans

of God.

Ver. 31, 32.— The following words, as far as ver. 36, are evidently

not the Baptist's, but those of the Evangelist, who is skilled in

closely fitting his own words to those which he reports.* For, in

the first place, the following verses are not at all in keeping with

the point of view occupied by the Baptist and his adherents, as for

example they testify the happy result flowing from the reception o±

the words of Jesus, which had not yet taken place with the Baptist ;,

the thoughts issue from the profound mind of John, and aie com-

pletely clothed in his garb. In the second place, they also arise

out of the connexion ; for the last verses in particular refer not to

the relation between Christ and the Baptist, but merely to that be-

tween the Redeemer and believers 6y unbelievers. The first verses

(31, 32), on the other hand, contain a significant reference to the

disciples of John, to whom their Master was to be shewn in his

proper position with respect to the Redeemer.

The Evangelist now, in the following verses, places the Baptist

in contrast Avith Christ. John, although the greatest born of women
(Matth. xi. 11), is but an earthly sage, greatly enlightened by the

Spirit of God, and can only speak as his origin permits. Christ, on

the contrary, is purely from heaven (dvcoOev is explained by the im-

mediately subsequent words t/c rov ovpavov)—one who bears witness

to mortals of heavenly things seen by him directly. (Comp. the re-

marks on iii. 11.) (The phrase : 6 wv tw rTig yrjg, t/c r/jg yTjg ioriv,

appears tautological ; but Liicke justly observes that the former

sentence is the subject, and the latter the predicate—the former in-

dicating the origin, the latter the occupation—so that the meaning

may be resolved thus : 6 t/c r^f yriq yrj'Cvog lariv.) The expression iic

riig yijg AaAet, speaJcethfrom the ear^/i, however, is peculiarly remark-

able, and certainly appears too strong in application to a prophet who
speaks under the impulse of the Holy Spirit.f The term k-niyeia

(iii. 12), may be comj)ared ; but just because this certainly could

not be interchanged with y?/iVa, iit and IttI by no means appear sy-

nonymous. The passage is probably best understood thus : even that

which is Divine in the discourse of John, he speaks from earth, i. e.,

in an earthly, veiled form—whilst Christ presents that which is

* On this subject comp. the apologetic remarks of Tholuck in his Comment, p. 36.

\ But its strangeness does not authorize such an unsuitable expression as tliat of De

"Wette in his remarks on the passage :
" the remarkable undorTaluationof all, even of the

Baptist, must bo regarded as the excess either o^ modesty in tho Baptist, or of the apolo-

getic element (I) in tho Evangelist." The first question is, whether an excess may at all

be supposed.
,

Vol. II.—24
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heavenly from heaven, i. e., in heavenly clearness and purity. John

speaks human words (pru-iara dvOpunov) , but Christ utters Divine

words (f)9Jiiara Qeov). (Comp. ver. 34.) In John the Divine itself

was manifested in a human subordinate form.

Ver. 33, 34.—The Evangelist deeply deplores the fact that this

heavenly testimony is not received {i. e. only by a very small num-

ber in proportion to the mass) ; but still, taught by inward experi-

ence, he is compelled to add that he who received this testimony

derived from it unspeakable happiness ; he experienced that Goc is

true, that he fulfils all his promises, and satisfies all desire. (20pa-

ytfw, to seal, to confirm. Just so vi. 27 ; Ephes. i. 13, iv. 30. The
confirmation here refers to the receiver (Aa/3c5v) himself, as well as

to the others also.) Now, this confirmation is founded upon the cir-

cumstance that he speaks the words of God. We expect something

entirely difi'crent, e. g.,
" since in him all prophecies are fulfilled."

True, the words of God need not necessarily be fulfilments ; they

may be new promises. But 'he who speaks Divine words is the

Messiah, of whom it was promised, " I will put my words into

Ms mouth" (Deut. xviii. 18). Consequently this sentence means

the same thing, for in the Messiah all promises of God are yea and

amen (2 Cur. i. 20). The conclusion : ov yap t/c ne-gov dlSuioiVj k. t.

^.,for not by measure, etc., explains how he who was sent from God
was able to speak words of God, for avru), to Jmn, is to be supplied.

Even John had the Divine Spirit in a certain degree {^ic [lirpov =
uerpiojg, the reading t'/c jiepovg is merely explanatory), but the Mes-

siah had the entire fulness of Divine life and Divine power, the

word of the Father dwelt in him, and therefore he sjiake Divine

words. Meyer has so misunderstood the passage as to consider the

words God givetJi not by measure, etc., a general statement, apply-

ing to all messengers from God ; he says that God always gives his

Spirit without measure, the different degrees in which it is partici-

pated depending merely on the difi'erent degrees of receptivity in

the receiver. It is evident that the words refer merely to " him
whom God hath sent" (ov d-tarEiXev b Geof). (The present 6i6(j)oi

very aptly points out the permanent communication of the Spirit

by the Father to the Son, so that Ave are to imagine a constant flow

and reflow of living powers.) (Comp. i. 52.)

Ver. 35, 36.—Instead of the general expressions hitherto em-
ployed respecting the Messiah (6 avodOev, tic fov ovpavov tpxofievog) we
now have the term Son, by which the altogether peculiar relation

of God to him, as his Father, is designated. (Instead of dyanuv^

(piXeXv is used in the same sense. Comp. v. 20.) In consequence

of this relation, God has invested the Son, as the Heir, with the

sovereignty of the world, and for this reason life and happiness de-

pend upon faith in him. (Comp. the observations on Matth. xi. 27.
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To refer tlie " all things" {rravTa) merely to the moral ministry of the

Redeemer through his teaching, is to render the meaning super-

ficial, and therefore contrary to the character of Scripture. Comp.

the remarks on Matth. xxviii. 18 ; 1 Cor. xv. 27, 28.) In the con-

cluding verse (as iii. 15), eternal life is associated with faith. Here

we need not inquire, how the dnetOiov is related to the fj-fj ttiotsvo^v

(ver. 18). The two expressions are, it is true, different in them-
selves, but here they are so employed that so far as the sense goes,

they are perfectly synonymous ; as Liicke acknowledges in the

second edition of his Commentary, although he had previously de-

nied it. Unbelief itself is here regarded as disobedience, and, in-

deed, as total disobedience proceeding from the entire man ; and

being such, is not merely a disobedience (d-netOeia) but the disobe-

dience out of which all others atise. (Comp. Rom. xi. 30-32
;

Ephes. ii. 2, v. 6. In the latter passage, even the dpyrj tov Qeov is

connected with the d-neideLa.) As parallel to " he shall not see life"

(ovK o^jjETai ^corjv) it is added :
" but the wrath of God abideth on

him (aA/L' ?/ ogyrj tov Oeov [itvet in' avrov). (With regard to life

and ivrath, comp. the remarks on iii. 15, 16.) John, the preacher

of the love of God (1 John iv. 8, 16), knows also the wrath of God,

which of necessity co-exists with the energy and ardour of love,

since wrath only represents the other pole of love.* Love draws to

itself that which is kindred, but rejects that which is discordant,

and, in the same being, it attracts the element of the former, whilst

it repels that of the latter. Accordingly it cannot be without

wrath, and, as no property of God operates without the others (for

in him all are essentially one), so love does not work without im-

parting reward (or rather benefit), and wrath docs not work without

punishing (or inflicting pain), as the two forms in which righteous-

ness is displayed. During the time that man, as a member of sin-

ful humanity, lapsed and estranged from God, does not experience

the redeeming power of Christ (Ephes. ii. 3), the repulsive pole of

Divine love manifests itself, and if he rejects redemption, this state

continues till he surrenders (jUtVei in' avrov'). Absolute permanence

of wrath is here indicated, only so far as an entire and permanent

disobedience is presupposed. Hence the intention of Divine wrath

and of that righteous wisdom which made sin and evil necessarily

connected, is thus God's loving purpose to awaken in man the

consciousness of his sinful condition. Liicke therefore is evidently

in error when he regards the expression, "the wrath of God abideth

on him," as stronger than KsKptrai, {s judged, condemned (ver. 18).

He who is condemned, i. e. excluded from the kingdom of redemp-

tion, is surely under wrath, and thus in the two expressions there is

only one and the same thing to be seen (comp. Rom. i. 18 ; ii. 5
;

* "With respect to bpyi) tov Qeov, comp. the Comment, on Matth. xvLlI 34, 35.
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Ephes. V. 6 ; Coloss. iii. 6.) De Wette here, at the conclusion of

the chapter remarks, " this verse (ver. 36) might be used even

against the Baptist himself and his disciples." How this observa-

tion is to be understood, viz., that the wrath of God may be said to

remain on the Baptist because he did not believe in the Son, is

shewn by the sequel, where De Wette observes that John the Bap-

tist appears to have placed himself in opposition to Christ, since he

continued to baptize even after Jesus had declared himself to be the

Messiah ; and that, therefore, even if the whole statement here

given is not to be rejected, at any rate John the Evangelist was in-

duced by apologetic reasons to overstep the limits of historic truth.

It is indeed very much to be lamented that the theologian whom we
have named has not shrunk from yielding himself so far to the Straus-

sian influence. For, does it necessarily follow from John's still baptiz-

ing, that he intended to place himself in opposition to Jesus ? Nay,

is it not the most natural supposition that he baptized for the same

purpose afterwards as before, viz., to point the penitent to Christ ?

Where do we find a word to the contrary ? The circumstance that

in Acts xix. 3, the disciples of John still are mentioned, only shews

—as is indicated by the very existence of the sect of the Zabians,

and their doctrines—that many disciples did not follow out John's

instruction to join themselves to Jesus. Besides which, some well-

meaning persons, like those mentioned Acts xix., may have become

disconnected from the Baptist, before he decidedly recognized the

office of Jesus, at his baptism. At all events the insinuation that

ver. 36 may be referred to the Baptist himself is truly calculated to

shock the mind.

§ 7. The Conversation of Christ with the Woman of

Samaria.

(John iv. 1—42.)

The following charming narrative is most intimately connected

with the avowed design (xx. 31) of the Gospel, to represent Jesus

as the Christ. Christ here unequivocally declares (ver. 26) that he
is the Messiah. Moreover, the spiritual views concerning the true

worship of God, propounded in the conversation with the Samaritan
woman (ver. 23, 24), are quite calculated for the immediate readers

of John ;
so that the pertinence of this chapter to the general scope

of the Gospel is obvious to every one. However, we cannot but
consider Hengstenberg (on the Authenticity of the Pentateuch)
mistaken in adopting the view of Strauss (Leben Jesu Th. i. p. 519,

£F.), that this occurrence involves a symbolical significance which, at

the same time, does not destroy the historic truth of Christ's inter-
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view with the woman of Samaria. For, in the first plaice, the sup-

position that the woman represented the Samaritan people, and her

five husbands the five races from which, according to 2 Kings, xvii.

24, the Samaritans sprang, is in the highest degree forced. And,

in the second place, this hypothesis leads to the utterly untenable

conclusion that the Samaritan woman, and with her the inhabitants

of Sichem, were employed purely as a medium whereby to symbol-

ize a thought which might have been far more simply expressed in

plain words. For although Hengstenberg does not deny the reality

of the external fact, yet he evidently lowers its significance as such,

in order to give prominence to its symbolical aspect ; it being alto-

gether denied, or at least strongly doubted, that the Lord really

intended to produce any effect upon the woman and the Sichemites.

Now, unconscious objects, such as the fig-tree, the fish with the

piece of money, etc., may well be employed in those symbolical ac-

tions, in which the mere outward act loses all its importance ; but

it is not appropriate thus to employ human beings, since they never

can be used merely as a means, but constantly appear in the minis-

try of Christ as the end.

Ver. 1-3.—The circumstance that Jesus, upon receiving the in-

telligence that the Pharisees were aware of the power which he held

over the people, leaves Jud^a and goes to Galilee—a place less

exposed to Pharisaic influence—on the one hand indicates persecu-

tions already prepared for himself, and on the other, renders it not

improbable that just at this time the Baptist was imjOTsoned (com-

pare the remarks on iii. 22). Here is subjoined the remark that

Jesus himself did not baptize, but only the disciples.* In like

manner the apostles did not baptize after the Pentecost, but only

their companions, while the apostles laid their hands upon the bap-

tized, who therewith received the Spirit. (Compare Acts viii. 14-

17 ; 1 Cor. i. 14-16.) This plainly indicates a certain subordination

of water-baptism (comp. the Coram, on Matth. iii. 1) in relation to

the baptism of the Spirit,f when the two did not coincide, as

doubtless they did in the baptisms performed by the apostles them-
selves (1 Cor. i. 14, ff".). The baptism of the disciples before the

institution of the Sacrament and the outpouring of the Spirit was,

at any rate, a mere baptism of repentance {[idnTiafia i^ieravoiag), be-

cause they themselves had not as yet received any other bap-

tism,:!: and the Holy Spirit was not yet given (John vii. 39).

* The probable reason why Jesus himself did not baptize, was, as Meyer justly re-

marks, that it seemed unsuitable for him to baptize in his own name.

f The later ecclesiastical usage, viz., the deacons baptizing, but tlie bishops impart-

ing the chrism (a custom still retained in the Catholic Church), was derived from this

distinction.

f I cannot agree with the view of Matthias, when he asserts (de baptismate. BeroL

1831, p. 57, not.) that the baptism practised by the apostles be/ore the outpouring of
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Ver. 4-6.—The direct road from Juda3a to Galilee led tliiough

Samaria, though the most carefully scrupulous Jews avoided it, and

went throui^rh Perasa. The Hebrew name of the town which Jesus

touched on his way is sgw == 2f;t^i" or ^^X^l^- The reading 2f%ap,

or more correctly ^vxdp, is perhaps a distortion of the name, in vogue

among the Jews, equivalent to "JBtti, drunk, or ->;>», falsehood, (Sir.

1. 26, the town is called rd I,iKi{ia,) But, as it is not likely that the

Evangelist would receive a vulgar nickname into his grave narra-

tive, it seems to me more probable that the p standing for n is noth-

ing more than an instance of the exchange of liquid letters which

sometimes occurs—as Nebuchadnezzar, Beliar. Hengstenberg's

supposition that John himself formed the opprobrious epithet inten-

tionally, in order to indicate the culpableness of the Samaritan her-

esy, appears to me inadmissible ; because, in the first place, the

Sichemites are not identical with the Samaritans generally, but only

form a small part of them. The ye, in the words vnelg TrgooicvveiTe b

ovK otSare, ye tvorsMp, etc. (ver. 22), does not refer to the Sichemites,

but to all Samaritans. In the second place, it is contrary to the

usage of the New Testament to disgrace any one by the application

of a reproachful name. With respect to the situation of Sichem

and its relation to Neapolis, subsequently so called, comp. v. Eau-

mer's remarks in the second edition of his Geographic von Palses-

tina (p. 160, note), by which the apparent contradictions in the

accounts of the ancients are satisfictorily solved. On the x^P'-^'^ of

Joseph, comp. Gen. xxxiil. 19, xlviii. 22. Tradition there assigned

a well to Jacob ; on this Jesus sat in the heat of noon. (The sixth

hour =^. twelve o'clock. The memory of the faithful disciple often

marks such little incidents.) The mention of the weariness of

Jesus is a testimony (although perhaps unintentional) against gnostic

Doceticism.

Ver. 7-9.—The Lord, in the simplest and most natural manner,

introduces a conversation with a Samaritan woman, who comes to draw
water from the well, and, after thus introducing it, he at once contrives

to turn it towards Divine things. The woman, in the first instance,

expresses her astonishment at being accosted in such a friendly

manner, in spite of national antipathy, by a Jew, which she doubtless

immediately recognized him to be in dress and speech. {S.vyxQaaOai

occurs nowhere else in the New Testament.) The details respect-

tho Spirit was performed kv -KVEVfiaTL /cat Kvpi. It was indeed distinguished from

that of the Baptist by this, that it could not be performed ilg rbv ipxo/isvov, with refer-

ence to him that was to come, for the apostles had acknowledged Christ as the Redeemer

already come; but, in the nature of the case, it could not go beyond repentance,

because the power of the Holy Spirit was not yet poured out. On tliis account all

who had been baptized by the apostles needed also the communication of the Holy

Spirit by imposition of hands. (Comp. the remarks on the important passage Acts xLx

1, flf.)
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ing the relationship and origin of the Samaritans belong to Jew-

ish history.* Concerning the time of the origin of the sect, I

refer the reader to the Programni of Sieffert : de tempore schismatis

ecclesiastici JudjEOS inter et Samaritanos oborti. Kegiom. 1828. He
decides/or the account of Nehemiah, and against that of Josephus

(who brings the origin of the Samaritans down to the time of Alex-

ander the Great), and supposes that the rise of the sect, by the

establishment of a worship of their own on Mount Gerizim in the

known manner, took place during the reign of Artaxerxes Longi-

mauus, which lasted from 464 to 425 b. c. But an entirely different

view has recently been propounded by Hengstenberg (on the Au-
thenticity of the Pentateuch). He is of opinion that the Samaritans

contained no Isrelitish element at all, but that they were merely a

mixture of some heathen races. For my own part, I have not been

able to convince myself of the correctness of this hypothesis. Even
Hengstenberg finds himself compelled to acknowledge, according to

the intimations of Acts x. 28, i. 8, that the Samaritans are not

placed on a level with the heathen. But what other ground was

there for distinguishing them from the heathen than that they con-

tained Israelitish elements ? All the declarations of Christ and of

the apostles respecting them, perfectly explain themselves, on the

assumption that the Samaritans had not kept their origin pure, and
thus had corrupted their knowledge of God.

Ver, 10-12.—From conflicting national relations, the Redeemer
leads the thoughts of the woman to himself In order powerfully

to excite her attention, Jesus employs a request which he had made
to her for a draught of water, as a means of suggesting to her a

similar request for spiritual invigoration. Liicke has justly re-

marked, that the gift of God (dwped tov Qeov) cannot possibly be the

Saviour himself, since Koi rig eariv 6 Aeywv ooi^ and ivho it is, etc., is

added ; the expression, on the contrary, indicates the opportunity

to hear him, and to learn from him. The woman at first understands

the living water (vdwp ^Cdv) as signifying merely fresh spring-water,

and supposes that Jesus refers to some mode of obtaining water

more quickly than she does ; on this account she points him to the

depth of the well. (According to the tradition of travellers, it is 105
feet deep, and contains only five feet of water). Still, conceiving it

possible that he may mean another well, she adds, " surely thou
wouldst not wish to have a better well than this glorious one, out

of which our father Jacob and his sons drank !" De Wette here

suddenly presents himself as the defender of the double sense, and
says, that living water signifies at the same time fresh water and
water of life. Thus the truth ever practically prevails in spite of

opposition, and thrusts into the back ground those circumscribed

* Comp. tho Comment, on Luke ix. 53, and John iv. 21.
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principles which men labour to establish without any practical

foundation.

Ver. 13, 14.—The Lord thereupon unfolds to her the wonderful

nature of the water that he means, and which he had called living

water (ver. 10). By this Jesus evidently does not intend his doc-

trine, or, to speak generally, anything abstract, communicable in

opinions, but the element of his life itself. As he says :
" I am the

bread of life," so also he himself is the water of life {vSuq T7jg ^coJig),

in which he gives life to the world. (Comp. John vi. 33, 35.)*

Hence the point of comparison—as in the case of ligJit, it is the

principle which enlightens and imparts the knowledge of reality, so

in the case of luater, is that which invigorates, quickens, quenches

thirst, and satisfies desire. Moreover, the life of the Eedeemer, as

the eternal itself, allays all the craving of a man's heart in his mor-

tal state—a craving which never can be more than momentarily

appeased by the creation of that which is transitory, because, in its

ultimate principle, it constantly refers to that which is eternal—for

ever and ever. This life imparts full satisfaction {neQiaaSv^ John x.

10), assuages all thirst of desire (John vi. 35). The parallel, Sirach

xxiv. 21, is interesting. There the same thought is expressed in-

versely tln'.s : "he who drinks of me (the essential "Wisdom) ever

thirsts after me," i. e., his longing is then drawn away from all that

is perishable, and entirely concentrated upon that continual enjoy-

ment of the imperishable which is always accessible to man. The
different form of expression in the two passages might be explained

thus : in Sirach the revelation of Wisdom in its entire fulness, is

conceived of according to the Old Testament point of view, as in

process ; whereas in John it is regarded rather as that which Jias

taken ^:)Zace.f

As a second peculiarity of this living water, we are pointed to

its creative nature. Having issued from the eternal Ibuntain, it

creates in the mind of him who receives it a self-sustaining fountain

{nijyr} vdaTog).-^ (Comp. John vii. 38. Sir. xxiv. 30-34, where the

same thought is expressed.) Thus, it not only satisfies the need of

the individual, but renders him a fructifying fountain for those

around him. The depth of the meaning being kept in view, the

* Similarly Iliilo calls the Logos noTa/nbg tov Oeov. Comp. the passages iu Gross-

mann, loc. cit. p. 59.

f Ullmann in the Studien (First year, No. 4, p. 191, ff.) takes a very just view of the

difference in the modes of expression. In the Apocryphal Book he finds a designation

of (piAoaoipia ; while the saying of Christ denotes consummated <yo(l)ia itself I only ques-

tion whether a distinct citation from the Apocrypha is hero to be supposed. I am far

more disposed to regard it as a spontaneous coincidence in an obvious figure.

^ A better physical illustration of the idea is afforded by the comparison with fire, a

spark of which in susceptible matter calls forth a new flame. So also the fire of the

Spirit which Jesus came to kindle (Luke xii. 49) extends itself from one heart to another

through the universe, by means of the kindling spark emitted from his heart of lovo
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passage may be taken thus :
" the water is in him a spring of spark-

ling (dXXofcivov = ^ojvTog) water, for eternal life," or, '' which springs

up into eternal life." The latter connexion, however, is to be pre-

ferred as the simpler. The sense is this :
" the element of life

which issues from the parent fountain of life must also return to its

primitive source." That which is eternal rests not until it has

reached the eternal.

Ver. 15-18.—The simple woman was unable to comprehend the

greatness of such a thought ; but still the word of the Lord, spoken
with the power of inspiration, sounded in her heart, and called her

to a nobler life. She longed for such water as imparts full satisfac-

tion, yet could not rise entirely above the sensuous ; hence the pe-

culiar form of her request, in which longing for what is higher is

blended with the sensuous. This incitement Christ now employs
in order, by an unveiling of her inward state, to awaken deep
repentance in her heart, as essential to her reception of power
from above. Every attempt to refer Avhat Jesus here discloses to

the woman of her own life, to previous communications received

concerning her, must be rejected, as contrary to the view of the nar-

rator, who presupposes in Christ the ability to discover the depths

of hearts. (Comp. John ii. 24, vi. G4.) The effort of those expos-

itors who endeavour to vindicate the woman, is evidently to be

regarded as an entire failure ;" on the very circumstance of her

guilt lies in tliis place all the stress. After having had five husbands,

she lives in illicit connexion with another man.* This disclosure

of her secret sin, in which she thought herself unobserved, awoke
her slumbering life.

Ver. 19, 20.—She recognizes in Christ a prophet (not tJie pro-

phet = the Messiah, comp. vi. 14, 15), and immediately consults

him respecting the great controversy between Jews and Samaritans.

Probably she sought also to divert the conversation, and thus to get

rid of the pressure produced by the view of her sins. (The moun-
tain on which the temple of the Samaritans stood was called a-^fna

Gerizim, LXX. Tapi^iv. Moses enjoined that the blessing to be

uttered, Deut. xi. 29 ; xxvii. 12, 13
;

just over against it lay

Mount Ebal, where the curse was to . be pronounced. When An-
tiochus Epiphanes destroyed the temple, the Samaritans merely re-

built an altar.)

Ver. 21, 22.—The Lord now introduces the woman to a higher

point of view, ahove both of the contending opinions. Yet before

proceeding to the detail (ver. 23, 24), he pronounced an unequivocal
* Meyer takes the words koI vvv ov ^x^ic, oiic tan aov uvijp, and he whom thou now hast,

etc., as indicating that this last husband had not been faithful to the woman, as she hnd
formerly not been faithful to her husbands. Of this, however, nothing is to bo found in

the text ; the large number of her husbands would only point out her insatiable desire,

but not that she had practiced adultery.
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judgment against the Samaritans. This appears remarkable; con-

sidering that the Jews gave themselves up to such a manifestly cul-

pable hatred of the Samaritans. But the thing here spoken of is

not the subjective position in which the Jews certainly committed

great errors, but the objective state of the case. In this, right was

on the side of the Jews. Even the separate Divine worship of the

Samaritans was the result of sinful anger on account of just pun-

ishment.* Then, the Samaritans adopted merely the Pentateuch,

and consequently were without essential parts of God's word,

specially the Prophets, which contain such important predictions

concerning the Messiah. And lastly, the self-appointed arrange-

ment of their worship was opposed to the Divine will, according to

which the sanctuary of God's people was to be on Mount Zion.

Hence the Lord might well say : viiei<; -nQooKwelre o ovk oldare^-^ ye

ivorshi}^ luhat ye do not knoiv, and the only right course was, that

the Samaritans should relinquish their schism. Because they did

not do so, they robbed themselves of the opportunity of believing

in the Saviour of the world, whom, as the Jewish Messiah, they

would not recognize. The consequence was that up to the latest

times they maintained a sectarian union. (2wT7/pta, salvation,

stands as an abstract for the concrete = 6 oonrp^ the Saviour. In

the Divine government of the world, place and time are precisely

fixed ; as the people from whom the Messiah should come, so in like

manner, the family from which he should descend, and the town in

which he should be born, were appointed. To these arrangements,

man cannot oppose his arbitrary fancies, without bringing upon

himself essential injury.) Finally, the Samaritans believed in a

future great Teacher, whom they called ann^ " the Converter." But
they appear to have regarded this desired one merely as a prophet,

without attributing to him any higher significance.

Ver. 23, 24.—Jesus now returns to the description which he had
commenced (ver. 21), of a new, higher form of Divine worship, and
portrays it in prophetic vision, precisely as it was subsequently real-

ized—much as everything at present seemed to speak against it.

He styles it indeed a future phenomenon, but still in him, and the

small circle of life formed by him, already present in the germ
;

just as the kingdom of God is at once a present and a future king-

dom. (Respecting the form ^px^rai copa nal vvv iariv frequently oc-

* A son of Joiada tlie high-priest (Josephus in the Archseol. xi. 8, calls him Manasse)

married the daughter of Sanballat, the Persian Satrap of Samaria. Nehemiah on this

account chased him away (Nehem. xiii. 28), and Manasse fled to his father-in-law, where
he established the new worship on Mount Gerizim.

f The reading J) for o in all probability arose from irponKwelv in the New Testament

being usually construed with the dative. Still it frequently occurs with the accusative.

The words irpoaicvvelrE o ovk o((5are are best understood thus, '• Ye are without the true

knowledge of God." Comp. Matth. xxii. 29.
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curring in John, comp. the remarks on John v. 25 ; 1 John ii. 18.)

Now, the true worship which the Lord here describes is placed in

opposition, not so much to that which is ftilse (-ij^EvddJvvfioc;), as to

that which is imperfect, undeveloped. All Old Testament saints

prayed to God according to his will and appointment, under the

restrictions of time and place ; this did not constitute a false devo-

tion ; and in like manner, the worship of every infantile, unde-

veloped mind must be limited to season and locality. Hence the

dXT]6iv6g, true, is, as we often find it in John (comp. i. 9), that

wJiich corresponds luith the perfect ideal. (The substantive form

'rTpo(7Kvv7]T7'jg occurs again neither in the New Testament nor

elsewhere, except in an inscription. Comp. Liicke, p. 530, note.)

The worship of God, in its highest conception, is that which is most

homogeneous with the Divine nature. Now God is Spirit, and as

such, elevated above space and time ; hence the devotion which is

in Spirit {tv -nvEvnari), uttering itself independently of time and

place, never ceasing, subject to no external conditions, carried on in

the inner sanctuary of man, constitutes the only true worship of God,

i. e. the only worship which corresponds to its ideal. Spirit, how-

ever, being reality itself, the worship which is in Spirit, is also called

in truth (tv dXrjOeLa). (Comp. the remarks on i. 14.) Moreover, it

was through Christ that the truth (see i. 17) first came, i. e. ap-

peared in humanity itself ; and, therefore, it was only through him

and with him that worship in spirit and truth could commence.

Thus the words " in spirit and in truth" (tv TrveviiaTi koX h dXrjOela)

are to be understood in the connexion, as contrasted with " in this

mountain" (tv opet royra;), and " in Jerusalem" (tv 'lepoaoXvixoig, ver.

20). In contrast with that restriction to time and place, in relation

to God, which always presupposes the want of essential spiritual

power, another state is presented, viz., that of being filled with the

Spirit and reality, as the condition of true adherence to God. Thus

Augustine, in describing the antithesis between the Old and New
Testaments, finely remarks : Si forte C[ua3ris aliquem locum altum,

aliquem locum sanctum, intus exhibe te templum Deo. In templo

vis orare, in te ora. The same thought is thus expressed by Ter-

steegen, an eminent mystic of modern times :

Onco for praj'er and lonely thought

Fitting iiine and place I sought

;

Now in heart I always pray<^

Am alone* where'er I stray.

The above interesting words of the Lord have been interpreted

as though t'v nvevnaTt koI dXridda were equivalent to "nvEvixarmCog koI

* Alone, i. e. freed from all adherence to the creature, and in communion with nono

but God, the Eternal and the Only. The Mystics term this state of constant inward

devotion, life in the Divine presence. (Comp. the remarks on Luke xviii. 1, ff.)
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aXfjOutg^ i. e. with a pure sincere spirit ; but tliis interpretation is to

be rejected, because it proceeds from the interchange oi -nveviia with

i)vx'ri or naQdia ; besides Avhich, it is evident that long before Christ,

many Jews and Gentiles had worshipped God sincerely. The true

idea of ev nvevf^aTt iial dXTjOeca, in spirit and truth, is gained by a

right apprehension of the antithesis. The Eedeemer does not here

controvert the errors existing among the Gentiles or Samaritans,

but jolaces his sublime revelation in contrast with that of the Old

Testament, which was of a lower kind, and in which the Samari-

tans participated, although imperfectly. The latter was the ex-

ternal (adg^), whilst Christ taught an internal (Trvevfia) worship,

which was not like the Old Testament form, confined to time and

place. The service of the Old Testament was not false (-ipevdog) but

(oKLa) a mere shadowy form consisting of types, symbols, and pre-

sentiments ; on the contrary, that of Christ was the real essence

itself (dh'jOeta), which the former but foreshadowed, and was thus

ihQ fulfillment oi all that the former typified. According to another

vicAv of this passage, which we must notice, "in spirit and truth"

means the justness of those conceptions which the worshipper must
have respecting God ; such just conceptions being the mere result

of life in the Spirit, and this being possible only through the com-
munication of the Spirit from above. But under the existing separ-

ation in man between hiotoing and being, many just conceptions

concerning God may be adopted without the possession of real

Divine life, and inversely. Hence we can only understand the words

as referring to the new, higher element of life which the Lord came
to bring down from heaven, so that to worship God in the Spirit and
in truth is not to be regarded as a matter of resolution and good
will ; the natural man, without power from above, is held in the

fetters of sense ; he cannot worship God in a godly manner, be-

cause he is ungodly, until he has in faith received Divine power and
truth.

Ver, 25-27.—Although the Samaritan woman may now have
caught a glimpse of the deep meaning in the words which Jesus
addressed to her, its essence certainly escaped her. All she knew
.was that something great and exalted was promised ; and for the

distinct disclosure of this she looked to the coming Messiah, from
whom it had been usual to expect the solution of every difficulty,

as well as the relief of all need. (The Samaritans entertained sub-
stantially the opinions of Jews concerning the Messiah ; but the

notions of the Samaritans certainly were not so clear as those of

the Israelites, although perhaps less alloyed by political elements.)

The Saviour hereupon unequivocally declared to her that he was
the Messiah. ('Eyw elfic is a concise expression, like the Hebrew nih

»?M. According to the connexion, 6 Xpiarog is to be supplied.) This
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open decltaration of his Messiahship appears opposed to those nu-

merous instances recorded hy the synoptical Evangelists, in which,

those who recognized him as the Messiah, were j)rohibitGd from

making it known. (On this subject comp, the Comm. Matth. viii.

4.) Doubtless the reason of the unreserved expressions employed

by Christ concerning his sublime dignity may here be found

the simplicity of the woman, and of the inhabitants of Sichem
generally. They were strangers to those political views which the

Je^vs entertained, and therefore they afforded no such ground for

apprehending misconstructions. The disciples, on their return from

the city, wonder that Jesus should take the trouble to converse with

a woman (the Jews even now regard the female sex as unfit to be

instructed in the law),* but delicacy restrains them from venturing

to ask him what he has said to her. A difficulty might here be felt

respecting the witnesses to the conversation with the woman ; but,

on the one hand, it is not said that all the disciples were gone into

the city, and perhaps our Evangelist was present at the interview
;

while, on the other hand, either Christ himself or the Sichemites

may have communicated the particulars of it to the disciples dur-

ing their residence in the city (iv. 43). Suppositions of this kind

cannot be considered strange if the relation between Christ and
the disciples be viewed in a perfectly simple, natural manner.

The powerful effects of the conversation, which they beheld, would
necessarily direct their attention towards it, and then from one

quarter or another they would receive the desired information con-

cerning it.

Ver. 28-30.—The declaration of Christ, that he is the Messiah,

is now united in the mind of the w^oman with the disclosures of

Jesus respecting her life (ver. 16, ff,), and she believes in him ; she

then hastens back into the city to confirm her conviction by the

judgment of her fellow-citizens.

Ver. 31-34.—The Lord—ever living in the consciousness of his

lofty calling—after the withdrawal of the woman, seeks to awaken
the deeper life in his disciples. Filled with thoughts of bodily in-

vigoration, they invite their heavenly master to take refreshment

with them. But the Eedeemer conducts them into the depth of

his inner life, which, by this happy interview with a childlike nature,

had become so thoroughly invigorated in the power of the Spirit

from above, that the soul strengthened the body.f The disciples,

but little accustomed as yet to the spirituality of the words of

Jesus, think of physical nourishment which may have reached hira

* Contempt of tho female sex has been shared by the Jews with the Orientals gener-

ally ;
in this respect they form the most striking contrast with the Germaniq. nations among

whom the honour paid to woman has often been perverted into idolatry.

\ On this subject compare the remarks in the Comm. on 2 Cor. ix. 10, 11.
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in some unknown way, until the Lord unfolds to tliem his meaning

in further discourse. (The tgyov, ivorh, is Christ's whole work of

redemption, as the will {eeXruia) of God to him. Doing andfnuhing
{TToielv, reXeiovv) are to be taken as comprehending also the influence

of the Spirit of Christ. Activity in promoting the kingdom of God,

as it were, opened within the Lord one source of power after an-

other, and it was this that refreshed and strengthened him. I class

this passage with those in which iva cannot without harshness be

understood reXiKwg. [Comp. Winer's Gram. 4th edit. p. 312.] The

sense here is not " that I may be able to do the will of God," but
" the doing itself constitutes the invigoration.")

Ver. 35.—The discourse of Christ now takes a somewhat differ-

ent turn, which, as both ancient and modern expositors agree, is

sufficiently accounted for on the supposition that the Lord just then

saw the inhabitants of Sichem pouring forth from the city towards

himself. To this animating scene Jesus directs the eyes of the dis-

ciples, pointing to the flock of people in need of salvation, and

comparing them to crops ripe for the harvest. Moreover, we are

doubtless to think of Jesus as surrounded by germinating corn fields,

to which the first words ^tc Terpdfirjvog ean k. t. A., have reference.

(The textus receptus reads rerpd.p,rivov sc. didorrnia. But Griesbach,

who is followed by Schulz, has adopted reTpdjxrjvog sc. ;tPovo5- on the

authority of several distinguished manuscripts.) This expression

may relate to the early crops which ripened rapidly, and having

been sown in December, might be reaped as soon as April, at Easter.

At all events we may conclude that Jesus spoke these words during

tlie seed-time, which varied from October to December, according

to the climate of Palestine. Hence it is most obvious that accord-

ing to John also, the chronology is uncertain. Chap. ii. 13, Jesus

was going to the Passover, and in the accounts which follow, there

are so few dates, that so far as the text is concerned, we might as

well suppose that these words were uttered in May as in December,
but for the incidental expression which here becomes our guide.

—

Finally, in the comparison of the earthly with the spiritual seed

in this verse, the trt, yet, and v/rf//, already, are to be understood

as antitheses. In the former instance the seed is Jirst scattered in

hope, in the latter case the harvest is already come. This is plainly

indicated by ver. 38, where the disciples are represented as reapers

who have not sown.

Ver. 36-38.—The expansion of the metaphor is very perspicuous,

and several of the principal ideas, such as receiving wages, gather-

ing fruit ijuadov XafxfSdvav, ovvdyecv Kapirov) have already been ex-

plained in the Comm. on Matth. xx. 1, ff. iii. 12. The only obscu-

rity is as to the strict intention of Christ respecting the applicability
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of the proverb* in this case. (Aoyo^ = napotnia, 2 Pet. ii. 22. Gries-

bach prefers the reading 6 dXrjdivog to that without the article
;

thus, the thought is more emphatic :
" that proverb which holds

true of so many relations : how many a man must undertake

something from which 7ie enjoys no fruit !") Here, again, dXriOtvoq

IS but apparently synonymous with dXrjO/jg. The article indicates

that the meaning of the words is :
" while, in many relations,

the well-known adage has its relative truth, here, in reference

to spiritual things, it holds in the highest, and absolute sense."

If it be said, as the ancient expositors understood the passage,

that the aXXoi, others (ver. 38), were Moses and the prophets,

while the believing susceptibility which was discovered in the

hearts of the Samaritans constituted the harvest resulting from

their preaching, then Jesus himself appears as one of the reapers
;

but it is evident that this is not the meaning of the words, for in

ths.t case the language must have been : //jueZf depi^ofLev^ 2ve reap.

Hence modern interpreters say that Christ was the sower, and that

the apostles were, at a later jyeriod, to see the result of his labour,

of which Christ himself saw nothing more on earth. The plural

(aAAof, ver. 38), it is argued, was employed merely on account of the

reference to the proverb, and simply refers to Jesus. But, in that

case, the antithesis (ver. 35), which contrasts the spiritual harvest,

as already matured, with the earthly, would not be at all appropri-

ate ; setting aside the fact that even the apostles never beheld more
than the beginnings of the results from the Lord's ministry. The
passage is clear only when explained according to Matth. xxiii. 34

;

Luke xi. 49. Christ represents himself as the Husbandman, who
has the direction both of the sowing and of the harvest, who com-
missions all agents—those of the Old Testament as well as those of

the New—and therefore does not stand at all on a level with either

the sowers or the reapers. In relation to the Old Testament, its

ministers, and their work, the Lord speaks of the disciples as those

who are sent into the harvest ; since the great end of the law dis-

played itself as already realized in the desire of the Sichemites after

Divine things, l^hus the primary reference is neither to the future

harvest of the apostles, nor to the seed just scattered by Christ
;

but the attention of the disciples is drawn to the gracious character

of their calling, in that the prophets of the Old Testament had
toiled so laboriously before them. But the richness of the thought

in passages like this, allows us to say also of the present, in relation

to the time of the apostles,f that we have come into their labour

;

* A similar proverb is found among tho Greeks : dA/loi /xsv airsipova' uHol 6' av d^urj-

aovrai.

f This passage contains abundant encouragement hvfaithful witnesses to the truth, who
Bee little or uo fruit from their labour. There are preachers who sow as well as preachers

who reap, and what the latter reap has often been sown by faithful predecessors.
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tJiey have borne the heat and burden of the day for us, who have

been called at the eleventh hour. (Comp. the remarks on Matl^.

XX. 9.)

Ver. 39-42.—The Samaritans were less influenced by the rigid

fetters of Pharisaism than the Jews, and hence they easily turned

to the Gospel. They recognized in Christ the Redeemer of the

world, and filled with longing after thorough knowledge, they en-

treated him to remain amongst them. The Lord granted them two

days for the confirmation of their faith.
••'

This passage is interesting in regard to the signification of the

word mareveiv.-f Mere historical credit given to accounts of this or

that person (jnaTeveiv did rr]v XaXidv rTjg yvvaiKog—XaXid = A 6 y o f,

ver. 39, comp. John viii. 43) is different from the faith {mareveiv)

arising from personal experience {aK7]K6aiiev koX olSapiev, ver, 42.) If,

indeed, the Redeemer had been like any other man, his word could

have had no more weight than that of any other, and in support of

his own cause, still less. But as the sun proves its presence and its

nature merely by the light and the animating warmth which it im-

parts ; so Christ, as the sun of the spiritual world, in all ages past,

and even to this day, has had but one witness for himself, viz., his

own operation upon souls. By this one means he so entirely takes

possession of all unprejudiced minds, that through the recej)tion of

his higher vital energies, it becomes to them experimentally certain

that the salvation of the world rests in him. Hence conceptions of

the truth and doctrinal knowledge are not primary sources of the

life of faith, but effects resulting from the reception of the spiritual

element. (Comp. the remarks on John iv. 24.)

This incident, finally, is remarkable, as forming the only instance

in which the ministry of the Lord produced an aioakening on a
large scale. Ordinarily we find only a few individuals aroused by
him, and these, as the germs of a new and higher order of things,

scattered here and there among the whole people. According to

the testimony of Acts viii. that which now germinated in Samaria

subsequently advanced to pleasing blossom.

§ 8. The Healing of an Officer's Child.

(John iv. 43-54.)

The adaptation of this narrative to the design of the Gospel is

not immediately seen. It quite accords with the histories of the

cure as given by the synoptical Evangelists ; as such, however, it

* Respecting this request, Chrysostom very finely says that the real meaning of the

petitioners was, SirjveKiJg avrov Karex^Lv, perpetually to possess him.

f Comp. the Comm. on Matth. viii. 1, ix:. 1, xiii. 68, xvii. 20.
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could not be of importance to John, especially since there are no

discourses of Jesus connected with it. The account was valuable

to him only so far as, like the previous narrative, it represented the

formation of faith in the mind of an individual. The healing only

served his purpose in so far as it helped to conduct the (iaaiXiKog

more quickly and more radically into the life of faith. Accordingly,

the account is to be regarded merely as a supplement to those pre-

ceding.

Ver. 43-46.—From Sichem Jesus went into Galilee. It is re-

markable that ver. 44 is connected with this statement by/or, (yap).

It would seem that the consideration that a prophet had no honour

in his native land must have prevented the Redeemer from going to-

Galilee sooner. If indeed we could with Lucke, understand narpig^

country, as referring to Judeea, because Jesus was born in Bethle-

hem, the difficulty would be solved ; but this supposition is unten-

able, because ver. 44 evidently relates to the occurrence mentioned^

Luke iv. 16, ff. In like manner the acceptation of yap in the sense

of although would remove all doubt, if such an arbitrary inter-

change of the particles were allowable. Meyer sees in ver. 44 a

justification of the circumstance that Jesus had so long been ab-

sent from Galilee. But in that case this thought must have been

distinctly expressed in ver. 43. Tholuck resorts to the hypothesis

that " this is the yap which indicates the reason, and is sometimes

placed at the beginning of a sentence in which anything is accounted

for. John wished to shew the reason why he mentioned that the

Galileans received Jesus in a favourable manner, viz., that Jesus had

once testified the contrary respecting his native land." The turn

thus given to the passage need not be altogether rejected ; but

still it seems to me probable that if such a course of thought had
been passing through tho Evangelist's mind, he would have indica-

ted it by a \iEv or a word of that sort. Hence I prefer to adopt the

more precise definition of dq rfjv TaXiXaiav furnished by ver. 46, " to

Galilee, {. e., to Cana and not to Nazareth ;" Trarpf.g is then to be

taken as meaning not the province, but the native city. This view

is strengthened by the consideration that John here, as in several

other instances, supposes the event to which he alludes as already

known from the synoptical Evangelists, and from the general evan-

gelical tradition current in the Church. The remark in ver. 45, that

the Galileans had witnessed the miracles wrought by the Lord at

the feast (tv ry t:oQTy')j indicates that the Redeemer had only at-

tended this one feast at Jerusalem since he entered upon his min-

istry, although, according to iv. 35, he might also have been present

at least at the feast of tabernacles (in October), and perhaps at the

feast of dedication (in December).

An inquiry concerning the PaaiXiKog suggests one question es-

VoL. II.—25
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pecially, viz., whether this account is identical with the statements

in Matth. viii. 5 ; ff. ; Luke vii. 2, ff., as Semler in particular as-

serts ; for (iaaiXiKogj (strictly, pertaining to a king, royal) may be

understood as meaning cither a military or a civil officer of a /3acrfAet^^

,

Mng (here of Herod Antipas). In the first sense, the expression

might he parallel with the word centurion in Matthew and Luke.

But Liicke and Tholuck have aptly shewn that a difference betweeB

the occurrences is far more probable, and that on this account (^aai-

XtKog should be taken as meaning a civil officer. For, on the one

hand, there are very many even external discrepancies between the

two accounts, while, on the other (and this decides the whole ques-

tion), the character displayed by the centurion in Matthew and Luke

is altogether different from what is seen in this fiaaiXiKog. The
former appears to be a model of humility and faith, so that he

awakens the astonishment of the Son of God himself ; the latter,

on the contrary, being immediately anxious only for assistance in

temporal need, attains to faith by painful struggles.

Ver. 47, 48.—The words of Jesus unless ye see signs, etc. {mv

\iri arj^ela, k. t. A.) evidently imply rebuke. It may have referred not

only to him, but also to the concourse of people who were present

;

at all events it applied to him. But it is equally evident that this

censure of the love of marvels does not in the least derogate from

the importance of miracles themselves. (Comp. the Comm. on

Matth. viii. 1.) The design of miracles is neither to gratify curi-

osity and vanity, nor to compel opponents to believe, but to furnish

those who have already surrendered to the power of truth, with a

proof of the legitimate authority of Divine messengers.

Ver. 49-51.—The officer, without allowing the rebuke to divert

him from his object, again appeals to the Lord for help. (KardfirjOi

is employed because Capernaum lay low down by the sea-coast.)

The Lord then puts the father's faith to the test, and increases it,

by causing him to trust in his mere word. Without seeing and
touching the patient, which appears to the man who is guided only

by the senses the easier way of effecting a cure, Christ simply ut-

ters the assurance of his restoration. (On the subject of the father's

faith and the son's recovery, comp. the remarks on Matth. xvii.

14, ff)

Ver. 52-54.—The troubled father anxiously inquires of the ser-

vants who hasten to him with the news of the child's convalescence,

at what hour the recovery commenced ; and when he learns that it

was the hour (the careful John expressly mentions that it was the

seventh) in which Jesus spake the word, his faith in the Lord in-

creases. (Ko/ii/)Of occurs in the New Testament only here. Its

primary meaning is "adorned," "handsome;" here it is employed

as equivalent to PeXricjv. Arrian. diss. Epict. iii. 10, tconxpojg txeiv
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also occcurs = the Latin helle habere.) John, alluding to his

account of the miracle at Cana (ii. 11), calls this the second oi]fietovj

i. e., in the neighbourhood. This computation cannot apply to the

miracles of Jesus in general, because he had already performed

several in Jerusalem. (Comp. iv. 45.)

§ 9. Healing of the Sick Man at Bethesda.

(John V. 1-47.)

The following account of the cure of a man who had been ill

thirty-eight years is evidently inserted, not for its own sake, but only

as the historical basis of the Eedeemer's weighty discourse which

follows it. In this discourse Jesus speaks concerning his relation

to the Father, in such a manner that the peculiar office of Christ

stands forth with special clearness, and thus the entire section sus-

tains the most definite connexion with the general design of the

Evangelist.

Ver. 1.—Without giving particulars (according to the best

codices, even the article is wanting before koprrj)^ John remarks that

a feast again fell due, and that the Lord went up to Jerusalem to

attend it. The question arises luhat feast is meant ? How few

data there are for the settlement of this question with certainty,

may be seen from the very fact that there is not a Jewish feast

which one expositor or another would not discover here. But if the

passage is taken impartially in its connexion with what precedes

and with what follows, it becomes in the highest degree probable

(for in this instance we cannot go beyond probability) that the feast

spoken of cannot be either a Passover or one falling in the last

months of the year. The first supposition is opposed not only by
the absence of the article (since the Passover as the principal feast

is usually called the feast (// iopr/j) John iv. 45, xi. 56, xii. 12), but
especially by the passage vi. 4. Here express mention is made of

an approaching Passover, and therefore if the feast in question were
a Passover, the words after this (vi. 1), would of necessity include

more than a whole year. For no one is likely to espouse the ut-

terly untenable interpretation of ^yyvf 7)1^ rb ndaxa, the Passover
was near (vi. 4), as meaning that " the Passover had just taken

place."* On the other hand, the theory that it was one of those an-

* 'Eyyvc always involve the idea of something nearly approaching ; the term is pri-

marily derived from the impression produced upon the senses by having an object before

one. Then transferred to the inward perception, iyyvg means "close at hand in the

future" not '^just past." There is only one case in which kyyvc: may bo taken in the hat-

tor sense, viz., when the narrator is proceeding backwards from the present into the past
Thus, if we were passing from the present through the time of Reformation up to the
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nual feasts wliicli followed the Passover mentioned ii. 13, viz., tlie

Feast of Pentecost, Tabernacles, or Dedication (in October and De-

cember), is contradicted by the circumstance that, according to iv.

35, there were only four months to the harvest. Hence the simplest

theory is, that here the feast of Purim is meant, which Avas observed

in March.* This is equally consistent with what precedes (iv. 35),

and with the sequel (vi. 4) ; since iv. 45, 46, 54, indicate a longer

interval, whilst the Passover was kept only a month later than

Purim. (Comp. on the Mapdoxain?] rjnepa, 2 Mace, xv, 36.) The

early Fathers also, for the most part, regarded this passage as not

referring to a Passover ; and hence they supposed that Jesus ob-

served only three Passovers during his ministry,}" reckoning the

whole public life of the Lord, accordingly, as limited to between two

and three years. It was not till after the time of Theodoret that

prophetic statements were discovered in Daniel, intimating that the

Messiah would exercise his ministry for three or four years, and since

then our p3,ssage has been explained as alluding to a Passover.

Very recently the ancient view has been revived. But this passage

shews how little even the G ospel of John is adapted to form a sure

foundation for a chronology of the life of Jesus.

Ver. 2.—On account of the difficulty in determining the locality

in Jerusalem, many variations have cre^^t into the codices in this

verse. Some read merely ev 'lepoooXvixoig KoXvjji[37]dpa ; others con-

nect TrpofiaTiKTJ, sometimes in the nominative, sometimes in the

dative, with KoXv^ilS/jOpa (thus, slieep-pooT). But the ordinary read-

ing had the best guarantee, and is therefore adopted by all the best

modem critics. Only Gersdorf (in his Beitr. z. Sprachchar p. 58)

reads i] ;Tpo[3aTiK7i KoXvji(3?ppa, tj Xeyojih'T], k. t. X. But we know noth-

ing of a sheep-pond, whereas we do know that in Jerusalem thero

was a sheep-gate (with npoj3aTiK.fi ^ -nvlrj is to be supplied). (Nehem,

iii. 1, 32 ; xii. 39.) Near this lay the pool, containing a medicinal

middle ages, it might be said " we have now nearly reached the time of Christ." But
such a retrogressive narration has no existence in John.

* Some doubt respecting the hypothesis, that the feast of Purim is here intended,

might arise from the circumstance that this festival was of later origin than the others,

and the command of the Mosaic law (in which wo certainly must look for the reason ot

the Lord's journeys to the feasts), that all males should appear before the Lord three

times a year, at the feasts of Passover, Pentecost and Tabernacles (Exod. xxiii. 14. ff.)

had no respect to this festival. But since we see that the Redeemer attended the Feast

of Dedication (John x. 22), to which also the above requirement did not refer, there is

no reason why we should not suppose that he was present at the Feast of Purim. At
the same time, of course, we need not ascribe to Christ the extravagant notions of the

Jews concerning tlie importance of the festival. According to Tholuck, it is said in the

Gemera, " The Feast of Dedication will one day be discontinued, but not that of Purim
;

the Prophets will cease, but not the Book of Esther."

\ Respecting the views of the Alexandrines, who suppose only a year and some
months, comp. the Comm. on Luke iv. 18. Concerning the different opinion of Irenaeua

comp. the remarks on John viii. 57.
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Bpring, which continued to be efficacious in the time of Eusebius.*

Here buildings were erected for the accommodation of the sick, par-

ticularly a colonnade for protection against bad weather. Probably

this was built by the contributions of the benevolent ; and hence the

name f5}]0eadd, Nnsn n-'s, i. e., domus misericordi^. (The omission of

the n in composition frequently occurs, especially in names ; e. g.,

l>iaaaao)v for Na^TalVj MaQovadXa for M.aOovadXax. Com p. Kuinoel on

the passage.) The name is variously written in the MSS., because

it was not known to the transcribers, who, for the most part, were

unacquainted with Hebrew. Among the different modes of spelling

it the form BrjOi^add or Brj^add is worthy of remark. This appears

to correspond with the Hebrew Kn-jn n-ia {. e., new town, and accord-

ing to Josephus (B. J. v. 4, 2) a part of Jerusalem bore this name.f
But the critical authorities here also decide for the retention of the

ordinary reading, although the reading BrjO^aOd seems to have ema-
nated from persons who possessed a local knowledge of Jerusalem.

Ver. 3-5.—In these porches lay crowds of sufferers desiring to

avail themselves of the virtue of the water ; among these was the

man who had been ill for thirty-eight years (probably a paralytic, a

cripple) whose cure is narrated.

Here is an addition to the account (from ucSexo[i£vcov to voo^LarC)

which, according to the evidence derived from criticism, is to be

regarded as spurious. Not only is it wanting in Cod. B.C., but the

concluding words of ver. 3 are not found in Cod. A., and ver. 4 is absent

from Cod. D. In many cursive MSS., the passage is marked with an
asterisk or obelisk. But there is no conceivable ground for the omis-

sion ; although the suspicion against the authenticity of the section

is strengthened by the fact, that a great number of different readings

occur in this appendix (some of whjch retain, while others omit one

or other portion)—a circumstance usually regarded as betraying

subsequent interpolation. The addition, finally, must be very old,

since Tertullian, Chrysostom, and other Fathers acknowledge it.

It is in the highest degree probable that it was introduced into the

text from MSS. in the margin of which their owners had made this

note from personal observation. Doubtless, therefore, it was a fact

that the water, from time to time {nard icaiQov)^ fitfully bubbled, and
in such seasons the greatest efficacy was ascribed to it. Now, since

the sick man refers to this fixct (ver. 7), it was evidently very natu-

ral to annex the above information, by way of explaining his words.

Such is the opinion of the best modern interpreters and critics upon
this critically suspicious passage. De Wette alone cannot deci-

* We have already remarked, in the Introduction, § 4, that the phrase tan tv toI;

'lepoaoTiv/ioic affords no evidence that the city was still standing when this Gospel wa3
composed.

f Comp. Raumer's Palajstina, p. 263, ff. Just. Olshausen zu Topographic des alten

Jerusalem (Hamburg, 1833) p. 9, ff.
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dedlj agree in this, yet still without maintaining the authenticity

of the words. He lays stress upon the arguments, that, in the first

place, the omission of the paragraph is supported only by Alexan-

drine evidence ; and, secondly, that John could hardly have con-

cluded ver. 3 with f7?pwv, and then have proceeded with i]v 6e ng

dvdpuTTog ver, 5. But the difficulties on the other side are far great-

er, especially since, in a few lines, several expressions occur that are

found nowhere else in John, in particular dvrjoig, rapaxrj, d/jnore, voarnia.

This at any rate afi'ords ground for assuming the spuriousness of

the passage as very probable.

Special notice is due to the circumstance that, in this appendix,

the movement of the water is ascribed to an angel. Even the best

modern expositors, Liicke and Tholuck, regard this as a legend,

and do not think it worth the trouble of a minute examination, as

it is assuredly no genuine production of John's. But I am quite

convinced that although the passage did not emanate from John, it

contains nothing incompatible with his range of ideas. It is only

necessary to guard against the prevailing view, that the production

of the phenomenon in the fountain by natural means is absolutely

opposed to that accomplished supernaturally by an angel. The refer-

ence of the phenomenon to an angel does not deny the existence and

co-operation of natural forces ; these natural forces themselves are

only conceived of in their higher causality. That such an idea of

angels was not foreign to the Evangelist is clearly shewn by the

passage i. 52, where no one can suppose the ascent and descent of

winged beings, as angels sometimes appear, but we rather under-

stand the copiousness of spiritual powers which rested upon the Son •

of Man as their centre. In every physical miracle wrought by the*

Lord, it might be said that an angel, a manifestation of Divine

power, descended upon him ; and in like manner hero, a striking

natural phenomenon is not confined to inanimate, mechanical forces

of nature, but is traced up to the creative* living spirits of a higher

world. (Comp. the remarks in the Comm. on Matth. i. 18, and

Luke V. 8, 9.)

Ver. 6-9.—Jesus looked upon the poor sufierer, {on tx^i scil. tv

daOeveia, comp. ver. 5), and sought by the question, " Wilt thou be

made whole ?" (O^Xeig vyiTjg yeveadai ;) to awaken in him the hope of

aid. The view of Dr. Paulas, that this sick man was an impostor,

who did not tvish to appear in health, although he was so, condemns
itself ; since the evident object of the narrator is to recount a mi-

raculous cure performed by the Eedeemer. True, the OeXetg, tvilt

thou, is somewhat remarkable ; it seems self-evident that one who
had suflered so long, wished to be healed. But the strangeness

* The term " creative" is employed hero merely in application to instrumentality or

agency,—[Tb.
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vanishes when it is considered that this unhappy man had almost

abandoned all hope of recovery ; his paralysis prevented hiiQ from

reaching the water at the right time, when it was in motion, and

therefore restoration appeared to him altogether out of the question.

Hence the query was intended to awaken the desire which slum-

bered within him, and thus to prepare him for the reception of

those heavenly energies which were poured upon him from the

Eedeemer.

Ver. 10-13.—The circumstance that the cure was performed on

the Sabbath now excited the opposition of the people who were

bound in the rigid fetters of Pharisaism. (Comp. the remarks on

Matth. xii, 10, ff.) The spectators specially censure the carrying

of the bed as a violation of the Sabbath. The restored man exon-

erates himself by reference to the command of his Deliverer, whose

name he knew not, but who had inspired him with the conviction

that he was endowed with the powers of a higher world. The com-

mand of Jesus to carry away the bed certainly appears as a breach

against established custom, of which we find no other trace in

the actions of the Lord. But the superstitious manner in which

the Jews viewed the laws of the Sabbath might render such positive

aggression upon prevailing usage quite necessary. That Jesus by

no means meant to sanction a tumultuous abolition of the Sabbatic

law, is shewn by Matth. xxiv. 20. (^Ekvevco or ticveo)^ ver. 13, occurs

nowhere else in the New Testament. Its primary signification is

" to avoid by turning the head aside ;" and then, in the general

sense, " to turn away," " to withdraw.")

Ver. 14r-16.—Soon afterwards the Lord met the restored man in

the Temple, and sought to apply the corporeal recovery that he had

experienced, to his spiritual restitution. The words "sin no more,"

(jiTjKtri diidprave) imply that the illness of the man was probably

connected with sinful indulgences. The Eedeemer in the most ex-

press manner warns him to avoid sin, seeing tho,t this would ever

bring renewed injury upon him, and that all the heavier, the deeper

his guilt, which would necessarily increase through special experi-

ences of grace and mercy rendered fruitless. The " worse thing"

(^slpov) however, cannot apply so much to severe illness, as to pun-

ishment in the world to come ; for the full measur? of earthly

chastisement had been undergone in the sickness of thirty-eight

years. The healed man now learned who his Benefactor was, and

gave an unequivocal account of him to the Jews. In doing this

he certainly had no evil design ; at all events no hint of it can be

traced in the representation of John. Perhaps he hoped that the

celebrated name of Jesus would stop their blasphemy. But the

Pharisaic Sanhedrists (ver. 16) now assail the Holy One of God with
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violent persecution ; the darkness received not tlie light which was

beaming upon it (John i. 5, 11).*

Ver. 17.—The Jews had now called the Saviour to account

respecting his healing on the Sabbath, appealing probably to Gen.

ii. 2; 3 ; Exod. xx. 10, 11. He replied by alleging his peculiar rela-

tion to the Father. Jesus did not thus by any means deny the

obligation of the Sabbath law, he merely explained more definitely

its character. The solemnities of the Sabbath were intended to

restore the human spirit, distracted by the diversity of earthly

affairs, to the unity of the Divine nature ;f but he who, in his nature,

perfectly reposes in this unity, observes an eternal Sabbath, and no

activity can distract him. This rest amidst all activity belongs to

God and to the only-begotten Son of the Father. Liicke refers the
" working" {tpydi^eoOai) merely to the sustaining activity of God

;

but in the spiritual world, the creative activity of God ever contin-

ues, and therefore cannot be excluded ; indeed, preservation itself

is in reality only a continuous creation. Spirit is power itself, and

action is but its necessary manifestation ; but in the perfect Spirit

this takes j)lace without the disquietude that attends the activity of

the created sj)irit drawn hither and thither by the multifariousness

of created things. Hence in God, and in like manner in Christ,

as his perfect reflection, absolute activity and absolute rest are

united.

Ver. 18-20.-—This comparison, which the Lord instituted be-

tween his heavenly Father and himself, led the opponents to a still

graver accusation {ov fxovov—dXXa Kal)^ viz., that he made himself

equal with God. Now this passage (in connexion with the parallel

John X. 25-39) is very important in determining the import of the

expression Son of God,X according to the views of the Jews and in

the mouth of Jesus himself.

The Jews by no means recognized in this term an ordinary

appellation of the Messiah, but thought that, in using it, he as-

cribed to himself a dignity equal to that of God {loov lavrbv -noietg

T(o Ge<3. X. 33, TToieTg ceavrov Gedv), which they (in their mis-

taken views) did not acknowledge even in the Messiah, deeming
him only an extraordinary man. The Lord, so far from declaring

these conclusions from his words to be erroneous, now fully confirms

them ; so that we have here a genuine declaration of the Lord con-

cerning his essential unity and equality with the Father. With the

most emphatic protestation (ap)v, ajtt^v Aeyw viilv), Christ asserts

* The reading, koL i:^j/-ovv avruv dwonTelvai, ver. 16, is certainly spurious ; it was most
probably derived from ver. 18.

\ As Luther finely remarks :
" Thou shalt cease from thine own work, that God may

carry on his work in thee."

X For although, ver. IT, tho term vlhc rov Qeov does not occur, yet it is implied in w*
njp Hence in ver. 19 and 20, it is actually employed.
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the comjAeteumty of oj)eratio7i hetween. the Father and hhnself,

this he states negatively, denying all action of his own will in detach-

ment from God (ov dvvdrat b vioq irotelv d(p'' tavrov omStv'J as well as

positively, the act of the Son being the act of God, Still, in the

terms adopted, the difference of personalities appears carefully

guarded, since it is not said :
" the Father doeth in the Son" (6 na-

rijp TToid tv Tu> vlu))—but :
" what things he doeth, these also doeth

the Son likewise," (a iicelvog ttoleT, ravra kuI 6 vlbg dfioLcog noteT). The
reduction of this unity of operation between Father and Son to a

mere so-called moral unity, although it may obtain even with a vir-

tuous mind, through the influence of inclination, is evidently alto-

gether opposed to the sense of our passage, in which the characteristic

ov dvvarai, cannot, indicates unity of being as the ground of unity in

action. This ground is disclosed in ver. 20, which declares love to

be the bond between Father and Son, and consequently the reason

of their oneness in action. (Comp. iii. 35.) The love of the Father

to the Son is here represented as perfect self-communication ; to the

Father belongs the shelving (deiicvvsLv)^ to the Son the beholding

(pXeTTELv), all that God is and does. Both operations (the former

rather as the active, the latter as the receptive) are to be conceived

in their essence ; it is not merely in the way of representation that

God shews to the Son, and the Son beholds, but this mysterious

unity is earned on in essential spiritual communication, by the

ascent and descent of Divine powers, and, as if in gradual advance-

ment, it is manifested in ever greater and more wonderful effects.

Ver. 21.—As a great work of this kind, the Evangelist now
mentions, in the Jirst place, the awakening of the dead. ('Eye/peiv

is here distinguished from ^(^ottoluv—the former refers to the start-

ling away of death, the latter to the impartation of new life.) As
the Father has given all into the hand of the Son (iii. 35), so he
has given to him the awakening of the dead. " He quickeneth

whom he will {pvg OeXel.Y^ This will of the Son, however, is not

to be regarded as arbitrary and exclusive (even in the operations

of the Son there is nothing arbitrary), but as all-comprehensive,

and as beatifying the whole world of conscious creatures ; althouo-h,

indeed, it does not compel to happiness, but awaits free choice.

The difficult question, whether the spiritual or the physical awak-
ening of the dead is here referred to, can only be decided by ver,

25, ff. where the idea is pursued. Ver, 21, it is here presented sim-

ply as a subhme work, belonging alone to the Father and the Son,

as the independent sources of life (ver. 26). Meanwhile, the awak-
ening of the dead by the Father appears different from that

* Lucke justly remarks that the expression oi)f Oilei primarily refers to the Israel-

ites who imagined tha.t, as descendants of Abraham, they had a necessitating right to

eternal happiness; to this right is opposed tho will of God.
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wrouglit by the Son. The former is the Old Testament awatening,

which we recognize, for example, in the life of David ; while the

latter is that of the New Testament. The former is the act of the

Father in attracting to the Son, the latter the production of Christ

in the soul.

Ver, 22.—As another work, which the Father has committed to

the Son, the Evangelist further speaks of the Kptoi^ (comp. ver. 27),

which also, in its nature—like the resuscitation of the dead, whe-

ther corporeal or spiritual—presupposes Divine properties. (The

yap appears to refer to ovg deXei ; that Jesus quickens whom he

will [not all], is an exercise of jurisdiction, as described iii. 18.)

The contradiction between this passage, and the words iii. 17, ovk

dTTiaTEiXev 6 Oeb^ rbv vibv Iva Kpivy rbv koohov^ is merely apparent.

(Compare the interpretation of the passag"e.) For, in iii. 17, it is

only denied that the primary purpose of sending Christ was judg-

ment (i{piaig)j while according to ver. 18, the consequence of that

mission to those who did not believe was immediate j udgment. As
the idea of the resuscitation was left indefinite, so also is that of

the h'pLOLg. The expression may designate the internal, spiritual, as

well as the general judgment of the world.

Ver. 23.—The design of this surrender by the Father of all his

glory to the Son is, that all may pay the same honour to the Son

as is due to the Father ; and the consequence is, that those who do

not honour the Son, do not honour the Father, because he will be

honoured only in the Son. The Father has, as it were, withdrawn:

he will be acknowledged, loved, adored only in the Son. It is not

till the end of the world that the Son will deliver up the kingdom

to God and the Father (1 Cor. xv. 24). Hero the connexion with

ver. 18 completely closes. The Jews censured Jesus because he

made himself equal to God ; the Saviour, on the contrary, shews

that God has constituted him equal with himself, and that he who
does not acknowledge him in this exaltation, opposes the will of

God himself, whom he pretends to honour. Now this passage in

the mouth of him who was lowly in heart (Matth. xi. 29) is a
stronger argument for the Divine nature of Christ than all those

passages in which he is called God. Honouring the Son as we honour
the Father (rindv rbv vlbv^ <l)g TtixCdot rbv -naTtpa) can only refer to

the honour of worship; this, however, according to Exod. xx. 3, be-

longs only to the true God, and may not be addressed to any but
him. To suppose an arbitrary transference of the honour of wor-

ship to this or that person by God, is inconsistent with all Avorthy

conceptions of him ; for God, according to his veracity, cannot will

that this honour shall be paid to any one to whom it does not be-

long. Hence it only remains that the Son, Light from Light, Life

from Life, on account of his essential equality and oneness, inay and
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must be adored as the Father. And he who knows the Son, and

does not adore him, does not worship even the Father (the living

God), but rather pays homage to the gods of his own understand-

ing, or to idols still more perishable ; for the eternal light of the

hidden Father has been manifested in no other than in the Son,

who is the revealed God himself Nay, he who knows not the Son,

yet unconsciously worships him, so far as he possesses the ifrwe know-

ledge of God or the presentiment of it ; for he beholds rays of that

light which is displayed in the Son.

Ver. 24.—We must now resume the discussion of the awaken-

ing of the dead, which in ver. 21 was merely touched upon. Up
to this point the connexion was clear and simple. We might take

dvdoraaigj resurrection, like kqIgl^, judgment, in the widest sense,

spiritually as well as physically, since both were intended to be

spoken of merely as works of God which the Father had delivered

to the Son. But now the connexion seems to cease, and especially

the idea of the resurrection appears so differently employed, that

the interpretation is very difficult. The turn in the discourse is

most simply explained by the impression which the previous words

would necessarily produce upon the hearers. According to their

low Jewish views of the Messiah, they were accustomed not to as-

cribe the awakening of the dead to him, but to refer it to God.

The discourse of Christ must therefore have produced astonishment,

which was doubtless vividly pourtrayed in their countenances. On
this account Jesus recurs to the sentiment of ver. 21, and enlarges

upon it, shewing that, according to the more profound view, that of

the Old Testament itself when rightly understood, everything, and
in particular the awakening of the dead, is delivered by the Father

to the Son, in that he, like the Father, contains life independently

in himself (ver. 26), and therefore is able to impart life to the dead.

The ancient opinions,'-' that the awakening of the dead is to be

taken either merely in the physical sense (as is thought by sev-

eral of the Fathers, and among the more modern theologians by

Storr, Schott, Kuiuoel, etc.), or merely in the spiritual sense (as

Eckermann, Ammon, etc., maintain), may alike be considered per-

fectly obsolete ; Augustine, and in after times Luther, Calvin,

Lucke, Tholuck, acknowledge that the discourse embraces both.

The last named scholars interpret ver. 28, 29, of the resurrection of

the body ; while they refer the other verses to the spiritual awak-

ening of the dead world. But even this view does not seem quite

sufficient for the solution of the difficulties in our passage. It leaves

the relation between ver. 24, and ver. 25 in particular, obscure ; be-

cause it would necessarily imply that the same object is jiursued in

* Kespecting the hiscorj of the exposition of this passage, compare the excellent

Excursus I. of Lvicke in the 2d vol. of his Commentary.
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both verses, whicli is inconsistent with such a difference in the modes

of representation.

It appears to me that Liicke makes the nearest approach to the

correct exposition of this difficult passage. He refers to the Jewish

doctrine of a double corporeal resurrection, which the New Testa-

ment also recognizes and confirms (comp. my Comm. on Luke xiv.

14), and he thinks that the Saviour here alludes to this. He adds,

however, that the Lord cannot have admitted this Jewish view of a

twofold resurrection in its literal sense, but that he apprehended it

spiritually, and merely retained the form of expression, viz., that

believers or the ^ious only would be raised first. Now this remark

in reality conducts us back to the ancient opinion on the passage.

But if a physical resurrection in general is to be admitted, it does

not appear why this should not be regarded as proceeding at certain

intervals, so that the truly pious, i. e. the regenerate, should be

raised first, and then the rest. At all events, the strict province of

exegesis is no more than to bring out the ideas contained in the text,

simply according to the meaning of the author ; and, in pursuing

this object, we are led by the progression in our passage to this re-

sult, viz., that the Saviour advancing from the purely spiritual re-

suscitation of men, passes on to the resurrection of the just, and

thence to the universal awakening of the dead. Accordingly the

simple meaning of the words that follow is this :
" Truly I say unto

you, the Son of God is in every sense the reanimator of the dead
;

he is the author of their spiritual awakening, as well as of the cor-

poreal resurrection, first of the saints, and then of all mankind."

It is evident that the only meaning of " hearing the word" {Xoyov

aKovEiv), ver 24, is to receive the preaching of Christ ; this, as of

Divine origin, as the influx of life, produces eternal life, and relieves

man of the judgment, for he receives the judicial, separative ele-

ment in the light itself. (Comp. the remarks on iii. 15, 17, 18.)

The condition of merely natural life is that of death, the absence

of Divine life ; the regenerated man is transferred from this spirit-

ual death to true life. Eternal life is not to be regarded merely as

something beyond the grave; in him who is awakened out of the

death of the natural man, it begins already, so that heaven appears

brought down to earth, to the hearts of believers. True, however,

the element of life, working from within, must gradually penetrate

the whole man, including also his corporeal nature.

Ver. 25.—As in the individual the quickening process advances

by degrees from within outwardly, so in the mass. Some of the

dead rise first, and at last all that rest in the grave (ver. 28.)

The former are those who in this life heard the word of God {ol

dKovaavTsg sc. rbv Adyov, ver. 24), and allowed it to work effectually

within them to their regeneration. They are prepared to recognize
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the call (0wv?y) of the Son of God, and to be transformed It

is evident that voice (^wv/j) is essentially distinct from toord (Xoyog),

and, as ver. 29 shews, is nothing else than the creative call of God,

which vivifies what is dead, or the awakening summons {(puvi)

odX-myyog, 1 Cor. XV. 52) ; hence the passage cannot be understood

as referring to spiritual resuscitation. The words tpx^^ai- ^^o, ical

vvv tariv, an hour cometli and now is, also prohibit the latter ac-

ceptation, for they could not be employed in relation to spiritual

resuscitation, this being already and completely present.* This

formula (tpxerai wpa icai vvv toriv) is adopted when some phenome-

non is spoken of which, although indeed future, may be regarded

as present in the germ. As with the kingdom of God, so with the

resurrection. This, like the erection of the kingdom of God, is

viewed as coincident with the manifestation of the Messiah, and

although, like the latter, in its entirety delayed, yet in its analogies

was present.f (Matth. xxvii. 52, 53.)

Ver, 26, 27.—Now the possibility of the accomplishment of such

a work is founded on the fact, that the father has given life to the

Son as an independent fountain of life, and with it judgment.

(Comp. the remarks on John i. 4, iii. 19.) In connexion with this,

however, the final clause, " because he is the Son of man" {on vibg

dvOpwTTov ioTt) is remarkable. It is evidently intended to furnish

the reason why the judgment could be given to him. It is there-

fore obvious that Son of Man cannot here be equivalent to man, to

maintain which it would be necessary to connect the words with the

* In opposition to this Liicke remarks (vol. ii. p. 44), that as yet tbe apostles them-

Bclves bad scarcely begun to rise out of the death of error, and thus it might well be

said :
" the hour of spiritual awakening cometh." But that the words ol vEKpoi uKovaovraL

are to be understood as referring to the apostles, appears in the highest degree improba-

ble. Meanwhile I allow that my interpretation of the passage may fail to carry convic-

tion, so long as it is doubted whether Christ admitted the Jewish distinction between a

resuscitation of the righteous and the universal awakeniug of all the dead ; but, on tho

other hand, it cannot be denied that if Christ acknowledged this doctrine, our view gains

from the reference to the resurrection of the just, a strong hold, which it more or less

wants when taken in any other way.

f Some of the Fathers, e. g. Chrysostom, Cyril, etc., referred Kal vvv iariv only to the

reanimation of Lazarus and similar cases, which is evidently too narrow a limitation of

tho words. [I cannot but think tlie Fathers right in their limitation. As tho Saviour

Lad been called to account for healing a sick man, after vindicating his conduct by his

rslation to his Father, he says v. 20, 21, that they shall see yet greater deeds, and then de-

clares that ho even raises the dead, gives life to whom he will. Y. 25 states still more

specifically that " an hour cometh, and now is, wlien the dead shall hear his voice," re-

ferring to the repeated instances of his exemplifying the power claimed above ; and

finally, that they may not be stumbled at such deeds, he assures them at ver. 28 that these

single acts of awakening are but slight displays of power to be manifested on a grander

scale when " all that are in the graves shall hear his voice," etc. Thus there is a regular

and natural progression in the thought. According to this interpretation ol uKovaaiTer,

means those of the dead to whom the call was directed ; this surely is less difficult than

with Olshauscn to understand Xoyov, and apply the whole to a first resurrection, viz.

of the righteous.—[EL
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following verse, as several of the Fathers, and, among the moderns,

Dr. Paulus, propose ; but this is utterly inadmissible. The sense

itself, as well as the circumstance that the phrase (ylbg dvdpu)TTov)

has not the article, are explained in the simplest manner by suppos-

ing a reference to the passage Dan. vii. 13. There, in like manner,

the article is wanting, and a Son of man appears before the throne

of the Ancient, in order to be formally invested with all might and

dominion. In allusion to this, it is now said, that because he is

such a t:N na, he is also the Judge, for everything is delivered into

hig hands.* (John iii. 35 ; Matth. xi. 27 ; xxviii. 18 ; 1 Cor.

XV. 27.)

Ver. 28, 29.—The less is now surpassed by the greater :—yea,

even the universal resuscitation at the end of time is the work of

the Son of God ! That the Lord here refers to physical resurrec-

tion, is shewn by the expression "in their graves" (tv rolg iivrnxeioig),

as also by " come forth" {tK-nogevEaOaC), and by the remark that

the wicked will rise as well as the good. Those who have done

good are here, of course, righteous persons as described Matth.

XXV. 84, fF., but distinguished from the aKovoavreg (ver. 25, those

who are regenerated through the Logos). In like manner in the

Apocalypse, the priests of God and of Christ who have part in

the first resurrection (xx. 5, 6) are distinguished from the dead, who

are judged according to their works, among whom are righteous and

unrighteous (xx. 12). To the one class of those who are judged the

resurrection is the true life, while to the other it is only a second

death (Odvarog devrepog Rev. xx. 14), i. e. the entire loss of all higher

life and being, and abandonment to perfect alienation from God.

In the case of the latter, therefore, judgment {npiGig) appears as

absolute condemnation {KaraKptaig). This passage is further re-

markable as the only one in the New Testament—besides Acts

xxiv. 15, that speaks of the resurrection of both just and unjust

(dvdaraaig 6ucaio)v re koL ddiiicjv')—containing an express mention of

the resurrection of the wicked. 1 Cor. xv. the resurrection appears

only as a favour bestowed upon believers, and Matth. xxv.. Rev. xx.,

although the universal judgment of the world is the subject of dis-

course, nothing is said respecting the bodily resurrection of the

wicked. Still, in the passage Matth. x. 28, the corporeal resurrec-

tion of the wicked is presupposed ; and in the Old Testament,

* Upon a comparison of this passage with Heb. ii. 17, 18, it might seem that vide

Tov dvdpunov here designated the man in his humility and lowliness ; so that the sense

would be: "Because he has humbled himself in lowhness, he is well qualified to be a

merciful Judge." In that case, it would be necessary to lay all the stress upon the ab-

sence of the article, for 6 vide ^- «. is never employed in reference to the humiliation. But,

since the absence of the article is easily explained by the circumstance that vide t. d.

possesses the nature of an adopted nomen proprium, it cannot be disputed that it is

cost suitable to retain the ordinary meaning of the expressioo.
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Dan. xii. 2, the doctrine that the ungodly will rise again is most

distinctly taught,

Ver. 30.—The Eedeemer in conclusion describes his judgment as

unalterable, because it is just. The Father himself judges in the

Son. The words ov dvvafiat. tyw k. t. A., / can do, etc., proceed from

the general relation of the Son (comp. the remarks on ver. 19), and

upon this is founded the special relation of the judgment. The
judgment of the Son cannot but be righteous, because it emanates

from God, the absolute righteousness {diKaioavvrf), (comp. viii. 16),

and in the Son it is not a detached will of his own {deXruia ij^ioi'),

but simply the will of the Father, (The interpretation, "I judge

concerning my contemporaries according to that which I have

[through men] learned respecting them," would reduce all the depth

of meaning in this passage to utter superficiality, and sufficiently

refutes itself)

Ver. 31, 32.—These declarations of Jesus, regarding his sublime

office, very naturally lead him to speai^ of the witnesses thereto.

Doubtless he read in the astonished looks of his hearers the ques-

tion : ''How dost thou prove this ?" Now, it is remarkable that

the Eedeemer here appears to say the very contrary to that which

he utters in another passage (viii. 14) in reply to a similar query.

There he says that his witness concerning himself is true ; here,

that it is not true. It has, however, already frequently been re-

marked that this difference is solved in a simple manner thus :

Christ in this passage places himself in the human point of view

which belonged to his auditors, to whom a testimony from himself

in his own cause could be of no value, because everywhere in the

world the possibility of imposture or deceit must be presupposed.

But in the passage viii. 14, the Lord speaks concerning his Divine

dignity, the truth of which nothing can more strongly confirm

than his own word, this being one with the Divine word itself.

Here (ver. 32), Jesus speaks of the Divine testimony to him as that

of anothei'. Some, e. g. Chrysostom and Grotius, have understood

by aAAof, another, not God, but John the Baptist ; a view suffi-

ciently refuted by the sequel (ver. 37, 38). Here, however, arises

the difficult question—how many testimonies are to be distinguished

in the words that follow ? That of the Baptist (ver. 33- 35) and
that of Huly Scripture (ver. 39) stand clearly out ; but whether,

ver. 36, the testimony through the works (Jpya?) is to be dis-

criminated from the testimony of God, it is difficult to say. The
distinction depends upon the acceptation of vers. 36, 37, where we
fhall recur to this question ; here I only remark, in passing, that I

believe the two witnesses must be united—that of the works, and,

BO to speak, the personal testimony of God. But ver. 32 may be so

taken as to comprehend all the subsequent forms of testimony, for
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the Baptist and tlie Sacred Scriptures are in reality tlie testimonies

of God to Jesus.

Ver. 33, 34.—The Saviour, in the first place, reminds his hearers

that they had already received a witness on his behalf in John,

whom they honoured as a prophet ; and hence that they had suffi-

cient grounds for believing him. Yet Jesus expressly remarks, that

he does not need a human recommendation ; he appeals to such evi-

dence only to assist them in believing, and thus to promote their

salvation (ravra Atyw, Iva vnelg GuOTjTe). (The truth which the Bap-

tist attested, is, that Jesus is the Messiah.) This declaration is

somewhat extraordinary ; it would seem that Christ here disparaged

the testimony of the Baptist, which nevertheless was appointed for

him by Grod himself, and on which such great stress was laid, John

i. 19, ff. Liicke endeavours to solve the difficulty by taking Xanpdvo)

here actively, as meaning " to seek, to strive after." But this does

not remove the strange aj)pearance of the statement, " I desire no

human witness," since Jesus himself, ver. 35, ascribes importance to

the testimony of the Baptist. The declaration is doubtless rather

to be taken thus :
" I do not receive the testimony from a man

;

but the testimony of the Baptist was not a human testimony ; God
testified through him."* To any one who regarded it merely as a

human attestation, it was of no value.

Ver. 35.—Hence the following words, while they represent John

as subordinate to Jesus, who was the light, still point him out as

filled with Divine energy, by means of which he aroused hearts and

consciences (KaiSfievog), and illuminated the understanding {<paivG)v).

Comp. as parallel Sirach xlviii. 1. The Jews had indeed acknowl-

edged the prophetic endowments of the Baptist, but had not made
use of them ; instead of being led by his sternness . to genuine con-

trition, and going as penitents to Christ, they amused themselves

like children in his light for awhile, and then forsook him. The Ke-

deemer characterizes the conduct of the Jews in a similar manner,

Matth. xi. 16, fif. ('Ei9t-Ae<v indicates the inclination of the Jews
for such trifling pleasures. Comp. ver. 40. It is, as Liicke justly

remarks, neither adverbial nor pleonastic.

—

Upog u)paVj comp. Gal. ii.

5 ; Philem. ver. 15.)

Ver. 36.—Upon John's testimony, follows the mention of the

works (£pya) of Christ. By " works,"f as here used, some have

understood the course of action which Jesus pursued, or his Mes-
sianic ministry in general ; some his doctrine or his miracles alone

;

* Is it not rather to be thus taken ? " Properly speaking, and as infinitely superior, I

cannot accept the testimony of a man ; but for your sakes (that ye may bo saved), I

waive my prerogative, and refer you to the testimony of John," His appeal, however,

to John is but incidental, the aA/lof, other, to whom he referred, was the Father.—[K.

f There are but few instances besides those in John, where the expression occurs

with this significance, as Matth. xi. 2; Heb. iii. 9; Ps. cvii. 24; in the Hebrew n©y^.
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and others the latter in connexion with his Messianic ministry.

That the term does not indicate either the doctrine* or the

Messianic ministry of Jesus ivithoitt his miracles is so clear, and

now so acknowledged, that it needs no further proof. Still the

question remains, whether we are to understand the miracles of

Christ alone, or in connexion tvith Ms ministry generally. Liicke,

with whom Tholuck accords, decidedly maintains the latter opinion.

I think with Storr, Flatt, and Kuinoel, that tpya = orjuela indicates

only the miracles of Jesus. Liicke is led to the adoption of the

other view hy the comparison of John xvii. 4, to epyov treAs/wcra, I
have accomplished the ivorh. This passage does indeed appear par-

allel, since the very expression " accomplish them" (reXaujaoi avrdy

occurs in ours ; but a closer consideration of it tends to shew the

contrary. The singular, with the article John xvii. 4, leaves no

choice ; there the work of Jesus is not to he understood as designat-

ing his miracles collectively, but, on the contrary, his entire Mes-

sianic vocation, with all its individual manifestations. But where

the expression occurs in the plural, this signification is by no means
so suited to the context as that which restricts it to the miracles.

In addition to the present passage, John x. 25, 32, 38, xiv. 11, ff.

decidedly favour this view. In these verses the works are always

employed as proofs of the Divine mission of Christ, just as the

arjiiela, signs, iii. 2. Miracles, however, are the only manifestations

of the Messianic ministry of Jesus which could prove his mission to

be Divine, and consequently these alone can be meant. The entire

Messianic work of Jesus could not form a proof, for the very reason

that it was not yet completed, and could not be surveyed. Liicke, in-

deed, thinks that reXeMooj, accomplish, cannot be said of miracles,

because they are completed immediately as they take place. But
this expression does not refer to the completion of the individual

miracle ; it rather relates to the entire sum of his miracles then

present to the mind of Christ. Accordingly, this comprehensive

term is resolved into its particulars by the words the very loorks

tvhich I do {avrd rd tpya a eyu) ttolC)) which follow ; and this supple-

mentary clause is quite incompatible with the interpretation of

Liicke. The miracles of Jesus, can, in their nature alone, be ad-

duced as proofs of Christ's efficacy.

Ver. 37, 38.—These verses appear to contain merely a more defi-

nite explanation of ver. 36, as Liicke thinks, and as it seemed tc

me probable at a still earlier period. But the perfect iieimprvQTjice^

has testified, with the subsequent aKTjKoaTe, ye have heard, and
lo)pdKaTE, have seen, as also the emphatic himself (avrog), and the cir-

cumstance thatform and voice (eWof and (fiovrj) are not suited to ^pyo,

* In tho passage xiv. 10 this is very apparent. Compare, however, the expositloo

in loco.

Vol. II.—26
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worJcs, indicate, with more than probability, an advance to some-

thing new. We are not indeed to suppose an allusion either to

the fact of the baptism or to the prophets and their testimony, but a

reference to the immediate operation of the Spirit of God in the

souls of men (comp. vi. 45); the Lord represents this as constitu-

ting spiritual theophania, which, however, presupposes susceptibility,

" being in the truth," in order to be perceived. They might have

seen the form of God, and might have heard his voice, but they had

been prevented by their sins, which had blunted their powers of

perception. Jesus, in exhibiting the proof of this want of suscep-

tibility in his contemporaries, refers to the various modes in which

God is revealed ; he manifests himself as in nature and in history^

so also in the soul. But those Jews had noiohere acknowledged

him. Of course we are not to understand literal theophania, for

these the Jews could not have seen ; but the form of the expres-

sion is borrowed from these. Voice and /orw, as modes of Divine

revelation which the ear and eye of the opened mind can perceive,

correspond with " hearing" and " seeing," whereby Jesus designates

his own perceptions of the operations of the Father. To under-

stand the passage as stating the spirituality of God, is, as may
easily be seen, quite a mistake ; for the Lord does not deny, but as-

serts the voice and form of God ; but merely declares that the Jews
have not acknowledged them.

As regards the words nal rov Xoyov avrov ovk Sx^te iiivov-a tV viiiv,

and ye have not his ivord abiding in you, I cannot with Liicke refer

it to the word of Scripture, but only to the inward revelation of God
in the conscience. (Comp. 1 John, i. 10.) According to John's idea

there is in every mind an utterance of the word of the eternal God
which responds to every kindred element without. Sin has indeed

diminished man's susceptibility of its awakening power, but still it

displays itself as ever efficacious. This word abiding within us
(Xoyov ^x^iv iiEvovTo), however, according to our passage, precedes

faitb, and is essential to it. It is equivalent to being "of the

truth," or to the law of God within men. (Rom. i. 18, 19, ii. 14,

15.) Without something analogous in the mind, man cannot per-

ceive the things of God. It is the same as that which Jesus, in the

synoptical Gospels (Matth. vi. 23), calls " the light in thee." This
assumption involves no denial of sinfulness, although it certainly

does deny the entire extinction of all power to perceive that which
is Divine. (The idea of jutVen', elvat. iv rtvi^ abiding, being in, in

John, is profoundly spiritual ; he understands by it essential in-

dwelling and ill-being. In particular, the Divine nature is conceived

of as actually imparting itself to men through love [ver. 42] as self-

communication. Comp. Rom. x. 8.) Some mistakes might arise in

regard to the correctness of this interpretation of vers. 37, 38, from
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the comparison of i. 18 and vi. 46, where it is said that no one ex-

cept the Son can see God. But even in these passages the reference

is not to an immediate contemplation of God, apart from the inter-

vention of the Son ; on the contrary, the meaning, when divested

of the metaphorical allusion to theophania, is no other than that

expressed Matth. xi. 27, " No one knoweth the Father except the

Son, and he to whom the Son will reveal him," Christ was willing

to reveal the Father, but the unbelieving Jews closed their eyes

against the entering light.

Ver. 39, 40.—As a proof of the complete blindness and deadness

of the Jews, Jesus adduces the fact that they perpetually search the

Scripture and think to possess eternal life therein, without yet per-

ceiving that Scripture itself testifies of Christ. But (/cat is to be

taken as adversative) they will not come to Christ ; the impurity

of their disposition forms the foundation of their incapacity for the

knowledge of God and of his messengers. Thus viewed, the passage

takes its place in the connexion with less ambiguity than if epevvare.

be understood as an imperative. True, the absence of vnelg appears

to favour the imperative acceptation, while Liicke adduces John vii.

24, xiv. 28 ; 1 Thess. ii. 9, as instances in which viieig is omitted

before the imperative.

Ver. 41-44.—As the ground of this unwillingness (ov deXere

eXduVj ver. 49), the Lord now mentions their love of self, and the

deficiency of love to God connected therewith. (The words ovk

tx^tv dyaTTrjv tov Qeov tv kavrio are evidently to be taken like Xoyov

IXEiv t'v tauT(2) ver. 38 ; viz., not as referring to the determination of

the will, but to that higher element of life which God imparts to

man ; for no one can love God unless God has first loved him, i. e.,

has communicated himself to him, 1 John iv. 10.) The love of God
rebukes all sin and self-complacency, but the sin that is in men flat-

ters them ; hence man seeks the perishable honour (do^a) of men
which pleases the flesh, rather than eternal honour with God. On
this account the Jews welcomed false Christs and prophets, but

nailed the true Saviour to the cross, (Comp. the Comm, on

Matth. xxiv. 4, 5. Liicke on the passage remarks, according to

Bengel, that the Jews count no less than sixty-four false Messiahs

after Christ.)

Ver. 45-47.—Jesus now addresses the last reproof to his hearers,

by laying before them his relation to Moses, as the representative

of the law. The legality of the Pharisaic Jews led them to believe

that they had in Moses an intercessor with God ; if they saw in

Christ something Divine or pleasing to God, on the other hand he

appeared to them as their opponent because he reproved their sins.

This view proceeded from totally false and distorted conceptions.

The gentle Son of man, full of grace and truth (i. 17), brought for-
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giveness, althougli indeed only to the penitent and believing ;*

Moses, on the contrary, with his law formed the accusing element

against the disobedient. To this latter class the Jews plainly

shewed that they belonged, for not to mention gross transgressions

of law, they did not observe the command of Moses to honour the

promised Prophet. (Deut. xviii. 18.) The Lord may have alluded

especially to this passage ; but he also regarded all the other pre-

dictions in the Mosaic writings (which he thus recognized in the

Pentateuch, comp. Luke xxiv. 27), in connexion with the typically

symbolic character of the law, as means calculated to awaken his

contemporaries, and draw them speedily to himself But they

rather accumulated to themselves teachers according as their ears

itched for them (2 Tim. iv. 3), instead of receiving the wholesome

doctrine of the Son of God. The concluding words (ver. 47) are re-

markable, in that the words of Christ appear far more efficacious than

the writings of the Old Testament. But their devotion to the au-

thority of Holy Scripture tended to assist their perception of the

truth that it contained, whilst they were full of prejudice against

the Lord,

§ 10. The Feeding of the Five Thousand—Jesus Walking
ON THE Sea—Discourses on Partaking his Flesh

AND Blood.

(Johnvi. 1-71.)

Yer. 1-13.—With respect to the fact of this feeding itself, we

have already said what is necessary in the Comm. on Matth. xiv. 13,

fif. compared with xv. 32, fiP. The fact itself, like the walking of

Jesus on the sea, is here only of secondary importance ; both merely

serve as bases to the following weighty discourses of Jesus, which

were important to the Evangelist's immediate design. For it is ev-

ident that the account of the feeding is intended by John to stand

in close connexion with the following discourse on eating and drink-

ing of his flesh and blood ; hence it may furnish an illustration of

the doctrine of the Holy Supper. In particular, the evxapio-iaj giv-

ing of thanks, of Christ, which vi. 11 appears as the efficient point

in the feeding of the five thousand, is to bo understood similarly

also in connexion with the Supper. On the juera ravra, ver. 1, com-

pared with f/v 61 eyyijg ro rrdoxa, ver. 4, we have already spoken, v. 1.

* De "Wette's view of this passage, which makes Jesus merely say, "that he would

not accuse them, this not being necessary, since Moses did it," is erroneous. As if Moses

here did something which it was the true province of Christ to do I The judicial func*

tion of the Redeemer, on the contrary, here entirely withdraws, and the sense of our pas-

sage is equivalent to the words, " I judge no one."
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The Feast there mentioned was probably that of Purim, -which was

only about a month distant from the Passover. If a Passover

were to be understood there also, then either no account would be

given of a whole year, or else it would be necessary, as Dr. Paulus

proposes, to take Ejyvg in the sense of "just after," "shortly there-

upon." This, however, as we have observed in our remarks on v. 1,

is utterly incongruous, since the term, when employed in reference

to time, constantly means, " nearly approaching,"* and, hence the

opinion that the Feast mentioned v, 1 was a Passover, failed to

commend itself to us.

Ver. 14, 15.— John relates more expressly than the synoptical

Evangelists, that the assembled multitude, astonished at the amaz-

ing miracle, endeavoured to claim Jesus on the side of their political

views concerning the Messiah. This induced him to return alone to

the mountain (ver. 3) where he had previously been with his disci-

ples. ('O 7TQ0(p?]TT]g here stands, Kar' t^oxrjv^ for the Messiah, accord-

ing to Deut. xviii. 18, in the signification :
" The One known great

Prophet promised by Moses.")

Ver. 16-24.—The event immediately subsequent, the walking of

Jesus on the sea, has also been considered, Matth. xiv. 22, ff. Our
Evangelist only speaks more particularly regarding the conduct of

the people after the Lord had withdrawn (ver. 22-24). The crowd,

he says, had observed that, when the disciples went away in the

evening, Jesus remained behind, and that no other ship was there

besides that in which they embarked. (For the sake of pointing

out the one ship more exactly, some codices have, in ver, 22, the

additional clause : ekeIvo, elg b trtPrjaav oi iiaOr^ToX avrov, which, how-

ever, plainly betrays itself as a mere interpretation.) They there-

fore conjectured that the Lord must have chosen the route by land,

and in vessels which had arrived in the meantime, they hastened

over the sea that they might be before him. (Since it had been

previously said that there was no other ship there, it was needful to

add the supplementary remark, ver. 23, that others had come from

Tiberias. This, however, forms a parenthesis, for ore elSev, ver. 24,

resumes the^hread of the discourse [Mwv, ver. 22]. The reading

elSov or eldev for id6v has arisen from a misunderstanding of the

parenthetical sentence.)

Ver. 25-26.—Surprised to find Jesus already on the other side

of the sea, they ask : nore wde yeyovag ; ivhen earnest thou hither ?

the lohen (nore) is here evidently intended to involve the hoio (ttw^-)

as they thought to deduce the mode in which he had come from the

time of his arrival. The Redeemer enters into no particulars about

external matters, but conducts them at once to the knowledge of

* Comp. only John xi, 55, where tlio same words occur : ^v 61 lyyvg to irujx'^ t'^v

'lovdaiuv.
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their own hearts, and the motives which induced them to follow

him. Tholuck here remarks, that to request the miracles merely

from the selfish desire to gratify the eye, would have argued gross

and sensual views, but, to ask them for the satisfaction of animal ap-

petite, was still more censurable. He appears, therefore, to have

taken the words ort t-0ayeT£ eK twv dpruv Kol exoprdadTjTej because ye

ate of the loaves and were satisfied, as referring merely to physical

satisfaction, as, indeed, their primary signification would indicate.

But it is difficult to conceive how Christ could have been induced

to address such a spiritual discourse to men so grossly sensual. !For,

granting that the Eedeemer, in his discourses, frequently went be-

yond his hearers' capacity of apprehension, because his words were

also intended for after ages (John xiv, 26), still it must be admitted

that Jesus did not act with utter disregard of circumstances, and

address the profoundest truths to the very persons who had least

ability to understand them. The -concluding observations, vi. 60-

71, in relation to the hearers of the discourse, appear again entirely

unadapted to such a character in the majority, and such childlike

expressions as ver. 34, /cvpte, ixdvTo-e dog rjiuXv rbv dprov rovrov^ Lord
always give us, etc., also seem to indicate a different bent of mind.

It might, indeed, be said that a distinction must be dra^vn between

the grossly sensual men, and the disciples (ver. 60, ff,), and that the

profound discourses were strictly intended for the latter. But vers.

27, ft*, shew the contrary. Here, at the very beginning of the dis-

course, the sentiments peculiar to it are addressed to the persons

who appear described, ver. 26, in such strong language. The words

then, are doubtless best understood in the same way as the expres-

sions of the Samaritan woman at Jacob's well. Although her atten-

tion was primarily directed to the well-water in the external sense,

she was not a woman of ordinary character, but was susceptible of

the highest truths ; so these men, although they certainly rejoiced

in the bestowment of the bread, yet did not so from ""^ulgar sensual-

ity, but partly from that poverty which excited pity, and partly

from the mere desire of excitement. The Lord, therefore, could

venture such profound revelations in their hearing, since he might
hope, by disclosing the truth, to awaken within them the slumber-

ing germ of higher principles ; or if they remained immovable, and
became contentious, he would necessarily wish them to withdraw.

Ver. 27, 28.—Jesus here introduces the discourse just in the

same way as he began the conversation with the woman of Samaria.

From material bread he proceeds to speak of spiritual, and here des-

ignates himself the Bread of life (dprog tTj^ Cw?/r), as he there called

himself the water of life. The expression, " food enduring unto

everlasting life" (fipCJaig [xivovaa elg ^o)j]v al^vtov)^ also intimates the

effect of spiritual nutriment.
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The food itself is of course intended to minister enjoyment, but

as heavenly food, it imparts its nature to him who partakes it,

whilst, on the contrary, the system changes physical nutriment into

its own nature. Now the Son of Man dispenses this food, but man
must seek it from him. ('Epyai^raOat corresponds with the foregoing

i^rirdv. It is here employed in the sense " to obtain by labour," i. e.,

" to acquire," " to procure." Thus V?3 is used in Hebrew, e. g.,

Prov. xxi. G, n;;3 iViVa ninsk Vi'k, {. e., one who acquires treasures

with a lying tongue. The LXX. it is true, have here translated it

by tvepyeiv^ but Theodotion has e^ydi^eoOat. Uoielv is similarly em-

ployed. Comp. Matth. xxv. 16.) The Father (by the signs which

he i)erforms through the Son, chap, v, 36), has sealed him,-'' as the

dispenser of this heavenly vital energy. (On o(i)payi^ojj comp. the

remarks at iii. 33.)f The answer of the Jews to these words of

Christ plainly indicates a certain spiritual understanding ; it is not

indeed altogether appropriate, but still it is not entirely beside the

mark. Agreeably to their legal point of view, they refer the meat
(iSpoJaig) to such works of the law as God requires [tpya r. 6.), and

from Christ they only desire instruction as to the right legal works.

Liicke here observes that this answer may have been given by the

mo7x cultivated among the assembly, and it certainly is probable

that they led the conversation ; but even the most uncultivated

might have answered thus, if only susceptible of the higher element.

Ver. 29-31.—From the many works to which the Jews, in ac-

cordance with their legal bias, referred, Jesus points them to the

one thing needful, whereby alone all the works of man arc truly con-

secrated, viz., faith in the Son of God. With a fine allusion to the

tpya he terms it a work of God {tpyov r. 0.), faith being not only

pleasing to God, but also wrought by his grace, and thus a work of

God in the soul of man. To this work the Jews did not attain,

through their inward restlessness, and their efforts to perform works

of many kinds. Even now when this invitation was addressed to

them, instead of manifesting a docile mind, and making room in

their hearts for the power of Jesus, they first require signs. Dr.

Paulus makes use of these words to shew that they cannot have re-

garded the previous entertainment as a miracle. But in that case

the subsequent mention of manna, ver. 31, is inexplicable, for this

necessarily has direct reference to the miracle of the feeding. We
must therefore suppose the circumstance to have been as follows :

The assembly here surrounding Jesus, consisted partly of those who
had been spectators at the feeding, and partly of others who had

* Here (ver. 27) TTari'/p is used in connexion with v. r. uvdpdjirov, a circumstance tliat

seldom occurs. Comp. the remarks in the Coram, on Mark xiii. 32.

f The view of Hilary is quite erroneous. lie refers the a(ppayli^eiv, sealing, not to the

" works," but to the Son's essential equality with the Father, as if he were an impression

{xapuKTijp Tijc vTTocjTucEug Heb. i. 3) of the Father.
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only heard it related ; some of the latter placed no confidence in the

account, and wishing to see something of the kind with their own
eyes, endeavoured, by mentioning the manna, to induce Jesus to

repeat the miracle. " Ye were satisfied," ver. 26, distinctly points

to the same persons as were present before. They also now plainly

intimate to the Kedeemer what kind of miracle they mean, viz., a

truly splendid one (tvc rov ovpavov, Matth. xvi. 1) like that of Moses

with the manna. This appears to involve a depreciation of what

Jesus had done in feeding with ordinary bread ; so that we get the

sense, " Behold Moses performed still greater miracles, he gave us

bread/row heaven!" Such a miracle the Jews probably thought

they might expect from the Messiah, because they regarded Moses

as a type of the Messiah, even in relation to his miracles.* The
citation is from Ps. Ixxviii. 24, where, however, the LXX. read aprov

ovgavov-\ tdojicev avroTg. (Comp. Rev. ii. 17.)

Ver. 32, 33.—With this manna which nourishes the body, Christ

now contrasts his nutriment for the soul. The Redeemer by no

means denies that the manna came from heaven ; he only says that

it was not the dprog a Xrjd ivbg hi rov ovpavov, true breadfrom heaven

(respecting dXrjdivog comp. the remarks on John i. 9), i. e., it could

not be so termed in the strict and highest sense, because it served

for physical purposes, and therefore, even though prepared by God
in a miraculous way, could not have been derived from the spiritual

world.

With respect to the manna stiU found in Arabia, and its relation

to the miraculous manna of Holy Scripture, comp. Von Raumer's

remarks, in his Zug der Israeliten durch die Wiiste (Leipzig,

1834), p. 27, fi".

Christ designates himself the KaralSalvuv bk rov ovpavov, descend-

ing from heaven, as the true bread. Lticke justly defines the

difference between Kara^aivuv and Karafidg (ver. 41) ; the latter

indicates the fact, the former rather the quality. But I cannot

agree with Lticke in understanding the words 6 Kara(3aLVG)v ^k rov

ovpavov icai ^(or^v didovg rw tcoanu, as an epithet of the bread. This

would occasion an obvious tautology with what precedes. On the

contrary, it is a predicate, or, inverting the sentence, a subject

in this sense :
" He who comes from heaven, the dispenser of

life to the world, is himself the bread of God." That the bread

of God comes from heaven is self-evident, since God dwells in

heaven. Moreover, it is only thus that the language " I am the

bread of life" (ver. 35) is suitable. The world is contemplated as

* Lightfoot hor. hebr. p. 1019, quotes from Midras Coheleth f. 86, 4, this passage:

redemplor prior {i e. Moses) descendere fecit pro lis Manna, sic et redemptor posterior

Ittn r\N '^''^'"'i
*• *•' descendere faciei Manna sicut scriptum est Ps. Ixxviii. 24

\ The Hebrew text has t'<cv "jAi, i- e., corn of heaven.
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carrying deatli within itself, and lience tlie incarnate Logos is the

first who brings into it the true life (i. 4). If the words had been

intended to refer to bread, it would doubtless have been said, 6 yap

dprog Qeov iiaTa(iaivEi iic rov ovpavov. I cannot admit that if the par-

ticiple had been used in application to Christ, the expression 6 icara-

0dg must have been employed, because the coming of Christ from

heaven was not concluded once for all with -the birth, but is a con-

tinous act, on wliich account Christ was spoken of during his life on

earth as being in heaven. Consequently, both participles may be

used with respect to Christ, according as his descent is represented

as finished, or as continuous. Meyer justly takes the same view.

Ver. 34, 85.—Like the Samaritan woman (iv. 15), the assembly

of Jews cried out navrore dbg I'jjuv tov dprov rovrov, evermore give

us this bread, and thus we see that these men entertained a certain

desire after heavenly things. Hereupon the Redeemer expressly

represents himself to them as the bread of life, and as appeasing

all hunger.

Here the remark applies which we made in commenting on iv.

14, viz., it is not the Lord's doctrine that imparts satisfaction, and
allays desire (this may be possessed in the memory without assuag-

ing the longings of the heart) ; but it is his Spirit, which necessa-

rily teaches the right doctrine. He communicates his spiritual life

and essence itself to his own, and therefore makes them like him-
self, first spiritually, then corporeally (Rom. viii. 11). Respecting

tpxeoOat == mGTevetv^ consult the remarks on John iii. 20, 21, com-
pared with ver. 18, and also John vi. 36, compared with ver. 37.

Ver. 36-38.—This true faith was the very thing that was not

yielded to the Redeemer (ver. 26). They regarded Jesus as the

Messiah (veY. 14, 15), and yet they had not faith, because they did

not receive the Divine power that issued from Christ, and allow it

to operate efiectually within them. This was the more censurable,

as they enjoyed his immediate ministry. (In on teal toypdiiar^ [le, the

Kal is to be taken in the signification of etiamsi.) Yet the Lord, as

if consoling himself, limits the general expression " ye believe not"
(ov TnoTEvere) so as to except some from the statement, just as he
did i. 11, 12. (In ndv o the absolute is employed for the concrete

;

Christ views those who come to him as one organic whole.) All

whom the Father giveth to him certainly will come to him. AcdSvac,

give (x. 29, xvii. 6, 9, 12, 24), evidently traces fliith itself to a Di-
vine influence, which is designated, ver. 44, as drawing (t:AKveLv).

Faith, therefore, is God's work in believers (Phil. ii. 13) ; but it by
no means follows that the unbelief of unbelievers is also found in

God's decree. For it is the sad prerogative of the creature that he
can sin, and by sin can render himself unsusceptible of God's gra-

cious attractions. But every heart that yields to these attractions
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of the Father is met "by the Son with overflowing kindness, (pv firj

EKfidXo) t'fw is to be taken as a litotes, " I not only do not cast him
out, but I embrace him with all the energy of love ;" for the opera-

tions of the Father and of the Son do not oppose each other, but

work harmoniously together.) (The formula m(idXXeiv t'^w indicates

a separate and limited spiritual community which the Kedeemer

came to establish. Comp. Matth. xxv. 10.)

Ver. 39, 40.—As the sublime will of the Father, which was to

be carried into effect in the mission of the Son, it is now specified

that he, the source of life, should impart life to the dead. (Comp.

i. 4, iii. 15, 16.) As the point of consummation, however, in the

quickening (^^om-noLeTadaC) ^ the resurrection at the last day (avdoTaaiq

iv ry taxdr'd rpepg^j is immediately mentioned, which presupposes

the awakening of the spirit and the quickening of the soul. The
natural import of the phrase " last day" (eaxdrrj rifj,epa) restricts this

necessarily to the bodily resurrection. (Comp. the Comm. on Matth.

xxiv. 3.) Every application of the expression to the merely spiritual

ministry of Christ would make it a mere repetition of the " eternal

life." If, however, it be referred to the quickening of the body

(^cjoTToiTjot^' Tov Gujjiarog), we then have in these words a significant

hint at what was brought out in the subsequent course of the con-

versation. In the interview with the woman of Samaria, Jesus did

not proceed beyond the representation of himself as spiritual, living

water, which refreshes and sustains the soul ; here he already inti-

mates that he will go further, and describe himself as the restorer

and transformer of the entire man, even of the body. Thus the

conversation has an internal progress—the Eedeemer penetrates

more and more deeply into the sublime idea of the quickening of

the world, and as its consummation, he sets forth the glorification

even of that which is corporeal. Hand in hand with this advance,

proceeds the disclosure of the gifts that he bestows ; he gives not

merely his spirit bat his life (i^vx^l) itself, and even his flesh. (The

construction of ndv with the following tf avrov is a known hebraism,

Comp. Gesenius, Lehrgeb. p. 723, ff. on the use of the nominative

absolute. Lticke, it is true, justly remarks, that kindred construc-

tions occur even in the writings of profane Greek authors. [Comp.

Viger, Hermann's edition, p. 54, note, where e. g., the passage : ^
dfc- f5 e I i a, opOoi rijg ^etpof iKeivrjgol ddKrvXot is adduced from Phi-

lostrat. vita ApoU. Tyan. iv. 28.] But this simply shews the admis-

sibility of the expression, whilst in the Hebrew it is the ordinary

construction.—The reading Trarpof, ver. 39, is to be regarded as a

mere gloss to nifi^pavrog.)

Ver. 41, 42.—The Jews, entangled in their customary views of

the Messiah, which regarded him merely as a man /car' e/cAoy^v,

make objections because Jesus ascribes to himself a direct heavenly
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origin. Lticke thinks that, according to vii, 27, they had assumed

the Messiah's origin to be unknown (after the analogy of Heb. vii.

3) ; and thinking that they knew the father and mother of Jesus

(according to the prevaihng opinion, Joseph was his father), they

had conckided that he was not the Messiah. But this evidently

disagrees with vi. 14, 15, where it is said that they wished to make

him king. It was not the Messiahship of Jesus that gave offence

to these ; it was the circumstance that he ascribed to himself as

Messiah, a purely heavenly origin. (Comp. Matth. x. 32, ft'.)

Ver. 43, 44.—This fresh proof of their unbelief induces Jesus

once more to refer (ver. 37) to the circumstance that faith is a

gracious gift of God. The Eedeemer does not propose to operate

upon the minds of men by external facts, historically (so to speak)

—e. (7., by the information that he is not the son of Joseph, but be-

gotten by the Holy Spirit; on the contrary, his operations are

purely internal and spiritual, efiected by the indwelling power of

truth. He continually pours the rays of his heavenly light into the

darkness of the heart, assured that it is effectual where the Father's

gracious attractions are revealed. Where this has not yet come to

pass, no purpose or resolution can efiect it {pv6tiq dv vaT ai l-Xdelv)—
the hour ofgracious attraction is to be awaited. Hero, however, this

attracting {eXkvelv) needs a closer consideration. (The -expression is

selected in accordance with the Old Testament form ti?», which is em-
ployed in the same signification, Jer. xxxi. 3, Song of Solomon i. 4.

The LXX. translate it in both instances by tXKveiv.) For since the

work of the Son is also Divine, there here appears a twofold Divine

agency—that of the Father and that of the Son. The question is,

how these are related.'-' Although, in the Father's attracting to the

Son, even external circumstances favourable to the development of

spiritual life may be taken into account, still its essence always con-

sists in internal incitement by the Spirit. But if the Father draws
to the Son, and the Son again leads to the Father (John xiv. 6),

and it is also said in reference to the Son, '• without me, ye can do

nothing" (John xv. 5), an altogether peculiar relation is here to be

presupposed. The hints already given on Matth. xii. 32, concern-

ing the relation of the Trinity, furnish the key to this difiiculty.

All knowledge of God proceeds from the Father, in so far as in him
poiccr—the first attribute of which man is prepared to conceive

—

has its primary manifestation. Hence, when first the soul traces in

itself living Divine operations, these are always the attractions of

the Father ; it feels itself dependent, and learns to recognize God
as the absolute power, as the Author and Sovereign of all things.

* In the language of Paul, Kokelv is parallel with i^Kveiv ; the Father calls to the

Son. Comp. 1 Cor. L 9, niarbg 6 Qebg 6i' ov tKh/drjTE elg Koivuviav tov vlov airov 'Ivoov

XOIOTOV.
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But genuine knowledge of God necessarily involves the condition of

development ; if tlie soul knows something of him, this draws it on

to seek a more profound acquaintance with him. Now, he who
made himself known as Power, reveals himself in the Son as abso-

lute compassionate Love. Thus the Father continually draws to

the Son, in the knowledge of whom fear (the beginning of wisdom)

first becomes changed to reciprocal love. Again, however, the soul

sincerely seL'kiog God is referred to the eternal Author of all being,

for every creature is/rom God, through God, and to God. Accord-

ingly the Son again conducts to the Father, as the Father drew to

the Son.

Finally, it is self-evident, first, that here there is obviously no

reference to a drawing in opposition to the will of man {that would

be compulsion), but rather to an internal awakening of the inclina-

tion of the will towards God and his service ;* and secondly, that

in this instance, as before, we are not to understand a knowledge of

God consisting of mere opinions (which may be logically correct in

those who are estranged from God), but an essential knowledge of

God received in regeneration. Here, therefore, the discourse relates

to real conditions which are developed successively as described in

1 John ii. 13, ff".

Ver. 45.—The connexion of this verse with the foregoing is not

obvious. All connective particles are wanting. Some codices, it is

true, supply ovv after rra?, but B.C.D.L.S.T., 37, 69, 124, 235 omit

it, and the addition of the particle is easily accounted for, since the

subject seems to require it, whilst the omission, on the contrary, is

not thus to be explained ; on this account Griesbach and Schulz

have not even placed ovv in the text. The context, however,

plainly indicates that the citation is intended to prove the previous

sentiment. Accordingly, yap is to be supplied. Now this connexion

does not allow the antithesis between ovdeig^none, (ver. 44) and Travref,

all (which is by no means designed here), to be urged ; on the con-

trary, here the emphasis is only on the expression du'iaKTol Qeovj

taught of God, to which the following daovaaq and fiadcov refer.

That expression indicates an internal operation of God upon men
(comp. the remarks on v. 37, 38), denoted by tXKvetv, drawing.
Hence the Lord could employ this passage as proving the necessity

of an internal operation of grace in order to the exercise of faith in

himself There is something remarkable in the phrase " it is writ-

ten in the prophets" (iv roig 7Tpo(l>rJTaig)^ as if the words as they

stand Isaiah liv. 13, occurred in several prophets. Moreover the text,

even in Isaiah, does not quite correspond with the words of the Evan-
gelist. The best conclusion therefore is, that Jesus alluded to all the

* Luther on this subject quaintly observes, " The drawing is not like that of the exe-

cutioner, who draws a thief up the ladder to the gallow.s, but it is a kind allurement."
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prophetic passages in whicli reference is made to the effectuation of
true Divine knowledge through the Spirit of God. [Respecting such
collective quotations, comp. the remarks on Matth. ii, 23.] Others,

less suitably, take the plural as a designation of the collection of

writings B"'3iihN Q''^?a?, in which Isaiah stands.

Ver. 46-50.—The following words restrict the idea of the knowl-
edge of God just expressed, somewhat more closely. The unity

and communion of the Son with the Father (see i. 18, iii. 13) can-

not be compared therewith ; these stand alone and without analogy.

(Concerning irapa rov Qeov, comp. the remarks on John i. 1, 2. It is

neither equivalent to Trpbg rov Geov, nor even to -rrapd, ootj John xvii. 5.

On the contrary it designates origin.) Just on account of this

peculiar position, the Son alone communicates the life—the world

receives it from him. Whilst the manna only sustains physical life,

he is the bread of life who nourishes to eternal life. (Comp. ver.

31, 58.) Now the frequent mention already made of the resurrec-

tion at the last day (ver. 39, 40, 44) indicates that, according to the

meaning of Christ, the words koi /z/) d-noddvri^ and may not die (ver.

50) do not refer merely to the vanquishment of spiritual death, but
also to corporeal, physical life ; but the thought does not attain'^er-

fect distinctness till we come to the sequel (ver. 51-59) where the

conversation reaches its proper consummation.

Ver. 51-53.*—The Redeemer at length more precisely explains

the peculiar relation in which he calls himself the bread of life

{aprog TTJg ^cjrjg, or dprog C^v); the bread that I will give you, he
says, is my fiesh, which I will give for the life of the world (?) cap ^
fiov earlvj rjv iyo) dtooo) vneg rTJg rov Koanov ^wtJ^). Here, however,

we arrive at the point where we must once more look at the con-

nexion, in order to answer the query, whether the Holy Supper is

here referred to or not ? The circumstance that, even to this

day, it has been impossible to harmonize opinions on this point,

would be inexplicable, but that the view entertained concerning the

nature of the Supper has so easily operated upon the mind of the

interpreter in the examination of this passage, and in the end
must have its effect. For the mode of apprehending this doctrine

stands in vital connexion with many others, particularly with the

doctrine of the glorification of Christ's body, and of bodies gen-

erally, as also fundamentally with the doctrine of the relation

of spirit to matter ; and, therefore, as no one wiU introduce

into his exposition sentiments at variance with his own princi-

ples, the expositor's general circle of ideas must exercise great

influence in the interpretation of a passage like the present. He

* Concerning John vi. 51-56, comp. the Treatise respecting Schulz's doctrine of the

Supper, by Pfarror Steudel, in Klaiber's Stud. Vol. ii. No. 2, p. 167, ff. and the remarks

of Kling in the Stud, by Ullmaa and Umbreit, 1836, No. 1, p. 140, ff.
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who does not find in Scripture the transformation of bodies gener-

ally, and of Christ's bodily nature in particular, of course cannot

well allow that Christ here uttered sentiments which presuppose

such views. On the other hand, he who acknowledges these doc-

trines as biblical, can hardly suppose that the Lord employed the

expression " to eat his flesh and drink his blood" without any refer-

ence to the Holy Supper, since, in this sacrament, the communica-

tion of the glorified body must be to him the specific point. Besides

the general diflSculty, various subordinate matters have presented

themselves in our passage, by which the views concerning it have

been modified. In order, therefore, to a clear comprehension of the

various expositions, a short history of its interpretation is needful.*

The two principal explanations are found in the ancient Church.

The one was maintained by Origen, and after him by Basil the

Great. According to this, all reference to the Sacrament of the

Supper was denied, and to eat and drink Christ's flesh and blood

was understood as meaning the spiritual participation of the

Redeemer's spiritual power. But as Origen discovered in the

Supper itself also only a spiritual influence, he was under no ne-

cessity of entirely excluding the reference of our passage to the

Supper. True, he did so, but merely because it appeared to him
unsuitable to suppose that the Lord spake of the Supper before its

institution.

The other explanation was ofifered by Chrysostom, wtio was fol-

lowed by Cyril, Theophylact, and subsequently by the Scholastics

and the whole Catholic Church. According to this, the following

words in the sixth chapter of John strictly treat of the Sacrament

of the Sapper, so that this mention of it before its institution was,

as it were, a prediction of it by Christ. Up to the time of the Re-
formation, this view generally prevailed ; but it had no necessary

connexion whatever with the gross doctrine of transubstantiation
;

on the contrary, those who maintained this doctrine might just as

well have been induced, by another turn of circumstances, to oppose

the reference of our passage to the Sacrament of the Supper. But
an adherence to exegetic tradition allowed no other interpreta-

tion to become current. When this adherence was abolished by
the free inquiry of the Reformers, Origen's mode of interpretation

was immediately revived among the Swiss. Zwingle viewed the

passage more superficially, taking the " flesh and blood" merely as

metaphorical, while Calvin apprehended it more profoundly, discov-

ering therein a designation of humanity completely penetrated by
Divine life. But both considered that it simply described the re-

ception of Christ in faith—the appropriation of his expiating and
redeeming efficacy ; and thus they excluded a reference to the

* Comp. Lucke's second Excursus in the 2d vol. of the Comm. p. 727, ff.
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Sacrament of the Supper. Nevertheless they employed our pas-

sage (especially John vi. 63) as a hermeneutic canon (thus Lucke

expresses himself) for the doctrine of the Supper ; and since they

did this, they might just as well have said that it strictly treats of

the Sacrament, and shews how the Supper and its efficacy should

be viewed '/•' but as thcT/ did not for U moment allow the reference to

the Sacrament, one might have sujiposed that Luther would have

maintained it. However he by no means did so. Although he

defended the more rigid idea of the Supper, which approached

nearer to the Catholic view, yet he abandoned the old exegetic

tradition, and denied even any reference of the passage of the Sa-

crament.f There is no doubt that the occasion of this w^as his fear

lest tW Jiy]wthesis, that the Supper was treated of in the sixth

chapter of John, should commend the spiritual acceptation of the

Swiss expositor (which the relation of ver. 51-59 to the previous

passage on the bread of life appeared to favor) rather than his

own. Still Luther in his exposition widely differed from the in-

terpretation of the Protestants. In his view of this passage ho

followed Augustine, with the exception that this eminent Father

very properly did not so utterly exclude all reference to the Supper

as Luther did,J Both agreed in giving prominence to the fact that

dtdovat odpica, giving his Jlesh (ver. 51) relates to the death of

Jesus, and accordingly understood the eating and drinking, etc.

(rpcjyeiv nal rriveiv adpKa Koi al[j,a)j as meaning the full enjoyment oi

the blessings resulting from the death of the Lord. Hence Lu-
ther, although he denied the allusion of the passage to the Sacra-

ment, yet allowed to the expression Jlesh and blood its full, es-

* Comp. Zwingle's -writings iu the Auszuge by Usteri and Vogelin : Zurich, 1830,

vol. ii. p. 77. " The sum of this matter may easily be derived from the sixth chapter of

John. And here no attention is to be paid to those who at once cry out, ' Christ does

not treat of the Supper there at all !' For although I also am of this opinion, yet all

the incorrect notions which we form respecting the Supper are in the surest manner re-

futed through what he there says. It was from this chapter I proceeded when, after

long previous deliberation, I resolved to venture on this difficult and dangerous subject."

These words indicate Zwingle's doctrinal obscurity ; for if John vi. makes no reference

at all to the Supper, it is unintelligible how this chapter can furnish a refutation of tho

errors concerning the said doctrine. [Yet Olshansen himself subsequently admits that

the passage may involve i\\Q principle of the Supper without referring to the rite. K.]

f Comp. Luther's "Werko, "Walch's edit. vol. vii. p. 2071 : "Faith is the eater which

eats and believes in Christ." P. 2072, "Here the expressions are figurative; to eat,

here means to participate spiritually." P. 2075, "Jesus hero speaks of true Christlau

faith as the main thing, and therefore it is said that thou must believe in his flesh and

blood. This is comprehended in the article: 'If thou wilt be a Christian, thou must be-

lieve in tho flesh and blood of Christ.'
"

X Liicke (1. c. p. 572) declares the view of Augustine to be inconsistent, and says,

" his exegesis was often different from his theology." Although I quite concur in this

criticism in relation to another point, still I think that Liicke has here done tlie re-

nowned Father an injustice. It appears to me that in the view which Augustine takes

of this difficult passage, be has just hit upon the true media via.
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sential signification, and did not, like Zwingle, refer it to a mere

metaphor.

The views of the Keformers still prevailed in their ecclesiastical

communities up to the latest period, when the fetters of symbolism

were thrown off, and thus at least the preparatory step—that of

heing able to consider the passage freely and without prejudice

—

was attained. The result was that the reference (so prominent in

ver. 51) to the death of Christ, which Augustine and Luther very

justly pointed out, became generally acknowledged. Liicke and

Tholuck declare themselves in favour of this view. These scholars,

however, feel compelled to exclude the reference to the Supper just

as earnestly as Dr. Paulus and Schulz,* who do not even acknowl-

edge a reference to the sacrificial death, but think, with Origen

and Zwingle, that the whole passage is to be understood figura-

tively. According to this view, the subject of discourse in our pas-

sage would simply be "the entire phenomenon of Christ's life and

ministry on earth as the Messiah and the Son of God.'' But such

an interpretation, with all its freedom from symbolic constraint,

evidently betrays a bondage to an unscriptural circle of ideas, which

alone explains the circumstance that here the sacrificial death of

Jesus is so entirely overlooked. (Comp, the particulars in the

exposition of the single verses.) Liicke and Tholuck would have

been perfectly right, had they admitted, at the same time with the

reference to the death of the Lord, a reference also to the Supper,

which is maintained by Scheibel (das Abendmahl des Herrn. Bresl.

1823, p. 179, ff.), Knapp (in his Divinity), Bretschneider (probab.

de evang. Jo. p. 86), and other modern interpreters. The admission

of such a reference was the more natural, since the ceremony of the

Supper itself involves an evident regard (in the breaking of the

bread and the distribution of the wine)f to the expiatory death of

Jesus. The eminent expositors above named were restrained from

the impartial apprehension of this diSicult passage, probably on the

one hand by doctrinal influence, viz., by opposition to the scriptural

doctrine of the glorification of the body, which, especially in Liicke

more than once betrays itself ; and on the other by a confusion of

the sacrament of the Holy Supper with the idea from which it pro-

ceeded—a confusion which probably has always contributed in the

greatest degree to decide many distinguished interpreters against a
reference to the Supper in our passage. It would indeed undoubt-
edly seem inappropriate that the Saviour should speak of a rite be-

fore its institution, so that no one could understand the subject of

his discourse ; but it may be safely concluded that Christ had at an

* Schulz Christl. Lehre vom heil. Abendmahl. Leipz. 1824, p. 155, ff. 162, ff.

f Compare the exposition of Matth. xxvi. 26 and parallels in tho History of the

Sufferinga.
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earlier period touched upon the idea from which the rite afterwards

arose. That idea is no other than this, that Jesus is the principle

of life and nourishment to the new, regenerated man, not merely

for his soul and his spirit, but also for his glorified body. As this

principle of life he offers himself, and gives himself, especially in his

death ; hence the mention here, ver. 51 (as in the institution of the

Supper) of his death, although this is by no means to be deemed
the main point of the whole passage. As was above remarked, a

distinction is also to be made in John iii. 5, between the sacrament

and the idea of Baptism, the reference there certainly being to the

latter, and by no means to the former. And here in like manner
the idea of the Supper might be spoken of before the institution of

the sacrament. For even if a full comprehension of the words was
not to be expected, yet the vividness of the discourse may have ren-

dered their essential contents distinctly cognizable to the disciples,

as with the institution of the Supper itself, which was accompanied

by no doctrinal statements, and the nature of which was only grad-

ually unfolded.

Now, if we take a closer view of particular points,* it is evident,

that ver. 51 is in the highest degree favourable to the interpretation

of our passage as referring to the death of Christ : for " I will give

my flesh for the life of the world" ((Jwaw adpica vttIq Trjg rov Koapiov

^(>>rjg) cannot with propriety be otherwise understood than as mean-
ing to devote himself in death (diSovai = napadidovai.)^ Also the-

comparison of ver. 35 shews that (payeTv may be taken = ttiotsvelv.

But in the formula nal 6 dgrog de, if there is not exactly a transition

to something altogether different, yet an advance in the subject of

discourse is clearly indicated. And while acknowledging this, we
must neither overlook the circumstance that this mention of the

Lord's sacrificial death does not exclude the reference to the idea of

the Supper. Indeed, the institutive words of the Supper, as it has

been remarked, contain the same mention of the death of Jesus, and
the form of the rite presents a symbol of it. (Comp. Luke xxii.

19 : TovTo tart TO oCond [lov rb vmp vjmv didofievov.'^ According to

1 Cor. xi. 26, the death of the Eedeemer is to be proclaimed in

the celebration of the Supper until he comes, his death being the

source of life to the dead world ; while the Supper illustrates the

* The words r/v iyih (iuau in ver. 51 are probably spurious, and Lachmann has ex-

pelled them from the text. This, however, has no influence on the sentiments contained

in the passage, since in the interpretation these must be supplied from the whole course

of thought.

f The altogether superficial view which would make adp^ mean the doctrine of Jesus,

needs no refutation. Dr. Paulus, however, whom Shultz follows, understands the for-

mula : 6i.66vai adpKa, of the operation of the Logos upon the physical life for the welfare

of mankind. But John's usus loquendi by no means permits the expression to be so un.-

derstood. (Comp. Liicke in his Comm. Part ii. p. 99, f.

Vol. II.—27
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quickening of the world at its highest point, shewing that even the

corporeal nature, through the participation of the tree of life, again

receives that eternal life which it lost in Paradise by t.'isting the

tree of knowledge. The sacrificial death of the Lord, however,

cannot be regarded as the predominant idea in our passage, because

the giving {didovai) is not once repeated in the sequel, whilst eating

and drinking the flesh and blood of the Lord is continually spoken

of with the greatest emphasis. This emphasis is the more remark-

able, since the Jews objected (ver. 52) to the words of Christ.

These objections we might expect, from his wisdom as a teacher,

would have induced him to soften the force of his words, if

the Jews had entirely misunderstood them, or if he had meant

something quite different from what they supposed. But so far

from this, the Saviour only increases the pungency of his language*

(the reason will be seen in the remarks on ver. 60), and maintains

the sentiment unchanged, that his flesh and his blood are the

source of the true life, and the participation of them is the condi-

tion of the resurrection. Hence the passage can only be understood

thus—that Jesus represents himself as the quickener (^woTroiwv) of

the whole man, the spiritual quickening prevailing up to ver. 50,

while from ver. 51 the idea which lies at the foundation of the Holy

Supper—that the glorified corporeity of Christ sanctifies and glori-

fies ours also—comes out in stronger relief; and to this highest idea

the formula koX 6 dprog 6s forms the transition.

Ver. 54-59.—In these verses, with the eating and drinking of

the flesh and blood of the Son of Man, are connected everlasting

life (Cw?) auoviog, ver. 54), abiding in Christ {niveiv iv Xpia-Ci, ver.

56), and living forever (Cf/i' dg rbv alCdva^ ver. 58), i. e., the sublimest

effects which the Redeemer purposed in general to call forth. With
regard to the meaning of remaining in Christ, or inversely Christ's

remaining in us, which expression again occurs here, it is to be ob-

served—as already remarked on John v. 38—that this belongs to

the peculiar phraseology of John. (Comp. xiv. 10, 16, 17, xv. 4
;

1 John ii. 6, iii. 15, 17, iv. 12, 13, 15.) In the interpretation of this

it is necessary to bear in mind the spirituality of John's views, in ac-

cordance with which he adopted the idea of a spiritual immanence, an

essential mutual interpenetration of spirits and life in one another.

f

* The expression r^fjuj'e/v itself is stronger than the previous icvms iadUiv and <j>aynv.

It literally signifies to gnaw, to break off in little bits, then to triturate, to eat up.

Li'icke views the question of the Jews: irug dvi^'arai k. t. 7<.. as derisive, and says that

Jesus may have repeated the same sentiment with emphasis, merely in order to subdue

this derision. But this supposition is not consistent with ver. 60, ff., according to which

the audience raised a serious opposition to the hardness of the saying.

f The reader scarcely needs to be reminded that I distinguish the essential, real, from

the material. The penetration and transformation of matter by spirit is expressed in the

doctrine of the Holy Supper.
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Hence the abiding in Christ is not to be reduced to the general no-

tion of a close connexion, but is to be understood as meaning a real

being in each other. The life and being of Christ is an all-pene-

trating, sanctifying, and glorifying power ; the union of man with

it, in all three dej^artments of his being, is internal, real, essential.

Hence the statement that " Christ remaineth in us, and we in him"

conveys the same signification as the Pauline expression, Ev6vaaadai

XpiaroVj putting on Christ (Gal. iii. 27 ; Rom. xiii. 14). (Comp.

the description given of the Word of God or Wisdom, as the all-pene-

trating power, Heb. iv. 12, and Wisd. Sol. vii. 22, 24). Now the

effects mentioned as resulting from the participation of Christ's

flesh and blood might favour the opinion, that the formulee Tpcoyeiv

GdpKa,7Tiveiv alfxa, eating Jlesh, drinking blood, are to be understood as

indicating merely the spiritual efficacy of Christ. But tioo things in

our passage ojipose this. First, the phrase dvaarTJoo avrov r^ ioxdr'q

rjiiepa, I will raise JiiJn up, etc., ver. 54. With respect to this it has

akeady been remarked (on ver. 40), that it can only be explained as

referring to corporeal resurrection. Now the fact that this is here so

expressly referred to the participation of Christ's flesh and blood, leads

to an idea familiar to the early Fathers,* and acknowledged also by

Luther,f in their signification, but which the prevailing idealism of

the modern theory of the world could not adopt, viz., that the par-

ticipation of the Lord's glorified body implants in the bodies of be-

lievers the germ of the resurrection, and, so to speak, begets the

new body in the womb of the old, so that the day of resurrection is

the moment of its birth. On the one hand this view alone allows

the resurrection of the body to be recognized in connection with the

general development of humanity ; for, according to this, it does

not stand in isolation as a magical fact, but presents itself in union

with the general, gradually advancing process of the transforma-

tion of the fallen creation. On the other hand, it is the only one

suited to the context of our passage, because without this funda-

mental view, the mention of the resurrection either is altogether

irrelevant here, or else must be regarded in the light of docetism,

t. e., altogether denied as a literal fact, in conformity with the pre-

vailing bias of modern theology. Secondly, our opinion is decidedly

* Ignatius (op. ad Ephes. c. 20), in referenco to this, calls the Holy Supper the ^dp-

fiaKov T/]c (Wavaata^, medicine of immortality. This idea is further developed by It en.

adv. hser, iv. 28, 5, v. 2, 2. Clem. Al. Pardag. ii. 2. (Comp. Munscher's Dogmengesoh.

Part ii. 348, ff.)

f Luther's Werke, "Walch's edit. vol. xx. p. 1076, ff.. 1094, ff. In the latter placa

he says, " If ho is eaten spiritually, through the word, he remains in us spiritually in the

Boul; if he is eaten corporeally, he remains in us corporeally also ; as he is eaten, so he

remains in us, and we in him. For he is not digested and changed, but he without fail

changes us, the soul into righteousness, the body into immortality." In these remarkable

words, the profoundness of the doctrine of the Supper is finely expressed. As with Adam
death came through /oorf, so with Christ, through /ooci, comes eternal life.
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supported Ly ver. 55, where it is said : i] adp^ ^iov,my fiesh {i. e. tlie

flesh which the Logos has adopted and glorified) dXTjOiog eon (Spiooig,

is trull/food. As to the reading, important authorities (B.C.K.L.

T. and several others), have, instead of dXrjdug, the adjective dXfjOtjg.

In relation to the sense, this reading produces no essential altera-

tion, and therefore none but external reasons can favour the reten-

tion of dXrjOiog in the text. But the change of sense would be very

important, if 6 dXTjdcvog were read;* for while dXrjdrjg is opposed to

the false, dXrjOivog forms the antithesis to that which, though true,

yet does not perfectly correspond with the ideal. The Logos is called

(i. 9) the (pojg dXrjOivov^ because all other (even true) light does not

reach his splendour. Accordingly, if dXrjdtvog occurred here, or if

we might exchange the term with dXrjdTJg, an exchange which the

Johaunine phraseology by no means allows, this would speak

strongly for the spiritual interpretation, and this passage might

then be placed in connexion with ver. 32, where Christ terms him-

self dprog dXrjOcvog. But if dXrjdufg remain, this passage is just as

much opposed to that interpretation as it might otherwise have been

favourable, for in the latter case the sense is as follows :
" My flesh is

in truth food, and my blood is in truth drink ; believers may par-

take them and receive them into themselves ;" i. e., " what I say is

no mere unsubstantial comparison, no empty metaphor ; it is in

truth so to be understood." The Jews evidently understood it thus,

and hence they were so staggered at this discourse that they ceased

to follow Jesus. Moreover, the Lord allows it to be so; he lets

them go, without saying, " I mean a merely spiritual communica-

tion," which would have presented no difficulty to the mind of any

one present. Hence a true exposition—one that gives the senti-

ments of the work under consideration—must, even if the views of

the expositor are entirely different, confess that here the discourse

relates to a participation of the corporeality of Christ. The appar-

ent contradiction to this, which may be derived from ver. 63, will

hereafter be considered. It is only remarkable that Liicke, an ex-

positor generally so impartial, could persuade himself that the

words 6 rpwywv ^ e (ver. 57) give special support to his interpreta-

tion of the passage as meaning that spiritual enjoyment of Christ

which he thinks is rendered perfectly possible by his death. In
reference to them he remarks :

" hence it follows that the expres-

sion Jlesh and blood ipdp^ koX alfia) is synonymous with I (tyw).t

But tyw surely designates the entire personality of the Lord ; and
* Tholuck contesta this, and I certainly did not formerly express myself with sufficient

distinctness, inasmuch as I did not give prominence to the article. But that /3/9wffff kAj?-

6ij^ is something different from 7/ fSpioGic r/ illTjdLvr} cannot be denied. The true food

stands in opposition merely to the deceptive, but the real to all relative means of nourish*

ment.

f Even Kling (L c.) has justly declared himselfmost decidedly opposed to this.
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therefore, if in the participation of the Lord the corporeality is ex-

clvded, or apprehended as relating merely to the death and not to

the participation itself, then flesh and blood cannot possibly stand for

I. Here it is synonymous only because the corporeality is to be

included. (As regards the use of ^m, ver. 67, in the phrases 6ta tov

narsQa, 6l' ifi^, it is not necessary to suppose that the preposition is

here arbitrarily connected with the accusative instead of with the

genitive ; on the contrary, the various relations which are intended

to be expressed by the use of the same preposition with different

cases, coincide in the idea, and so f\ir they may be exchanged.

Comp. Winer's Gram. p. 339).

Ver. 60-62,—The whole of the following passage contains almost

as many external difficulties as the foregoing discourse of the Lord

does in the ideas. For, in the first place, it is in the highest de-

gree remarkable that the Lord should thus suffer persons wdio had

allied themselves to him, to leave him, without endeavouring to re-

move the cause of their separation, by explaining the subject to

them more clearly ; and, in the second place, it is no less singular

that the Saviour even asks the twelve whether they too wish to

leave him, and then mention's the betrayer. Obscure, however, as

this mode of proceeding on the part of Christ appears at first sight,

it is this very thing, when rightly apprehended, that furnishes the

key to the/orm of the Redeemer's foregoing discourse. Doubtless

the Lord set forth such profound thoughts in these startling terms,

on purpose to bring about that which, as we see, was the result,

viz., a sifting of his disciples. It could have been of no consequence

to Christ to have a few more disciples in companionship with him,

nor could it be of any real advantage to them to follow him, un-

less they adhered to him wholly, heart and mind, as the Being in

whom the Father dwelt. The man that could be frightened away
from one, whose heart-attracting influence he had felt, and whose
miracles he had beheld, by a discourse which appeared to him unin-

telligible or absurd, was trusting too much to his own understand-

ing, and too little in Christ ; and although he might even carry

within him many germs of good, he was not fit to labour for the

kingdom of God. But to labour for tlie kins^dom of God was the

very calling of the first disciples. Hence it was needful that per-

sons who could not endure the test should be separated, fot the sake

of their own welfare, and that of the growing Church. Probably

the Lord also designed on this occasion to operate upon the mind of

Judas Iscariot. It would have been a victory of truth if he had
had the candour to withdraw, for his remaining with the Lord was

assuredly a falsehood. He certainly had not been able to appropri-

ate the words of Jesus, as probably even the other disciples had not

(ver. 67, 68) ; and yet he was not held by that which bound the
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others, the flame of love in their hearts ; for had he possessed this,

he could not have hetrayed the Sat^iour :—he remained out of

hypocrisy. Accordingly we here see Jesus, as it were, sitting in

judgment on his disciples, and selecting afresh for his work only

those who stood the trial.

The second part of the exclamation uttered by the disciples

about to withdraw from Christ

—

rig dvvarai aKoveiv^ ivlio can hear

(= yto'i in the signification intelligere)—explains the term hard
(aKXrjpog) in the first part. Its predominating idea is difficult to un-

derstand. But this predominance of the one idea does not exclude

the other, of offensive; for that which is difficult to understand may,

so far as it is understood, be offensive, and this was the case here.

Hence the Eedeemer immediately employs the term aKavdaXit^etv,

offend. In the discourse of Christ there is an evident aposiopesis

which must be supplied by means of the idea, " ye will see some-

thing still greater, i. e., more difficult to comprehend \" Thus the

antithesis is first between the less and the greater, and secondly be-

tween hearing and seeing. Were they already ofi'ended by a word,

what would they say to actual facts ! The greater actual phenome-

non referred to, is the Son of Man's ascending where he was before.

This passage is in the highest degree remarkable. In the first

'place, it is the only instance in which the ascension is mentioned

by the Lord himself* It is true, Christ often speaks of his return

to the Father, but without express reference to his return with his

glorified body. Even this, however, must here be granted on ac-

count of the connexion ; while the very term Son of Man indicates

the corporeality of Christ. To suppose a spiritual return would

not have occasioned the least difficulty to any of the hearers ; but

* De "Wette rejects the reference to the ascension, because that is not related in John.

But in this one place it is mentioned, and the circumstance of its not being afterwards

expressly narrated, is sufiBciently explained by the fact that it was merely a natural con-

sequence of the resurrection. The same scliolar further remarks, that " the ascent of

Jesus to the place where he was before does not relate to his flesh, which he certainly

had not before his descent." But these words are altogether without meaning ; for it is

not here said that he returned to the place where he was in the flesh, before the descent;

but that as perfect man, and therefore with his glorified humanity, he returned to the

place where he was before, viz., without this. Liicke and Tholuck think that if the

ascension had been referred to, instead of vili^ t. d, the expression aap^ koI nlua must

have been employed. By no means ; for it was not merely the corporeal nature that

ascended to heaven, but the entire Christ with the corporeality. This unity is expressed

by the very name v, t, <!. "With respect to the question whether there is a heaven any-

where to which an ascent can be made, the treatise in the Evang. Kirchenzeit., 1837,

" Das Land der Herrlichkeit," may be consulted. *At any rate, the glorified corporeality

must be conceived of as somewhere (if not according to the idea of localitas, yet accord-

ing to that of alicubitas.) An ubiquitas personalis entirely destroj's the idea of corpore-

ality ; it can only be conceived ofas operativa. But the decisive point with regard to tho

whole passage, is furnished by the connexion which neccssarOy indicates the design

to bring forward something more difficult than what preceded. Although Liicke pro-

nounces this view dubious, he cannot remove it from the connexion.
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here the Eedeemer speaks of something still more difficult and still

more staggering than the eating and drinking of his flesh and blood
;

and well might the exaltation of the Messiah's humanity in the

heavenly world be so to his audience, since even to the present time

this idea is rarely acknowledged. In the second place, this passage

renders it necessary to carry back our conclusion to what precedes
;

as here the discourse cannot have reference to a merely spiritual re-

turn—which presents nothing that would be unintelligible even to

the weakest—so also in the former portion, the participation of liis

flesh and blood must designate more than merely spiritual in/licences

of Christ upon believers. The entire discourse relates to his glori-

fied corporeal nature, the reality of which John, according to his

main design, was compelled to defend against gnosticising doceti-

cism, just as now it has become needful to maintain it in opposition

to idealistic gnosis.

Ver. 63.—But this verse appears again to favour the spiritual

interpretation of the formula " to eat flesh and blood," and in fact

all the supporters of that interpretation have ever laid special stress

on this passage. It is also quite undeniable that in this verse the

words of the Logos, who is the life, are themselves represented as

life (carrying life in themselves as well as producing life ^ojottoiovv),

from which it follows that they must also be received in spirit and

in life. In these words, therefore, we at any rate may discover an

argument against a carnal interpretation of his discourse. But

hence it only follows that the Lord intended to exclude such gross

views, respecting the participation of his flesh as were entertained

by the men of Capernaum, and by no means that he denied all par-

ticipation of his flesh, asserting only a spiritual irapartation of

himself. The only way of rendering the passage subservient to the

spiritual interpretation has been to take ?/ onp^ ovic CxpeXtl ovdiv, the

Jlesh profiteth nothing, as synonymous with // adp^ fi o v, my flesh.^

But the flesh of Christ as begotten by the Holy Ghost, and dwelt

in by the Logos, and thus sanctified and glorified, is itself spiritual

(nvevi^iaTiKov) ; hence his flesh is eaten, not with the mouth of the

body, but with the mouth of faith.\ It is not till a new man is

born through the inward baptism of the Spirit that there is an organ

for the reception of the Lord's sacred body. Accordingly the mis-

apprehension consists in conceiving of the flesh without the Spirit

(j,. e., as not glorified by the Spirit), and thus mistaking the nature

of Christ's corporeality. Admit the statement of Scripture, that

the Lord is exalted on the throne of his glory at the right hand of

* Comp. the excellent remarks of Kling on this passage (loo. cit. p. 150, ff.), who takes

it as altogether on the side of Christian realism, being equally directed against spiritualism

and false materialism.

f As regards my view of the Supper generally, comp. the remarks on Matth. xxvL

26, ff.
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tlie Father with his holy humanity, and in it he will return to judge

the living and the dead (comp. Acts i. 11, ovruq eXevaerai/ov rponov

idedaaade avrov 7rnpev6jj.Evov elg rov ovgavov^ i. e., in his corporeality),

then the true meaning of our passage would never be mistaken

;

doctrinal prejudices alone have obscured the view in its interpretation,

(Concerning the opinion of Schulz, that a aw/ia TrvtvuariKov^ spirit-

ual hody, may be spoken of, but not a tr d p |^ TTvevfjaTiicrij spiritual

flesh, comp, the remarks on Matth, xxvi. 26, The latter term cer-

tainly does not occur in 1 Cor. xv., oiona being always used, and the

unquestionable reason is that odp^ = -i»2 is prevalently employed

as the antithesis to Tivevfia. But that it could not be used is deci-

dedly incorrect. It does not appear what pneumatic element should

pertain to a body that does not to the flesh ; for there is no body

but one consisting of flesh [or, in the inanimate state, KQeag],

since, in the nature of the case, the idea of an organic tvhole can be

applied only to that which is material. In this passage, ver, 63,

aCJfia of course could not be employed, but in ver. 54 the expression

ercjjua (payeXv would have been equally appropriate, as is shewn by

Matth. xxvi. 26.)

Yer. 64, 65.—The fact that several of the disciples were induced

by the foregoing discourse of Jesus entirely to withdraw from him,

is now traced by the Lord to an evil principle in their hearts, viz.,

unbelief. The Evangelist here remarks that Christ possessed the

gift of perceiving the condition of men as it regarded faith, con-

cerning which subject compare the remarks on ii. 24t Here again,

of course unbelief is only to be taken relatively, otherwise it would

destroy the idea of f^iadrjr^g, disciple. Doubtless those persons pos-

sessed a certain faith ; not, however, that living, substantial faith,

which springs from pure love to that which is Divine, but a faith

attained through the understanding. They probably found that

certain external signs predicted by the prophets, for the recognition

of the Messiah, were fulfilled in Jesus, and for this reason they allied

themselves to him. But his heavenly nature had not reached their

hearts, and accordingly, as soon as their narrow understanding

thought itself violated by his discourse, they withdrew. Jesus

therefore adds, ver. 65, that on this account he had said :
" Without

the drawing of the Father, without the inmost awakening of the

heart by the power of the Spirit, no one can really seek the Son."

On this subject comp. the remarks ver. 37 and 44.

Ver. 66-69.—From that time many not only merely forsook the

Lord externally, but turned from him in their hearts. {'At:^pxeoOac

elg rd dniac^ again occurs, John xviii. 6, and in John xx. 14, we find

the expression arpicpeaOai dg rd omaix). In the Hebrew nihs a':03, Ps.

XXXV. 4.) It is a striking declaration which Peter, in the name
of all the apostles, returns to the question of the Lord

—

iiri koX
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e/teTf OeXere vrrdyeiv ; will ye also go aioay ? It expresses tlie true

attachment produced by the power of the Spirit, and that pro-

found affection which is not to be loosened by any intellectual

difficulties, because it awakens the consciousness of personal

weakness and poverty, as well as of the glory of the Lord. What
they found in him they could expect no where else, for it was the

eternal itself, that which would present itself in humanity in One
6ublime personage alone."-' According to the ordinary reading, on
ai) el XptoTogj 6 vlb^ rov Qeov ^iovrog, that tJiou art the Christ, etc.,

this passage would be quite parallel with Matth. xvi. 16. How-
ever, it is but too probable that ours has been corrected from that.

According to the authority of the MSS., the -only reading here is

OTL ov el 6 dyiog rov Qeov, that thou art the Holy One of God. This

appellation is rare in the New Testament. It occurs in Luke iv.

34, and, according to ver. 41, it appears synonymous with Son of

God. Also Mark i. 24, we have ayLog tov Qeov. Rev. iii, 7, merely
dyiog occurs, and Acts iv, 27, dyiog -nalg Qeov. The only instance in

the Old Testament where the name is applied to the Messiah is

Dan. ix. 24. Perhaps the reason for selecting the expression here,

was, that to many of the disciples the previous obscure discourse of

Christ appeared unholy, so that it was to be understood thus :

" Notwithstanding the obscure discourses to which we have listened,

and which sounded to us as if unholy, yet we know that in thee the

holiness of the Father is manifested to us."

The significant position of the Tnareveiv, believing, and yivdjoKeiv,

Tcnoioing (ver. 69), remains to be observed. Here, as xvii. 8, the

two expressions are so placed that the knowledge appears as the

consequence of the faith, but John x. 38, and John iv. 42, they

stand just inversely. Lticke, therefore, truly observes that the posi-

tion is not to be jDressed. True faith never exists without the germ
of knowledge, and yet perfected knowledge here below never exists

without faith ; the two ideas are necessarily correlates.f

Ver. 70, 71.—The following words are evidently intended to in-

* On this subject Schubert justly writes in the Symbolik des Traums, p. 1G8, as fol-

lows: " Tiio strong is only overcome by a stronger; the weakest of our sensual propen-

sities is stronger than the strongest intellectual reasoning which operates merely upon the

inward car, not upon the heart; and man is improved only when a higher and nobler

love takes possession of his propensities, and quenches the lower and less noble—when
the light of a higher sun extinguishes the glimmer of a poor spark." Such was the

effect which the apostles had experienced in their hearts; their hearts burned with

light and fire which the Lord had kindled within them, and this drew them to its

source.

f It is interesting here to notice the distinction of Alexander of Hales between intel-

lectual vocis vel signi, .and intellectus rei ; the former, he says, precedes faith, the latter

follows it, for nothing can be believed that is not in a certain sense already perceived. In

the New Testament, however, yivuaKeiv and yvcJaic are prevalently employed in the lat*

ter, more profound sense of the word, so that it presupposes faith.
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vite the disciples to a more thorougli self-examination. Jesus there-

fore directs their attention to the favour conferred upon them in the

call that he had given them, and at the same time points out the

ingratitude of one among them, whom, however, he does not name.

Had uprightness now triumphed in the heart of Judas, he would

have been compelled either to withdraw, or make an open confession

to Christ ; but he persisted in his corruption, and filled up the meas-

ure of his sins. As to the expression SidfSoXog, it cannot be trans-

lated " devil." For it would be necessary either to view the passage

as meaning " he is the Devil," i. e., the Devil has taken possession

of his heart (as is said John xiii. 27), in which case the article

must have been employed, or else to render the words " one is a
devil." In the latter signification, however, as equal to daiiiovioVj

neither dtdfioXog, nor oardv occurs ; both expressions in the New
Testament constantly designate the Prince of this world. It ap-

pears, therefore, that the term should here be understood in the

general signification of opponent. (Matth. xvi. 23 is not to be par-

alleled with this passage. Comp. my Comm. in loco.) StiU,

Tholuck justly remarks, in opposition to this, that for Christ to

say, " One among you is an opponent," would have been feeble,

and moreover, some addition might have been expected, such as

diajBoXog iiov or Qeov. Hence I am now inclined to understand the

expression as meaning, one among you is (not a devil) but the devil

;

i. e., what the devil is among the children of God, that is this person

among you. Jesus probably contemplated his circle as a type of the

heavenly sphere : as he himself represents the Father, and the dis-

ciples the angels, so Judas represents the Devil. ALd(3oXog then

stands here as a familiar proper name without the article.
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PART THE SECOND.

FEOM THE JOURNEY OP CHRIST TO THE FEAST OP TABERNACLES TILL
THE JOURNEY TO THE LAST PASSOVER.

(John vii. 1 ; xL 57.)

§ 1. Christ's Journey to the Feast of Tabernacles.

(John vii. 1-36.)

Ver. 1, 2.—It has already been indicated, John v. 18, that a

powerful hatred against the Lord had been developed in the minds
of the Jews, and our Evangelist exhibits its gradual ripening,

especially in this second part of his work. So long, however, as

his hour was not yet come, Jesus avoided their snares, and on this

account for a long time refrained from going into Judcea. Neverthe-

less the Feast of Tabernacles induced the Kedeemer to visit Jeru-

salem, probably because, being faithfully obedient to the law of the

Old Testament, he carefully fulfilled the command Exod. xxiii. 17,

without being disturbed about the possible consequences. The
journey to the Feast of Tabernacles is parallel with Luke ix. 51

(comp. the Coram, on Luke ix, 51). For, according to the follow-

ing representation in John, the Lord did did not return to Galilee

after this journey to the feast (comp. John vii, 37 with x, 22,

40, xi, 54), but remained in JudaBa, whence he made short ex-

cursions into the neighbourhood.

The Feast of Tabernacles (n^ssn ah or t)''SNn {. e., " feast of

booths," or " harvest-feast") belonged, with the Passover and Pen-

tecost, to the three principal Feasts of the Jews, It was celebrated

on the fifteenth day of the seventh month, or September, It had
reference especially to the sojourn of the Jews in the desert, in com-
memoration of which booths were constructed of boughs, and the

great providential favours bestowed by God were called to mind
with joy and delight. Connected with this was the celebration of

the vintage, but only incidentally (comp, Levit. xxiii. Deut. xvi).

Ver. 3-5.—The relatives of the Lord (on the d6eX4>oi, comp. at

Matth. xiii, 55) seek to induce him to attend the Feast in Jerusalem
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with them, by making the remark that he will here have a suitable

opportunity for manifesting himself to the world. Although these

words may not have been spoken without some feelings of derision,

yet it need not be supposed that they proceeded from absolute

hostility. The minds of these persons were probably in a state of

vacillation. On the one hand, the words and discourses of Jesus

had awakened their susceptibility to Divine influence, while, on the

other, they could not persuade themselves that he whom they had

seen taking part in the minuter occurrences of life was so entirely

superior. They may, therefore, in part themselves have been look-

ing; for some decisive evidence which should enable them to believe.

—This passage is further very important in fixing the import of

d(j£A0oi, for since they did not believe, they of course cannot have

been among the disciples, and it has therefore been thought neces-

sary to suppose that Jesus had two kinds of brothers, believing and

unbelieving (brothers proper and cousins), for which supposition,

however, no ground at all exists.* (Liicke justly observes that ver.

4, avrog is to be taken as the Latin idem in the signification " and

at the same time," "and yet." Tholuck and Kling [loc. cit. p. 154]

keep avTOi; to the signification " himself," in order to render prom-

inent the personal reference ;
—" and yet he himself seeks to become

celebrated by his acts." The h Trappriaia is defined by the contrast-

ing tv /cpeTTToJ
; publicity includes here at the same time the idea of

celebrity. EZ in ver. 4 is evidently to be taken hypothetically : "if

thou canst do such things, which we do not believe ;" for the words

[ver. 5] which express the unbelief of the brothers, refer to this

doubt.)

Ver. 6-8.—Jesus now refuses to go with his brethren to the

Feast, and, for the purpose of awakening their minds, directs their

attention to the difierent positions in which he and they stood with

respect to a higher will. They, free and separate from God, fol-

lowed the guidance of their own inclination ; he, on the contrary,

never acts arbitrarily, but according to the will of God, in obedi-

ence only to his intimations. This is called, in other instances,

in the Johannine phrase, " hearing what the Father speaks, see-

ing what he does ;" it presupposes an inward compulsion by the

* Olshausen's view (expressed ia his Comm. on Luke iv. 21, 22) is, that our Lord had

no real brothers, but only cousins. He supports his opinion chiefly by the following ar-

guments—first, that if the mother of Jesus had had other sons, it is not likely that they

would have had the same names as the sons of Mary, the wife of Cleopas, one of whom
was called James, and another Joses (Matth. xxvii. 56 ;) secondly, that if the mother of

Jesus had had sons of her own, it is not likely that Jesus would have committed her to

the care of John, who did not belong to the family; thirdly, that since, according to the

Old Testament prophecies, we cannot look upon the family of David as continued in the

line from which the Messiah sprang, it is more suitable to regard it as concluded in

Jesus, the eternal Ruler of the House of David.—[Ts.
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power of the Spirit, a perpetual internal observance of God and his

operations, such as only in the regenerated finds a certain analogy.

The natural man—even one who is legally faithful—goes, comes,

labours, rests, according to his own fancies, and cannot do other-

wise, because he has not this bond, the Spirit of God, to guide aU

his steps. (Concerning Kaipbg iiiog, my time, comp. the remarks on

John ii. 4 ; Matth. xxvi. 18. Here, as also ver. 30, we are not to

understand by it the termination of the earthly life of Christ, but

a nearer point of time, which is nevertheless to be viewed as of

Divine appointment.)

Ver. 7 expressly indicates the enmity of man as the reason that

deterred Christ. In relation to this also, a similar diflerence ap-

pears between Christ and his brethren. The latter belong even

in their animating principle of life, to the world ; the Lord, on

the contrary, brings the Spirit that opposes everything worldly.

Hence the world must contend against him, and hate him as the

Destroyer of its life, even as it hates all those in whom the Spirit

of Christ operates (John xvii. 14).

The open declaration in ver. 8, ovic dvajSaivco, I go not up, is re-

markable, since in ver. 10 it is said : rSre icai avrbg dvefir] elg rrjv lopTrjv,

then also he himself went, etc. Through fear lest the Lord should

here seem to have spoken falsely,* some transcribers have put ovntj^

not yet, instead of ovic, not, and Knapp and Lachmann have even re-

ceived it into the text. But, in addition to some MSS., in Mat-
thfei and versions, only the codices D. and K. contain this reading.

Moreover, it is evident that a doctrinal motive may easily have

occasioned the correction. Viewed, however, with an unprejudiced

mind, the passage presents no real difficulty. For since ovnc^ imme-
diately follows, it is self-evident that in the same way ovk is to be

understood with the addition of vvv. Ovk dva(3a[vcj, I go not up, is

not a negative with respect to the entire future (nay, the future is

not employed), but merely in reference to the present point of time.

Tholuck, indeed, thinks the words " to this feast" (elg r^v toprjjv

ravTTjv) would shew that the Redeemer did not intend to go at

all, and on this account conjectures an inaccurate report of the lan-

guage of Christ. But there seems no sufficient reason for this

hypothesis.

Ver. 9-13.—In the course of a few days, the Lord also proceeded

to Jerusalem, and, that he might not excite observation, he went
in perfect silence. (I understand the words cjg h nQv-nrCi, ver. 10,

like the expression i. 14, as the so-called s veritatis, " quite in secret."

Liicke, who is followed by Tholuck and De Wette, translate, " as it

* Where this anxiety Las not been felt, the passage has actually been employed in

defence of falsehoods of necessity. An apparent instance of this kind occurs also in the

Old Testament in the passage 2 Kings viii. 10, 14.
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were." But since the open declaration ov (pavepcog precedes, the stress

should lie on the words dXX' (bg h kqvtttQ ; with which Liicke's view

is evidently not quite consistent.) Verses 11-13 describe the ex-

citement of the people respecting Jesus ; no one was indifferent,

but the opinions concerning him were veiy divided ; only the peo-

ple shrank from publicly expressing them on account of the Sanhe-

drists. QKyadog, ver. 12, according to the common usus loquendi,

is to be understood only in a subordinate sense, as meaning one who

does not actually cherish evil designs.)

Ver. 14, 15.—It was not till the middle of the Feast that Jesus

made his appearance publicly and taught in the Temple. (The

Feast lasted, as all great Feasts of the Jews, seven days, and hence

the middle was the fourth day.) From the following remarks of

the Jews, it is probable that the Kedeemer did not merely teach in

the open air in the front court, but delivered a formal discourse,

perhaps in the synagogue, which was situated in the court of the

women. (Corap. Tholuck on the passage.) The auditors were sur-

prised at his erudition, as they knew that he had not enjoyed the

usual rabbinical education. (As the Jews knew of no learning

apart from religion, the ypdfinara, letters, are simply the Sacred

Scriptures, in the exposition of which the entire education of the

Jews was concentrated.) According to the Jewish custom (with

respect to Avhich, however, it is questionable whether it had been

worked into such a definite shape in the time of Christ), no one

could teach unless he had been the formal pupil of a Kabbi (•'"''s.^P!)

and a Rabbi's assistant ("^an). No one but a regular Rabbi might

deliver his own sentiments ; the pupils and assistants were only at

liberty to repeat what they had learned. (Comp. Tholuck on the

passage.)

Ver. 16-18.—The Saviour, proceeding from this remark, points

out the difference between his doctrine and that of the Rabbies.

The object, to which the teaching of the Rabbies pointed, was in-

deed substantially the right one (Matth. xxiii. 2, 3), but their rela-

tion to the true doctrine was false. They taught without a true

Divine commission, and without a Divine call (a^' eavraJv), and in

so doing sought honour from men ; hence they were characterised

by inward falseness and injustice. ('Adf/cm, ver. 18, designates the

unjust relation generally,* in which their moral life stood to God.

Comp. the remarks on Rom. iii. 21.) On the contrary, the Lord

says of himself, that he does not regard his teaching as his own {ovic

tarcv tju?J), he does not speak of and from himself (a-' t'juavrov), but

* According to Liicko and Tholuck, uStKia is = -ifts; or pittnn in the signification of

falsehood. But in that case we should only have had 'here an inversion of the sentence

ovTog iIXtjOtjc ioTi. 'A(hKta certainly never exists without internal falsehood, but dSiKia

and fpEvioc are not on this account synonymous.
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in the name and by the commission of God (rod TT^ixpavrog /^e), whose

honour alone he seeks. (With respect to the same thoughts, comp.

V. 44, viii. 50.) Accordingly self-seeking and freedom from every-

thing selfish, here form the antitheses ; the former disqualifying for

the reception of blessing from Divine things, even though th?y are

possessed and taught, as the Pharisees had assuredly the words of

the Old Testament revelation. This obscuration of the inner man
through impurity is especially pointed out vcr. 17, and enlarged

upon ver. 19, ff. In this the Redeemer discloses the secret reason

of the strange phenomenon, that men could not perceive the bright

lustre of the Divine nature in Christ. Jesus describes the knowl-

edge of the divinity of his doctrine as dependent upon willingness

to do the will of God (OiXeiv rb OeXrjiia rov Qeov noielu.^

It is evident that here the will of God is not merely the injunc-

tion of Christ alone, but also that of the Old Testament (comp.

ver. 19, ff.), and even of conscience itself (Rom. ii. 14). The Di-

vine command is in its nature one and the same in all the forms of

its manifestation, but is represented in different degrees of develop-

ment. Sincerity in regard to the known law of God is always re-

quired ; this determines the real position of the mind towards God,

and prepares it for deeper and deeper penetration into that knowl-

edge. On the contrary, he who is corrupt and does not practise

what he knows, but evades the practice by sophisms (the very con-

duct of Pharisaism), blinds himself, until at length he cannot see

the brightest light. This is a practical passage, and of the highest

importance to biblical psychology ; for its fundamental idea is, that

the faculty of knowing does not act in isolation, but that man's

eapacihj for knowledge is constantly conditional upon his inclina-

tion.^ If the inclination follows what is not pleasing to God, it be-

clouds the capacity for knowledge, the mirror of the soul becomes

obscured, and lusts are corrupted into error (Ephes. iv. 21); but if

the desire be directed towards that which is Divine, the ability to

know it increases. Hence in our passage knowledge is intentionally

described as dependent, not U]3on doing but upon being loilling to

do {OtXeiv -notelv). The perfect accomplishment of the will of God
is partly impossible to any one on account of sinfulness, and partly

often prevented by circumstances ; but even sinful man may, under

all circumstances, constantly develope in the depths of his soul the

* Liicke is correct in his opinion that the older exposition of this passage, which

makes doing the will of God here mean faith in Jesus, and the fulfilment of his com-

mands, is not the primary; for ver. 19 clearly shews that the discourse has reference also

to the fulfilment of the Mosaic law. But this does not interfere with the use of our

passage as an argument for Christianity from internal experience, since it involves the

idea that the faithful application of what is known concerning God is the only means by
which we can continually attain a more profound and essential knowledge of him and of

biswilL
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deh.i>v (i. e. not the positive, practically efficacious will [fiovXsoOai]^ but

the negative desire and longing)—and in this consists the proper

essence of the fear of God, and of love to the truth. Hence Pas-

cal very truly says :
" Human objects must be known in order to be

loved. Divine must be loved in order to be known."

Ver, 19, 20.—The Redeemer now discloses the fact that they

themselves were making no effort whatever to fulfil the law of God
as delivered to them by Moses, in such a manner, that he brings to

light their hostile feelings towards himself. Jesus, as it were, says,

" Ye disobedient men do not even keep the most essential com-

mands of the law." Probably his reason for extending the state-

ment thus universally to all (ver. 19. ovdelg i^ vilC)v) was that those

who gathered most closely around him were thoroughly zealous op-

ponents, who sought to catch him in his words. For ver. 25

there appear some, who are decidedly distinguished from such as

seek to Idll. Hence I cannot agree with the opinion of Tholuck,

who observes that the exclamation of the multitude :
" Thou hast a

demon," proceeded from persons in the crowd who, having come

from abroad, were not acquainted with the evil designs of the lead-

ing men. These impenitent persons are judged far more correctly, if

we assume that even the most furious opponents of Christ hypocrit-

ically tried to present themselves as pure before him. (The formula

daiixoviov tx^ig, tliou hast a devil, is here to be taken merely as a pre-

vailing mode of expression synonymous with madness. The most

striking proof of this is furnished by John x. 20, where the latter

term is employed as an explanation of the former. The expression

certainly was founded on the notion that madness originated in

being possessed by evil spirits ; but when this language was em-
ployed, the speaker of course did not possess a distinct conscious-

ness of thia connexion. Hence, in this case, it was by no means in-

tended to say that Christ spoke by the power of the devil. The
expression had a different meaning in Matth. xii. 24 ; comp. the

Comm. on the passage.)

Ver. 21-24.—The Redeemer drops the question respecting their

desire to kill him, probably because this desire, being purely internal,

could not be demonstrated. He confines himself to the disclosure

of their want of right principle, in representing him as a violator of

the Sabbath, on account of his beneficent act of healing, whilst they

themselves-^o less broke the Sabbath by circumcising on that day.

(In regard to that matter, comp. the remarks on Matth. xii. 3, ff.)

But the special question here is, to what does ev ^pyov, one work
(ver 21), refer ? It is said that the subject of reference was the

healing on the Sabbath, recorded John v. 1, fi". But this took place

during a former visit of Christ to Jerusalem, and it would have

been a strange thing if the very same Pharisees who then censured
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him on account of that act, had again rebuked him for it now. It

is far more natural to suppose that a similar case had again occurred,

and that this gave rise to the whole conversation. Moreover, that

Jesus had again wrought miracles is clearly shewn by ver. 31. He
contrasts his single deed with the continual occurrence of circumcis-

ion, which, in the cases of all children born on the Sabbath, was

performed on the eighth day after, i. e., on the following Sabbath.

{Qavud^ELv here evidently involves the additional idea oicensuring, yi$X

as it may express also the additional idea of praising, according to

the connexion in which it occurs. It ordinarily takes the genitive,

and occasionally the accusative. The construction with did is rare ;

but compare Mark vi. 6, and also Aelian, V. H. xii. 6, where it is

said of Marius : daviid^oiiev avrbv 6id rd tpya. Schulz, however^

thinks it necessary to differ from Griesbach and Knapp, and refers

did TovTo to the sequel. He observes that John frequently begins

sentences with 6id tovto, e. g., v. 16. 18, vi. 65, viii. 47, etc., as also

1 John iii. 1, iv. 5. Still, in the case before us, its connexion with

the sequel does not appear altogether appropriate, as we thus gain

for did TOVTO no fitting sense. Liicke is of the same opinion.) The
parenthetical remark, ver. 22, that circumcision originated from the

Patriarchs (jraT^Qeg = ns^x comp. Rom. ix. 5, Exod. iii. 15) deserves

our notice. (Ovx oti relates to the preceding clause, Mojaq^ deduKev

v[lXv t7]v nepiTOfn'jv, thus :
" I do not mean to say that it literally

originated from Moses ; its origin was more ancient.") The object

of this remark is doubtless no other than to augment the importance

of circumcision by adducing its higher antiquity. Then, since this

involved, as it were, a justification of their conduct in practicing

circumcision on the Sal^bath, it also increased the force of the argu-

ment that Jesus employed ; for if they themselves infringed the

Sabbath, why might not the Redeemer do so too, and especially for

a still more worthy purpose ? Circumcision, like everything belong-

ing to the Old Testament, referred only to the JlesJi, while the heal-

ing performed by Christ related to the loJiole man (comp. the Comm.
on Matth. viii. 2) ; with him the cure of the body was merely a step-

ping-stone to the restoration of spiritual Hfe.

(The observation that the oXog dvOpoj-nog stands in contrast with

the tv nEXog affected by circumcision, appears to me quite unsuit-

able.* The entire toan necessarily includes the inner life, and

* Kling (loc. cit. p. 156), with whom Tholuck agrees, thinks that the wounding of one

member in circumcision is contrasted with the corporeal healing of the whole man by

Christ. But according to this, circumcision is represented as inflicting injury upon man—

•

a view quite contrUry to that of the Old Testament ; it was a means of salvation, which,

bowever, like everything belonging to the Old Testament, has merely an external and

metaphorical eflBcacy, while Christ saves internally. This view is quite consistent with

the following /car' o^piv, according to appearances, which is here equal to kiltH. 'jup<a, ao-

cording to the flesh.

Vol. II.—28
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therefore the expression cannot denote merely the hody. "Iva fiTj

Xvdy 6 voiiog Mwat'w^- is to be understood thus :
" in order that the

law should not be broken." Now I cannot with Liicke, assume that

the law (6 voj-iog) here means merely the command to circumcise,

for, in my opinion, if this alone had been referred to, we should have

had q tvToX?], the command, the term which designates the individ-

ual declarations of the law. But 6 voiiog here is the Mosaic law in

relation to circumcision ; he who breaks one of its precepts breaks

the whole law. Accordingly, the design in practising circumcision

on the Sabbath, was that no higher law should be neglected for the

sake of a lower. Thus Christ means to say :
" I also do not neglect

the strict observance of the Sabbath arbitrarily, but in order to fulfil

the higher command of love.) By such a representation of the rea-

sons of his conduct, the Lord now hoped to turn the judgment of

his opponents from what was merely external (^Kar^ oxfjiv = Kara ttjv

crap/ca, viii. 15) to the essential features—the inward motive of the act,

Ver. 2.5-27.—Some well-meaning citizens of Jerusalem (different

from the inimical persons alluded to in ver. 19) wonder at the mute-

ness of Christ's enemies, and think the latter may have even taken

him for the Messiah, which they probably were inclined to do, since

their susceptible minds felt the power of the truth which spoke in

the words and character of Christ. But outward and superficial

views held them in fetters, and prevented them from entirely open-

ing their hearts to Christ ; they thought that the origin of Christ

the Messiah would be entirely unknown, whereas that of Jesus was

known. Concerning this opinion of the Jews (which Scripture di-

rectly contradicts, since it names even the birth-place of the Mes-

siah), we have, in the rabbinical writings, no valid evidence.* The
idea of the person from whom this notion originated, may have been

perfectly coiTcct, viz., that no one would know the eternal heavenly

origin of the Messiah as the Son of God. (This is intimated in the

Old Testament, Is. liii. 8, Micah v. 2 ; in the New Testament, Heb.

vii. 3.) The untutored multitude, however, misunderstood the idea,

and referred the ignorance respecting the origin of the Messiah to

his external advent. They may have thought, as the Marcionites

did, that he would descend suddenly from heaven, although this

forms a contradiction (not to be wondered at in connexion with such

crude views) to the prevailing opinion that the Messiah would be a

mere man. At all events the entire notion was merely a partial

* Passages such as Justin M. dial. c. Trypli. p. 226, 336, edit. Sylburg, to which appeal

has been made, are not relevant to this question. The former only says, that the Messiah,

until his anointing with the Spirit by Elias, would not be known either to others or to

himself. Accordingly that passage has no reference at all to his earthly origin. ThL
second passage says that the Messiah would at first be mistaken, and would not be rec-

ognized till after his manifestation in glory; this, therefore, like the other, has noconnex-

ion with the popular notion which John here mentions.
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one, and not entertained by the whole nation. (Comp. Matth. iL

4, ff.)

Ver. 28-30.—Liicke is certainly correct in maintaining that the

following answer of the Saviour represents a fine stroke of irony

:

Jesus grants them that, in respect to his earthly origin, they know
who he is, but all the more decidedly denies it as to his heavenly

origin, when he says, " Ye do not so much as know him who sent

me ; how then can ye know my relation to him ?" This expression

appears too strong, since the Jews still constantly worshipped the

true God ; but their conception of God did not answer to the living

nature of the Eternal : they had not the true God {Qebg dXrjdtvSg),

but an inadequate and variously obscured notion of him.

Here again, therefore, the signification of dXTjdcvog is the strict

one in which the term is employed by John ; it is not (like dXrjd/jg)

opposed to the absolutely false, but to the relative, the imperfect.

The idea of the Jews respecting God was not absolutely false, but
at the same time it was not complete. Jesus here intends to con-

trast the essential knowledge of God with a merely notional knowl-

edge ; the former alone qualifies us to recognize that which is

Divine wherever it may be presented to our notice. These pointed

accusations now excited all the acrimony of the Jews ; but so long

as the hour fixed by the Father was not arrived, their rage against

him led to no result.

Ver. 31, 32.—But as sin became more glaringly manifest, so the

better characteristics were increasingly displayed ; many were seized

by the power of the words and acts of Jesus, and believed. All the

more zealously, however, did the Pharisaic leaders among the Jews
endeavour to arrest his influence.

Ver. 33, 34.—This induced the Eedeemer to hint at his depart-

ure, which would soon enough take place. Jesus makes use of very
similar expressions viii. 21, If. and refers back to the same xiii. 33.

From the latter passage it is obvious that the words were directed

to the Jews, and not probably to the believing disciples. There can
be no doubt that elfii here, as ver. 36, is the correct reading, for elfxi

never occurs in the New Testament, and is evidently introduced
here only as a parallel with vndyG). Nor is there any ground at all

for understanding elfii in the sense of venire ; on the contrary, the
present tense is simply to be taken in the future signification.

Most important, however, for the interpretation of this passage is

the question, how should ^rjTelv, seek, be understood ? Grotius
maintains the view that it designates Jiostile seeking, in the sense :

" ye will then form plots against me in vain, I shall then be com-
pletely rescued from your power." But this is not at all consistent

with the words yet a little time I am ivitli you (etc umpov xpovov fxeff

vjMjv elfu)^ for had the Lord intended to convey the meaning :
" ye
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cannot abridge the short time that I shall yet spend here," this

must have been otherwise expressed. Moreover, the parallel pas-

sages (viii. 21, ff,, xiii. 33) clearly indicate another sense of the

passage.

The words, xiil. 33, in particular, leave no doubt at all that

" seek" is to be understood in the good sense, as seeking and long-

ing after through ardent desire. Hence we get the following ele-

vated sense of the words—one truly worthy of the Redeemer :

" Unwise men ! ye know not what ye do, in rejecting me, your

Deliverer. Soon enough will your foolish desire to see me removed

from you be fulfilled ; I shall remain with you only a short time,

and then return to my heavenly Father. Then ye will perceive

your perfidy, and seek me with sorrow ; but ye will not find me, or

be able to reach me." The objection urged against this interpreta-

tion, that the Jews had assuredly no wish to flee for safety into heaven,

is very easily removed, if the pith of the thought be seized. To be

able to come to Christ means not merely to be corj^oreally near him,

but also to experience his power and his life spiritually. This is

what the Redeemer here represents the Jews as one day desiring in

vain. It cannot be objected that if this desire were a true one,

Christ would satisfy it even in the case of the Jcavs, and that they

might thus come to him even after his departure to the Father.

For, according to the universal doctrine of the Bible, the hour of

grace may be lost. To these persons whom Jesus addressed, the

hour of gracious visitation was the present ; if they did not avail

themselves of it, they could by no means recover that which was lost

at any time they pleased ; but it would be with them as with Esau,

who found no place for repentance, though he sought it with tears,

and therefore certainly exemplified the seeking. (Heb. xii. 17.)

Ver. 35, 36.—The bystanders do not apprehend the pregnant

meaning of Christ's prophetic words ; in accordance with the exter-

nal bias of their minds, they conjecture something external, and this

not without a mixture of derision (corap. viii, 22). They suppose

that he intends to turn from the Jews among whom his labours

were so ineffectual, to the Gentiles, for the purj)ose of converting

them. ("EAAT/vef, Gi^eeJcs, are not Jews, among the Gentiles [Hel-

lenists], but pars pro toto Gentiles in general ; it is only by under-

standing the term thus, that due force is given to the antithesis

between this and his supposed abandonment of Jerusalem. The
signification of diaarropd is sufficiently determined by the following

diddaiieiv rovg "EXXrjvag
; it here designates, not the diaonaQEvreg

themselves, but the place of their residence. Comp. 1 Pet. i. 1 ;

James i. 1.)
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§ 2. Discourses at the Conclusion of the Feast op

Tabernacles.

(John vii. 37 ; viii. 69.)

Yen 37.—In what has preceded (vii. 1-36), no considerable dis-

courses have occurred in immediate connexion with the main pur-

pose of the Evangelist. The paragraph has been occupied with

historic preparations (so to speak) for what follows and completes

the picture of the scene in which the Redeemer moved during this

residence in Jerusalem. The same view may be taken of the verses

vii. 40-52. But with vii. 37-39, with which viii. 12-59 is imme-
diately connected, commences a large body of discourses, all of

which appear to have been uttered on one day—the concluding day

of the Feast of the Tabernacles. These are most intimately asso-

ciated with the chief design of the Gospel, since they throw increased

light upon the Redeemer himself and upon his ministry. The his-

tory of the adulteress (vii. 53 ; viii. 11) evidently interrupts the

unity of the discourses, and therefore our special critical, as well as

exegetical consideration of it, is postponed to the conclusion of chap,

viii. Of the Lord's first discourse, in which he represents himself

(similarly to the description in John iv.) as the water of life that

satisfies all desire, John gives only a brief notice, adding an expla-

nation (ver. 39) of his own. Doubtless Jesus pursued the thought

further ; but this the Evangelist did not need t6 do, since the con-

versation with the Samaritan woman involves all that appertains

to the subject. Probably, however, the mention of water was

here occasioned by an external cause, as at Jacob's well. The
last day of the Feast of Tabernacles, as the last feast-day of the

year, was commenced with ceremonies of a very special character,

on v/hich account it was called the great day (?/ neydXri). The gen-

erally juyous character of the Feast on this day broke out into loud

jubilation, particularly at the solemn moment when the priest, as

was done on every day of this festival, brought forth in a golden

vessel water drawn from the stream of Siloah, which flowed under

the Temple-mountain, and ceremonially poured it upon the altar.--'

* Plutarch, Sympos. lib. iv. 0pp. t. ii. p. G71, describes this custom, and calls it hacchic,

because it was connected with tlio vintage, and wore a very joyous character. He says

:

T//f fieyioTTig Kal T£?i.eioTuTrig ioprrjg nap' auTo'ig 6 Kaipog hart koI 6 rpoirog Aiovvaif) npoajj

KUV Ti/i> yup /.eyofiEVTjv vrjarniav dufiu^ovTi rpvyTjTu) rpa-e^ac te nporidsvrai iravTodaTrFjf

bnupaq, vku CKrjvalg te KaOiuaiv, ek K?i7j/iuTuv fidXiura koI kittov dca~eTr?i,£y/^£vaic, nat t!/>

nporepav T/Jc iopTi/c curjvt'iv vi'o/j.u^ouaiv. 'O/iiyatg 6h varepov ijfitpuic, iM.iiv hprfjv ovk

uv 6i' c'viyfiuTuv, d?iXu uvTiKpvi Buk^'ov Ka?^ovfi£vov T£?iOvaiv. 'Eari 6i Kal Kpartj po-

<j>o pia rtf ioprr/ Kal dvpao^opta nap' avrolc, iv ^ dvpaovg exovtcq eIc to 'lEphv Elalaaiv,

eIceTiOovtec (5? 0, TL dpuaiv ovk IcfiEV, E'lKbc 61 BoKXEtav Eivai tu noiovfitva, Kal v<u
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Then the words, Isa. xii. 3 :
" With joy shall ye draw water out of

the fountains of salvation" were sung, and thus expression was given

to the symbolical meaning of this act, intimated ver. 39. (Comp.

Winer's Reallex, p. 403.) It was probably upon the occasion of this

ceremony that the Saviour uttered the language before us, in which

he represents his Spirit as water for eternal life.

Ver. 38.—The Saviour now extols the virtue of this water : it

not only allays thirst and invigorates, but renders the individual who

partakes it, a living fountain (jrioTeveiv is here equivalent to rrivsiVj

comp. vi. 35. We have already enlarged upon the idea, iv. 14). If

Jesus here appeals to a passage of Scripture, yet we are not to sup-

pose that he alludes to all those places where the knowledge of God
is represented as water covering the land (as some expositors think

is indicated by passages like Is. xi. 9, xliv. 3, Iv. 1, Iviii. 11), but

rather that the reference is only to those (such as Joel iii. 18 ; Zech.

xiv. 8 ; Ezek. xlvii. 1, 12) in which a reference is made to a stream

issuing from the Temple-hill.

The metaphor is evidently as follows : the Redeemer compares

himself with the Temple, and represents himself and every believer

as a living Temple ; as the fountain of Siloah poured forth its waters

from the Temple-mountain, so also a stream of heavenly life issues

from the Redeemer and from all those who have become like him.

Gieseler (in a remark in Ullmann's Studien, vol. ii. No. i. p. 138)

lays stress on the expression t/c ttJ^ KoiXtag, and thinks this indicates

a reference to the circumstance that the water poured upon the altar

by the priest was conducted from the recesses of the mountain into

the brook Cedron. Although this may be too far-fetched, KoiXia

stands, like i^a (Prov. xx. 27), for the interior generally. We may
at most find in the expression a corporeal reference, and the sense

would then be : "the entire man, spirit, soul, and body, is purified

by means of the water which I give him, and becomes himself a liv-

ing fountain of blessing." The flowing forth, and overjiowing of

the water to others, necessarily presupposes abundance in him from

whom it issues, while in the overflowing the idea is presented in the

fullest and strongest manner ; the Lord, who is full of grace, gives

to the children of men a full, overflowing measure. (Luke vi. 38.)

Lucke's remarks, in opposition to the idea of the overflowing and
pouring forth, are of no importance whatever ; for the circumstance

that John does not explain this reference in ver. 39 only proves that

cdl-niy^L /lucpalcuanep 'kpyeloi rolg Aiovvaioic, di'aKaXov /jevol rbv Qe'ov xp^vrat, kol Kidapl

CovTeg ETspoL TzpoaiaaLV ovg avrol Aevira^ TTpoaovouil^ovaiv, uTe irapd t/)v Avaiov, elr,

uuXaov TTapu rbv 'Eiitov rijf tniKX-^aeu^ yeyevriiisvTjc. Comp. Joseph. Arch. xiii. 16

Lakeraacher, observ. sacr. Lib. i. p. 18-78, treats at large upon this usage, but he is mis

taken in thinking that the Jews derived these customs from the baochic rites of thf

Greeks: the hostile opposition between Jews and Pagans would not have periL.tted thia

(Comp. Lundius jud. heiligth. p. 1053, ff.)
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it was not his purpose to make every allusion in the words of the

Lord prominent.

Ver. 39.—According to his custom, the Evangelist accompanies

this saying of the Lord by an interpretation ; the living water is, in

his view, the spirit, which believers were about to receive, and which,

in the following words,' he designates more precisely as the ayiov.

Simple as this thought is,* the conclusion of the verse is, on the

other hand, pregnant with meaning, for, according to it, this Spirit

was not yet there {ovixo) ?)v), and that because Christ was not yet

glorified. These ideas are, in a doctrinal point of view, of the high-

est importance. (Compare the hints on Luke i. 15, 35.) In the

first place, that outtw ijv^ ivas not yet, has no reference, to existence,

is self-evident ; for the Holy Spirit is to be conceived of as eternal,

just as much as the Father and the Son. In order to obviate such a

mistake, in many manuscripts additions are made as tu' avrolg, ds~

dofxh'ov, SoOev (Lachmann, without sufficient reason, merely on the

authority of the Codex B., has received the reading 6edo[j,evov into

the text)—expressions intended to designate the relation of the

Holy Spirit to the disciples. The same thing is also plainly indicated

by the concluding words, in which the Son's being glorified is men-
tioned, not merely as a period, but as a mediative and jjrocuring

cause of the communication of the Spirit. The glorification of

Christ (comp. the particulars on xiii. 31) of course respects his

humanity, which, through the power of the indwelling Deity, was

spiritualized and deified. This jjrocess does not appear to have been

completed till the ascension ; hence it was not till after this that

the fulness of the Spirit was poured out upon the apostles and the

first believers.f In perfect harmony with this is the declaration

* The objections urged by Lvicke (in loco) against John's interpretation appear to

roe of no consequence. He thinks that the living water, with which the Lord compares

himself, means eternal life, not the Spirit, since Johu was not made acquainted v/ith this

till after the outpouring of the Holy Ghost. But eternal life is only a consequence of the

Spirit ; the principle imparted by Christ is always the Spirit, even where merely its effect

h mentioned. The use of the simile of outpouring (Acts x. 45 ; Rom. v. 5 ; Tit. iii. 6),

which is not suited to fire, satisfactorily shews that in the N. T. Trvsv/ia is frequently

compared with water, which Lvicke denies. Moreover, according to the declaration of

John, it is not needful to take (jevaovat, shall floWy as an absolute future, for Jesus, even

before the Pentecost, imparted his Spirit to those who believed in him (John xx. 22); the

outpouring of the Spirit is mentioned only as the highest point of his manifestation. It is

also to bo remarked that the idea of an outpouring of the Spirit, according to passages

such as Joel iii. 1 (in the English ii. 28—Tr.) ; Isaiah xxxii. 15, xliv. 3; Ezek, xxxvi.

25, xxxix. 29, was very familiar to all Jews. (On this subject comp. Kling's remarks in

opposition to Liicke, loc. cit. p. 132, ft'.)

)• As the Son wrought in humanity long before his incarnation, so also the Spirit was
manifested long before his outpouring. But as the fullness of the life belonging to the

Son was not revealed until his incarnation, so also the Spirit was not displayed in all his

power till the outpouring at Pentecost. The outpouring of the Spirit, therefore, is the

same point in his development as the incarnation in the development of the Son.

Concerning the incarnation of the Spirit in a distinct personaUty, traces of whicb
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'

also of the Lord, xvi. 7, eav p] aTrt'A^o), 6 TTapdKX7]Tog ovk tXevaerat -rrpbg

vfiag, unless Igo muay, the Comforter, etc., in that his death and the

glorification connected with it were the conditions of the impartation

of the Spirit. Hence these words evidently involve the idea that

the manifestation of the Deity in man takes place by degrees, and is

conditional upon the gradual perfection of those in whom the mani-

festation is made. The Spirit of God built for himself within Mary

the holy Temple of the Lord's body, that he might dwell in it as a

pure immaculate medium ; and it was by the power of this indwell-

ino- Divine Spirit that the Lord's body gradually became so glorified

that the highest manifestation of Deity—the Holy Spirit—could be

poured forth from him upon mankind, like an all-quickening and

sanctifying stream. In constant union with this influence of the

Holy Spirit, the power of the Lord's glorified humanity was so dis-

played, that he communicated to his followers not merely his Spirit,

but also his flesh and blood, rendering them in all respects conformed

to himself—bone of his bone, and flesh of his flesh (Ephes. v. 30
;

Phil. iii. 21).

We may now determine the manner in which we are to regard

the operations of the Holy Spirit before the glorification of the Lord,

with respect to those who lived under the New Testament. Accord-

ing to 2 Pet. i. 21, we find the Holy Spirit at work in the ministry

of the Old Testament prophets, and the New Testament speaks of

the agency of the same Spirit before the glorification, in John the

Baptist, as well as in the physical creation of Jesus. (Gomp. the

remarks on Luke i. 15, 35.*) The express mention, however, of the

Holy Spirit in the Old Testament occurs only in Psalm li. 11

;

Isaiah Ixiii. 10 ; and the whole of the Old Testament shews that

the idea of it in the minds of enlightened men, under that dispensa-

tion, was but very obscure. (In the Apocrypha the term -nveviia

ayiov occurs, Wisd. Sol. i. 5, ix. 17.) It might indeed be said that the

entire difference in the operations of the Holy Spirit under the Old

and under the New Testament consisted in this—that under the latter

economy it is manifested in greater copiousness, that it is displayed

in more extraordinary gifts, and more various forms of operation (1

Cor. xii. 7, ff.) and that it acts more jJermanenthj, while under the Old

Testament it:-, operations appear variable and transitory. In that case,

however, it would not be anything essentialy new that was given in

the New Testament, but merely the Old Testament heightened ; and

hence this statement of the matter, although containing points

doctrine occur in several sects, Holy Scripture knows nothing. (Comp. the observations oa

Acts xix. 2.)

* The idea expressed by Olshausen, in his Commentary on those passages, is that th»

term nvevfia uyiov, as employed there, designates the Divine essence in general, which

according to its nature is holy. He thinks it is not there to bo taken as neaning liter-

ally the third Person in the Godhead.

—

Tr.
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whicli cannot be overlooked are not entirely satisfactory, but defect-

ive in some essential points. For in so far as the Deity, as sucli, is

spirit and is holy, it cannot be denied that the Holy Spirit also

wrought in the Old Testament, as is indicated also by the formulse,

" God spake" and " the Spirit came upon the prophets," which oc-

cur in instances almost innumerable ; and further, according to the

necessary unity of the Father, Son, and Spirit, in consequence of

which, neither acts without the others, the action of the Holy Spirit

must always be connected with the operations of God in the Old
Testament ; nevertheless the usus loquendi of Scripture and the in-

ternal relation of the Persons of the Trinity itself justify us in dis-

tinguishing between the operations of the Father, of the Son, and
of the Holy Spirit, as different Persons in the Divine essence ; and
in relation to this distinction we must say that the ministry of the

Holy Spirit commences with the glorification of Jesus, and the out-

pouring of the Spirit at Pentecost. Hence there is some truth in

the view which has often presented itself in the church respecting

particular economies of the Father, of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit. The acts of Deity under the Old Testament were those of

the Son ; those of the Holy Spirit commence with the Pentecost.

This is indicated especially by the last great discourses of the Lord
concerning the Holy Spirit (comp. the remarks on John xvi. 7), in

which also the departure of Jesus is represented as the necessary

condition of the Spirit's manifestation. It might be said that until

the glorification of Jesus the Holy Spirit operated as evSidOerov, and
after this as npo^topiKov. The proper work of the Holy Spirit is re-

generation, and the entire creative agency of God in the souls of

men ; accordingly the new birth essentially belongs to the New
Testament, the specific effects of the Holy Spirit being displayed

first under his own economy. (Comp. the Comm. on Matth. xi. 11.)'*

Ver. 40-43.—The demeanour of Jesus, the ardour of his speech,

and the power of the Spirit which proceeds from him, powerfully

affect many of his hearers ; they perceive something great in him.

(Concerning 6 TTpocprJTTjgj comp. the observations on John i. 21.) But
they stumble at the circumstance that (according to their erroneous

opinion) he was not born in Bethlehem. Without making thorough
inquiry, they allow this external circumstance to mislead them in

respect to the impression made upon their hearts, and thus they be-

tray their shallowness and indolence.

Ver. 44-49.—In those who were less susceptible of impressions

from the truth, the opposite of this is now presented ; they desire

* De "Wette here as usual resorts to dogmatism. He calls my expositioa subtle and

urroneous. Instead of proving this, he makes the monstrous assertion that "the idea of

tlie Holy Spirit as a Person ia more plainly implied in the 0. T. than thai of the Son as

BUCh."(l?>
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to lay hands on fhe Holy One ot God, but are restrained by an in«

visible power. Meanwhile this feeling amongst a portion of the

people encourages the Sanhedrim to an attempt at arresting him

officially ; officers from the Temple (vnr]Q8Tat) are sent to bring him

before this tribunal. These men, however, uncultivated indeed,

but of simple mind, accessible to the power of the truth, and not

entan^-led in error through self-interest and sophistry, are too

powerfully wrought upon by the word of the Lord ; they return

without executing their commission. Doubtless these persons were

incapable of apprehending the thoughts of Jesus, but the impres-

sion of his personal character overcame them.* To this powerful,

although, at the same time, purely subjective conviction, the arro-

gant Sanhedrists oppose a merely external circumstance. " No
man of rank or learning believes in Jesus, therefore they might con-

clude that there was nothing superior in him." The peculiar char-

acter of Pharisaism, which passed over to the more recent Rabbin-

ism, is the over-valuation of what is outward, of the inculcated form

of the knowledge of the law, which but too often shews itself with-

out that true love and desire for Divine things by which they are

best apprehended. With this haughty, excessive estimation of self,

is associated a shocking contempt of others ; the people who are not

formed in the rabbinical mould are called t^-mKardparoi^ accursed, as

those who, being without the knowledge of God, are delivered over

to destruction. (The Eabbins abuse the uneducated with the ap-

pellation y-NH t?, and even 'f'^a, {. e., abomination, while, on the con-

trary, they call themselves tsn'ip d?. Comp. Lightfoot on the pas-

sage.)

Ver. 50-52.-—Probably the rebuke was administered to the offi-

cers of the Temple during a sitting of the Sanhedrim, in which it

was intended immediately to condemn Jesus. On this account

Nicodemus, whose heart was indissolubly bound to the Lord by the

conversation held with him at night, ventures to speak openly

in his favour. He reminds the assembly of the law of Moses

that no one was to be condemned unheard. (Comp, passages such

as Exod. xxiii. 1 ; Deut. i. 16, 17 ; xix. 15.—With aKovarj, KQtrrjg is

to be supplied.) According to ver. 51, however, we are not to sup-

pose a decree on the part of the Sanhedrim to arrest Jesus ; in this

case they could not have been thus censured, and Jesus would not

have withdrawn himself, as was shewn by his conduct at the end of

his life. The affair is rather to be regarded as a private enterprise

of some Pharisees who wished not to apprehend him, but to have

him put to death without a hearing. These men endeavour to

avert the disagreeable truth by a derisive jest ; they reproach Nice-

* Here wo may well apply tho fine saying : cujus vita fulgur est, ejus verba sunt

tonitrua.
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demus himself as a Galilean, and tell him that no prophet comes

out of this half-pagan land. This assertion was false, for hoth

Jonah and Elias'-' were from Galilee. But Bretschneiderf evidently

goes too far in deducing from it the spuriousness of the Gospel, he-

cause he thinks it inconceivahle that the true John should attribute

such an error to the Sanhedrists, who were so accurately acquainted

with the Scripture, for in the heat of controversy it might easily

happen that such a minute historical circumstance should be over-

looked.

Here the following history of the adulteress obviously interrupts

the connexion. The passage viii. 12 (comp. with this viii. 21, 30,

59) proves that the discourse commenced vii. 37 should be continued;

its unity also is clearly indicated by the connexion of the ideas, while

viii. 20, 59 shew that the whole took place in the Temple. The
paragraph vii. 40-52, as we have already remarked, is merely an in-

tervening description of the circumstances occurring at the time

when the discourse was delivered. In the passage vii. 53, on the

contrary, we find the altogether foreign statement :
" Each went to

his own house," etc., (tTzopevO?] tKaarog elg rov oXkov avrov^ ^Irjaovg 6e

ETTopevOr] elg to bpog rCJv tXaiCjv)^ with which viii. 59 is utterly incom-

patible, for, according to the latter, as vii, 37, Jesus again teaches

in the Temple, Being convinced upon other grounds also that the

history of the adulteress is spurious, I have preferred postponing the

closer consideration of this till after the interpretation of the entire

section, in which it is unsuitably inserted,—(Comp, the particulars

after viii, 59.)

Chap. viii. 12.—The words wherein the Redeemer represents

himself as the light of the world (comp. i. 4), which guides all who
follow it into the right path of life, are evidently parallel with the

passage vii. 37, where Christ describes himself as the water of life.

He obviously endeavours to draw the attention of the people to

himself, and win them for the great end of his mission. For this

reason he j^resents himself to them as the possessor of all the powers

of the higher life, who can satisfy every want and every desire.

Liicke, mistaking this common bond between the discourses, thinks

they must be regarded as separated by a greater interval. He says

that -ndXiVj again, may be understood as indicating also a later dis-

course detached from the previous one by the space of several days,

and that Jesus appears to have been dealing at one time (vii, 40)

with the people, at another (viii. 13) with the Pharisees, at another

(viii, 22) with the Jews, at another (viii, 30) partly with believers

and partly with unbelievers. But this variety of relations is very

* Whether Nahura also was from Galileo is not to be determined, on account of the

uncertain situation of his birth-place, Elkosh.

f Comp. probab, de evang. Johannis indole et orlgine, p. 99, seq.
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simply explained on the hypothesis that the Lord spoke first with

this and then with that party in the mixed concourse ; while the

supposition that the Saviour uttered this saying also on the con-

cluding day of the Feast of the Tabernacles is pre-eminently fa-

voured by the fact, that an external circumstance in the ritual of

the feast will explain why Jesus compares himself with light, as he

formerly did with water. In the court of the women there stood

two colossal candlesticks decorated with a multitude of lamps ; to-

wards evening, these were lighted up, and the people danced around

them with great rejoicing.* This usage also had a symbolical signi-

ficance (comp. Zech. xiv. 7, 16); Jerusalem was thus to be repre-

sented as the city that enlightened the world, and the light

symbolized the element of joy and pleasure. Now nothing is more

appropriate than that the Lord, in allusion to these candlesticks

whicli were then about to be lit up (for after the lighting, the jubi-

lation of the multitude would not have permitted him to discourse),

should say : "I am the true Light of the world—all that is sym-
bolically represented in the sacred rites of the Temple, is actually

fulfilled in me /" Liicke also thinks it likely that Jesus connected

his discourse with something external, but he is of opinion, with

Kuinoel and Dr. Paulus, that the candlesticks were lit up only on

the first day. On the one hand, however, it certainly is probable

that as ihe drawing of the water took place every day during the

feast, the illumination also Avas repeated ; while on the other, it is

sufficient to admit that the colossal candlesticks remained there, and
that Jesus in his address alluded to them.

Ver. 13, 14.—In reply to the declaration of Jesus concerning

himself, the Pharisees say that his witness is not tme, because he

testifies of himself ; had they said that, being a testimony respect-

ing himself, it was not valid to them, the remark would have been

tolerable ; but in the present form it contained an evident false-

hood. Hence the Lord thinks proper first to maintain against these

daring sinners the sublime elevation of his position, and only sub-

sequently, as at chap. v. 31, to condescend to them. He declares

that his witness is true, for it results from the most absolute knowl-

edge, in which they are altogether wanting. If ye be taken in the

wider signification, as referable, not only to the individuals who had
spoken, but to men in general, then the words v^elg 6e ovk olSaTs,

K. T. A., hut ye hnoiv not, etc., at the same time contain the reasons

why no man whatever bore testimony of him ; for his origin in God
{jroOev riXdov), and his return to God (nov vrxdycS), as Divine actions,

surpass everything human ; they can be perceived only through the

reception of Divine influences into the mind.f

* Comp. Lundius jud. Heiligtb, p. 1055, fif.

f The comparison with (pCtg corresponds very well with these words, for as nothing
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Ver. 15, 16.—In perfect harmony with this is the observation

that the Pharisees judge according to that which is external (nard

rijv odpaaj comp. vii. 24), because they are not capable of discerning

the interior. But the following words, " I judge no one" (tyw ov

Kpivo) ovdtva) appear to depart from the connexion. They are best

understood as an incidental remark, intended to shew the aggravated

character of their sin, in this sense :
" I teach peacefully, and mis-

construe no one, but ye assail me with your sentences of condemna-

tion ; if, however, ye in this manner oblige me to judge, I pass a

true sentence, for I judge in the strength of God." (Comp. the

Comm. on John iii. 17.)

Ver. 17-20.—This mention of the Saviour's essential unity with

the Father leads him, just as in v. 32, to represent the Father as

the witness to himself, and (which is remarkable) he refers in this

instance to the law of the Old Testament, Deut. xvii. 6, xix. 15.

(The words are quoted only in their general sense, and from mem-
ory ; in the Hebrew, as also in the LXX., they run quite differently.)

Now, in the first place, it is striking that he should say : 6vo avOpcdnoij

tioo men, though the expression dvBpcdnog is here to be taken only in

the signification of " personality." In the second place, it appears

surely that there is only one witness, viz., the Father, the testimony

being 07i behalf of Christ. But the Redeemer evidently views his

Di'S'ine nature in its distinction from its human existence ; the

Father and the Son are the heavenly witnesses, and we may say,

the Holy Spirit also, as the third witness, testifies to the human ap-

pearance which they saw before them. (Thus the passage is par-

allel with the celebrated verse, 1 John v. 7, where, indeed, the readins:

is erroneous, but nevertheless three heavenly witnesses are to be

conceived of, as standing in contrast with the three earthly.) The
materializing Jews do not understand the words of Christ, but think

of a corporeal father, and are therefore repelled by the Lord with

the disclosure of their entire ignorance concerning Divine things.

They merely possessed notions respecting God and Divine things,

and made these notions the objects of their worship ; but the

ability to discern the essence of the Divine was in them altogether

extinct.

At the conclusion it is added, by way of information as to the

locality, that all this was spoken in the Temple (vii. 37), near the

ya^ocpv/idKiov, treasu7"y. Here, doubtless, reference was made to the

chests in which contributions for the Temple were collected. There

were thirteen of them ; on account of their shape they were called

can manifest light, because light is itself the all-manifesting element, so that which 13

Divine is itself its only witness. On this point Augustine finely remarks ; lumen et alia

demonstrat, et se ipsum ; testimonium sibi perbibet lux, aperit sanos oculos et sibi ipsa

testia est.
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trumpets (n'l-iB'iaJ); they stood in the court of the women, just where

the great candlesticks were situated, from which, as we have seen,

Jesus took occasion to represent himself as the light of the world.

The circumstance that Jesus taught publicly in the Temple, and

yet no one could lay hands on him, forms a fine contrast with the

rage of his enemies. The hand of God protected the Beloved until

the hour of the great sacrifice.

Ver. 21, 22.—Since all is closely connected up to ver. 59, we have

abundant reason for understanding ndXiv^ again, here also as rela-

ting to the same day, thus :
" after a while Jesus began again," etc.

'TTTayw, 7 go, obviously relates to the same thing as the Eedeemer
spoke of, viii. 14. Concerning the thoughts themselves in these

verses, we have already said as much as is needful in the exposition

of vii. 34, ff.; the only thing peculiar to our passage is presented

by the words :
" and ye shall die in your sin" {ical ev r^ d^iapria

vfiCJv aTTodaveiade). They evidently indicate that seek is to be under-

stood as meaning to seek through desire ; while the observations on

vii. 34 clearly shew that the Saviour might well say :
" at a future

time ye will implore my aid, but nevertheless ye will die in your

sin," because they had knoiun the time of their visitation, and yet

had not heeded it.* Here again, as vii. 35, the Jews make a per-

verted interpretation of the words of Jesus, which in addition to the

perversion, involves a bitter reproach, because the Jews regarded

suicide as a crime that inevitably led to hell. Origen thought this

view of the matter supposed too much malice, and hence it was his

opinion that the Jews alluded to a tradition, according to which it

was expected that the Messiah would die in a more godlike manner
(deioTEQov) than the ordinary one, viz., that he would as it were put

himself to death. But of such a tradition there is nowhere any
trace. (Comp. the details on this subject in Liicke's Comm. on the

passage.)

Faber conjectures dno^evol instead of dnoKreveZ, so that the

answer would be parallel with that given vii. 36 ; but this conjec-

ture is not confirmed by manuscripts. It is true that if the words
be understood as a jest, the meaning is impudent and malicious,

but we can more easily suppose how a jester might be induced to

utter it.

Ver. 23, 24.—With quiet perspicuity, Christ, in opposition to

their scorn, unfolds the entire disparity between his position and
that of his hearers. The passage iii. 31 is similar, where, instead

of EK TQv icoauov TovTov, of tliis loovld,^ we find kn rrjg y/}f, of the

* We are not to suppose a confusion of h and 6td in the sentence Ip t?] ufiapna vjiCJv

dnoOavelade ; the sense is simply that they would die without being delivered .'rom theil

Bins—in a state of bondage to them.

\ Concerning Kocfiog ovTog comp. the remarks on John xii. 31.
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earth. In ours, however, as is not the case in iii. 31, the expres-

sion designates, not merely the origin, but also the degraded carnal

disposition. This prevented the Jews from believing in Jesus, be-

cause his holy nature was exactly contrary to their unholy. ('Eyw

elfii scil. d XpiOTog, the one, great, desired Propht^t = the Ileb.

Ver. 25, 26.—Here the meaning is obscure. In the first place,

the words " who art thou ?"{av rcg el;) contain a question full of in-

solence, as Tholuck expresses himself, and of malevolent ridicule

—

" Whom dost thou suppose thyself to be ? Dost thou fancy thyself

the Messiah ?" Luther says naively, " Oh yes, what thou sayest

must be true ; who art thou, good Master, Jesus ?" Lticke, like

Luther, in tlie oldest edition, translates : "Who art thou then ?

and Jesus said : Just that which I have already told you." But
the question, thus understood, would seem to have arisen from

actual want of instruction ; and this is not at all consistent with

ver. 26.

In the second place, greater difficulty is presented by the an-

swer of Christ. As to the text itself, it is a question whether o, rt

or on is to be read, and whether after AaAw viiiv a full stop or a

comma is to be placed. The reading o, tl is, according to all criti-

cal authorities, to be preferred. The other reading arose from igno-

rance, and perhaps also from the explanation of the passage

propounded by Augustine, according to which, r^v o,pxriv is taken
as an accusative in the signification of principiura, and the sense is

this :
" Regard me as the Origin, i. e, the Author of all things, be-

cause I speak with you, i. e. I have condescended to you."

But tlie incorrectness of this view is beyond all doubt ; tt^v

dpx^v is certainly to be taken adverbially, and hence also the read-

ing uTt is inapplicable. As regards the connexion with ver. 26, all

modern expositors agree in opposing it ; they difier from one another

merely in the view taken of ti)v dpx'r'iv. The interpretation " from
the beginning," =d7r' dpxrig, maintained by Tholuck, is indeed sup-

ported, so far as the terms are concerned, by passages in the Sep-
tuagint, such as Gen. xliii. 18, 20 (where in the Hebrew the

expression is nV>:i^?)
; but if the sense of the words were " that

which I said even at the beginning" ('' of my ministry" is the best

addition that can be made), then it would be necessary to change
their order, and the sentence must run : 5, n Koi ri]v dpxfiv vfiTv

XaXcJ. Besides which, no instance is recorded in which the Lord
said this at the beginning of liis ministry. Liicke, therefore, with

Erasmus, Wolf, Kuinoel, and Tittraan, takes rijv apx^jv in the sig-

nification of 'jX(j)g, omnino, profecto, like cjut/Vj so that the meaning
of the words is this :

" truly, I am no other (tyw elfxi supplied) than

I tell you." But we feel that thus the /car (which Liicke translates
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" williout reserve") is wholly inappropriate ; and moreover, if this

rendering be adopted, we must read iXdXrjaa instead of AaAt5. In

the interpretation of this difficult passage, I agree with Dr. Paulus

in preferring the signification " first."* This view involves no

grammatical difficulty whatever : the accusative absolute here pre-

sents the expression in its original sense, from which the other sig-

nification, " truly," is derived. Tt/v apx^v cannot have this latter

meaning except so far as that which is first is also frequently most

important ; on the other hand, "first," "in the first place," is its

most natural sense. Dr. Paulus, however, takes ver. 25 in entire

separation from ver. 26, and thus injures the interpretation of the

passage. He translates :
" in the first place, I am that which I

even now tell you, i. e. your admonisher. In the second place, I

have also yet much to say to you, etc." In this way a difficult

ellipsis arises, and the discourse is extremely obscure. But, if vers.

25 and 26 are united, the connexion of the whole is simple, and

then the sense is this :
" first I have, as I plainly tell you, much to

say to you in the way of censure and rebuke ; and thus I am your

serious admonisher." It is only according to this view of the pas-

sage, which is indicated in several codices by the blending of the

two verses, that kui attains its proper signification. The circum-

stance that no " secondly" follows "Jirst" is founded in the meaning

of the whole argumentation ; for the answer is intended to be one

of rebuke, and the expression
^^
first" awakens the idea that Jesus,

if he had thought proper, could have said much more to them.

Hence he adds, by way of example, that his judgment is perfectly

true, because it is that of Deity itself, though efiected through the

Son. (Concerning the hearing of the Father's voice, compare the

parallel see v. 19 ; and respecting the judgment of the Son, consult

the remarks on iii. 17.)

Ver. 27-29.—In accordance with the remark of the Evangelist

that the Jews again did not apprehend the meaning of the words of

Christ, this paragraph of the Lord's discourse is wound up with his

declaration, that they would recognize him in his peculiar elevation,

when they had lifted him up. The passages iii. 14, and xii. 32, 33,

according to the authentic interpretation of their author, leave no

doubt concerning the import of the Saviour's words. The elevation

of Jesus on the cross, the deepest point of his humiliation, was at

the same time the commencement of the most copious display of

the fulness of the Spirit in him, and of the acknowledgment of him
* The result of the investigation into this passage instituted by De "Wetto (comp.

Stud, and Kritikcn, 1834, No. 4) istliat the words mean "from the beginning I am that

which I tell you." In an extraordinary manner, however, he takes " from the beginning"

as equivalent to "beyond all things" or "assuredly," although it refers only to the be-

ginning, and cannot mean anything else. The separation of ver. 25 and 26, which De
"Wette also maintains, is quite erroneous.
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by many, even among the Jews. Especially many of those who
had already received strong impressions from the truth, but were

not in a position to set themselves free from various prejudices,

after the perfection of the Lord, might be overcome by the power

of the Holy Spirit, The Redeemer again connects the necessity of

recognizing him with the truth that in him nothing of his own, in

detachment from Deity, is presented, but rather the pure expression

of the Divine will itself, which nothing can withstand. Concerning

the words ovk d(f)T]Ki fie jiovov 6 irarTjpj the father hath not left me
alone, which also occur John xvi. 32, comp. the remarks on Matth.

xxvii. 46.

It need only be added that the words, because I always do the

things that please him {on tyw to, dpeaTo, avrC) noiCJ 'ndvTore)^ do not.

furnish the reason of the intimate union of essence between Father

and Son, as if the Father never left the Son, because the Son always

did his will ; this would argue merely a moral union, which would

depend upon the fidelity of the Son. On the contrary, the fidelity

of the Son was the consequence of the oneness of essence ; in Christ

an impossibility of being unfaithful existed in his higher nature..

Hence because I always, etc., is to be understood as implying

the visible expression of the internal invisible consubstantiality

between Father and Son, so that the passage must be taken thus :.

" the Father has never left me yet, for ye see I constantly do that

which is pleasing to him, and no one among you can convict me of

a sin."

Yer. 30-32.*—By the words ravra avrov /iaXovvrog, as he spake

this, the sequel is immediately connected with that which precedes.

Among the hearers many believed in him, and to these in particular

Jesus addressed himself The following verses express new and ex-

alted ideas concerning bondage and freedom, the children of God
and those of the Devil. In thefirst place, however, it is remarkable
that this discourse should be held with persons who believed, and
yet that Jesus reproaches them with a desire to kill him (ver 37
and 40), and even calls them (ver. 44) children of the Devil. But
the term believe, here applied to the hearers of Christ, is to be un-
derstood as in John ii. 23-25, vii. 40, viz., as designating a certain

credit given to that which the Redeemer might be in accordance
with their own views, but a credit which could be associated (as in

the case of Judas) with great corruption of heart, and according to

the words of the Lord, loas so associated. Still, strong as are the

accusations of Christ against them, it is by no means necessary to

suppose that they had formed the definite and determined purpose
to kill Jesus, but merely that the general sinful element predom-
inated in them. This very element, indeed, may have led them to

* Comp. Kling in the Studien, 1836, No. 3, p. 661, ff., on the section John viii. 30-46.

Vol. II.—29
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acknowledge the Messiah in the person of Christ, since they hoped

that through him their vain projects would be fulfilled ; but as soon

as Jesus shewed himself to them as one who would by no means

Jlatter their vanity, but would rebuke it, the apparent good-will de-

generated into hatred ; that diabolic element (the parent of murder)

forced itself into prominence, and at once brought forth its fruit in

appropiate circumstances (viii. 59.)

In the second place, in this discourse again (as chap, vi.) it ap-

pears objectionable that the Lord should, as it were, irritate his

hearers by the pungency of his remarks, in which he represents

them as slaves and children of the Devil ; but in the present case,

as in the former, this conduct on the part of Jesus properly belongs

to his wise mode of instruction. It was no part of the Saviour's pur-

pose to keep the people in good humour, aijd partly attract them to

himself by means of compliances ; on the contrary, he wished to

dart into their souls the word of God, which penetrates through joint

and marrow (Heb. iv. 12), that he might disclose to them the con-

cealed heinousness of sin, and truly deliver them from it. In the

case of the sincere this succeeded, and he thus bound them eter-

nally to himself ; but those who were not upright, as soon as they

experienced his rigour, turned away from him, and their apparent

affection was turned into bitter hatred. The impurity of the

persons whom Jesus here addressed is at once indicated by the

words (ver. 31) : dXrjOiog [lodrirai \iov egts, ye are truly my disciples.

For, according to the usus loquendi of John (comp. i. 9), these

words cannot mean, " ye are not yet perfected disciples," but their

5ense must be, " ye are not sincere upright disciples ; if, however,

ye remain in my word ye may become so, since it will lead you to

the consciousness of your depravity." (Accordingly dX-fjOoJg is not

to be interchanged with dXTjdtvdg.) The only difficulty, in this case,

is that " remaining in the word" (jiEveiv e v t c5 A 6 y w), presupposes

being in it, and how can this be predicated of the insincere ? The
word of Christ, who is the original word (the Logos, i. 1), com-
pletely partakes his nature ; his word is Divine, and operates in a

Divine manner ; as living power it penetrates into the depth of the

heart, and that not merely in the pure, but also in the impure ; in

the former it produces consolation and invigoration, to the latter it

administers rebuke. It may therefore be said that the words dvai

iv Tw Aoyw t/Aw, to be in my ivord, or inversely, Xoyog ijiog eoti Iv nviy

my loord is in any one, are applicable even to the most depraved

person, ••' when he experiences the power of God even against his

will ; but his gaining salvation from the word of God depends en-

* To be entirely free from the word of God, -would be a predicate of the devilish.

Even in the most degraded man, the voice of tho Lord still speaks by the reproaches of

conscience.
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tirely on liis remaining. The depraved man seeks to get rid of the

troublesome admonisher as soon as possible, and drives the Spirit of

God away from himself ; but he who is sincere endures the correc-

tion in penitence and humility, and thus his soul is restored. Ac-

cordingly it becomes evident that the association of remaining in

the word with knowing the truth is quite psychologically correct
;

for the power of the word is received only in faith, and every man
as a sinful being, according to the degree of impurity that is in him,

is the subject of a variety of feelings which contend against grace
;

—the result of which is that with him now this, and now that in

the ways of God, is not right ; but if he persevere, the entire work

of God gradually becomes unfolded in his soul with perfect clearness,

and in this little world he beholds, as in a mirror, the universe in

its most essential relations, so that faith gives birth to knowledge.

The truth itself, however (comp. the remarks on i. 14), which the

true yv(j)OTtK6^ possesses not merely as a system of ideas,* but in its

full reality, calls forth another new condition, that of freedom (kXev-

depia), to the development of which the sequel conducts us. But
the Son of God himself is the truth in its essential reality, and hence

also ver. 36, the bestowment of freedom is ascribed to the Son, who
is the truth itself, as he is the life itself.

Ver. 33, 34.—The sad political state of the Jews, in connexion

with that lively consciousness of their elevated vocation which ob-

tained among the people, had awakened a fanatic strife after free-

dom, and this was displayed, during the contests with the Romans,
in horrible scenes. Instead of taking their oppressed condition

humbly from the hand of God as a punishment of their sins, they

daringly endeavoured, in opposition to God, to win by force, an ex-

ternal freedom. Nothing, therefore, was more intolerable to them
than to be considered the slaves of men ; in their longing after the

Messiah, they were beguiled especially by the hope that this Desired

One would make them the lords of the world. Hence it must have

surprised them very much, that Jesus, whom they were disposed to

regard as the Messiah, treated them as slaves. They at once supposed

that he referred to an external bondage, and adduced their noble

origin from Abraham. The Lord, therefore, conducts them more
deeply into the idea of freedom, and to this end describes its oppo-

site, viz., slavery. Sin (aimgria), is the predominating element in

spiritual slavery, and practising sin (jroielv rijv duapriav) is at once

its consequence, and the sign by which it is betrayed. Accordingly,

he who is truly free (ov-cog tXtvOepog), appears entirely freed from

the control of sin. The reading tt/^ duapriag is not quite certified,

* A logically correct system of ideas may coexist in man with internal falsehood

;

hence holy Scripture attributes no value to correct ideas alone ; it requires internal t^uth^

from which correct ideas naturally flow.
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but there is by no means sufficient critical authority to justify its

rejection. At all events, the only expression that can be supplied

after dovXog is r/jg df^iapriag. Tholuck thinks it gives to the sentence

a perfectly different meaning, because, if it be retained, dovXog, ver.

35, must be taken in the sense of " servant in a family," while in

ver. 34 it signifies " servant of sin" in its metaphorical sense. But

the difficult comparison in ver. 35, 36, is only to be taken generally,

as a new illustration derived from the general idea of servant; this,

therefore, cannot exert any important influence upon the view taken

of ver. 34. But Tholuck understands the passage, without the ad-

dition of T^g ajxapTLag, thus :
" He who yields himself to sin loses

more and more of the control over himself, and becomes its slave."

This interpretation appears to me mistaken ; the Saviour does not

here speak of gradually becoming governed, but of being entirely

under the dominion of sin. All men, in their natural condition,

commit sin, and on this very account all are servants of sin, and

do not cease to be so until the Son makes them free. Hence the

idea of slave involves an acknowledgment of the germ of good in

man ; for that which is evil itself, cannot be enslaved— this can only

be the case with what is good.'-' That which is entirely evil is as

free from God as that which is good is free from evil ; between these

two stands the natural man (dvOpGi-nog ipvxiicog) with a germ of good

—this germ, however, being held in the power of evil. To this con-

dition the Redeemer directs the attention of his hearers, in order to

awaken the idea of a perfect freedom, arising from the perception of

bondage, and the efibrt to obtain help which this would induce.

Ver. 35, 36.— The connexion of the following statement with

this is simple. In order to excite a lively desire of freedom, the

Eedeemer describes the difference between a slave and a son—the

former is a stranger in a house, the latter is the lord and heir, and

always remains in it (Gal. iv. 1, ff. ; Heb. iii. 1, ff.) The illustra-

tion, however, drawn from the slave seems to create some difficulty
;

for, not merely does sin appear as the lord of the slave, although it

cannot be the father of the son, but moreover, if God be regarded

as the Parent, the metaphor is not clear, since even the servant re-

mains constantly in the house,f although indeed as a servant, whilst

the grown-up son becomes lord. For the solution of this difficulty,

which in fact is not inconsiderable, various methods have been de-

vised. As regards the reference to the custom of selling or liberat-

ing servants (which, according to Exod. xxi., was obligatory every

* In ihQ fifth edition, Tholuck, altliough he expels r//f uf/aprlac from the text, at the

same time justly observes that the sense is not by this means altered. Sinfulness is

something foreign to man, and the inmost man does not consent to sin.

f It might be said that it is needful to supply the words, " if he be unfaithful," that is,

he may be expelled. But this is untenable, because something similar might be said of

the Son. The discourse here embraces merely the pure ideas of servant and son.
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Sabbatic year), Liicke, following the example of Larape, justly re-

marks that it is not relevant, since the subject of the discourse here

is soniethinr; bad. True, being sold would be previously regarded

as an evil, because the servant thus became subject to a stranger
;

but if this circumstance be placed prominently in view, it gives rise

to the idea of a severity in the lord which is not consistent with the

connexion, since we must regard God as the Lord of the house in

which the Son remains for ever. Hence Liicke, as also Chrysostom

and Theophylact, take " remaining in the house" Qiheiv h rxi oliua)

synonymously with tx^tv i^ovaiav j^apti^ea^af, to have the right of

liberating the servant. But, in the first place, it is very un-

natural to put this sense upon that expression, since it does not

for a moment imply it ; and secondly, it would follow that not

remaining must be understood in the signification " not to pos-

sess the right of liberating," as Liicke also thinks ; and thus an al-

together foreign sense is given to the passage. On the other hand,

the reference to the expulsion of Ishmael (Gen. xxi.), admitted by

Liicke, in harmony with Calvin, Cocceius, and Lampe, is perfectly

appropriate, and is expressly indicated by the distinction between

oTTepua, seed, and reava 'A(3padn, children of Abraham (comp. viii.

37-39), that follows ; though this has no necessary connexion with

the interpretation maintained by Liicke. According to my convic-

tion, the only way of solving the difficulty is to view the passage as

follows : The Jews, as children of the promise, were literally children

in the great house of God, but through sin, and their protracted

perseverance in it, they had surrendered themselves as slaves to a

strange master, viz., the world, or its representative, the Prince of

this world. Although externcdly they still lived in the house of the

Father, i. e., they stood in connexion with the Temple and its Di-

vine institutions, yet internally they belonged to the foreign master,

and it was certain that he would at length put in force his full right

to them. This right consisted in the fact that he had snatched his

slaves from the house of the Father, and had appropriated them to

himself as his property. The only means of averting this horrible

doom was that these blinded men—who thought themselves true

children, while they were in reality "the slaves of a stranger—should

rightly perceive their condition, and, as they could not free them-

selves from the bond, should look around for a deliverer. But the

only being in whom they could find such a deliverer was the true

Son of God, who remained perfectly free from sin, and being, as the

Son of God, the Heir of the Father's power, is able to rescue the

prey from the strange master ; hence it was his help that they

needed to seek. Thus the sense is complete, and the " truly free"

{pvTU)^ iXevOepog) stands in opposition to the imaginary freedom

which the Jews thought they possessed as descendants of Abraham,
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It remains to be observed that the condition of freedom cannot be

regarded as absolutely realized on earth, because this would pre-

suppose the transformation of the body, and hence Paul (Rom. viii.

21) describes the freedom of the sons of God (sXevOepia tTj^ do^rjg rwv

TeKvu)v Tov Qeov) as something future. But where the redeeming

power of Christ displays its effect, there the state of freedom is rel-

atively attained, and perfection is approximately reached. In this

relative degree, it exists immediately upon the exercise of living

faith, which involves freedom from the laiv, although this does not

constitute freedom from sin.

Ver. 37, 38.—To this the Eedeemer adds the remark which ac-

knowledges that the Jews are physically connected with Abraham
(oTtepua 'AjQpaafi* in antithesis with rtKva 'Aj3paa/i, ver. 39), but de-

nies that they are so morally. Christ discloses to them the state of

their hearts, which up to that time may have been concealed even

from themselves, but which was soon made known to them in the

deeds that followed (ver. 59). Their inmost life, as one of self-com-

placence and self-seeking, strove against that Divine life of love,

which tended to do away their own ; this very opposition between

the Lord and them necessarily involved their hatred to him, and

their hatred implied the spirit of murder (1 John iii. 15). Hence

the Lord did not go too far, even if they had not yet formed the

definite design to ki41 him, when he accused them of the spirit of

murder ; on the contrary, by such a disclosure of the abominable

wickedness of the heart, he assisted the upright in coming to a

knowledge of themselves. As a sign of the inward state described,

Jesus adduces the fact : on ou %6jp£t 6 Xoyog 6 ifibg iv vfuv, because

my tvord hath no place in you. These words result from the most

vivid spiritual view, which, however, becomes obscured if we trans-

late Xoyot; " doctrine;" it is rather to be rendered " word;" the

word of the Logos is itself spirit and life as he himself is (vi. 63).

So far as the intellect was concerned, they received his doctrine

very well, but t\i<d\v hearts remained shut against his beneficent in-

fluences, and he felt that the stream of life which issued from him
could not penetrate, but returned to him. (Comp. the parallel pas-

sage, Matth. X. 13.) The fact that they were thus closed against

the holy influences of Christ presupposed that a mighty power was
exerted upon them by darkness. This Jesus openly declares ver.

44, upon which their hatred at length breaks out (ver. 59) in an actual

attempt to commit murder. Here again we are not to suppose an
interchange of h and elg

; on the contrary, we must add to the fore-

* KlLng (loc. cit. p. 668, note), in opposition to Lucke, acknowledges with me the

distinction between cttep^o and rsKva in our passages. It is self-evident that this is not

to be sought in the terms as such, but is founded in the connexion of the whole argu«

mont. In Rom. ix. 7, however, the very same distinction is made.
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going idea of motion the subsequent one of rest ; and this is ex-

pressed in the tv.* The Saviour, in conclusion (ver. 38), points out

the total disparity between his position and theirs. He traces the

deepest movements of the vital principle in himself and in them

(XaXeTv and ttoleIv) to sources (-Tarepef) entirely different. Ver. 44 he

plainly avows who it is that he regards as their father. (Ver. 38,

the pronouns [lov and vnCov are, upon internal as well as external

grounds, to he rejected from the text.)

Ver. 89, 40. —The Jews again appeal to Abraham, and the Ke-

deemer on the contrary denies that they are children of Abraham,

because they did not act as he did. (Te/cva, cJiildren, here forms

the antithesis to airepjua, seed, ver. 33, and designates the inward de-

rivation of the nature, which must be manifested by similarity in

the course of life, whose outward expression is found in the wo7'Ics.)

As a proof of this, Jesus again adduces their seeking to slay him,

and adds to the pungency of his accusation by referring to that

" utterance of the truth" which he predicates of himself

Ver. 41-43.—The Jews, probably without rightly knowing what

Christ means, nevertheless take his words as conveying a meaning

derogatory to them ; tliey therefore leave the subject of physical

descent, and call God in a spiritual sense their Father. (According

to passages such as Isaiah Ixiii. 16, Ixiv. 8.) Hence the fornication

(nopvEia) which they deny in reference to themselves, is to be under-

stood as signifying spiritual fornication, so that tlie meaning is :

" we are not the offspring of idolatry, we are true children of God."

(Comp. Ezek. xvi. 15, xx. 30.) This, however, the Lord again dis-

putes (ver. 19), deducing their own estrangement from God, from

their incapacity to perceive that which was Divine in him. The
sight of a kindred object awakens responses ; in Christ the pure

revelation of Deity was given, and therefore he who knew God
would certainly recognize him as the Holy One of God. (Ver. 42,

i:^7jX0ov refers rather to the origin of Christ, and i'jico) to his existence

on earth, as Liicke justly remarks.) But they could not receive his

word (aKoveiv = ytt»), and therefore they were not of the truth.

(John xviii. 37.) Liicke distinguishes between AaAm and Xoyog

thus :—he regards the latter as denoting the contents or the thought,

and the other as meaning the form, the Xoyog XaXovnevog. This is

certainly quite correct in itself; but it is evident that in our passage

the two expressions are employed synonymously, since XaXta in con-

nexion with yLvoiOKEiv must necessarily have reference to the thought.

* Kling (loc. cit. p. 666, f. note) thinks there is a twofold reference in the fundamental

signiGcation of x'^pf''^'^' First, it means " to have room for something,"

—

i. e. " to con-

tain ;" or, secondly, "to have room in connexion with something, or in something,"

—

i. e.

"to succeed," "to find a place," "to meet with acceptance." The latter meaning, in

combination with rest, is the one hero applied. It is unsuitable to translate iv v/j.cv,

" my word has no progress among you."
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Ver, 44.—In this verse the discourse of the Lord reaches its

climax ; he calls the Jews, in so many words, children of the Devil,

and imputes to them the inclination (QeAere) to follow out his wicked

suggestions, in a course of conduct which, according to ver. 37-40,

refers to the desire to kill Christ.

In the first place, as regards this expression of the Lord, we may-

remark, that it is to be taken just in the same manner as yewrifxara

excdvCJVj generation of vipers {M.atth. iii. 7), or as the epithet "plants

which my heavenly Father has not planted" (Matth. xv, 13), The

words of Jesus do not imply an absolutely abandoned condition, for

in that case his conversation with these men would have been to no

purpose ; his design must have been to awaken repentance, and

this would have followed, had they themselves yielded to the accu-

sation of the Kedeemer.* Accordingly the sense of the expression

is simply this : sin is represented in your hearts in all its heinous-

ness, hence the kingdom of darkness has access to you, ye allow it a

place within you, and thus ye are children of the Prince of Dark-

ness, the offspring of the Devil, who have need to be born again, be-

gotten anew by Grod.

In the second place, this passage is very important as a proof of

the general doctrine concerning the Devil. The Lord here utters

it entirely of his own accord, and even to the offence of his hearers.

Schleiermacher (Dogm. i. p. 227, f) endeavours to set aside this

passage, by stating that it belongs to proverbial usage, though he

does not say in what this consisted. But that this passage, if taken

doctrinally, requires either that the Devil be opposed to God in the

Manichasan sense, or that Christ's relation to the Father be taken

neotericaliy, we cannot see, since not merely is Christ, as the Son of

Grod, contrasted with the children of the Devil, but it is also assumed

of men in general that they might be children of God. And besides,

as John frequently speaks of the Prince of this world {apxcov tov
K 6a fiov rovr ov)^ there is no ground here for repelling the idea,

when it is so obvious ; and the opposition raised by Schleiermacher

must, in this instance again, have proceeded from his doctrinal

prejudices. The Saviour does not deem it sufficient to make the

general statement respecting their spiritual relationship to the

Prince of D^irkness ; on the contrary, he gives a precise description

of his real character, intending this description to furnish them with

a mirror in which they might see their own internal state. Comp.
Krabbe, p. 134, He first calls the devil a murderer from the be-

ginning {dvdg(^-noKT6vog an' dp%f/f). If we compare this with 1 John
* Still we cannot admk the statement of Lucke (vol. ii. p. 298), that " every one can,

at any moment, if he ivill, become a child of God or of the Devil." At least the one part
—^becoming a child of God—is the work of electing grace, not of man's will ; but g'ace

has its seasons, which are to be watched for. The strongest Pelagianism has uot ven-

tured to assert, that man at any moment, if he will, can become a child of God I
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iii. 15, where the Evangelist expresses his profound view as to the

nature of the spirit of murder—which he regards as identical with

hatred—it is beyond all doubt that the terra dvOpojrjoicrovog^ mur-

derer, used in respect to the author of evil himself, cannot refer to

an isolated deed of external murder—such as that committed by

Cain—but to the radical principle which produced this as well as

all other murders.

It is the seduction of the first man, and the infusion of the

spirit of murder into him and his entire race, that is here viewed as

the spiritual murder of a vast aggregate of life. In this sense, it

may be said literally to have taken place from the beginning, and it

forms a fine antithesis to the intended murder of the Redeemer as

the second Adam, whose death was the source of life and happiness

for all, whilst the death of the first Adam brought destruction upon

the whole human race. Thus Tholuck correctly explains the pas-

sage, after the examjjle of Augustine, Luther, and Calvin. In the

most recent times, Liicke, De Wette, and Nitzsch'-'-" have maintained

the reference to the murder committed by Cain : this, however,

evidently takes away from the depth of the meaning, as also Kling

(loc. cit. p. 669, note) acknowledges. The view in question certain-

ly appears favoured by the parallel, 1 John iii. 12 (where the mur-

der of Cain is the express subject of discourse), as well as by the

connexion of the words in the passage before us, the primary refer-

ence in the context being to the designed destruction of Christ.

But the murder of Abel was too isolated a fact to justify the use of

the term dv6po)~oK~6vog, if the reference to spiritual death is to be

excluded. The blood-thirstiness of the Jews was merely an expres-

sion of their inward spiritual death. Tholuck adduces, as an argu-

ment for the reference of the term also to the spiritual death of man
by means of Satan's seductions, a suitable parallel from the supple-

ment to Zohar, in which the old serpent is called tD7NV V-it^n i. e.,

" which killed Adam," viz., in his higher spiritual life.f

* Nitzsch, in his treatise on John viii. 44, vviilch in other respects, contains very

much that is valuable. (Conip. Schleiermacher's u. s. w. Zeitschrift, No. iii.)

f Liicke here warns us against false depth, and that justly. But it is a question

whether the fear of this has not in the present instance, as in others, led to the con-

trarj', superficiality. His main argument against my opinion is this :
" the view of the

murder of man, in a spiritual sense, destroys the connexion, because here the discourse

can have no reference whatever to spiritual murder as respects Christ." And why not?

Liicko has not specified the reason. Probably he thinks that, on account of ver. 59,

where it is said the Jews " took up stones," wo cannot suppose murder in a spiritual

sense. But was this act of taking up stones a literal murder ? Did not the Jews really

believe that Jesus blasphemed God, and that consequently they ought to inflict the pun-

ishment which the law appointed for that crime? Besides, it must necessarily be ad-

mitted that they were not cherishing this design during the conversation ; the whole

discou'se, from ver. 31, is addressed to the Jews who believed in him. Thus the matter

is completely reversed, from what Lucke maintains; we cannot here suppose physical,

but only spiritual murder. These persons, who believed in him as Messiah, had an ap-
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We must not overlook tlie tjv, was, in our passage ; it implies

that the Devil constantly maintains the character which he mani-

fested from the beginning of the history of man. It would add to

the significance of the second statement which Christ makes respect-

ing the Devil : Iv ry dXT]6ela ovx torrjKev, if "arTjKev might be trans-

lated " he continued not in the truth/' because this would presup-

pose a previous existence in it, and would accordingly indicate the

fall of the Devil from that original state of purity. But it has

already been frequently remarked, and, so far as the terms are con-

cerned, it is perfectly indubitable (comp. Buttman's large Greek

Gramm. vol. ii. ; Winer's Gramm., 3d edit.), that toTTjica and toTTJ-

iceiv have the significations, " I stand" and " I was standing ;" hence

it appears that here the Saviour describes only the actual state of

the Prince of Darkness. According to this, however, the words
" because there is no truth in him," present an aspect of pure tau-

tology ; for, in the first place, it seems self-evident that in him who
does not stand in the truth there is no truth ; and secondly, it does

not at all appear how, according to the above view of toTTjice, viz.,

standeth, the second statement could form the ground of the first,

as is indicated by on, because. Liicke (p. 238), it is true, takes the

connexion thus :
" the devil docs not continue in the truth, however

often he may be placed in it, because the truth does not belong to

his nature." But, in the first place, the supposition that the Devil

has often been replaced in the truth, after having fallen from it, is

without any foundation ; and, moreover, according to this view, the

non-existence of truth in him would be the reason of his not con-

tinuing in the truth, whereas it is evident that the meaning is to

be apprehended inversely thus :
" because he does not continue in

the truth, there is no truth in him." Hence some expositors have

even taken on, because, as a formula of conclusion, in the sense of

Slo, rovTo,for this reason; but Liicke justly observes that, on ac-

count of the following otl 'ipevoTrjg hri, because he is a liar, this hy-

pothesis cannot well be admitted. If, however, the causal connex-

ion be retained, we are driven to a view of the words very similar to

the old interpretation respecting the fall, and which may also be

philologically maintained ; for the perfect tense taTTjKa certainly

may be translated " I stand," because it literally signifies, " I have

parent faith. They entertained worldly hopes in reference to the Messiah, and thought

that Christ would bring them to pass. But their hearts were set against the real object

which engaged the mind of Christ, viz., the establishment of a spiritual kingdom, and,

being lovers of the world, they hated him as the pure Son of God. It was in this

spiritual haired that their murderous disposition consisted, and not in any positive pur-

pose to commit corporeal murder upon Christ ; they would have shuddered at such a

thought, for they regarded him as the Messiah. It was not till he ascribed to himself

Divine properties that they desired to inflict on him the legal punishment. Then let ua

not have superficiality at the cost of exegetic truth I
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placed myself." This original signification being adhered to, the

expression obtains the meaning of continuance, which Liicke and

Tholuck also acknowledge. This, however, necessarily, involves the

idea of previous existence in the truth. Hence we must say, that

although the proposition, " he continues not in the truth," certainly

does not explicitly affirm the fall, yet it implies it ; but the fall is

regarded as a continuous act rather than as an isolated event. This

is what Liicke appears to have had in his eye when he employed the

terms " however often he may be, so to speak, placed in the truth ;"

though his expression is inappropriate. Accordingly, the sense of

these remarkable words is this :
" he continues not in the (element

of the) truth, for there is no truth at all in him."

. In considering the sentiment thus embodied, we must not over-

look, first, the distinction between dXijdeia, truth, and 7) dXi'idaa, the

truth, and secondly, the difference in the significations of the

phrases, " he is the truth" and " truth is in him." The truth is the

absolute truth—eternal, pure Being itself. In this element nothing

moves but that which is in itself holy ; the Devil was in it, but he

fell, and ever since has continued out of it. An unholy being, how-

ever, may have truth in himself ; if, for example, he in penitence

acknowledge his want of holiness, this is a truth in him. But where

there is not even this truth, there begins that which is devilish

;

that which is not merely averse from the Divine, but denies it, and
puts the opposite in its place. Now the Divine activity against the

Devil is nothing less than a protracted effort to reawaken the truth

in him ; but since he perseveringly resists this agency of the Divine

light, he perfects himself in his own character.* Accordingly, as

all is conceived of in its developed state, so is that which is devilish:

it became by the apostacy, i. e. by an isolated act, what it is essen-

tialhj : but in this its essential character it runs through every

stage of development ; the unceasing energy of the Light bringing

upon it the curse that results from shutting itself more and more
against it. In this persevering activity of opposition, falsehood

(^evdog) becomes perfected as the property (I6ia) of the Devil ; for

perfected falsehood (to xpevdog) is not merely that which is sinful in

itself—which, in man, if acknowledged and repented of, may again
appear in association with what is good—but includes, along with
apostacy from God, the positive exertion to establish its apostatized

existence as eternal being itself.

It may, however, be said that the statement viewed thus, bor-

ders upon Mauich£eism ; for if the true be that ivhich is (i. 14), then
in the Devil his existence must be a truth, so that the expression
" there is no truth in him" appears too strong. Were we disposed

* Compare the remarkable observationg of Dschelalledia on the relation of tlie Devil

to God; in Tholuck's Bluthensamml. p. 138, ff.
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to return a subtle answer, we might here draw a distinction be-

tween tOTiv dhjOeia iv avrQ^ there is truth in him, and avTo^ iariv

dhjOeia, he himself is truth. For, if his existence were not a

truth, he would certainly be either a chimera, or else an absolute

being ; but here the only thing intended to be asserted is that the

free activity in him is not truth. Meanwhile, we prefer saying that

here we are to retain merely that practical character of holy Scrip-

ture, which stands entirely aloof from all metaphysical interests
;

and hence the words are to be judged of only according to practical

necessity. In conformity with this, Christ aimed so to describe the

Devil as to shew the Jews their own moral image as essentially dev-

ilish. The supposition of De Wette, that John teaches an eternal

fall of the Devil—as John v. 17, an eternal creation (?\)—is with-

out any authority ; it is to be reckoned among the many instances

of arbitrary proceeding, in which this expositor attributes his own
ideas to the author whom he proposes to interpret.

Ver. 45-47.—These verses contain the application of that which

precedes to the hearers. They do not receive the (true) faith, just

because the Eedeemer speaks the truth, which as a foreign element

does not suit them. In the passage xviii. 37, the words d cov tic rfj^

dXrjdslag, aKovei jxov rrjg ^'^vrjg, he that is of the truth, etc., are quite

parallel with 6 S}v tK rov Qeov, he that is of God, ver. 47. The sense

is this :
" the reception of the Divine demands a kindred spirit ; the

want of this prevents it from being perceived." According to what

has preceded, this train of thought is clear ; but some obscurity

presents itself in ver. 46. The question :
" Who of you convicteth

me of sin ?" (rig i^ vixiov eXeyx^i- jtis ^repi d[xaQTiag ;)—is evidently in-

tended to awaken in the listeners the acknowledgment of the holiness

and sinlessness of Christ, with which the words el rijv dXi]daav Aeyw,

if Ispeak the truth, seem not to harmonize. Liicke therefore takes

dfiapTia, sin, merely in the signification of " error." But if we
apprehend the term dXrideia, truth, in the profound sense in which

John employs it, the connexion is of the closest kind. The truth,

as such, can proceed only from him who is sinless ; hence the ele-

vated moral character of Christ—in which no one, not even the

bitterest enemy, could find anything to censure—ought to have

rendered the Jews more observant and more susceptible to his

commands.

Ver. 48-51.—After this pungent address, hatred broke forth into

its virulent fruits ; they charged him with heresy and madness.

(Concerning dainoviov txuv comp. the remarks on vii. 20, x. 20.)

The term " Samaritan" involves not only the idea of being held in

contempt, but that of being in error respecting matters of faith,

and thus is employed as the designation of a heretic.) The Lord

repels with gentleness even this bold calumny, adducing first his
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humble self-forgetting ministry (comp. the observations on vii. IS),

in order then expressly to describe the eternal blessing which re-

sults from the reception of his word. (The phrase OdvaTov ov

Oecopecv—or, with a modification of the form, ov yevaaadai 6avd-ov

elg rov alCjva [ver. 52]—is perfectly synonymous with ^w^v al6viov

txetv. The words rrjQelv Xoyov t'judx^, as in the similar case, ver. 32,

do not mean merely to retain instruction in the memory, or merely

to carry it out in external action, but in accordance with the pro-

found view of the word of the Logos, to which John always adheres

[comp. the remarks on viii. 37] , they are to be understood as present-

ing the word of Christ as a living spiritual power, which is poured

into the soul as a creative element, and when faithfully retained and

kept, calls forth therein a new higher life, a heavenly seed, so to

speak. [Comp. the remarks on 1 John iii. 9.]

Ver. 52-55.—In such words the Jews think they have a decisive

proof that the language of Christ is insane, their thoughts turning

on physical death, the vanquishment of which is here referred to

only as the extreme point in the redeeming power of Christ. (Comp.

the Comm. on John vi. 40.) Hence they discover in his words a

profession that he surpasses Abraham and the Prophets. Christ by

no means denies his superior gloiy, but simply gives prominence to

the fact that it is not arrogated, but conferred upon him by his

Father. They, however, do not know this heavenly Father, and

therefore they are incapable of perceiving his will ; but he himself

so knows him, that if he were to say he does not know him, he

would participate their element of falsehood.

It is remarkable that here (ver. 55) the Saviour says of himself
" I keep the word of God" {rov Aoyov rov Qeov TTjpd) as above (ver.

51) he had recommended them to keep Ms word. This language

seems to favour the Socinian view of Christ ; for rr]peiv^ keep, con-

stantly indicates the receptive act of the creature toward grace con-

ferred, but it does not appear how Christ can ascribe this to him-

self, since he not merely heeps^ retains the word of the Father, but

is himself this Logos. Certainly the difficulty is obviated with ease,

if it be said that Xoyov rov Qeov rTjpelv^ keep the word, etc., means
" to carry out the commands of God ;" and our passage is

in that case similar to ver. 46, rtg i^ vficov tX^yxn fie nepl dp-apriag.

But this superficial interpretation, in the first place, is at variance

with the profound Johannine view, according to which the practical

observance of commands appears only as the necessary consequence

resulting from the inward preservation or retention of the higher

vital power ; and, secondly, it leads back to the legal state in which

the question is not oi faith but of works. I therefore prefer ex-

plaining the passage in harmony with the more profound view of

the phrase, so that Christ here places himself, as a human being, in
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proximity to his hearers ; as he evidently presupposes in them the

posalbility of knowing God and keeping his word, so he proclaims

to them the realization of it in himself It is in the verses which

follow, that the language of the Saviour passes over to a statement

of his absolutely superhuman nature.

Ver. 56.—In allusion to ver. 53, Abraham is here called " your

father," and thus alike the natural relationship of the hearers to

Abraham and their spiritual difference from him would seem to be

implied. That in which Abraham rejoiced as a future good, was to

those men a matter of no concern, although they had it before their

eyes. But for the obscurity of the following d6s Koi ^%«jO?/, saiv and
was glad, the meaning of the first clause—which is so simple

—

certainly would never have been mistaken. Least of all would the

better class of expositors, such as Tittman, have allowed themselves

to be seduced into taking the clause hypothetically—an interpreta-

tion first proposed by the Socinians, who treat all grammar with

contempt :

—

exultaturusfuisset si vidisset diem meum, etc. (Comp.

Llicke in loco.) The signification of i]iiepa t-jLt?/, my day, cannot be at

all doubtful ; according to the usus loquendi which pervades the Old
Testament as well as the New, it is the time of Christ's appearance

and ministry upon earth. An apparent difference of eignification

is suggested merely by the fact that in the Old Testament the ex-

pression njni tail, day of Jehovah, comprehends the entire Messianic

appearance in humiliation and in exaltation viewed collectively,-

whilst in the New Testament the " day of Christ" appears only as the

future period of Christ's return. (Comp. the details in the Comm.
Matth. xxiv. 1.) As regards dyaXXidaOat with Iva following, it is by
no means necessary to ascribe to the verb the idea of wishing, long-

ing ; it is sufficient to give cva Idrj its right meaning, " that he

Bhould see," and all difficulty is removed. (Comp. Winer's Gram
4th edit. p. 314.)

But the concluding words, elde kol £%ap7/, saiv and loas glad, are

obscure. The reason why they are added is clear : they are intended

to represent the eternal existence of the Son, as ver. 58 plainly

shews. But what is their import ? Liicke and Tholuck, influenced

by the example of Maldonatus, Lampe, and Kuinoel, here suppose

a view of the coming of Christ upon earth in Abraham's heavenly

existence. They say that Abraham, in harmony with the promises

which he had received concerning the Messiah (Gen. viii. 18, xxii.

18), rejoiced over the time of Christ's appearing, and when this

happened, he, in accordance with the general connexion of the bea-

tified with the living, felt the influence of the event, and his joy

was completed. Certainly no one would object to such an interest

taken by the departed in earthly occurrences, although the passages

Matth. viii. 11, xxii. 32 ; Luke xvi. 19 (to which Liicke here refers)
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cannot prove it ; Matth. xvii. 3, to which Tholuck appeals, indi-

cates it more plainly. But apart from that, this view of the pas-

sage will not in other respects, adjust itself to the connexion. True,

it seems flivoured by the fact that IMv^ seeing, must be something

else than dyaXXtdaOai, exulting, whilst on the other hand, if the act

of seeing be conceived of as internal and spiritual, the two appear

identical ; for the exultation itself certainly presupposes that the

object is beheld by faith. But this apparent advantage, upon closer

consideration, is seen to be of no importance ; not to mention that it

is opposed by a very essential circumstance in the connexion. For,

if the sight of the day of Christ by Abraham referred to the time

of the Kedoemer's ministry on earth, in the first place it would have

been necessary to employ the present tense, and to say " Abraham
sees my day and rejoices," because the ministry of Christ on earth

was still continuing ; and secondly, ver. 58, would be quite uncon-

nected with the subject. There the Redeemer declares that he was

before Abraham ; but how could he say so in allusion to ver. 56, if

in this verse nothing more were affirmed than that Abraham re-

joiced in the anticipation of the future Messiah, and his joy was not

completed till the Messiah came ? If, however, the connexion be-

tween ver. 58 and ver. 56 be entirely denied, and it be said that the

declaration ver. 58 was occasioned merely by the remark of the

Jews verse 57, then it is inexplicable why Christ uttered the

statement of ver. 56 at all ; these words can have no meaning unless

they be regarded as intended to represent the superior dignity and
the eternity of Christ.

Hence we must agree with Origen, Augustine, the Reformers,

Bengel, Semler, etc., who here acknowledge a view of the Messiah

on the part of Abraham while he was on earth. Then ver. 56 and
ver. 58 are in precise harmony—the latter asserting that at that re-

mote period it was 2^ossihle for Abraham to behold him, since he

was before Abraham. The above-mentioned difficulty easily van-

ishes as soon as this vision of Christ by Abraham is correctly

apprehended. The vision in question is to be distinguished from
tho promises that were given to Abraham,* and from the ^?/^esthat

he saw.-j" It is true, we cannot with certainty adduce a positive

historical fact,+ as the thing here referred to ; but, that is of no
* The interesting parallel Ilcb. xi. 13, Kara niaTLv d-eOavov ovtol mlvrecfJ.)/ 7i.aj36vT£g

Tur ^7iay/t?.cac, <1X?m TTof>f)(j}0(:v avTug Huvteq kciI uattaaufiEvot, is to be explained as re-

ferring merely to seeing in faith.

f Those types which relate to the suffering Christ, such as the offering of Isaac, are

by no means to be regarded as pertaining to this subject; for here it is only the glorious

aspect of the Messiah's appearance that is viewed. It would be more appropriate to

think of such as the meeting of Abraham with Melchizedek, and the entertainment with

bread and wine (Ileb. vii.)

\ Ltieke adduces this circumstance, that nothing is said of such a fact in the Old Tea*

tamcnt in opposition to our view of the passage ; but then Abraham's sympathy in tb^
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consequence. Equally well as, according to the other hypothesis, we
must presuppose that it took place in heaven, may we on the au-

thority of Jesus, assume it as having occurred in Abraham's life on

earth. Suffice it that there was a sacred moment in his life, in

which—like John who (according to the Apocalypse) saw the last

time—he beheld the glory of the revelation of God realized in Christ,

and this sight filled him with happiness and joy.* This view being

taken, the sequel unites with the statements of ver. 5Q in the closest

connexion.

Ver. 57-59.—The Jews understood Christ quite correctly, in so

far as they perceived that he represented himself as existing in the

time of Abraham ; only they referred this statement to his corpo-

real existenpe instead of to his Divine life. (There can be no doubt

that they named fifty years merely as a round number ; Irena3us,

therefore, is mistaken in deducing from this passage the conclusion

that Christ must have been more than forty years old. Iren. adv.

hser. ii. 39, iii. 22.) The Lord emphatically explains it as indicat-

ing his higher being :
" Before Abraham ivas horn I am." In

these words we must not only retain the antithesis between yiveodai

and elvai, (comp. the remarks on i. 1), according to which Christ as-

cribes to himself absolute and eternal being ; but the signification

of the present tense (eliu) must not be overlooked. It denotes, as

the imperfect is elsewhere employed to signify, enduring, necessary

being. (Comp. the observations on i. 1. Winer's Gramm. 4th edit,

p. 244. He adduces from the Old Testament the parallel Jer. i. 5
;

Trpo Tov lie TxXdaal oe ev KoiXia, inLOTa[iai (re.) In my opinion, however,

Tholuck is not correct when, referring to iv. 26, he ascribes to ^yw

eljxi^ according to the Hebrew "':« Niin^ the meaning " I am who I

heavenly world with the occurrences of the Messianic period must also be proved. The

same scholar further thinks that there may be no connexion with ver. 58, because this

was elicited by the exclamation of the Jews ver. 57. But if tlie Jews did not interpret

the words of Jesus, ver. 56, incorrectly, it follows that the relation of ver. 58 to ver. 56,

necessarily requires a reference to the latter ; and if their view of his language had been

false, the Saviour would not have agreed with it, but would have corrected it. Finally,

Lucke opposes my interpretation by the superficial remark that although there is some

depth in it, it is not true, for Abraham certainly might have beheld Christ, but he could

nor have seen his day, because this was not come ; as if the future were not in all pro-

phetic visions represented as present ! If Liicke's exposition were correct, the passage

must necessarily have run: "Your father Abraham rejoiced that he should see my day,

and now he sees it and rejoices." But had this been the form of tlie words, the Jews
could not have replied :

" Thou art not yet fifty years old, and hast thou seen Abraham?"
Accordingly this remark of the Jews renders it necessary to regard the fact that Abraham
saw the day of Christ, as belonging to the past.

* Even passages in the writings of the Rabbins affirm, according to Gen. xviii. 17,

that God shewed to Abraham all the future. (Comp. Liicke in loco. p. 310, note.) A
remarkable parallel to the phrase " Abraham Saw my day" is formed in the speech of

Balaam, Numb. xxiv. 17, by the words: "I shall see him, but not now; I shall see him,

but not nigh ; there shall come a Star out of Jacob, and a Sceptre shall rise out of IsraeL*

The only difference is that there the future is employed ai;d hero the aorist.
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am." For here the subject of discourse is not lulio Christ is, but the

fact that in Ms Divine being he is eternal.

The attempt has been made to remove this meaning, which is of

so much doctrinal importance, by saying that here being (elvai) de-

notes not real, personal existence, but God's knowing and willing

his future existence, so that the sense would be, " before Abraham
was born, God had decreed that I should exist." Such is the ex-

planation given by Dr. Paulus, and still earlier by Grotius. But
where this idea occurs, as for example, Ephes. i. 4, the Divine will

is the express object of consideration ; here, however, it is merely

existence that is spoken of, and upon a comparison of i. 1,
'* the Lo-

gos was with God," no doubt remains that the words of the Saviour

are intended to teach a personal existence.

This open declaration of Jesus concerning himself caused the

inward rage of these supposed believers against the object of their

selfish belief to break loose and display itself externally in the

attempt to murder ; but as the hour of the Lord was not yet come,

no hand could touch him ; the shield of God rendered him invul-

nerable. Jesus, however, left the Temple. (Concerning eKpv(37] koi

e^TJ/iOeVj comp. Winer's remarks, Gramm. p. 439.—The additional

sentence, dieXOcbv did [xtaov avrCjv ical TrapTjyev ovrug^ in which, accord-

ing to another reading, hropevero is further interpolated, is undoubt-

edly spurious, and on this account it is rejected by Griesbach and
Schulz. Probably it was first inserted in the margin, from Luke iv.

30, and then gradually admitted into the text.)

§ 3. History of the Adulteress.

(John vii. 53-Tiii. 11.)

In considering this remarkable account, which we here treat in a
supplementary way, we have to prosecute a twofold investigation

;

in the first place, we must examine the subject of its authenticity in

the Gospel of John ; and secondly, test the credibility of the history

as such. On the first question, most of the modern inquirers are so

unanimous in their opinion, that we may regard it as settled. On
this account, and considering also, it belongs rather to the depart-

ment of preliminaries, we shall only treat it briefly. The second

inquiry, on the contrary, seems to me so far from decided, that I

deem a careful consideration of it indispensable, and to this I hope

I may be able at least to contribute something.

1. The spuriousness of the history of the adulteress in John is

indicated by the manuscripts. Not merely is it wanting in distin-

guished Codices (as A.B.C.),* but in many of those which contain

* Iq regard to Cod. A., however the omission is only copcluded from the circumstance

Vol. II.—30
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it, it is marked with the sign of suspicion ; not to mention that a

great and striking variety of readings occurs in the account, by

which interpolations are generally betrayed, 2. The Fathers and

the Versions perfectly harmonize with the manuscripts in their tes-

timony against its authenticity. For, anterior to Augustine and

tJerorae,* we find only slight traces of it, and at a far later period,

Euthymiusf declares himself doubtful as to its genuineness. More-

over, tlie oldest versions, e. g., the Syriac, Gothic, and Armenian,

knav/ nothing of the account of the adulteress in John. 3. Evi-

donce to the same effect is derived from the language, which, in

many instances, is not Johannine. The expressions trd^ 6 Xabg Kadi-

aar; t:6i6aaiiF.v avrovg (viii. 2), and ol ypafifiareXc; kcu ol ^aQLoalot (viii. 3),

are more in conformity with the usus loquendi of the synoptical

writers than with that of John ; while the entire complexion of the

language, particularly the incessant ds is quite contrary to the styl6

of our Evangelist. 4. Finally, the context also shews that the his-

tory does not belong to the Gospel ; for it only interrupts the course

of the conversation of Christ with the Jews in the Temple (comp.

the remarks already made viii. 12), and it has no connexion at all

either with that which precedes it, with that which follows it, or

with the main design of John. The formula of transition, kol ino-

pevOr] ticaarog elg rov oIkov avTov, and each ivent, etc. (vii. 53), is in

the highest degree obscure. It does not appear whether we are to

understand by " each" the Sanhedrists, who have just been spoken

of, or the strangers who had come to the feast. The remark in ref-

erence to the former, that after their sitting was concluded they

went to their homes—would be perfectly idle ; and the application

of it to the latter is forbidden by the context, for not a word has been

previously said about persons who had been journeying to the feast.

Moreover, thus the following words (viii. 1, 2), ^l-qaovg dt- i-nopevdr]

elg TO oQog rCJv iXaiCJv • opdpov 6e ndXiv TrapeyiveTO elg to lepov, hut Jesus

loent to the Mount, etc., sound quite as if they related to the last

days of the life of Jesus, the nights of which we know he spent out

of the city ; that he did this before that period is not very probable.

In addition to all these grounds we have the internal argument
derived from the account itself ; but as this is not needed to

that the pages wanting would not have been sufficient to contain the section. There is a

break also in Cod. C. The most important MS. in which the piece is found is D. ; but

this Codex gives an entirely different text.

* Jerome, who devoted himself so much to inquiry, investigated this section. Comp.

advers. Pelng. ii. 17. He remarks that it is found in many Greek and Latin Codices, but

still he justly doubts its authenticity.

f Euthymius was a learned monk who flourished about A. D. 1116. He was celebrated

for his Panoplia dogmatica orthodoxse fidei adversus omnes Htereses, which was designed

to defend the doctrines of the Greek Church against all its opponents. He also wrote

Commentaries on tlie Psalms and the four Gospels. Mosheim ranks him among the priir

cipal writers of the age. See Soames' Mosheim, vol. ii. p. 434, note 2.—Tii.
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Btrengtlien the conclusion that the narrative is spurious,*^ we shall

view it under the second question, viz., the credibility of the history

in itself.

As I cannot agree with the prevailing opinion (entertained even

hy Lticke and Tholuck) that nothing can be urged against the cred-

ibility of the account itself, I feel bound to give a full statement of

the difficulties which present themselves to me in the history of the

adulteress, in order that the objections which I myself shall endeav-

our to set forth may, if possible, be satisfactorily removed.f

* The most successful attempts to maintain the authenticity of the account in John
have been made in recent times by Storr, Stiiudlin, and Kuinoel ; but still the scale pre-

ponderates against its genuineness ; in particular Lilcke, De "Wette, and Tholuck are op-

posed to it.

f Tholuck finds, in the history of the adulteress, no difficulties of importance. He
thinks the Pharisees, in arresting the woman, did not intend to perform any judicial act,

but designed to propose to Christ a mere question of law ; and hence they could consist-

ently withdraw. He is of opinion that the temptation intended for the Lord by the

question of the Pharisees was this : they, knowing his gentleness, hoped he would speak

freely to the woman, in which case they could have charged him with the open violation

of the law. By the treatise of Dieck, however (Studien, 1832, No. 4, p. 191, ff.), I confess

that I am only confirmed in my doubts, and cannot see the propriety of the course which
he takes. This scholar, to whom we Theologians must acknowledge an obligation for

having, as a Lawyer, entered upon the close consideration of this narrative, says (loc. eit

p. 796) it appears to him that all depends upon the answer to the question, whether, ac-

cording to Christian principles, the punishment of adultery with death, is tenable ; and, in

order to answer this question satisfactorily, Dieck thinks it necessary to enter into the

Christian system of divorce in general. This mode of proceeding seems to me quite mis-

taken. Since both the woman and the Pharisees were Jews, how could the Christian

rule be applied to the case ? We always find that the Redeemer treats every one accord-

ing to the principles which apply to his position: a confused transference of higher prin-

ciples to persons occupying a lower level never occurs in his ministry. From what follows

(loc. cit. p. 806, ff.), it is also clear that Dieck thinks, if the Lord had decided for the ful-

filment of the law, the Pharisees would forthwith have stoned the woman. But I confess

I find that this supposition encumbers the account with insurmountable diflSculties ; for,

according to this, the conduct of Christ would have been a complete interference with the

course of justice—an act which Jesus never allowed himself to commit. Hence the legal

view put upon the history of the adulteress, in the treatise by Dieck, clearly shews how
important the perplexities are which the account contains. The whole question is asso-

ciated especially with the difficult inquiry concerning the relation of the invisible Church,

and that ivhich obtains in it, to the external constitution of Church and State, and here pri-

marily to that of the Old Testament. The words of Luther, " the preaching of Christ does

away with sword, judge, and all the rest," may, in this connexion, be very incorrectly

apprehended ; in relation to the spiritual world they certainly are perfectly true, but in

relation to thai alone. In the external world the Lord allows justice to take its solemn
course. Although the thief on the cross sincerely repented, Jesus did not take him from

the cross by miracle, but suffered him to bear his punishment. In hke manner here, it

cannot be said that the Saviour rescued a guilty but penitent woman from the arm of the

law which had seized her ; although, it may well be supposed, that if^ according to Di-

vine permission, no one was found who would make a charge against her, the Lord did

not consider himself called upon to become her accuser. It must therefore be presumed

that the Pharisees in question did not act oflBcially, but merely as private persons ; the

narrative otherwise viewed becomes involved in diflBculties. The great satisfaction with

which this account is regarded by worldly men, who are destitute of spiritual life, rests

mainly upon the misapprehension so easily arising from a false view of history ; they think
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(1.) The first question is—were the Pharisees and Scribes, who

brought the woman to the Saviour, acting officially as agents of the

government, or as private individuals ? In theformer case a diffi-

culty springs from the circumstance that they came to Christ at all,

and then that they afterwards let the woman go ; it would have

"been their dut7j to hand her over to the magistrate. In the latter

case, however, it bscomes a question to what law they refer when

they say Mcoarjg rjiuv IveTeiXaro rag roiavrag Xi.dol3oXe7.Gdat • ai) ovv ri

Xeyeig
;
(viii. 5). Moses had not appointed every one to be judge, but

only the magistrate. It is true that appeal has here been made to

the so-called law of zealots, but the opinion to be formed of this

has already been indicated in the Comm. on Matth. xxi, 12.*

(2.) Another difficulty is involved in the circumstance that ston-

ing for adultery is not commanded by Moses. (Comp. Levit. xx.

10 ; Deut. xxii. 22.) According to Talmudic statements, strangling

and not stoning was customary; it was only when the adulteress

had been betrothed, or was a priest's daughter, that the latter

mode of punishment was adopted. Meanwhile, upon the perusal

of the disquisition concerning this point by J. D. Michaelis (Mos.

Kecht. Part. v. p. 261, ff.), it is soon seen that little stress is to

be laid on this circumstance ; for the Talmudists take their data

from mere conjectures, and the ancient practice in respect to this ia

unknown.

(3.) A far more important difficulty is started by the inquiry

—

how could this question involve a temptation for Jesus (viii. G)?

Had he, according to the law, advised severe measures, or had he

recommended leniency, it does not at all appear in what way this

could have injured him, since at any rate he would merely have ex-

of the Lord as doing away even with thejmi punishment of sin—a mode of proceeding

quite suited to their moral indiffcrentisra. But of such a Saviour the Bible knows noth-

ing I The living Christ is as jmt as he is gracious, and because sin cannot but be punished,

he takes its necessary consequences upon himself, bestowing the blessing of forgiveness

upon those who, in true repentance, pronounce the sentence upon themselves, and believe in him
who justifies. Thus the thiefon the cross, rightly judged, in the conversation with his com-

panion: "we receive the due reward of our deeds;" and it Avas only on account of such

repentance arising from a true sense of justice, that he could believe in forgiveness. In
like manner it must be presumed respecting the adulteress, that she deemed herself de-

serving of death. It was only in this case that the words of the Lord could have been
applied to her :

" Neither do I condemn thee,"—a declaration which is to be understood

not merely as negative but as positive also :
" I forgive thee thy sins !" Only in this case

could the words "sin no more," addressed to her after she had received forgiveness, con-

vey their proper force. Hence, as I have already remarked, I can only consider Dieek's

view of the whole matter, according to which the Redeemer was even bound to act as is

related, in order to save the life of the adulteress (loc. cit. p. 814), as altogether mistaken.

So for from preservation of physical life being the subject of discourse here, the entire

ministry of the Redeemer relates to that which is spiritual, and corporeal preservation

may be regarded merely as the consequence of the salvation of the soul.

* Olshausen's remark on this subject, in the Commentary on the passage here referred

to, is, that the so-called law of zealots has been completely exploded by Liicke.—Ta.
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pressed a private opinion. All that lias Leen adduced, in proof that

such an expression of his sentiments would have exposed him to

danger, has the evident appearance of being forced ; for example,

that if Jesus had decided in favour of punishment by death, it

would have seemed that he vindicated the right of the Jews to ad-

minister capital punishment, and thus he might have been rendered

an object of suspicion to the Komans (so Grotius); or, that if he

had pronounced a lenient judgment, he would have been accused by

the Jews as a despiser of the law (so J. D. Michaelis). The only

means of solving the difficulty is to take neipd^eiVj tempt, try, in the

milder sense, as denoting, not a malicious attempt to embarrass, but

rather a well-meaning desire to gain information. (It is similarly

employed Matth. xxii. 35, at which place compare the Commentary.)

It is true the words added, Iva txi^oi Ka~r\yopnv avrov, that they may
have whereioithal to accuse him, appear opposed to this view of the

term
;
perhaps, however, they may be explained in such a manner

as not to shew that these individuals intended to derive from the

answer of Jesus materials for an accusation before the Romans or

the Sanhedrim, but that they only designed by giving information

concerning him, to get into favour with the leaders of their sect. In

this case the act might be regarded as inconsiderate, but not as

malevolent. Still this is not satisfactory, and the circumstance con-

tains a difficulty hard to be removed.

(4.) The answer of Christ (viii. 7) seems like an interference

with the official administration of justice ; for the expression " the

Scribes and the Pharisees," ver. 3, appears to designate the mem-
bers of the Sanhedrim, who were the lawful judges. The judicial

punishment of crimes is independent of the guilt that may attach

to the judge ; it is the duty even of the most wicked judge to pun-

ish the guilty (unless he intends to augment the number of his sins),

because he is to be regarded not as an individual, but merely as the
organ of Divine justice. Here, however, Jesus appears to connect
the punishment of gross, open transgression with the innocence of

those who punish. But if this connexion were just, no punishment
could be admitted in any case, especially considering that dvajidpTTj-

Tog, loithout sin (viii. 7), cannot be understood as referring 'merely
to similar crimes of incontinence, in the sense " he who is conscious

of being free from guilt in this point," but must be taken as imply-
ing sinlessness in general ; for that every one of these Pharisees was
an adulterer, neither is involved in the words, nor is in itself to be
supposed ; and hence, as no one is sinless, no sin could be punislied.

Lucke, indeed, on this point observes (p. 190) that here the lie-

deemer spoke merely in reference to the kingdom of God, and he

quotes the words of Luther :
" Such is the doctrine of the kingdom

of Christ ; and when this prevails, it does it does away with the
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G-word, the judge, and all the rest." But in all the four Gospels we

find no instance in which the Redeemer shielded an action evidently

constituting a gross violation of the Mosaic law from the severity

which that law enjoined, as it would appear that he shielded this.

In Luke xv, the prodigality and harlotry of the son is not to be

viewed as crime coming under the cognizance of the magistrate.

Even avKO(pavTEiv^ defraud hy false accusations, Luke xix. 8-10,

does not denote evident and actionable fraud, but the less palpable

practice of overreaching, which is to be tried only before the tribu-

nal of conscience. Adultery, however {i. e. illicit connexion with a

married woman, who was regarded as the property of the husband),

is a positive transgression of the law, which, according to the code

of Moses, was a capital offence ; how, then could the Lord associ-

ate the punishment of such a crime with the guiltlessness of any

cue ? In his relations to the kingdom of God, we never see Jesus

so invade the existing order of. things as to abolish it. This (as it

appears to me) very weighty objection to the history has not until

now been set forth in its full importance, any more than it has been

appropriately answered. In addition to these considerations, we
may also notice, in the first place, the extraordinary tenderness of

conscience manifested, according to viii. 9, by the Pharisees ; sec-

ondly, the circumstance that, as the same verse implies, the people

(ver. 2) appear to have withdrawn with the Pharisees, for which

there does not seem to have been any reastm *C all ; and lastly,

the fact that Jesus, according to viii. 11, utters the words " go and
sin no more" (nopevov kol iirjKeTi dudpTavs), without anything being

said about penitence and faith on the jiart of the woman. If it be

said that Jesus perceived penitence and faith in her, it must be

confessed that, in that case, either John or one of the other Evan-
gelists might have been expected to name it, because by this means
alone, all misapprehension of the account might have been removed.

Whether it be possible to set aside all these scruples arising from

the considerations which I have now enumerated, I know not ; but
notwithstanding my full sense of their weight, I am restrained from
positively denying the credibility of the history, because there are

also important circumstances in itsfavour. 1. As one of these we may
mention the peculiarit;^ of the history, which makes a subsequent
fiction improbable. Particularly Christ's stooping down and writ-

ing in the sand is such a singular act, that it would hardly have
been invented without any historical occasion. 2. The account,

even if it be not John's, is ancient ; for, according to Eusebius, H
E. iii. 39, it was found among the additions to the original Mat-
thew, which occur in the evayyiXiov Kad' 'E/Spalovg. 3. No design

can be ascribed to the invention of this history. All traditional

legendary compositions bear the impress of a certain party, for whose
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interests tliey are constructed ; here, however, not a trace of design

is betrayed. Why it was inserted in this particlar passage of John's

Gospel cannot indeed he stated with certainty ; but the words, viii.

15, tyo) Kpivo ovdtva might easily induce some one to write this anec-

dote in the margin of his Codex as a proof to the point.

These circumstances, which exclude the supposition of a pur-

posed fiction, induce the following remarks in reference to the

difficulties specified. In the first place, these Pharisees, although

to be regarded as natural men, must by no means be considered

malicious ; they appear rather to have been susceptible of the

operations of the Spirit, and only to have desired information from

Jesus as to his opinion on such a case. True, this view of them

does not suit the context in John ; but the account, looked upon

as an isolated history, contains nothing opposed to it, if we ex-

cept the words "that they may have wherewith to accuse him"
(viii. 6), which under any view, disturb the flow of the narrative.

These persons must be regarded as acting altogether in a pri-

vate capacity ; they apprehend the adulteress in order to bring her

before the tribunal ; but as they happened to meet with Jesus they

laid the matter before him. Accordingly the requirement of the

Mosaic law to which they refer (viii. 5), is to be understood as re-

lating merely to the sentence that might be expected/rom the court

of Justice, and not to an arbitrary execution, on their part, of what
the law demanded. They were not compelled by any law to present

themselves as accusers in this aflair (they were not at liberty to be

Judges) ; they might have quietly left the husband to complain and
to call them as loitnesscs. Doubtless their indignation did not pro-

ceed from pure moral emotion, but contained an admixture of that

secret malignant gratification, which so often creeps into the heart

of man, when he sees his neighbour fallen into sin and misery.

Perhaps they hoped that as a Prophet, and the suj)posed Messiah,

he would deliver an extraordinarily severe opinion respectin"- the

unhappy woman. But Jesus first (by the symbolic action of stoop-

ing down and occupying himself with something else) shewed them
that such matters did not belong to him (just as in Luke xii. 14);

and afterwards, when they pressed him more urgently, he pronounced
no sentence concerning her, but indirectly rebuked the accusers

themselves. He awoke within them the consciousness of personal

guilt, which was the most powerful means of suppressing their ma-
lignant joy ; and as they had now lost the motive for interfering in

an affair that did not pertain to them, while on the other hand they

were under no necessity to meddle with the woman, far from reck-

less malice and with right feeling, they withdrew. Jesus, however,

did not thus relax the rigour of the law, and still less did he take

upon himself the judicial office ; he only pointed out to these ac-
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cusers, wlio had taken pleasure in the unhappy circumstances of

another, that, before they set themselves up as public protectors of

morality, they should begin with their own faults, leaving the affair

of the woman to the husband, who alone, in this case, was called to

speak. Now, regarding himself also merely as a private person, and

perceiving the woman's sincere penitence, Jesus could say to her :

ovSl iyu) oe icaraicptvo), neither do I condemn thee—while this declara-

tion being purely spiritual and individual, and not the sentence of

one appointed to be Judge, neither was intended to make, nor could

make, any invasion of the rights belonging to the husband and to

justice, if the former chose to prosecute his cause. Thus the con-

duct of Jesus wrought most beneficently upon all parties, with-

out involving any injury whatever.—According to this view, the

principal considerations against the credibility of the account dis-

appear ; and if at the same time we admit that it was not directly

composed by an apostle, but was produced at second-hand somewhat

later, the circumstance that no explicit mention is made of repent-

ance and faith (viii. 11), which otherwise would be strange in the

highest degree, becomes explained, as also the inexactness of the

representation, e. g. viii. 9, where fiovog relates merely to the Phar-

isees who had withdrawn, and not to the people (ver. 2).

The most dubious point, however, in the narrative, is the de-

scription of the Pharisees as Treipdi^ovreg^ Iva kx'^ol Karrjyopelv avrovj

tempting that they might, etc. (viii. 6), which neither appears con-

sistent v/ith the by no means unsusceptible disposition afterwards

ascribed to them, nor with the fact that no temptation was involved

in the question. Hence a certain suspicion respecting the credibility

of the history of the adulteress continues in my mind, and no ex-

planations as yet offered have sufficed to remove it. I would that

some one may succeed, by a more acute analysis, in dispelling all

my doubt !*

* Olsbausen himself has answered, partially, the leading doubts which he has urged
against the authenticity of the passage here in question. I think they may be answered
still more fully. 1. Apart from external evidence, no good objection can, perhaps, be raised

against it on the ground of its interrupting the narrative. V. 12, of ch. viii. agrees fully

as well—(perhaps better—) with this narrative as with the close of ch. vii. If the nar-

rative was to be introduced at all, there seems no valid objection against it here. 2. The
narrative itself [jroocnts no greater difficulties than many unquestioned passages in the
Evangelists. Is'o difficulty can be raised against our Saviour's assuming the judicial ofBce,

for, as Olsbausen rightly remarks, he does not assume it. He treats the woman as he
treated all other sinners, forgiving her as a penitent, and his declaration, " let him who is

without sin," etc., is strictly moral in its bearings, and is not intended to interfere with
the rights of the magistrates. Olshauseu's chief objection seems founded on the alleged

malicious purpose of the questioners (that they might have wherewitii to accuse him),

Which he says is not apparent in the question, and which is inconsistent with the suscep-

tibihty which they subsequently manifested. To this we may reply first, that we can
conceive a variety of ways in which the question might have been captious and malig-

nant, and it is no ground of surprise if at our distance of time we cannot preaiseiy de
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The individual points of the section remain to be noticed. The
expression t'Travro^wpoj (viii. 4), is, in the New Testament, an arra^

Xsyofievov. Hesychius explains it : 6 trr' avrco roj KXefinan evgeOeig, Sri

Kartx^^v avro. In the wider sense it signifies '"' taken in the act it-

self/'—The action of Christ in stooping down and writing on the

ground is altogether peculiar. Even the transcribers were perplexed

as to the manner in which this fact "was to be understood ; hence

some added Kal ngooTioiovfievogj i. e. " appearing as if he wrote,"

while others, adopting a sense precisely opposite, appended the

words [iT] TTpoanoioviMvogj not pretending^ i. e. he wrote in reality.

Many even sought to find out what the Saviour might have writ-

ten ; the idea was widely prevalent that Jesus wrote hints concern-

ing the sins of the Pharisees, and that when they perceived his

knowledge of their hearts, they slipped away. But this interpreta-

tion proceeded from the feeling that the withdrawment of the

Pharisees required a motive, because in consequence of viii. 6 they

•were regarded as malevolent tempters of Christ—which view, how-
ever, renders the history perfectly unintelligible. Modern ex-

positors are united in the opinion that the stooping down and
marking in the sand is merely an expression of refusal, indifference,

unwillingness to reply.* Instances of the same custom frequently

occur among the ancients. Thus, for example, in the beginning of

the Acharnians of Aristophanes, ver. 30, ff. it is said :

OTEVU, KEXyva, OKopdivufiai, ntpdojuai,

dnopcj, y pd(pu, napnTiXXofxat, Aoyt^ofiai k. t. 1.

where the expressions ypdcfx^ and iraQaTiXXoiiaL, " I write," and " 1

pluck out a hair here and there," indicate actions implying embar-

termine hoiu it was so. Either lenity or severity might have been turned against the

Saviour. Secondly, the subsequent susceptibihty of tlie questioners argues rather guilt

than innocence, and none can tell how much moral power may have been thrown into the

words, looks, and manner of the Lord. It may have been sufBcient to abash any
amount of malignant hypocrisy. Finally, the moral character of the transaction renders

its fabrication almost incredible, and makes it worthy of the Gospel. In the simple

sublime wisdom with which it evades a difficulty, and triumphantly repels the arts of the

insidious, it stands on a level with the reply in respect to paying tribute to Cresar, and

to the authority by which ho acted : nay, in its moral element it is superior to these,

and stands iu the same relation to the general tenor of John's Gospel, which they do to

that of the synoptical Evangelists. As in tliose cases he silenced his enemies by a reply

framed with most simple and beautiful adroitness, he here confounds them by an appeal

to their consciences, whose felt majesty and omniscience drove them from his presence.

-[K.
* Jer. xvii. 13, the phrase " to write the name of some one in the earth"' is a figura-

tive form for "leaving to destruction " But if this signification be applied here, it fol-

lows that Christ judged the Pharisees, which, according to viii. 15, does Lot appear to be

tlie tendency of the account. Besides which, in tliat case the words iypaipev elg tijv yjjv

would not have stood alone, but ovofiaTa avruv or ovTovg must havo been added.
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rassment, absence of mind, or occupation with something else.

Comp. also Aelian, Var. hist. xiv. 19,* and from the Talmud.

Tract. Gittin, fol. vii. 1. (Consult Tholuck in loco.)

The words viii. 7, TrpoJ-og tov XiOov trr' avT^ /SaAi'rw, let him Jlrst

throw a stone at her, are not to be regarded as containing an invita-

tion to put the sentence in execution themselves (this belonged to

the judicial authorities); the phrase is rather equivalent to the

following condemn, verse 10. Any one may in his own thoughts

condemn as well as acquit a criminal, without assuming the pre-

rogative of the magistrate, supposing that he passes his opinion

merely as an individual judgment. It is thus that we are to take

the lano-uage of Jesus :
" neither do I condemn thee," i. e. in refer-

ence to the external fact ; while, again regarded spiritually, it

has its eternal significance. It may be supposed that after this

acquittal of the woman by the Lord, if the husband had prose-

cuted her, she would have been condemned by the court and

stoned ; but this would not have annulled the pardon granted by

Christ, which was of everlasting force in regard to her soul. Hence

Augustine very justly remarks : ergo et dominus damnavit, sed

peceatum, non hominem. (Concerning elg Kad' elg or KaOeig [Mark

xiv. 19 ; Romans xii. 5] comp. Winer's Grammar, 4th edition,

p. 227. It is a solecism occuri'ing also in profane writers. On the

formation of this expression comp. Doderlein de brachylogia [Erl.

1831] p. 10.)

§ 4. Healing of the Man Bokn Blind.

(John ix. 1-34.)

The extended series of discourses, terminating with ch. viii. is

followed by the history of a cure. Of the chronological connexion

of this with the preceding, we have no express accounts, but the

Trapaywv, passing along (ix. 1), in connexion with ver. 14, according

to which the healing took place on the Sabbath, allows us to regard

the event as having occurred on the same day in which the above

discourses were delivered. This was the final day of the feast (vii.

37), and as such, a Sabbath. If a subsequent Sabbath had been
meant, it is probable that juerd ravra, after this, or a similar for-

mula, would have been added. As regards the form taken by the
history of this cure, we are struck by the great degree of amplifica-

tion, which brings to mind the accounts of cures given by the sy-

noptical Evangelists. But, in the first place, it is to be observed

* In Aelian it is said of Archytas, that being asked an impudent question, he was
silent, iTTEypaipe 6i Kara tov toixov, Sel^ac fj.lv, b elrrslv ifSiu^ero, ov fif/v BiaaOeic eItteIv.

But wo must not overlook the circumstanca that Aelian mentions this fact as an wn*
usual one.
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that this narrative does not stand by itself ; it is in union with the

discourses in chap, x., to which it forms the historical foundation.

And secondly, the greater part of this paragraph is not the history of

the healing, but a representation of the insidious proceedings of the

Pharisees. The portraiture of the growing hatred of the adver-

saries of Jesus toward him, has been with strict propriety incorpo-

rated by the Evangelist into the scope and object of his work, as

connected with the closing period of our Saviour's ministry on earth.

Ver, 1, 2.—In the neighbourhood of the Temple there frequently

lingered sufferers (Acts iii. 2), amongst whom was a man born blind.

The severity and rareness of this affliction, induced the disciples to

inquire into its cause. They traced this, like all evil, to sin, but

they were in doubt whether the sins of the man's parents, or his

own, had been the cause of such a calamity. The former view was

very natural, and is also intimated ix. 24. According to Exod. xx.

5, evil is visited on the third and fourth generations, while good is

transmitted to the thousandth ; or, inverting the statement, God,

by his grace, so soon arrests the naturally progressive workings of

sin, that they are not displayed beyond the fourth generation. Thus
instead of severity being involved in this, as is often believed, it im-

pUes transcendant grace. At the same time, even this transmission

of happiness or suffering from parents to children, presents nothing

inconsistent, except when men are regarded as independent individ-

uals, standing in perfect isolation from the mass ; while, according

to all profounder views, humanity appears as a living whole, of

which individuals are members, and as members naturally share

the condition of the entire body. Participation, however, in the

suffering of the parents is no more a sign of personal guilt, than

participation in their happiness is a matter of personal onerit.'^

(Comp. the details in the Comm. on Kom. v. 12, ff.) But the most
remarkable part of our passage is the alternative presented in the

words : did this man sin, or his parents? {>} ovrog 'I'maprev, i] ol yovelg

avTov ;). The hypotheses of the pre-existence and transmigration of

souls, which it was at one time attempted to found upon this pas-

sage, may now be regarded as obsolete. The Jews do not appear

at any time to have entertained these notions ; at all events, the

people in general never did.f It is also to be observed that, had
* The book of Job is a commentary on the truth that personal suffering is not

alv\'ays to be looked upon as the punishment of corresponding personal guilt. Job'a

friends, in consequence of his suffering, supposed that he had contracted proportion-

ate guilt, and urged him to confess it ; he declares his innocence, and God recognizes

it. The passage Deut. xxiv. 16, refers to personal guilt, which every one bears for

himself.

f That the Jews beheved the doctrine of metempsychosis has been inferred from

Josephus, B. J. iL 12, who remarks: the Pharisees thought that souls passed into other

bodies. But this, when rightly apprehended, has reference only to the fi^revaufid'

Tuatc, i. e. the trtmsition of the soul into a glorified body at the resurrection. The pro-
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they done so, they must have supposed not merely pre-existence,

but (with Origen) a fall among souls in the spiritual world. Hence

Tholuck is of opinion that the passage is to be understood as re-

ferring to anticipatory punishment for future sins, which God, in

his omniscience, foresaw in the blind man, but that this view may

have been entertained without any analogy in the Holy Scrip-

tures.* Liicke, on the contrary, agrees with Lightfoot, and refers

it to sins which the blind man may have committed in the womb of

his mother. The Kabbins certainly assumed the possibility of such

sins, and, in speaking of it, they appeal to the contest between

Esau and Jacob in the womb of Eebekah, Gen. xxv. 22. It is, in-

deed, doubtful Avhether, in the time of Christ, this had become a

familiar national idea ; but this view of the obscure passage com-

mends itself to me more than the others which it has been attempted

to found upon it.

I class the phrase Iva rvcpXbq yevvrjdy, with those in which Iva is

used as indicating consequence and not design. Winer, indeed

(Gramm. 3d edit., p. 383), says that it is to be explained from the

Jewish teleology, which the disciples, in the national spirit of exag-

geration, had believed. But surely it would be a forced statement

to say that the disciples supposed either the blind man or his pa-

rents to have sinned for the purpose, or with the design that he

might be born blind. According to the Jewish teleology such a

design might certainly be ascribed to God, but not to sinners them-

selves. If therefore, it is incorrect to be perpetually saying that Iva

is employed EicfiaTiKcjg, in order to remove a difficulty in the mean-

ing, Fritzsche and Winer seem to me to have gone equally too far

in asserting that in the New Testament iva is only used Te?iiK(x)g.

(Comp. the Comm. Matth. i. 22.)

Ver. 3,—The words of Jesus are by no means intended to convey

a general denial of the sinfulness of the blind man and his parents
;

they merely deny the connexion of this particular affliction with a

definite personal guilt ; although, apart from the collective guilt

existence of the soul does indeed appear to be asserted in some rabbinical writings. (See

tho passages in Liglilfoot, hor. heb. p. 1040.) They speak of a place where souls are as-

sembled, which they call Goph or Guph (b'i), and from which souls gradually descend

into bodies But the question is, whether this idea had been distinctly favoured in the

time of Christ ? The later Rabbins have taken a great deal from the Gnostics and other

sects that was not known by the Jews of earlier times. Thus Eisenmenger (entd.

Judcuth. ii. p. 85) adduces passages from the writings of later Rabbins, which teach,

under the name of Ibbur, a regular transmigration of souls.

* True, these words were spoken only by disciples whom we may regard as still un-

enlightened ;
so that we may admit this interpretation without supporting the untenable

disihietion, in the doctrine of predestination, between prsevisio and prsedestinatio. But
stiU I hesitate to receive this view of the passage, since it appears to me improbable

that, at the time of Christ, opinions of this kind were prevalent among the Jews* at all

events, I know no certain proof that they were so.
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of the race, we cannot suppose suffering in any instance. Hence,

also the Iva (pavepudfi k. t. X., that the grace of God, etc., cannot de-

note the only reason of the man's being born blind, but simply the

agency of Divine grace, which in the phenomena of suffering again

opens fountains of happiness. Evil still remains evil, even when

God employs it to manifest his marvellous works. (Respecting the

idea of tpya, comp. the remarks on John v. 36.)

Ver. 4, 5.—According to the ordinary interpretation—which

gives to //ftepa, daij, the sense of tempus opportunum, and to vv^,

night, that of tempus importunum (the latter being intended to

designate the departure of the Lord)—this passage is by no means

clearly intelligible. Even Dr. Paulus justly observes that, taking

this view of the passage, the words " no man can work" {ov 6elg

dvva-ai Ipyd^eaOai), are unintelligible, since it was after the departure

of Christ that the apostles strictly began to work. On this ground

he explains day as meaning daylight, and takes the passage as in-

dicating the impossibility of effecting the cure without the necessary

light of day. This view of the passage needs no refutation, as it

obviously proceeds merely from the objection of its author to mir-

acles ; but the remark against the ordinary exposition is certainly

correct. In addition to this difficulty—occasioned by the occur-

rence of the term ovdelg, none, whereas the Lord at first spake only

of himself—as well as the uncertainty of the antithesis between day

and night, a question arises concerning the true relation between

ver. 5 and ver. 6. While in the latter verse Jesus represents him-

self as working by day, in ver, 5 he describes himself as the light

that brings the day, by which means the metaphor is completely

changed. According to this we should expect v nag del tpyd^eadat

K. T. A., ye must loorh, etc., in which case the two verses would have

been in perfect harmony. Now, although this reading does not

occur, ?//mc does, and this may have proceeded from a sense of the

difficulties in the passage, notwithstanding the fact that it does not

entirely remove them.

The passage becomes intelligible only as we apprehend more

profoundly the terms day and night. After comparing passages such

as Luke xxii. 53 (this is the hour in which darkness has dominion),

we cannot well doubt that the two expressions denote the predom-

inance of the element of grace or of darkness, i. e., evil. The period

of grace was then specially conditional on the presence of Christ as

the light of the world ; when he withdrew, darkness broke in,

although it did not prevent the dawn of a new and more glorious

day in the invisible ministry of Christ through the power of the

Spirit—a day that will not attain its perfect splendour till Christ

returns. Thus Christ is conceived of in a twofold manner, first, as

the illumining sun of the spiritual world, and secondly, as himself
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co-operating with it.* la the latter view he appears as the pattern

of the human race, and in connexion with this the reading ?)juaf, us

{i. e., we must work), has its truth. Hence the language is appli-

cable to all times of blessing, alike for the individual and for the

community, seasons of favour being constantly followed by darker

hours, which latter prove a blessing only when the others have been

improved. This interpretation makes the sense of the words

as follows :
" I must work the works of God while good predom-

inates ; too soon the time will come when darkness will gain domin-

ion and (for a space) interrupt all labour (in spiritual things).

So long as I am in the world, I am the Light of the world, and I

promote the prosperity of all that is good ; but as soon as the dark-

ness breaks in and hides me from view (which shortly came to pass

at the death of Christ), that prosperity will be arrested." The

physical alternation of day and night, which controls all the pro-

cesses of nature, thus forms a striking symbol of the alternating

sway of the powers of the unseen world. (Comp. the Comm. on xi.

9, 10 ; xii. 35, 36.) The words, however, were specially intended

to draw the thoughts of the disciples—whose attention had been

in the present case fixed merely on the sick man—to the fact that

the Father had prepared all things, and, amongst others, this blind

man, for the sublime ministry of the Son ; hence it was his duty to

glorify God in him.

This view of the passage has been opposed by Liicke and Kling,

although upon grounds evidently unsatisfactory. But the interpre-

tation proposed by them needs a close consideration, as at first sight

it appears plausible. According to this, the formula ovdElg Svvarat

igyd^eaOat, no one can work, is merely a proverbial mode of expressing

the thought :
" One cannot work at night ;" while ver. 4 and ver. 5

are so connected that in the latter the nature of Christ's work is

more precisely defined. In this case the sense would be :
" For me

also there comes a time when it is not possible to work ; since I am
in the world I am the Light of the world, it is my vocation to en-

lighten." But, in the first place it is quite beyond proof that any

such proverbial mode of expression as ovfielg dyvarai Ipyd^eodai, ex-

isted. It is only the first part of the Saviour s language that is

proverbial, viz., " It is necessary to work, while the day lasts ;" the

other part, " a night cometh, when no man can work," is Christ's

prophetic announcement of the future. In the second place, it is

quite incorrect to translate orav cj " since I am ;" orav signifies

quando, si quando, quamdiu, but never " since." (Cf Wahl. clav.

N. T. s. V.) Kling acknowledges that Liicke is mistaken here, and
thinks orav is to be understood as quamdiu, ivhile ; but he has

overlooked the fact that then the entire meaning is incongruous.

* Compare Meyer's Blatt. f. hoh. Wahrh. VoL iii. p. 361, flf. .
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According to Lucke's interpretation, orav must here signify '• since."

Kling thus removes the foundation from the exposition which he,

on the whole, approves. For, according to Kling, what would be the

meaning of the words, " so long as I am in the world I am the Light
of the world ?" " Being in the world," means here, assuredly, " to

live," " to dwell on earth ;" and did Christ cease to be the light of the

world when he ceased to dwell on the earth ? Hence we are only

afresh convinced that our interpretation is correct, the twofold aspect

in which, according to this, Christ contemplates himself, not being at

all prejudicial, since the like frequently occurs in his discourses. In

regard, however, to what we have said respecting the commence-
ment of a new, brighter day, after the night had gathered over the

Lord, this is not (as Kling seems to suppose) made prominent as

involved in the text, but merely remarked in order to shew the

reader more plainly in what manner, according to the case in ques-

tion, we are to regard the relation of subsequent times to the life ot

Christ on earth.

Ver. 6, 7.—As regards the cure of the blind man by means of

spittle, we have already treated of that subject in the remarks on
Mark vii. 32, where the same method was adopted in the case of

one who was deaf and dumb. We have merely to observe, that in

diseases of the sight the ancients often recommended saliva (and
even saliva jejuna). Com p. Pliny H. N. xxviii. 7.* It is a pecu-
liarity in our history, that the Eedeemer further recommended
washing in the pool of Siloam. To me, however, it appears alto-

gether unlikely that this washing was designed to accomplish any
part in the cure ; it was probably intended merely to remove the

clay (jT'oXog) laid upon the eyes ; and special mention is made of it,

because, at the moment when the clay was taken away, the disen-

gaged eye was enabled to perform its function. The only instru-

ment by which the cure was effected was the day (formed from the

TTTvofia, spittle), which acted as a conductor of the healing energies

of Christ. {LiXwdfi — h'^ar or hVw, Nehemiah iii. 15 ; Isaiah viii. G.f
According to tradition it sprang at the foot of Moriah, and hence it

* Suet. vit. Yespas. 7, it is said of this emperor (Vespasian) : e plebe quidara lumi
nibus orbatus, item alius debili crure, sodentem pro tribunal! pariter adierunt, orantcs
opem valetudinis, demonstratam a Serapide per quietem (in a dream) restituturum ooulos

siinspuissd ; confirmaturum crus, si dignaretur calce contingere. Cum vix fides csset,

rem ullo modo successuram, ideoque no experiri quidem auderet, extremo hortantibus

amicis, palam pro cocciono utrumque teutavit, nee eventus defuit. In the history of tlie

same man by Tacitus (hist. iv. 81) it is said: ut genas et oculorum orbes dignaretur

rcspergere oris excremento. An analogy to this is furnished in modern times by the

custom of the French kings in healing scrofulous affections,

f Lightfoot (hor. heb. 1052) distinguishes between the two names, and refers them to

the two ponds which the stream formed. Probably, however, the two forms wore em-
ployed interchangeably. The stream ran at the foot of Mount Zion, at the southern end
of the city. Comp. Just. Olshausen lur Topographie des alten Jerusalem, p. 56.
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was a type of the spiritual stream which issues from the Temple of

God. (Isaiah viii. 6 ; Ezekiel xlvii. 1.)

Tholuck thinks that the appended remark : o tpp/veverat aTrea-

raXnivog, loMch is interjjreted, Sent, by which John explains the

name Siloam to his Greek readers, is intended to convey a typical

reference to Christ, and on this account he is inclined to expunge it

from the text, as a gloss by an allegorizing Greek of a later period,

in which view Liicke also agrees. But this opinion is not supported

by critical authorities. The words are inserted by all of them ex-

cept the Syriac version, in which case its omission is a matter of

course. It is also to be borne in mind that John is fond of such ex-

planatory additions, and has many of them. There is nothing what-

ever prejudicial in tracing this remark to John himself, if it be re-

garded merely as an etymological interpretation. How he can have(

intended it to suggest a type of Christ it is difficult to conceive,

since the man was the individual sent, and Christ was the sender.

To me it appears certain that, if John had designed to use a figure

at aU, he would have compared the rivulet that sprang from under

the Temple-Hill (the symbol of God's heavenly dwelling) to the

spiritual stream which issues from God. (The forms >n'iV''» and nVw,

may also have a passive signification. Comp. Tholuck, Beitrage

zur Spracherkliir. des N. T., p. 123, fi".)

Ver. 8-12.—The first persons who make remarks on the miracu-

lous cure are the neighbours—well-meaning men, but completely

under the influence of the Pharisees. They are amazed, and desire

to see Jesus, but for the sake of safety they immediately bring the

matter before their spiritual leaders. UpocairTjg, mendicus, occurs

only here, and even here it does not rest upon certain evidence
;

many distinguished Codices have rv(pX6g instead. But the latter

reading too plainly betrays itself as a correction from the context

;

as the distinctive feature in the man's case was his being blind, not

his begging. The verb Trpotratrew, however, occurs Mark x. 46
;

Luke xviii. 35.

Ver. 13-16.—The report of the cure to the Pharisees now leads

to further transactions respecting the miracle. The enemies of the

Saviour, in order to rob it of its importance, say that it was per-

formed on the Sabbath. But the cure of a man born blind appears

to some among them too difficult to have proceeded from any other

than Divine power. The formality of the investigation renders it

likely that the whole affair took place before a tribunal, which prob-

ably was the so-called petty Sanhedrim. (The term was applied to

inferior courts of justice, which existed in all cities. Respecting the

Jewish tribunals, comp. the Comm. on Matth. xxvi. 57.) Before

this assembly, a difference of opinion concerning the matter might
arise, because the Pharisees, with aU their minute casuistry, bad
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not attained so far as to decide upon every case in which a disease

might or might not be healed.*

Ver. 17-23.—Perhaps they hoped to be able to bring the blind

man himself as a witness against Christ, since they asked him about

his benefactor ; but the simple man spoke in his favour. He re-

garded Jesus as a personage endowed with superior powers, a pro-

phet (x'^a?). (As to the degree of faith manifested by the restored

man, comp. the Comm. on ver. 30, ff.) The Pharisees now inquire

of the parents whether it was not incorrect that their son had been

blind from his youth, and whether some deceit was not being prac-

tised in jest. They, however, for fear of the t}Tannical Rabbins de-

clined any discussion of the matter, and referred to the man him-

self, who had attained his full age (JiXuita^ ver. 23).

The Evangelist incidentally remarks (ver. 22) that the Jews had
already resolved {awrideaOai, to pass a decree, to come to an agree-

ment ; compare Luke xxii. 5 ; Acts xxiii. 20) that those who would

declare Jesus to be the Messiah should be sejDarated from connexion

with the synagogue. Compare John xii. 42. (The expression

dnoavvdycjyog yiveadai, indeed, does not apply to the two highest de-

grees of excommunication, ti':)r[ and Nri**, but only to the lowest

punishment, which was called 's^i?, and consisted in being excluded

from the synagogue for a month. It is evident that the penalty

was intended merely as a means of intimidation to prevent the peo-

ple from allying themselves to Jesus.)

Ver. 24-27.—Once again the Pharisees turn to the healed man
himself, and seek, by means of their spiritual authority, to lead him
into error. They tell him that they know " he (Jesus) is a sinner

(djiaQTioXog)." The honest and sincere man, however, does not allow

himself to be drawn aside by falsehood, but retains the impression

which he at first received from the Lord, which was one of absolute

beneficence and blessing. With the power of simplicity he unveils

to the Pharisees the secrets of their own hearts, and shews them
the impuri'y from which their question proceeded, in the words:
" do ye also wish to become his disciples ?" {fiij koI vneic OiXere avrov

uaOi]ral yevtaOat ;). (AidovaL 66^av rw 6ew here signifies to tell the

truth :
" do not attempt to conceal that which is known to us, and

of which we have been informed of God." The idea of dfiapruXogj

sinner, here, as at ver. 16, is that of a person who displeases God,
and to whom, on this very account, God does not impart or intrust

any higher powers. Compare the remarks on ver. 30, 31.)

Ver. 28-34.—The boldness of the man's faith now kindles their

* The folly of the Rabbins in settling these matters surpasses all description. Comp.
Lightfoot hor. p. 1051, where he quotes from Schabb. fol. 108, 2: vinum in medium oculi

injici (sabbato) prohibitum, poni super palpebras licitum. Alter dicit, sputum etiam super

palpebras poni prohibitum.

Vol. II.—31
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rage to a flame ; they place themselves, as genuine disciples of

Moses, in contrast with him, as an apostate and follower of Jesus.

This leads the man born blind to become the teacher of those who,

as the guides of the people in spiritual matters, ought to have been

able to see clearly. The words " whence he is" might induce the

belief that we could discern more in the blind man's statement of

his views of the Redeemer than was expressed at -^r. 17, where he

called him a prophet ; for the expression {irodev Iotl) might be ap-

plied to a higher, heavenly existence, to the Divine nature of Christ.

But upon a closer view, it is easily seen that the language is not

employed in this sense. The Pharisees compared Christ with Moses,

and then said, in reference to the former : but of this man we

know not whence he is (tovtov de ovk oldafiev irodev iart). Moses is

spoken of as one from heaven, not as possessing a superior heavenly

nature but as a Prophet, as one sent from God. The words of the

healed man respecting Jesus convey just the same meaning, while

the hiMier conviction of the Divine origin of Christ might easily be

developed from this faith, as the germ from the root. The single

proof on which the man's faith rested, was subjective experience. It

is evident, however, that his experience did not relate merely to the

external cure, but in connexion with this light beamed into the depth

of his soul. But for such an influence of grace, his faith being as yet

only in the germ, he would not have been able to meet the malig-

nant temptations of the Pharisees with such a vigorous resistance.

(Ver. 30 various readings occur in the words tv rovrcp yap. On the

one hand, yap has been objected to and corrected by ovv, while on

the other, instead of iv tovtg) [sell, -n-pay/iari], tv rovro has been

adopted as more suitable. But the critical authorities are decidedly

in favour of the ordinary reading, and there is no reason whatever

to doubt its correctness, if we view the yap as occasioned by an

ellipsis, or rather an aposiopesis. The language of the man is to be

regarded as full of emotion, and we may supply what is wanting

thus :
" Speak not so, for herein is a marvellous thing, etc." (Comp.

Winer's Gramm. p. 521, f ) The conversation at length concludes

(ver. 34) with calumnies against the man who faithfully confessed

his belief, and with the punishment of excommunication.

(The word mlidXXeiv, cast out, by no means signifies merely the

removal of the man from the council-room ; it implies excommuni-

cation. It is only in the latter sense that the fact appears so im-

portant as it is represented according to ver. 35. The expression

bXo^ iyevvrjOrjg tv djiaQTiaig relates to the entire man, so that the

sense is :
" We see that thou art not merely branded by God in thy

body, but perverse in thy soul," Some have proposed to take oXog

= oAwf, " Thou art altogether born in sins," which in the end

amounts to much the same thing.)
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§ 5. Discourses of Jesus against the Pharisees.

(John ix. 35—X. 21.)

The new chapter should have begun at ver. 35, since x. 1, ff. is

connected in the closest manner with what precedes. For the trans-

ition (35-38) is followed by the important discourse on account of

which especially the above narrative was introduced. This discourse

contains, in addition to the polemic element that opposes the Phari-

sees, a doctrinal one, by which it stands in the most intimate asso-

ciation with the main design of the Evangelist. Here the Redeemer

presents himself in his peculiar work in relation to men, and thus

the sublime portrait of the Saviour which John aims to sketch is

completed.

Ver. 35-38.—In these transition verses, the first thing we see is

the solicitude of the Lord to lead on the healed man, who had so

faithfully employed the feeble knowledge which he possessed, to

further attainments. He exhorts him to exercise faith in the Son

of God, whom he plainly declares himself to be ; whereupon the

man adores him, in faith, as his Redeemer and Benefactor.

Here, however, arises the enquiry : what is the meaning of the

Son of God in this passage ? This passage is one of those employed

to prove that the meaning of the term in question is " Messiah,"

and we cannot deny that here, as i. 50, this assertion has some ap-

pearance of truth. For since, according to ix. 17, 30, the blind

man at first considered Christ to be a prophet, it seems consistent

that he should be led on to the conviction that Christ was more

than this, viz., that he was the expected Messiah himself. Nay it

might be said that, since no further doctrinal explanation is added,

it can by no means be supposed that the healed man can have

attached to the expression " Son of God" the more profound signi-

fication of being born from the essence of the Father. He does not

ask what is the Son of God ? but simjaly " luho is he ?" (Ver. 36.)

But plausible as is' this mode of argument when the words are

viewed alone, it loses all it force as soon as we compare the passage

immediately following, viz., x. 30-36. From this, which is more

definite and more copious, we must explain the one under considera-

tion, which is brief and more general. The verses to which we refer

shew, beyond the possibility of dispute, that the Jews were not ac-

quainted with the expression " Son of God" as a common designa-

tion of the Messiah, but that on the contrary they regarded it as

blasphemy, if any one applied the term to himself, and thus made

himself equal with God. Hence the question " who is he ?" a

person being the subject of discourse, may be taken as meaning :
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" What am I to understand by the term Son of God ?" No ,r,

whether John has withheld from us any of the particulars, or it did

not appear to the Lord appropriate to give the simple-niiuded man
extended doctrinal explanations, it was sufficient that in connexion

with the beneficent power which the man had already experienced,

he represented himself as the Son of God, and the man's faith at

once embraced the Lord as his benefactor. In conclusion, here again

we see that the specific nature of faith does not consist in clear and

precise ideas so much as in susceptibility of heart to the influence

of heavenly powers. Knowledge advances only as it developes itself

from faith.

Ver. 39-41.—Jesus now passes on to the discourse, which was

intended partly for the Pharisees, some of whom probably hastened

to the spot when they saw Jesus talking with the healed man. The

relation of the blind man (whose spiritual eyes, as well as those of his

body, had been opened) to the spiritually blind Pharisees, is the

first thing set forth by the Eedeemer. Concerning the words ^yw

elg Kpifxa elg rbv kooixov tovtov tjXOov, for Judgment, etc., comp. the

remarks on iii. 17, and viii. 15. The advent of the Kedeemer is a

source of curse as well as ofblessing ; he bestows the latter upon those

who are humble and believing ; he visits the former upon those who
are rebellious and unbelieving. According to circumstances, now
the one aspect of his ministry is presented, and now the other.

In the words, " that they who see not, etc.," corporeal blindness

is associated with spiritual blindness. This mode of expression was

occasioned by the cure of the man physically blind ; blindness of

the eye is viewed as a symbol of blindness of soul.

It is customary, for the purpose of removing that which is con-

sidered objectionable in the severe language tva ol (iXtrrovreg rvcpXol

yevwvrat, to interpret Iva as employed t:K[3aritMg and merely denot-

ing consequence. But it has already been shewn, in the remarks

on Matth. xiii. 14 (compared with John xii. 40) that this is con-

trary to the meaning of the Lord. The infliction of blindness upon
those who see is viewed as an intended punishment. Greater diffi-

culties, however, are presented in the subsequent question of the

Pharisees : jxtj koI i)fMEig rv^Xoi eoiiev ; are ive also blind ? Tholuck,

as well as some of the Fathers, e. g., Chrysostom, here understands

corporeal blindness. The words taken thus would not convey a

tolerable sense unless regarded as ironical, thus, " surely you do not

mean to say that we are physically blind !" Bat, even thus un-

derstood, they are less pertinent than when referred to spiritual

blindness. The only difficulty in this view arises from the question

of the Pharisees whether they are blind, whereas Jesus just above

called them pXe-novTegj seeing, and ver. 41 again describes them sim-

ilarly. With the interpretation " made blind," the following Ian-
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guage of Jesus, in which he addresses them as persons who see, is

not consistent. Hence it seems necessary to say that the vain

Pharisees, proud of their sagacity, did not rightly understand the

words of Christ, hut only caught the general impression, '' he speaks

against us ;" and misconstruing his language, concluded that he

called them blind, at which they were greatly offended. The an-

swer of Christ then appears intended to correct their mistake, but,

at the same time, to shew them that their supposed superiority is

conducing to their destruction. The first part of tliis answer is per-

fectly clear ; the meaning is :
" If you in reality possessed no capac-

ity for the knowledge of God, it would be better for you ; in that

case your condition could not be charged upon you as sin," The
expression dfiapriav ovk tx^iv must not be understood "to be sin-

less ;" it means only " to be without blame as regards your present

position." Had they been blind they would not have been abso-

lutely sinless, they would only have been less blameable in their

sinful state ; being in a kind of unconscious condition, they would

not have perceived the spirit of Christ moving upon their hearts.

But as they saw, their unbelief deepened their guilt. Consequently

the passage must be taken thus :
" were ye blind, ye might, accord-

ing to the nature of my ministry (which changes the /n) pXtnov-eg

into jSAerrovrff), obtain assistance from me ; but now, since ye think

that ye see, ye remain as ye are."

The formula " but now ye say, we see" (vvv 6k At'yere jSXenoiievjj

is very appropriately selected to point out the peculiarity of their

state, which consisted in the fact that they actually had a certain

capacity for the knowledge of God, but in their darkness over-

estimated it, while they were in reality blind (Matth. xxiii. 24).

Accordingly it may be accounted that, with all their guilt, they did

not commit the sin against the Holy Ghost, when they Apposed

Christ ; they knew not what they did.

Chap. X. 1-6.—With this stood immediately connected in our

Lord's discourse, as x. 21 clearly shews,"-' the comparison of the

good and bad shepherds. Here the connexion of ideas is so close,

that the unity of the discourse admits of no doubt ; we need

merely suppose a pause in the conversation, or supply a form of

transition. It is also to be observed that the conduct of the Phar-

isees, whose calling was that of pastors, had furnished sufficient

occasion for the Saviour to exhibit to them the picture of a true

shepherd.

This passage is not to be regarded as a complete parable (comp.

the remarks on Matth, xiii. 1); it wants the form essential to the

parable, viz,, the narration of an occurrence as a fact. Hence

the term napoiixia (ver. 6) is to be taken only in the signification of

* Comp. the Treatise by Voretzsch on this section (x. 1-18), AUenburg 1838.
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" comparison." (John never uses the word -napafioXri, wliich may

also be employed in this general sense. Comp. the Comm. on

Matth. xiii. 1.)

To explain the choice of this particular comparison, some ex-

positors have supposed that Christ uttered the words in the open

air, within sight of a flock of sheep. This seems far-fetched ; the

comparison of teachers vsdth shepherds was already so common in

the Old Testament,* that no special occasion for its selection was

needed. Besides which, I do not see how it can be supposed that

what is related verse 25, fi*. took place outside the city. As to the

interpretation of the comparison (verses 1-5), Jesus himself (verses

7-18) interprets it at length : in verse 7, he expounds those feat-

ures of the similitude which refer to himself; in verses 8, 10, 12,

13, on the contrary, those that serve to depict the character of

false pastors. The individual members of these two perfectly

correspond. L Verses 7, 9, Jesus shews what was meant by the

entrance through the right door, representing himself as being

this door ; ver. 8, 10, he describes the parallel choice of the false

way, the climbing over, by which the false shepherds are character-

ized as robbers, who rob both the sheep of their salvation, and the

true Shepherd of his sheep. 2. Ver. 11, 14, the Lord describes

himself as the true Shepherd whom the sheep know ; ver. 12, 13,

on the contrary, he portrays the hirelings, whose voice the sheep

know not. Accordingly, it would be supposed that the whole simil-

itude is so clear as to prevent any possible difference of opinion con-

cerning it ; but such is not exactly the case. In the first place,

Christ has not explained all the features of the comparison ;—for

example, respecting the porter (Ovpcopog), ver. 3, nothing further is

said ; hence the question arises, whether this point has a particular

significance or not. Adhering to the language, according to the

interpretation of the comparison given by the Eedeemer himself,

the only hypothesis which presents itself is, that the porter means
the Holy Spirit, who prepares the way, and brings about the en-

trance of Christ into the hearts of believers. Still I do not venture

here to advance anything decisively, since the Lord himself is silent

on this point. In the second place, it is remarkable that Jesus gives

prominence to a double reference in the similitude ; he represents

himself first as the door, and then as the shepherd who enters

through the door. This seems so difficult that it might be thought
necessary to suppose that, in the first instance, the Saviour had only

one point of comparison in his eye, viz., the parallel between him-
self and a shepherd ; and that he did not intend to exhibit the fig-

urative import of the door until afterwards, when giving the further

* Comp. in particular the passages Numb, xxvii. 16, 17 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 1, ff. which

contain the elements of our comparison.
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explanation. But this supposition appears to me by no means
tenable ; what Jesus says in his exact interpretation, doubtless was
in his mind when he drew the comparison. The strangeness of this

double reference at once disappears, if we only keep clearly in view

the twofold relation involved in the character of Jesus. In his

human nature he might, on the one hand, represent himself as a

teacher among others; and on the other hand, he might render

j)rominent that part of his nature which admitted of no com-

parison, and in which he is the Mediator between God and men, the

only way of salvation to teachers themselves. Hence this twofold

application of the similitude to Jesus was necessary for the very

purpose of shewing that in every way it related to him. A mere

representation of himself as a good shepherd would have led the

hearers to think of him simply as they did of all other teachers, or

at the utmost to look upon him as distinguished from them in de-

gree, but not as specifically different.

With respect to the individual points, it is scarcely needful to

remark that, in the East, as elsewhere, there were robbers and
wolves, and that there the shepherds were accustomed, in the well-

known manner, to drive the sheep to the pasture ; nor is the circum-

stance of a watch keeping guard over the flock to be considered as

peculiar to oriental usage. One observation only is requisite, viz.,

that by avX{]^fold, we are not to understand a regular building,

but merely an open space enclosed by a low wall. This explains

the term dvafSaLveiv^ ascend (climb-up), which, if the fold were

viewed according to our western customs, would be somewhat ob-

scure. However, we shall connect the elucidation of particular

points immediately with the interpretation which Jesus himself

gave to the Jews who did not rightly apprehend the meaning of the

similitude.

Ver. 7-9.—The Eedeemer begins his explanation with the most
emphatic assurance {dij,7)v djxrjv Atyw vulv) that he himself is the door

of the sheep {Ovpa ~u>v Trpo^SaTwv). As we have already remarked, it

might seem that this metaphorical allusion was not originally im-

plied in the similitude, but is to be regarded as a subsequent turn

given to the comparison in the course of conversation. Qvpa, door,

as it stands in the comparison itself, might be supposed to mean
merely a genuine, godly, self-denying frame of mind. But if we
conceive its import more profoundly, no such distinction is pre-

sented, which also viewed in itself is utterly untenable. The ex-

pression docs not indicate a doctrine, or a communicable circle of

ideas necessary to an entrance into the kingdom of heaven ; for in

that case Christ would have been altogether inappropriately called

a door, but more properly a Ovpupog, porter, or 6dT]y6g, guide. If,

however, it is remembered that what Christ imparts is actually his
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own nature, we see that he hears the name (as xiv. 6, ?) 666g) in its

deepest and most fundamental sense. He who does not participate

the nature of Christ, cannot enter the true fold either as teacher or

as scholar. 1'his fold certainly signifies the kingdom of God, the

true community of helievers ;* but all teachers must first enter

this community as helievers through the reception of the Divine

being and nature ; and after this entrance, it is only by ampler en-

dowments than those generally conferred, as well as by a special

call, that they become teachers. The antithesis between sheep and

shepherds, which distinctly presents itself in the similitude, of

course disappears in the explanation ; for although every sheep

is not a shepherd, yet every shepherd is, in a certain sense, a sheep

in the general flock of Christ, and for him no other way of entrance

avails than that which is appointed for all. The overlooking of this

circumstance has occasioned much perplexity, especially respecting

verses 9 and 10 ; it has appeared unintelligible how Christ, in a

comparison supposed to treat merely of teachers, could speak of the

general blessings resulting from faith in the Redeemer ;f a difficulty

which by cur view is corapletely set aside.

The Jirct thing regarded as a consequence of entering through

the Lord (ver. 9) is aurr^pisi. salvation, since he who enters leaves the

world doomed to perdition. The next result is the going in and out

(eiaepxeadai, k^i^iX^o^^^)- Ttt^se terms denote the complete and inti-

mate communioii thus instituted between Christ and believers ; re-

ceiving his life inJo themselves, they enter into fellowship with God.

(The mode of expression is formed according to the Hebrew R'la and

K'^stij comp. Numb, xxvii. 17.) The last thing mentioned as the

fruit of this entrance through the Redeemer is finding pasture

[vofiiiv EVQiaKuv). This phrase, strictly speaking, belongs to the

simiHtude, and the proper interpretation of it is not given till ver.

10, in the words ^wt/v koX -nepioaov tx^iv, to have life, etc. Here (as

chapters iv. and vi.) Christ is represented as he who satisfies all the

longings of the soul (hunger and thirst), imparting to man the eter-

nal itself, the possession of which is in reality the object of all the

cravings in the human heart. Liicke explains these consequences

as referring to a blessing upon the ministry ; an interpretation evi-

* Nevertliclcps comp. ver. 16, •whence it appears that, as far as this passage, the

kingdom of God is conceived of in the external form of a theocratic institution, although

iu accordance with its true idea, i. e. as the genuine Israel, alike corporeally and spirit-

ually.

f The difficulty to which Olshausen thus refers may be stated more clearly as follows.

According to verses 1 and 2, it appears that in verses 9 and 10 the Saviour is speaking of

shepherds or teachers, and of the blessings which they obtain from him. Hence it would

seem strange that in describing these blessings he should mention only such as are en-

joyed by all his flock. This difficulty is entirely obviated by Olshausen's remark, that is

the fold of Christ all the shepherds are sheep.

—

Tr.
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dently in the highest degree forced, and proceeding merely from his

excessive solicitude to preserve the distinction between the shep-

herds and the sheep.

Ver. 8-10,—Alternating with this description of Christ as the

door, and of those who enter by it, proceeds the delineation of the

thieves, who, according to ver. 1, climb over the wall of the fold,

without passing through the door. Looking at the picture closely,

we should expect to find these thieves represented as bringing de-

struction upon themselves, as it is said that those who enter through

the right door obtain salvation. This, however, is presupposed, al-

though the description itself only exhibits their destructive influ-

ence upon others; from such a ruinous effect on others their own

perdition necessarily follows. This mode of conception enables the

parallel to be so constructed as to contrast the robbers with Christ.

While he blesses and brings salvation, they destroy the sheep and seek

their own aggrandizement. Had the other view—that they prepare

ruin for themselves—been presented, in that case the contrast would

have been between them and the sheep who enter the fold. Thus

it may be seen that, in the nature of the subject, the antithesis be-

tween the shepherds and the sheep is not and cannot be steadily

maintained ; and this view perfectly dissipates much of the obscurity

in the similitude and its interpretation. A very great difficulty,

however, is involved in the language of ver. 8: Trdvreg uaot irpo

efj,ov ijXdov icXtTTTat elat koX X'^arai, all loho came before me, etc.

Many expositors have already remarked that the reading rrpo tiiov

is to be preferred just because of its difficulty. The omission of

the words may have arisen merely from the passage having been

employed by the Gnostics to justify their rejection of the Old Tes-

tament, They explained all ivho came, etc., as referring to the pro-

phets of the Old Testament, and thus, as they presumed, they had

in the language of Christ himself a testimony against the Old

Testament, But if the words are genuine, the question is—how
are they to be interpreted ? The forced explanations (which are in

part quite contradictory) that rrpo stands for x^^P^^, apartfrom (and

in this case false prophets would be meant); that it is instead of

avri or vTc^p, instead of (according to which false Messiahs must
have been intended, who, however, did not make their appearance

before Christ); or finally, that 7rp6 ehov, before me, is equivalent to

rrpo T/'/^ OvQag, before the door (in the sense " all who j)ass by me and

do not enter through me as the door"), may be regarded as suffi-

ciently refuted.* At the same time the interpretation su])ported

* Voretzsch (in the Treatise already referred to, p. 9 ff.) proposes to solvo the diffi-

culty by taking izph tfiov as relating, not to the birth of Christ, but to his entrance upon

h.a ministry. He observes that, before this, persons made tlieir appearance who assumed

authority; and he adduces in particular from Josephus (Arch, xvii, 10, 5, G, B. J. ii. 4, 2)

tliree individuals, Judas, Simon, and Athronges, But this solution is opposed by the cir
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by the most modern expositors contains doubtful points. Appeal

is made to the present tense {elaC) and thence it is concluded that

the words refer to teachers who acted in the time of Christ, and

who, before his entrance upon his ministry, undertook to shew the

Jews the way to heaven. But in the first lolace^ it would then be

necessary to restrict the term all and apply it only to the majority
;

for that no one amongst the Jewish teachers acted faithfully

and uprightly, according to his knowledge, is scarcely conceiv-

able, while it is to be remembered that, hefore Christ's ministry,

the higher knowledge which he came to impart could not be

attained by them. In the second place, the words "who came be-

fore me" are not at all compatible with the idea—" they taught be-

fore my entrance upon my ministry." For, the circumstance of

their coming before them would certainly decrease their guilt ; and,

if the terms were pressed, it might be asked—are we then to regard

those bad teachers who did not'begin their operations till after the

commencement of the Eedeemer's ministry as excluded from the

charge ? Hence this interpretation is by no means satisfactory ; it

is the product of an exigency, and is forced into rather, than de-

rived from the words.

For my part, 1 incline towards the view already mentioned, that

here false prophets, i. e., teachers of error, are denoted. It is per-

fectly true that rrpo, before, is never synonymous with x^P^?^ apart

from, but still, by a natural aposiopesis, the sentence to which 7rp6

belongs, may involve the idea of %wpiV. Now, in our passage, the

main idea expressed by the phrase " come before me," is that of

" working without me ;" and if we understand the coming of Christ

as meaning neither his entrance upon his ministry, nor his birth, but

his spiritual advent and operations in the mind, the words may
properly be taken as conveying the sense " false teachers, not called

and not inspired by God, having no connexion with the Logos." It

is only this signification that suffices for the entire discourse. Ac-
cordingly there is no reason for remaining, as Liicke and Tholuck
appear to do, altogether in doubt as to the interpretation of this

certainly difficult passage.*

cumstance that these personages did not lay any claim to a spiritual character ; they dia

not piofossto he either Prophets or Messiahs; their claims were merely external. In-

deed too much honour is put upon if them they are looked upon as pretenders to the

throne. They appear, on the contrary, to have been common outlaws. From such men
Jesus would in no case have expressly distinguished himself. It is self-evident that in his

lips the expression Kkmrai koI ATjarai has a spiritual reference.

* The simplest solution of the difQculty seems to be to suppose an obvious eUipsis.

"AH" evidently means "all of similar pretensiqns to my own." The Saviour has

thus in view not ordinary prophets or religious teachers—of such ho could not of

course say that they were thieves and robbers—but such as assumed to be the religious

teachers and lights of the world—of such he could not bui say that they were thieves

and robbers. The statement is a terse, and in form somewhat obscure, assertion of hia
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Ver. 11-13,—As the second jjoint of comparison, Christ himself

is further represented as the Good Shepherd, and contrasted with
the hireling {^uoOi^to^). The specific feature in the character of the
true Shepherd is the sacrifice of his life for the sheep, whilst the hire-

ling, who is not connected with the flock by any real bond {ov ovk

elal rd Trpof^ara Idia), has merely his own interest in view, and when
danger approaches, flees. (The wolf is evidently a symbol of the

Prince of this world, who pursues all the children of God, and
strives to wrest them from their Lord.) This passage is important,

inasmuch as, at any rate, it must be classed with those in which
Christ himself points to his atoning death. (Comp. especially ver.

17, 18.) It may not indeed have been understood by those who
heard the discourse, as a distinct declaration on the subject, but
after the death of the Lord, it necessarily gained the form of a
prophecy. The contents of these verses appear, in fact, as an ex-

pansion of the similitude, since that does not contain any definite

intimations of the sentiments here developed.

Ver. 14-16.—The purely external character of the connexion
between the false shepherd and the sheep, their failure to be blended
into unity of spirit, is again expressed, ver. 13, in order to place the

contrast of Christ's intimate union with his people in a still stronger

light. This relation and its antithesis were set forth with special

fulness in the similitude itself (ver. 3, 4, 5), and as this was a point to

which he attached special importance, he exhibited it thus minutely
also in his interpretation. The close relation between Christ and
his people is here designated by yivcooKo), I knoiv. That this is not

to be understood as denoting a merely external and conceptual

knowledge is indicated by the general usus loquendi of Scripture in

vrhich yiv6oiceiv = j^;, Jcnoio, employed in reference to Deity, always

signifies essential knowledge.^' Moreover, in our passage the paral-

lel which the Redeemer draws between this Jcnoiuing, and the most
profound knowledge subsisting between the Father and the Son,

shews the same thing. (For a more detailed consideration of this

subject, comp. the remarks on Matth. xi. 27.)

Further, the reciprocal action intimated in the words ytvcjoKu),

know, and yivcooKoiiai, am knoivn, is not to be overlooked. Whilst
the knowledge of the Redeemer is the active element—that which
penetrates with his power and life—the knowledge of believers is

solitary and unapproachod position as man's spiritual guide and bead. It is equivalent

to saying, I am the only door; all that have come before mo as such, all beside me
claiming to be such, are thieves and robbers. This view dissipates, I think, the whole
difficulty, besides accounting for the present elah', are, on the ground of the universality

of the statement.—[K.

* Respecting the knowledge of believers by the Lord, comp. the remarkable language

of Paul (2 Tim. ii. 19), in which he calls the knowledge of believers, on the part of the

Redeemer, the seal {a^payic;) of being and living in God.
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tlie passive principle, the reception of his life and light. In this

reception, however, an assimilation of the soul to the sublime object

of its knowledge and love takes place ; and thus an activity (al-

though only a derived one) is developed, which shews itself in obe-

dience to his commands. At the same time, the reception of Divine

elements into the miud necessarily presupposes therein a principle

allied to Divinity, which, when a homogeneous element is presented,

spontaneously receives it, and, when approached by what is hetero-

geneous, rejects it. On this account it is said, ver, 5 : aXXorpicp ov

fxii dicoXovdrjauaiv, ore ovk ol6aoL rojv d/Aorpicov rrjv 0cjv?jv, a stranger

will they not folloio, etc. Thus the blind man was indissolubly

bound to Christ by his gently enchaining power, while the opposing

element which animated the Pharisees could not hold him under its

influence.

Here, however, the question arises—are we then to consider the

sheep (t'/^a Trpo^Sara) and the stranger {aXXorpLot) so entirely different ?

Were the comparison urged, we might infer from it that Christ di-

vided men into two parts—the one containing a Divine princij)le

which is awakened to action by the manifestation of God in Christy

the other, that of sin, which yields to no Divine attraction, but only

to that of evil. But we have already frequently pointed out the

fact that such an absolute difference in men is not in harmony with

the doctrine of Scripture. (Comp. the remarlcs on the parables,

Matthew xiii.) True, in the one class of men is displayed a prepon-

derance of what is sinful, in the other a preponderance of good
;

but on both sides a transition to the opposite, by faithfulness or

unfaithfulness, is possible. It is specially important to bear this iu

mind, when interpreting ver. 16. In this verse the Lord, after

again mentioning his love to his people—a love faithful unto death

—proceeds to describe the wide-spread and comprehensive charac-

ter of his work. His voice vibrates through every fibre of human-
ity, and where there slumbers a kindred element, there it awakens

the germ of the higher life. Here the Redeemer certainly had in

his eye the Jewish nation (the visible form of the kingdom of God),

as the first fold, and the entire Gentile world as his wider sphere of

action. As, however, all Jews were not his sheep, so neither would

all Gentiles be ; but from among Jews and Gentiles he would

gather the susceptible and faithful. These together (after the wall

of partition, raised by the external law, had been broken down,

Ephes. ii. 14, ff".), would form a new living unity, the true spiritual

Israel {iiia -noLfivr]), in which Christ himself is the head (the elg

noifiijv) ; whilst those who do not hear the voice of Christ remain

excluded. Here, therefore, not a word is said about a general union

of all men, good and evil. The passage John xi. 52, perfectly cor-

roborates our interpretation. There, those of all nations who are
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attracted by the power of the Divine life are called children of God,

and Christ is represented as he who unites them all, the awayaycjv

tig tv. This abolition of all barriers between Jews and Gentiles

had already been beheld, with prophetic eye, by the seers of the

Old Testament. In relation to this subject, Psa. Ixxxvii. is worthy

of special remark. There Rahab (Egypt), Babylon, Phihstia and

Tyre—the very nations who stood in the most hostile position

towards Israel—are described as those who are born in Zion, the

centre of the theocracy. Nor must we overlook the circumstance

that in xi. 52 this extension of the Redeemer's work is connected

with his death ; and thus the passage (comp. also Eph. ii. 14, fi'.) is

parallel with John xii. 32, where Christ, before his crucifixion, says

that he will draw all (who hear his voice) unto him, Accordingly

his death appears as the act of shaking out, of pouring forth his

power and his life, which, coming in contact with susceptible minds,

would draw them into the new living community. That which is to

be imparted to a mass must yield itself up in its individuality, in

order to be found again in the larger unity.*

Ver. 17, 18.—On account of this profound connexion of the

thought with the whole discourse, it is brought forward again with

special stress in the concluding verses. Three equally remarkable

ideas now present themselves. The jftrst is that of the voluntary

sacrifice, already implied in the terms rtOevat ttjv ipvxrjv (w?3 te'B)^

lay doion the life, but expressed with particular emphasis in the

words ovdeXg aipti avT7jv air' tiJ,ov, dXX' lyo) rtOrjut avTriv an' i[j.avTGv, no

* In Christianity this sacrifice of the individual to the universal, appears in its ne-

cessary restriction (viz., so that individuality is not annihilated, but regained in higher

energy) by means of the resurrection of the body, as the permanent limitation of the

versonaUty. In the Oriental religions, especially in.Buddhism, and even in the systems

of the most eminent Mohammedan mystics, the offering up of self is nothing but pan-

theistic annihilation. Such is the very doctrine of Gelaleddin Eumi, when ho siiiga:

—

God is the universal sea of being 1

All beings, e'en the countless hosts of heaven,

Are wafted, just like splinters on the ocean.

Is the vast sea of Deity in tempest ?

Then all his splinters dance upon the billows.

Will he, tho Parent-deep, dry up these fragments''

He throws them to some mountain's arid summit

Or, will he merge them in his own abysses?

Then must they yield as stubble to the burning

Hence, to be sacrificed to the universal appears to the mystic of the east associated with

delightful happiness, and accordingly the same poet says

:

Because to die is truly sweet (believe me),

The Koran doth prohibit suicide.

To me, death pours out life with pearly brightness.

And for diversity gives unity

Comp. Tholuck'a Bluthensammlung aus dor morgenliindischen Mystik, Berlin, 1825, pt

110 £ and 123.
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one tdketh itfrom me, etc. (Ver. 18.) This idea is very important

in relation to the scriiDtural doctrine of redemption. It shews that

neither a compulsory decree of the Father, nor the power of the

Evil One, occasioned the death of the Son, but that it resulted only

from the inward impulse of the love of Christ. The Father, who is love

itself, permitted that death of love to which the Son devoted himself,

because it would have been contrary to his nature to prevent the

highest display of love ; but in the will of the Father there was

nothing compulsory to the Son. This view of the sacrificial death

of the Lord sets aside many objections against it which have com-

monly been derived from the argument that God, as love, could not

deliver the Son to death ; the death of Christ is the pure effluence

of boundless love, which thus displays its very essence in the sub-

limest form. The second idea is, that the dying Saviour of the

world himself resumes his life. He ascribes to himself the power

(e^ovoLo) to resume it, and represents this resumption of it as the

purpose for which it was laid down (tv a ndXiv XajScj av~riv)^ his

death being designed to destroy death by life (Heb. ii. 14). If in

other instances the resurrection of Christ is referred to the Father,

whilst here it is ascribed to the Son himself, it is only an apparent

discrepancy ; for Father and Son are one (ver. 30), and hence the

nature of the Father lives also in the Son. So far, however, as we

recognize in the Father the cause, and in the Son that which is

caused, everything in the Son may be traced to the ordination

(tvToA,?/) of the Father. As the Father is life, so the Son also bears

it within himself (v. 26), and the life that overcomes the power of

death—the new life which emerges from the overwhelming darkness

—^is the resurrection (avdcracK;). Accordingly the sentiment con-

veyed, when Christ calls himself the resurrection (xi. 25), is iden-

tical with the meaning here, although it is the pov/er of the Father

that produces the effect in him.

Finally, we observe that the Redeemer, in the words "for

this cause the Father loveth me," etc. {dLo, tovto 6 nar?^ fis dya-

Txa, oTt K. T. A.), appears to found the bond of love between Father

and Son upon the sacrifice of the latter. Liicke (in the first edi-

tion) endeavours to avoid this idea, by connecting iva with the pre-

ceding words, and translating thus :
" The Father loves me because

I so freely yield up my life, that I have power to take it again."

But Tholuck has already shewn that this interpretation is forced,

since it is not at all consistent with the position of the words, and

moreover, it would require that Iva should be taken tKfiarLKwg, for

which there is no ground, the resurrection being here viewed strictly

as the design of the death of Jesus. And further, according to

Liicke's interpretation of our passage, the essential difficulty remains

in that the love of the Father is founded upon the sacrifice of the
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Son ; and this appears to favour the Socino-arian notion of Christ,

as a being intimately connected with God by the moral bond of faith-

ful and willing obedience—but not by unity of nature. This pass-

age, however, is to be classed with those in which the Lord, in

speaking of his relation to the Father, places himself, as a man, on

a parallel with his fellow-men. Jesus does not mean to say that his

self-sacrificing love and fidelity is anything self-subsistent and dis-

tinct from God, by which the Father's love has been deserved and

gained ; on the contrary, the Son's spotless nature itself is the

consequence of God's eternal love to him, and the communication of

God's essence to him. But in order to shew the Pharisees their

estrangement from God in their love of self, Christ exhibits the

part of his nature which was necessarily the most intelligible to

them.

Ver. 19-21.—The result of these discourses delivered by the Re-

deemer was again, on the one hand, increased hatred poured forth

in blasphemous sayings (concerning daifioviov ^x^iv, comp. the Comra,

on viii. 49, vii. 20), while, on the other, the minds of some were

efiectually wrought upon by the spiritual power displayed in the

words of the Lord. It is the purpose of John to describe the

gradual advance of these two opposite effects, as he constantly

indicates the impression produced by the discourses of Christ which

he reports.

§ 6. Feast of Dedication.

(John X. 22-39.)

The Evangelist, without making any remark whatever on the

further journey of the Redeemer, transports us at once to a new
feast at Jerusalem, that of the Dedication. The simplest way of

explaining this connexion with what precedes, is to suppose that

Christ remained either in Jerusalem or in its neighhourhood. The
exactness of John's chronology is here lessened ; for, if he had in-

tended to maintain chronological precision, he must here have add-

ed at least a date. The conjecture, that Jesus had not left Jeru-

salem at all, is especially favoured by the circumstance that ver. 26,

fi'., the words of the Lord evidently have reference to the foregoing

similitude of the Good Shepherd, which renders it probable that

what follows was uttered in the presence of the same persons who
listened to the preceding discourse.

This section contains no fresh thoughts, but is in the highest

degree important in relation to the development of the idea con-

veyed by the term Son of God. We have already taken opportunity,

in commenting on the passage v. 18, ff., which is parallel to this, to
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sliew that the term never occurs merely as name of the Messiah.

This position is yet more decidedly strengthened by the following

conversation, the proof contained in it being such that its force

can scarcely be avoided.

Ver. 22 23,—The feast which John here calls rd eymivia, the

dedication, was held to commemorate the purification of the Temple

desecrated by Antiochus Epiphanes. In the Hebrew it is termed

«i3!)5n, i. e., consecration, eyKaLVLa^iog rov dvaiaaTrjpiov (1 Mace. iv. 56),

or KadapiaiJ,bg rov Uqov (2 Macc. i. 18), or rov vaov (2 Mace. x. 5).

Josephus (Archeeol. xii. 7) calls it ra (pCJra, on account of the bril-

liant illumination kept up during the eight days of the festival.

The feast fell in the month Chislev (December), to which circum-

stance allusion is made in the words koI ;\;«/fa)v rjv.^' The rough,

cold weather induced Jesus to choose a Stoa in order to converse

with the Jews. This Stoa, named after Solomon, was situated on

the east side of the Temple, and hence was called orod dvaToXiKrj.

In the destruction of Solomon's Temple it was preserved, and in the

time of Zerubbabel it was used as a venerable ruin.

Ver. 24-28.—In this porch Christ was surrounded by Jews of act-

ive mind, who were attracted by the wonderful phenomenon which

the Eedeemer presented to them, and filled with curiosity, were

earnestly desirous to comprehend it. Their minds being full of the

images which the generally prevailing belief associated with the idea

of the Messiah, they thought that probably this might be realized in

him. Still they remained in uncertainty, because so many things in

Christ were not consistent with their notions, and they did not find

that he supported them in their carnal hopes. From this tormenting

suspense they wished to be relieved, and hence the question :
" how

long dost thou make us to doubt ?" (tw? t^ote ttjv ipvxrjv rjniov aiQeig ;).

(Profane writers also use aigetv [only without '^pvxrjv] for [XETeopi^eLv

" to leave in uncertainty," " to strain by hope or fear." [Comp.

Liicke's remarks. Stud. 1834, No. 3.] Markland conjectured aio)pecg,

which gives the same sense ; but this is not supported by any criti-

cal authorities.) Christ tells them with sufficient plainness that he

is the Messiah, but at the same time rebukes their unbelief, which,

notwithstanding the most evident testimonies of God on his behalf

(comp, the remarks on v. 36), would not allow them to decide in his

favour. Jesus shews that they do not belong to his sheep, from the

fact that his voice—^his pure heavenly ministry—could not attract

them, and found no earnest echo in their hearts.

The reference in this* language to the above similitude is obvi-

* De "Wette is quite mistaken in his observation on this passage, that the words x^^'

uuv 7/v have no reference to the weather, and that, if such a reference had been intended,

xec/i(jv kyevETo must have been said(?I). Xeifidv r/v cerisdnly means "it was winter

time:" but because in the winter inclement weather prevails, it is also certain that the

terms imply an allusion to the weather.
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ous ; hence it appears to me that the words Kadcbg elnov viuv (ver.

27), which are wanting in the manuscripts B.K.L.M. and other

critical authorities, are a gloss. De Wette thinks the omission pro-

ceeds merely from the circumstance that these words were not found

in the foregoing comparison, and accordingly he says that we must
here acknowledge an instance of inaccuracy in John's report. But,

although the following language does not occur word for word in the

previous discourse, yet it does in its essential contents. Hence this

hypothesis is to be rejected as unsound.

Ver. 29, 30.—The idea that all who are given to the Redeemer
by the Father (respecting dcdovai, comp. the Comm. on John vi. 37,

44) belong to him beyond the possibility of being lost, is here en-

larged upon by Christ, evidently with the melancholy feeling that

these persons to whom he spoke, and who, in the widest sense of his

ministry, were contemplated as objects of redemption, would not-

withstanding be lost, because they had given themselves to another

power than that of the Good Shepherd. (Comp. the remarks on
John vii. 44.) The impossibility, however, of true believers being

lost, even in the midst of all the temptations which they may en-

counter, is not founded upon their fidelity and decision, but upon
the power of God. Here the doctrine of predestination is presented

in its sublime and sacred aspect ; there is a predestination of the

holy, which is taught from one end of the Scriptures to the other ;:

not indeed of such a nature that a gratia irresistibilis compels the

opposing will of man, but so that that wiU of man which receive*

and loves the commands of God is p)^'oduced only by God's grace.

Hence no holy person has ever believed himself to be sanctified by
anything (least of aU by anything resting in himself) except the

power of grace. Accordingly in our passage God is called the Pre-

server, and it is not said " My true friends keep themselves in indis-

soluble union with me," for thus no man would be saved. But
the designation of the Father as the absolute power (nd^ covnavrc^v

iarC) evidently has a reference to evil and its Representative, whose
hostile activity (apTrd^uv) appears impotent in contrast with the

victorious might of Good.

The Lord, for the sake of throwing light upon his relation to the

Father, adds the declaration " I and my Father are one" (tyw koX 6

-ariip tv taiiEv)^ which forms the centre-point of this entire discourse.

The idea of Son being necessarily given in that of Father, these

words express just as much as 6 vlh^ koX 6 Txarrjptveloi, the Son and
the Father are one, on which account the Redeemer could justly say

(without the need of supposing the conversation abridged) "because

I said I am the Son of God" (ver. 36). The primary idea suggested

by the connexion of the passage is that oipower, so that the phrase

greater than all (jid^uiv Travrwv iari, ver. 29) applies also to the Son.

Vol. II.—32
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But, since we cannot conceive of one Divine property without an-

other, it follows that the " being one" (tv dvat) must denote the es-

sential equality of the Son with the Father. Still, there are entirely-

unprejudiced expositors, such as Liicke and Tholuck, who have

thought that our passage cannot relate to equality of essence, because

in other passages John employs the expression kv elvai, being one,

respecting the relation of the disciples to himself (Comp. xvii. 11,

21, 22.) But in these places we find the significant addition " as

also I and my Father are one" {KaOojg koI rjfielg tyw kol 6 rrar^p tv

eafiev). This of itself is enough to indicate that here the sense of

the expression cannot be essentially different from that which we

attach to it in the verse under consideration, and a closer view of the

subject clearly shews that it is not so. For those who would entertain

the hypothesis that the oneness refers only to unity of toill, not of

nature—an hypothesis at once Arian, Socinian, and Rationalistic

—

should not forget that true unity of will without unity of nature is

inconceivable. Hence, if Christ speaks of unity of ivill between

himself and his people, this can subsist only so far as such unity of

will has been rendered possible to them by a previous communica-

tion of his nature/'' The profound idea, that believers are assimila-

ted to the Lord by the communication of his nature to them (which

we found, John vi., in the participation of his flesh and blood) here

appears to have escaped the above-named expositors ; but, this

being kept in view, it is clear that in the present instance, as in the

other, the language cannot but relate to consubstantiality.f

In conclusion, it should not be overlooked that tv, and not elg,

is employed. The choice of the former expression indicates the

manner in which we are to apprehend the relation of triality to

unity in the Trinity. Triality ofpersons forms a unity of being but

not ofperson; the latter mode of speech would not be S2iper-natural,

but contrary to nature. The most ancient Fathers, as is known,
were strangers to the view which has obtained since the time of

Augustine, and is common in the so-called Athanasian creed, which
asserts a numerical unity of the trialit}'' of persons.

Yer. 31-33.—The Jews quite correctly understood the expres-

sion as denoting consubstantiality (de Wette discovers in this a mis-

take of the Jews [!], as if Christ did not in other instances ascribe

to himself Divine dignity and attributes—and, moreover, here had
they made such a mistake, he certainly would have removed it with

* This is acknowledged by Tholuck. in the fourth edition (p. 195) where he remarks
that to he one, even when used in application to the disciples, denotes not merely an ea>

iernal harmony of will, but internal fellowship of life, as the source of that harmony. That
the expression must be used thus is obvious, for the unity of believers with Christ de-

pends upon the participation of the Divine nature through the communication of his Spirit.

(Comp. 2 Peter L 4.)

f The same idea is also indicated in the subsequent language of Jesus, John x. 35, fiE
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a word) ; believing, however, not that God had made Christ equal

to himself, hut that Christ had arrogated to himself equality with

God (ver. 33), they viewed his words as involving blasphemy against

God. Here it will be worth while to refer to ver. 25, and to deter-

mine the precise meaning of " Son of God." The Jews regarded

Jesus as an ordinary man (avOpo)nog lov noielg aeavrov Qeov)^ but

nevertheless thought it possible that He was the Messiah, and saw

no blasphemy in his open declaration that he was so (ver. 25). How-
ever, when he called himself the Son of God, they took up stones

and cried out, " He blasphemes God !" Hence, it is quite incon-

ceivable that the term " Son of God," among the Jews in the time

of Christ, was synonymous with Messiah ; on the contrary, it signi-

fied something higher and superhuman. As, according to earthly

laws, the son bears the dignity of the father, so the expression " Son

of God" denotes equality of dignity, and the common national opin-

ion did not ascribe this even to the Messiah, who was believed to

be only an extraordinaiy man {dvOpconoc kut^ t'/^Aoyrp). Hence, the

term Son of God when connected with the name Christ (as John i.

50, vi. 69, ix. 17, 35), is a more precise definition of it, and the com-

bination is to be understood thus :
" The Messiah, who (according

to the more profound view) is a manifestation of the Son of God or

Logos." If the term had been a common designation of the Mes-

siah, the defence of Jesus must have taken quite a different form
;

it would have been requisite for him merely to say this : "I ordy

answered your question (verse 24), and how can blasphemy be

involved in my saying that I am the Messiah, whom ye yourselves

are partially inclined to consider me ?'^ Instead of this, the

Redeemer, in the first place, again reminds them of his good

works, and when the Jews reply that they appreciate these, Christ

adduces an argument from the Old Testament, which sufficiently

shews that he himself intended this expression to be apprehended

in the more profound manner.

Ver. 34-36.—The Lord cites the remarkable passage, Ps. Ixxxii.

6. In the first place, as regards the form of the quotation, vo^io^j

laio, is used in the wider sense, of the Old Testament generally.

The whole is named by synecdoche from the chief part, viz., the

Thorah.) The expression occurs in like manner, John xii. 34,

XV. 25. Secondly, as to the passage itself, the words run : •'Jx

t3p.?3 V'^'Vy ""sa!! cn^ dinVx 'Pl":';«
J
LXX. tyw elna, Qeoi tare, koI viol

vxpia-ov TTavreg, I said ye are Gods, and all Sons of the Most High.

This juxtaposition of God and Son of the Most High, explains the

synonymous use of the terms " God" and " Son of God" by Christ

in the sequel (ver. 33, 36). The Son partakes the nature of the

Father, and therefore the Son of God is himself God. Thus the

Jews concluded, and the correctness of their reasoning is acknowl-
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edged by Jesus himself. The only question is as to the apjjlicahil'

ity of the name of God in certain cases, and this the Redeemer in-

tends to point out by the citation. The customary mode of inter-

preting the use of the quotation in our passage (the mode adopted

by Liicke and Tholuck) is as follows. It is said that the Psalm re-

lates to judges or kings ; that these are called in the Old Testa-

ment, Elohim, because they ivere to discharge their duty in the name

of God; and that hence the Redeemer draws the conclusion : if or-

dinary kings are called gods, surely the highest king, Messiah, may
wear this name. We cannot say that this view is characterized by

any actual error. At the same time it is open to the objection that

the rigidness of the Mosaic Monotheism is incompatible with the

facility with which the sacred name of God is applied to mortals, if

the custom of calling kings Elohim had no other foundation than

the circumstance, that they were to exercise their office in the name

of God. Who gives to an ambassador the title of majesty, because

he acts in the name of his monarch ? The custom itself, however,

is indubitable ; compare Exodus xxi. 6, xxii. 8, 28, with Exodus

xviii. 15, Deut. i. 17, xix. 17. Accordingly, the only question is

—

whence did this extraordinary application of the name Elohim

arise ? We best ascertain this from Exod. xviii. 15, where it is

said : ctiIsn ui-nV tyn ^V^ n^; "'s. These words are to be understood

as referring to the regal and judicial ministry of Moses ; and hence

it is seen that, according to the genuine theocratic view, God him-

self is conceived of strictly as the true King and Judge of Israel,

who only has his organ through whom he manifests himself. Thus

the name Elohim, applied to those who are in authority, presup-

poses a real union of the person with God ; if this does not exist,

the name has no truth.* That the Redeemer intended Ps, Ixxxii.

9 to be understood thus, is clearly shewn by the language : Trpo^

ov^ 6 Xoyog tov Oeov eyevETo, to luhom the word of God came. This

form of speech is parallel with the familiar phrase V? n;n;i -i^r '^•15

>??£, the loord of Jehovah was upon, etc., a well-known formula to

mark the source and moment of those higher communications which

the prophets received. Consequently we are here to understand not

merely the authorities purely political, but prophets and Divinely-

enlightened men in general, who, according to the theocratic view,

might also judge, because God, the only true Judge, spoke through
' them. All these were termed children of God, because the power

* In opposition to this, de "Wette remarks that a real union between these persons and

God cannot be supposed, because God rebukes them (where ?) as unrighteous. But here

the language does not relate to concrete individuals, in so far as they express the idea

imperfectly ; it relates to the idea as such. This idea is, that authorities are called gods,

not because an ofBce is entrusted to them externally by God, but because it is their duty

to be organs of the Pivine will, which thej'- would necessarily be, even if their own
hearts were corrupt. (Compare the remarks on John xi. 49-52.)
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dnd nature of God wrought in tliem and were manifested by means

of them. Thus a real parallel subsists between them and Christ

himself, only that in him the absolute and perfect manifestation of

God was represented, on which account he is called the Son of God
absolutely, 6 vloq lov Qeov, whilst the others (to avail myself of a

Philonean distinction) were rather called viol rov /Idyou, sons of the

Logos. In this eminent sense, the Lord here designates himself ov

6 narrip riyiaae^ lohom the Father consecrated. The expression dyidi^ecv

= ^'"'V,'^. is here to be retained in the literal and primary signification*

in which it is used = d({)opi^eii', " to set apart from a number," es-

pecially for sacred use. For whilst all prophets, and those to whom
the word of God came, may be called consecrated {I'lyiaofiivoi) in re-

lation to the world, the Messiah is the distinguished One among
these consecrated ones themselves, and thus pre-eminently the Holy

One of God {dyiog rov Qeov kut' i^ox^'iv). (Comp. John vi, 69.) In

order to strengthen the argument, and fasten it upon the hearers,

Jesus adds : Koi ov dvvarai AvO?]vai ?'/ ypacprj^ and the Scripture can-

not, etc. The meaning of XvdTjvai is here to be understood just as in

Matth. V. 17, Gal. ii. 18 ; the Scripture, as the expressed will of the

unchangeable God, is itself immutable and indissoluble.

Ver. 37-39.—This language of Jesus (comp. the explanation of

V. 36) is not unimportant, as the means of ascertaining, from his

own lips, the relation of miracles to the proof which lies in the in-

ternal and Divine power of his words. It is evident that here two

kinds of believing (j^LareveLv) are distinguished, the -niareveLv roXg

tpyoig, believing the ivories, and the mareveiv efxoi, believing me. Now,
since the latter is represented as to be produced by the former, the
" believing me," appears the higher. It presupposes full suscepti-

bility to the Divine influence which proceeded from Jesus, and where

such susceptibility existed, miracles certainly were rather an addi-

tion to the proof than the proof itself But where this was want-

ing, and the impressions of Divine things had to contend with the

manifold workings of sin—which operated partly from within and

partly from without—there it was requisite to give such a sign of

his heavenly mission as should set aside every doubt ; and this was

the purpose answered by the miracles. Where those also passed by

without effect, the deadening process was complete, and sin had

gained the victory.

Respecting ytvuiOKeiv koX Tnarevetv, comp. the remarks on John vi.

69. Some manuscripts here omit one and some the other idea, the

arrangement having appeared to many transcribers unsuitable.

The clause ev Ifiol 6 irarrip iidyo) ev avrC), the Father in me a7id I in

him, which expresses the reciprocal action of the love between

Father and Son, is elucidated in the remarks on xiv. 10. Con-

cerning ver. 39, comp. the Comm. on vii. 30.

* Eespecting ayiu^eiv, comp. the particulars on John xii 3i
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§ 7. The Kaising of Lazarus.

(John X. 40—xi. 57.)

The last verses of chap. x. form only a transition to the follow^

ing narrative. The Lord left Jerusalem, but did not return to Gal-

ilee. He went to the other side of Jordan into the neighbourhood

which John the Baptist had consecrated by the commencement of

his ministry. Many old friends of the Baptist here collected around

Christ, and found the words of the Baptist confirmed in him. Al-

though the latter had not appeared as a worker of miracles, yet

they were convinced that a prophetic spirit dwelt and operated in

him. Hence they followed the direction of this spirit, and believed

in Jesus, to whom John professed to be only a forerunner. (Con-

cerning ver. 41, compare the observations on i. 27.)

In the eleventh chapter follows the important account of the

resuscitation of Lazarus. -' From this we take occasion to glance

again at the nature of that death (comp. the remarks on the re-

awakening of the young man at Nain, in the Comm. Luke vii, 11),

upon the acknowledgment of which, in cases of resuscitation, all

depends ; and we do so, because the precision that characterizes

this narrative furnishes the highest conceivable degree of historical

certainty, and hence the most appropriate occasion for the consid-

eration of this important circumstance. To this day, death is such

a mysterious event, that instances occur in which, before decompo-

sition (so often long delayed) has commenced, the physician finds

himself destitute of all criteria by which to determine whether the

inanimate condition of the body is real death, or only a profound

swoon, a trance. How much more must this have been the case

during the imperfect state of medical science in antiquity, and es-

pecially in the East, among the Jews, who did not leave their dead
unburied after sunset ! It is therefore vain for us to attempt to

demonstrate upon external grounds, that the death of those whose
reanimation is narrated in evangelical history (and ^mongst them
Lazarus) was not merely apparent.f Hence Spinoza (comp. Bayle's

* It certainly is extraordinary that this account is wanting in the synoptical Evangel-

ists. I cannot regard the omission as accidental, or explain it from the circumstance that

these Evangelists relate more especially what took place in Galilee. On the contrary, it

must have been a definite reason that restrained them from inserting an occurrence which
excited so much wonder. Perhaps it may be correct to conjecture that it was not wished
to direct attention to the family of Lazarus while they survived, or even to himself durmg
his life. With John this scruple was of no force, because he wrote at a later period, and
when he composed his Gospel he lived out of Palestine.

f This kind of proof is urged against Paulus and Gabler (in the Theol. Journ. vol. iii.)

by Heubuer and Reinhard. But, although they make many excellent remarks, the proof
is deficient.
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Lex. under the article Spinoza), when he declares himself prepared

to abandon his system and to embrace the Christian faith, if any
one can convince him of the truth of the resurrection of Lazarus,

well knows that such a proof is impossible to the skeptic—and ac-

cording to the wise appointment of God it is intended to be so.'-'

For no miracle is designed to compel him who opposes it to believe
;

it is only meant to confirm in faith him who yields himself to it

with all the inclination of his soul. To persons of the latter char-

acter, our narrative on the one hand affords abundant incidental

evidence, while, on the other, it obviously contains the chief sup-

port in resuscitations of the dead, viz., the open, unequivocal, de-

claration of Jesus that Lazarus loas dead (xi. 14). The veracity of

the Lord is the only perfectly sure foundation on which to rest our

conviction that reanimated persons had been really dead—a fact

which we cannot establish in any other way. Accordingly,f where

the Redeemer himself denies death, we cannot recognize an awak-

ening of the dead without taking away the most certain basis of the

very conviction we entertain.^ (Comp. the observations on the

daughter of Jairus in tlje Comm. Matth. ix. 24.)

The form in which the occurrence under our consideration is re-

lated brings to view a circumstance which in all miracles is specially

to be noticed. The copious conversations held by Jesus with the

disciples and the two sisters, clearly shew that in them all the Lord

designed the advancement of their spiritual life. Indeed we must
presume that this was the purpose of the transaction even in re-

gard to Lazarus himself; it were unworthy to suppose that he was

employed merely as a medium for the benefit of others. We are

to presume in the man himself sufficient causes to induce such ex-

traordinary and wonderful proceedings. I am inclined to think

that his condition was somewhat as follows. Doubtless he was a

man of high spiritual vocation, on which account the Redeemer
loved him ; but he may have had severe temptations, and may not

have attained to the new life of regeneration without difficulty.

* It is true, xi, 39 has been regarded as proving the commencement of tlie process of

decomposition, the sure external sign that the animating and preserving soul has depart-

ed ; but the exposition of the passage will shew that the words //d;? o^et cannot be em-

ployed as proof.

f If Paulus and G abler wish further to prove that .Tesus did not regard Lazarus as

actually dead, foreseeing his resurrection, it is evident that they must do violence to the

simple phraseology of the text ; and, the argument against them is in this respect per-

fectly victorious.

:j: Yet we are at liberty to apply the same principle in such cases in determining

what our Lord actually meant by tlie denial, as in all others. The Gospels are full of

instances in which his terse emphatic language cannot be taken literally. Had he

here confined liiraself to the declaration that Lazarus slept, it would still not justify the

inference against all the attendant evidence, that lie was not actually dead. Nay, the

language v. 4, " This sickness is not unto death," seems almost precisely parallel with

the declaration Matth. ix. 24, " The maid is not dead, but sleopeth."—[K.
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Hence perhaps he needed a peculiarly powerful impulse, which the

wisdom of God saw fit to produce in this particular form. The un-

usually detailed character of the narrative is, no doubt, to he ac-

counted for by the fact that the occurrence is so intimately con-

nected with the main theme of John. For, here Christ appears to

be in reality the life, having the power to overcome death itself in

its most repulsive manifestation, viz., the physical. Moreover, on

account of the proximity of Jerusalem, the event involved con-

sequences of greater importance than attended others of this kind.

Chap. xi. 1, 2.—John, in the first place, describes the scene of

the action. The family is presumed to be known to the readers,

and hence the reference to a fact not related till afterwards (xii, 1,

fif.) Since Jesus so often stayed with these friends, and particu-

larly during the last days of his life on earth frequently visited them,

this is very easily explained. It is singular, however, that Bethany

(situated only fifteen furlongs from Jerusalem, comp. ver. 18) is

called a village of Mary and Martha, not of Lazarus. This might be

understood as implying that the sisters were owners of the spot :

but such a view is contradicted by the Jewish constitution, which

rendered the possession of entire villages impossible. Accordingly,

this expression is to be taken as denoting nothing more than the

afiection of these sisters for the Redeemer, on account of which

Bethany was named after them.

Ver. 3, 4.—As soon as Lazarus became ill, the sisters hastened

to apply to him whom they themselves had already often tried and
proved as a helper in all circumstances of need. It is remarkable

that the Lord, on receiving the intellisience, affirms : tliis sickness

is not unto death {avTr] ?) daOiveia ovic ^arc irgbg ddvarov), whereas

Lazarus died.* It might be supposed that the disease was not

of a fatal character at the time when the news was brought to

Jesus, but became so afterwards. Yet, if we here exclude the

higher knowledge of the Redeemer, how could he speak in such
decided terms upon the mere information of the messenger ? It is

far more simple, and more consistent with the whole account, to say

that the Saviour spoke these words with respect to the resurrection

which he already beheld in spirit as accomplished. The obscure form
of the langua':!:e was occasioned, as Tholuck justly remarks, by the de-
sign which Jesus cherished in regard to the sisters. It was his pur-

pose that they should be perfected in faith ; and since Lazarus was
already dead, when the statement that, according to the declaration
of Christ, the sickness would not issue in death, reached them, they
must have felt themselves involved in an inward conflict as to whe-
ther their exalted Friend had spoken the truth. Tholuck thinks

2 EjDgi

* The expression dadeveia nphc ddvarov corresponds with tho Hebrew- n-ttV nVh
jngs XX. 1, concerning the sickness of HezekiaL

"' "*
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that Jesus, when he uttered these words, had the disciples also in

view, who, if he had expressed himself plainly respecting the dis-

ease, and then had waited two days before going to the relief of the

family (ver. 6), could not have borne the trial. But to me this

appears less probable, because, in order to set them at rest, ho

certainly might have communicated to them his reasons for the

delay.

As the design of the sickness, the glory of God (S6^a tov Oeov)

is now mentioned, (comp. ix. 3, where, in a similar connexion, the

(pavepcjmg tu>v tpywv tov 6, is spokcn of,) it was intended as a cir-

cumstance by which the glory of the Father should be displayed in

the Son. At the same time we must not overlook the fact that in

these words only one part of the object contemplated by the sick-

ness is exhibited ; for, as we have already remarked, Lazarus could

not be employed merely as a medium. The great event of his life

alike belonged to his own spiritual development and was to con-

tribute to the gradual manifestation of the glory of Christ to the

world.

Ver. 5-8.—For the sake of contrast, the Evangelist places the

love of Christ to the family of Lazarus as well as to Lazarus him-
self, in immediate connexion with his delay in Percea ; it is not till

two days afterwards that the Lord invites his disciples to depart.

But why did not Jesus immediately hasten as soon as possible to

afford the family that rehef which he intended to give them ? Here
I agree with Tholuck, who thinks it is not sufficient to say, with

Liicke, that Christ had found in Perrea such a fertile field of opera-

tion that he would not relinquish sj)iritual objects for the sake of

rendering bodily assistance. For, he might have left some disci-

ples behind and soon have returned, and thus have neglected

nothing there. Besides which, the resuscitation of Lazarus cer-

tainly was to Lazarus himself, to the sisters, and to the numerous
acquaintances, an occasion of spiritual aid. It was evidently

designed that, through this manifestation of the glory of God,
all of them, Lazarus himself included, should grow in the inner

man. Moreover, verse 15 makes it certain that the Redeemer
was not detained in opposition to his wish ; on the contrary, he de-

ferred the journey. The only correct view must be that which
regards the delay as designed to assist the faith of those concerned

in it. Jesus here acted much as he did in the case of the Canaan-
itish woman, with a view to give a powerful stimulus to the energy

of the spiritual life,*

* Do "Wette in his Andachtsbuch (Berlin, 1825) vol. i. p. 292 f., remarks, in opposi-

tion to tins that Jesus never designedly and of his own accord occasioned or magnified

his miracles, and henco it must have been something external that detained him. The

same sentiment is expressed in his Commentary on the passage. But let it bo kept
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John now reports an immediate conversation between Christ

and the disciples, who endeavour to dissuade him from going to

Judea. Their love for Lazarus certainly was active enough to in-

duce the wish that Jesus could be with him
;
perhaps they thought

the dansrer was not so imminent, and that the Lord could do Laza-

rus good at a distance, by his will. (Ni)v is here equal to dpriug in

the signification "just now/' "recently/' as it occurs also in profane

writers.)

Ver. 9, 10.—The Lord answers the warning of the disciples not

to put himself in peril, by a mysterious declaration, which, however

it may be taken, is not in perfect harmony with the connexion. If,

with Liicke and others, we adhere strictly to the words " are there

not twelve hours of the day ?" {ovxl ^(^^end elaiv ojpai tt/^ 7)iiepag ;) it

is true that this expression is eminently appropriate as a mode of

designating the time for labour, during which we may quietly pur-

sue our calling, so that the meaning is parallel with the passage ix.

4-5—" I must work while it is day." But, in the sequel, the words
" walk in the night" (nepinareiv h ry vvktl)^ are not at all appli-

cable to the Redeemer, and we must then regard ver. 10 merely as

an expansion of the metaphor, having no particular significance, but

introduced simply as the antithesis to " walking in the day"—

a

supposition not in harmony with the depth of thought contained in

the figurative discourses of Christ. On the other hand, if we at-

tempt, with Chrysostom, Calvin, and Lampe, to give a significance

to these last words, by referring them to the disciples, to whom
Jesus represents himself as the light that illumines their path, to

this view, again, the "twelve hours" do not adjust themselves.

Lucke says that, besides this, any reference of the light to Christ,

as the Light of the world, is inadmissible, because it is expressly

said : ^Cx; rov koohov tovtov, light of this world. But in this,

he has overlooked the circumstance that this appendage relates only

to the comparison, whereas, in its interpretation, the sun is evi-

dently to be regarded as an image of something higher. The ob-

scurity in the language is thus made to reduce the thought to a
mere triviality, as if it were said :

" one may travel more safely

and peacefully by day than by night /' a remark which could

not fall from the lips of Christ in a moment when his soul was
occupied with the loftiest thoughts. Hence nothing remains (as

we have already remarked on ix. 4, 5, compared with xii. 35,

36) but to suppose that the words of the Saviour contain more
than one reference.* He again conceives of himself in a two-

in view that the Redeemer did not delay of his own accord, but from the inward im-

pulse of the Father, without whose will he did nothing—and the objection falls to

the ground. No one can find fault with this but he who regards Christ as a mere man.
* Here again De Wette considers it contrary to the rules of exposition as well as to
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fold "vaew ; first, as standing fraternally on a parallel with men,
and fulfilling his appointed day's work ; secondly, in his higher dig-

nity, as the spiritual illuminator of the world, as the promoter of

everything good and beautiful upon earth. In the first words, the

former reference predominates ; in the last, the latter. Hence the

first sentence relates chiefly to the Lord ; the latter to the dis-

cij)les. With their anxiety concerning the Lord, there was also

a mixture of fear for themselves (as is clearly shewn by verse 16,

whence it appears that they apprehended death from the journey

to Judea) ; in allusion to this, Christ directs their attention to the

fact that being with him, in the lustre of his light, they would have

nothing to fear.

A reference to enemies as those who^ creeping in the dark, chose

crooked paths (according to which De Wette even thinks that an
allusion to Matth. x. 16, is to be discovered in our passage), is by no

means to be supposed, such a reference being entirely unsuited to

the present connexion ; the " walking in the night," seems intended

to admonish the disciples that they should never walk toitJioict him
and his light, but ivith him everywhere and at all times. This

view—that in our verses two senses are blended—affords the great-

est facility in explaining the difficult clause : on ~b (pCJg ovic tanv iv

avTO), because there is no light in him. The simile, strictly carried

out, requires " to him" (avTQ))^ and that interchange of preposi-

tions and constructions, which has long been a favourite practice,

would put h avT(p for avrC). However, the literal sense is to be

rigidly retained, and in these words we may discover the transi-

tion from metaphorical to literal language. (Luke xvi. 8, a sim-

ilar transition from figurative to literal language occurs.) In the

simile, of course the light is to be regarded as operating externally
;

but, in the solution, " light" means that energy which internally

enlightens men concerning God and his relation to God ; and this

is precisely what is indicated by tv avrco, in him.

Ver. 11-16.—After the expiration of two days (ver. 6), the Re-
deemer openly announced to his disciples that which he knew in the

Spirit. (We are not to suppose that fresh messengers were sent

with the intelligence of the death ; if such a circumstance had taken

place, so carefully accurate as John is in the narrative before us, he

would not have omitted to mention it.) He told them that Lazarus

was dead, and that he was going to awaken him. But as Jesus

called death sleep, the disciples thought he meant literal sleep, and
looked upon it as a favourable sign ; doubtless they adduced this as

the spirit of the Gospel, that we should attach more than one sense to a declaration of

Christ ; whilst in other passajjes he himself maintains the very thing to which ho here

objects. Surely we ought not to pronounce the profound language of Christ destitute of

that which is readily acknowledged in aShakspeare or a Jean Paul I (Corap. the exposr"

tiou of John iv. 12 and xiv. 18.
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an argument to shew that the perilous journey he proposed was un-

necessary. It was not till then that Jesus said in unambiguous terms

(jTappTjaia) : Lazarus is dead {Ad^apog dntOave), at the same time,

however, adding that his death was no loss, but a circumstance cal-

culated to heighten their joy, since it would be the means of advan-

cing their faith. Still, in the minds of some at least of the disciples,

the fear of death was not yet completely overcome. Thomas*

(comp. the remarks on Matth. x. 3), convinced that their death, like

that of their Master, was inevitable, exclaimed : dixoddv(,)iiEv fier'

avTov, let us die with him. These words certainly express great

fidelity, but, at the same time, they indicate weakness of faith, and

that exaltation of external circumstances and relations above the

victorious power of the Spirit, which generally characterizes this

apostle.f (Comp. the remarks on John xx. 24, IF.)

There are only two things remaining in this passage that need

special attention, viz., the term Koiiidodai^ sleep, and its correspond-

ing t^vTTVL^eLv, aivakcn. As regards the first expression, its use to

denote death is well known. (Comp. Matth. xxvii. 52 ; Acts vii.

60, xiii. 36 ; 1 Cor. vu. 39, xi. 30, xv. 6-18
; 1 Thess. iv. 13, ff.)

The only question is as to the sense in which it is here used. It is

very natural to think merely of the external similarity between a

corpse and the body of a person asleep, and indeed it is probable

that this gave rise to the usus loquendi of which the passage before

us furnishes an instance. But it certainly appears that something

more than this outward resemblance is included, though to most

persons it may be but obscurely, in the representation, viz., the idea

that the dead person is also spiritually in a condition similar to

sleep. Without conveying the idea of entire spiritual inaction, it

may be said that the separation of the soul from the body, as the

necessary medium of its operation", must produce in it a certain de-

pression of consciousness ; on which account, also, the life of the

soul without the body till the resurrection, according to the doctrine

of Scripture (which knows of no immortal life purely spiritual and

apart from the resurrection of the body), is a mere state of tran-

sition. Finally, the term l^vTrvi^etv is not found elsewhere in

the New Testament. (Acts xvi. 27, ^vnvog occurs in the ordinary

sense.) It is employed simply on account of the metaphorical

vTTvog ; it cannot be used directly for dviardvai. It occurs also Job
xiv. 12, only in connexion with vnvog, and is figuratively applied to

the resurrection : dvdQojTrog 6e KoijirjOelg ov ixfjv dvaarxj, tojg dv 6 ovQavbg

ov p) avppac})^, Kol ovk i^vrrviadijaovrat i ^ vTtv ov avr Cov.

* This is the only passago in the New Testament where the term avfzfiadTjTTJc occurs.

f Tholuck justly observes that the perfectly undesigned occurrence of such a psycho-

logical conformity in the characters is an important circumstance in support of the histor»

ical credibility of John.
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Ver. 17-20.—In the verses that follow, a detailed account is

given of the interview of the Lord with the two sisters. When
Jesus reached the neighbourhood of Bethany, the deceased had lain

four days in the grave. The proximity of Jerusalem had induced

the presence of many friends, who were consoling the afflicted sur-

vivors. (Ver. 19, at Trepl MdpOav koI Mapiav, according to a known
Greecism, cannot mean any others than the p'ersons named. Comp.
Winer's Gramm. p. 38i. Still, it must here he said, that mourners
had already come from the town itself, and that others from Jerusa-

lem came in addition to them.) Mary was in the house with these.

Martha may have been occupied out of doors ; at all events she first

heard of the arrival of Jesus, and immediately hastened to meet him.

Here, again, as in the case of Thomas, the known character of the in-

dividuals (the sisters) is stamped upon the narrative ; Martha appears

the more prominently active, Mary quiet and retiring. Mary did

not know that Christ had arrived. He paused be/ore he came to

the town (ver. 30), probably because he was near the place of inter-

ment ; and Martha, in announcing to Mary that Jesus was come,

said :
" the Teacher is come" (6 diddoKaXog ndpeaTt). This remark

would have been unsuitable, had Martha known that Mary had
already been informed of the Lord's arrival ; in this case Mary
also would have hastened to Jesus.

Ver. 21-27.—The Evangelist, in the first place, reports the con-

versation of Jesus with 3Iartha, which she opens with the avowal of

her belief that if he had been present Lazarus would not have died.

(Mary expresses herself in like manner verse 32.) Doubtless she

thought that then God would have heard the prayer of Jesus, and
would have restored Lazarus. On the power of this prayer, she

proceeds to say, she still rests her hope (ver. 22). The precise ob-

ject, however, to which she refers as yet within the reach of the

prayer of Christ, is not evident ; for, according to verse 39, it ap-

pears that she had not thought of a resurrection ; and yet we
can here scarcely suppose anything of a different kind, as Christ

speaks of the resurrection immediately afterwards. Doubtless the

correct mode of explaining the matter is to view the mind of

Martha herself as oscillating between hopes and misgivings ; first

the former animated her soul, then the latter gained the ascend-

ancy. Hence, when the Lord mentions the resurrection, she first

understands the general resurrection at the last day, and finds, by
the reference to this, her desire but imperfectly satisfied ; accord-

ingly the possibility of an immediate awakening now floats before

her. Meanwhile her longing to have tlie dear deceased restored to

her certamly involved much that was material and personal, which

it was necessary to remove, that the resuscitation of the brother

might have its due effect upon her. Had she received Lazarus back
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from the jaws of deatli merely as a mortal, there would still have

remained the distressing and constant, apprehension that he would

soon be snatched from her again by the same foe. Hence it was

needful that she should recover him in such a manner that it would

he impossible to lose him, and thus become rooted with him in the

element of the imperishable. To this her attention is directed by

the profound language of the Eedeemer. He leads her thoughts

from the departed brother to the present Saviour, the Saviour

both for Lazarus and for herself, and shews her, that in him alone

she may obtain the perfect remedy against death, both corporeal

and spiritual.

The principal thing to be noticed in the important verses 25 and

26, is the relation between life and resurrection. As we have already

remarked on John i. 4, the two expressions are properly synonymous.

As Christ is called the Life, not merely because he makes alive

(^uoTToteX, John V. 21), but because, as the source of life (i. e., of true

being), he is life
;
just in like manner he is called the resurrection,

not merely because he raises the dead, but because he actually is

the resurrection. The resurrection, however, is nothing else than

life in conflict with death ; life, viewed by itself, denotes being

without the antagonist principle (that which is to be vanquished),

while, in the resurrection, life appears as that which destroys death

(in itself and others). It is in this victorious aspect that life is ex-

hibited in the person of the Lord. The transfer of his living powers

is effected by means of faith ; where this dwells (physical) death

does not prevent the manifestation of spiritual life ; where this is

wanting, there is spiritual death as well as physical.

Some difficulty presents itself respecting the connexion of ver.

26 with ver. 25, especially in the added rrdg 6 ^CJv Koi niarevcov^ every

one that liveth and believeth. If we understand living as relating to

physical life, this gives rise to the sense that the believer does not

die physically at all ; if the expression be understood spiritually,

then the words ov jur) dTroddvtj elg rov alixiva are not suitable, because

they denote the same thing as those preceding. Hence the words
i^C)v Kal Tnarevojv are best taken as 'iv did dvolVj in the signification

" he who vitally believes," etc. But then verse 26 is completely

identical in sense with the foregoing 6 Tnarevcjv dg e^ii, mv aTroddvij^

^ijoerai, he that believeth, etc. ; whereas the passage appears

to contain an advance in the meaning ; for, first, it is said : 6

moTev<sOv ^rjoerai, he that believeth shall live {aav d-noddvq is added
merely by way of giving force to the statement), and then the Sa-

viour declares : 6 ^wv, he that liveth {i. e., he who through faith has re-

ceived life, so that marevcov elg t'jUfc- is appended simply for the sake

of explanation) ov [iri aTroBavq elg rov aldva, shall never die. These

last words express the absoluteness of the life which Christ imparts,
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in the highest form of its manifestation, the vanquishment even of

physical death. In reply to the question of Jesus—whether Mar-

tha helieves this—she proves that she has thus believed and still

thus believes {Tiema-evKa), from the fact that she regards him as the

true Messiah in the highest sense of the word, as the Son of God,

the Revealer of the Father. (Respecting vlbg rov Qeov in union

with XpLo-og, comp. the remarks on Luke i. 35. As in this instance

Xpiarog stands first, the passage contains no difficulty.)

Ver. 28-32.—Now follows the conversation of the Lord with the

other sister, Mary, whom Martha, deeply impressed by the animated

words of Jesus, went and called, without the Jews who were present

learning the reason of her withdrawment. (Comp. the observations

on ver. 17.) They conjecture from her departure that she is gone

to the grave of her brother, in order to weep over it, as was usual

among the Jews,* who, during the first few days after death had

occurred, were accustomed to visit the grave several times a day.

When Mary sees Jesus, she throws herself, under the impulse of her

feelings, at his feet, and cries out, as Martha did (ver. 21): Kvpie, el

rjg wd'e, ovtc dv dntOavi nov 6 d6eX(p6q, Lord, if thou hadst been here,

etc. From this close accordance of the first words which both the

sisters addressed to the Lord, we may gather with what longing de-

sire they had awaited the arrival of their Divine Friend.

Ver. 33-36.—The intense emotion of Mary went to the hearts

of the Jews who had hastened thither ;—they wept, and the Re-

deemer, far from Stoical unconcern, wept with the weepers (Rom.

xii. 15)f. This sympathy with the common feeling of those pre-

sent awakened in the minds of the Jews sentiments of approbation,

and they exclaimed : Ms, niog tcpiXei avrov. Behold how he loved him.

The superiority of Christian morality (displayed in that warm and

lively sympathy with the griefs of others which here shewed that

Jesus was a true man) to the frigid inanimateness of Stoicism needs

no argument to demonstrate it ; but it may be questioned whether

the sorrow of Jesus in this case was altogether real. He certainly

knew that he was about immediately to awaken Lazarus, and in-

deed had said, ver. 15 : "I am glad that I was not there"—how
then could he weep ? This difficulty is less regarded by expositors

* Comp. Geier de luctu Hebr. (Francof. 1683) pag. 183, seq. ; where it is also stated

that other nations practised similar customs.

f Here we may compare the excellent remarks of Lange in the Stud. 1836, No. 3, p.

713, flf. IIo thinks lii)3pi[iu.a6aL is to be understood in a sense altogether general, in

denoting powerful emotion, in which sympathy, pain, indignation, and even joy in the

anticipation of his groat victory were united. Still I think it cannot be denied that the

tears of Jesus indicate the decided predominance of pain in the state of his mind. It is

true De Wette is of opinion that to the enlightened understanding every sensation of

pain appears of no consequence ; but this allusion belongs purely to pagan Stoicism and

not to Christianity.
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tlian it deserves to be, for, ver. 38, it is said again : eiiPpificJuEvo^

iv eavTO) k. t. X. It has been thought enough to shew that tY^jSpt-

liacdai has not only the signification of being angry, but that

of being grieved. The former certainly does not suit the con-

nexion of our passage, for the Jews had done nothing that could

excite anger ; while the opinion of Chrysostom, that Christ was

angry with himself because he had shed tears, evidently arose from

Stoical principles, and is utterly inapplicable to the case. How-
ever, the signification " to mourn," as belonging to ^ntSpifidoOac, which

denotes any powerful agitation of the mind, is sufficiently certain,

as it corresponds with the Hebrew t)?t, which likewise unites the

two senses. (Comp. Gesenius in his Lexicon sub verb.) The diffi-

culty involved, as we have remarked, in the expression of sorrow on

the part of Christ, is solved in a simple manner, if we say that the

object of his sorrow was not so much the single instance of the death

of Lazarus (for by his reanimation this immediately became a

source of joy), as it was death and its horrors in general, as the

wages of sin, in the power of which Lazarus was still held after his

resurrection, so that he twice tasted death. The spirit of Christ

always comprehended the whole extent of everything presented to

view, and hence the grief occasioned by a single case brought before

him the entire range of the calamity, and the contemplation of this

furnished abundant reason why the Lord should with perfect sin-

cerity participate the sorrow of those around him, because the

general suffering was by no means removed in the isolated circum-

stance of the awakening of Lazarus. Hence it is not without cause

that the Evangelist here says : ivejBpi^rjaaro tw TrvEvfiari, not ry '^vxq.

(Comp. the remarks on John xiii. 21, eraQaxdr] rw -nveviiari — irdpa^ev

kavTov in our passage.) The latter expression would have conveyed

the idea of individual human excitement, too much to have been
suitable here. Should it be said that Jesus wept only as the

Son of Man, but that as the Son of God he knew Lazarus would
be resuscitated, this would lead to a Nestorian separation between
the Divine and the human in Christ. What Christ knew in his

earthly life generally, he knew also in his human consciousness,

which we cannot suppose to have been, so to speak, for some mo-
ments annulled.

Ver. 37-39.—At the sight of the Saviour's tears, even some of

the Jews remark that surely Jesus—the great worker of miracles,

he who gave sight to the man born bhnd—could (by his prayer, ver.

22) have prevented the death of Lazarus. There is no ground
whatever for attributing this observation to inimical motives, as if

intended to intimate that probably even the cure of the blind

man was no real miracle
; for the circumstance that some, accord-

ing to ver. 46, reported the resuscitation of Lazarus to the Phari-
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aees, may be viewed as the mere result of the pleasure felt in

communicating interesting news. Meanwhile the Lord came to the

place of interment, and directed that the stone which closed it

should be removed. The Jewish graves usually were cavities out

out in rocks, within which smaller spaces were formed in the sides

for the reception of bodies (after the manner of the Egyptian graves

in which mummies were deposited); the external aperture was
closed by a fragment of rock. Upon these words the unbelief of

Martha is excited in a conspicuous manner. She does not think of

the possibility that her beloved brother can be reanimated ; she

only fears that, at the sight of putrefaction, the image of him which
she carries in her heart may be marred ; hence she suggests that

the tomb should not be opened. The words ydt] o^ei, he already

smelleth, are not to be understood as expressing a fact ascertained

by experience, " I know that he has already become offensive ;" but

simply as a conjecture derived from the length of time during which
he had laid in the grave.* Accordingly, this passage cannot be em-
ployed as a proof that Jesus resuscitated the already decomposed
body of Lazarus. As there is no express statement to that effect,

to maintain that such was the case would involve a designed aug-

mentation of the miracle ; and this the expositor must guard

against. It is far simpler to suppose that, as cases frequently occur

in which decomposition does not commence till very late, the body of

Lazarus, just because it was to be reanimated, was in the providence

of God preserved from corruption. In fact, the revivification of a

corpse already putrid would give to the miracle a monstrous charac-

ter ; for even in the general resurrection of the dead, it is not the

corruptible body that rises, but the incorruptible. (TeTapraXog oc-

curs in the New Testament only here. The profane writers often use

it, like rpcTalog, TreixnTaXog, and similar forms. Comp. the passages in

Schleusner's Lex. sub verb.)

Ver. 40-42.—The Lord now rebukes the expression of unbelief

on the part of Martha, and reminds her of what he had said pre-

viously (ver. 25). It is true that he did not there employ the very

words " thou shalt see the glory of God," but still the subject on

which he then spoke was the ability of foith, as the means, to ap-

* The utmost that is required is to grant the possibility of the words fjdr] o^et being

uttered as the result of experience; in no case, however, can they bo taken as contain-

ing a proof that the body of Lazarus had already become putrid. Since this is evi-

dently not impUed by the words, to maintain that they furnish a sure proof of the death

of Lazarus, only renders the miracle in general suspicious. [To maintain that they fur-

nish a sure proof of the death of Lazarus is indeed unauthorized, as Martha spoko very

probably rather of what ordinarily took place, than of what she actually know. But

this cannot render the miracle suspicious if we admit the veracity of Jesus or of John.

We have all the reason to believe that there was a raising of the dead, that we have that

there was a raising at all, for the account is given expressly and only as a raising of the

dead.]—[K.

Vol. II.—33
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propriate tlie plenitude of the powers dwelling in Christ, Hence

we need not exactly assume that that conversation is reported in

an abbreviated form,—After the removal of the stone, the Saviour

breaks forth into prayer, and that in a truly sublime manner ; he

does not ask that his desire may be fulfilled, but gives thanks that

it is granted, and even this he does, not on his own account, but for

the sake of those around him. It has been considered strange that

Jesus uttered this declaration in the presence of the assembly. It

might be said that he did it in a lower tone, as in fact at ver. 43, it

is expressly stated that he afterwards raised his voice. But, xii, 30,

a similar sentiment is directly addressed to the people. Accord-

ingly we must say that it was the very design of Jesus to make
the people acquainted with his position in reference to this oc-

currence,

Ver. 43-46.—Upon the summons :
" Lazarus come forth" (Aa^apt-,

dEvpo t'^w), the dead man steps forth from the grave just in the

state in which it was customary to bury corpses. (The Keiptat. or

ddovia [xix. 40] were narrow strips of linen with which, as in the

case of mummies, every limb was bound separately. Hence the

possibility of movement is nothing extraordinary.

—

"Lovddpiov^ after

the Latin sudarium, has passed into the later Hebrew, in which it

is called n^sio or N^n^s. Here it signifies the cloth that was wrapped

round the forehead of the deceased [Luke xix. 20 ; Acts xix. 12].

"Oi/^if stands for Trp6ao)nov = nsnw, as Rev. i. 16, The occurrence

was so overpowering that even many of the Jews believed, although

at the same time their faith appears to have consisted in the exter-

nal mastery of their minds by the omnipotence of the miracle rather

than a spiritual surrender to the influence of the Redeemer. For

even admitting that they were not actuated by hostility in reporting

the new wonder to the enemies of Christ, yet their eagerness to go

and chatter about it evinces that it had taken no deep inward hold

of their minds.*

Ver. 47, 48,—To shew at once the effect of this amazing miracle,

John here tells us what the Sanhedrim, at the suggestion of Caiaphas,

resolved in consequence. (Respecting the Sanhedrim, comp, the re-

marks on Matth. xxvi. 57 ; John xviii, 12.) They feared lest the

number of adherents to Jesus might prodigiously increase, and thus

destroy their authority. That this was the fundamental sense of the

words 8?ievaovTat, ol 'PcojuaTot, koI dgovatv rjuCjv Kal rov tottov teal to tdvoc^

the Romans ivill come, etc., is clear ; but the special meaning is ob-

* Respecting Lazarus, history says no more, Quadratus, however (in Euseb. H, E.

iv, 3), relates that in his time (the beginning of the second century) many of those whom
Christ raised from the dead were still living. Quadratus says the same thing also con-

cerning many of those who were healed. Nothing can be more opposed to the theory

of myths than such accounts by means of which we are placed so completely on histori-

cal ground. (Comp. also the statements of Papias in Euseb. H, E, iii. 39.)
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jcure. It does not appear how the members of the Sanhedrim could

think that the extension of the Redeemer's influence could bring them
into political collision with the Romans ; they surely must have

known tliat he altogether abstained from all external political ac-

tion. Still it appears that the notions of these men concerning the

true design of Christ were but very confused. Perhaps they in

reality believed that he was only waiting for the right moment to

rise as Messiah against the Romans ; in such an experiment, how-

ever, they did not place confidence, but thought the legions would

overpower him with their adherents, and that then the Romans,

charging the fault upon them, would destroy whatever vestiges of

their independence yet remained. At all events it was by this course

of tliought that they endeavoured to palliate their wicked machina-

tions, in their own minds and in the view of others.

(ToTToc in connexion with t^Ovog can only signify "country." Had

'

it referred to the Temple, it would have been necessaiy to add dyLoq

or ovrog. (Comp. Matth. xxiv. 15, with Acts xxi. 28.) Just in like

manner in the Hebrew, h^ya alone cannot denote the Temple, al-

though tsiyjis c';p>a, "place of holiness," '^ sanctuary," certainly does.

—Alpeiv, which properly apphes only to Toirog, by means of a zeugma,

has reference also to tdvog.)

Ver. 49-52,—Caiaphas (respecting his person and official posi-

tion, comp. the Comm. on Matth. xxvi. 57 ; John xviii. 12), now
came forward for the first time, with the politic but diabolically

malevolent advice to despatch Jesus out of the way.* The hypo-

critical language, that it was a matter of importance to save the

nation, was based upon the ambitious lust of power cherished by

Caiaphas himself and his Pharisaic confederates. They sought to

maintain the kingdom of lies and hypocrisy in opposition to purity

and truth. They felt that one of the two must fall ! The influ-

ence of this powerful leader at once carried with him the whole col-

lege, and the first authorities of the people of God now entered upon

deliberations (ver. 53) as to the manner in which they might put

the Holy One of God to death, without incurring danger to them-

selves from the populace. (The phrase ovk oldare ovdiv, ye hnow

nothing, is to be taken as a form of censure, conveying a repulse,

somewhat in the same manner as ri tiiol koI aoi ; John ii. 4. Others

regard //T/cJtv imardixevog, 1 Tim. vi. 4, as parallel with it, and ascribe

to it the signification " to be weak in mind ;" but this certainly is

mistaken. Those Gnostics whom Paul rebukes were not weak, they

rather misused their strong minds. Prov. ix. 13 is more appropri-

ate for comparison, although even there the alleged signification is

not to the purpose.

The interpretation which John gives of these words of the High
* Concerning eJg rig comp. the observation on Mark xir. 51.
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Priest is in the highest degree interesting, since lie sees therein the

death of the Lord as the true sacrifice for the people, nay for all

men whose minds are susceptible of Divine influence ; so that this

death of Christ appears as a means of heahng every breach. (Comp.

the remarks on x. 16 ; xii. 32, 33.) Moreover he does not allow this

interpretation of the words to be viewed merely as a subjective ex-

position ; he states that the High Priest uttered them prophetically.

Ilpo4)7]Teveiv is here evidently intended to denote " speaking under

the influence of God," in opposition to a0' LavTov eItteIv (speaking

from one's own impulse), and as the latter is denied, so the former

is asserted of Caiaphas. Now if this expression stood alone, the pas-

sage would be easily explained ; for the fact that Caiaphas was

estranged from God no more militates against his having prophesied,

than does his unconsciousness. Of the former case Balaam is a re-

markable instance (comp. Numb, xxii.), while it >o evident that the

latter—that of a person prophesying without knowing it—is still

less open to objection than that in which an individual utters a

prophecy at the very time when he is offering the utmost resistance

to it, as Balaam did.* But the additional remark, " being High

Priest for that year" (o'p%tepei)5" u)v rov iviavrov iKeivov)^ presents

a very considerable difficulty. According to this, the Evangelist

appears to say that the prophecy of Caiaphas stood in necessary

association with his office as High Priest. True, the attempt has

been made so to explain the words as not to allow any connexion

between them and the prophecy, it being thought that they merely

convey the information that Caiaphas was High Priest in this joar-

ticular remarkable year. In ver. 49, indeed, it is entirely proper so

to understand them ; but since in verse 51 they are repeated, and
placed in such close connexion with npo(p7]-evetv^ prophesying, in oui

passage, the dependence of prophecy upon the pontifical office,

according to the view of John, is beyond doubt. The easiest way
of solving the difficulty is to say, it was a popular notion among the

Jews that the High Priest possessed the gift of prophecy ; and this

opinion appears to have been still participated by John. Liicke

substantially agrees with this view, though he expresses it in more
modified terms. This assumption is at least more candid and liberal

than the attempt to refine upon the punctuation (by putting a stop
after liceLvov, in which case the words " in some measure" must be
interpolated, to modify Trpoecp/^revae), or than the explanation of
TTpo(pT]TeOeiv in a modified sense and the like. The only objection

that may be urged against it is, that the very fact on which the in-

terpretation rests (viz., that the^people in general believed the High

^

* Hence the Eabbins even entertain the conviction that it is possible to prophesy
without knowing it. Comp. Schottgen hor. ad h. 1. vaticinata est filia Pharaonis et nea-
ciebat quid vaticinaretur.
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Priest to be endowed with the gift of prophecy) is merely a conjec-

ture derived from this passage. However, I think it must be con-

fessed that this conjecture is in the highest degree probable. To
pass by the custom of consulting Urim and Thummim, which surely

always leads to a knowledge of the future—the idea of the High

Priest, as representative of the Theocracy, involves the presumption

that he stood in the closest connexion with God. We have already

seen that, on account of such connexion, magistrates were called

Elohim—how much more might this be the case with the High
Priest ! (Comp. the remarks on x. 34.) Moreover, it is perfectly

consistent with Mosaic princii^les to regard the office as entirely in-

dependent of the character manifested by the individual. The
High Priest, who was permitted by God to enter the Holy of Holies

on the great day of atonement, to expiate the sin of the people,

might by sin have rendered himself in the highest degree culpable,

but this neither prevented him from approaching God, nor made
his expiation the less effectual. If, then, we only keep in mind the

consideration that John did not mean to represent every High
Priest as necessarily propheysing, but to shew that the High Priest

was the natural medium through which God might at times reveal

himself, this view may be very well harmonized with the circle of

ideas entertained by the Evangelist, as also with Scripture gen-

erally.

In a doctrinal light this passage is very interesting, because, in

\\iQ first place, it contains, as a prophecy, the declaration of Christ

himself that the Gentiles were to be brought into the kingdom of

God ; for, since the children of God are distinguished from the tdvoq,

nation^ the former of these designations must refer only to those

among the Gentiles who were of superior nature. And in the second

place, it evidently expresses the sentiment that not the law, but the

death of the Lord, would be the bond of union between Jews and

Gentiles—this involving also the truth that the Gentiles would enter

the kingdom of God immediately without the law (comp. the Comm.
on Acts X. 1, ff.), and indicating the expiatory virtue of the death

of Christ, which removes the wall of partition between Jews and

Gentiles. (Comp. the remarks on Ephes. ii. 14.) (In this passage

tOvog is used to designate the people of Israel, whilst the term ordi-

narily adopted is Xao^. In the Old Testament, the expressions tDs

and '•'la are employed in like manner, these also being interchanged.)

Ver. 54-57.—The hostility of the Jews now induced the Saviour

to retire into seclusion till the Passover, it being proposed even by
the Sanhedrim that whoever knew his place of residence should give

information of it (ver. 57). The neighbourhood to which Jesus

went—that of the city of Ephraim—lay north of Jerusalem, by the

desert of Judah. Ephraim is mentioned by Josephus (B. J. iv. 33),
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and perhaps in 2 Chron. xiii. 19. In the latter place, however, the

reading is doubtful. (In our passage, also, the Codices differ ; the

word being written in some 'Ecppefj., in others 'E^pa^t.) Meanwhile,

the Passover approached, and many hastened from the vicinity of

Ephraim to Jerusalem, before the commencement of the Feast, for

the purpose of purifying themselves, according to the Levitical law,

from their various pollutions. {'Ayvc^eiVj ver. 55, is here to be un-

derstood as denoting merely Levitical purification.) The minds of

these individuals were so full of the person of Christ, and that which

related to it, that they entered into earnest debates as to whether it

was likely that Christ would come to the Feast. (Yer. 56, in the

question ov ju^ tXdrj ; the ov jxtj is merely the strengthened negation,

and consequently—as generally in questions formed with ov—expects

an affirmative answer, " I should think he surely wiU come to the

Feast." Comp. V/iner's Gramm. 472, f.)



III.

PART THE THIRD.

LAST RESIDENCE OP CHRIST IN JERUSALEM AT THE PASSOVER.

(John xii. 1—xvii. 26.)

§ 1. The Anointing of Jesus and His Entrance into

Jerusalem,

(John xii. 1-19. [Matt xxvi. 6-13 ; Mark xiv. 3-9.])

In this last part of John's evangelical history, which extends to

the account of the Sufferings, everj^thing is so closely connected with

the main design of the Evangelist, that no further remark on this

point is requisite. For, even the first circumstances from the his-

tory of the Lord presented for our consideration in this paragraph

(viz.. his anointing and entrance into Jerusalem, which, it is true,

might have been omitted in case of necessity) are very appropri-

ately selected, inasmuch as they serve on the one hand to charac-

terize Judas, whose conduct as betrayer would not have been ac-

counted for but by this narrative, and on the other to represent the

inconsistency of the people, who, at the Redeemer's entrance, shout-

ed, " Hosanna to the Son of David \" and soon afterwards cried,

" Crucify him !" Everything, however, that has reference to the

bringing on of the Lord's death—the growing hatred of the Phari-

sees, the increasing villany of Judas, the fickleness of the multitude

—all this John brings before the reader, and although only in an

incidental and purely historical manner, yet without losing sight of,

or impairing, his grand, doctrinal purpose.

As regards the account of the anointing of Christ by Mary, we

have already spoken (in the former part of the Commentary) con-

cerning the difference between this and the kindred history related

Luke vii. 36, ff. But certain as it is that these two differ, it is

equally certain that the accounts, Matth. xxvi. 6, ff., Mark xiv. 3,

ff., are perfectly identical with ours in John. In modern times,

opinions on this point are quite harmonious. The only writers who

have maintained the diversity of the narratives are Origen, and more
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recently, Lightfoot and Wolf. However, the statements of the

synoptical Evangelists agree with those of John in everything essen-

tial, only that according to Matthew and Mark, Mary is the more

conspicuous, while in John, on the contrary, greater prominence is

given to Judas Iscariot, whose character the writer intends to point

out in order to throw light upon his subsequent act.

John xii. 1, 2, the narrative begins with a date : npb t-^ rjnepCJv^

rov ndaxa, k.t. X., six days hefore the Passover. Respecting the rela-

tion of this to the account given by Matthew and Mark, it has

already been remarked (in the Comm. on Matth. xxi. 1), that these

Evangelists have not in this instance observed chronological order
;

for whilst, according to John xii. 12, the entrance did not occur till

the day after the events here recorded, according to Matthew and
Mark, it took place long before. It is most probable that the sup-

per was given on a Sabbath, the Jews being fond of having enter-

tainments on that day, so that the entrance happened on the

Sunday. In the six days, that of the supper itself is reckoned as

the first, but the first day of the Passover is not included. The
place where the meal was partaken is, in John's account, left unde-
termined ; Matthew and Mark observe that it was held in the house

of a certain Simon who had beenaflicted with leprosy, of which it

is probable that Jesus had healed him. Supposing that this Simon
was connected with Lazarus by some natural relationship, we have an
easy explanation of the circumstances that Martha rendered assist-

ance at the supper, that Mary acted with so much freedom, and that

Lazarus was present as a guest. (Comp. xii. 2, Ad^apoc elg rjv rwv

dvaKei[i8vo)v. Liicke thinks that these words are intended to express

the reality of the awakening of Lazarus ; to me, however, this ap-

pears forced.)

Ver. 3.—During the supper, Mary, with overflowing feelings of

gratitude towards him who had just restored to her her beloved
brother, and by the communication of a higher life, first truly given

her to herself, approached her Lord and anointed him (Comp. the

remarks on Luke vii. 38, where, in essentials, we have the same thing

related
; Mark and John alone expressly call the ointment " spike-

nard ointment." [Ndpdog = ^-ns^ an odoriferous herb.] Hence they

describe it as costly [ISapvTiiiog, TToXvriiiog^ TroXvreXrji;'], on which account
it was preserved in a corresponding vessel. ['AXdjSaa-pov denotes
the stone as well as the vessel formed from it ; it appears, however,
that alabaster boxes especially were very commonly used for salves,

because they kept well in them, for which reason the Scholiast to

Theocrit's Idyl, xv. 114, explains it : oKsvog nvpo)v SeKTiKov.'] The
term maTiKog, employed by Mark and John, is obscure. It has been

* The words -rrpb ?? ri/iepuv stand elegantly for ff Ti/xepacc npb rov nuaxa. Comp.
Fritzsche on Matthew, p. 756. "Winer's Gramm. p. 513.
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proposed to take it as derived from -n-irw, and signifying " drinkable,

*. e., liquid." The derivation from moreva) in the sense of " genuine/'

" pure," is better, because nard-oil was often adulterated.) John

states that Mary anointed the feet of Jesus, and in this respect dif-

fers from MatthcAv and Mark, who mention his head. It may be

supposed that Mary anointed both, and this at once explains how

she used so much of the ointment. (John speaks of a Xi-pa [ivpov,

pound pf ointment; this quantity has been thought too large, but

the whole act must be regarded as a kind of extravagance of love.

Mary gave all that she had without hesitating or economising. The

words 7] dt- nlida t-7rA7/pw07/ etc rrjg da^iTiq rov fivgov, and the house was

filled, etc., would also apply to a great quantity of ointment.)

Ver. 4-6.—Mary's ardent, self-forgetting expression of love was

objected to, as John relates, by Judas ; Matthew and Mark say by

all the disciples—probably because being excited by the language

of the betrayer—they allowed themselves to be carried along with

him. (Matthew and Mark here use the word a-n-wAem, which is to

be understood in the sense of " destruction," " throwing away with-

out an object." He would have the costly ointment sold for the

poor. Matthew has merely -noTiXov, scil. dgyvptov. The two other

narrators mention a definite sum, viz., 300 denarii, i. e., from twenty-

five to thirty rix-dollars.) John, however, expressly informs us

that Judas spoke thus without any true love to the poor, and

merely from avarice. (Respecting the character of Judas, comp.

the particulars on Matth. xxvii. 3, ff.) He held the funds belonging

to the society of Jesus, and from these had appropriated much to

his own use. (Concerning the gifts presented to Jesus, see the re-

marks on Luke viii. 3. Tholuck is mistaken in the opinion that

Jesus had himself placed contributions in the cofier. This certainly

was not the case, for he had no property.

—

TXioaaoKoiiov literally sig-

nifies a small case for mouth-pieces {yXCJaaai) of flutes, and then

small boxes in general. A more elegant form was yXcdrroicoixeTov

—with the Rabbins N^ji^s'Vi, or, by interchange of the aspirates,

K^p.DSV"^. Comp. Buxt, lex. p. 443.)

Ver. 7, 8.—The Lord, in a mild and temperate manner, reproves

this language of the disciples, and defends the abashed Mary
against their attack. He directs attention to the excellent feeling

from which her action sprang, and the impulse of her ardent love,

which, even if she had not expressed it in a perfectly appropriate

manner, certainly deserved acknowledgment. In order, however, to

remove all appearance of inappropriateness, the Redeemer, Avith in-

expressible delicacy, attributes a still deeper meaning to what she

did ; "she anoints me for my burial," saith the Saviour, It may
be that he intended by these words also to give her an intimation

of the unspeakable sorrow that awaited her. For what must she have
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felt when she saw him who had the power to rescue her beloved Laz-

arus from the grave, die on the cross I In what a struggle must her

faith have been involved by such contrasts ! According to Matthew

and Mark, the Saviour crowns his gentleness and tenderness with

the remark, that in the act of love done to him she had reared to

herself an eternal monument, as lasting as the Gospel, the eternal

word of God. From generation to generation, this remarkable

prophecy of the Lord has been fulfilled, and even we, in explaining

this saying of the Redeemer, of necessity contribute to its accom-

plishment.

Ver. 9-11.—The proximity of the place to Jerusalem drew

thither many Jews, who were anxious partly to see Jesus, and partly

to get a sight of Lazarus, the man that had been raised from the

dead. This movement in their minds aroused the rage of the oppo-

nents of Christ ; they sought to remove out of the way not only the

Eedeemer, but him whom they regarded as a visible trophy of his

heavenly power and glory.

Ver. 12-16.—Jesus, however, instead of fleeing, openly encoun-

tered them ; on the day after the Supper, amidst the cheers of the

multitude, who had for the moment turned to him, he entered the

Holy City as his own possession. (For the particulars concerning

the entrance of Christ,* comp. the Comm. on Matth. xxi. 1.)

Crowds of people went out to meet him, shouting, and decked

with branches of palm. (The expression pata rdv (l)oiv[iicjv occurs

nowhere else. The word Paiov is said to have been derived from

the Coptic, and signifies " palm branch." 4>om^ also signifies

" palm" [comp. Rev. vii. 9], and is here added by way of explana-

tion.) The citation (from Zech. ix. 9) is quoted merely from mem-
ory. Here, again, however (comp. ii. 22\ John observes that he

did not clearly understand the meaning of this passage until a sub-

sequent period, after the glorification of the Lord. (Respecting

6o^d^eoOai^ see the remarks on xiii. 31.)

Ver. 17-19.—The fact that had produced this powerful excite-

ment of mind was the awakening of Lazarus ; this led the simple

people, who had not been drawn into error by sophisms, justly to

recognize in Jesus a messenger of God, even the Messianic King of

Israel himself. But the Pharisees saw from this event, that if they

meant to maintain themselves in their kingdom of falsehood, they

must interpose. ^Arrepxeodai dniaoj rivog is a Hebraism, s" """tiN tiVn.

(Comp. Gen. xxxiv. 5, xxxvii. 17.)

* Ancient expositors conceived that the spiritual meaning of the entrance of Christ

was a solemn representation of himself as the true Paschal Lamb. In the most recent

times, Schneckenburger (Beitr. p. 15) has again brought up the same idea.
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§ 2. The Last Public Discourse of Jesus.

(John xii. 20-50.)

Ver. 20-22.—Without fixing the date, John further informs us

of a discourse delivered by Christ in the presence of several Greeks,

who wished to see him. These "EXX'qveg cannot have been either

Jews who spoke Greek ('EXkTjviaTai), or Pagans, because it is stated

that the object of their coming was worship (TTpoaKvvrjoig). No doubt

they were Greeks by birth, who, as was the case with many Gentiles

in the time of Christ, from desire after truth, had turned to

Judaism, Hence they were proselytes, or so-called worshippers of

God (ael36fievoL tov Qeov), but whether proselytes of the gate, or of

righteousness, cannot be precisely determined. The accounts concern-

ing Christ may have convinced them that in him Divine power was

to be found, which would satisfy all their anticipations. Probably

a dense concourse surrounded the Lord, and they were unable to

get near him ; they expressed their wish to Philip, who may have

stood nearest to them, and he, after conferring* with Andrew, com-

municated it to Jesus. Had the wish of these Greeks to see Jesus

proceeded fronj mere curiosity, the Redeemer would certainly have

left it unnoticed ; but since it was a true expression of inward de-

sire, the gracious Lord readily gratified it. Doubtless he not only

shewed himself to them, but also addressed some words to the

strangers personally, which the Evangelist has omitted, as not im-

mediately pertaining to his design. He reports only those words of

Christ which he spoke in consequence of this occurrence, after the

personal salutations. Now, although in the beginning of the account

no date is given, yet we may conckide from ver. 36, that this was

the last public discourse which Christ dehvered, and hence that this

fact belongs to the last days before the evening with which the

Passover commenced.

It is not until the following discourse is thus viewed, that the

general concluding remarks (ver. 37-43), as also the conversation

itself, gain their full meaning. We then discover therein an actual

transfer, as it were, of the Gospel to the Gentiles, and a rejection of

* Liicko conjectures that Philip deemed this conference necessary on account of the

introduction of the Greeks into the front court of the Temple. Tholuck was of opinion

that Philip feared he should trouble Jesus by tlie proposal to bring the Greeks before him.

Lucko's view appears to me the more probable ; for surely the disciples were not accus-

tomed to think that anything by whicli happiness was to be produced would bo trouble-

some to the Lord. Tholuck, in the last edition, utters the conjecture that Philip may
have thought the wish of the Greeks was founded upon mere curiosity. This is more

plausible than his former idea, and might well bo combined with the supposition of

Meyer, that Jesus did not permit the Greeks to be brought before him at all.
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Israel, wliicli latter great event the Evangelist brings more distinctly

into notice by reference to its prophetic announcement ; and thus

ai)prehended, this paragraph strictly belongs to the evangelical his-

tory of John, which appears to have been intended especially for the

Gentiles, whose condition was one of deeper need. (Kespecting the

apparent argument drawn from ver. 44, ft'., against the opinion that

the Kedeemer closed his public ministry with this discourse, see the

exposition in that place.)

With this view of our passage harmonizes well the account which

it contains of the voice that came from heaven (ver. 28, ff.) We do

not find similar solemn sanctions of the person and work of* Christ in

the course of his ministry ; they occur only at its commencement (at

the baptism, comp. the Comm. on Matth. iii. 17) and here at its

conclusion. In the former instance the voice was heard on the

shore of Jordan, on this occasion in Jerusalem, and it would seem
within the sanctuary, as the transaction probably took place in a

court of the Temple. Hence the occurrence is like a.formal instal-

lation of Christ as the Lord and King of Israel upon the holy hil]

ofGod(Ps. ii. 6).

Ver. 23-25.—If the language of Christ, " the hour is come," etc.,

appears unsuited to the preceding circumstances, it is to be observed,

in the first place, that (as we have already remarked) the report

given of what the Saviour said certaioly is imperfect ; and secondly,

that the following words of the Lord are themselves connected in a

very intimate manner with the wish of the Greeks to see him,

although this connexion is not obvious at the first sight. With all

the sincerity which characterized the desire of those Greeks, there

was an inevitable mixture of much that needed correction. Prob-

ably they expected that Christ would be surrounded by a peculiar,

sensible glory, whereas his appearance presented nothing striking
;

and least of all could they have supposed any sufiering in his per-

son. But since the time of his passion was so near at hand that

these Greeks themselves undoubtedly saw him sufi'er and die, the

Eedeemer, in his tender love, sought to give them a previous inti-

mation of the event, that it might not form a stumbling-block in

their way. True, he did not on this account entirely cast aside the

glory, for a voice from heaven represented him as already glorified
;

but humiliation was mingled with the glory, for Jesus himself did

not refrain from disclosing his inward agitation at his approaching

sufierings (ver. 27).* We are not to suppose that on this occasion

* Tholuck thinks it unnatural " that Jesus should designedly have given the Greeks,

byway of preparation, a prelude to his approaching sufiFerings;" but does not himself offer

any explanation of the fact before us. Now, if this did not take place in the presence of

the Greeks accidentally—considering that even in Gethsemane the Eedeemer did not

expose liimself to the view of all his disciples in the time of his fear—scarcely anything
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Christ was involuntarily overpowered by the anticipation of his

sufferings, but rather that his conduct was deliberate, and adapted

to the circumstances, although it was far from anything affected,

since it displays the charm of the most unconstrained activity of

soul. (Concerning f^X-qXvOev i) cjpa, comp. the remarks on vii. 44,

viii. 20.—As regards do^d^eaOai, consult the observations on xiii.

31.) The way, however, to this glorification, would appear to

destroy the very glory pertaining to it. Hence, on account of

this strong contrast, the discourse is commenced with a'p/v dju^v.

—

The KOKicog rod oltov^ grain of wheat, here selected by Jesus as an

illustration, forms a pleasing, and at the same time deeply signifi-

cant, image of that life which springs forth afresh out of death.*

The grain of seed must rot in the earth, if it is to answer its end

and bring forth fruit ; otherwise it remains alone. Such an ilkis-

tration mitigates the bitterness of death, and makes it appear de-

sirable as a necessary passage to a glorious goal. Only, the figure

must not be stretched too far ; for we may easily overstep the limit

which separates the image and that which is compared with it.

For example, if we were, to extend the simile so far as to institute

a comparison between a grain of corn planted in the earth, and the

sacred hody of Christ, there would be a perversion of the figure, be-

cause the body of Christ did not decay. The only point of compar-

ison to be kept in view is death, in which the holy soul of Clirist was

planted, but the sacrifice of his life was like the generation of a higher

kind of life, for from this a whole world received its nobler being.

Ver. 25, 26.—The Saviour, that he may not be regarded by
the strangers who are listening to him, merely in an objective

light, witli admirable wisdom passes on to the subjective view, and

shews them how that which in its highest degree was his sacrifice,

in proportion awaits all, and even themselves. The way to eternal

else remains tbaa the interpretation which I have propounded. That interpretation says

nothing about a prelude to his sufferings: it merely supposes an open disclosure of the

impression which the prospect of Christ's sufferings produced upon his mind. Mean-

while, it is a question whetlier Me}'cr has not taken the right view in thinking that Jesus

did not permit the Greeks to be brought into his presence at all; at any rate this suppo-

sition would entirely set aside the difficulty of which we have spoken.

* The same metaphor is employed by the oriental mystics, who are so eminently dis-

tinguished for their profound reflections upon nature. Tiius speaks lelaleddin in Tholuck'a

Biiithensamml. p. 109)

:

Deep in the bosom of the earth cast grains of com,

And soon upstarts the golden ear both large and full

;

Then let the flail with bruises part the ear in twain.

And from the broken ear comes food to nourish us.

Nature, conceived of as animated by the breath of the Eternal, and sustained by tho

Almighty word of God, contains in her phenomena the most pregnant symbols of all the

truths pertaining to the spiritual world. Hence all profounder vision in tho most diverse

periods and nations, frequently agrees in choosing the samo metaphors to illustrate the

same ideas.
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life is to hate one's life {jiiouv ttjv -i^vxriv). (On this subject comp.

the Comm. Matth. x. 39.) He, however, who follows the Re-

deemer in this path, which leads through death to life (Rom. vi. 5)

shall he where he «§,* and (as a privilege associated with this),

shall share his glory (John xvii. 22), which the Father confers

upon him.

Ver. 27.—The Redeemer follows this with an expression of deep

and sorrowful agony :
" Now is my soul troubled" {yvv t) ipvxrj fiov

TerdpaiiTai). We must not overlook the circumstance that here the

term V'^%^j soul, is selected ; this expression denotes an individual,

personal sorrow, whilst "nvtvua, spirit, rather indicates that which is

general. That personal sorrow is indeed to be considered more limit-

ed, but hence also more intense than the other. (See the remarks on

John xi. 33 ; Matth. xxvi. 38.) With the cry of lamentation itself,

is blended a prayer to God, which at the same time, in the repetition

of the name " Father," shews the permanent liveliness of his filial

feeling. (It was just so during the conflict in Gethsemane, Matth.

xxvi, 39, 42 ; and also on the cross, Matth. xxvii. 46.) Under the

expression c5pa avrri, this hour, Christ comprehends the whole time

of suffering, which he recognizes as necessary to the perfection of

his work, and for which he entreats the special support of the Fath-

er. The words 6ia rovro, for this, imply the idea " in order to re-

deem mankind, to complete my work." It is an aposiopesis, which

is easily explained by the excited state of his mind. The victory

gained is expressed in the language :
" Father, glorify thy name"

Trdrep, do^acov gov to ovona scil. iv tfioi. Q'Ovojia = Dp stands for the

Divine entity itself, but in its manifestation, which do^d^eiv necessa-

rily indicates ;f for it is only as manifesting himself that God can

disclose his do^a, the highest point of which appears in the comple-

tion of the work of the Son.)

The similarity of this occurrence to the conflict in Gethsemane
is obvious ; only that, here the struggle was shorter and in public,

whilst in Gethsemane, on the contrary, the agony of Christ was pro-

longed, and took place in the presence of no more than his three

most intimate companions. (Comp. the exposition of Matth, xxvi.

36, ff.) What may have induced the Redeemer, under the circum-

stances in this instance, to shew himself to those strangers in his

humiliation, has already been suggested. Hence it only remains to

be observed that, according to our passage, the Christ of John, in

relation to the conflict through which he passed, does not appear

* It is true the words utvov eI/j.! iyci, ekiI 6 Slukovo^ 6 Ifiog larai. are employed only in

a general sense, without any special explanation ; but if we compare such passages as

1 John iii. 2, John xiv. 2, 3, it is impossible to doubt that here the immediate presence

of believers with Christ after death is expressed ; which implies that, in their case, Hades
is overcome, and tlie abode in it is escaped. (See the Comm. on Luke xvi. 19, fif.)

\ Concerning 6o^u^eiv,comp. the observations on John xiii, 31.
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different from the Christ of the synoptical Evangelists. What the

conflict of Jesus in Gethsemane is to the latter, this passage is to

John. (Respecting the attempt to shew the identity of the two
events, comp. the particulars in the Comm. on Matth. xxvi. 36.)

Ver. 28-30.—This prayer of the Redeemer was followed, as it

were, by an answer, a voice from heaven, in which the glorification

of God in the Son is first represented as a process already going on,

and then (in reference to its completion) is promised as yet to come.

(For the details on this subject comp. the remarks on xiii. 31.)

This passage is remarkable, inasmuch as it mentions not merely the

voice from heaven, but the way in which the bystanders judged of

it. Some said it thundered ; others, that an angel had spoken.

Besides this, however, we have the express declaration of the Lord,

that it was not an incidental natural occurrence, but a designed

voice, the intention of which was to sanction the Redeemer before

men. The opinion that we have propounded respecting voices from

heaven, on the occasion of a similar event, Matth. iii. 17, is thus

perfectly established. For the very reason that they revealed the

spiritual world, it was only with the spiritual ear that they could be

perceived in their true character. Where there was an entire ab-

sence of susceptibility to spiritual things, a hollow external impres-

sion might be made upon the hearers, but no meaning was appre-

hended ; accordingly they compared it with a similar sound, a kind

of low thunder. The more susceptible among them who were pro-

bably watching the countenance of Jesus—whose looks no doubt
reflected the state of his mind—remarked that some one spoko with

him, and attributed what they heard and saw in him, to an angel.

Those alone who were truly enlightened received the true and pure

impression of the voice. Thus the fact assumes a very distinct and
simple form. True, hostility to any extraordinary disclosure of the

spiritual world and its almighty Lord has induced the attempt to

elude it also in this instance. Even Lucke, in the exposition of this

passage, has decidedly espoused the hypothesis of the Bath Kol
{daughter of the voice.) But, altogether apart from the great

improbability that a custom so liable to abuse should have been

sanctioned by God, the unsoundness of this theory is plainly shewn
by a remark which Tholuck has already made on the passage

—

viz., it is perfectly indemonstrable that the Bath Kol consisted

in anything else than human words. Moreover, if it be borne

in mind that we have accounts (and we can hardly suppose that

they are all fabulous) of heavenly voices being heard in other in-

stances not unfrequently occurring (comp. Joseph. Ant. xiii. 3, de

Bell. Jud. vii. 12, Epist. Smyrn. de Polyc. c. 9)— and if it be fur-

ther considered that, in every case of theophany, a voice is audible,

and thus here we need only suppose the presence of an invisible
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form, then—if the possibility of a manifestation of the spiritual

economy be not denied in general—no substantial objection can be

urged against our view.*

Ver, 31-83.—With the declaration respecting the design of this

transaction, Jesus in his discourse connects a more precise statement

of the weighty character of the moment in which he spoke. He
calls it the time of judgment concerning this world, and associates

with it the victory of truth. Thus these words express the same

sentiment, only viewed in two different lights. The overthrow of

evil necessarily involves the victory of good, for it is only the latter

that can render the former possible. The exclusion of Satan (and

his angels with him) from heaven (Luke x. 18 ; Rev. xii. 7, ff.) ne-

cessarily presupposes the exaltation of Christ, and of his own with

him, from earth to heaven. The fundamental idea of the passage

in reference to the judgment is clear, according to such passages as

Luke X. 18 ; John iii. 17, ff. Judgment, as the separation of the

evil from the great living community of the universe, is not to

be regarded merely as concentrated in the end of time, but pro-

ceeds through the course of the world's history, and manifests itself

in special conjunctures which display the operation of the Good in

full energy. When tlie disciples, with the powers of the higher

world, expelled those evil spirits who had bound the sons of Abra-

ham (Luke X. 18), the Lord recognized in that a fall of Satan from

his throne ; and when upon this occasion Gentiles pressed into the

kingdom of God, he recognized Satan's complete destruction.

(John xvi. 11.) The partition-wall of the law, which sin necessa-

rily erected between nations, was destroyed by the power of truth
;

and the result was, in place of separation, the unity of all (Ephes.

ii. 14).

In ver. 31, the mention of the Devil without any occasion being

offered, and in the presence of Greek strangers, is important. Even
the most ingenious theory of accommodation, has in this instance a

very difficult task to perform ; for it would seem that if that idea

had contained no real truth, it would have been necessary, especially

here, to avoid it in the most decided manner, since it might be dif-

fused among circles where as yet it was not Imown. (The name
«C%wv rov Koanov tovtov occurs nowhere but in John [xiv. 39, xvi. 11].

* KHag (loc. cit. p. 675) is decidedly opposed to Lucke,^nd adopts the hypothesis of

something supernatural which was to be heard on this occasion, and which men quite er-

roneously took for thunder. LiJcke, in support of this view—that tlmnder also, and not

merely words, was considered as Bath Kol—appeals to Tract. Sanhedr. fol. 11, where it

is said, vox super ipsis edita est de coelo. But in these words the vox may have been
the Divine voice itself; of which the echo on earth was only deemed too certain an indica-

tion. Thunder would uot havo been called vox do coelo ; it is not called so in the

Old Testament

—

not even in Psalm xxix., which contains the most minute description of

thunder.
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It corresponds witli the Hebrew t^iyn a-n or tsVyri nto. Paul uses,

instead of this, Oebg rov alCjvog tovtoVj 2 Cor, iv. 4. The expres-

sion d Koniiog ovrog is rare [compare also John viii. 23]. The
pronoun is strictly pleonastic, for Koqiog jueAAwv never occurs.*

Koofiog is here quite synonymous with a/wv, as 2 Cor. iv. 4.—The
reading kotcj for t'^w indicates that we are to understand eKfidlXeaGai

as meaning a removal from heaven.f The latter reading, however,

is the only correct one ; it supposes the metaphor of a temple or

the dwelling of God, from which the prince of this world is cast

out.) That vipcod^jvatj lifted up, ver. 32, primarily conveys the idea

of glorification, there can he no doubt. (On this subject compare
the Comm. iii. 14, viii. 28.) The different interpretation given of

it by John will be discussed in the immediate sequel. But before

we pass on to that, there remains for our consideration the clause
" I will draw all men to myself (ndvrag tA/cvao) ngbg l^iavrov) . Now
it is evident that d^-aio (as we have already remarked on vi. 44) does

not involve the notion of anything violent and compulsory, but

ratlier indicates the power of Christ which awakens the will itself,

and by which he gathers men from their state of separation, at-

tracting them, like a magnet, to himself. The word Travrag, all,

must not be overlooked. This expression might appear very

favourable to the restoration of all (d-rroKaTdaTaoLg rojv ndvrojv), iiincQ

ndvreg, although with the article it may denote a certain precisely

defined whole, e. g, the called, yet, in the absence of the article,

signifies the whole, without restriction. But probably the idea,

that the doctrine of the restoration is here intimated might be

sufficiently met by observing that " all" designates the Gentiles

in distinction from the Jews, who thought they were the only

objects of the Messiah's coming ; while the circumstance that

there will be unbelieving Gentiles also is no part of the subject

under consideration. The words relate to the Divine purpose,

which, indeed, through the resistance of many, is not fulfilled in all.

Christ draws, not some men, but all ; those only who resist this at-

traction are excluded from salvation. In fact this passage teaches

the universality of the op)erations of grace. (Comp. the remarks on

Rom. xi. 32.) John's interpretation of the language of Christ now
leads us to the following verse.

* In Heb. ii. 5, we find the parallel expression olKov/uivrj [lellovaa, but this does not

occur anywhere else in the New Testament,

f Lucke, in speaking on this subject, asks, " Of what consequence is it to us, that

a transcriber understood the passage thus ?" "With every one who denies the Johannine

origin of the Apocalypse, this observation may have some force ; but to us, who admit

that, the matter is of unquestionable importance. Rev. xii. 7, ff., the dragon is for the

first time cast out of heaven. That passage does not involve anything essentially diflbr-

ent from what is referred to here ; the only variation is, that there the result produced by

the work of Jesus is represented as absolutely complete. (Comp. Jobi. G, ii. 1.)

Vol. II.—34
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Yer. 34.—The people understand vip(^d']vai, lifted up, according

to the known signification of the word (comp. the Comm. on iii. 14,

viii. 28), as denoting crucifixion. This is evidently implied by the

antithesis to " abiding forever" (fisvetv elg rbv ai(:>va), and by the fol-

lowing answer of Christ (ver. 35): " Yet a little wbile," etc. It is

not very remarkable that the people should have attached this

meaning to the expression ; but that John appears to agree with

this interpretation is extraordinary, considering that in the words of

Christ the term is so evidently employed to designate the glorifica-

tion. It would certainly be the shortest way to say that John was

mistaken in this explanation. But since, xviii. 32, he again refers to

what Christ had said, as a prophecy of Christ concerning his death,

he ajjpears to have laid a stress on this (otherwise he would as-

suredly by no means have made such a remark) ; and it is hardly

to be conceived of the inspired John, that in doing so he was alto-

gether mistaken. In my opinion the simplest method of solving

the difficulty is to suppose that John regarded the crucifixion of

Jesus as a symholr' His elevation from earth on the cross is, to

the Evangelist, an emblem of his being set up as the ensign (tj.;

Isaiah xi. 10) around which the nations should rally ; and he would

describe the attractive power of the cross of Christ as so great, that

those who are susceptible follow it, although in the case of every

one of them, the way to Christ should again lead through death on the

cross. Thus there is in these words a retrospective allusion to what

precedes (ver. 25, ff".), where Christ claimed the surrender of life. It

is necessary, as we have frequently remarked, to guard against re-

jecting such a twofold sense in ambiguous phraseology, because

the use of it is prevalent, especially in the oriental philosophy, and

the language of Christ decidedly partakes of its peculiar charac-

ter. The idea of the Messiah's eternal continuance veiy naturally

arose from such passages of the Old Testament (vaiwg — yQa^/j]

as ascribe to the Messiah an eternal kingdom (Psalm ex. 4

;

Dan. vii. 14). Only it was overlooked that^ in the Old Testa-

ment, the first and second advents of the Lord are not clearly dis-

tinguished, and hence it was thought that the Messiah, at his first

coming, would continue for ever.

Finally, this passage again seems to furnish proof that the names

Son of Man and Christ (XQia-og) are synonymous. But if it be

granted—as it undoubtedly must be—that the discourse of Christ

was not fully reported, and that he previously called himself

Son of Man, this apparent proof vanishes. The passage then

rather opposes the view that Son of Man was a common desig-

nation of the Messiah. The multitude felt, when Christ applied

* On this subject comp. the details in the History of the Sufferings at the crucifixion,

Luke xxiii. 39, ff.
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the name to himself, that the signification must be kindred to the

name of Messiah, but they could not rightly understand it, espec-

ially with the accompanying mention of his being " lifted up," and

consequently they even conjectured that by the Son of Man he

meant some one else than himself.

Ver. 35, 36.—As the question could not be answered without

entering into a full discussion, and this, under the existing circum-

stances, was impossible, Jesus conducts the minds of his hearers to

that which was of practical moment. It was important for them
to make use of Imn while he continued amongst them ; when he

withdrew the light would depart, and the dark night of temptation,

fraught with peril, would break in upon them. The sentiment ex-

pressed in ver. 35 being explained by ver. 36, the passage contains

no difficulty, especially as the particular cause of obscurity in simi-

lar passages (vii. 34, ix. 4, xi. 9) does not occur here. (Instead of

the more difficult tv v/iZv, the text. rec. has jue0' vjuwv, which certainly

is not the original reading. Here h must be explained according

to the Hebrew an;;B = " among you." True, that in the language

of John, tv TLvl elvai has a pregnant sense, and this might be

indicated here by the expression viol (pojTog. But the connexion

shews that the hearers are persons who do not even admit the light

into themselves, but reject it ; hence tv vfuv can only be understood

as referring to the mass. " The light still acts for a little while in

you, i. e. in the nation, or among you.")

Ver. 37-40.—As the public ministry of Christ here closed, John
appends some concluding remarks on the unbelief of the people.

First, he speaks of those who were quite unsusceptible, and then

(ver. 42, 43) of those who were impressed, but were restrained by
fear of men from free confession. The design of these observations

evidently is, to shew that this unbelief did not at all 'set aside the

purposes of God, but, on the contrary, fulfilled them. Hence the

form tva ttAt/pwO//, that it might he fulfilled, is to be taken in its most
literal sense. (Comp. the Comm. on Matth. i. 22.) The first pas-

sage merely states the actual result of the preaching of the suffering

Kedeemer. (It is quoted from Isaiah liii. 1, and exactly corres-

ponds with the LXX.) But even the words ovk r\6vvavTo moTevecv^

they could not believe, convey the sterner sentiment which the second

passage (Isaiah vi. 10) expresses with the utmost possible severity.

(This citation seems to have been made merely from memory ; for

it dlff'ers very much from the original, as well as from the LXX., while

it does not appear that the variation was designed.) We have al-

ready shewn at large (in the Comm. on Matthew xiii. 10, ff".) that

this rigid statement must not be modified by exegetical arts, as

it may rather, by surmounting the internal difficulty, be har-

monized with the general doctrine of Scripture. It is the very
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curse appointed by God to rest upon the wicked, that wickedness

increases until at length all susceptibility to that which is good is

at an end, so that the most glorious manifestation of good, accord-

ing to the invariable law of justice, instead of conferring blessings,

brings only condemnation upon those who are confirmed in evil.

Yer, 41.—This quotation of the Evangelist is very important

to us on account of the express statement that Isaiah saw His

(Christ's) glory, and spake of Him. (The connexion shews that

avTov cannot be applied to any one but Christ, and that it does not

refer to God as, in a forced manner, has been supposed.) Hence

John recognized the majestic vision seen by Isaiah (Is. vi. 1 ff.) as a

manifestation of the Logos, the Son of God. This necessarily fol-

lows from the essential relation of the Son to the Father. For the

Son is the revelation of the Father, as the word is the disclosure of

the hidden mind in man. A man cannot communicate himself ex-

cept by language, so the concealed, invisible Father (i. 18) reveals

himself only in the Original Word the Son. The Son is the King

Jehovah who rules in the Old Testament, and appears to the elect, as

in the New Testament the Spirit, the invisible minister (vTTrjphrjcf)

of the Son, is the Director of the Church, and the Revealer in the

sanctuary of the heart. This profound mystery of the Godhead

was first unveiled to us by the Son when he was glorified in death.

(Comp. the remarks on vii. 39.) Such passages as 1 Cor.x., Heb. xi.

26, 1 Pet. i. 11 shew that the same view respecting the Son as the re-

vealer of the Father was entertained by the other writers of the New
Testament.

Ver. 42, 43.—The above remarks concerning the general unbelief

are now limited by the statement that many, even among the rulers

of the people, believed, although through fear of man they did not

openly confess their faith. Nicoderaus and other adherents of

Jesus, who were characterized by a similar disposition, are here cen-

sured (v. 44).

Ver. 44-50.— The circumstance that the Evangelist here again

introduces the Lord as speaking, appears opposed to the view given

in our exposition of ver. 20—'that the above discourses were the last

delivered by Christ in public. Many commentators connect these

words with ver. 36, and suppose that the Lord turned round once

more before his departure and uttered the language that follows.

True, this opinion might derive support from htpa^e, he cried, since

the term seems to indicate an actual utterance.* But the greatest

weight is on the side of the considerations which have induced
* Tbis is appealed to especially by Kling (loc. cit. p. 677, ff.) who has at last es-

poused the opinion that the Redeemer actually spoke these words. De Wette, indeed,

refers the section to the Evangelist, but in such a manner that he thinks the Evangelist

actually ascribed to Christ a regular discourse which ho never delivered ; a view, ofcourse,

untenable, as destroying the character of inspiration.
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Liicke and Tholuck, after the example of J. D. Michaelis and Morus,

to regard the enth-e contents of the subsequent verses, not as an actual

discourse of Christ, hut as an epitome of his discourses by the Evan-
gelist ; in which case the words tnpa^e aal elnev, he cried and said,

are to he taken as meaning, " Jesus was accustomed to declare with

great emphasis." The arguments for this hypothesis are as follows:

First, the following statements contain no thought not previously

expressed ; secondhj, they consist of individual sentences linked to-

gether by no strict internal relationship ; thirdly, the sayings select-

ed are the very ones that stand in close connexion with the forego-

ing accusation of unbelief against the Jews, for in these Christ states

the purpose of his sublime mission, and points out the blessing of

faith, as well as the curse of unbelief, (ilespecting ver. 44, comp.

the passage vii. 16 ; ver. 45, xiv. 9 ; ver. 46, viii. 12 ; ver. 47, iii.

17, 18, v. 45 ; ver. 48, iii. 8, viii. 24 ; ver. 49, iii. 11, v. 20 ; ver. 50,

v. 30, vii. 16.) In the concluding verse, the only peculiarity is the

clause " his command is eternal life" (on i] ivroh) av-ov ^w// alu)vt6g

lari). This needs a special consideration. 'lltvToXrj, the command,
certainly refers to the preceding ivToXrj, command (without an ar-

ticle) ; but still the subject of discourse in this place, cannot be

merely this one command of God concerning what the Kedeemer
should say, for the eternal life belongs to Christ in and for himself,

and not because he obeyed this command. Accordingly the words

are to be understood in a general sense, and the meaning is this :

" every command of God is eternal life ; happy therefore is he who
receives my word, for all my words are spoken under God's authority,

and thus by God's own command." One thing here is of the great-

est importance, viz., the t'an, is. This (as xvii. 3) is not to be modi-

fied by taking it as synonymous with the language :
" it produces

or procures eternal life, i. e., when obeyed." Such an interpretation

is opposed to the depth and spirituality of John's views. To him

the command of God is a living utterance of God himself, an essen-

tial power ; and hence, like the true knowledge, as such it is eternal

life. He who receives the word of God, and allows it to operate

within him, has in it eternal life. Accordingly, although the term
" command" (tvroA^) seems to lead to the legal point of view, still

here it is clearly seen that the expression is associated with the life

of fiiith, which includes the knowledge of the Divine laiv (and its

individual expressions, the commandments), the Divine element re-

ceived by the believer being the very element whence the Law pro-

ceeds.
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§ 3. The Washing of the Feet

(John xiii. 1-30.)

The Redeemer having thus closed his public ministry, now turned

his attention entirely to that little flock of his own disciples who not

merely believed (like those fearful persons, xii. 42), but also courage-

ously confessed their faith. The event to which John gives special

prominence, in the period of this more intimate fellowship, is the

last meal of Jesus with his friends. The identity of this duTTvov,

feast, with the last Supper is supported, j^rs^, by the parallel Luke

xxii. 27, which evidently relates to the washing of the feet, and

places it at the time of the Supper ; secondly, John himself (xiii,

21, ff., 38, ff.) mentions the same conversation, as, according to the

other Evangelists, took place at the Passover ; and, finally, this

entirely continuous interview, is immediately succeeded by the de-

parture of Christ to Gethsemane (xvii. 26, xviii. 1). For the objec-

tions that have been urged against this view, and for the hypotheses

propounded in order to reconcile the synoptical Evangelists with

John, in reference to the chronology, comp. the remarks on Matth.

xxvi. 17, in the Comm. on the History of the Passion. Here there

is only one point (not mentioned there) that needs solution ; viz.,

why was the institution of the sacrament of the Holy Sui3per not

related by John ? In the^rs^ place, it would be quite sufficient,

in explanation of this omission, to remark that John may have

deemed the institution of this sacrament unimportant to his main
design, on which account also he is silent concerning the institution

of the sacrament of baptism ; especially since he wrote for persons,

all of whom were already acquainted with the essentials of the Gos-

pel, so far as its external form was concerned. And, besides this,

the institution of the Supper was narrated with such precision by
the other Evangelists, that it did not need any repetition whatever.

Such information respecting the incidents connected with the last

meal of Jesus as they had omitted

—

e. g., the washing of the feet

—

John here supplied. Meanwhile, this latter fact is by no means re-

lated merely for the sake of supplementing the synoptical gospels
;

on the contrary, it also stands in immediate connexion with the ob-

jects of our author. On the one hand, it was intended to form an
historical basis for the extended discourses of Jesus which follow :

while on the other, John doubtless inserted the account of the wash-
ing of the feet in order that the Redeemer, whom he had so fre-

quently represented as exalting himself(when he called himself the

Light of the World, the Water, the Bread of Life, and so forth),

might be exhibited in the self-abasement of genuine humility which
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constituted liis finest ornament, though the Gnostics were but too

much disposed to mistake it. And further, the notices of Judas
that occur in the narrative were important to John, for the pur-

pose of shewing the relation of Jesus to his betrayer.

As regards the washing of the feet itself, in the first place^ the

occasion that induced it is clearly seen in the passage, Luke xxii.

24, fi;, where mention is made of strife among the disciples. This

led to an act which set forth in the most striking manner, the deep-

est self-humiliation of Christ, and also recommended the same to

the disciples. Secondly, this proceeding, according to the design of

the Lord, was to have a symbolical significance. (Comp. the details

on xiii. 10.) For while baptism relates to that purification and

renovation of the whole man which happens only once, the washing

of the feet was intended to illustrate the daily cleansing from that

contamination of the world, which even the regenerate man cannot

avoid, but which would become injurious to him only in case he did

not immediately endeavour to remove it. Thus we are not so much
to suppose a double sense in the words, as to recognise a symboli-

cal character in the transaction ; a case which, as we have already

several times remarked, frequently occurs in the evangelic history.

(Comp. the Comm. on Matth. xxi. 18, ff.) Such a metaphorical admo-
nition was more than ever necessary for the disciples at this particuliar

time. They were about to encounter circumstances in which their

faith might easily be shaken ; hence it Avas important for them to

know that one sinful emotion, a single instance of being overtaken by
surprise, would not suffice to wrest them from their state of grace,

but that they might daily receive fresh pardon for such defile-

ments.

Another remarkable point in this account is, that the transac-

tion aj)pears to have all the criteria of a sacramental one. It wears

the aspect of an external rite instituted by Christ, to which a pro-

mise of grace is appended. The washing of the feet, in its relation

to the following Supper, seems emblematical of 7'epentance, in so far

as daily repentance is necesary even to the believer, and is calcula-

ted to produce new assurance of forgiveness before the participation

of the Holy Supper. Not a trace, however, of a sacramental washing

of feet is to be found in the oldest tradition of the church, and the

thought of adopting this rite was never entertained by the scholas-

tics of tlie middle ages—with all their disposition to increase the

number of sacraments—or even by the Reformers, notwithstanding

the fact that they at first regarded poinitcntia as the third sacrament.

(Comp. conf. August, c. 7.) Still many might think that the words

of Christ, although not affording ground for the admission of it as a

sacrament, might serve to recommend its retention as a rite in the

church. In fact, we meet with the practice of feet-washing hero
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and there in the ancient* church, although it never was general,

and it took place only as a supplement to the ceremony of baptism.f

But it was very soon found that the relations of the sexes, as also

the differences of climate, rendered it impossible to continue the

usage in large communities. (Amongst the modern sects, that of

the Brethren has attempted to introduce it again.+) This circum-

stance, therefore, is a remarkable example of the truth that the

words of the Lord, which are spirit and life, are to be apprehended

with spirit and life. Had the ancient church, from rigid adherence

to the letter, required the external washing of the feet on the part

of all its members mutually, as a religious duty, this certainly would

have been a mistake. (For further remarks respecting the feet-wash-

ing, comp. the Comra. on Matth. xxvi. 26.)

Chap. xiii. 1 .—As regards the construction of the first verse,

Liicke, in his first edition, follows the view of Knapp, which places

ver. 2 in parenthesis, and resumes eMc5f, ver. 3, from ver. 1. But
aside from the fact that this construction increases the chronological

difficulty involved in the words 7rp6 6e ryg toprijg rov rcdaxa, and before

the feast, etc., an antecedent objection to it arises from the fact that

the eldcjg ver, 3 is quite distinct from that in ver. 1. The latter re-

lates to the consciousness that the hour of his suffering was near, the

former to the consciousness of full Divine authority ; and hence the

one cannot be taken as a resumption of the other. If, on the con-

trary, the first sentence is completely finished with the words riydiri]-

oev avTovg, and the second period opened with koX dd-nvov yevo-

fxivov, all obscurity in connexion with -npo toprTjg vanishes ; for

this expression then refers not merely to the dtlirvovj but to the

wJiole time immediately before the Redeemer's passion, during which

* In the apostolic church the traces are altogether wanting, for 1 Tim. v. 10, 7ro(5»f

viipaadai is mentioned merely as an act of kindness done to others, not as a frequently re-

peated symbolical ceremony performed without real necessity. The Anabaptists and

Mennonites have discovered, in this passage, a reference to washing the feet in a literal

sense. Thus in the Confessio of the Mennonites in Prussia, in the year 1678, it is said:

quodsi quidam ab ecclesia ad exequenda qusedam spiritualia mittuntur, primo in domos

nostras introeuntes, osculo sancto salutantur, et in signum humilitatis et caritatis erga

illos pedes lavantur. (Comp. Schrokh's R. G-. nach der Reform. Vol. v. p. 457.)

j- On this subject, comp. the passages in Bingham orig. eccl. vol. iv. 394, sqq.

X In those clmrches, however, it is not a universal regulation, but is left to the male

and female leaders of the services to introduce it or not, as they think suitable. This

wise arrangement displays a very just sense of the doubtfulness that attaches to the

general practice of it in our circumstances ; it is evident that the only intention is to spare

the consciences of those who regard the performance of the rite as a duty. The cere-

mony in the Romish Church, customary with the Pope and with Princes, is known. On
this subject Bengel finely remarks : Magis admirandus foret pontifex unius regis, quam
duodecim pauperum, pedes seria humilitate lavans.—In many places, particularly in rural

districts, the custom of washing the feet on the evening before communion day still pre-

vails in the evangelical churches. This evidently shews that the washing of the feet is

regarded as an act expressive of purification in repentance.
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Beason the love of the Lord to his disciples was specially ardent, and

continued in this ardour and energy to the end of his earthly pil-

grimage.* (Respecting his dis'ciples, it is emphatically observed,

that they remained in the loorld, and in the midst of their tempta-

tions, for tlie purpose of giving force to the antithesis that Christ

himself was about to leave the sinful world that he might jmss into

the kingdom of peace [jr^oq tov Trarepa], "Iva is not to be taken iii-

l3aTiK6jg, but should be translated ; he " knew the hour was come,

the intention of ivhich ivas to remove him to the Father."

Ver. 2.—The Evangelist now connects with the subject more

immediately in hand the cursory remark, that Judas Iscariot had

already conceived the design, and had devoted himself to betray

Jesus. As regards the ijosition of this statement in this particular

place, it is by no means accidental. For since Judas was present

at the washing of the feet, and the Redeemer washed his feet also,

this observation is intended to shew the amazing greatness of the

Redeemer's self-abasement, while at the same time it exhibits the

shamelessness of the wretched disciple (especially in contrast with

Peter), who could bear the thought that the Holy One of God,

whom he was about to betray, should perform the meanest service

for him. - Hence, in the person of Judas, the thorough presump-

tion of sin stands out in glaring opposition to the humility of the

Saviour.

Respecting the statement itself, ver. 27, and Luke xxii. 3, may
be compared.f According to the former passage, it would seem that

putting into the heart {fiaXXeiv dg icapdiav) is something less than

entering into one {eloepx^oOat elg rtvd), and indeed it is certain that

there is a difference between thetwo phrases ; meanwhile Luke xxii.

3 shews that the distinction must not be urged too strictly, the dif-

ference being not so much in kind as in degree. A more important

distinction—not indeed actually expressed, but involved in biblical

psychology—is to be observed between putting into the mind ((3dX-

Xetv elg vovv) and into the heart {elg iiaQdiav). The former relates

only to the faculty of knowledge and to consciousness ; and an ex-

citation of the most wicked thoughts, by hostile powers, is possible

even in the most pious. But in such an individual, the heart, as the

centre of the personality and Avill, puts forth a decided resistance to

such thoughts, so that they cannot become inclination. The latter

{BdXXeiv elg ttjv Kagdiav)^ on the contrary, implies, not merely the action

* Respecting the construction of the passage, comp. the romnrks of Kling (loc. cit. p.

079, ff.) He justly censures Liicke for making the distinction between .lyiTrr/aai; and

ifyuTTTjaev, that tie former denotes the disjyosition of love, but the latter the evidence of

love, and taking the words el^ rtAOf as signifying "finally." It is evident tliat the sense

of the words is :
" the love which ho had always cherished towards his own, ho continued

lo cherish unto the end."

f Concerning the passages, comp. tl'ellistory of the Passion, Matth. xxvL 24.
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of Satanic incitements, but also the inclination of tlie evil will,

which coincides with these influences. Hence, the latter expression

is to be regarded as the stronger.

Ver. 3-5.—The Evangelist finely introduces the remark, that at

the very time when the Redeemer was about to enter upon his

lowest humiliation, he possessed a full and lively consciousness of

his eternal glory. From the height of his Divine position, he

stooped to the most profound depth of self-abasement. Having

come from God, the Saviour descended to the deepest abyss, in

order that he might raise humanity with himself to the sublimest

elevation. This condescension to the nature and circumstances of

another, and becoming as the object loved, constitutes the true es-

sence of love. It remains to be observed that the occurrence did

not take place before supper (as is plainly shewn by the words eyeiperac

t« rov dELTTvov)^ but the Lord rose from supper upon the occasion of

the strife between the disciples. This gave to the act an expressive

character ; all would necessarily observe that he had some design in

it, as it was unusual to repeat the washing of the feet after a meal

had commenced. (At'v-fov = linteum. The Rabbins adopted it in

a corrupted shape ; they formed from it n^ti^.V or n^t^S'.VK. Comp.

Buxt. lex. talm. p. 1148.)

Ver. 6-9.—The conduct of Peter, in this washing of feet by the

Lord, is in the highest degree characteristic. His very love and

zeal for Jesus led him into error—an important point in proof that

mere zeal is of no service in the cause of the Redeemer, but that,

besides this, the surrender of all self-iuill is requisite. This failing

often causes man, with an apparently good intention, to oppose the

purposes of God. The energy in Peter's character was associated

with strong self-will, which even induced him to resist the repeat-

edly expressed will of Jesus, because, irom false modesty, he thought

he must not permit a thing that seemed unsuited to him. (On this

passage Calvin very finely says : laudabilis quidem modestia, nisi

quovis cultu potior ohedientia esset.)
•'• Thus every virtue, even the

noblest, if practised merely from self-will and not in the strength ot

grace, may become a sin ;
" for love assumes nothing that love (the

love of God in man) has not done (wrought)." Upon the rebuke

of Christ, " thou hast no part with me" (ovic txeig i^i^pog iier' eixov),

the wayward disciple does indeed yield, but now he strikes off to an-

other extreme. Fellowship with the Lord was the element of his

life, and he cannot renounce it ; instead, however, of doing just

what is commanded in simple obedience, he goes much further

—

he wishes to have also his hands and his head washed. Psychol-

ogy fully explains the circumstance ; for if the whim of the self-

* "A commendable modesty indeed, except that, with whatever amount of revereace

obedience were preferable."—[K.
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willed man be restrained in one ivay, he immediately manifests it in

another.

Ver. 10, 11.—Here the Saviour gently corrects him, and imme-
diately points out the symbolical meaning of the act, already

plainly indicated by the language, thou hast no part, etc., which

would surely bo too strong if interpreted as referring merely to the

refusal to be washed externally. Such a symbolical signification,

however, is, in modern times, almost universally denied, and most

recently by Liicke. (The ancient authors were unanimous in ac-

knowledging it.) This eminent expositor, who is joined by De
Wette, even thinks that the words relate merely to corporeal bath-

ing, after which, on proceeding from the bath, it was customary to

give an additional washing tc the feet alone as they would easily

become soiled. He makes the figurative sense of the expression

Kadapo^j clean, commence only with the clause : aAA' ovxl Travreg KaOa-

poi eoTE, hut ye are not all clean. However Liicke's view appears

modified in the second edition, by his maintaining, in the most ex-

press manner, the symbolical reference of the bathing and washing,

although he adheres to the opinion that XovaOai and vinreaOai, in

this passage, do not directly convey the spiritual meaning. Still it

does not appear why they should not. Liicke cannot, it is conceded,

prove the fact of the previous bathing ; the needy circumstances of

the disciples render it improbable that they could adopt the habits

of the higher classes ; KaOapog, clean, at the conclusion of the verse,

certainly must be taken as having an immediately spiritual significa-

tion, and therefore why not also the foregoing expressions ? The
sudden transition from symbolical to literal language is unquestion-

ably harsh. On the other hand, nothing is simpler than to suppose

that the washing of the feet, which then took place, furnished Jesus

with the occasion for passing on to his metaphorical description of

their spiritual state.

I have only two further remarks to offer on this subject. In the

Jirst place, I do not think that even the exclamation of Peter (ver.

9) is to be understood as implying that he needed an entire purifi-

cation ; for, just before (ver. 7), it was said to him by the Lord :

iycj TToicj, av ovk oldag dpri, what I do, etc. The meaning of what

Jesus did was not disclosed to him till afterwards. In the second

place, purification and renovation, or sanctification, are not to be

interchanged. It is evident that the symbol of washing, set forth

also in the sacrament of baptism, primarily relates only to the remis-

sion of sins {d(peaig tCjv dfiapTLCjv). This, however, is but a negative

act, namely, the removal of hindrances ; it is only by union with

the creative Spirit (who, indeed, always operates upon the mind in

immediate connexion with this) that it takes a positive form. Now,

forgiveness is twofold—first there is the general remission with
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which the life of faith in general commences, and secondly, the daily

pardon rendered necessary, even in the case of believers, by the nn-

avoidable contaminations of the world. The former is denoted by

Xovadac, the latter by viipaadac The terms renovation, regeneration,

sanctification, are far more expressive of the positive aspect of the

new life, and hence are not suited to the metaphor chosen here.

—

From the defective Peter, whose feet were defiled by the dust of

sin, the Eedeemer now passes to the miserable disciple whose entire

old nature, with all its abomination, was still predominant

—

i. e.,

who had not yet been washed through true repentance and faith, or

rather, after purification (for he certainly had experienced much in

his heart), had again plunged into the mire of sin (2 Peter ii. 20,

fi"). Jesus in the immediate sequel (ver. 18, ff.) returns to this lost

son, and expresses his grief concerning the sin that Judas was about

to commit.

Ver. 12-17.—After completing the process, the Kedeemer again

reclined at the supper, and instructed his disciples concerning the

import of what he had done. He speaks first of the subordinate

relation in which they themselves acknowledged that they stood to

him. (The names StSdoKaXog = 3'^^ iivpiog = nys, Dan. ii. 47, iv. 16,

according to the Eabbinical view, denote a relation of learners to

teachers, which involved the obligation upon the former to serve

the latter.) Hence it would follow that it was their duty to serve

him; nevertheless, he had ministered to them from condescending

love. (Comp. the Comm. on Luke xii. 37.) Jesus represents this

very act as an example of humility (vTroSeiyiia rfjg Tanetvcjaeog)

which they should follow. From the above remarks, I presume

it is now quite clear that the meaning here relates to the gen-

eral practice of self-abasing love. " Could I, the master," Jesus

would say, " thus humble myself, surely ye may well do so ; the

servant is not above the Lord." In order, however, that knowledge

may be raised to action, Christ, in conclusion, points out the fact

that the blessing rests not on the former, but on the latter. Final-

ly, this exhortation to selt-abasement, like humility in general, is

altogether peculiar to the Grospel, and finds in only a few religions

even distorted analogies.

Ver. 18, 19.—These two verses form a parenthesis, for ver. 20 is

again connected with ver. 16, 17, as their completion. The above

words of Christ did not apply to all the disciples. Judas was to be
excluded. True, Jesus had washed his feet also, for had he passed

over him alone, this would have directed attention to him, and, ac-

cording to the synoptical Evangelists, it is clear (and it is confirmed

by John xiii. 21-30) that the Lord did not publicly name him, but
merely pointed to him by allusion. But the washing of the feet, in

his case, lost its proper significance, since he was not clean—nay,
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inasmucli as he could regard with indifference the self-abasement of

the Lord displayed in this act, it only hardened him in liis wicked-

ness. However, with all the Eedeemer's delicacy towards the un-

hajjpy man, it was necessary that he should prepare the disciples for

the melancholy event, which, had they believed that Jesus himself

did not know Judas, but had been deceived by him, might have

proved a stumbling-block {TrpooKonjia) to them. The Saviour de-

signed, on the contrary, to make this very circumstance a support

to their foith, and for this purpose he gives them an exact account

of the whole matter beforehand. The words olda ovg t^eXe^diiTjv, I
know lolwm I have choseji, primarily express the general higher

knowledge of Christ respecting the souls of men, from which the

more special follows. (The passages xiv. 29, xvi. 1, are quite par-

allel with ver. 19. The only difference is, that in xvi. 1, the same

thing is said negatively [tVa /«) oKav^aXiaO/'jTe] as is here expressed

positively [iva moTevarjTe],—'Att' dpn, as in xiv. 7, is = dpri with

a strengthened signification, as is the case also with the form

dnapTt, or better dndprt, in profane writers. Comp. Passow in

his Lex. under the word.—Concerning tydi el[j.i, comp. the remarks

on iv. 26.) It is remarkable that even in the betrayal by Judas,

Jesus sees the fulfilment of a prophecy. (The same thing is ex-

pressed in the intercessory prayer xvii. 12, by the same phrase : tva

r) ypacpTj 7TXi]p(i)df].) This one circumstance would necessarily prove

a most powerful confirmation to the faith of the disciples. It con-

vinced them that no accident, and still less any mistake, had brought

the betrayer amongst the flock of disciples, but that, according to

the appointment of God, this must necessarily take place. (Re-

specting Judas, his election to office, and his sinful development,

see the details in the Comm. on Matth. xxvii. 3.) The quotation

itself is taken from Psalm xli. lO.* In the LXX., however, it runs :

6 todlojv dpTOvg iiov ej-ieyaXwev t-rr' Ifii rrrepviaiwi', he that eateth bread,

etc. (In the Hebrew it stands : at;» ^Vs V^-in ^^rk "?='«.) Tholuck
supposes an independent translation of the passage by John ; but
this seems to me improbable, for it does not appear that here (as is

sometimes the case in Matthew) there is any connexion between
the translation and the reasoning ; John might just as well have
retained the rendering of the LXX. The Psalm itself indeed pri-

marily relates to David and his betrayer, Ahithophel ; but in these

circumstances is mirrored forth the more important fact of the

Lord's betrayal, and, according to this typical view, the reference is

perfectly appropriate. The point to be discriminated is that " eat-

ing bread" {dp-ov rpcoyeiv) must be taken spiritually, as Judas was
not in a physical sense fed by Christ, who had no property. Every

day, however, he received from the Redeemer the bread of life, and
* Also in Acta L 16, this passage is no doubt alluded to
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on this account was bound to be faithful to him by a far stronger

obligation than if he had only partaken corporeal food. QEnaiQeiv

n I ygvav— a metaphorical expression for insidious persecution.

—

'AkXd is used elliptically
;
yiyove rovro, or something to that effect,

should be supplied.

Ver. 20.—In the following verse, the connexion altogether escapes

the reader, and interpreters are in fact pardonable, in assuming a

gloss from Matth. x. 40 (where the interpretation should be com-

pared), or at least in supposing that several intermediate parts of

the discourse are omitted. Still, it has already been remarked by

Tholuck and Liicke, after the example of Storr, that by referring

V. 16 back to v. 20 and regarding the mention of Judas as an epi-

sode, we trace in the thought a partial connexion. For, whilst ver.

16 contains that which would humble the disciples, viz., the state-

ment tliat they must share in the Lord's abasement—on the other

hand ver. 20 furnishes an elevating view of their participation in his

glory : the disciples entirely represent him, so that equally in his

suffering as in his glory, they are as He is.'-' (1 John iv. 17.)

Ver. 21-30.—Concerning the following verses, the necessary re-

marks will be found in the Comm. on the History of the Sufferings,

in the section that treats of the Redeemer's last supper, because the

frequent parallels between them and the synoptical gospels do not

permit a separate interpretation.

§ 4. Last Discourses of Jesus Addressed to his Disciples

Before his Death.

(John xiii. 31—xviL 26.)

We now come to that portionf of the evangelical history, which

we may with propriety call its Holy of Holies. Our Evangelist,

like a consecrated priest, alone opens to us the view into this sanc-

tuary. It embraces the last moments spent by the Lord in the

midst of his disciples before his passion, when words full of heavenly

import flowed from his sacred lips. All that his heart—which

glowed with love—had yet to say to his friends, was compressed

into this short season. At first the interview with the disciples took

the form of conversation ; sitting at table they talked together

familiarly. But when (xiv. 31) the repast was finished, the lan-

* The correctness of this connexion is strikingly confirmed by John xv. 20, ff. Here

the Redeemer himself refers to the saying ovk tan 6ov2.og fieli^uv tov Kvpiov avrov, and
interprets it as implying not merely self-humiliation, but the sufferings which the disciples,

'like the Lord, would have to endure. This leads to the thought el e/ii Idiu^av kcu ifiuc

diu^uvaiv, and the precise antithesis to this is formed by the words 6 lafi/Sdvuv ic v riva

ni/ixjjcj e/ii "hafijidvei.

f Upon this whole section, oomp. the exposition by Stark. Jena, 1814.
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guage of Christ assumed a loftier strain ; the disciples, assemhled

around their Master, listened to the words of life, and seldom spoke

a word (only xvi. 17, 29). At length in the Redeemer's sublime in-

tercessory prayer, his full soul was poured forth in express petitions

to his heavenly Father on behalf of his disciples. Meanwhile, his

language retained the form of free communication, in which no such

marks of designed arrangement are to be discovered, as would be

found in a formal discourse.

It is a peculiarity of these last chapters, that they treat almost

exclusively of the most profound relations—as that of the Son to

the Father, and of both to the Spirit, that of Christ to the church,

of the church to the world, and so forth. Much, however, of these

sublime communications transcended the level then occupied by the

disciples ; hence the Redeemer frequently repeats the same senti-

ments in order to impress them more deeply upon their minds ; and

in regard to what they still did not understand, he points them to

the Holy Spirit, who would remind them of all his sayings, and

lead them into all truth (xiv. 26). As to the first words (xiii. 31-

38) the necessary observations respecting the moment at which the

Redeemer uttered them, will be found in the Introduction to the

History of the Passion. Hardly had Judas left the company, when

the Saviour felt himself free in the pure circle of his own disciples,

and broke fortli in the language :
" Now is the Son of Man glori-

fied" (vvv ido^daOt] u vlbg rov dvOgu)i:ov). The whole paragraph here

reported by John, from the conversations, is to be placed immedi-

ately before the institution of the holy Supper, to which the ivroXij

KaivT], iieio commandment (xiii. 34), in particular is beautifully ap-

propriate. Then the institution of the sacrament belongs to the

conclusion of the chapter (xiii. 38) and all the rest, from xiv. 1, was

spoken subsequently. The only part of this section to Avhich the

synoptical Evangelists have furnished a parallel is the passage xiii.

36-38, wherein the Redeemer directs the attention of Peter to his

approaching denial.

Vcr. 31, 32.—Upon tlie withdrawmcnt of Judas, the Saviour

felt that the crisis had arrived, and, full of joy on account of it, ho

expressed himself in language of the highest triumph. Jesus re-

cognized the gloiification of the Son of Man and of God in him as

complete. Here, however, we need, in the first place, an exact de-

finition of do^d^eiVj (jlorify, in its relation to dyid^Eiv^ sanctify/^

which latter expression (John xvii. 17, 19) appears to be used very

similarly. The two terms have one fundamental signification, but

this is modified according to the difierence of the subject and object.

Thus glorify {po^di^eiv)^ in the original sense, means to assign a

glory (66^a ;) but applied to the creature in relation to God, it can-

* In reference to uyiut^eiv, comp. the remarks in Matth. vi. 9.
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not designate a real communication, for that whicli is created cannot

give anything to God, and hence it means "to extol," " to achnoiol-

edge and praise the glory {66^a) of God." (Matth. v. 16 ; Kom. i.

21.) In like manner dyid^eiv primarily signifies " to separate"

(dcpogi^eiv)
J
particularly for a holy use ; but, when employed respect-

ing man in relation to God, it can only denote " to praise," " to

extol" (1 Pet. iii. 15 ; Matth. vi. 9), i. e. to acknowledge as separate,

holy. On the other hand, the sense takes quite a different modifi-

cation, when the relation of God to sinful man is the subject of dis-

course. In that case the idea of glorifying can have no primary

application whatever, because that which is sinful, as such, cannot

have or receive any glory ; the sanctifying (dyid^ecv) must precede.

Thus we find it xvii. 17, 19, 22, where the Redeemer first prays

:

dyiaoov avrovg, sanctify them (viz. the disciples), and not till after

that (ver. 22) does he mention the communication of glory to the

sanctified (/jyiaaixevot). It is true that here the original signification

of dyid^etv is not destroyed, but, in this application of the term, the

idea of mdlcing the sinful individual holy—which is not applicable

in reference to God—is decidedly prominent.

In relation to the Lord, the use of the word takes a form alto-

gether peculiar. The 66^a (John xvii. 5) belongs to the Son, in his

Divine nature, as to the Father, from eternity, but in his incarnation

he resigned it. (Phil. ii. 6, 7.) At the same time he was not like men
in theiT sinfulness ; and hence in his case, it was not needful that the

dytd^eiv should precede the do^d^eiv. On the contrary, the term dyid^eiv

applied to the Son (xvii. 19) has the pure signification " to devote

himself, to offer himself up," without the idea of making holy. But
although Christ, even in his human nature, was sinless, his humanity

contained a certain infirmity (aa^tVem); it did not possess immor-

tality, it wanted perfect glorification. It was glorified gradually,

and only by the indwelling of the Father in him. Hence the idea

of glorification (So^d^eiv) has its full application in regard to him.

It is not said :
" the Son of God is glorified," but the Son of Man,*

and in order that his glorification may not be conceived as something

separate and distinct from the Divine, the Lord adds : Qt^bg eSo^dadr]

Ev avTC)j God is glorijied in Mm; the Son is the true glory, the fuU
radiance {dnavyaafxa, Heb. i. 2) of the Father. The glorification is,

however, described as already completed, according to the prophetic

mode of expression, which frequently represents what is yet in the

germ as developed. Strictly speaking, the work of Christ was not

completed tiU his death, but the Eedeemer, at the commencement
* It might be inferred from this that vlbc tov avOpunov, in this passage, is employed

to designate the humanity of Christ in its state of humiliation, which has already (Comm.
on Luke i. 35) been denied ; but the (Jo^afecr^ai is something fitting for humanity as

such, so that the Redeemer, although he represented the ideal of humanity, yet needed
glorification.
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of the period of his passion, transports his own view and that of his

disciples beyond it, and looks upon the whole as already finished.

It is very remarkable that Christ does not confine himself to this,

but speaks of a still more elevated form of glory, the completion of

which was also near (evdvg). This is expressed in the words 6 eebg

do^doei avrbv h mvToij God shall glorify him in himself. Thus,

whilst the glorification of God in the Son is viewed as already accom-

plished, that of the Son in God is designated as yet to come. This idea

is often stripped of its profound character by h being regarded as put

for did (= the Heb. »), and the result is a purely superficial sense;

for that God glorifies through and for himself is self-evident, since God
always operates only from and through himself. Here, in the h eavrC)^,

in himself, as previously in tv av-w, the strict signification of tV should

be retained. This sublime passage speaks of the mutual relation

between the Father and the Son. In the first instance, the Logos
(evdidOe-o^-) goes forth (rrpocpopiKog) from the Father, and as such

lives upon earth in a human form, in veiled glory. But all that

proceeds from God carries within it, as the fundamental principle of

its nature, the tendency to return. Thus the Son returns into the

depth of the Divine being, but with sanctified humanity ; so that,

in him and his human nature, humanity is united to God in its

true perfect idea, and received into the Divine essence. That which

the synoptical Evangelists express in the terms " to sit on the right

hand of God," is here put in a form more adapted to the readers of

this Gosj)cl, and is called the 6o^d^ea0ac tov vlov tov dvdp^nov h
9ea5.* In a similar manner also Christ first glorifies himself in men,

that he may then receive them glorified into himself.f

Ver. 33.—After this lofty flight, the Lord turns with touching

feeling and condescension to the disciples, whom he here for the first

time calls reKvia, " newly-begotten from the word of life," and re-

minds them that the attainment of his glory in their case, would be

connected with the experience of painful loneliness. He speaks to

the disciples in the same words in which he had addressed the Jews,

Ye shall shall seek me, etc., but their import is changed. For in vii.

33, although ^ijrelv, seek, as we saw, meant " to seek from desire,"

the statement that they would not find him was a threatening con-

veying rebuke; but here the language, "where I go ye cannot

come" (oTTov tyw vrrayo), vnelg ov dvvaaOe tXOdv), is only an observa-

tion made in love. And, as Jesus nevertheless refers to the words

that he addressed to the Jews, it may be seen that the Redeemer

himself was fond of placing the same sayings in various lights.

f The autlior means, " the Son of Man's being glorified in God." The construction

Btiould be 6o^u!^Ea0aL rhv vwv, etc—[K.

* "With respect to the glorification of Christ through the H0I7 Spirit, comp. the re-

marks on xvi. 14.

Vol. II.—35
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Ver. 34, 35.—The connexion of what follows with the preceding

is not quite clear. It appears to me, however, that the new com-

mandment {hroh) Kaivq,) of brotherly love must be viewed as given

for the interval between the Kedeemer's departure from his disci])les

and their future permanent reunion. This love was to be a distinc-

tive mark of those who belonged to the Lord, and was to form, as

it were, a compensation for the want of his presence. In this love

he himself, the Lord, is invisibly present with his followers, since he

is the principle of love within them.

The chief difficulty in this passage has been occasioned by the

expression " new commandment,"* it having already been com-

manded in the Old Testament, " thou shalt love thy neighbour as

thyself." (Comp. the Comm. on Matth. xxii. 39.) Here, at the

very outset, we must reject those expositions which either force upon

Kaivof another meaning, e.g., "excellent," "distinguished," or in-

teqDret it in the sense of " another command," as if the Redeemer

had intended to place this command, as a second, by the. side of that

respecting washing the feet as the first, or like Eichhorn, take the

adjective adverbially in the signification " anew." (On this subject

comp. Winer's Gramm. p. 435, note.) And as to remarks like those

of Clericus, that here the neio element in the precept concerning

love, consists in the circumstance that, in the Church of Chrst, Jews

and Gentiles were commanded to love one another as brethren, they

really do not require a serious refutation. We might with more

propriety attach importance to those interpretations which take

EVToXri, commandment, in another signification. Heumann and

Semler in particular take it in the sense of mandatum, i. e. a be-

quest, as it is rendered by the Vulgate John xiii. 34. (Comp.

Knapp scr. var. arg, p. 381, in the treatise on this passage.) But

it is evident that with the command: Iva dyandTe dXhjXovg, that ye

love one another, the idea of a bequest is incomijatible, and John's

uniform employing evroXrj, allows no deviation in this connexion.

Hence there remains but one exposition for our closer consideration

—viz., that proposed by Knapp, approved by Liicke and Tholuck,

and hinted even by some of the Fathers
;-f

that the command of

Christian brotherly-love was called neiu, because, as justice bore

sway in the ancient covenant, love had held under that dispensa-

tion but a subordinate place. According to this interpretation, the

Old Testament commands men to love others as themselves, but

the New Testament enjoins that we should love others more than
ourselves. This, it is said, is the meaning of the words " as I have

loved you" {icaOihg -rjydTTrjaa vfiag): Christ ofiered up his life, and

* Comp. the Programm. on this passage by Pro£ Weber. Hale, 1826.

t Thus Euthymius says on this passage : r/ TraXatd ekeXsvev dyandv tov rr?iT]acov «c

iavTov, avTTi 61 kclI inlp iavrov.
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therefore he loved men more than himself ; in like manner onght
Christians to love one another. But, as Tholuck has already re-

marked in parenthesis, it is not right to insist upon man's loving

his neighbour 7nore than himself. For, out of God he ought not to

love himself at all, because, as such, he is in sin ; whilst in God,
t, e. in accordance with the true idea of his nature, his love to him-
self is the very will of God, and it does not appear, how under
these circumstances, he can love others more than himself. (On
this subject, comp. the observations of the Comm. in Matth. xxii.

39.) That true love which is the nature of God is everywhere one and
the same ; it is not in one place more and in another less, but com-
municates itself to every thing, just in the proportion in which God
has appointed it. Hence, Matth. xxii. 29, it is expressly said con-

cerning the law of love, that nothing surpasses it. The only point

of difference to be observed is, that before Christ it was not com-
pletely fulfilled. Accordingly, as the interpretation which ive have
thus considered is inconsistent with the fundamental principles of

Scripture,''' it only remains to adduce the parallels of 1 John ii. 7,

8 ; 2 John, ver. 5 ; and after all, this is the most natural course, on
the principle that every author should be explained by himself.f

From these passages it appears that the formulte ivToX?], naXaid and
Kaiv7J are used by John in a sense altogether peculiar, viz., so that

that which is permanent, eternal, resting in the nature of God, is

called alike old and new : the former because it is from the be^in-

ning (an' ap%7/f), the latter because it never decays, but constantly

penetrates the soul with youthful freshness. The command rc-

* The distinction between the Spirit of the Old and the New Testaments does not

necessarily imply a higher degree of love as strictly required in the New Testament

than in the Old. It simply involves a greater prominence given to that element in

human character, as it is also made more conspicuous in this portion of the Divine econ-

omy. The law of love was new, precisely as the gift of the Spirit was new : not that

either was unknown under the old dispensation, but because they wrought more partially

and were not strictly its pervading characteristic.—[K.

f Liicke and Tholuck, indeed, say that in the passages referred to, the idea "con-

stantly new," "never growing old," as the meaning of Koivnc, simply arises from the

antithesis in which it stands with naXai6( but this seems incorrect. In the first pas-

sage especially, the antithesis with naTiotug is merely explanatory; the sense itself

does not depend upon it. "Where that which is Divine is the subject of discourse, in the

nature of the case Kaivuc cannot be interpreted otherwise than as signifying "permanent,"
" undecaying;" and hence nothing more is required than to apprehend hrolri not merely

in its external aspect, but as meaning the substantial will of God. Kling (loc. cit. p.

682) espouses the view of Bengel, who thinks Katvog is not placed in antithesis with tho

Old Testament, but with the earlier and more subordinate forms in which Christ re-

vealed the truth to his disciples. But if this injunction was given in the Old Testa-

ment, surely it was still more conveyed in the early communications of Christ to his

disciples. And to say, as Liicke does, that the precept of the Old Testament was im-

perfectly known and practised, appears to me equally unsatisfactory. For here it is not

the apprehension of Divine commands by mankind that is spoken of, but their essential

contents themselves.
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specting love in particular harmonizes admirably with this pro-

found idea ; for it is not meant to enjoin that man should emit a

love from himself, and that aimrtfrom, and in addition to God, he

ought to love as God himself does ; this would be the same as say-

ing that Gods must be added to God. On the contrary, the

meaning of the injunction is this : there is only one fountion of

love, that is God himself ; from this fountain the creature should

conduct a rill into his own heart, so that in the strength of this, he

may love as God does. Hence the mother of all other commands

from the beginning, is the precept: thou shalt love God and thy

neighbour ! The injunction to cherish brotherly love represented,

in a renewed form, the original eternal statute of the universe,

which is preserved purely by love ; and thus the oldest law, the

fountain of all the rest, is called a new commandment.

The love here described is by no means to be viewed as a mere

feeling of happy obligation to the Lord for eternal life ; on the con-

trary, it is also a living, self-sacrificing energy. In attaching value

to that feeling alone it is easy to be misled, for it is transient in its

nature, and passes away. But the strength of love may be mani-

fested even without emotion, and this affords to the world the surest

proof of the sacrifices of which Christian brotherly love is capable.

(On this subject comp. the excellent remarks of Neander, Kirchen-

gesch. Pt. i. p. 421, ff.—Instances of the cordial love of the fii-st

Christians to one another are adduced by Neander, in the Denkw
Pt. i. p. 97. Tertullian's report of what was said by Pagans, respect-

ing the love of Christians, is well known :
" See," cried they, " how

they love one another and are ready to die for one another 1"

Apolog. c. 39.)

Ver. 36-38.—Peter, referring to the observation of Christ con-

cerning his departure (ver. 33), asks where he would go, evidently

thinking (like the Jews on a former occasion) of a physical change

of place which he supposed (as xi. 8) to be associated with danger.

The Eedeemer, without entering into positive explanations, inti-

mates to Peter that he cannot follow him now, but that, at a future

time, he shall. With this, however, the restless, self-willed love of

the disciple is not satisfied ; he protests that he will follow Jesus

through all perils. This renders it necessary that the Lord should

admonish him of his weakness and foretel his denial. (In reference

to this, comp. the History of the Passion, Luke xxii. 32.)

Chap. xiv. ver. 1.—Now between what has preceded and thia

fresh conversation* (extending to the conclusion of the repast, xiv,

31, and participated in by Thomas, ver. 5, Philip, ver. 8, and Judag

James, ver. 22), we must place the institution of the holy Supper,

as wfe have already remarked. Since the Saviour had on that oc-

* Comp. Knapp's interpretation of this section in the scr. var. arg., p. 30], sqq.
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casion spoken so plainly of his approaching passion and death, he

might presume that the disciples would noio know where he was

going (xiv. 5), which Peter, according to xiii. 36, did not know
;

hence, supposing the previous institution of the holy Supper, there

is nothing strange in the language : onov eyw vndyo) oldare ical ti)v

ddbv oldare, loMther I go ye know, etc. Moreover, this view being

adopted, the words at the beginning of the discourse " let not your

hearts be troubled" (jiri raQaaaeoOoj vfiiov rj KopSla), do not appear

at all out of place ; for the affecting representation of the distribu-

tion of his flesh and blood had, as it were, placed them in the midst

of his sufferings, and the first impression made upon their loving

hearts was full of pain and grief. On this account the Lord gra-

ciously consoles them, and exhorts them first to exercise /azY/i. (Here

the use of the word heart (jtapdia), as also ver. 2T, must not be over-

looked ; the terra soul {^vx^) might have been employed, of which

the heart is the centre-point, but spirit (nvevna) could not. Here

the discourse has respect to purely human, personal emotions of

mind, which affect the soul. On this subject comp. my Programm.

de trichotomia nat. hum. in the opusc. theol. pag. 146, sqq.)

Our verse presents some difficulty as to the connexion between
" believing in God" (ntoTEveLv elg Qeov) and " in me" (elg ifin). If

the passage be taken as conveying a twofold exhortation—"believe

in God and also in me"—so as to make -TiaTeveTs imperative in

both instances, then the position of elg tjUe is unnatural, which in

that case should follow TTiareveTe instead of preceding it ; besides

which, faith in Christ is never added to faith in God, but the ob-

ject of faith is God in Christ. On the same ground, moreover, we
cannot well interpret maTevere as indicative in both instances (" ye

believe in God, and also in me"), not to mention that even the dis-

ciples were feeble in their faith. Hence there is no alternative but

to follow Erasmus, Beza and Grotius, who take the first maTevere as

indicative, and the second as imperative, the words then meaning :

*' ye believe in God, therefore believe also in me." This view gives

the fine sense that true faith in God is accompanied by faith in the

Redeemer, because in him God perfectly reveals himself, so that

faith in Christ appears to be only a development of general faith in

God. There is, however, another way in which the passage might be

rendered ; we might regard the first marevere as imperative, and

the second as indicative, so that the meaning would be :
" believe in

God, then wiU ye believe also in me. This interpretation may pos-

sibly be the more appropriate of the two, since the very faith of the

disciples in God wavered.*

* In consequence of the relation between the Father and the Son, it might also be

said, "believe in the Son, and thus ye will believe also in the Father;" faith in Christ

proves faith in God; this is shewn by the kindred passage, ver. 7. Here, however, it is
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Ver. 2, 3.—^After this preliminary exhortation to faith, the view

opens, and there appears the prospect of a speedy re-union in the

heavenly dwelling of the Father, as the true home of all the chil-

dren of Grod. As to the construction of the sentence, there can be

no doubt that the only correct interpretation is that which was first

applied by Laur. Valla, subsequently espoused by Calvin and Beza,

and in recent times adopted by Knapp, Lticke, and Tholuck, viz.,

the stop must be placed after sIttov dv viuv. The old expositors add-

ed all these words to the sequel, this connexion being very much
facilitated by the reading ore -nopevonai. (Thus the MSS. A. B. D.

and several versions read.) But it is in the highest degree probable

that this reading was formed only for the purpose of supporting that

connexion, which must necessarily be abandoned, because it gives

rise to a thought directly contrary to what follows. Then accord-

ing to the above division of the words, the sense is this :
—" if it

were not so, I would tell you plainly, I would not conceal such a

truth from you." Thus the language is an expression of the most

open friendship.

Now in the Divine dwelling itself, [lovai, mansions, are distin-

guished (Luke xvi. 9, oKTjvai alu)vioi, Heb. v"]''""^.) This term unques-

tionably denotes habitations, so to speak, for the individuals in the

vast family of the Father. Thus Jude, ver. 6, olnTjrijpta, habitations,

are ascribed to the angels. But when a modern theory of the unir

verse employs this passage in order to obtain scriptural sanction for

its dream of a distribution of souls to all the planets and fixed stars,

we feel compelled decidedly to oppose it. The Holy Scripture cer-

tainly speaks of angels, heavenly beings, but not inhabitants of the

stars ; least of all does it intimate that disembodied souls go

to other stars. The residence in the heavenly mansions of the

Father is, according to Scripture, only a state of transition ; at the

resurrection all souls will return to the glorified earth, and heaven

itself will dwell upon it. The clause, there are many mansions

(elal Ti XX al jiovaT) primarily relates to the disciples
—" there is

room for you and all mine," But from this epithet we may also in-

fer, that the utmost variety will obtain in the celestial world, ac-

cording to the degree of development reached by those who shall

enter it.

Although the entire discourse is marked by a simplicity calcu-

lated to charm the artless, yet the Vords tToqidaaL tottov, prej^are a
place, cannot be regarded as conveying an altogether superficial

sense. At the same time, it would be a difficult matter to deter-

intended that the disciples should be led on from a general belief in God to the deeper

faith in the Son; it is true, the former does not necessarily imply the latter, for the un«

believing Jews believed in God although their faith was only external : but this foith iu

God, in its full truth, leads to faith in the Son, for the Son is only the manifestation of the

Father, and hence he who knows God must also acknowledge him iu the Son.
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mine tlieir precise meaning. All we can say is, that it certainly is

incorrect to conceive of heavenly relations as arranged in rigid and

inanimate fixedness, without internal progress ; and the term pre-

pare must necessarily refer to something of the kind, since heavenly

relations also find in the Kedeemer their only efiicient principle of

progress. The promise respecting the preparation of the dwelling

is followed by the announcement of the Saviour's return for the

purpose of taking them to himself. It is evident that here -ndhv

tpxo[iaij I coone again, does not relate to the future advent of Christ

at the end of the world ; because with this will be associated the

resurrection of the body and the transformation of the earth, whereas

in the present passage the subject of discourse is the elevation of

believers to Christ in heaven. A comparison of xiv. 18, 28, xvi, 7,

is sufficient to produce the conviction that here we are to understand

by come the spiritual coming of Christ in the communication of his

spirit. His death and subsequent resurrection, as also his renewed

intercourse with the disciples, which succeeded the resurrection, are

not here referred to ; he views his future relation to the disciples

only in two great parts, viz., as an external departure, and as an in-

ternal spiritual return. However, it does not hence follow, as some

have asserted (and in particular Fleck among the moderns, comp,

the Comm. on Matth. xxiv. 1), that the doctrines of John concern-

ing the last things assume a form altogether difierent from those oi

the synoptical Evangelists. John difiers merely as having reference

to the Gnostic bias of his readers ; where this was not the case, as

in the Apocalypse, every one may see that his views perfectly har-

monize with those of the other Evangelists. The purpose for which

believers are received by the Lord, is finally that they may be

where he is. (In regard to this subject, comp. the remarks on John

xii. 26.)

Ver. 4, 5.—The words themselves, to which the disciples had
listened, certainly might have enabled them to understand what de-

parture it was that Jesus alluded to ; and still more the Supper, so

recently instituted, might have served to explain it. But their ex-

ternal inclination towards an ostensible manifestation of the Messiah's

kingdom prevented them from penetrating into the sense of his lan-

guage. Thomas ingenuously says that they do not know ih-Q place

to which he is going, and therefore they cannot know the ivay.

Ver. 6.—The answer of the Lord does not seem altogether suited

to the question of Thomas ; he spoke of the departure of Christ

himself (ovk. oldaiiev irov vndyeig)
; but Jesus in his reply entirely

passes over this point, and merely refers to the second part of the

disciple's words. Thus the Redeemer brings forward nothing but

what is practically important, and throws all else into the back-

ground. He presents himself to his perplexed follower ir. his proper
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dignity, aware that the knowledge of himself would lead to every-

thing else that was requisite. Christ first calls himself r] 6(Jof, the

way (as x. 7, 77 Ovqo), in order to lead the thoughts of the disciples

entirely away from any external road, and to fix them simply upon

himself as the only Mediator who can conduct to the Father. He
does not term himself a guide (^dT/yoc), because it is by his own ele-

ment of life, which he imparts to his people, that he prepares the

way to God. We come to God only, by becoming God-hke, since no

change of j)lace, nor anything operating merely from without (as in-

struction and example), can lead the soul to eternal good ; this can

be accomplished only by the secret inward communication of the

Divine nature itself. This communication, however, takes place

through Christ, and hence he does not lead to God by means of any

thing foreign to himself, but through himself. The Lord further

calls himself, not only the loay, but the end, viz., the truth and the

life. This is remarkable here, because, as the following words in-

dicate, the Father is the goal to which the Son leads. But the

whole of the subsequent conversation with Philip (ver. 8, ff".) makes

it clear that the Lord here views the Father in himself and himself

in the Father. Accordingly the design of these words was that the

disciples should be directed to depend on Christ as the All-suffi-

cient. When, however, Jesus speaks of himself as going to the

Father and making a change of place (ver. 2), of course he refers

only to his human existence, for, in his heavenly nature, he ever was

in and with the Father and the Father in him. (Respecting the

absolute signification of dhjdeia and C^//, comp. the remarks on i. 14

and i. 4.)

Ver. 7.—The Redeemer proceeds and directs the attention of the

feeble among his followers to his relation to the Heavenly Father
;

he shews them that in him the Father manifests himself to men most

purely and perfectly, and that therefore they should seek God not oiit

of him, but in him. It would seem that the more profound among

the disciples—Peter, John, and James—had already received a vital

knowledge of Christ as God revealing himself ;* for here the Re-

deemer confined his address to the weaker ones, anxiously careful,

just previous to his departure, to bring these also up to a right ap-

preciation of his character. To suppose a prolepsis of the future, as

Tholuck suggests, seems to me too harsh. Here again yivuxjKeiv,

Icnoio, is to be understood not of the reflective understanding, but of

* It is true that according to xiii. 36, 31, even Peter—at least when he spoke those

words—appeared not to have penetrated into the moaning of the Redeemer's language.

Upon a comparison of this with the earlier declarations of the same disciple (Matth. xvL

16), it would seem that what he uttered in such instances proceeded rather from a mo-

mentary impression upon the mind than from calm consciousness ; a view which other

proofs confirm. But at any rate, the three disciples whom we have named are to be re-

galdci aa having advanced to greater attainments than the rest.
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that sanctified reason which has a direct perception of Divine truth

as such ; as is shewn by the parallel between this and seeing. It

may indeed be said that the words " ye have seen him" {tupuKare

avTov)^ here relate to the act of beholding the present Christ. But
this makes no difference, for still it is clear that the Father could

not be seen in him with the eyes of the body, but only with spiritual

eyes. As to the construction of the verse, there can be no doubt

that the words d t:yvu)KeiTe j^ie, k. r. A., are to be rendered :
" if ye

had known me, then ye would know," etc. Thus they imply that

the disciples had not before known him in the full sense. The
Lord, however, declared to them the possibility of doing so even

now, and hence he adds : icat arr' dp-c ytvcoaKeTs avrov koX tuypaKare

avTov. Here, koI is to be taken as adversative, and dn^ dpn = agrt

in the signification " even now." The opinion that ytvuxjKers and
kG)QdKarE are to be regarded as futures, and that d-n' dgrc must be

translated " henceforth," so as to give the meaning " from this

period," i. e., " from the outpouring of the Holy Spirit ye will know
me rightly," is sufficiently refuted by what follows.* For the Lord
just afterwards censures Philip for not having known him, which it

was impossible for Philip to do, if that knowledge would only be at-

tained through the outpouring of the Holy Ghost.

Ver. 8-10.—Philip (and with him certainly several of the dis-

ciples) did not yet comprehend the words of the Redeemer, He
wished to see the eternal, invisible God (i. 18), (who can be known
only in the Son) as a distinct Being besides the Son, perhaps in

some splendid manifestation, as the prophets beheld him—although

even in their case it was the Son that was seen. The Lord now ex-

claims in grief :
" have I been so long a time ?" etc. (tooovtov xpovov

fied' viiCov elfxi, koL ovk tyvcjicdc; fie ;)—language which plainly indicates

that the struggle with the weakness of the disciples formed a part

of the Redeemer's sufferings. The incapacity of Philip to compre-

hend the meaning of Christ excites our astonishment, but we are

reconciled by the childlike simplicity of his req[uest. His heart was
pure as gold, but his undei-standing was still enveloped in darkness.

Accordingly, the account shews how weak powers of apprehension may
be associated with sincerity in the disposition and in the whole bent

of life : and how in this case that weakness did not j)revent union

with the Saviour. The feeble, infantile disciple, nevertheless was a

disciple, a true child of God ! The formula here again adopted by
John (comp. x. 38) " I am in the Fatlier," t}'a) tv rw Txarpl koL 6 TxarriQ

h> t:jioL tare (or juevei, comp. i. 32), like the expression tV dvai (x,

30), denotes, not a moral, but an essential union. This is here in-

* A natural construction of this passage is, I think: "from this time it remains true

that ye know," etc., = "from this time, after the declaration -which I have now made to

you, ye may consider that yo know him," etc.—[EL
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dicated by tlie parallel thought, 6 cu)paKcb^ e^s, ecjpaKe rbv narepaj he

that hath seen me hath seen the Father, which obviously cannot have

reference to a simply moral union, for in that case it must be said

that we see the Father in every morally good man. It is true, we
may perceive rays of the higher Light in excellent persons, but the

divinity itself, in living concentration, has appeared only in Christ

Jesus. The two portions, however, of the sentence, " I in the Fa-

ther," and " the Father in me," are by no means to be regarded as

forming a mere tautological repetition ; both, indeed, designate the

idea of union, of intimate oneness, but in such a manner that they

at the same time express a mutual operation which takes place be-

tween Father and Son. (Comp. the remarks on xiii. 32.) As the

Father loves himself in the Son, so the Son again finds himself in

the Father as his origin. The expression is profoundly spiritual, as

resulting from the most vivid view of the relation between Father

and Son. From this unity the Lord infers that all he does (his

pr/jtiora and ^pya, John vi. 63) is done by God; and on this is

founded his €laim to faith. It is as though Christ said :
" Since ye

are susceptible of that which is Divine, ye can believe, for in me it

is manifested with perfect clearness and completeness." Now here it

might seem that works (tpya) and ivords {pruiara) are synonymous.*

(Comp. the remarks on v. 36.) But, apparent as this is, the connexion

with ver. 11 shews the contrary. For in that verse the disciples are

referred to the works, evidently on the supposition that they cannot

believe on account of the mere words. Here then, as everywhere

else in the language of John, the works are the external aids to

faith, which confirm what is spoken. Only let these be understood

as comprehending not merely miracles strictly so-called, but all ex-

ternal manifestations of the ministry of Christ (those alone excepted

which were purely internal), and all difiiculty in the use of the term

vanishes. The apparent synonymousness of ivords {pruiara) and

works (tpya), ver. 10, arises simply from the circumstance that the

former expression is used more comprehensively. Every work, as

the more external, has its root in a word (although even an unut-

* Comp. Stark's Excursus on the idea of the epya, at the conclusion of his interpre-

tation of John xiii.—xvii. (JeniE, 1814.) He also incorrectly understands by the term the

wlwle Messianic work of Christ, external as well as internal. He confounds the singular

and the plural, and does not distinguish that part of Christ's ministry which was externally

manifest (the chief element of wliich consisted in actual miracles) from the internal por-

tion. Now, the former is the very means of proving the latter, and therefore the two
cannot be identical. Lucke, in his second edition, is ofopinion " that tu spya, the collect-

ive name of which is to Ipyov, mean first, in the wider sense, the entire Messianic work

of Jesus, including his teaching, and then, in the narrower sense—as, for example, ver.

11—so much of his do^a as was exhibited in Divine works generally (his teaching being

excepted), and especially in his miracles." But in these remarks the identity of tpyov

and ipya is assumed; whereas Christ proves by the ipya and (n'mara the divinity of hia

person and of his ipyov and hence the two expressions cannot be identical.
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tered, inward one) ; and inversely, the word is, so to speak, an opus

ad intra.

Ver, 11-14.—Here again, with ver. 11, the Lord introduces a

direct exhortation to faith. (Comp. ver. 1.) The fact that this is

based upon works harmonizes, as we have said, ^vith the general re-

presentation of Scripture. (Comp. the Comm. on v. 36.) But it

is not clear how the Redeemer can have passed from the challenge

to believe on account of the works, to the subject of working mira-

cles by foith. Liicke thinks that ver. 11 closes the intervening con-

versation with Thomas and Philip, and that ver. 12 should be

connected with ver. 4. But this view certainly is erroneous ; for in

ver. 4 the topic of discourse was the transition to the heavenly life,

whereas here it is the working of miracles on earth ; where is the

connexion ? On the other hand, mareveiv^ believing, forms a natu-

ral transition from ver, 11 to ver. 12. The Lord does not return to

the train of thought commenced in the first verses, until ver, 15.

According to my view of the passage, vers. 11 and 12 are shewn to

harmonize thus : the disciples of Christ stood in a twofold relation

to the works—first, they saw the works of Christ, and these were a

means of support to their faith in his words—secondly, they them-
selves also performed the same. (Comp. Matth. x.) True, the

practice of these works presupposed a certain degree of faith, but
then again they produced an increase of faith, for those who wrought
them thus attained an immovable certainty that God was with
them. So here, the works are viewed on the one hand, as proceed-

ing from a certain degree of faith already possessed by the disciples,

and on the other as eliciting a still higher degree.

It is a striking declaration, that the believer shall do even greater

works than the Lord himself. The ancient opinions concerning

this passage, which made the greatness of the miracles consist in

more astounding deeds, and in proof of which appeal was made e. g.

to the cures effected by the shadow of Peter (Acts v. 15), are to be
regarded as out of date. There are two considerations that eluci-

date this point in a very simple manner. The Jirst is that process of

development by which every phenomenon within the sphere of our

temporal economy moves onward. As the Redeemer himself grew
from childhood to manhood, so also his church goes forward, and the

higher powers are naturally manifested in it just in proportion to its

inward progress. The second is the fact, that the whole of the power
displayed in the church is the power of Christ himself, so that, what-
ever great and glorious achievements his people make, they accom-
plish them purely through him. Thus he is not circumscribed,

when it is said that the disciples achieve greater things than the

Master, for he lives, operates, and perfects himself in them. Christ,

perfect in himself, is, as it were, a new principle of life to the whole
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body, whose energy pervades it only by degrees, and cbanges that

which it penetrates into its own nature. This passage, however,

cannot be employed as a proof that " works" do not signify merely

external acts, for its meaning surely cannot be, " the disciples

shall carry on a greater redeeming work than I do"—since they

do nothing whatever of the kind. Here, as before, the works can

only be external operations ; e. g. to this category belong those ex-

traordinary conversions of thousands, which resulted from the preach-

ing of the apostles.* And this view perfectly harmonizes with the

fact, that these operations of the disciples are made dependent upon

the departure of Jesus to the Father. For in this act he entered

upon the full possession of Divine power, and was thus enabled to

afford his people continual support.f

Now, in connexion with the agency of Christ, which imparts

that support, there is a corresponding agency of the disciples,

which receives it, viz., prayer. Hence the Saviour especially recom-

mends the practice of it, and shews that the purpose for which it

is heard is the glorification of the Father in the Son. (Comp. the

remarks on John xiii. 32.)

Here the highest significance is to be attached to the words

alreXv h tg) ovoiiari [loVj ask in my name (ver. 13, 14). In regard to

the contents of this phrase, which is employed again xvi. 23-26, we
remark, in the first place, that the right interpretation entirely de-

pends upon the signification of the term name {ovofia). For al-

though the expression occurs in the New Testament in very different

connexions (in particular, besides iv roj dvoiian, we fiind dc to ovofxa

Matth, xxviii. 19, im rCt bvoiian^ Luke xxiv. 47, Sio, to ovofia, John
XV. 21), still the fundamental meaning is the same, and the different

particles merely vary its relations. (On this subject comp. the

Comm. on Matth. xviii. 19.) Name, "Ovo[ia, tv, used in application

to God and to Christ as the manifestation of God, always denotes

the Divine entity itself, in the whole compass of its properties.

Accordingly prayer in the name of Christ is such as is offered in the

nature, mind, and spirit of Christ. As such, however, it is not a

thing dependent upon the resolution or good will ofman (for no man
can change himself, at his pleasure, into the mind and nature of

Christ), but it presupposes the renovation of the mind by the power

of Christ. When this power predominates in the soul, then and

* So also Kling loc. cit. p. 683.

•f-

Olshausen's explanation of the /xei^ova ipya, greater works, is unquestionably just.

Wo need not perhaps draw any definite line, and regard it as indicating specially works
differing in kind from the Saviour's, instead of surpassing them in degree, or the reverse.

It obviously refers to that larger measure of heavenly influence which after the Saviour's

return to his Father, would accompany the labours of the Apostles, and render their

ministry more gloriously successful than had been that of the Saviour himself. The

main reference therefore of the word seems to be a spiritual one,—[K.
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only then, is man in a condition to obey its impulses, and accord-

ingly to pray in the name of Jesus. In the second place, I would
suggest the mode i^ which we may understand the promise of the

universal and perfectly unlimited fulfilment of prayer offered in the

name of the Lord (5, rt dv alrTJarjTe k. t. A. tovto t:oi7]0(S). It cannot

be the quality of the objects asked that* is here referred to; for al-

though the believer will first bring before the Lord the afiairs of the

kingdom of God, yet it may also happen that he asks something ex-

ternal for himself ; and if this petition be presented in the name
of the Lord, it is heard as much as the other. The source from

which the impulse to the prayer arises must be regarded as the cri-

terion. If that impulse proceed from our own will, the prayer is

not in the name of the Lord, even though it relate to spiritual

blessings, which may be sought after, no less than earthly ones,

in a thoroughly ftdse spirit ;
•'•' but when the incitement to prayer is

derived from an inward Divine operation, that prayer is truly oifered

in the name of the Lord, and has its fulfilment in itselff For
where God incites to prayer, there of course, in his veracity and
faithfulness, he gives to him who prays.

In conclusion, the expression eyw -notriai^^ I will do it, contains

an argument for the Divine dignity of Christ, stronger than such as

are contained in many passages ordinarily adduced as proofs of his

divinity. The declaration, that he will accomphsh what the disci-

ples ask in his name, presupposes omniscience as well as omnipo-

tence. Here, again, however, of course that which Christ does is

not to be conceived of as something apart from the operation of the

Father, but the Father who dwelleth in the Son, he doeth the works

(ver. 10). Hence there is no contradiction when it is said, xvi. 23,

that the Father does what believers ask ; for the Father and the

Son never work without one another.

Ver. 15, 16.—The Kedeemer now, ver. 15, returns to the subject

with which he commenced his discourse, by shewing the disciples

what he will give them as a compensation for his absence ; he im-

mediately, however, pursues the train of thought thus resumed.

With faith (ver. 11, 12) love must be united, which is not mere

feeling, but manifests itself as poioer in the keeping of commands.
(Comp. the Comm. on viii. 51, respecting Xoyov TTjpelv^ keeping my

* Hence in the passage xv. 7, 5 mv deXriTE alryjaeaOe nal yEinjoErat, vfilv, we are not

to understand BD.eLv as designating unlimited discretion, but as applying to the state of

the true child of God, since God himself produces the right will (Phil. ii. 13).

f The parallel statements in the Old Testament are to be understood in the same

way ; for example, Psalm cxlv. 19, " The Lord will fulfil the desire of them that fear

him ;" for, in accordance with their fear of God, they desire just that which God wills

;

what they desire contrary to the will of God, they do not desire as those who fear God,

but as sinful men. The fundamental petition of the godly man always is, " Lord thy

will be done I" This prayer is never left unheard.
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word. The keeping commands {evToXdg rTjpeXv), however, is more

limited than that, as " commands" (ivToXal) are but a part of the

more general " word" (Xoyog). It is also to be observed that in the

phrase evroXdg rripeXv, the signification of " practice" is more strongly-

prominent, though the original profound idea involved in Trjpelv, viz.,

that of retaining, inwardly preserving, the higher element imparted,

need not be altogether dropped. For the commands of Christ are

not, as those of the Old Testament, naked injunctions, like the

categorical imperative, but precepts that pour spiritual life and

power into the soul ; if Christ commands, he also gives to believers

the power to observe his directions. (Hence the saying of Augus-

tine, when rightly understood, contains a perfectly true idea : da

quod jubes, et jube quod vis.) The transition, ''' And I will ask"

(jcal eyo) epwrr/ffo)), SO connects the sequel with what precedes, that the

mission of the Holy Spirit appears as a remunerative consequence

of keeping commands. The word " ask" expresses the idea of

Christ's intercession, i. e. the continuous activity of the Redeemer

for the salvation of men. (A remarkable view of this is given xvi.

26, on which consult the exposition itself.)

Here, for the first time, we meet with the name TrapdKXrjTog'^ as

a designation of the Holy Spirit (which name, however, the word

dXXog applies also to the Lord himself); and accordingly it re-

quires a close consideration. As to the etymological import of the

expression, we have to choose only between two interpretations

which amount to the same thing, viz., " Comforter" and " Interces-

sor" (Advocate, Counsel). It has indeed been proposed to take

TTapdicXijrog in the signification of "Teacher;" but there are no

means of proving that the idea of " teaching" had been attached to

the verb napaKaXttv and the substantives derived from it

—

napaKXrjrog,

TrapaKXi]TOQj TrapdiiX'rjaig. ILapaKaXelv first means " to call near," then

in particular, " to call near for assistance," and hence " to help,"

" to stand by," " to console," which latter is nothing more nor less

than spiritual aid.f A term so comprehensive appears to have been

designedly chosen, because the operations of the Spirit are mani-

fold : and for this reason it is not advisable to follow Tholuck in

fixing upon a single meaning. He expressly excludes the significa-

tion " Comforter," and retains only that of " Helper, Advocate."

But there certainly is no ground for this. Here the passive form of

the word does not create the slightest difficulty ; it is perfectly par-

allel in sense with TTapaKXrjrcjp. The original signification, " one

who is summoned (for assistance)," advocatus, is completely merged
in the general idea of " Helper," " Supporter," " Comforter." More-

* Comp. de Spiritu S. et Christo paracletia. In Knappii scr. var. arg. p. 125, seq.

\ UapaKalelv "to call to one's aid," then, "to call to one" (by way of incitement), henoo

to cheer, encourage, console.—\K.
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over, tlxe name " Comforter/' as a designation of the Spirit, is emi-

nently suited to the connexion of all those passages in which the

term in question occurs. This terra is associated with the mention

of Christ's departure, by which the disciples were left alone and in

sorrow (as 6p(pavoi, ver. 18); hence the Lord promises them a Com-
forter for their loneliness. But the idea of comfort implies that of

efficient succour. The signification " advocate," for iTapdKX7]Tog, is

not so suitable as a name of the Spirit, but it occurs 1 John ii. 1,

where we find the word as a title of Christ. There Christ appears as

he who reconciles or propitiates the justice of God, and to this rela-

tion that sense of the term is appropriate. In our passage also,

Christ is called a napaKXrjTog of the disciples, but in a different sense,

viz., as a consoling Helper, whose place the Spirit supplied at his

departure. (The LXX. Job xvi. 2, render th2» Trapa/cA-T^-wp, but

Aquila and Theodotion have TTapdKlrjTog. The later Rabbins adopted

the Greek word in the form n^->^;;-:3. For example. Job xxxiii. 23

they substitute it for pVa. Comp. Buxt. lex. p. 1843.) Now the

simple purpose for which the Spirit is sent is to secure the perma-
nent consolation (Iva fi^vrj el^ rov alCJva) for the disciples, in contrast

with the transitory corporeal presence of Christ. But Christ himself

also was with them in the Spirit, for in the Spirit he spiritually re-

turned. (Comp. the remarks on ver. 3.)

Ver. 17.—That this promise involves not merely something sub-

jective, e. g., a kind of inspiration which would seize upon them, is

shewn by the following verse. The Redeemer promises a new,

higher principle, up to that time unknown (comp. the Comm. on
vii. 39), the Spirit of truth (rtvevfia ri]g dXrjdeiag), and predicts the

future display of its powers. This expression implies not merely

that the Spirit is the truth itself, but that he produces the truth in

those who receive him. For, as God himself is the truth, and the

Son as the revealer of the hidden Father is the truth, so also the

Spirit, the highest manifestation of the Deity, is in himself the

truth, and communica-tes the truth only by imparting his own na-
ture. This is further evident from the consideration that here again

(comp. the Comm. on i. 14) the dXifieta is not a truth to be appre-

hended by the understanding, but the absolute principle of truth.

Hence, in the communication of this truth, all fiaraior-qg of the nat-

ural sinful life is overcome. Accordingly this Spirit is also de-

scribed as permanently dwelling (nap' vjuv fiEvei) in the inmost
depth of the life (tv vfilv tarai). The Lord could already appeal to

the experience of the disciples (yivcoaKeTe avro, not merely as future—" ye luill know him,"—but " ye know him noio, already"), al-

though they had not yet received the Spirit, because they had
already felt his prehminary operation in their hearts, in some happy
hours of their intercourse with the Lord. The counterpart- to the
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disciples is the world, by which term we are here to understand

those human souls who exist in the natural element of life ; these

cannot receive the Spirit because they are unable to see and to know
him. Hence the latter is the condition of the former, although it

might have been supposed that, inversely, the reception must pre-

cede the knowledge. This is true of the most profound form of

knowledge, but nevertheless a preliminary knowledge is necessary

in order to the reception of the Spirit. Such knowledge awakens

the slumbering desire within. The world can no more receive the

blessing of the S2)irit until that desire which is the condition of

reception is aroused, than a perfectly closed eye can admit the ma-
terial light.

Ver. 18, 19.—The Saviour now goes back to the same thought

from which he proceeded, ver. 3, viz., that although he was indeed

about to depart ' shortly, they would see him return. The pleasing

expression, ovk dcprjoo) v^dg dptpavovg, I tvill not leave you bereaved,

refers to the relation of father and mother to their children. The
Saviour regards his disciples as spiritual children, begotten through

the seed of his word ; his departure should not leave them solitary !

Now, the coming of Christ here, we might be tempted to think,

refers to his return to judgment, on account of the words " ye shall

live" (yiJeXg ^rjaeoOe), and also " in that day" (tv eKsivq Ty ruiepg).

But even the most superficial view of the passage shews that this

theory cannot be maintained ; for at his second advent the Saviour

will manifest himself, as a judge of the world, to all ; not to men-
tion other circumstances that oppose this interpretation, which,

accordingly, has not found among the moderns a single defender.

On the other hand, the very words b K6c\ioq fie ovkstl dewpel, " the

world seeth me no more," appear strikingly confirmatory of the hy-

pothesis that refers the coming to the resurrection of Christ ; for

respecting this event it is said also by the synoptical Evangelists

that it should be to the world like the sign of Jonah (i. e., invisible,

belonging merely to faith). But, in the first place, this exposition

does not harmonize with the circumstance that the Eedeemer, after

his resurrection, was only a few days with the disciples, and then

left them alone, whilst (according to ver. 17) the words / loill not

leave you, etc., are to be understood as speaking of an eternal fellow-

ship which he promises to his own. In the second place, if this ex-

planation of the passage be adopted, the language koI vnetg ^fjoeode,

ye shall live also, retains its difficulty ; to refer it to the resurrec-

tion of the apostles would be inconsistent, unless it is said that here

(as in the synoptical Gospels, comp, the remarks on Matth. xxiv. 1)

the general resurrection is contemplated as very near ; while, by refer-

ring the words to an inward spiritual life, we have, for the same ex-

pression, two different meanings in immediate proximity to each other;.
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Ver. 23, however, is quite decisive against such an opinion ; theie the

Lord, in reply to the interrogation of Judas, describes his coming as

an inward presence in the mind ; this view has been adopted by all

distinguished modern expositors. (Comp. the Comm. on Matth,

xxiv. 1.) With the Spirit and in him Christ himself comes, for the

Spirit takes of that which is Christ's. (Comp. the observations on

John xvi. 14.) The world cannot see him (ver. 17), but his own
perceive him. Accordingly the declaration, " ye see me," refers, not

to the physical sight of him who has risen in the body, but to the

spiritual perception of him in the mind.

Ver. 20, 21.—The sequel also harmonizes only with this. Here,

with the coming of Christ is associated the true knowledge of him
and of the Father. Now this was not connected with the corporeal

resurrection of Christ, but with the outpouring of the Spirit in

which Christ (?y i?w?/) communicated life to his people, and in it the

Divine essence which is accompanied by the true knowledge.

The object of this knowledge, however, is not only the relation

of Christ to the Father (comp. the Comm. on ver. iO), but also the

relation of Christ to the disciples. Although now, in reference to the

latter, the terms "you in me" {vnelq h ehol), and " being one" (tV elvai^

xvii. 21), are employed, it still does not follow that these formulas

did not denote any consubstantiality. On the contrary, the gnosis

of John contains the profound idea that the Kedeemer imparts his

own essence, and in the holy supper, even his glorified humanity, to

his brethren. This communication of his nature is pure love, and
Schleiermacher very justly represents the communicative agency of

Christ as forming Person, since the joower of Christ imparts a higher

heavenly consciousness, as the true centre of personality. The per-

sonality of the Son himself, however, as the comprehensive element,

takes into itself all the personalities of his people, and then again

penetrates them with his life, as the living centre of an organism,

from which life streams out, and to which it returns. Hence the

words " you in me and I in you" (y\Jt,u<; h enol kol lyio h vfuv) again

(comp. the remarks on ver. 10) describe a mutual operation in love.

(The same John-like view occurs Rev. iii. 20, where the idea of

reciprocal communion is delineated under the metaphor of a repast,

and it is said : SeLnvrjao) [xer' avTov, ical avrbg fier^ e[iov.^ Ver. 21,

Jesus, in conclusion, goes back again to ver. 15, and points out the

manner in which love must be evinced, viz., as fidelity in the keep-

ing of the commandments ; not indeed in conformity with the

Catholic-Pelao-ian theory—according to which here the purely legal

point of view would be commended, as if man could love God be/ore

Grod loves him—but, as we have already indicated in our obser-

vations on ver. 15, in harmony with the profound view of John,

according to which the communication of the commandments is the

Vol. II.~36
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highest act of the love of God, the bestowment of eternal life itself

(xii. 50).

Here the question arises—how are the love (dyanav) of the Fathei

and that of the Son related ? In the Father, Deity is always dis-

played in its most general forms of manifestation, as the absolute

Power ; hence the first intimations of love, which the soul receives

from God, are the Father's attracting it to the Son. On the other

hand, in the Son, Deity appears in a higher form of manifestation,

as unfathomable love and mercy ; consequently the impressions

produced by the love of the Son are deeper and higher. It is only

of the Son that it is said : ejicpavcao) avroj ef-iavrov, I will manifest

myself to Mm, because the hidden Father manifests himself per-

sonally only in the Son (in attracting to the Son, he reveals him-

self only in his operations), as the Logos, the angel of his presence.

(Comp. the Comm. i. 1, 18.) Finally, it is self-evident that ^n<pavt-

^ecv, as above, Oetopelv (ver. 19, 22), can only be understood of disclos-

ing to imuard contemjjlation.

Ver. 22-24.—The sublime words of Jesus still surpassed the

disciples' power of comprehension ; to them the exhibition of Jesus

as the glorious Messiah to the world was the very thing that appeared

important, and precisely this Christ had denied ; this Judas knew
not how to explain, and hence the following question. (Respecting

Judas, who is probably identical with Thadd^eus or Lebbteus, comp.

the Comm. Matth. x. 3.—The words rl yeyovev correspond with the

Hebrew n^n r»a, in the sense " how comes it ?") The Eedeemer

does not enter more minutely into the distinction between his future

external appearance and his internal manifestation in the mind
;

but he shews what is the only basis on which the latter rests. This

involved an answer, although it may have been otherwise under-

stood ; meanwhile the nature of the internal manifestation of Christ

in the mind is so described that it must necessarily have been per-

ceptible, even to the weak ; and it is added that what still remained

obscure, the promised Teacher of truth should explain. (Comp. ver.

26.) The meaning strictly expressed by the whole answer is the

following : "Adhere to what is essential, and direct your view from

the external to the internal." That which ver. 23 first states posi-

tively, respecting believers, is repeated negatively, ver. 24, in refer-

ence to the world. Sincere love in keeping the word (comp. ver. 11)

renders the individual worthy of the renewed love of the Lord ; the

want of it renders him unworthy of that love.

Here the more precise description of the new pro"^ of love, ver.

23 :
" we will come to him, and make our abode witti him" {rr^oq

avTov eXevaofieOa Koi fiovijv -nap^ avrc^ Tvoirjaonev) , is important. Some
few critical authorities, indeed, have the singular, tkevoo^iai—noirjoo-

Haij but it is easy to see that this reading is only a correction, it
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being wished to remove the extraordinary idea that the Father will

make an ahode in the believer.* One thing in this language cer-

tainly is remarkable, viz., that the Lord also speaks of a coming of

the Father to the believer, whereas we must suppose the Omni-
present, as such, to be always near, nay, to be operating in man,
even in the unbeliever and the wicked. But this general relation

of God to man is a very different thing from what is here denoted.

In this place the Lord refers to the revelation of God as a Father

to the soul, which does not take place until the Spirit comes into

the heart and teaches it to cry, " Abba, Father." (Rom. viii. 15.)

It certainly is peculiar to our passage that this is represented as a

coming of the Father himself, and not merely as his operation.

Ordinarily it is said only of Christ that he should be " formed with-

in" us, that we must " put him on" as Paul expresses it. For in

Christ the very mode in which the Divine Spirit acts is to call forth

a new, higher, heavenly consciousness, Christ reproducing himself

in the soul. But although the expression is unusual, it is justified

to the Christian consciousness in a very simple manner. Where
the Son is, there of necessity is the Father also, as well as the

Spirit, for the three are one, or different forms of manifestation of

the one Divine being. Thus, with the creation of the new man, the

Trinity itself is manifested in him, although indeed the gradations

of Christian development presuppose the predominance of one or

the other form of Divine agency (1 John ii. 13, 14).

Making an abode implies the idea of permanent indwelling,

whilst the operations of the Spirit under the Old Testament were

but transient. (Hence Paul terms believers temples of God, 1 Cor.

iii. 16, 17, and 2 Cor. vi. 16.) This passage is further instructive,

as it shews in how deep and comprehensive a sense the defining

term " Person," fixed for the doctrine of Trinity, must be under-

stoodjf if it is to correspond with the scriptural idea of the doctrine

of Father, Son, and Spirit. The Father, Son, and Spirit live dif-

fused in the whole body of believers : thus Spirit lives and operates

in Spirit, without losing its specific character and its unity of con-

sciousness. But it is impossible to combine with the representation

of Scripture the puerile notion concerning the Trinity—always com-
bated indeed by the more profound of the Fathers, e. g., by Augus-
tine—which conceives of the three persons as individualized entities

* This profound idea, the proper point of the Gospel, had already been caught by some
of the more profound Rabbins, from the intimations of the Old Testament. (Comp. the

four Programs of Danz on our passage, respecting the Schechinah cum piis cohabitans,

in Meuschenii N. T. ex Talmude illustratum. Lips. 1736, 4, pag. 701-739.) In the most

recent times, Schleiermacher, in his Glaubenslehre, has finely developed this thought

from the idea of Divine love as the communication of itself.

f On this subject comp. the particulars in the C!omm. on Matth. xxvii. 19,
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existing beside one another. (Conip. also the remarks on Matth,

xxviii. 19.)

Ver, 25, 26.—To these words, which express all that Jesus felt

he could say on the subject to his disciples under present circum-

stances {nap' vfilv i,ievo)v), he adds the promise of the Spirit, who
would supply whatever was wanting. (Comp. xvi. 12, 13.) Here

it is said of the Spirit, that the Father sends him in the name of

Christ (tv Tcj ovoiian Xpiarov), i. e. as the Spirit of Christ (Rom. viii.

9) in whom the Father testifies concerning Christ (see the observa-

tions on XV, 26), and takes from him that which is his own (comp.

the Comm. xvi. 14.) Doubtless the personality of the Holy Spirit

of which many have found it so difficult to conceive (although

Spirit is the very thing itself that is personal), is supported not so

much by the word eKeTvog, which refers to -napdKXTjTog, as by this per-

sonal designation itself (The importance of the masculine ^icetvog,

is more apparent in the passage xvi. 13, because in that case Trapd-

KXriTog stands at a considerable distance, viz., ver. 7.) But the idea

of personality must be viewed according to the suggestions made

ver. 23.

This Spirit is described as the Teacher of all truth. (Comp. the

remarks on xvi. 13.) Here the " all things" must not indeed be ex-

tended to all conceivable concrete minutise ; but just as little should

it be limited to a few abstract dogmas. On the contrary the sub-

ject of discourse here is the principle of all essential truth, with

which we receive the true knowledge of God, and in him of all

things.* This Spirit, for the very reason that he is Divine, teaches

the same truth as that propounded by Jesus, the revealer of the

hidden God ; and hence also the Spirit could awaken those words

of Christ which lay, like slumbering germs, in the minds of the dis-

ciples, and bring them to living consciousness. The reality of this

Spirit, and the actual irapartation of the same to the disciples,

form the ultimate ground on ivhicli all the credibility of their com-

munications isfounded. As the same Sj)irit still continually oper-

ates in the souls of men, he continually convinces of the eternal

truth of that which the church has handed down in the apostolic

writings ; and tliis testimony of the Spirit is their only impregnable

basis. No historical demonstrations of the authenticity of the Holy

Scriptures gain their true significance until this foundation of faith

rests in the mind ; for one may hold all the books of the Bible

to be genuine, without believing in them, as we may acknowledge

the genuineness of the Koran without putting faith in it.

Ver. 27.—The Saviour, hastening to depart, ver. 31, once again

* Respecting the relation of the prophetic ministry of Christ to the Holy Spirit,

.Augustine finely says • dicente Christo verba capimus, docente spiritu eadem verba intel-

ligimus.
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(corap. ver. 1) consoles them and promises them, as a tind of sacred

legacy, his peace. Here the Lord certainly may have alluded to the

ordinary form of salutation on coming or going (cs^ ts'.Vi) hut even

where the words elpi'ivrj v^lv^ peace to you, are spoken strictly as a

salutation, in those very instances, when uttered hy him, they have

their deeper significance and their essential force. With the utter-

ance of the word, the accompanying influence was imparted, and a

breath of peace pervaded the hearts of the disciples. Here, how-

ever, the repetition itself (a0%a and d/dw/ii eipT]vrjv) indicates some-

thing more than adieu ; the language conveys a condensed view of

the entire ministry of Christ, which in departing he dedicates to his

disciples. (Atdw/xt is the stronger expression ; while d(f)ir]fii is rather

the negative term, diSoi^i expresses positive impartation, bestow-

ment.) This is shewn by the comparison between Ms peace and that

of the loorld; the latter consists in the undisturbed enjoyment of

the transitory life of sense, which must necessarily be of short du-

ration, because that on which it is founded passes away.* The
peace of Christ rests in the enjoyment of eternal good, and hence,

like that good itself, it is imperishable, nor can it be lost, even

amidst all the storms of external life. The Redeemer proc?Mces this

state of inward peace, as he hears it in liimsdf (hence the elprjvrj is

emphatically termed ifi/j) first by the remission of sins {acpea^ rCJv

dixapriuv) which removes the element of discord from the soul, and
then by the impartation of his own Divine life ; for only the Di-

vine can love and enjoy what is Divine. Accordingly the words
" m7j peace" imply that the peace of believers is the very peace

which the Redeemer enjoys in himself, for love leads him to impart

every principle of happiness that he possesses, without reserving or

grudging anything.f

Ver. 28, 29.—All the consoling words of the Redeemer could

not restrain the distressing grief which in the first instance seized

the minds of the disciples at the thought of his approaching depart-

ure ; and it was not intended that they should. Their sorrow was
just, and it was in the heart of Jesus himself ! Yet from a higher

point of view he summons them to rejoice. This produces an inex-

pressible mixture of pain, sorrow, and joy. The idea that he

mentions his departure in order to assure their faith in the hour of

distress, has already occurred, xiii. 19, and is again repeated, xvi. 1.

* Kling's hypothesis (1. c. p. C85)—that the contrast with the peace of the world only

relates to the foct that the ordinary form of salutation was powerless, whilst the words
of Christ exerted a power—is unsatisfactory

; because the reference to that form of salu-

tation can only be viewed as a slight allusion. The contrast is more pointed than if it

consisted merely in an opposition between that which has power and that which has not;

it opposes the true to the false and deceptive.

f In this profound sense, the Messiah is called, Isaiah ix. 5, b'.V©—ii{; (Comp. Phil.

iv. 1, 9, where the ElprjvT] QenC is described aa iurepixovaa nuvTa vuvv.)
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Yet it is a peculiar feature in the passage that one cause for lejoi-

cing in his departure was that he was going to the Father ;
" be-

cause," he adds, " my Father is greater than I :" (on 6 rrarT/p i^ov

fisi(^(jjv fiov iari). These obscure words are, according to mj convic-

tion, ordinarily misunderstood, and Kuinoel and Liicke in particu-

lar still do not view them correctly. Tholuck and Meyer, on the

contrary, agree with me. The former two of these scholars explain

the language as intended to convey a consolation to the disciples

concerning the departure of Christ ; they regard fj-el^cov, greater, as

referring to the Divine Omnipotence, and take the sense of the words

in the following shape :
" my departure is good for yoit, for the Al-

mighty Father can defend you better than I."* But such a view

is manifestly not in harmony with the previous thought in the verse,

wherein the joy which the Redeemer requires his disciples to mani-

fest concerning his departure, is founded on their love to him. If

the view in question were correct, the joy must have been based

upon love to themselves. Besides which, with this interpretation,

we lose entirely the exceeding delicacy of thought, expressed in the

circumstance that the Redeemer claims the love which they bear to

him, for their consolation. Accordingly the sense is to be taken

thus :
" Ye love me ; then rejoice that T go to the Father, for it is

good for me."

Here, however, a further question arises, viz., how can the words

" greater than I" (fj.ei(^o)v ^lov tan) express this thought ? If the

passage be considered without doctrinal prejudice, the answer is

very simple. The Son is born from the essence of the Father, but not,

inversely the Father from the S.on ; hence the Father is the cause

of the Son, but the Son is not the cause of the Father. Now since

the Son proceeded from the Father (xiii. 3) there was necessarily in

him the desire to return to the Father, as every being is attracted

to its source ; accordingly the return to the Father was the satis-

faction of the desire felt by the Son who longed after his source, and

this is the relation of the Son to the Father indicated by the words

" greater than I." Thus it is self-evident, from what has been said,

that this expression does not favour Arian notions of Christ ; but

we must not, in order to refute such opinions, resort to views which

are obviously at variance with the train of thought. The orthodox

Fathers took the passage as relating to the human nature of Christ,

but when the return to the Father (which he therefore accomplished

as vlbg Tov Oeov) is spoken of, it cannot be the human nature alone

that is referred to. The expedient hit upon by Calvin, who rightly

perceived this, certainly is not satisfactory. He says : pro infirmitatis

nostrae captu se medium inter nos et Deum constituit. According

to that the Redeemer, by way of accommodation to a weakness of

* Thus understood, the passage would be parallel with the words, xvi. 7.
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the disciples, uttered an Arian sentiment ! The words, on the con-

trary, relate quite simply to the real existence of the difierence be-

tween Father and Son, which, as the church has always held, is no

other than this : that the Father is dyewrjTog, unhegotten, the Son

yevvTjTog^ begotten. Nor must the idea of subordination be rigidly

avoided ; for if this difference is to be called subordination, as in-

deed it may be, it is undeniable that the doctrine of the church

does not fiiil to recognize it. Ordinarily, however, subordination is

understood as implying a difference of nature between Father and

Son, and it is against this view that the church, in denying all sub-

ordination, has justly wished to contend.

Ver. 30, 31.—The Lord now winds up the conversation, by giv-

ing the disciples a renewed assurance that his departure is close at

hand, and by pointing again to the conflict Avhich awaited him. In

this very conflict, however, Jesus finds the purpose of his coming

;

it is the command of the Father to endure it (xii. 50), and hence

the world may see in it his love and obedience to God. Upon this

follows the conclusion of the repast (xiii. 4) with the summons to

Gethsemane (xviii. 1). Here the only thing requiring our close

consideration is the language in which the Lord describes the strug-

gle about to take place. The foe to be vanquished is the Prince of

the world : as he approached the Redeemer at the commencement
of his ministry and tempted him with the snare of pleasure (Matth.

iv.), so now, at the end of his w^ork, he appeared to him and tempted

him by means of /ear. (Compare the History of the Passion.

Luke xxii. 53.) "Y.Qx^adai therefore expresses the hostile advance.

(Concerning apx(^v t. k. comp. the remarks on xii. 31.) But, as in

the former case, so here, the attack was fruitless : koI tv tfwl ovk tx^t

ov6iv^ and he hath nothing in we. It is evident that Kai m this sen-

tence must be taken as adversative ; the words " he hath nothing

in me," however, are not so clear. Semler, Storr, and Morus, who
are followed by Tholuck and Lilcke, supply after ovk tx^i, according

to Luke xii. 4, the infinitive Troidv^ in the sense, " but he can do

nothing effectually against me." In the first place, however, I think

this ellipsis is without example ; in this formula : ovk ex^lv noieXv^

the word TtoLetv is the very one that contains the main idea, which

cannot possibly be omitted. Hence I should prefer supplying i^ov-

alav, but that, secondly, the expression tv efiot is opposed to this, as

to the first supplement. We cannot substitute elg ijj,i for ev IfxoL,

without arbitrariness. Guided by the latter phrase, we gather from

these words a very profound doctrinal and ethical meaning. Jesus

says :
" but he possesses nothing within me, he can call nothing his,

i. e.f he cannot assume any power over me." This involves the idea

that the Prince of Sin can only rule where there are germs of sin on

which he can work. The sinless Redeemer gave his life in death
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voluntarily, no one could take it from him (x. 18). Nay, accord-

ing to what he intimated above (xiv. 23), respecting the commu-

nication of his sinless nature to believers, his words suggest the

further thought that the Prince of this world finds nothing in

them which he can call his own ; and thus their victory also in every

conflict is secured.

Chap. XV. 1, 2.—How we are to understand the words eyeipeode,

dyunev hrevdev^ arise, let us go hence—according to xviii. 1, there can

be no doubt. That passage is the first place in which the egress of

Jesus from the city is related, and accordingly here the account can

refer to nothing but the insing from supper and the preparation

to depart. The solemnity of the moment when the Kedeemer rose

to leave must have produced the most powerful eifect ujjon the

hearts of the disciples ! Up to this period they were united in a

peaceful band, and the beloved Master was yet with them ; what a

separation awaited them in a few hours ! The anticipation of this

arrested their steps ; the assembly broke up, but no one moved

;

they stood in silence around the Lord. Then it was that he again

opened his lips, and delivered the following discourses, which made
an indelible impression on the mind of the beloved disciple. It may
be that some incidental circumstance led Jesus to begin with this

comparison
;
perhaps a twig stretched through the window into the

room where he was, or the apartment was decorated with the foli-

age of the vine. Kosenmiiller (in the new Exeg. Rej)ert. i. 172) has

offered a peculiar explanation of the choice of this metaphor. Ac-

cording to Josephus (Antiq. xv. 11, B. J. v. 5), on the door, 70 cubits

high, which led into the Holy Place of the Temple, an artificial vine

was spread out, the branches and leaves of which were made of

precious metal, and its clusters of diamonds and pearls. Doubtless

this vine was, according to prophetic passages, intended as a type of

Israel, often called a vine of the Lord. Now Rosenmiiller thinks it

was by the sight of this that Jesus was led to institute the com-
parison before us. (Comp. Jerem. ii. 21 ; Ezek. xix. 10 ; Joel i.

7 ; Ps. Ixxx. 9, ff. ; Mark xii. I.)* But, in order to justify this, it

must be supposed that Jesus uttered the following words in the

Temple ; but, since it was night, it is not probable that he again

visited the' Temple. He quitted it when the voice from heaven (xii.

12) had inaugurated him as Messianic King on the holy hill (Ps.

ii. 6).

The comparison itself is so drawn that metaphorical language

alternates with explanation ; and in form also (like that of the

Shepherd, John x.) it is rather a similitude than a parable. But
the fundamental idea that lies at the bottom of the whole compar-

* Mention is made of the vino, and of treating its clusters, in the bad sense also, to

designate Antichrist and his confederates. (Comp. Rev. xiv. 18, ff.)
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ison is this : the intimacy of the iiniou between Christ and his peo-

ple is as great as if one life, one blood, flowed through them all, and
this very union is the only condition under which true fruits can be

borne. In the same sense Paul compares all believers to an organic

body, in which Christ is the Head, and the several believers are the

members. Hence the similitude is designed to recommend the pre-

servation of that spiritual fellowship with the Lord {Koivuvia accord-

ing to the tisus loquendi of John. Comp. the Comra. 1 John i. 3)

without which the disciples could not hope to have their efibrts

crowned by a blessing. (Respecting dXT]div6g, comp. the Comm. i. 9.

Every physical vital-unity of which tiie vine forms an example, is,

as it were, a copy of the spiritual vital-unity of believers ; accord-

ingly this is, in the full sense of the word, a living spiritual growth.

The selection of the vine, as an illastration of these thoughts, is

well devised, for the vine is the most spi7'^ual of plants ; its juice

yields wine, which the Redeemer, in the Supper, calls his blood.

The Creator of this vital communion is the Father, who is frequent-

ly represented in this relation. [Comp. the remarks on Mark xii.

1.] The expression yecopyog is here to be taken as equivalent to

the more special afXTTeXovgyog.)

In the following verses the metaphor is carried out with special

minuteness. The vine-dresser requires fruit from the vine-branch

QcXTjjj.a, a frail, slender branch, perhaps from /cAaw, to break); if it

yield none, he removes it. Here we must guard against limiting

the idea of fruit (naprrog) to legal works ; true, external actions are

not to be excluded, but they must proceed from true faith and the

power of the Spirit of Christ (ver. 5) ; the branch must receive the

sap from the root, and then it is enabled to bear fruit. This in-

volves an apt representation of the receptive agency of the believer

in the life of prayer. Accordingly, the fact, that iio fruit is borne,

is always a presumption that already the internal vital communion
with the Redeemer has been dissolved (ver. 6), even though the ex-

ternal form is preserved. This, however, is finally followed by the

severance of the external connexion, which is the Kptatg. (Ver. 6

contains a description of this, under the ordinary image of burning.)

On the other hand, in the case of that which bears fruit, the Divine

agency takes a promotive form ; even in the sincere believer there

are sinful elements ; these are gradually penetrated by the sanctify-

ing energy of Christ, and thus the whole man is rendered fruitful

unto good works.
'

Ver. 3, 4.—It is a striking fact that the disciples are already

called KaOapoi, clean (xii. 10), whereas thus far they can only be

viewed as branches which, although fruitful, stood in great need of

])urification ; for still, even a Peter could fall. But here, as before,

they are called " clean on account of the word" (jiadapol dm tov A<$-
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yov), only in order to give them the consolation that they should not

be severed. In these very words it is intimated that the actual pu-

rification yet awaited them, but on account of the word of Christ

they are already regarded as pure {Kadapoi—Xoyi^erai avroTg ?) KaOa-

porrjg, according to the analogy of Rom. iv. 3). Now, Uyog, word,

does not signify a definite discourse of Christ, but his teaching and

ministry in general. For this reason, also, the expression ra prjuaTo,

fjiov, my words, ver. 7, is employed. And again the peculiarity of

his teaching does not consist in the circle of ideas which it commu-

nicated, but in the spiritual power that accompanied it, and pene-

trated the souls of all who were susceptible with comfort full of

fountain-vigour. This power was a purifying element, and in its

reception lay the security that what was wanting would soon be

supplied ; hence the one important point, in order to continue in

constant union with the source of strength, was abiding in Christ

(jieivare iv inoC). The branch cannot yield fruit if unconnected

with the root (a^ kavrov), and in like manner the believer cannot, in

the absence of living connexion with Christ. (Ephes. v. 30, otl [ieXTj

iofxlv Tov ocjuarog avrov.')

Ver. 5-8.—This idea is specially amplified in the verses now fol-

lowino", of which the words otl ^wptf knov ov dvvaade ttoisTv ov6ev,for

apart from me ye can do nothing, contain the central truth.*

Here, in the first place, we must not lay stress upon the verb ttoluv,

do, as if, although man cannot do anything without Christ, yet

he could loill or think. For it has already been remarked, that in

this discourse, the Lord (in speaking of the Kapnog) refers, not merely

to the external phenomenon of action, but also to the iyiternal move-

ments of the mind. The latter are always the causes of the former.

If man could, whenever he pleased, and without the power of

Christ, create in himself noble, holy inclinations and resolutions,

then he could also act without Christ. On the other hand, ovSeVj

nothing, is to be taken as very emphatic. For if it be alleged that

it is not absolutely all acting, but only what is good that is impos-

sible without Christ, still it must be confessed that only that which

is good is real (ovrijdg ov), while evil is null and futile (the i^ifj ov).

Or should it be said that man can perform many kinds of good ac-

tions without Christ—as e. g., the heathen did by nature the things

contained in the law (Rom. ii. 14)—it must not be overlooked that

Christ, as the Logos from eternity, who " lighteth every man"
(John i. 9), is in all ages the power that excites to all good. Ovd^v

* Meyer's interpretation of this saying is entirely erroneous. He thinks that the

meaning does not relate to the moral and religious life at all, but merely to the exercise of

the apostolical vocation. There is nothing in the contest to authorize this hypothesia

On the contrary, the metaphorcial reference to the vine, and to the bearing of fruit by

the branch that continues in it, is evidently intended to represent the life of believera in

every resjpect as dependent upon their connexion with Christ.
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therefore maintcains its widest signification. No one is good but the

one God, and he in whom God operates through the Son ; there is

none good beside him who is the only Good !

Then, from this hfe of the power of Christ in believers, there

follows the fulfilment of their prayer, which proceeds from the im-

pulse of this very power {h tc5 dvoi^art 'l7]oov). (Comp. the remarks

on xiv. 12.) But precisely in this lies the glorifying of the Father

(ver. 8), that the power of God is displayed through the Son in be-

lievers. (Comp. the remarks on xiv. 13.) No reference whatever is

here made to the extension of the Gospel to the Gentiles ;
Kap-rrbg

TToXvg, much fruit, relates, in harmony with ver. 2, to the perfection

of the inner life, and yevrjaeode eiwl nadrjraij ye shall be my disciples,

simply to the disciples who were present. It is indeed true that

the manifestation of the glory of the Father in them was one of the

means whereby the Gospel was extended ; but nothing is said on

that subject in our passage.

In the union of vers. 7 and 8, the words tv tovto),'"'^ in this, which

connects them, is to be referred to what follows it. True, it cannot

be said that iv tovtg) in John always refers to the sequel, but, as

Liicke justly remarks, it must have reference to the principal thought

that precedes.-}" But ver. 8, referred to the thought most prominent

in ver. 7, conveys no appropriate sense. On the other hand, if the

words ev tovtw cva (f)tp7)Te, in this, that ye may bear, are taken as

synonymous with ev ru) ^e^uv vndg, in your bearing, as Kling pro-

poses (loc. cit. p. 688), ver. 8 stands in close relation to the pre-

ceding. Then the Aorist ido^daOr], is to be regarded as a prolepsis,

which so frequently occurs in these last discourses of Christ, since the

Lord views what is to come as already accomplished. Consequently

the future yevijaeaOe (for ytv-rjfyde is merely a correction of the tran-

scribers), immediately following, does not form any antithesis to

ido^daOr], but designates that which already exists, only as continuous

and permanent. " Ye are my disciples, and shall remain so."

Ver. 9, 10.—The sublime model for the relation of the disciples

to Christ is the relation of the Son to the Father. The love of the

Father and the Son is the model of the love of believers, and the lat-

ter is evinced in the keeping of his commands. (Comp. the Comm.
xiv. 15.) The expression my love (dydnrj ^ov or dydni] t'/i^), is not

to be understood as meaning either active love alone, or passive love

alone, but both forms of its manifestation together. In reality, love

is always a reciprocal action of giving and taking ; hence the

phraseology :
" I in him, and he in me." If, however, ver. 10, the

* "Wahl, in his Clavis, proposes to take iv rovru in the sense of " for this reason," but

Liicke justly contends that this signification is foreign to the usus loquendi of John.

f That is, provided it refer to what precedes, it must be a principal not a subordinate

thought. Here it cannot refer to the principal preceding tliought with any tolerable

Bense; it refers therefore to what follows.—[K.
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conthiuance of Christ in the Father's love appears to be made de-

pendent upon his keeping the Father's commands, it is evident that

this mode of expression must be viewed merely under the aspect of

his human nature, in that the Lord chooses to place himself on a

perfect parallel with the disciples,

Ver. 11, 12.—The Saviour now resolves all his commands into

perfect self-forgetting love, (Comp. the Comm, xiii. 34, 35.) To
be able to practise this is happiness itself, and that happiness ad-

vances as the power to love increases ; hence Jesus could say it was

the design of these words, that they should be filled with joy, and

that their joy should become complete (xvii, 13). Now the sense

in which Christ calls the joy his otvn, is easily to be perceived. It

is the same as that in which he just before termed love, and pre-

viously to that (xiv. 27) peace, his otvn. First, inasmuch as he

himself experiences this joy, his own nature being pure self-devoting

love itself ; secondly, inasmuch as he produces it in the minds of

his people through the communication of his nature. Accordingly,

the continuance of this joy is to be taken in the strict sense, i. e,, as

meanins: the continuance of believers in connexion with Christ, in

the element of his spirit. Those interpretations, in which the joy

is understood as being the joy of Christ in heavenly things, or the

Lord's future joy in his approaching glorification, lead astray from

the depth of thought that characterizes the passage. The connex-

ion, like the usus loquendi, conducts only to that view of the words

which we have given above.

Ver. 13-15.—The Redeemer regards the offering up of life, and

that for friends, as the highest expression of love, (Comp. the

remarks on x, 15, ff.) Here it is implied, not only that the Lord

gave his life for his friends, but also that they should be ready to

devote their life, in return, for the Lord, whether in external mar-

tyrdom (to which ver. 8, ff. refers), or to internal self-denial, as was

the case with the Evangelist John. (Here again 'tva appears to be

used simply t:K[3arucu)g, for if we ascribe to love the positive design to

offer up life, the interpretation is forced,)

Some difficulty is occasioned in this passage by the circumstance

that the Saviour calls the disciples (piXoi, friends, whereas a little

before he called them dovXoi, servants (xiii. 16), and in the sequel

(ver. 20) he again applies to them the same designation. But it is

plainly to be seen from our passage that Jesus terms the disciples

friends only in a conditional relation, viz,, " if ye do whatever I

command you" (e a v -noiriTe oaa tyw hT^XXo^iai vfuv). Hence friend-

ship with the Redeemer is determined by the degree of ad-

vancement in practically active love,"'' As the criterion of the

* The manner in which some attempt to solve this apparent contradiction, viz,, by

taking qvkktl in the sense "not exactly," and Aeyei as a preterite, is grammatically uD'
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relative friendship that Christ devotes to his people, he mentions

the free communication of what the Father has said to him. Here

it appears as though there were a contradiction to xvi. 12 ; for in

the latter passage it is said : trt uoAAd t;^a) Xsyeiv viuv^ dA/L' ov Svvaade

f3aoTd<^eiv apri, I have yet many things, etc. But the passages are

reconciled if we only bear in mind that, in the words under our con-

sideration, the Lord does not allude to all that he received from the

Father/or himself, but only to what he received for communication

to the disciples. Then the sense is this :
" I have been enabled to

impart unto you, according to the truth and purity of your hearts,

all that was given to me by the Father for you." This involves no

denial of the fact that more yet remained, which could not be com-

municated to them.

Yer. 16.—Meanwhile, to prevent any misunderstanding at the

mention of friendship, the Redeemer proceeds to say that this is

not a human friendship, in which case there is a complete reciprocity

between the friends, but it is one in which he, the Lord, alone deter-

mines and chooses. (Comp. ver. 19, where the meaning of iKXsyeiv

is defined by the appended t/c rov kooiiov.) An interesting parallel

to this thought is formed by 1 John iv. 10, "not that we loved

God, but that he loved us." From this relation the Saviour deduces

the conclusion that everything in them is his work. Here, however,

the similitude of the vine undergoes a modification, for the several

disciples appear as fruit-bearing trees, and Christ as the vine-dresser

[dfineAovpyog)—whilst, before this, where the idea of fellowship pre-

dominates, he calls himself the vine. (TiOivai is here employed =
D5» for (pvreveiVj and vndyeiv r= ^Vn as denoting continuous activity.

The reference of this expression to the official work of the Apostles,

is altogether incorrect ; for even if this be included in the meaning,

it is the word fruit {Kapiroc) that involves it, and not " go" {vndyeiv)^

otherwise literal and figurative language would be mixed together.

In ver. 2, 8, the subject of the discourse was simply much fruit
;

an entirely new thought is now presented in the clause kuI 6 Kap-rroq

vfiwv nivrj, and that your fruit remain. This evidently conveys the

idea of the imperishableness of the fruits, which participate the

peculiarity of the element whence they proceed. Hence it is clear

that fruit does not denote individual, isolated actions, as such—for

to them, as temporary phenomena, imperishableness cannot be as-

cribed—but to actions in living connexion with the principle from
which they proceed. In this connexion the cliaracter of the prin-

ciple may be ascribed to the actions themselves, because they are

incessantly reproduced from it as their cause. (Comp. Rev. xiv. 13,

tenable, and gives an unsuitable meaning. Christ cannot intend to say, "I called you
not exactly servants," i. e., I called you servants only in a figurative sense ; for the rela-

lion of dependence on the part of the disciples to Jesus was perfectly real.
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where the same thought is implied in the expression :
" Their works

do follow them.")

We now come to a second Iva^ associated with the suhject of

prayer in the name of the Lord, which has already heen considered

in our remarks on xiv. 13. It is a question whether this is co-ordi-

nate with the first 'iva. It may be thought that the difiference in

the idea is not important, whether the question be answered affirm-

atively or negatively ; but to me the difference appears of sufficient

moment to speak decidedly against the co-ordinate interpretation.

For, in that case, the second Iva also would be dependent upon

tdriKa, and the sense then arising would be this :
" I have planted

you that ye may pray in my name." Now, to regard prayer as the

ultimate purpose of the Divine calling (and planting) involves some-

thing altogether inconsistent. On the other hand, the language

assumes a very appropriate form, if the second Iva be taken as

dependent upon the permanence of the fruit ; in this case, the devel-

opment of the Christian life is contrasted with that of the Old Tes-

tament, which consisted rather in isolated works, and the sense of the

passage is as follows :
" Ye should bring forth fruit, and that per-

manent fruit, so that ye may enter into that internal relation to God
from which prayer in the name of the Lord proceeds."

Ver. 17-19.—In passing to the persecutions of the world which

awaited the disciples, the Kedeemer once again mentions that bro-

therly love which is to the believer, as it were, a compensation for

all the trouble prepared for him by the sinful world. Tholuck here

finds a difficulty in the expression ravra ; he says it must stand for

rovTo^ as only one command is spoken of. Accordingly, he construes

ver. 17 thus :
" this one thing I command you, namely, that ye love

one another." But this view rests upon the erroneous assumption,

already noticed in our remarks on ver. 8, that John always refers

the demonstrative word to what follows. That this is not the case

is clearly shewn ver, 11, where ravra surely cannot mean the per-

manence of the A-'^^pa, but must relate to what precedes, as is in-

dicated by the perfect XeXd^TjKa. (Just so xvi. 16.) In like manner
also here, ravra, these things, has reference to what comes before,

and tva dya-ndre dXXrjXovg, that ye may love one another, expresses

the ultimate design of all commands of the Lord, love being the

sum (dvaK£(paXaLO)aig) of all commands (Rom. xiii. 9).* The bitterest

part of the world's persecutions to the children of Grod is not the

suffering which they occasion, but the hatred they manifest. As
€lpr]vonoLot, peacemakers (Matth. v. 9), not only do they abhor
hatred in themselves, but they are grieved to see it in others ; they

* The whole of our Evangelist's first Epistle is, as it were, a commentary on this

thought, that true brotherly love involves the right love of God, because love is in its

nature one, and with it all is given to man.
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strive to quench it in the hearts of their brethren, and failure in

this endeavour causes them special distress ; they fear lest the guilt

should rest upon them. Under these circumstances, however, con-

solation is derived from the thought (ver. 18) that the ardour of the

Lord's love itself could not subdue this hatred ; it rose even against

him ; nay, the purer the glow of his love, the more furiously it

raged. The key to this phenomenon is found in ver. 19. Diverse

principles encounter each other in the elect and in the world. In

the former, the heavenly nature is manifested ; the latter allows

the predominance of sin. Hence between these two there cannot

hut he a stern opposition ; the friendship of the world is enmity to-

ward God (J^x^Q^ "^^^ Geov), and consequently the friendship of God
((piXia Tov Oeoi), ver. 14) is hatred of the world. (Comp. James iv.

4.) The light of Truth which radiates from the children of God,

convicts of sin (tAey;^;ei rqv dfxag-iav) (xvi. 8) ; he who yields to the

reproof passes into a state of penitence, and thus learns to hate his

oivn sinful nature; but he who withstands the accusations of the

Spirit, sets himself, with a mind full of hatred, against the trouble-

some Monitor,*

Ver. 20, 21.—To make this thought still plainer, the Kedeemer

refers to what he had said before. (Comp. xiii. 16.) It follows

from the relation of the master and the servant that the latter

is not spared from what belkls the former. The proverb is ap-

plied here in no other sense than in xiii. 16. For, xiii. 14, 15, the

subject of discourse was that participation of the disciples in the

self-humiliating love of Christ, which includes all his sufferings

;

and ver. 20, the participation of his glory is placed in contrast with

it. So also is it here : the antithesis is here marked by dicoKeiv^pei^-

secute, and XSyov r-qQelv, keep the tvord. Liicke, indeed, would under-

stand the words " keep my word," etc. {Xoyov fj,ov ^TTJprjaaVj k. t. A.),

as having a tinge of irony, so that the idea to be supplied would be :

" but they have not kept it, and therefore neither will they keep

your word." Certainly the sequel appears to favour this interpre-

tation, for the Lord discourses merely of persecution
;

yet the

thought stands opposed to the view, since then the protasis (hypo-

thetical clause) of the first proposition must be apprehended differ-

ently from the second,f which is not admissible. Hence Liicke, in

the second edition, has abandoned this view. For on the one hand,

the world is the hostile principle against the Church, but, on the

other, the Church is continuously increased and completed from the

world. The world is not the Satanic element, i. e. it is not itself

utterly opposed to what is Divine, but only receives many Satanic

* Respecting the relation of Lk tov kog/xov and tv tu KoafKj elvai, comp. the Comia.

on John xvii. 13, 15.

t That is, the one ironically and the other not so.

—

[Tr.
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influences, wliile it also contains germs kindred to God, wliich re-

ceive the word of truth. Now it is hardly to be conceived that the

Saviour, in his discourse, would make no allusion to the result of the

preaching of the Gospel ; and if we interpret " keeping the word"

without the supposition of irony, this very point appears promi-

nently in view. For then the sense is as follows :
" As they have

persecuted me, so will they persecute you also ; but as many kept

my word, so those will be found who will receive your words."

Since, however, the reference to persecutions is the main subject

here nothing further is communicated respecting the result that

would follow the preaching of the disciples. The secret reason for

persecuting believers is alleged to be repugnance to the name of

Jesus. Here again certainly name (comp. the Comm. xiv. 13) is

the nature itself with all its properties, and its entire peculiarity
;

merely the external word, the name, awakens the series of ideas

connected with the nature of Jesus, and his peculiar attributes.

Hence the world is opposed even to the confession of the holy name

of Jesus itself ; it loves (as we have already hinted in the remarks

on Matth. x. 22) a certain degree of natural virtue, it approves a

certain reference of the same to the Deity under the general desig-

nations, " Providence, Heaven, the Good God ;" but the name of

Christ, which is extolled in eternity, it carefully avoids. And yet,

he who has not and knows not Jesus neither has nor knows God !

(Comp. the Comm, on 1 John ii. 23),

Ver, 22-25.—The oneness of God and Christ, who is the pure

and perfect Revealer of the Father, is now further set forth in the

following words of 'the Lord. As love to Christ is the love of God,

so hatred to Christ is hatred to Deity itself. In receiving this prin-

ciple of hate, man, so to speak, opens the gates of his heart to the

influences of hell (Gen. iv. 7), and thus he is on the way to be

changed from a natural man to a devilish, a son of perdition

{ylo(; TTjg dncoXeiag.) (Comp. the observations on xvil, 12,) Just in

like manner, the influence of Christ converts the natural man into

the man of God {avdpuTrot; Qeov). (2 Tim. iii. 17.)

The statement, that the revelation of Christ to men increases

their culpability (comp. xvi. 9), has already been noticed, ix. 39, ff.

Here the Lord only brings it to a climax, by associating with tMlrjaa,

spoke (ver. 22), enot^oa, did (ver. 24.) That which his heart-affect-

ing words did not produce ought to have been effected by his mira-

cles. (Comp, the Comm, xiv. 10, 11.) Then, to explain this

phenomenon of unbelief in spite of all the remedies applied, the

Eedeemer again alludes to the prophecies of Scripture in which Di-

vine necessity is expressed, although without annulling human free-

dom. ('AAAa scil. TovTo yeyove.—The words quoted occur Ps. Ixix.

4, The same words are to be found also Ps. xxxv. 19. Both Psalms
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describe the (sufferings of the Messiah under the type of David's.

—

Aupedv answers to the Heb. oah " without reason.")

Ver. 26, 27.—The mention of suffering, however, is accompanied

by that of the victory which the promised power of the Holy Spirit

secures. This convinces the world, not only of its own sin, but of

the righteousness and perfection of Christ. (Comp. the Comm. xvi.

10, 11.) If the disciples are set up as special witnesses (ver. 27) to

the Lord, it is done here only in so far as they, the constant ob-

servers of Christ, had opportunities to watch the slightest movements
of his inward nature, and. yet were unable to accuse him of a

single sin. (Hence an' dpx% is to be taken as equal to e| ap%?7?

[xvi. 4] viz., from the commencement of Christ's ministry.)

In reference to the expressions Comforter, Spirit of truth (nagd-

KXr]Togj TxvEvfia rrj^ dXrjdeiag^, we have already said what is needful in

the exposition of xiv. 16. But in this passage two things remain

to be noticed. First, the expression " I will send," etc. (comp. also-

xvi. 7) is peculiar, since in iv. 16, 26, the Father is spoken of as he-

who sends the Spirit. However, the words are to be explained ac-

cording to xvi. 15, where it is said : "all that the Father hath is mine"
(Trdvra ooa tr^et 6 rrarripj tjxd ioTi). From this language it follows that

every act of the Father may be ascribed also to the Son, the Fa-
ther working only through the Son. But according to this, it is.

evident that the mode of expression adopted by the Greek Church,

is erroneous, which denies the procession of the Spirit from the Son..

Secondly, this is the only place in which the verb tKnopeveodui,,

which has become a symbolic term, is applied to the Holy Spirit..

The word is very expressive ; the idea which it conveys is founded

upon the metaphor of a stream that issues from the throne of God,,

under which figure the communication of the Spirit is frequently

represented. (Comp. Kev. xxii. 1 with Ezek. xlvii. 1, where the

LXX. have the very term t^KTropevsaOai for n::;.) The remark of De
Wette on the passage results from an incorrect view of the relation

between the Trinity, and is quite calculated to mislead. He thinks

that -napd rov Trarpbg eKnopevsrai, proceedeth/rom the Father, relates,

not to the nature, but to the a2)pearance of the Holy Spirit in his

Christian ministry. The words Trinipu rtapd rov narpdg, I will send

from the Father, rather refer to this ; but in the other clause (to

Txvevna TTJg d/{,7]0etag b napd rov rra-pbg iicnopEverai^, the precise thing

expressed is the eternal essential relation of the Spirit to the Father.

Chap. xvi. 1-7.—Meanwhile the Redeemer considered the ad-

monition respecting the coming conflict of great importance to the

life of faith in the disciples, and therefore he returned to it once

again, and expressly remarks that he has directed their attention t6

it in order that, when it arrives, they may not err in their faith.

(Comp. xiv. 29.) Hence also he enters the more minutely into par-

VoL. II.—37
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titular points, "warning them of exclusion from the theocratic sys-

tem of the Old Testament (comp. ix, 22), and even spealdng of

death, which awaited many of^lhem. (Comp, Matth, xxiv. 9.)

Men in their blindness will even think to serve God by slaying be-

lievers, as if they were God's enemies. {Aarpeia, service = "7^3?.

may also signify sacrifice, as a main part of the service of God
under the old covenant. The Kabbins designated the murder of the

ungodly a sacrifice pleasing to God. Comp. Liicke and Tholuck on

the passage.)

A difficulty is presented by the clause (ver. 4) ravra 6e vfiiv i$

apx^ig ovK eiTTovj and these things I said not to youfrom the begin-

ning. These words appear to contradict several passages in the

synoptical Evangelists (comp. Matth. v. 10, x. 16, fi*., 22, ff.),

where the Kedcemer at an earlier period speaks of persecutions.

But the nature of the case involved reasons why the Lord should

not at the very commencement of his ministry inform the disciples

of the perils that threatened them. Hence, even although some

hints on the subject may have occurred in earlier discourses, yet it

is probable, as we have already remarked, that the synoptical Evan-

gelists transferred the detailed discourses respecting the approach-

ing persecutions from later discourses into the earlier. (In refer-

ence to this point comp. the .Comm. on Matth. x. 21.)

There is some obscurity also in ver. 5. The greater number of

expositors, however, in the interpretation of the passage, think that

Christ intended, by the remark, ovdelg e^ vfiCiv epcjrd fxe- ttov vrrdyeig
;

none of you asketh me, Whither goest thou ? to arouse the energies

of the disciples, who had sunk into profound sadness. In that case

the difficulty involved in the circumstance, that this question had

already been asked (by Peter xiii. 36, and by Thomas xiv. 5), is re-

lieved if we say : the Redeemer felt that the disciples had not yet

thus rightly apprehended his departure, and therefore he wished to

induce a further discussion on the subject. This view of the pas-

sage is satisfactory, so far as essential points are concerned, for the

question of the disciples, ver. 17, shews that their notions respect-

ing what was at hand were in fact still obscure. Only, this inter-

pretation being adopted, we must, with Kuinoel, connect the first

words of the verse with what precedes, and make a pause after

TTEnipavrd ne^ the discourse being resumed with the question koX

ovdeig k. t. A. Then the connexion is as follows :
" So long as I was

with you, I said nothing to you respecting the persecutions that

threatened you ; but now I go to the Father, and therefore I could

no longer be silent on the subject." After a pause, during which

Jesus looks upon the disciples who stand around him in sorrow, he

continues :
" and no one of you asks whither I go, but, becaus-e 1

have spoken thus to you, is your heart filled with sorrow ?" After
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which he heautifully proceeds (ver.) to enlarge upon the fact that,

although his departure was indeed painful for them, it would he-

come a source of blessing to them. (Resj)ecting the connexion be-

tween the departure coincident with the glorification of the Son,

and the mission of the Holy Spirit, compare the particulars in the

exposition of John vii. 39.—Again, ver. 7, in the words avii(f>epet viuv

Iva eyw dTTeXOo)^ tVa cannot be taken re/ltKw^" without violence.)

Ver. 8-11.—The following passage is one of the most pregnant

with thought occurring in the profound discourses of Christ. With
a few grand strokes he depicts all and every part of the ministry of

the Divine Spirit in the world—his operation on individuals as well

as on the mass, upon unbelievers as well as upon believers. The
peculiarity in the ministry of this Spirit (who is again viewed not

as present, but only as coming, comp. the remarks on John vii. 39),

is marked by the one expression IXsyxeiv, in which, as Tholuck justly

observes, the two significations of conviction and reproof penetrate

each other. Now there are three objects to which the eXiyxeiv of

the Spirit has reference

—

diiapria, sin, diKaioavvq, righteousness, and
Kpiaig, judgment—and in each case the Redeemer adds the ground
upon which that reference is made. In the first place, the Spirit

discovers sin, not in its external character in respect to which the

Laio awakens the knowledge of sin (Rom. iii, 26), but in it^ deejp

internal root. Now this is nothing else than unbelief, which may be
called the mother of all sinful actions ; but unbelief itself, in its

most glaring form, is unbelief in the Christ who has appeared. The
incapacity to recognize the purest manifestations of the Deity pre-

supposes entire blindness. Further, as the Spirit unveils the nega-

tive side, so, in the second place, he discloses the positive, viz., righte-

ousness. If the connexion had been simply kept in view, there would
not have been so much difficulty found, in this second case, as has
been experienced. For nothing is more natural than that the in-

sight into sin should be succeeded by a view of that condition in

which sin is removed, i. e. righteousness. However, it is not at once

seen what is the relation between this and the words that follow

:

because I go to the Father and ye see me no more (ore -npog rov

Txarepa fiov vtrdyo), koI ovk^tl Oecopdre jue). Were it merely the o-oinc

to the Father that is spoken of, this might be regarded as a proof

that righteousness was fulfilled in Christ; but this view being taken,

no meaning is attached to " yc see me no more." Hence we must
regard vndyetv, go, as expressing visible removal, and this (corporeal

absence) combined with his invisible all-pervading influence. Then
arises the following sense, which is perfectly suited to the connex-
ion :

" The Spirit convinces both of sin and of righteousness, for he

shews how the Redeemer, although corporeally invisible, yet invisi-

bly operates and perfects the inward life." This interpretation

—
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certainly the only right one—besides being decidedly supported by

the most modern expositors, Lticke and Tholuck, was also adopted

by Bengel, Beza, Theophylact, and Chrysostom.

Other hypotheses—in which the righteousness of the Apostles,

of the world, or of God, are respectively regarded as referred to in

this passage—^being opposed partly by the whole connexion and

partly by the appended clause {drt vpbg tov narepa k. t. A.), need no

refutation. But the opinion propounded by the Eeformers (Luther,

Melancthon, Calvin), and subsequently espoused by Lampe and

Storr, that here diKatoavvrj is to be understood as meaning "justifi-

cation before God," requires a closer consideration. The supporters

of this view take the appended clause in the following manner :

" the Spirit convinces also of the justification necessary for sinful

men, since, after my atoning death, I go to the Father and shall

work for you invisibly." But every one feels that, if this interpre-

tation is to be looked upon as tenable, the death of Christ must ne-

cessarily have been the express subject of discourse in the clause

just mentioned ; whereas the phrase " go to the Father" only implies

a distant hint at his death, in so far as that must be regarded as

preliminary to his exaltation. Moreover, no signification whatever

can be gained for the words " and ye see me no more," unless they

are referred to the invisible operations of grace ; these operations,

however, relate to sanctification, not to justification, and hence are

not compatible with this interpretation. And further, Siicaioavvri

never means justification, either in the language of John, or even in

that of Paul. The very profound and true idea contained in the

Lutheran doctrine of justification is expressed by the phrase Xoy i-

^eodat elg duiaLoovvrjv^ impute for righteousness
;
—duiaioavvrj itseil

alone never has that signification. (For the proof of this assertion,

as well as for the entire development of the usus loquendi of diicatog

and its composites, the Commentary on Rom. iii. 21 may be con-

sulted.) Finally, the last object in which the eX^yx^i-v of the

Spirit is manifested is judgment, separation {KQiatg). As the ele-

ment to be separated, the Prince of the world {dpx(^v tov Koofiov) is

named ; the Redeemer views him, with his influence and his king-

dom, as already judged, for here (as Luke x. 18) he looks upon his

own work as already finished. (Comp. also the remarks on John xii.

31.) However, the judgment respecting the world of evil does not

mean merely the future closing scene of the world's development
;

it goes on invisibly in the hearts (iii. 18), both of believers (who,

judging themselves, separate evil from themselves (1 Cor. xi. 31),

and of unbelievers, who, fleeing from the light, withdraw themselves

from its benignant influence.

Ver. 12, 13.—This communication is now followed by further in-

struction respecting the nature of the Spirit. As he in a peculiar
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manner awakens the entire emotional life of the soul (which was the

Buhject of discourse in the preceding verses), so also the powers of

knowledge. The Lord, feeling the weakness of the disciples, and

the scanty development of their consciousness, which did not per-

mit them to comprehend more, consoles himself with the certainty

that the Spirit of Truth will lead them into i\\Q full truth. It has

already been observed, in the remarks on John xiv. 26, that we are

not to understand, by the expression ndvra, all iliings (1 John ii. 27)

or Ttaaa dXi'iOeia, all truth, every isolated particular, but simply the

complete development of the truth, the germ of which is imparted

with the principle itself. Hence the impropriety of abusing this

passage—as all visionaries have done since the time of the Montanists

—by taking it as a guarantee for expecting from the ministry of the

Spirit, doctrines altogether different, and standing in no connexion

with the circle of evangelical truths. If such influences were to be

expected, the Lord could not have said a little while before, " I have

made known to you all things" (John xv. 15). The revelations of

Christ contain no such singular and extraordinary facts, as the car-

nal man wishes, but only simple, infinite, eternal truths. These

truths, however, which he proclaimed and they received, were like

germinating grains of seed, whose full development was hidden from

their own eyes ; they had the truth, but without themselves know-

ing how great and pregnant with results was the treasure they car-

ried within them. The Redeemer, therefore, in this aflecting hour of

separation, entrusts the hearts of his people to that Holy Spirit, who
will assuredly accomplish the perfection of the Church, in order

that he may gradually lead them to the full consciousness of what

they had received—Liicke proposes to supply after oaa dv duova'q

(ver. 13) the words sKrovnarpog. Kling justly opposes this (loc. cit.

p. 690), for ver. 14 the iic tov i^ov Xaiifidvu shews that John admits a

relation between Jesus and the Spirit similar to that which exists

between the Father and the Son.

Ver. 14, 15.—There now follows, as a conclusion to this series of

thoughts, a hint respecting the relation of the Spirit to the Son and

to the Father, as well as his communications concerning the future.

This Holy Spirit, who, so to speak, contains in himself all the germs

of their advancing culture, opens to him who receives him a view

into the future. This particular operation of the Spirit appears

concentrated in the Evangelist John ; whilst the Spirit illuminated

the rest rather as to the present, for the sake of their immediate

practical work, he disclosed the future to John the Seer more fully

than to the others, and thus rendered him the Prophet of the New
Testament. All communications of the Spirit, however, bear that

mark of immediateness which also distinguished the words of the

Redeemer. He speaks (internally in the souls of believers) what he
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sees and hears. Accordingly he does not work in isolation and ar-

bitrarily (d(f>' lavTov), but in intimate, vital fellowship with the Son,

as the Son again stands in the same relation to the Father. (Comp.

viii. 28, 38.) This passage is of special importance as regards the

right apprehension of the Scriptural doctrine of the Trinity (comp.

the Coram. Matth. xxviii. 19) since it illustrates the hving inter-

existence of Father, Son, and Spirit, and ahke opposes Arian sub-

ordination, and a ])lind and awkward arrangement of the persons of

the Trinity beside one another, even although it may be couched in

orthodox formulae. The latter theory has given rise to that inter-

pretation which regards the words ^:k rov tjitov XTjiperai, he shall take

of mine (ver. 14) as having reference to the doctrine of Christ, as if

'the sense were :
" the Spirit will further explain my doctrine." But

then it follows that in ver. 15 also, that which the Father has must

be called the doctrine of the Father. The only correct view of the

words is that, according to which, in these relations of Father,

Son, and Spirit, no distinction whatever is made between knowledge

and essence ; the Divine essence itself is knowledge, and since the

Son receives hnoiuledge from the Father, he receives also essence,

and so again the Spirit in like manner. At the same time it is

equally clear from this passage, that, as we have already remarked,

the Greek Church, in denying the procession of the Spirit from the

Son, does not employ an adequate doctrinal limitation. And, as

the Father glorifies the Son and the Son again the Father (xiii. 31),

so the Holy Sinrit also glorifies the Son, viz., not in himself, but in

the whole community of believers, the Church, wherein the life of

Christ is manifested (1 Cor. xii. 12), which the Spirit brings to per-

fection. (Comp. the Comm. on John xvii. 1, 4, 5.)

Ver. 16-20.—Here, however, Jesus intimates that, before this

Spirit could exercise his beatifying ministry, a painful separation

was necessary, which however would again soon be over. These

words were so obscure to the Apostles that they declared themselves

unable to comprehend them, a circumstance from which it may be

seen how little they had penetrated into the meaning of the dis-

course. The Lord therefore gave them the needful assistance, and

in the first place, ver. 20, explained his language : inKphv icai oh Oeo)-

peTre }is, a little time, etc. He speaks of their sorrow and the joy of

the world, and thus places the reference to his approaching death

beyond doubt. {Mikqov scilicet didorrjjxa xpovov = tai-a, Hos. i. 4.)

The second part, kuI -ndXiv fiiKpov koI cnpsaOs. pe, and again a little

time, etc., is not so clear. But all interpreters of the better class have

now decided that a primary reference to the corporeal resurrection

is not to be supposed, as is indicated also by the words " because I

go to the Father," with which such a reference would not be consis-

tent ; on the contrary, here, as in John xiv. 19, the seeing again
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(like the " coming," xiv. 3) is to be understood as relating to the in-

ternal spiritual work of Christ. The corporeal resurrection of

Christ certainly was the beginning of that joy, never to be lost, which

springs (ver, 22) from the communication of the Spirit by the Lord.

But John prefers, for the sake of those readers whom he had more

immediately in view, always to give the chief and most prominent

place to that which is internal ; and this is to be sought in that

communication of the Spirit wliereby the disciples were filled with

unceasing joy. The following verses, which are, as it were, a com-

mentary on the second part of ver. 16, prove beyond dispute that

the Evangelist here also referred to the seeing of Christ in his inter-

nal and sjjiritual ministry.

Ver. 21-28.—Under a difierent figure from that employed xii.

24, the Saviour further describes the approaching time of suffering,

and the joy that would result from it ; the metaphor is that of birth,

during which the woman sufi'crs pain, but afterwards experiences

great delight over the infant born. Here, however, arises the ques-

tion—how is this comparison to be viewed ? It might be thought

that the sufiering humanity of Christ is meant by the labouring

mother, and that as risen and glorified, he is the new-born man
;

but the Redeemer (ver. 22) assigns the suffering to the disciples
;

and how then is the new-born man related to them ? The shortest

method is here again to say that we are not to lay stress upon the

individual features of the comparison, but that the meaning of the

simile is merely this :—great sorrow is followed by joy. However,

I cannot agree with this view on the one hand, because in that case

Christ would only have hinted the parallel, and would not have

carried it out to such an extent, and, on the other, because the

general rules of interpretation sanction the most strict use of the

various features in comparisons, so far as is possible without vio-

lence. Accordingly, the proper meaning of the figure seems to be,

that the death of Jesus Christ Avas, as it were, a painful act of

travail on the part of all humanity, in which act the perfect man
was born to the world ; this birth of the new man forming the

source of eternal joy for all, since by him and by his power the reno-

vation of the whole is made possible.--' Thus the death of Christ

becomes a fact in the history of the loorld, which everything before

* Tlioluck (on the passage, in tlie fifth edition) hesitates lo acknowledge this view; he

thinks it cannot be adopted unless the representation, given by St. Martin, of the new
humanity as homme unlversel, were scriptural. But there is no occasion whatever to

resort to such opinions as this. Tliat Christ is the second Adam—that in him all are

made alive, as in Adam all are dead—surely is the doctrine of Scripture ; and this is quite

sufficient to justify our interpretation of the passage before us. (Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 22, 45.

fif.) [Tholuc'k"s hesitation seems rational. The point of comparison seems simply that

the present distress of the disciples will be succeeded by a joy springing out of the very

cause of that distress, viz., their sad abandonment by their Master, just as the pains of

travail are forgotten in joy over the new-born child.]—K.
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it was intended to usher in, and from which the entire development

of succeeding ages is matured. This state of perfect joy and com-

plete satisfaction is indicated- by the words *' ye shall ask of me
nothing" (t/it- ovic tpM-ijotre ovdev). That this language does not

properly describe the time from the resurrection of Christ to the as-

cension, is shewn by Acts i. 7 ; hence ver. 16 can only relate to that

spiritual presence of Christ in the soul whereby every desire of the

mind is actually satisfied, and all knowledge is supphed. Accord-

ingly, here John's entire mode of conception is purely internal, and

forms a remarkable contrast to the external objective characters of

the synoptical Evangelists, although at the same time it involves

no contradiction ; for it belongs to the peculiarities of the Gospel

that it unites the widest extremes, and satisfies on the one hand

the soul's cravings for the spiritual, and on the other its no less

substantial demand for that spiritual in outward, objective mani-

festation.
"••'

Ver. 23, 24.—As the means of attaining this happy satisfaction

of their desire, the Lord directs the disciples to prayer—prayier in

his name—which will never fail to be heard. (Comp. the Comm.
on John xiv. 12.) The striking feature in these verses is the lan-

guage, "hitherto ye have asked nothing in my name" (* w 5- agrt ovk

'ijT7]aare ovdiv iv rw dvo^ari fiov). But prayer 171 the name of Christ

(as also prayer to himself) presupposes his glorification ; he/ore this,

the human element in Christ must have made the strongest impres-

sion upon the minds of the disciples ; it was only, so to speak, in

single, exalted moments that they perceived the Divine majesty of

the Lord. (Comp. the remarks on Matth. xvi. 16.)

Ver. 25-28.—The following verses contain a further reference to

the different position of the disciples toward Christ before and after

his glorification and return to the Father. The Redeemer distin-

guishes speaking in parables (tv naQoiiuaig XaXuv) from speaking

openly (jrappTjaia XaXdv)^ or announcing concerning the Father {avay-

yt'kXeiv mpl tov -narpoq)^ and promises the latter precisely at the

time when they would pray in his name. That we are not here to

understand by Trapoquac literal parables, is self-evident ; for none of

such had occurred in the whole of these discourses. But it may be

said that the entire human language is a parable, as it does not

admit of auecj^uate expression concerning Divine things. The Lord

therefore contrasts with the use of this feeble medium of communi-

cation, the employment of one more internal and more real. By the

impartation of his Spirit, the Lord teaches the knowledge of the

nature of God freely and openly (Trcppp/a), without any fear of a

misunderstanding. This internal instruction, because it is a leal

* The meaning, it is hoped, is made clear. JohJi's Gospel supplies the need of the

spiritual ; the synoptical Gospels give the truth more in its objective character.—[K.
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communication of Divine being and life, carries with it, not only

prayer in the name of Jesus, but free access to the Father himseltl

The reconciled heart is led by the Son to the Father, and is itself

made a child of God. (2 Cor. vi. 18.) This condition, however, is

here viewed ideally : in fact, here below it can only be attained ap-

proximately, for so long as the old man lives and acts, there is need

for the intercession of Christ and the daily washing from the contam-

inations of the world, whereby alone the believer, notwithstanding

his defects, can enjoy Divine grace in peace. Hence the love of the

Father is associated with love to the Son and faith in him (ver. 27,

28) ; because, as the Father draws to the Son, so also the Son alone

in the Holy Spirit can lead to the Father.

Ver. 29-32.—The disciples, although they had not in reality

perfectly comprehended any part of the discourse of Christ, caught

the meaning of the last words of the Kedeemer, and joyfully ex-

claimed that they now rightly understood him, because he had

spoken plainly and clearly. Although this affectingly shews the

simplicity of their faith, yet the exclamation also betrays, in the

most striking manner, their spiritual infancy ; they had no idea

that they had not understood ! However, the words of Christ were

not spoken in vain ; the disciples divined the richness of their

meaning, and preserved them in their hearts, till subsequently the

Spirit caused these seeds to germinate, and bring forth their abun-

dant fruits. (Comp. the Comm. on John xiv. 26, ro nvevna vnofi-

V7] a ei vimg rtdvra a elnov vfilv.'^ Jesus feels that, in the present

state of the minds of his disciples, it is not possible to demonstrate

to them the opposite of their conjecture, and hence he is satisfied

with exciting their doubts by reminding them of that approaching

moment of his arrest, and their dispersion (Matth. xxvi. 31), which

abundantly demonstrated their weakness. (Certainly it is the more

correct view to regard dpn Tnorevere as a question. Others take the

words as an affirmation in which the Lord admits what they have

said :
" Ye do indeed believe now, but," etc., because they did in

fact believe. But the very thing which the Saviour intended to

represent was the weakness and imperfection of this faith, and to

this object the question is flir better adapted. That which, accord-

ing to xiii. 38, the Lord said to Peter alone, he here declares to all

the disciples.) The Saviour, however, comforting himself in the

anticipation of his approaching hour of suffering, adds : ical ovk elfu

fiuvog, OTL b TTari]p [ler' inov ioTcv^ but I am no!: alone, etc. (Comp. viii.

29.) Respecting the reconciliation of this with the lamentation

into which the Redeemer broke forth on the cross, comp. the partic^

ulars at Matth. xxvii. 46.

Ver. 33.—The Redeemer now, in the concluding verse, adds a

word of comfort for the disciples, who probably stood deeply dejected
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at his last admonition. He reminds tliem tliat the purpose of all

his discourses is to lead them to peace in him. He did not wish to

chide them, but aimed to impart consolation to them in their weak-

ness. Peace in him {elpijvi] h t:fioi.), is here contrasted with affliction

in the world (OXiipig Iv tu> kogimS) ; although the disciples were feeble

in the life of faith, yet, with their love and their desire, they be-

longed to the higher world. The life of the world was strange and

burdensome to them. It might, indeed, for a moment 'overcome

them through the power of its Prince (ver. 32), but it could not

draw them into it. Their hearts were always where their treasure

was, that is in Christ, in his happy spiritual fellowship, in essential

unity with him. To secure this to them for ever, to withdraw them

from all overpowering influence of the world, was the great design

of Christ ; and he invites them, in contemplating the sure success

of his work, to take courage, and maintain the conviction that in

him and through him, they themselves also would eventually con-

quer the world.

And now (chap, xvii.) the Kedeemer breathes out all the wishes

of his heart for his own, in a sublime prayer, usually called the iu"

tercessory prayer, because in this the Lord prays for the disciples,

and the whole of his future church that should result from their

ministry. The peculiarity of John's Gospel is expressed in this

prayer, in a kind of concentrated form. The thoughts contained in

it are so natural and simple that they seem to be free from aU diffi-

culty ; and yet, with all their perspicuity, they are so unfathomably

profound, that every attempt to exhaust them is in vain. " Plain

and artless," says Luther, "as it sounds, it is so deep, rich, and

wide, that no one can find its bottom or extent." Hence Spener

has never ventured to preach on this prayer of Christ, humbly con-

fessing that " the right understanding of it surpasses the measure

of faith which the Lord usually imparts to his people during their

earthly pilgrimage." And it will be found, perhaps, mosfc fitting

if we also venture no more than a few remarks on this precious gem
of the church, and leave it to the Spirit to give every reader a more

complete and clear disclosure of its glories. The prayer itself falls

into two parts. In the first (ver. 1-8) the Lord speaks of himself,

and his relation to the Father, and to men in general. In the second

part Jesus prays for his own (ver. 9-26); supplicating on their be-

half, /rs^, that they may be kept in his name (ver. 11-16), then that

they may be sanctified in the truth as he has sanctified himself for

them (ver. 17-19), and finally, expanding his view over the whole

future church, represented by the Apostles as its germ, that all

believers may form such a unity in love as that which exists be-

tween the Father and the Son (ver. 20-26).

Chap. xvii. 1, 2.—The Eedeemer begins by referring to the mag-
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nitude of the crisis now arrived. The hour which the Father had
appointed was come—the period of the glorification of the Son,

which again reciprocally glorified the Father. (Comp. the Comm.
on John xiii. 31.) The Son prays for this very glorification, although it

could only he accomplished hy the most severe conflict. The glori-

fication of the Lord, however, was by no means confined to himself

individually ; on the contrary, humanity'-' was placed before him as

the object of his ministry, and his exalted vocation was to bring to

it eternal life—the communication of which to mankind is the very

thing in which the glorification of the Father through the Son con-

sists. {Kadi^g is here to be understood as continuing the discourse
;

" as the," "just as then." Comp. Kom. i. 28 ; 1 Cor. i. 6.)

Ver. 3.—The following verse shews, in a precise manner, how
the communication of eternal life is a glorification of the Father,

this life consisting in the knowledge of God itself The idea avrri

eotIv i] ^G)^, this is life, must not be superficialized by the interpreta-

tion that the knowledge of God is one of the means to the attainment

of eternal life (as if the words ran : i) ^w?} aluviog tpx^rai 6 1 d ryg

yvcjaecjg tov Oeov). On the contrary, as we have often remarked, the

ytvcoaKeiv, to know, according to the profound and spiritual mode of

contemplation which characterizes John, is not a scanty, conceptual

knowledge of God, but an essential possession of his being and na-

ture,f so that thus the knowledge of God rests upon a real irapar-

tation of himself to believers. J On this account also it is only the

knowledge of the true God {Oebg dXrjOivog), who is himself light and
life, that can be eternal life. There is here no contrast of the true

God with idols ; if there were, the term dX7}0r'ig would be employed
;

idols not only give no life, but produce death. In the true religious

life,§ however, there is a gradation ; the lowest stage existing under

the legal dispensation, upon which the Deity acted, not by impar-

tation, but by requirement ; with this the Redeemer contrasts that

higher stage belonging to the new economy, the peculiarity of

which consists in the actual communication of Divine life to all

those in whom the desire has been awakened by means of the law.

The older expositors employed this passage as an argtcment for

the Divine nature of Christ, taking the words rbv novov uXtjOlvov

0£ov, the only true God (according to 1 John v. 20), as an apposition

* Uuira aap^ = "ibii—Vs (IJuke iii. G), a designation of all mankind (not merely believ-

ers, ver. 9), who, as regards the Divine purpose, are, without exception, contemplated as

objects of the redeeming work of Christ, although they do not become xo in effect.

\ So also justly Kling on this passage, loo. cit. p. 691.

Comp. Iren. adver. hier. iv. 20, Cz/crat avtv (w/c oi'x olov re kari- i] 61 vTrap^ig t^q

fu^f en TtjQ TOV Oeov -KepiyivETaL /xerop^fig ' jxetoxtj 61 Qeov sari rd yivuaKEiv Oebv koI

dno?.avEtv t/}^ ;fp77ffrur;?rof avToiJ.

§ Here, also, uItjOlvo^ has its ordinary signification; it denotes the absolute, in oppo
Bitlon to the relative.
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to " God and him whom thou hast sent, Jesus Christ," (Comp.

Augustine de spir. et lit. c. 22.) In modern times, on the contrary,

the passage is frequently used to deny the Divine nature of Christ,

since it is said :
" God is called the only true God, and consequently

Christ cannot be God." Both extremes are to be avoided. The
construction of Augustine is decidedly incorrect, as is now univer-

sally acknowledged ; the verse, therefore, cannot be available as an

argument. Just as little, however, is it opposed to the doctrine of

the divinity of Christ. In the first place, as Tholuck has already

justly observed, the passage is to be interpreted precisely in the

same manner as all those in which the humanity of Christ alone is

presented to view. Nothing more can be deduced from this verse

against the Divine nature of Christ, than from 1 Tim. ii. 5 (elc Qeog

ical elg fj^airrjg, dvOQCj-nog Xpiarbg 'iTjaovg)^ or from Titus ii. 13 (if

ocjr/jp be separated from Qeog). And, secondly, our passage clearly

involves, by way of inference, the meaning that the nature of Christ,

while human, is at the same time also higher than human. It

would be inconceivable, respecting any other person (for example,

Abraham, Moses, or Isaiah), that he could be represented as co-

ordinate with God as the object of that knowledge which is eternal

life. The juxtaposition of God and Christ, adopted here, can only

be appropriate on the supposition that Christ himself is of Divine

nature, and thus, as God, bears life in himself. Every one feels

that it cannot be said, under any condition :
" this is life eternal, to

know God and Abraham or Moses." There is nothing to be known

in them that could produce eternal life, since they are mere men.

It is only in so far as the power of God wrought in them, that we

can speak of knowing God through Abraham or Moses. And it is

thus that our opponents would literally take the meaning here

:

" this is eternal life, that we know God, through the doctrine of

Christ." But neither " through" nor " the doctrine" stands in the

text ; the text speaks only of the person of Christ, and represents

it as co-ordinate with God. If, therefore, it is not well that this

verse should be employed in positive theology as an argument for
the divinity of Christ (because it does not contain a direct expres-

sion of the doctrine, but that doctrine must be deduced by way of

inference), at the same time a resort to this passage, in opposition

to the doctrine, is altogether out of place, since an impartial view of

the words shews that the author of the Gospel, here, as everywhere

else, does not conceal his idea of the Divine nature of Christ. (Ver.

3, Iva is again used in such a manner that it cannot be taken reAf-

Kdg, without violence. Comp. the remarks on Matth, xiii. 10, ff.)

The opinion that Xp^art^j/ is here to be taken as a predicate, which

Liicke and Meyer have again avowed, is opposed, as Tholuck has

abeady justly remarked, by the circumstance, that in that case the
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article could not be wanting. It is asserted, finally, in opposition

to those who maintain a literal report of the discourses of Jesus by

John, that here certainly the Redeemer himself only said " me,"

without pronouncing his name, and that the mention of the name is

doubtless to be traced to the Evangelist. But Liicke justly refers

to the solemn style of the prayer which permitted the supplicant to

name himself.

Ver. 4, 5.—The sense of this verse and its connexion with ver.

1 are not clear, unless a strict distinction is made between the three

kinds of Christ's glorification spoken of by John in difierent pas-

sages. (Comp. the Comm. on John xiii. 31, 32, xvi. 14.) In the

Ji7'st place, the Evangelist mentions a glorification of Christ in his

personality, and for this lie uses the expression Qebg do^d^ei vloVj God

glorifies the Son (xiii. 31). Viewed in another light, however, this

may be called a glorification of God in the Son (xiii. 31), since it is

God himself who manifests his glory in the Son. To this refers

also the phrase " glorify thy Son" {do^aaov gov tov vloVj xvii. 1) which

here, however, being viewed as real, appears yet to be accomplished,

whereas xiii. 31 , viewed ideally, it appears as completed. Secondly,

John employs the expression " glorification of Christ in God"
(xiii. 32, xvii. 5). This relates to the circumstance of the Son's re-

turn to the bosom of the Father, at his elevation into the heavenly

world of spirit. Finally, reference is made to a glorification of

Christ in men by the Holy Spirit (xvi. 14). But, as we remarked

respecting the first mode of expression, that the (personal) glorifica-

tion of Christ may likewise be termed a glorification of God in the

Son, so also this third form denotes the glorification of the Father,

through the Son in men (xvii. 1). Accordingly the reference in

verses 4 and 5 is different from that in ver. 1. In the beginning of

the chapter the Redeemer spoke of his personal glorification, and

that ministry amongst men which was conditional upon it ; ver. 4

and 5, however, the Lord founds upon his ministry among men his

return to the bosom of the Father.

As regards the single points in ver. 4 and 5, the phrase " on the

earth" forms an antithesis with the heavenly world. In the latter

no special glorifying is needed ; but the earth, during the predomi-

nance of sin, is without glory, and is only re-illumined with Divine

glory by Christ, this being the great commission (ro tpyov) of God,

which the Saviour had to fulfil here below, and which he even now
contemplates in spirit as already completed.* The antithesis of

ver. 4 and 5 " I have glorified thee on the earth—and now glorify

* The singular (rb ipyov) here denotes the whole of Christ's work of redemption, at

once, external and internal; the plural (tH epya), on the contrary, signifies the external

pari of his work in distinction from the f)ri/iaTa, which constitute the internal. (Comp. the

observations on John xir. 10, fF.)
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thou me" (scil. in heaven, or with thyself), is peculiar. It appears

as if the Lord here asked the glory of the Father as a compensation

for the completion of his work. We are not, however, here to sup-

pose a remunerative reward^ so much as an exchange of love. Out
of true love, the Lord became poor as we ; out of free love the Fa-

ther attain raised him above all, and the Redeemer claims this ex-

altation with perfect confidence, as it is the manner and nature of

love to do. Hence this glory with the Father, which the Son had

in his eternal being (John i. 1) (rrpo tov rov noaiiov elvat) is not to be

explained (as has been attempted) as mere existence in the knowd-

edge and will of God, in which sense an eternal vocation to happi-

ness is ascribed to all believers. (Ephes. i. 4 ; 2 Timothy i. 9.) For,

granted that the expression xj dxov npo rov rov Koaftov elvai^ loliicli I
had before the world loas, viewed in a purely grammatical light,

may be understood otherwise than as meaning an actual possession

of eternal glory before all created things—yet the principle, that

every author should be interpreted from himself, renders it neces-

sary to retain throughout the reference of the words to a real personal

existence. The prooemium of the Gospel alone is a sufficiently strong

proof that John ascribed to the Son such an existence with the Fa-

ther : on this account, here also the words cannot mean anything

else than that which they literally express.

Ver. 6-8.—The following verses carry out further the sentiments

of verses 2 and 4 ; they give a more precise description of Christ's

ministry among men, as a kind of proof that the work committed

to him by the Father was fulfilled. The manifestation of God's

own entity (ovona) to men here designates the sublime ministry of

Christ ; and they (those who had become believers) received into them-

selves and kept the word of the Son (full of spirit and life, John vi.

63) by which he revealed the Father. (Comp. the Comm. on XSyov

r7]pelVj John viii. 51.) The result of this reception is still more

minutely described in verses 7 and 8. The life communicated by

Christ to the soul produces in it true knowledge and faith (respect-

ing the yLvuiOKELv which precedes, comp. the remarks on John vi. 69,

X. 38 ; 1 John iv. 16) since it gives to him Avho receives it the cer-

tainty that everything in the Redeemer is of Divine origin, nay,

that he himself (as the Son from the Father) came out from God.

In this clear connexion only one thing surprises us, viz., that the

Lord so decidedly restricts the (pavepojoig, manifestation, (ver. 6) to

those men who had been given to him by the Father out of the world.

In combination with ver. 9, which expressly excludes prayer for the

world (in reference to which subject, the interpretation immediately

following may be compared), this appears to indicate a choice of o

few out of the general onassa perditionis. Still, according to the

remarks made at an earlier part of our exposition on the giving
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(diSovat) of Jolin (vi. 37, 44 ; x. 29), it is already plain tliat this

giving (diSovai) or drawing {kXiiveLv) is a progressive act ; the cliurch

of Christ, proceeding from a small beginning, continually extends, till

the attraction of the Father to the Son has been applied to all.

Those to whom this did not happen in a certain time are not, on

that account, rejected ; on the contrary, so far as this circumstance

merely is concerned, they only stand in an Old Testament posi-

tion. When, however, the call takes place, and is refused, as in

the case of Judas (ver. 12), then, and not till then, takes place

complete perdition.

Jesus gives utterance to the words (ver. 6) aol ijoav koX mot

avTovg StdoKag, thine they luere, etc., with which the expressions

verses 9 and 10 are parallel, in order to indicate the mutual relation

of love between the Father and the Son. All tliat the Father has

he gives to the Son (1 Cor. xv, 26, ff.), and the Son receives it only

tliat he may, by the Spirit, restore all to the Father. The view of

De Wette, however, is quite incorrect, when he understands the

words " they were thine" as denying that all men before their con-

version are children of Satan. In so far as men are sinful, they

are all children of Saf.an, while in sofar as the image of God, al-

though defaced in them, is not absolutely destroyed, they are at

the same time all God's. Here the reference is only to the elect in

particular, but the very fact that it was necessary for them to be

taken from the world and given to Christ, shews that they also were

in the power of the Prince of this world.

Ver. 9, 10.—Now follows the express prayer of Christ to the

Father for his own ; that all whom the Father had given him might

be received from him again by the Father (being led to the Father)

as his. This one petition becomes divided in the sequel into three

gradations, which detail the single stages, whereby the leading back

to the Father is accomplished. The Lord already finds the cer-

tainty of being heard, in his general relation to the Father : nei-

ther Father nor Son have anything of their own in separation from

each other {ja Ifia navTa od iari Koi to, od tjua); the Redeemer him-

self is glorified in believers, and accordingly in them he leads back

himself and his own image to the Father. To the positive prayer

is added the negative :
" I pray not for the world" (ou TTEpl rov koo-

LLov ipcjTU)). That these words are not meant to imply any absolute

refusal to pray for the world is proved, on the one hand, by the en-

tire nature of Christ's work, which consists purely in setting the

sinful world free from sin ; and, on the other, by the circumstance

that the only source from which the Church is filled is the world,

the Church being destined at length to penetrate the whole family

of man, on which account (as ver. 20 shews) the prayer of the Lord

must have reference to a world that was yet in alienation from
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him.* But the prayer of Christ for the ivorld takes quite a different

form from that for the Church. Theformer is to the effect that the

world may cease to be what it is ; the latter, that the Church may
he perfected in that which it has received into itself Now, here

the latter only is the object in view, and this express reference of

the prayer to the Church is intended to be pointed out by the

phrase ov txeqI rov Koofiov epwrw, Ipray not, etc.

Ver. 11.—In this verse the Eedeemer presents the Jlrst principal

request that his disciples may be preserved/rom the toorld. It ex-

presses the negative part of that which the Lord wished for his own

(the positive part follows in ver. 17), viz., that the germ of the

higher life implanted in their hearts, might not be repressed by the

power of the opposing element of the world. Jesus assigns, as the

reason for this petition, the fact that he himself, through whom
they had been protected up to this time, was about to leave them,

and therefore they needed other protection, that they might not re-

main helpless (John xiv. 18.)

The first thing to be remarked here is the name irdrep dy i s,

Holy Father, whereas ver. 25, Trarep StKaie, righteous Father, oc-

curs. This epithet is intended to point out that power of God
which defends from the unholy influences of the world, and whereby

the disciples would be preserved in their conflict. The higher ele-

ment in which Christ desires his people to be kept, is here called the

" name of God." If we compare ver. 14, and such passages as 1

John ii. 14, iii. 9, it is clear that the Divine name here means the

same thing as is there expressed by the terms Divine word, seed,

etc. (?i6yog, onepua r. 0.) Here, as before, the name is nothing else

than the Divine essence itself, which the Eedeemer in his Spirit

communicated to the disciples, the higher light given by him to be-

lievers, which struggles with the darkness that predominates in the

world. (The reading w is at all events preferable to the ordinary

one

—

ovg, and to another—o. It has already been received into th0

text by Griesbach and Schulz. The best codices A.B.C.E.H.L.M.S.,

besides many others, have w ; the reading ovg occurs nowhere else

but in the codex D. and in versions. Semler unnecessarily conjec-

tured wf.)—As the ultimate and glorious end of preservation in the

name of God, the imity of believers is anticipated ; into which

subject, we shall enter more fully in the exposition of ver. 20, ff.

One other matter here presses itself upon our attention, viz., the

inquiry how this prayer of the Lord to the Father, for the preser-

vation of his people, is related to his declaration :
" I am with you

* Comp. the excellent remarks on Luther in Walch's Edition, vol. viii. p. 130, ff., "to

pray for the world, and not to pray for the world, must both be right and good. Paul

certainly was of the world when he persecuted and killed Christians. Yet Stephen

prayed for him. Christ also prays in like manner on the cross. Luke xxiii. 3 i."
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(to help you) alway, even unto the end of the world." (Matth.

xxviii. 19.) Evidently we must regard this as only a different mode
of expression for the same thing, as is plainly shewn also by xiv. 18,

where the Redeemer promises his disciples, as a consolation for

them in their time of desertion ; " J will come again," viz., in the

Spirit. According to the representation of the Scripture, the Fa-

ther operates tlirougli the Son, and in particular the exercise of that

power which protects the Church, is commonly ascribed to the lat-

ter. Hence the prayer to the Father for the preservation of his

own must be apprehended in that human point of view, which it was

necessary for the Redeemer to adopt in order that he might be in-

telligible to his disciples who were present.*

Ver. 12.—The mention of the preservation of the disciples

through him led the Lord to speak of the one unhappy individual

who had been lost—Judas Iscariot. In doing so he intimates that

the cause of the condition of that disciple is not to be charged to-

him (the Lord) or to others, but is to be sought in a higher neces-

sity, and in the undoubted faithlessness of the disciple himself.

(This is implied in the words Iva ?/ 7pa0?) nXTjpodfi, that the Scrip-

ture, etc., since the Scripture contains an expression of the will of

God, which as such is necessary. Concerning the conflict of free-

dom with necessity in the history of Judas, compare the remarks on

Matth. xxvii, 3.—According to John xiii. 18, there can be no doubt

that the Redeemer recognized references to the treachery of Judas

in the Old Testament.) It must be further presumed respecting

Judas, that the name of God had been made known to him as to

the other disciples ; for the glory of that manifestation of God
which he beheld was the very thing that rendered his sinful course

so criminal ; but, in accordance with his perfidy and corruption, he

was not kept in the name of God, but was overcome by those temp-

tations of the world which found an ally in his own heart. Thus,

as the other disciples, through the faithful preservation of that hea-

venly blessing imparted to them, were gradually changed from natural

men to regenerated men of God, so Judas completely sank from the

level of the natural man (which still contains germs of good) to

that of the lost children of the Devil. Severe as the sentiment is,

yet cortiparing passages such as John viii, 44, we cannot doubt that

the words imply it. As regards the designation vlbg rrig d-nuXeiag,

son of perdition, it occurs again 2 Thess. ii. 3, in application to An-
tichrist, the man of sin, of whom Judas was, as it were, a symbol.

(Corap. John xiii. 27.) The mode of expression is hebraistic, ac-

cording to the known usus loquendi with "ja, by means of which an

epithet is applied to its subject. Accordingly "son of perdition"

* The same t'uing is conveyed also, ver. 13, by the words ravTa laT^CJ hv tu> kooui^

i. e. so long as I remain here below and have not returned to God.

Vol. II.—38
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means " one who is given over to destruction." (Isaiah Ivii. 4, the

expressions »»s—'^V: and "^p.f stjt are employed in juxtaposition,

and are translated by the LXX. renva d-nt^Xeiaq, onepim avoixov. The

ideas of sin and destruction naturally suggest each other, since they

are to be regarded as necessarily correlative.)

Ver. 13, 14.—After this parenthetic remark (ver. 12), the Ke-

deemer, returning to the prayer itself, observes, in the first place,

that its design was to complete the joy of his people. This thought

is parallel with that conveyed above (ver. 11) in the words " that they

may be one as we" (Jva ojotv h> Kaddg rjfietc;), which also, as we have

already observed, are intended to express the purpose of the peti-

tion. (Respecting %apa efirj, compare the observations on John xv.

11.) Ver. 14 then furnishes the reasons why they needed such a

defence
;
^rsf, because the Lord had given them his word, i. e., had

made them pillars of that new spiritual community which he had

come to establish, and hence in them the whole church was pro-

tected ; secondly, because the world hated them, since they did not

belong to it. (Compare the Comm. on John i. 9, vii. 7.) In their

proper element of life they belong to the heavenly world, to which

their desires and hopes are directed ; therefore the world feels that

they are foreign to it, and thrusts them from it. Hence " being of

the world" indicates origin, and stands in contrast with " being of

God ;" " being in the world," on the contrary, relates merely to

locality, which may be associated with an entire diversity of nature

and disposition.

Ver. 15, 16.—But since it is their vocation to bring down the

nature of heaven to earth, the Redeemer cannot ask that they may,

by a mere change of place, be removed from the conflict in the

world ; on the contrary, they must remain in the world, but avoid

the evil. Here it is plain (comp. the remarks on i. 9) that Koaiiog

and TTovTjpov are not identical. The world simply contains elements

of evil and likewise of good. Believers are to collect the latter in-

to the church, but the former they are to shun, they themselves

being born from the word of Christ (hence resembling him in their

inmost nature), and, by reason of this, able to appropriate that

which is kindred to it. (Tholuck thinks that, on account of the

passages, 1 John ii. 13, 14 ; iii. 12 ; v. 18, Ik tov irovTjpov is here to

be understood as meaning the Devil, the Prince of this world. In

this particular instance, however, this seems to me the less prob-

able, because the words are parallel with Ik tov koojiov. Had it feeen

intended to parallelize the world with a personality, in my opinion

this would have been more definitely expressed, for example by
ap;^;wv TOV koojiov.^

Ver. 17-19.—The negative part of the prayer (ver. 11) is now
followed by the positive. The Saviour having prayed for the jpre^
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servation of the disciples from the hostile element, further entreats

that they may he perfected in the right element of the truth. The

connexion necessarily indicates that here again truth signifies, not

merely a relative intellectual truth, but the essential truth, as we

endeavoured to shew in the discussion of i. 14. The Divine Word,

t. e., the spiritual communication of God, is the Truth itself. If

Xoyog, word, be understood as meaning the doctrine of God commu-

nicated by Christ to the world, it deserves to be well considered

that the doctrine as such cannot sanctify. The doctrine operates

upon the understanding, and through it certainly maij influence the

will ; but since in this way nothing higher is imparted to man, it

would be necessary rather to say, that he sanctifies himself. Besides

which, the doctrine frequently does not influence the will, so that

the right doctrine is contained in the head and the wrong inclina-

tion in the heart. According to the view of John, however, the word

of God is a Divine cTTrt-pjua, seed, which fills the soul and awakens in

it a higher life, while the same power that has awakened it also per-

fects it. (Comp. 1 John ii. 14 ; iii. 9.) Christ proceeds in his

prayer to say i hat the disciples urgently need this sanctification,

because they are sent (like the Son by the Father) into the world

(the future being viewed as already present and fulfilled),* in order

to the establishment of the kingdom of God on earth, and therefore

it is necessary that they also should be consecrated in the truth.

This last statement (ver. 19) tyw dyid^o) efiav-ov, Iva koI avrol (Lmv

Tjytaaiievoi tv dXT]deia,-\' I sanctify myself that, etc., occasions some dif-

ficulty. I do not mean the question whether dyid^cj iiiavrov refers to

the whole saving work of Christ (as has been maintained in accord-

ance with the views of Socinians, especially by Heumann and Nos-

selt), or to his sacrificial death ; for it is unanimously acknowledged

by the modern expositors, that the latter opinion alone is correct.

Liicke justly observes that the parallel (John xvi. 7, ff.), precisely

like our passage, connects the communication of the Spirit of truth

(and the sanctification thereby efiected) with Christ's departure.

Besides which, it is only thus that the presont tense gains its pro-

per significance. Similarly the question, whether the words Iva

CiOLv ijyiaantvoi are to be understood just in the same way as dytd^o)

i^avTov might easily be settled. This doubtless is to be answered

* Liicke makes reference to the circumstance that the sending forth of the disciples

had already occurred at an earlier period; but these earUer missions (comp. tlie Coram,

Matth. X.) were rather preparatory operations than a real uTToaroTiTi, which did not take

place till after the command Matth. xxviii. 18.

f Meyer lays stress upon the absence of the article in the expression lvdlr]Oela, and

takes it as merely equivalent to u?ir]dur. But the phrase uylaaov iv ti) dXrideia (ver. 17)

evidently does not permit this, and the absence of the article is therefore only to bo ex-

plained by the circumstance that the d^ijdeia is treated as an idea sufficiently known from

preceding passages.
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affirmatively, the only variation in the sense being, that on ac-

count of the diiFerence hetweeen the position of Christ and that of

the disciples, the term dyid^eiv, applied to Christ himself, means

only " to consecrate," whereas, in apj^lication to the disciples, it

signifies to consecrate, toith the additional idea of previous sanc-

tification, since nothing but what is holy can he presented as an

offering. '•• But if, in accordance with this, the passage is to he

translated, " I consecrate myself for them, so that they also may be

consecrated in the truth," it may be said that here the life of the dis-

ciples, in its sacrificial character, is unduly parallel with the sacrificial

death of Christ, the latter sublime fact being always represented in

Scripture as an incomparable event. However, m tJie first i^lace,

analogous passages are not wanting, although they are rare. For
examj)le, 1 John iii. 16, the love of Christ, which impelled him to

lay down his life for men, is set up as a model, that we also should

lay down life for the brethren. And moreover the juxtaposition is

so formed here that any misunderstanding, as to whether the apos-

tles exercised a redeeming work resembling that of the Lord himself,

is rendered impossible. The whole self-sacrificing work of the dis-

ciples here appears as a mere result of the offering of Christ, since

the language " I consecrate myself," etc., must be interpreted as

meaning, " I consecrate myself (for you and for all) that ye also

may then he enabled (by my power) to consecrate yourselves."

Ver. 20, 21.—The Kedeemer now adds to the two petitions, for

the preservation and sanctification of his own, the final request for

the glorification of those preserved and sanctified. In presenting

this last prayer, Christ immediately extends his view. He sees in the

company of apostles the whole body of those who, through their

word, believe in him. (According to the plan of the whole prayer,

the ordinary reading TnorevoovTijdv is to be rejected, since the future

is throughout viewed as present ; while the critical authorities also

favour TnorevovTuv.) In reference to this glorification, the Saviour

first enters more largely into the subject briefly touched upon ver.

11, viz., the unity of believers. This unity of believers in love is

intended to be a witness to the world for the Divine mission o^

Christ, and the experience of the apostolic church has shewn,-f

how the glow of that love which is entertained by believers for

each other has afforded proof to the heathen, that there must

be a higher principle in the bosom of the despised new sect. In

the course of time contentions certainly have often arisen, which

have marred the beauteous form of the unity of the church ; but it

must be borne In mind that the language of the Lord in our pas-

sage relates to the true, inward fellowship of the faithful, which

* Respecting uyid^eiv and So^u^en; comp. the particulars John xiii. 31.

+ In reference to this subject, comp. the Comm. on John xiii. 35.
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indeed exists in the external church, although not identical with it,

and in this true church the unity of love has never been wanting.

Respecting the idea itself of this unity, and the parallel between
the oneness of the disciples and that subsisting between Father and
Son, with which the former is oompared, we have said what is

necessary in the exposition of x. 30, xiv. 10, The mode of view

peculiar to John by no means permits us to regard the unity of

believers merely as an accordant loill, allowing every one to remain

in his own isolation ; on the contrary, it is in conformity to the

Spirit of Christ, a uniting element that destroys all isolation, and
blends souls together ; and it is by this alone that harmony of will

is rendered possible. All attempts to bring it about in any other

way, by force, instruction, or persuasion, have to this day proved

abortive, and they always will be so in time to come. Accordingly,

the parallel of the unity of believers with the unity of the Father
and the Son can only favour the oneness of nature expressed by
iv elvai, to be one, and can afford no evidence whatever against it.*

Ver. 22, 23.—But the unity itself which the Lord entreats for

his own is again capable of inward enhancement. In the very first

beginnings of the Christian life, in which man still, like a feeble

child, needs protection, the energy of uniting love (ver. 11), displays

itself, but it is not till he experiences the glorifying power of

Christ that he is perfect in this love (Jva (Lai TeTeXeccjfievoc eig tv^ ver.

23). Since it is said, concerning this perfected unity in love, that

God has sent Christ (the founder of that unity) in order that the

world may know it, the glory, ver. 22, must be clearly understood as

meaning that glorification of the inner life which is manifested here

below. Only, it must not be overlooked that the glory of the pres-

ent state forms, as it were, a continuous chain with that which is to

be expected in eternity ; as the eternal life, so also the glory of

the believer already begins internally. The advance in the thought
is plainly shewn at the conclusion of ver. 23, since to the words on
ov ne dmoreiXag, that thou hast sent me (which in ver. 21 stood alone),

is added kol rjydTTrjoag avrovg, KaOojg tfie riydni]oag, and thou hast

loved them, as thou hast loved me. Accordingly the apostles do
not merely point, by their glory, to Christ as the source of it, but
they also appear as independent objects of Divine love. And these

new sublime thoughts now complete the concluding verses of the

prayer.

Ver. 24-26.—At first indeed the connexion appears to lead on

* Very similar expressions respecting the union with the Absolute occur also in the

writings of the Mohammedan Mystics, (Comp. Tholuck, BliathcnsammL p. 120, and
125.) They conceive of a union of essence, but they associate it with the annihilation of

personal consciousness, so that the individual is lost, like a drop in tlie ocean of Deity.

According to the Christian view, consciousness, so far from being annihilated in the union

with God, is, on the contrary, only thus truly perfected in its peculiar character.
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to some new topic, since, ver. 24, a new petition foUows—that the

Father will collect all believers to the Lord. (Comp. the Comm.

on xii. 26.) However a closer view of the passage shews that there

is no transition to a different subject, but that the Lord merely

carries the thoughts already embraced in his discourse, to their com-

pletion. For since it was said, ver. 22, that Christ had given the

glory to his people, the Eedeemer cannot mean the same glory here,

when he speaks of their beJiolding it in their union with him ; on

the contrary, here the word refers to the perfected glory of the

heavenly world, while previously it designated inward glorification.

The beholding of the glory of Christ, however, involves to a certain

degree, the possession of it, i. e., so to speak, its refiection; but, at

the same time, the expression clearly indicates that in Christ a

glory will be manifested of so peculiar a nature that the contempla-

tion of it, like the vision of God (Matth. v. 8), may be a designation

of felicity. (Respecting Trpo Kara^oXTiq koo^ov^ comp. ver. 5, Trpo rov

Tov fcoafiov elvai. The expression occurs also Matth. xiii. 35.)

In reference to the fulfilment of this request, the Son appeals to

tlie righteousness of the Father, who alike excludes from the vision

of his glory a godless world, and admits to it the godly believer.

Tholuck, on the passage, says that dUaiog is here to be taken as

equal to dytog (ver. 11) ; but, although it is certain that the two

ideas are related, it is quite as certain that they are not exactly

identical. There would have been more ground for proposing to

take dkaLog here in the signification of " good" (a sense which the

word evidently bears, Matth. i. 19), since it might appear unfitting

that Christ should here appeal to the Divine righteousness. But
let it be borne in mind that in these words the Lord refers to the

separation between the world and the children of God ; and it will

be seen that the mention of the Divine righteousness in relation to

this its manifestation, is to be regarded as in the highest degree

appropriate.

In conclusion, the knowledge of God (ver. 3), which is life eter-

nal itself, is again placed prominently in view as the privilege of the

disciples, with this additional circumstance, that it is represented as

continually increasii^g {kuI yvcjjptacS). Its result then is the indwell-

ing of the highest and purest love itself, that love with which the

Father loves the Son. And the indwelling of this (John xiv. 23)

in the soul involves the participation of the Divine nature, for God
is love ! (1 John iv. 8). Thus, as the individual believer is said to

be a temple of the Holy Ghost, so also the Deity makes an abode

in men collectively, and this constitutes the perfection of the whole.

That, of which man, at the outset of his history, in reckless self-

seeking, tried to deprive himself (Gen. iii. 5), humanity receives at
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last througli the Kedeemer, as the gift of grace, viz., glorification

in God.

With this elevated thought the Kedeemer concludes his prayer

for his disciples, and in them for his church through all ages. He
has compressed into the last moments given him for conversation

vrith his own, the most sublime and glorious sentiments ever uttered

by mortal lips. But hardly has the sound of the last word died

away, when Jesus passes with his disciples over the brook Cedron

to Gethsemane—and the bitter conflict draws on. The seed of the

new world must be sown in death, that thence life may spring up !

The Evangelists have given their representations of the suffer-

ings and death of the Son of God, as weU as of his subsec[uent re-

surrection, in such detailed and kindred forms, that we must devote

to them a separate synoptical consideration.





THE

SUFFERINGS, DEATH, AND RESURRECTION

OF

JESUS CHRIST.





INTRODUCTIOIS.

The accounts given by the four Evangelists of the passion,

death, and resurrection of Christ, constitute a whole, complete in

itself, which, from its chief feature, we entitle " The History of His
Passion," and will subject to a separate consideration. Not only

have all our canonical gospels treated this portion of the history of

the Lord, as its importance demanded, with an unwonted and fond

minuteness in that they present in regard to a few days very special

accounts, and thus distinguish this above the remaining parts of the

gospel history—but, also, it bespeaks regard for itself, from the fact of

its representing, in the picture of the Saviour himself, altogether

another character from what we have hitherto discovered in the four

gospels. Although, for instance, the garment of lowliness and
poverty enwrapt the whole external character of the Lord, from the

manger to the cross, yet hitherto from under this garment of ob-

scurity, an astonishing glory revealed itself Though Jesus had not

where to lay his head, he still ruled already as king and as prophet.

He spoke as never man had spoken. He legislated over the hearts

of his friends. He ruled in the verj'- midst of his enemies, who

—

restrained by the invisible bands of the Spirit—could not restrain

him in his comprehensive ministry. He exercised unlimited sway
over the powers of nature : commanded the storms : walked upon
the waves of the sea : fed thousands with a few loaves : healed the

sick : and cast out evil spirits. But in the last days of the Sa-

viour's earthly pilgrimage, this beaming splendour which encom-
passes his elevated form, gradually disappears. His discourse, at

once meek and forcible, ceases for the multitude of hearers, to whom
it had been uttered in vain. Jesus confines himself to the little

company of his own disciples, and seeks to implant uneradicably in

their hearts the germs of the kingdom of Grod. His splendid mira-

cles cease. Everything brilliant, everything unwonted, vanishes.
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The poverty and lowliness of tlie exterior extend themselves over his

internal character. He sinks down deeper, as it were, from step

to step. The eye, indeed, that is rendered keen for the appre-

hension of true gloiy and beauty discerns in this absolute humi-

liation, the secret splendour of the heavenly form, with all the

more purity and clearness. For although the active virtues shine

more splendidly, the passive virtues are higher and more difficult

;

and these come out perfected in the suffering of Christ. The
history of the passion breathes only heavenly patience, meekness,

and forbearance.

Now, if we conceive and judge of Christ merely as human, even

under that view, the history of his sufferings presents an affecting,

a deeply impressive picture. But it is only the higher view of the

Lord's character that furnishes here a trae perception of the signifi-

cancy of the events which the Evangelists relate of his last days

upon earth.

The faith that in Christ Jesus the word of the Father became

flesh ; that all the prophets prophesied of him, and his appearing
;

that lie was appointed to ransom what was forfeited by the fall of

man, and to restore all that was lost ; this faith gives to the his-

tory of his passion the full significance which belongs to it ; reveals

the connexion between the suffering and death of Christ Jesus and

his resurrection ; as also the object of all these sublime events. It

was the Lord of glory who hung upon the cross—Acts iii. 15—who
at every moment had power to descend from the cross and escape

alike from pain and death. His suffering and death appear to the

eye of faith not as something brought about through the power of

circumstances : not as a noble sacrifice for a peculiar truth, for a

sublime idea—but as the sacrifice of the Son of God presented out

of free love, for the reconciliation of an entire sinful world. His

resurrection appears as the necessary sequel of that death of pure

love, in that the all-conquering power of love vanquished death it-

self, and life could not be held by its bands. If in the history of

the sufferings and resurrection of Jesus, we thus perceive the cen-

tral feature of the Gospel, the source of the new life which resides

in it, then wiU our apprehension of it assume a corresponding and

peculiar form. It will then appear to us less improbable than it is

otherwise wont to be to man, that the individual events in this his-

tory whicb are often very specially narrated, constitute significant

features m the memorable picture. It will all gain in significance

for us, because of referring to him, and to him in these sacred mo-
ments The external circumstances indeed are not of that charac-

ter upon which much weight can be laid. There forces itself on the

believer a nobler way of apprehending the history, in accordance
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with wliicli, we discover not mere accidents, but an arrangement

determined from above, which in actions and events, speaks to the

world an almost living language. Hence although the mouth of

truth became silent, and crucified love no longer uttered its exhor-

tations to men, yet the whole proceeding with the Lord spoke,

and still speaks, to the world of sin, more livingly and powerfully,

through all the particular incidents which completed it, than all the

conceivable exhortations and warnings of prophets and men of God.

The suffering, dying, and victoriously rising Saviour, with the vari-

ous circumstances which surrounded him, affords a complete picture

of that great strife between the realms of good and evil, about

which the world's history moves in its development. In this accep-

tation the history of his suffering first acquires its profound—one

might say its infinite, character.

If, for instance, in the history of Christ's last moments upon

earth, we regard merely its external features, then may the trials of

many other sufi'ercrs seem heavier measured by the agonies which

accumulated upon them : more imposing through the firmness and
persistency of the sufferers, since Jesus appeared fainting and waver-

ing in the inmost recesses of his soul (a circumstance which is more

closely considered, in the account of the Lord's conflict in Geth-

semane); and more attractive, through the abundance of exciting

events in their struggles.

But regarded in its internal aspect, as little can any other

historical phenomenon whatever bear comparison with that of

Christ's sufferings and death, as any human teacher whatever

with him personally. Whilst it is the sublimest mission of

the earthly sage to be a genuine enquirer after truth, Christ

is the essential truth itself, which he seeks. So, in like manner,

all the beams of splendid virtues which ever displayed them-

selves in human champions or sufferers for truth and right, ap-

pear united in him as their Sun, and melted into an inexpressible

unity of essence and existence. Thus, as in relation to knowl-

edge, so also in relation to being, Christ is the centre from

which all knowledge and being proceed even to those existences

that move on the outermost circles of creature life, and to which

they must return.

As special treatises on the portion of the evangelical history

which we comprehend in this section, should be noticed :

—

Byna3us, " de Morte Jesu Christi," Libri Tres. Amstelodami,
1691-98, 3, vols. 4.

J. D. Michaelis' "Erkliirung der Begrabniss-,und Auferstc-

hungsgeschichte Christi." HaUe, 1783—Mit einem Anhang ent*
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haltend das fiinfte Fragment des Wolfenbiittelschen Fragmentis-

ten, mit Anmerkungen von J. D. Micliaelis. Halle, 1785.

J. W. Henneberg's " Commentar iiber die Geschichte der Leiden

und des Todes Jesu." Leipzig, 1822.

Desselben " Commentar iiber die Gescbicbte des Begrabnisses,

der Auferstehung, und Himmelfahrt Jcsu." Leipzig, 1826.



I.

FIRST PART.

OF THE SUFFERINGS AND DEATH OF JEStJS CHRIST.

(Matth. xxvi., xxviL ; Mark xiv., xv. ; Luke xxii., xxiii. ; John xviiL, xix.)

(Matth. xxvL 11.)

Before we proceed to an explication of particulars, we shall take

a brief general survey of the relation sustained by the four Evan-

gelists, to the order of events, in the History of the Passion, in the

narrower sense of the words. Whilst John so early as in the pas-

sage chap. xiii. 1, describes the last meal of the Saviour with his

disciples—a description which, with the discourses of the Lord con-

nected with it, extends to John xvii. 26—Matthew enters far later

upon this delineation (Matth. xxvi. 17. Compare therewith Mark
xiv. 12, and Luke xxii. 7). From this it may seem that a synoptical

treatment of all the four Gospels, in this section of the evangelical

history, would involve great difficulties. Upon closer examination,

these are far less than might be expected. With the exception of

the one account, of the anointing in Bethany, by Mary (John xii. 1

-8
; Matth. xxvi. 6-13) which we have already reviewed in the ex-

position of John, the three synoptical Gospels impart no fact which

should be placed aatecedent to the last meal, John xiii. 1, seq. Only
in two short sentences, couched in general terms (Matth. xxvi. 1-5,

and 14-16, with their parallels in Mark and Luke), the particulars

of which shall receive their explication in other places, do they

make mention of the malicious designs previously conceived by the

Pharisees, and of the treason of Judas.

The case, then, assumes this aspect. We have only two several

accounts concerning the last meal of Jesus with his disciples ; the

one, by John, which has been already considered, in the connected

exposition of that Evangelist. The second, the account of the

Synoptical authors, which now lies immediately before us.

The single passage, John xiii. 21-29, in which the question is

respecting the treatment of Judas in his position, was in the inter-
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pretation of Jolin's Gospel postponed till we should come to the

elucidation of Matth. xxvi. 20, seq.; because it concurs too directly

with the narratives of the Synoptical Evangelists, for the one rela-

tion to be treated upon without the other. The continuous compar-

ison of all the four narratives begins, therefore, with the passage

John xviii. 1, seq., where the capture of the Lord is recorded. As,

for example, in the account of Christ's last supper with his disci-

ples, John gives the fullest information, in that he alone records

consecutively the sublime discourses which the Saviour delivered to

the company of his disciples after the conclusion of the meal ; the

relations seem entirely reversed in that part of the evangelical his-

tory which lies between the entry into Jerusalem, five days before

Easter, and the last supper—John xii. 1-12 ; Matth. xxi. 1 ; Mark
xi. 1 ; Luke xix. 29. Here, with Luke, John is the most concise

narrator—(compare the particulars in the commentary on Matth. xxi,

1)—for he entirely omits all those important discourses and conver-

sations which the Lord held at Jerusalem with the Pharisees and

the disciples, according to Matthew—chap. xxi. 25—who is here the

most copious. It is only because of the few points of concurrence

between John and the Synoptical Gospels, up to the capture of the

Lord, that a separate treatment of the two narratives, previous to

that event, is at all desirable. In this manner we have already to

some extent arranged them, and shall treat similarly the Synoptical

writers' account of the passover. From the arrest of Christ, how-

ever, a precise synoptical treatment of the four historians is per-

fectly practicable.
,

§ 1. The Last Meal of Jesus with His Disciples

(Matth. xxvi. 17-35, Mark xiv. 12-31. Luke xxii. 1-38. John xiii. 21-29.)

The Lord had ended his great public ministry. His discourse,

which even in the immediately preceding days, had flowed forth

so powerfully in warnings, rej)roofs, exhortations, and prophecies,

was silent. The obduracy of the Pharisees, and the unbelief of the

people, had limited its operation. But no obduracy, no unbelief,

could retard the completion of the sublime work of Christ. With
the film conviction that his death was near, the Redeemer came to

the feast at Jerusalem. And with heroic constancy he advanced to

meet death ; that, from his faU, new life might spring forth for a

sinful world ; and that the Comforter, the Holy Ghost, might come,

who should remind the disciples of all that the Lord had spoken,

that they might be qualified to take up again his apparently inoper-

ative words, and, through the Scriptures, to establish their signifi-

cance and power for centuries, and for millions.
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From the tumultuous world of the festally-excited Jerusalem,

the Saviour now retired into the quiet circle of his chosen. The

Twelve whom he had selected to be the suj^ports and pillars of an

entirely new world, were they in whose midst Jesus resolved to

solemnize the festival. Yet in that most limited company, the em-

pire of evil had its representative. Indeed, not one of the disciples,

to the depth of his nature, was so grounded and confirmed in good-

ness as to be able absolutely to resist the approaching assault of the

enemy. When the Shepherd was smitten, all the sheep dispersed

themselves. Still, only one had laid himself so open to the sugges-

tions of evil that, instead of being a friend—even though a weak

one—he became the enemy of the Holy One of God. This unhappy

man, then, Judas Iscariot, was in the beginning still present amongst

the twelve ; later on, however, he left a circle which he had long

previously deserted in spirit. The presence and the absence of this

lost child, must naturally give to the meal an entirely distinct char-

acter, and, accordingly, it divides itself into two unequal portions.

The latter alone conveys the impression of a thoroughly inti-

mate association of Jesus with his faithful ones, the pure blessedness

of which was troubled only by a glance at the still prospective hour

of separation, and of bitter suffering. All the four historians pass-

rapidly over the first part ; concerning it they relate barely so much
as seemed necessary to make known the manner in which the in-

tercourse between the Lord and his disciples was carried on, whilst

Judas was still amongst them. But they linger with cordial sym-
pathy and love over the description of the second part, where the

Saviour revealed himself to them in the whole fulness of his Divine

nature. John, in an especial manner, dwells with a yearning and
wistful satisfaction upon those moments during which he reposed

for the last time on the bosom of Jesus, as if he hesitated to de-

scribe the hours, the remembrance of which must have so deeply

troubled his soul.

As regards, then, the particular incidents of the meal, which
have been related by the Evangelists, it has been already noticed

that John communicates different particulars from the Synoptical

writers, up to John xiii. 21-29, which passage coincides with the ac-

counts of these latter. The deviations, however, in the narrative

of Luke from John, as well as from Matthew and Mark, render a
careful examination of the succession of the separate incidents of

the meal necessary.

Luke, for example, places the complaint of Jesus concerning

his betrayer, after the institution of the holy supper (Luke xxii. 21

-23), whilst in Matthew and Mark it stands before that event.

John, indeed, as was already observed at John xiii. 1, seq., does not

mention the institution of the supper at all, and hence, the priority

Vol. II.—b

9
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or subsequence to this fact, of the complaint concerning the traitor,

cannot be precisely determined. From the idea of the holy supper

itself, however, which must have been a feast of the most intimate

love and union, it is in the highest degree probable that so uncon-

genial a member as Judas could have had no part in it ; not to

mention that it Avould even have been contrary to the love and

mercy of the Lord to permit tlie traitor farther to augment his

guilt, by partaking of it unworthily. Another particular in the

narrative of Luke which does not coincide with John's account, is

the placing of the strife among the disciples, as to who should be

the greatest in the kingdom of God, after the complaint concerning

the betrayer, Luke xxii. 24-30. This dispute, as the words in Luke
intimate, was undoubtedly connected with the feet-washing—John

xiii. 4^20. Through this symbolical act the Lord wished to make
manifest to them that self-abasing love is the only true elevation-

in the kingdom of God. Now John shews, xiii. 4, that the feet-

washing occurred during the meal, and probably at the beginning

of it, whilst the complaint concerning the traitor should, as we have

seen, be placed before the supper. And the supper, according to

the clear expressions of Luke himself, with whom Paul, 1 Cor, xi.

25, literally agrees, followed immediately upon the Passover. (Mera

TO 6efnvT\aaL.)

We must hence conclude that Luke has evidently on neither

point reported minutely; According to him we might be misled

into the belief that Judas partook of the holy supper, which cor-

responds neither with the narratives of Matthew and Mark, nor

with the idea of the holy ceremony. So also it might be inferred

that the disciples had striven one with another, after the holy sup-

per, which is manifestly entirely contrary to the state of their souls

on the occasion, as we learn from John. This fact is explicable,

less, indeed, from the circumstance that Luke himself was not pres-

ent at the supper—for that would equally affect Mark, who yet re-

ports with exactness—than from the fact that his special design in

this narrative, was evidently not to give a perfect picture of the

proceedings at the supper, but only to fuinish supplementary infor-

mation. Ilence he here regarded the sequence of events less than

the communications themselves. But, if we take all the four re-

lations together, the individual incidents in the last meal of Jesus

arrange themselves thus : In the first place, the Synoptical writers

record the preparation made for the feast by the command of Jesus.

Then Luke alone, xxii. 14-18, contains the Saviour's words introdu-

cing the meal itself, as well as the mention of the first cup which

was given round at it. Next follows the strife amongst the disci-

ples as to who should be the greatest, Luke xxii, 24-30. With
that is closely connected the account of the feet-washing, which
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John alone''gives, John xiii. 4-20. After this transaction, came the

complaint concerning the betrayer, and the consequent withdrawal

of Judas. Upon his retiring, the Saviour's love to his disciples, like

a stream long restrained, broke forth from his heart, in the words,

" Now is the Son of Man glorified," John xiii. 31, seq. To these

words attached itself, according to the intimation of John xiii. and

xxxvi. seq., the warning to Peter, which Luke alone contains, Luke
xxii. 31-38 ; then followed the institution of the sacred supper,

the rising from supper after the hymn, and, finally, the discourses,

John chap. xiv.—xvii., which Christ uttered to his disciples, probably

whilst yet standing in the apartment.

According to this order of sequences, we shall illustrate the

several events in the last meal, with the exception of John's ac-

count (up to the above-mentioned passage, John xiii. 21-29), which

has been already investigated in the connected exposition of this

Evangelist.

First, however, the character of the accounts given by the

synoptical Evangelists, requires for their proper comprehension, an

examination of the manner in which the Jeios solemnized the

paschalfeast. Jolm's description required this the less, because it

scarcely touches upon the peculiar forms of this solemn festival ; we
therefore passed them over at the passage John xiii. 1. But the

narrative of Luke, in its relation to Matthew and Mark, renders the

consideration of the Jewish customs indispensable. Besides the

ordinances in the Pentateuch, we possess, it is true, only the later

notices of the festival contained in the Talmud. But it is entirely

probable, that a knowledge of the manner in which the feast was

solemnized, was rightly preserved in its essentials by tradition.

The Passover was confessedly, according to the Mosaic legisla-

tion, next to the feasts of Pentecost and Tabernacles, the chief

feast of the Jews. It was, as is known, founded upon the exodus

from Egypt, and took its name from the sparing of the first-born.

The name of the paschal lamb nsa [from hss to spare ; sparing, to

pass over] was transfen'cd to the feast itself, as an offering for

the sparing of the first-born. The Greek rrdoxa is formed after the

Araamic «fio?. Another usual name of the feast was n'.aan hn, to

which corresponds the Greek loprij rCov d(^vii(jdv^feast of unleavened

bread, Luke xxii. 1, and which was borrowed from the unleavened

bread, the use of which is peculiar to this feast. The sacrifice and

eating of a lamb formed the introduction to the passover. This was

regarded as an offering for the sparing of the first-born, and hence,

possessed, on the one hand, the true nature of a sacrifice (which

involves always the idea of an offering on behalf of another) ; whilst,

on the other hand, it was devoted to pleasure and enjoyment, be-

cause out of its sacrifice the feeling of deliverance evolved itself
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vividly. In modern times, it has been denied that the paschal

lamb was at all a sacrifice, although it is expressly stated to be

so in the Mosaic law. (Compare Exodas xii. 27, xxiii. 18, xxxiv.

25.) Even Hengstenberg (Christology, p. 277) believes himself

compelled to acknowledge that it was not an offering of atonement.*

This is so far correct, that the paschal lamb cannot be accounted,

•either a deU-of^Qv'mg or a sm-offering, which alone expressed the

idea of atonement, for, in the first place, no lambs were used on

these occasions, and secondly, the offerings were entirely consumed

by tire ; but the paschal lamb, like a thank-offering, was, for the

most part, eaten by the persons who offered it. The idea of substi-

tution is not the less clear, however, in the offering of the paschal

lamb, for the posts of the dwellings of the Israelites were sprinkled

with its blood, in order that the destroying angel might pass over,

Exodus xii. 7. It may be asserted, therefore, with the utmost cor-

rectness, that the paschal lamb possessed a specific character entirely

its own. It blended the peculiarity of the expiatory offering with

that of the thank-offering, and in this very union displayed most

impressively its typical character as a symbol of the offering of

Christ, uniting at once motives for the profoundest sorrow, and oc-

casion for the most triumphant joy.

The paschal lamb, as the^rs^ offering enjoined by God, for the

Israelites, and as the germ of all the others, included in itself all

their collective peculiarities.

On the tenth of the month Nisan or Abib, the master of the

house, in accordance with the institution of Moses, was to select the

male-kid for the sacrifice. It might be of the sheep or of the goats,

only, like all sacrificial beasts, without blemish. On the fourteenth

day of the same month towards evening (ci'janyn v?—Exodus xii. 6

—a vague expression, which sometimes was understood to mean

the time before sunset, from three to six o'clock in the afternoon,

and sometimes the time after sunset, from six to nine o'clock in the

evening) the victim was to be slaughtered in the temple (on this

account the passover could be held in Jerusalem only), and the meal

prepared. The fourteenth of Nisan, moreover, might fall on any

day of the week, according to the custom of the Jews at the time

of Christ, as is proved incontestably by the history of the Easter-

Controversies in the ancient church. It was in the Christian church

that the custom gradually predominated, of fixing the Easter festi-

val always on the Sunday. The calendar of the modern Jews is so

* SchoU, in his work on The Ideas of Offerings, amongst the ancients, especially tho

Jews—in Klaibers Stud. Der Evang. Geistlichk. in Wirtemberg, 4ten Bandes, erstes Heft

Stuttgardt, 1832, S. 50, ff.—proves that in the Old Testament view, every oEfering, even

the thank-offering was regarded as expiatory, if the offerer stood in need of expiation.

Expiation was in all offerings the essentially fundamental idea.
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regulated, indeed, that the fifteenth of Nisan can never fall on a

Friday. (Compare Ideler's Chronological Manual, B. I. sect. 515,

seq.) But this custom cannot, as is done by Ideler, and by Hitzig

(Ostend und Pfingsten, a circular letter to Ideler, Heidel., 1837, p.

33), be transferred to earlier times.

This latter regulation of the Jews originated, perhaps, merely

from a desire to prevent the coincidence of the feast with the

Christian Siibbath. The other hypothesis of Hitzig is also entirely

erroneous, and moreover stands in opposition to this assumption.

—

(Compare in Loc. Cit. sect. 26.) It is that the week Sabbath

always coincided with the festival Sabbath. To determine when
the feast should begin, depended solely upon the relation of the

moon's phases to the vernal equinox, and Avas altogether independent

of the days of the week. (Compare Neander's Kirchengesch. B. II.

p. 522, seq.)

For the proper solemnization of the feast, which extended from

the fifteenth to the twenty-first of Nisan, the dwelling was carefully

purged of all leaven. Compare on the significance of this symbol-

ical usage 1 Cor. v. 6, seq. and the exposition of this passage ; and

during the feast only unleavened bread {d^vna =: n'.stt) was used as

bread of sorrow : aQrog ntvOovg, ddvvrjg, OXixpecjg^ Deut. xvi. 3 ; Psalms

cxxvii. 2 ; 1 Kings xxii. 27. The paschal lamb itself was not to be

seethed in water, but roasted with fire. It was eaten with bitter

herbs (c-'nia) and unleavened bread. At the meal, not under ten,

and not over twenty persons might be present, who were to consume

the whole lamb ; the residue was burnt with fire.

Their conduct during the meal was likewise specially prescribed,

and, according to the later account of the Talmud, was as follows.

The head of the household, who ofiiciated as priest, commenced the

ceremony with a short prayer, and then handed round to those

present, a cup of wine mixed with water. After all had drank and
washed their hands, the viands mentioned, viz., the paschal lamb,

the bitter herbs, with the unleavened bread, and other dishes, were

served up. Whilst they ate, the son of the house asked the father

what all this imported, and the latter then mentioned that it was

done in commemoration of the departure from Egypt. The 113th

and 114th Psalms were then read, the first of which is a general

song of praise ; but the other is a song of triumph, in which the

departure out of Egyjit is described as a mighty saving interposition

of Jehovah. After this the second cup is passed round, and, when
all had partaken of it, the master of the house took the unleavened

bread, formed into thin flat cakes, broke it, and divided it among
those present, who dipped it in the liquor of the bitter herbs (M?.'>'l!^)

and ate it. The third cup, which is called " The cup of blessing,"

(ns-an D^i, was then handed round, and to this succeeded the singing
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of Psalms cxv.-cxviii. After the fourth cup, the Psalms cxx.-

cxxxvii., were sometimes recited
;
(these (cxx.-cxxxiv.) are the so

called songs of degrees ; together with certain psalms of praise,

collectively entitled the great hallelujah), and the feast concluded

with a fifth cup. (Compare on this Lundius' Jiidische Heiligthu-

mer, p. 970, and Jahn's Alterth. Th. iii. Winer's Bibl. Keallex, B.

II. p. 230. In the Old Testament the principal passages upon the

paschal feast are Exodus xii. 1-20 ; Levit. xxiii. 4-8 ; Numb, xxviii.

16-25 ; Deut. xvi. 1-8.)

The accounts which the Evangelists give of the Passover of Jesus

agree in essentials with the above description. The Lord officiated

amongst his disciples as head of the family, and priest. He engaged

in the prayer and song—^broke the bread and divided the cups of

wine—but above all, seized the moral uses of the passover in their

deepest significance, and consecrated them to holy transactions of a

higher kind, which were to be repeated in the New Jerusalem, the

Church of the Lord, until the day of his second coming (1 Cor. xi. 26.)

After these general remarks we shall consider, first, the narrative

of the synoptical Evangelists (Matth. xxvi. 17-19, and parallels)

regarding the preparations for the paschal feast at Jerusalem. The
account is thought by many to include a miraculous element. Mi-

raculous, accordingly, must be the foreknowledge of Jesus, that the

two disciples whom he sent should meet a servant with a cruse of

water !''•'" Miraculous, also, the giving of the apartment for the pass-

over by the householder ! But the narrative does not furnish the

impartial interpreter with the slightest reason which could justify

this view : and while it is doubtless absolutely necessary to guard

ourselves from taking a superficial view of those narratives in which

the writers manifestly intended to exhibit a miraculous element, it

is not less necessary to avoid obtruding that element into passages

where it is not expressly indicated. It corresponds perfectly with

the scope of the narratives, that Christ had previously covenanted

with a person in Jerusalem who was favourably disposed, and had
arranged to hold the passover with the disciples in an apartment of

his house. That the Lord did not plainly mention the man's name
and residence to the disciples whom he sent before to prepare for all

the Twelve, but referred them to the guidance of a servant, is

easily explained. As Theophylact, and many after him, have ob-

served, it was in order that Judas Iscariot should not know before-

hand where the paschal feast was to be solemnized ; otherwise he
would have been able to give the high priests an opportunity of ar-

resting Jesus in the city previous to the feast. But the Saviour

* The event certainly seems to involve a miracle, and is precisely parallel to our

Lord's sending the disciples for the colt on which he was to ride into Jerusalem. As *o

the reasons for it, it is sufficient that there is none against it.—K-
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was, on this occasion, naturally desirous of observing the sacred

ceremony in peace and tranquillity with his followers. On their

coming to the feast, Judas learned, indeed, where it was to he held, but

he could not now withdraw himself for the purpose of announcing it

to the priests, without exciting suspicion ; and when he was induced

to depart, before the Supper, the night had already fallen (John

xiii, 30), so that Judas could not hope, even had he collected the

officials, to find Jesus still in the city ; therefore he led them straight

to Gethsemane.

In attempting to maintain the miraculous character of the trans-

action, it will be found impossible to assign a sufficient object for

the miracle
;
yet this is the true criterion by which veritable mira-

cles are to be distinguished from useless playing with higher powers.

And what object of the miraculous can be perceived in such an oc-

currence ? It may be said, that it would serve to strengthen the

faith of the disciples. But, in the first place, they betrayed no

such weakness, as rendered the corroboration of their faith neces-

sary at that particular moment. And then, after the infinitely

more sublime miracles which they had witnessed, the fact was not

sufficiently significant to fortify them essentially. Finally, that it

might be at all acknowledged as a miracle, it must have been added,

that no pre-arrangement had taken place. And, since the historians

do not intimate this with even a word, the view of the occurrence

which we have taken is manifestly the only one which is tenable.

Finally, the accounts of Luke and Mark are distinguished from

the rest, by their carefulness and the minuteness of their informa-

tion. Both make mention of the man with the jar of water who
should conduct the two disciples—describe the kind of room chosen

for the festival, and Luke xxii. 8 expressly mentions Peter and
John as tlio two disciples who received the order to make the prepa-

rations for the evening.

Matth. xxvi. 17.—The synoptical writers unanimously state the

day on which this preparation was made, as the first day of unleav-

ened bread (npuirr] ijiiega rCJv d^vnuv). Matthew's addition : -nov 6e-

Xeig t-oifiddixiiuv aoi (payuv to -ndoxa ; lohere loilt thou that lue pre-

pare, etc.—and still more definitely the statements of Mark {ore to

TTaoxa tdvov, scil. ol 'lovdaioi)—and of Luke (tv ^ tdec dveoOat to Trda-

\a), leave no doubt whatever as to the meaning of tlie expression.

The day meant was that on which they had already removed all

leaven and leavened bread from the houses, and when, at the close

of the 14th and the beginning of the 15th of Nisan, which, accord

ing to the Jewish custom, was about sunset, or six o'clock in the

evening, they slaughtered the lamb, with the eating of which the

feast opened.*'

* According to Raucli's view, to be presently more exactly cliaracterized, and wbiob
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If this passage were considered by itself, no difficulty could ever

have arisen ; it arises only upon comparing the passages John xiii.

1, xviii. 28, xix. 14 and 31. From John's account, for example, it

would seem that the Kedeeraer had not eaten the paschal lamb at

the legally-appointed period, or at the same time as the Jews ; nay,

since he has not even spoken of the passover, it would be doubt-

ful from his account, whether or not Christ solemnized this festival

with his disciples at all. It may also appear remarkable that the

Jews, as appears from the representation of the synoptical Evan-

gelists, must have condemned Jesus on the first day of the passover;

which seems opposed to the character of the feast ! But on this

point it is not to be overlooked that they who executed the sentence

were certainly heathen Komans. As regards the judicial proceed-

ings, so little contrary were they to the character of the feast, that,

as Tholuck, on John xiii. 1, observes, the Judges had a larger hall

for their sittings (^"J'^-^'K"'?) on the Sabbaths and feast days, because

on such days the cases were more numerous. The passing of the

sentence, and every thing connected therewith, as, for example, im-

prisonment, were regarded as sacred proceedings, corresponding en-

tirely with the character of the feast. Compare, on this point, John

vii. 37, 45, 46 ; John x. 31 ; Acts xii. 3. To this it must be added

that the typical character of the paschal lamb, 1 Cor. v. 7, renders

the hypothesis that the Lord died on the same day on which the

paschal lamb should be slain, extremely probable.

The proper difficulty arises from the passages of John quoted

above. These, regarded separately, may, however, be reconciled

without much labour up to the passage John xviii. 28. John xiii. 1,

the rrpo 6e Tfjg toprijg rov Trao%a, and before the feast, etc., is very easily

explained, when we reflect that John wrote for Greeks, who did not,

like the Jews, compute the beginning of the day from sunset.

Hence the fourteenth of Nisan might be as justly called the day

before the passover, as (after six o'clock in the evening) it might

be called the first day of the feast. Add to this, that the words

quoted are not connected immediately with the narrative of the sup-

per, but with his consciousness that his hour was come. In ver. 2,

especially, koX dei-nvov yevonh'ov, render it evident that the supper

was later. Accordingly, we must translate—" When the passover

drew nigh, Jesus knew that his hour was come, and when the meal

was prepared," etc. (Yet on this difficult construction, consult par-

ticulars in our illustration of the passage.) But, in the passages

John xix. 14-31. in which the day of the Sa"\dour's death is called

Frisch had previously promulgated in his treatise on the paschal lamb, 1758—the paschal

lamb was eaten, not at the end, but at the beginning of the 14th of Nisan, that is, at the

transition-point from the 13th to the 14th, from three in the afternoon to nine in the

evening, after our reckoning : a hypothesis which, indeed, throws i'ij"-it upon many
points, but by no means removes all the difflcuitiea.
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iragaGKtvr] rov Tcdaxa, preparation of the Passover, this expression

may be taken as indicating the day previous to the Sabbath which

occurs during the paschal feast ; and which was therefore observed

as a peculiarly sacred vigil, or day of preparation. This explanation

of the expression acquires force frcfei the fact, that not the slightest

proof can be adduced that irapaoKevi], 'preparation, was commonly

used to signify a day of preparation for a feast. (Compare the par-

ticulars in the exposition of the passage quoted.) The passage in

John xviii. 28, is far more difficult, however, and it is only in con-

nexion with it that the proper import of the others can be ascer-

tained :
" the Jews, it is here stated, went not into the Prjetorium

of Pilate, lest they should be defiled, but dX'/C Iva (fxiycoaL to -ndaxa,

but that they might eat the p>assover, from which it would appear

that they had not yet held the passover, whilst, according to the

Synoptical Gospels, Jesus had on the previous evening celebrated it

with his disciples.

This striking variation in the chronology has, to some extent,

led scholars to very arbitrary conclusions.* Whilst Bretschneider

makes use of it to repudiate the Gospel of John, others, as Usteri

and Theilef have drawn from it inferences in favour of John, and

against the Synoptical Gospels. But, in decisive opposition to the

contradictory views of both parties, in this controversy, is the re-

markable circumstance—on which Tholuck (on John xiii. 1) lays

much stress—that the churches of Asia MinorJ maintained the

opinion that the paschal feast should be observed at the same time

with the Jews, according to the custom introduced by John into

Ephesus. The Western churches, on the contrary, maintained the

opposite view, following the authority of Peter and Paul.§ From
this it is clear that the description by John in no way contradicts

the notion that Jesus held the passover at the same time with the

Jews. But, even if the contradiction were irreconcileable, may we

not ask if it is not admissible here, as in other passages, simply to say

* Tholuck (fifth edition of the Commentary on John, 247, note) remarks very cor-

rectly, that even if all attempts at reconciliation failed, yet from this apparent discrepancy,

nothing could bo inferred against the credibility of the evangelical histoiy, since it is

self-evident that a real discrepancy could not have occurred amongst the Evangelists on

such a point. Especially so, I would subjoin, since it is inconceivable that a myth or

legend could have sprung up upon a point in itself so irrelevant, and, historically consid-

ered, so difficult to be overlooked. Now, since the discovery at anytime of anew archai-

ological fact—as Tholuck quite correctly remarks—might turn the proof either to tho righi

or left, one, therefore, acts best to treat this entire investigation as purely one of antiqua-

rian importance.

f The former, in the ' Commentatio eritica, in qua evangelium Joannis gcnuinum esse

5X comparatis qautuor evangeliorum, narrationibus, do coena ultimo, et do passione J.

;hr. Ostenditur. Turiei, 1823." The latter in Winer's " Krit. Journal," vol. ii. p. 2.

jj.
(In tho celebrated controversy on the Easter Festival, in the second century.)

§ Compare the passages in my "Monum. Hist. Eccl. vol. i. p. 2''!, et seq.
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that Jo"hn, or even tlie Synoptical Evangelists, erred in assigning the

time of the meal, and confounded one day with the other, without

any further imputation against their credibility ? The impossibility

of this interchange cannot be strictly maintained, yet the assumption

can in no way bo made probable, for John's description of the last

hours which the Lord spent on earth, bears a character of precision

and carefulness which renders it improbable that he could have been

mistaken in so important a circumstance, and one so easily remem-

bered. And even as to the Synoptical writers it is hardly conceivable

that they could have been deceived in a particular so momentous

These considerations urgently require that further attempts should

be made to reconcile those apparent discrepancies upon which so

much learning and sagacity have been already expended. Compare

the more special investigation of this subject in Tholuck's Commen-
tary on John xiii. 1, fifth edition. Many hypotheses on this point

must be rejected at once. Amongst these are the notions of Beza,

Calovius, and others, that the Jews had postponed the eating of the

paschal lamb a whole day, for which there is no ground whatever.

And on the other hand, the opinion that Jesus had arbitrarily fixed

the festival a day earlier than usual. In order to make this earlier

date of the feast of Jesus explicable, some persons, since the time

of Iken, have had recourse to a distinct mode of computation from

the moon and its phases which is said to have obtained amongst the

Pharisees and Sadducees, which would at least do away with the

arbitrariness of the earlier celebration. But this hypothesis rests

merely on the fact that the later sect of the Karaites, which sprang

out of that of the Sadducees, had a different mode of computing the

moon's phases ; but whether the Sadducees had this mode at the

time of Christ is altogether uncertain.

There remain, therefore, only two hypotheses which are of con-

sequence, and which claim any consideration. The one is the hy-

pothesis proposed by Grotius ; that the Saviour ate a commemora-
tive passover {jTaaxa, nvrjiiovevriKov) ^ not a sacrificial one (Ovaijiov).

By the first name is signified a lamb, which, without being properly

a paschal lamb—this, as has been stated, was to be slaughtered and
eaten in Jerusalem only—was used as a substitute for it. The
Jews have eaten such a commemorative passover ever since the de-

struction of Jerusalem, whilst living dispersed amongst foreign na-

tions. But that it was the custom, during the existence of the

Temple, at the time of Christ, to eat a commemorative passover out

of Jerusalem, is not only indemonstrable, but improbable : not to

mention that Luke xxii. 7 must certainly refer to the Ovaiiiov, it is

inconceivable that in Jerusalem itself, Jesus would have eaten any
other than the customary paschal lamb. To this it may be added
that the Jews solemnize their commemorative passover at present on
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the evening of the fourteenth of Nisan, in order to preserve as

nearly as possible the original character of the festival. We can-

not see therefore how the reference to this custom can settle the

controversy. On the other hand a complete solution of the diffi-

culty may be expected from that other intimation of John xviii. 28.

At the conclusion of the first day of the passover, a solemn sacrifice

was presented, which was called ri,vih. The victim, like all others

presented on that day, was called nos. This is clearly proved by

Deuteronomy xvi, 2, where it is said ip^^i ins n;in-«> has tvl^TV Here

great and small cattle are comprehended under the nsa. But the

proper passover was alvrays a male kid of the sheep or goats. Hence

it follows that the other sacrifices during the feast of the passover,

some of which were oxen, were all included in the word noa. In a

similar sense must be understood c-^ros, in 2 Chronicles xxxv. 7, et

seq.—as including the various passover ofi'erings. To this must be

added the circumstance to which Bynaeus directs attention that the

entering of a heathen house defiled the Jews for the same day only;

a defilement which they terra b'.'^ Viau.

To enter the PrsBtorium of Pilate would therefore have excluded

the Jews from the Chagigah, which fell on the same day, but not

from the passover ; which, assuming that Jesus died on tlie four-

teenth of Nisan, would not have occurred until the following day,

after six o'clock in the evening. Tholuck declares himself in fa-

vour of this interpretation ; and Liicke, upon the whole, is of the

same opinion, only he is opposed to the usus loquendi that hOB can

also signify other ofterings, which is, however, fully established by

the passages quoted from the Old Testament, as well as by others

from the Rabbinical writings. In this hypothesis, the only difficulty

arises from the use of the article in the phrase (paydv rb ndaxa,

John xviii. 28, where it seems to indicate the real passover ; but

even the position of the article in this connexion admits of a sim-

ple explanation, from the fact, that John presumed to be well

known to his readers, the yet prospective participation of the Cha-

gigah which was signified by the nameri-ao^a.*

* Tholuck, in the fourth edition of his Commentary on John, stated that the treatise of

Rauchupon the last passover of Jesus (in UHmann's Stud, tind Kritisch, Jahrgersh, 1832),

seemed to him to solve all doubts respecting the difTeronco between John and the Synop-

tical writers. Rauch calls attention to the fact, that if the passover, according to the law,

•was to be eaten on the fourteenth of Nisan, not the end, but the beginning of the day ia

to be understood. On this ho appeals to Josephus (Arcli. ii. 5, iii. 10). So that, thus in

the transition from the thirteenth to the fourteenth of Nisan, the paschal lamb sliould be

eaten. Now, even if this were quite correct, still I do not see how by that moans alone

the difficulties can be entirely obviated. This Tholuck also admits in the fifth edition.

For the most difHcult passage, the ^a/etJ' to Trdaxa, John xviii. 28, can, even after thia

view being granted, be understood in no other way than as referring to the additional

offerings connected with the feast, or indeed, as Rauch prefers, to the unleavened bread.

But the fact that, according to this hypothesis there must be assumed an intervening
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Ver. 18, 19.—Under the making ready for the Passover, which

Jesus entrusted to the two disciples, Peter and John (Luke xxii. 8)

the convenient arrangement of the room merely is not to be under-

stood, hut also and chiefly the slaying of the lamb. That should

be done in the Temple, and on that day every Israelite exercised,

so to speak, priestly functions."* The room in which the solemn

festival was to be held (Mark and Luke use for it KaTaXvfxa = ^evo-

doxstov, so Luke ii. 7. Yet the LXX. use the word KardXvua for

nsc"; which in 1 Samuel ix. 22, signifies an eating-room), the two

more careful narrators describe as an dvdyaiov (= mhy^ vrreQcZov) ia-

rpcjfievov,furnished chamber. Mark explains the latter expression by

the annexed troifiov, prepared, that is, prepared for a banquet, fur-

nished with table and couches. It corresponds with the Latin

Sternere, which signified the preparing of couches for a banquet.

We have no direct information concerning the house-owner. If, as

was observed above. Jesus did not wish to name him, on account of

day, not a festival day, between the partaking of the paschal meal and the first feast day,

manifestly does not commend it to a favourable reception.

Compare De Wette (in den Stud. 1834 ; h. 4). In other respects several important

considerations favour this hypothesis of Rauch. For instance, the passage in the Tal-

mud (Sauiiedrim, fol. 43, s. 1), where it is said, "on the evening of the passover," that

is, at the end of the day, " they crucified Jesus." This, for example, seems to assume

that Jesus ate the lamb at the beginning of the day. The statement of Clement of Alex-

andria also—in the fragments of his Treatise on the Passover, published in J. A. Fabri-

cius' edition of the works of Hippolytus, vol. ii. p. 6G—that the paschal festival of Christ

as a symbolic one, fell upon the thirteenth, and his sufferings on the fourteenth of Nisan,

is fully explained by the fact that he gave the beginning of the day according to Jewish

computation, at six o'clock in the evening ; and according to the Greek mode of compu-

ting, as belonging to the previous day. Compare Ideler's Chronology, Berlin, 1831, sect.

216, seq. Schneckenburger's view as to the chronology of the passion-week, in his contri-

butions to an introduction to the New Testament, s. 1, seq., is still less satisfactory than

Rauch's. According to his view, the Lord must have been crucified on Wednesday, and

have lain in the grave three whole days, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.

Ho seeks to establish this hypothesis by tlie following means :—He understands the

napaauevr}, preparation (John xix. 31, 42) as a distinct feast, belonging to the cycle of

the passover, which had reference to the harvest, and was, so to speak, a preparation for

Pentecost. Still, the passages from'Philo, to which this scholar appeals, have failed to

convince me of the tenableness of his explanation. I entirely agree with Sieffert (uber

den MatthtEus, p. 128: note), when he says, "The entire investigation concerning the

celebration of Jesus' last paschal meal, has no influence whatever in determining the

day .of the week. Christ was crucified on Friday, according to all the Evangelists.

Hence the only question is, whether the Friday was the fourteenth or the fifteenth of

Nisan."

* Philo de vita Mosis, p. 686, says of the paschal feast, av/j-nav to Wvog lepdrai. " The

priests alone could not possibly slay all the lambs, the number of which, at this feast,

must have amounted to two millions, according to Josephus." But this calculation is

surely exaggerated, since at least ten persons should eat of every lamb. Let us suppose

that, during the paschal feasts, there were two millions of men present in Jerusalem.

Then, at most, the number of lambs would amount to 200,000 ; but even this number is

quite great enough to make it impossible for the priests, in the space of a few houra,

from three o'< lock in the afternoon until nine in the evening, to slay them
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Judas, yet it would seem that Matthew, when he wrote afterwards,

might have given his name. But he merely says npog rov 6eTva, a

certain one. An expression that corresponds with the Hebrew

'jiB, which always occurs in connexion with ':«V'5j ^^^ signifies

something which, though known, it is not convenient to express.

Compare Kuth iv. 1 ; 1 Samuel xxi. 2. The supposition is not im-

probable, that Matthew did not name the man, lest he should com-

promise him, for he himself, or at least his family, must have been

living when Matthew wrote. It is not expressly stated that he was

a disciple of Jesus : but the words "my time is near" (6 Kaipogfiov

eyyvg t:arLv),m Matth. xxvi. 18, render it highly probable. The ex-

pression, my time, cannot refer merely to the hour appointed for the

feast, but to the entire development of the life of the Son, as or-

dained by the Father, and which was now approaching its com-

pletion. If the expression Kaipog /zov, or the synonymous one wpa

fiou, indicate apparently a mere date (as in John ii. 4, vii. 6) yet a

closer examination wiU shew that even in these passages it has a

deeper significance, to which the pronoun manifestly refers : it

would seem to indicate that the time was fixed by the will of

the heavenly Father. Compare the explication of the above pas-

sage. This then makes it probable that the possessor of the house

was an intimate friend of the Lord. We might hazard a supposi-

tion as to Joseph of Arimathea or Nicodemus, for the dwelling

seems to have been that of a distinguished man. This view being

admitted, the irpog oe ttoiCj to -ndaxa, I keep the Passover loitli thee,

will not convey the sense of a dry announcement merely, but will

appear as an expression of the Saviour's love towards his disciple.

" In your very house I desire to keep the feast with my disciples."

Like Zaccheus, this man would have regarded it as a token of

favour, that the Lord should in this way consecrate his dwelling.

That he was not present at the meal is explained very simply ; be-

cause, as master of the house, he had to ofiiciate amongst his own
family in conducting the paschal feast.

After this account concerning the preparation of the feast, im-

mediately follows the description of the proceedings at the meal

itself. Towards evening (at the beginning of the fifteenth of Nisan)

Jesus sat down to the repast with his disciples, that is with all the

twelve, as the Synoptical Evangelists unanimously state, Matth.

xxvi, 20 : d^iaq yevofihriq. Luke has ore tyevero tj u)pa. Where
it is simply an indication of the hour, since the pronoun fiov is

wanting.

The article indicates the definite time for the feast of the pass-

over, so that the meaning of the statement is, " When the hour ap-

pointed in the law was come." For the avheiro in Matthew, Luke
has (xxii. 14) dveneoe. Both expressions were in common use to
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signify the sitting down to a meal. Luke alone—xxii. 14-18—gives

us the words with which the Redeemer introduced the festival, and

also its solemn opening. The words commence, as was natural,

with the mention of his prospective sufferings, and with the expres-

sion of his yearning desire to partake of the paschal feast once more,

and for the last time, with his followers, in this temporal and earthly

state (alihv ovTog). The opening, "ardently have I desired" (emdviug,

tntOvnTjoa), bears a character most profound and heart-touching.

How purely human, how thoroughly susceptible of love, of desire,

of sorrow, how far from all stoical apathy, appears the Saviour ! !

'EmOvjietv^ here, as in many other passages, signifies in its higher

sense, a strong desire, a longing, equivalent to ?ies—and its meaning
is further intensified by the annexed l-rrtOvfiia. Compare Genesis

xxxi. 30, where the LXX. also have it. In entire accordance -with

the Jewish customs described above, Jesus commenced the ceremony

with a thanksgiving prayer (evxapiorijoag elne), and then handed
round the cup (Luke xxii. 17). This cup must be distinguished

from that which was circulated at the holy supper, for the latter was
not filled until the paschal feast was concluded. (Compare Luke
xxii. 28.) The former was the first cup before that feast. Of the

others which immediately followed it, the evangelical history is

silent.

To the usual words with which this cup was distributed, XdjBere

TovTo, Koi 6La[iepiaaTe tavrolg, take this and distribute among your-

selves, Luke, verse 18, adds the remark ov firj mo) dnb rov yevvrj-

(larog T/'jg djUirt'Aoy to)g orov r) (iaaLXeia tov Oeov e.Xdxj, I shall not drink

of the fruit, etc. The same thought he had already expressed

(Luke xxii. 16) in connexion with " eating the Passover." (In the

latter place, the formula TrXrjpojOfi h r^ ftaotXeca stands for the tXdrj

Tj l3aatXda. The reading Pgojdrj is certainly formed after Matthew
xxvi, 29, and ought to be rejected. But the question arises. What
should be supplied in TTXrjpc^O?] ? We might add -ndvra, but follow-

ing Matthew xxvi. 29, where the same thought is more precisely

expressed, Trdaxa must be supplied. So that the sense of the pas-

sage is, " until the passover shall be celebrated in a more perfect form

in the kingdom of God.") Regarding the thought we shall speak

more fully in the exposition of Matthew xxvi. 29. Here we have

only to enquire whether the position of these words before the sup-

per, according to Luke, or after it, according to Matthew xxvi. 29,

be the more correct.

To me it does not appear at all improbable that Jesus uttered

the same thought more than once. In it is concentrated the entire

consolation which the Saviour imparted to his disciples upon mention-

ing his suffering, and that this was to be their last meal in company;

for the present indeed we no longer keep the paschal feast together,
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but we shall celebrate it more gloriously in my kingdom," The fact

that Jesus recurred to the same thought Luke xxii. 29, 30, in the

altercation among the disciples as to who should be the greatest, har-

monizes perfectly with this view. If the repetition be not admitted,

however, then the thought stands most appropriately after the sup-

per, for even in the supper the passover is already spiritualized, and

to this seems to belong the idea that in the kingdom of God it will

receive its final completion.

At this point, as we observed when arranging the sequence of

events in the last supper of the Lord, arose no doubt the strife

amongst the disciples as to who should be the greatest, Luke xxii,

24-30, which occasioned the feet-washing, John xiii. This hap-

pened, as is manifest from John xiii. 4, eyeiperai in rov Selttvov com-
pared with verse 12, after they had sat down to the meal, and
during the presence of Judas, So that the Saviour must have
washed his very betrayer's feet, which renders his humility more
striking. Here only can this discourse be placed therefore, for im-
mediately after the declaration of Jesus concerning the traitor, Judas
withdrew.

On the occasion of that dispute, nothing is mentioned : the

common conjecture as to its origin is, tliat the apostles were still ex-

pecting the establishment of an earthly kingdom by the Redeemer,
and aspired after the highest places which they supposed it would
include ; but this can hardly be maintained, for if such motives had
insinuated themselves into the minds of the disciples, the remarks
of Christ were by no means calculated to destroy their false expec-
tations, but rather to confirm them, since Jesus promised that they
should sit on thrones and judge the twelve tribes of Israel. Com-
pare Luke xxii. 30, with Matthew xix. 28, and our observations in

the Commentary on these passages. In the parallel case (Matth.
XX. 20, scq.), which arose from an external occasion, and in which
the rest of the disciples at least thought they perceived such a striv-

ing after earthly theocratic power in the children of Zebcdee, there

is no expression which could be so misunderstood as to convey the
impression that the Saviour himself excited their strife ; on the con-
trary Jesus represents the surrender of life itself as the necessary

expression of pure love, Matth. xx. 28.

Besides, according
' to this view, the disciples would appear in

the highest degree devoid of sympathy, were it possible for them,
at a moment so sacred, to think more of themselves than of their

lord and master. The conjecture that the contention arose concern-
ing their several places at the table appears far more acceptable.

Each of them wished to seat himself near the Lord ; and the pos-
session of these which they sought essentially through the love of

the Saviour, might have caused some reference to higher or lower
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stations in the kingdom of Christ ; and these hints, although but

casually expressed, gave occasion to Christ to inculcate once more

upon the disciples the doctrine that meekness and self-abasement

are the peculiar virtues of the Christian.

Luke xxii. 24, contains the expression (piXoveLnia, which does not

again occmr in the New Testament. In 2 Maccabees iv. 4, it stands

as equivalent to jj-dxv- In the phrase to, tI^ avrCJv k. t. A., to must

be regarded as the accusative absolute.

Ver. 25, 26.—The following words correspond entirely with the

passage Matthew xx. 25, seq. Still the differences are sufficiently

great to forbid the transfer of these words from one occurrence to

another ; the simple thoughts, however, might very easily have been

repeated upon similar occasions. The name evepyeTrjg, benefactor, is

peculiar to Luke's gospel. It was a title of honour which, was

sometimes given to kings, as e. g. Ptolemy Euergetes.* Philo (in the

Legat. ad Grajum) names the emperor Caligula Saviour and bene-

factor (crwrr/p Koi evepyerrjg'). In 2 Maccabees iv. 2, the phrase does

Hot indicate a title, but simply the ministry of Onias. In the vnelg

Jt- ovx ovT(x)gj it were best to supply toeaOe. The signification of

aei^uv is determined by the antithetical correlative vewrepof. Matth.

XX. 26, places SiaKovoq in antithesis to i^eyag.

Ver. 27.—The words " but I am in your midst as he that

serveth" (tyw 6e eliii iv jut-aw vjicov (hg 6 diuKoviop^ manifestly point to

the feet-washing, so that the account in John, derives no insignifi-

cant support from this passage. Comp. John xiii. 7, seq.

Ver. 28.—The connexion of this verse with the preceding is

obscure. Kuinoel conjectures, that the disciples had in the mean-

while spoken much that is omitted. But that is little probable ; at

least had the discourse been abridged, still in the very abridgement

there would have been, at the least, an intelligible connexion. That

connexion is doubtless as follows : Upon the humbling remarks ot

Jesus, which had been called forth by the manifestation of their

carnal feeling, the Eedeemer addressed to them some encouraging

words. He acknowledges the true patience and devotedness which

had enabled them to share with him in all his trials and conflicts, thus

shewing that this self-abasing love already existed in them (i. e. in

their renewed nature), and made them meet for and worthy of the

kingdom of God. (TLeipaonog = dcojyuog. Comp. Luke viii. 13 with

Matth. xiii. 21.)

* Luther translates the words eiepyeTai KaXovvrai, " they are called gracious lordsf
au expreuaion entirely in accordance with the connexion.
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